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ABSTRACT
These hearings focus46.on a number of bills that; in

federal government, for a stronger role in technological innovation.
var: us degrees, call for new organizational arrangements in the

The central,question addressed was wheher the advancement of
American technology nteds the active paricipation of, the federal
'.government, be it in they currently highly visible, high technology
sector or in the more.traditiomal smokestack industries that much of
the country relies on. Two of the bills propoSe the establishment of

, a new agency to be known respectively as- either the )Iational
Technology Foundati4 or the Adv;;nced Technology Foundation. Both
bills would, create or bring_together prog!:mns closol& related to
technology development. They.would also'establish a number of new
.programs, but basically they would give a strong push to government
support for research aqd development aimed at fostering technology to
the point where commercialization would take over. Two other bil3.s
would instead initiate major studies of the entire question of
industrial competitiveness. These proposals take the view that
decisions Should'not be made until ald4ti6nal consensus is reached.
'Other lesiglative proposals would target federal suppdttt on ilk

technology fey 'the manufacturing.sector. Witnesges included
congressional representative.s, officials of b. S. government agonciips,

'vend representatives from industry. (JN)
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FEDERAL ORGANIZATION FOR
rElciiNqfpGicAL INNovArribw

THIJIRSIIAY, JUNE 7, 1984

. HOUSE OF REPReSENTATIVES,
COMMI BE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,a
. Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in -room
2325, Rayburn Hou e Office Building, Hon. Doug. Walgren (chair-
man of the subcom ttee) presiding,

Present: Represe tatives Walgren, Mineta, MacKay,' Lundine,
Gregg, and Skeen%

Also presetit: Representatives Zschau and Ritter.
Mr. WALGREN. Today, the subcommittee begins 4 da3rs of hear-

ings on a number of bills that, in various degrees, call for new or-
ganizational arrangements in the Federal Poverkiment, for a
stronger role in technological innovation. We hope this hearing is a
contribution to the ongoing discussions on filtur&lederal policy to
encourage industrial technology and move our country in the
proper direction in that area:

Our scope in these hearings is narrower than what is known as
the industrial policy debate, which includes such Wide-ranging
issues as the need for a reconstruction bank and others. In these
hearings, the central question is whether the advancement of
American technology needs the active participation of the Federal
Government, be it in the currently highly.visible, high technology
sector or the more traditional' smokestack industries that much of
our country relies on.

Two of the bills before us, authored respectively by George
Brown and John LaFalce, propose the establishnient of a new
agency to be known respectively as either the National Technology
Foundation or the Advanced Technology Foundation. Both bills
would create or' bring together programs closely related to technol-
ogy development. They would also establish a number of new pro-
grams but basically they would give a strong push tp Government
support for research and development aimed at fostering technolo-
gy to the point where commercialization would take over.

Two other bills, one by Mr. Brown again and one by Mr.
Pashayan, would instead initiate mjor studies of the entire ques-
tion of industrial competitiveness. These proposals' take the view
that we are not yet ready to make the important decision in this,

.0rea before a good deal of additional consensus is reached. Finally,
we will be taking testimony on two. legislative proposals which

111
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would target Feder al support, on technology fir the manufacturing
sector: Authornd 1)4,111e- chairman of the 'Committee .on Science and

Technology, Mr. Ft.uuti; this billon the House side would provide
support for new technolog'y development in one sector of our indus-
try which is -often said to be in the most need, and that is, of
''coarse, manufayturing. This is an area where technology is be-
eyed td have moved faStef in other coulies,and, as a result; pro-
ductivity growth has exceeded that which" we have experienced .in
ours.

We rt ve a number of distinguished witnesses tylito are'. scheduled
to contribute their views to the record and the discusAui;including
a nuinber of Members of Congress who have given a lotlof thought
to these questions.' We reelly want to welcome them to'the commit-
tee and to the process.

Lwould like to recognize<Mr-Skeen for any opening comments
he might like. to make.

SKEEN. Thank you, Mr;
,
Chairman. Very briefly, because I

know you want to Ott into these hearings, I want to express my
. appreciation for the work that you have done as chairman of this

subcommittee and for the ongoing interest that we have had in this
particular issue of technological innovation.

Further than that, I want to say, too, that Membersof Congress
who have 'appeared before this subcommittee have shown a great
deal of interest and a very high level of expertise in their own
right. I want to commend them and say,that youlblks are doing an
outstanding job of tryingfo represent these issues legislatively. We
appreciatq, that kind of talent being embodied in this Congress. So,
congratulatiotis on the kind of work that you are doing, and wel-
come to all or you here. We ate delighted to have Mr. Young here
from Hewlett Packard. With that, Mr. Chairman, thank you very
much, and we will get on with the hearing.
4Mr. WALGREN. I appreciate that statement.
.Let us also include at this point in .the record an opening state-

islr."ent
by Stan Lundine, who has maintained an interest in this

141S.ea, and We will leave the tecord open for other opening state-
ments that our colleagues, on the committee may wish to, make.

(The opening statementof Mr. Lundine follows:]
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Mr. WALGREg. The firs'i witness today is John IAlatfice. All of
*. you who have followed hiA arwa ktiow he has focukd on it both in

his general. capacity, and in his chairmanithip of another committee
in the Congress and has been the authrgy of Arne of thelmost specific
and widely supported bills-in this areal

We really apprciate your 'coming before us, John. Welcome to
the committee. *

.
STATEMtNT OF HON. JOHN J. 1,11FAI,CE, A U.S REPRESENTATIVE

FItc)M THE STATE OF NEW YORK s

Mr. LiFAt.c.F.: Thank you very much, Mr.schairman.
_.

First I would like to ask unanimous consent to,have the entire
text of my statement included in th41 record, and I will summarize
from it.> , . ,, . .

Mr. WALGRE'N. Without objection, so ordered. .

Mr. LAFALCE. I want tothank you for giving serious consider-.
ation to H.R. 4361, which was reported by the Banking Committee
on April 10 by a vote of 25 to 18. - .
'The ATP' propuelal was develqped on the basis of hearings held

over the past year'by the Subcoffimittee on Economic Stabilization,
which I had the privilege of chairing. During the course of 35 days
of hearings, the subcammittee examined the reasons for the decline
in competitiveness of certain U.S. industries, the nature and extent
of current Government policies affecting industrieri, and alternative
policies for improving our competitiveness in the fkiture.

lige came to the conclusion during those hearings that thek devel-
Opment and use of new and better civilian technology is mist es-
sential: to the performance of the U.S. economy', both domesticalkly
and in international markets. Technological innovation, the devel-
opment of new technological products, processes, ,end systems
makes it possible for firms to produce goods and services that are
of a higher quality and at a lower cost. - Technological diffusion, the
widespread adoption and use of improved technologies is equally
important in ensuring that the economy as a whole enjoys the ben-
efits of low-cost higher performance technologiPS. /

I%

In short, unless positive actions are taken to strengthen,our ca-
pacity to converl basic scientific discoveries into technological inno-
vations and todiffuse them rapidly throughout American inctustj'y,
we believe that the United States aces the possible danger of
losing market after market to foreign competition.

During the hearings that my subcommitte held, many Witnesw
, *provided evidence after evidence that our ternational compeNrt-

icrtors, particularly the Japatiese and West ermiins, are spending
significantly higher fraction of their GN and govehment R&D
budgets on research with commercial app ications, and that, the
failure" to invest adequately in iipplied research is indeed having a
serious adverse' effect on America s industrial competitive position.

Often, American firms or research centers have pione9kd in new
technology, only to see its commercialization captured by foreign
competitors: 4K RAM and videocrrssette recorders are all Ameri-'
can inventions, but we did not finance research into cost - cutting 4
ways of producing the products, with the result that each Of these
products is now firmly under foreign control. Indeed, 100 peircent of
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V(/R's, a $10-billion-a-year growth industry, are currently makufac-

/ Wired outside of tlw Ilnited States.
fTo be-stire, the'Vederal Government already spends a great deal
(if money on research and development. About 50 percent of
R&D in this, country is federally funded. There are additional laic,
proc).ireme'nt, and antitrust policies which/seek to encourage or
subsidize private-sector investment in research and development.
Most of the direct Government support, however, goes tq defense-

_ related .programs and to basic scientific research.
I am not here to argue against funding for research in the De-

fense Department. I am not-arguing against funding levels for the
National Science Foundation or other basic science research pro-

.I grams. Donald Fry, the chairman of Bell & Howell, told my sub-
; committee that it is not so much a case of too much science but

rather too little engineering.
As for military research, however, "I would argue that we have

'skewed our priorities in recent years. In fiscal year 1980, half of
the Federal R&D budget was devoted to defense. Now that figure is
over 70 percent and growing. This emphasis, which more appropri-
ately could be termed overkill, has pulled'Aalented scientists and
institutional resources away from commercial-related,research and
toward the development of sophisticated weapons production.'

Our priorities are clear, and I think they are hurting our indus-
trial competitiveness and future economic growth. Let me put OUT
current [Morales into 'a devastating context when .compared with
the priorities and practices of our major competitors. At a time
when the Japanese, West Germans and French are apending about
10 to 15 percent of their government R&D money on projects that
specifically seek to stimulate industrial and generic technologies,

.the U.S. Government is spending less than 1 percent of its R&D
budget for such purposes.

The simple fact is that the Federal Government funding for ap-
plied research and development has be reduced by over 30 per-
cent in real terms since the Reagan administration took office. Dr.
Jordan Baruch, the former Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
Science and' Technology, whom I know you know very well, per-
haps put it best when he testified before my subcommittee:

' This country should be more concerned about being acquired
than being invaded."

Some" people centeud that, unlike military or basic scientific re-
search,tommercial research should be the sole responsibility of the
private sector. In this regard, it is important to understand that
U.S.-private sector underinvestment in applied research could well
be caused by market imperfections. Most firms lack the capital to
undertake large R&D projects which might lead to product revolu-
tionizint4 breakthroughs. Almost all firmsyregardless- of size,often
lack sufficient incentive to undertake even modest applied research
to make cost-cutting improvements in existing products because

.c.,they may be unable to capture the full fruits of their innovation. If
e improved technology quickly becomes available to their com-

etitors, then the innovating firm would gain an insufficient return
to justify its R&D investment.
,In general, then, private- sector fitsms tend to focus almost exclu-

sively on short-term R&D, which, would have an immediate pay-

0
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0
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hack in belt line profit. .They 4.indersttindably perhaps do not
invest in. generic, research projects. that, are extremely risky and

, may not provide arty exclusive heipefits..With the international
competitiyeness of the ecepomy as whole, however, the cast sav-
ings to an entire industry that can be generated From a technologi-

st 4al breakthrough ,could be critical,' fully, justifying' the costs and
risks involved in the invesjment.

Under these cirournstatices, then, I-believe tit this is a classic
case calling. for public intervention to remedy a market failure
which is imposing ari unacceptably crippling cost on our economy.

How can the Governynerit respond most effectively and appropri-
ately fo the problems of urlderinvestment in -commercial R&D.
There are at least three major options: tax credits for applied re- .

search, relaxed antitrust restrictions on joint R&D ventures by in- .

dustry, and direct Goverti`ment funding of applied research.
11he Reagan administration'has approachertthe problems .princi-

pally through the R&D tax credit and-the prOmotiOn of limited
partnerships created to take advantage of the credit. I am- not
going to oppose either of those two concepts, but I would point-outs
the following. The Joint Committee on Taxation 'estimates that the
tax revenues foregone because of the R&D tax credit will reach- ap-
proximately $1.5 billion for fiscal year 1984 through 1985. This
credit is in addition to a longstanding provision of the Tax Code

\ that permits rapid deduction 'of the entire cost of certain corporatie
R&D activities. This provision will result in a"$2:1)
for qualifying firms in fiscal year 1984 alone.

It is clear, then, thtat the administration i§ willing to 'spend con-
siderable sums of money through the Tax Code to address this
problem. It is not so clear, however, that this approach is as cos
effective as it shoald be. In testimony submitted to the Subcommit-
tee on Economic Stabilization on this issue, Prof. Edwin Mansfield
Of the University of Pennsylvania concluded that the R&D tax in-
centive has had very small impact on private-sector R&D expend-
itures. In fact',...PkofessomMansfield maintains that for each dollar . (1)

of tatx revenue-lost, we are Only _getting about 30 cents in .added
R&D. Moreover, we are now starting to-get thei usual horror stories
N.hclw a Government program can get subverted when it is insuffi-
ciently targeted.

In yesterdaylnorning's Washington Post, Or example, there wp§
an article on the tax credit. It cited a study by Professor Eigener of
Northwestern that said we are getting less research qnd develop-
ment on account of the tax/credit. In my opinion, there is at least a
very real prospect that the R&D tax credits will prove to be a great
program for accountants and lawyers but might not generhte very
much actual increase in R&D. So- I think we should be extremely
cautious about that and certainly not make it permanent within
the Tax Code without much further study.

A second alternative is for the Federal Governmeht to relax anti- (
trust sletrictions on joint researcly.and development ventures by
firms/111Z an industry. This would certainly be a useful tool to en-
courage R&D effints that individual firms might be unwilling to
,undertake but which a consortium of firth's migik be able t) afford.
I think that approach has merit, but while it has merit i also has
inherent limitations which we should realize:

4t,
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. all indlistries are iletiVe` relieiir
many would not undertake joint venture
so. In addition, highly concentrated indus
tionto benefit from such ventures since ji
ready have significant R&D investments. I.
blti danger of anticortipetitivelesulls from
the research moves from generic to product-
have to be careful of 'that.

and develowvilt,.,ithd
even illermitted t`o. dd

ries are better posi,,
is in such indtmtries al-

thor, th4re is a Joossi-.,
ch ventures. Where
ecific technology, we

For these, reasons, we kould be cattail! 0. we move to Change
our antitrust laws by carefully delineating any relaxation of anti--
trust constraints on :cooperative ft&D, so that w can be, sure that
what we are allmying is in fact a more efficient pooling Of funds
and talent at'theinduMfty level?,

A third and, in .my view, thEa.best riRernativel--although these
are not exclusive-4°r -promoting .increatied investment in .applied
research, and disseminating the results .Would be direct... Govern- '

ment funding of applied R&D projects. I believe .this approach
,makes the most sense fdr severa1reasons.I.Pirst,,direct funding as-
sures that every Government research dora goes for research and'
not some other purpose. Seco d, direct funding allows Govern-
ment' support for research' to be guided to, the: most promising
projects. It is a blanket erititlein t pt,gram, like the tax credit,
which supports ,every research. roject regardless of its merit.
Third, direct furiding allows us to. hold accountable the recipibrkts
of Federal support and evaluate the outcome of the Federal eV
penditute, Fourth, since the Federal.. Government directly shares in
the research iwv.estment, it,ean seek to ensure that the fruits of the
research Are widely disseminated to thebenefit of the entire econo-,
my. Fifth, a program of direct funding would foster the develhp-
ment of better economy-wide networks of cocrununication and an
atmosphere of cooperation amon industries, unive ties, and Gov-
ernment agencies at all evels. ,n sum, direct fun ini4 is the ap-
proach that, in my view, ssures- the greatest.return for the Gov-
ernment research dollar. gain, I dd, not think it &rid be the
only approach we take; I certainly think it is a de 1 ite approach,
and I think it is the best approach. ,, .

For those who view most Goverrithent program with suspicion,
, programs of this nature such as the AdvrAncedlechnology Founda-

tion that I advocate. and. the National Technology -Foundatiinit
tf

accomplAhrnent of the National Science Foundation, e NI ,

which Congressman Brown advocates, I would point he histoii
o
NASA, and other Government-funded research programs s ch as
tkose within the Departm&t of Agriculture. ,

new era of international crimpqtitioft makes it incu bent
upon us now to consider the merits.-of a-direabfundirig app oach,
whether it be the Advanced Technology loodndation that I have

esuggested or some other. approach. I think there is a strong case,
too, for a separateinstitution. Lam aware that it has' been argued
often that intro ased spending. for technol could most
easily be implemented through the National Science " undatiort
do mit think that would he a very good idea.

The NSF has. a broad-enough mandate, and serves a large-enough
v'constituenely as it is. As sevval witnesses testified befOre my<sub-

committee, we must,,constantly keep in mind that science and tech-
\
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nolog, while definitely related, Eire distinct activities independent
of one another: They are closely linked in many ways, but the de-

I velopment of newtechnelqiiies is a fundamentally different activity
*from scientific resatiroh. grience and technology haVe different ob-
jectives. Most rmportntiy, they have different constituencies.In
My judgment,. they shutuld also have different agencies to encour-
age their e'f'forts.

I 'am also aware of the suggestion that implementation of the
Stevenson-Wydli r Technology Innovation Act of 1980 would elimi-
nate the need f are klviificed Techno Foundation. I would re-
spond that it is precikly because- ch rwasures as Stevenson- s)

Wydler .are within the larger' bureaucracy of the lommerce De-
partment that the need 'for such a separhte instil ion is under:
scored. Stevenson-Wydler has not been properly funded or given
much visibility, and the Commerce Department appeprs at this
time to 'be wholli inadequate to the task of pursuing such responsi-
bilities in a serious, vigorous and consistent manner.

H.R. 4361 wauld Ideate the responsibility for technological devel-,
opulent inn separate mission-oriented agency that will be support-
ed by its own constituency and judged on its own merits.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, thedAdvanced Technology Founda-
tion proposal which you have beforMyou today, in my judgment is
a prudent and cost-effective mechanism for Stimulating the kind of
applied research which our economy needs to nmOntan our. inter-
national competitiveness. The level of funding proposed for this
iigency is very modest, considering the need. Indeed, if fully appro-

-,..priated, this program would constitute about 11/2 percent of'tke re-re-
search budget of' the Federal Government but would more than
double the amount of Federal vesourcestnow directed at this prob-

Additionally, the proposed funding level for the Advanced
TecIlhology Foundation would be only a fraction of the 'revenue
losses that the Treasury has .sustained through the open-ended
R&D tax crecht program which has produced insufficient results,

Finally, I again want to thank the members of this subcommittee
for the opportunity to discuss III.R.4361 today and other bills. I

particularly want to emphasize that the members of the Banking
Committee wish to cooperate, indeed, to defer to the much greater
expertise of the Science and Technology Committee as to how the
conchms and issues outlined in my statement can be best ad.
d ressed.

We are most aware of the budget squeeze, the existing research
programs within the juriAdttion. of this committee, and the pres-
sures that such budgetary constraints impose when considering the
establishment of any new agency at this time. For our part, we
simply want to work with this subcommittee dnd this committee in
any way possible to promote technological innovation in this coun-
try. So I urge the subcommittee to give the issues being discussed
serious and speedy 'consideration, and 'whatever your subcommittee
or committee decides to do, I want you to know that youlan call
upon the I3anking Committee to help in your efforts. Thank you
very much.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Lalealce follows: j 01.

Mr. WAGI1EN. Thank you very much, Mr. Lalealce.
Let nie invite Ed Zschau, who has just come in the room, to join

' U8 and come on up.
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XNGRESSMAN JOHN J. LAFINLS
Testimony on H.R. 4361

q1.3

before the --
liouse Subcommittee on Science, Research and TeddiiliAbigy

June 7, 1984

:;MT NGoad morning. I would like to thank you, Mr.itWal10iclhiWn;-nNO.

Members.of this Subcommittee for giving serious consideration
to H.R. 4341, a proposal to establish &D Advanced Technology
Fouridetidn (16TF") which was reported IFf the Banking committee
April 10 by devote of 25 - 18.

As you,know, the ATF propOsal was developed on the basis of
hearings held over the past year by the Buticommittee on liconomic
Stabilization, which I chair. During the course of 35 days '
of hearings, the Subcommittee examined the reasons for 'the
declining competitiveness of U.S.. industries the naturW,and
extent of current govenrment policies affecting industries, and
alternative policies for improving our competitiveness in the
future.

.
.

We came to the conclusion during those hearings that the
development and use of new and better civilian technology is
essential to the performance of the U.S. economy, both
domestically and in international markets. Technological
innovationthe development of new technological products,
proces4es and systemsmakes it possible for firma to produce
goods and services that are of higlIer quality and at a lower,cost.
Technological Aiffusionthe widespread adoption and use of
improved techn es---is equallyiimportant ip ensuring that
the n %or.omy as a w ole, enjoys the benefits of lower-cost,
hIgher-performance technologies.

In short, unless positive actions are taken to strengthen
our opacity to convert basic scientific discoveries into
technological innovations, and to diffuse them rapidly thrdughout
American industry, we believe that the United States faces the
very coal prospect of losing market after market to foreign

US NEED FOR H.R. 4361

Today, our country is locked in a critical competitive
struggle which will determine the kind of economic future our
country will have. It is a struggle for market share, for jobs,
and for economic leadership in the international economy; In the
aftermath of World War II, the United States dominated the
international economyawiti. virtually effortless superiority; but
thin.historic dominaeCi hai been sharply eroded in recent years
as ether nations entered the internAtionel marketplace as
serious, vigorous, competitors.

In this increasingly intense struggle, we will.be able tok ,
siSintsimour standard of living only by constantly innoVating Raw
p-oducts And production processes.

e There is disturbing evidence, however, that o r industries
Is A whole. "high tech" and "smokestack" alike--are 'faLling to t'

most the challenge of competitive ingovation. While Amgrican

11.
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/ scientists continue to _arid the world in the prodtion of new
knowledge, American industry too often trails behind the rest of
the world in applying those nett discoveries to the process of
economic productions Americans contino6 to sweep Nobel prize.
awards evpry year for scientific advances, yet our trade
imbalance) giow larger and larger. This peculiar pattern, in
,which we invent andthey innovate, will eventually mean that the
/center of gravity in the world economy will shift to those
countries which are doing a better job at commercial innovWon.

H.K.,4361. is designed to help bridge the gap between basic
research And the commercialization of new products or processes,

.through federal support for generic and cost,r4cutting
technological research and through the creation of an industrial
extension service to Speed up widespread adoption of innovations
throughout, the national economy:

UNDERINVESTMENT IN APPLIED RESEAFP

At the very time when it is becoming increasingly important
to the United States to be more innovative, our economy is simply
not making the investments necessary to stimulate and,support
technological innovations: A technologically stagnant, American
induitry 4111 inevitably be overtaken by foreign producers able
to take advantage of cheaper labor and the 'widespread
availability of existing productive technology. 4

During the hearing,. held by the Subcommittee on Economic
StAbilization, twiny witnesees provided evidence that our
international competitors (particularly the Japanese and West
Germans) are spending significantly higher fractions of their GNP
And government RI.D budgets on research with commerCial
application4; And that the fealties to invest adequately in
Applied research its indeed having a serious adverse effect on
America's industrial competitive position.

Because of insufficient Attention to new product
development., American industry has been increasingly overtaken in
international markets by foreign 5irms using innovative'
products- -basic oxygen steel furnaces, for example. In many other
caves, American firms or research centers have pioneeered a,pew
technology,'onlY to see its,commercialization captured by reign
competitors. The 64K RAM, fhe videocassette recorder, and the
MAGLEV reil system are all American inventions, but we did not
finance research into the cost-cutting ways of producing the
products, with the result that each of these "products" Is now
firmly under foreign control. Indeed, 100 percent of VCR'sa
$10 billion a year growth industryare currently manufactured
outside of the United States.

`.To be eure,.the Feaerer Government already spends a great
deal of money on research and development--about 50 percent of
All 114D in this country is federally' funded--and there are
additional tex,.procurement, And Anti-trust policies w4gh seek

V
.mr:ogrAye or subsidize privete !lector investment in research

and development,, Mosti.of the direct government support, however,
goes to.defenee-teleted programs, And Wylie scientific research.

15,
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I Am not her to argue agalristfundiny evels for the

National Science Jundation or other basic 1...!ience research
program,. As Donald Frey, Chairman of Bell and Howell, told my
Subcommittee, "It is not so much a case of too much -science, but
rather too little engineering. "'

As for military research, however, I ate prepared to argue
that we have skewered our priorities frrecent years. In FY
.1980, half...141,th. federal R&D budget was devoted to defense--now
that figure is over 70 percent, and growing. This
mphasis--which could more appropriately termed ovetkill--has
pulled talented scientists, and institutional resources away from
commercial-related research and toward the developmenikof
sophisticated weapons production. Our priorities ar lear, and
they are badly hurting our industrial competitiveness, and
future'economic growth.'

Let me put our current priorities into a devastating context
when compared with the priorities and practices of our major
competitors! At at time when the Japenese, West Germans, and
Frehch are spending about 10 to 15.percent of their government
R&D money on projects that specifiCally seek to stimulate
industrial and generic technologies, the U.S. Government is
upending lene than 1 percent ot its R&D budget for such
purposes. The simple .fact is that Federal Government funding for
applied research and development has been reduced by over 30
percen in real terms since the Reagan Administration took office.
Dr. Jordan BaruA, former Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
Science and Technology, perhaps, puit best when he testified

ibefore my subcommittee that "...this country should be more
concerned about being acquired than being invaded." 1

Gome people contend that unlike militar or basic scientific
research, commerpial research should lie the ole responsibility
of the private 'actor. In this regard, it In portant to.
lrillerstand that U.S. private nector underini sent in applied
research is caused by a classic case of market impe ection.kMost firms lack the capital to undertake large RA projects
which might lead to product-revolutionizing breakthroughs..
Almost all firms, regardless of size, often 'lack sufficient
incentive to undertake even modest, applied research to make
coat.-cittin9 improvements in existing products, because they may
be unable to capture the full fruits of their innovation. If the
improved technology quickly becomes available to their
competitors, then the innovating firm, would gain en insufficient
return to justify it R&D investment. r

In aenral, then, private sector firms tend to focus almost
exclusively on short-term R&D which will have an immediate
payback in bottom-line profits. They simply, and understandably,
do not invent, in generic research projects that ate extremely
risky And may not provide any exclusive benefits4Wor the
international compitiveness of the economy as &Thole, however,
the coct savings LO an entire industry that can be generated from
A technological breakthrough could be critical, fully justifying
'tae, the coati and rinks involved in the investment. Under these
citcumleances, then, I believe that this is a classic case
cmIling for pubILe intervention to remedy a market failure which
is imposing An unacceptable crippling cost un our economy.
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DIRMCT FUNDINGTOM MOSTEFFMCTIVLRES NSE

How cah the gOveenment respond most effectively and
P' appropriately to the problems of underinvestment in commercial
Rib? There appear to be three major optionsl.tax credits for
applied research; relaxed antitrust restrict Pins on joint R&D
ventures by industry; and direct government funding of applied
research.

,The Reagan Administration has approached the problems
principally through the RID tax credit, and promotion of limited
partnerships created to take advantage of the credit. The Joint
Committee on Taxation estimates that the tax revenues foregone
because of the R&D tax credit will reach approximately 51.5
billion for FY 1984-1985. This credit is in addition to a-
long- standing provision of the Tax Code that permits rapid
deduction of the entire costs of certain corporate R&D activities
This provision will result in a $2.5 billion subsidy for
qualifying firms in FY 1984 alone.

It is clear, then, that the Administration is willing to
npend considerable sums of money through the Tax Code to address
this problem. It is not so clear, however, if the

a

Admnistration's approach is cost- effective.'

In testimony submitted to the Subcommittee on Economic
Stabilization on this iss Professor Edwin Mansfield of the
University of.Pennnylvania, cluded that the R&D tax incentive
has had o vety small impact on vete sector R&D eXpendituret.
In fnct,'Pro6onsor Mansfield maintains that for each dollar of
fax revenue lust, we are only getting about 30 cents in'added R&D:
Moreover, we are now starting to get the usual horror stories of
how a Government program can get subverted when it is
insufficiently targetted. In My opiniion, there is a very real
prospect that the RGD tax credits will prove to be a great
program for accountants and lawyers, but will generate very
little actual increase in R&D.

A

A second alternative is for the Federal Government to relax
antitrust restrictions on joint research and development ventures
by firms in on industry. This would certainly be a useful tool
to encourage R&D efforts that individual firms might be unwilling

tepdertake, but which A Consortium of firms might be able to
ford. While this approach has merit, it is important to

recognize its inherent limitations. Not all industries are
active in research And development, and many would not undertake
joint ventures, even if permitted to do so. In addition, highly
concentrated industries are in a beteer'position to benefit from
such venture* since firms in such industries already have
significant R&D investments. Further,'there is a danger of
ahticompetitive results from such ventures where the research
moves from generic toproduct-specific technology. For all these
reasons, a blanket removal of antitrust strictures on joint
research efforts would not be wise, and certainly wouldhot be a
panacea for our inadequate investment !fi applied research.
However, a carefulrY delineated relaxation of'antitrutt
constroinEs on Cooperative R&D might a:low more efficient pooling
of funds and talent at the industry le..el.

%b.
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third, enl n my view the best, alto. .ativd for promoting
increased investment in applied research and dilskminating the
resultsis direct government funding of applied R&D projects. I

believe this approach makes the most sense for several reasons..
First, direct funding assures that every government research
dollar goes for research and not some other purpose. Second,
direst funding allows government support for reseIrch to be '

guided to the most promising projects. It is not a blanket
'enfitleftnt program like the tax credit which suports every p

researcheroject regardless of itslMerit. Third, direct,funding
allows us to hold aCcpuntable the recipients of federal support,
and evaluate the outcome of the federal expenditure. Fourth,
since the federal government directly shares in the research
investment, it can seek to assure that the fruits of the research
are widely disseminated to she benefit of the entire economy.
Fifth, a program of direct funding would foster the development
of better economy-wide networks of Communication and an
atmosphere of cooperation among industries, universities and
government agencies at all levels. In sum, direct funding is the
approach that, in my view, assures the greabeat return for the
government research

For those who view most government programs with suspicion,
I would point to the history of accomplishment of the NSF, NIH,
NASA, and other government-funded research programs such as
those within the Department of Agriculture. The new era of
international competition makes it incumbent upon us now td
ceNsider the merits of an Advanced Technology Foundation.

THE CASE FOR A S8PARATE INSTITUTION

Unless, and until, we recognize that technology has become a
principal determinant of international competition, the U.S.
economy will be unalbe to effectively compete with those
countries that have explicitly acknowledged its importance. Our
economic competitors hive, without exception, agencies whose
principal mission is the promotion of civilian technology. We
have decided to make such efforts "step children" within agenties
whose primary purposes and focus are elsewhere. The results have
been predictably disappointing. Given theimportance of
technological innovation to our economy, it is time that we
establish an independent agency with the resources to do the'job,,
and the separate constituency tR make sure that its programs
cannot be held as a pawn in some larger political, bureaucratic,
or ideological debate.

I am aware that it has been often argued that increased
spending for applied technology could be most easily implemented
through the National Scie.ice Foundation (NSF). I do not think
that.this is a good idea. The NSF has a broad enough mandae and
serves a large enough constituency as it is. As several
witnesses testified before the Subcommittee on Economic
Stabilization, we must constantly keep in mind that science and
technology are distinct activities, independent of one another.
Although they are Closely linked in many ways, the development of
new technologies is a fundamentally different activity from
scientific research. Science and technology have different
objectives, and different constituencies. They should also have
different agencies to encourage their efforts.

I
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I am also aware of he seygehtion that imple station of the
Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 would
eliminate the need for the Advanced Technology Foundation. Irespond that it is precisely because such measures as.
Stevenson-Wydler have not been implemented within the larger
bureauL.racy of the Commerce Department that the need for such ana separate institution is underscored. Stevenson-Wydler has not
bogn properly funded, or given much visibility, and the Commerce
Department appears, at this time, .to'be wh9lly inadeguatee'io the
task of pursuing such responsibilities in a serious, vigorous and
consistent manner. H.R. 4361 would locate the reponsibility for
technological development in a separate, mission-oriented agency
that will be supported by its own constituency, and judged on itsmerits.

CONCLUSION

In my opinion, the Advanced TeclKologY Foundation proposal
which.you have before you today is a "prudent and cost-effective
mechanism for stimulating the kind'of applied research which our
ecisnomy needs to maintain our international competitiveness. Thelevel of funding proposed for this agency is very modest,
considering the need. Indeed, if fully- appropriated, this
program would constitute aboiit 1 1/2 percent of. the research
budget of the Federal Government, but would more than double the
Amount of federal resources now directed at this problem.
Additionally, the proposed funding level for the Advanced
Technology Foundation would be only a fraction of the revenue
loos that the Treasury has sustained through the open-ended R&D
tax credit program which has produced insufficient results.

while it is possible for reasonable people to disagree on
the specifics of a solution to the problem of inadeguate.applied
research, there should be no serious debate on the urgency of the
problem. If all of us, private fitms, universities, scientists
and the government fail to rise to the competitive challenge in
the area of applied research, the result is predictable --
stagnation in out standard of living as we watch other nations
eapture our markets and the imagination of our own consumers.
None of us want such an outcome, and hone of us need experience
it if we recognize that we must act now to improve our ration's
ability to innovfite and compete.

Finally, I wLnt to again thank members of this Committee for
the opportunity to discuss this legislation today. H.R. 4361,
and Other bills, being considered before this Subcommligtee today

eRare positive ways to move forward on this issue. In is regard,
I particularly want t4 emphasize that Members ofthe Banking
Committee wish to coopera-e--in facts defer--to the much greater
expertise of the Science and Technology Committee as, to how the
roneernq and issues outlined in my statement can be'best
addronsteL

we are aware of the budget squeeze on existing research
programs within the jurisdiction of this Committee', and the
pressures that such budgetary constraints impose when considering
the establishment of any new agency at this time. For our part,
we simply want to work with this Subcommittee And Committee ip

way possible to promote technological innovation in thiscoentry.
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I urge this Committee to give the ileums being discussed
today serious and speedy consideration, and whatever the
Committee decides to do, I want you to know that you can, call
upon the Banking Committee to help in your efforts.

of
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We certainly appreciate that testimony`. It is such a sound prps-
entation. I find such frustration, coming froen a part of the country
that is similar to your part of tl! country, in the lack of economic
recovery that we have had an the lack of encouraging prospects
for basic smokestack manufacturing industries. Certaitily, some-
thing cries out to be done.

How did you set your $500-million-level in ttiis process? Can you
give any assessment of what the reach of that level of effort would
be?

Mr. LAFAI.CE. Basically, we doubled the existing commitment,
and we tried to spread this out. But certainly thtose figul-es are
most negotiable. From pur understanding of the budget constraints,
I think 'we 'would probably need considerably more. When you look
at the money that is being spent through the Tax Code now and
the payoff that we are getting, I think this would be most modest.
indeed in . comparison. I think that the cost-benefit relationship
that we get would be far greater through direct funding than
through the Tax Code approach.

Mr. WhIA;REN. In the Tax Code approach, what is the rationale-
1pr the conclusion that we are not getting very much "bang for the
buck" there? Is it that this re/worth 'would have been done
anyway? How are they making the judgment that we are only get-
ting 30 cents on the 'dollar.

Mr. I.AFALct,:. I Would 'refer you to the full study of Professor
Mansfield of the University of Pennsylvania, Professors_Eisener of
Northwestern, and so on. I think Professor Mansfield. diq his study'
for the National Science Foundation. As to the methodology, I
think in part it is because of their judgment that this research
would have been done anyway, in part because they say that
maybe it is not really research and development. It is being called
research and development, in part because of the provisions of the
Tax Code which says that you can oay get the tax credit for cer-
tain incremental types of research, too, and this might have dimin-
ishing returns after a while and be a disincentive for' research.
Each individual who has argued has come up with different rea-
sons for his argument.

I am not against this. Understand what I am saying. But I do not
think that we should make it a permanent provision of our 'Pax
Code. I think we should eitamitie what we have been able to buy
with our tax expehditures thus far much more carefully before we
4nake it permanent, anti I think we ought to realize that the ap-
proach it takes is a very general approach. To a certain extent, we
are juktp tossing dollars out.

MaW our system to advance theuentrepreneurial process, if you
will, has to be part of our overall approach. Itis a general ap-
proach. I also think, though, we need snot just a general approach;
we need a specific approach. Mr. Zschau and I have gotten, into
many debates, and he has frequently said we have to target the en-
trepreneuritil process not specific industries. My rejoinder has
always been, yes, we must target the entrepreneurial process. So I
do not oppose what you are advocating; I, too, have advocated those
things. But I also think we have to target specific industries, espe-
cially if' those specific industries are being targeted.

21
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Within the context of research and development, I think we have
to foster an atmosphere where research and development can pros-
per. Perhaps the limited use of our Tax Code is a way of doing
that, but I also think we have to go from the general to the specif-
ic, and we have to foster specific research projects, too. I think we
are not doing that right now. If it is being done, it is not being
done adequately. It is being done through the Defense Department.
It is not being done through Stevenson-VVydler. It is not being done
through the National Science Foundation, insofar as the type of re-
search and development I am talking 'about. That is primarily
basic.

I thin need a complementary approach.
Mr. WA REN. I would like to recognize my colleagues for

thoughts they might like to raise. Mr. Mineta.
Mr. LAFALCE. I want to emphaiize again, too, that I am going, to

defer to the -much greater expertise of this subcommittee and full
comnnittee that have been 'dealing with science and technology
matters since you have been sitting on it. We are relatively new to
this area, but there are our best judgments on the basis of the evi-
dence that we have heard. It, is very limited in comparison to what
you have heard.

Mr. MINETA. John, let me ask you, in the work that you have
done, has there been a way to quantify the benefits that come from
direct-expenditure programs as compared to tax-expenditure pro-
grams?

Mr. LAFALCE. I think the National Science Foundatitm has at-
tempt0 to do that in order to justify their programs. I ttink they
have concluded that there is a m ch higher return.

Mr. MINETA. Is it not a probleii that in terms of a direct categor-
ical program for assistance, R& novation or whatever might be
referred to, thatfirst of all you have e alOagency doing that,
and second, you are in effect going through ifat whole argument
about having to pick winners and losers. Should we be doing that?

Mr. LAFALCE. Does not the 'National 'Science Foundation pick
winners and 'losers every day? Does not the National Institute of
Health pick winners and losers? Does not the NASA pick winners
and losers? Does not the Defense Advanced Research Project
Agency [DARPA], within the Department of Defense, pick winners
and losers? The difficulty with the Tax Code is, it does not make
any attempt to pick winners and losers. It says: Everybody will
have theMbRey, no matter how meritorious; If you do this type of
activity, vire are not going to be discriminating.

What I am saying is, we need 'a blend of both approaches. We
need the general, .and we need the specific. We really do not have
the specific. This subcommittee must have made the judgment,
when they advocated passage of the Stevenson-Wydler Act, on a
very bipartisan basis, that you needed the specific approach. The
problem with Stevenson -Wydler is that it simply has not been
funded. It hasn't been funded, in large part I think, because it is
silnply one of many respOnsibilities of the Department' of Com-
merce, and there has been, no visibility to it.

Insofar as the need for this, too, I think the chairman said that
I(/ maybe e need some greater study. I would point out that the

Office of chnology Assessment has made a study of the need ,for

4
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such an institution. They did it at our request. It is a rather, ex-
haustive study, and they said clearly, we need such an institution. I
would refer you to the study of OTA on this issue. I would clarify
that this is a staff study; it hiis not been adopted in tote by the offi-
cial board, but the staff study is quite explicit and quite definitive.

Mr. MINETA. What would be the difference between your ATF
approach versus the proper funding of the Stevenson-Wydler Act?

Mr. LAFALCE. You could probably do it either way. I just think
that you are going to be able to develop the program much better,
develop a constituency for it, give it much greater visibility. You
are going to be able to enhance,its effectiveness much better
thriiiigh this approach. If. this subcommittee makes the judgment,
we ave to get funding of Stevenson-Vrydler and let's put all our
eggs in that basket, I will support the approach of this subcommit-
tee. I think we would have a better chance of accomplishing our
goal, of being successful, if we try to create a new agency, inde-
pendent, and very mission oriented, similar to the way we created
the National Science Foundation.

7. If we just passed a law giving the Department of ConFrnerce the
responsibilities that the National Science Foundation has, I think
it would get lost in the overall responsibilities of the Department of
Commerce. It has too many responsilpilities. I think the National
Science Foundation has this one responsibility for science, and I
think we ought to have one agency with this one responsibility for
technology. 6

Mr. MINETA. Just to digress a bi when I was on the budget com-
mittee chairing the budget prose tiisk force; I wanted to include
in the budget resolution a portion utlining all of The tax expendi-
ture programs, the revenues that we were losing through tax ex-
penditure approaches, just to make visible how much. we were
losing in revenues as compared to hoW much we were spending in
direct programs that already show in a budget resolution.

As we try to get a handle on direct spehding, everyone gets more
and more innovative and says,' "Let's gothe tax credit route in-
stead." I have no problem with tax credits. I think we also have to
have that as a. visible item in terms of how much dollars as com-
pared to direct expenditures.'

Mr. LAFALCE. There is a bias on the, part of the private sector
toward utilization of the Tax Code. They almost have an anti-Goit-
ernment bias. Because of the anti- Government bias, if you go to the
Tax Code, you don't have to deal with Government. Also, too, you
calk spend that money for almost anything you wank Again; I
thilik we need an appropriate balance between tax incentives and
direct funding.

4 Mr. MINETA. Thank you, John, for your leadership.
Thank you, Mr. Chairmen.
Mr. WALGREN. Mr. Gregg.
Mr.' LAFALCE. 'Mr: Gregg, more than ybody,, knows how little I

know about technological and scien is matters because we suf-
fered through a computer course together,

Mr. GREGG. Obviously, philosophically, there is an inconsistency
with my basic belief, which is that you let the marketplace sere
this issue. ,
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Mr. LAFALcE. If' you favored Stevenson -Wydler, if you favor the
Native! Science Foundation, it you favor NASA and NUT, if you
favor DARPA, lAto not think we have any inconsistency at all.

Mr. GREGG. Yes, you do, because the National Sciencd Founda-
tion, for example, or the Departnight- of Energy are committed .to
ebasic research. In the times when they get out of the basic research
business and get into the applied research area, or even get into
the commercialization areas, they have been abysmal failures.

I would take, for example, the National Science Foundation's ex-
laerience with solar-heated dog houses and the whole applied proc-
ess that they went through, where they sought grants for the com-
mercialization activities as a failure.

The question I guess is: How can we as a government, function-
ing here in Washington, even if we set' up a separate entity which
is science-oriented, how can we possibly make that what I consider
to be massive leap from institutionalized structure to that individ-
ualized initiative that creates movement'in science or in commer-
cialization, that entrepreneurial spirit? How can we ever, as a gov-
ernment and simply by the constraints put on a government,
expect that we are going to be able to pick out and choose what is
going to drive an entrepreneurial spirit?

'Mr. LAFALCE. Hpw is DARPA doing it today? How is DARPA
making the decisions to advance the fifth-generation computer?'

Mr. GREGG. That is different, because y_pu are talking about spe-
cific events. If you want to be specific, and if you want to say, "All
right, in, these areas we are going to commercialize. We are going
to move the Federal Government into commercialization," then we
have a debate on each one of these are*. We come to the conclu-
sion that in the national interest, we hale to commercialize the su-
percomputer, or we have to commercialize in the. high-tech area, in
the long-term-energy area of fusion. We have to pay for that step.
Or breeder technology, which I do not happen to agree with, but
we made that decision at one ,point.

Fine. We make those decisions on massive Federal action in very
targeted areas, however, those areas are defined primarily by the
fact that they are long-term high-risk areas. For us as'a govern-
ment to just set up a great big pool of money and say, "Come and
get it" to the commercial sector, we are never going toI think
what you are going to find is, You are going to have just a whole
Aeries of solar dog houses out there being funded by people at the
Federal level.

Mr. LAFA1.c,E. I am curious as to what the difference then, other
than the institutional difference, would be between Stevenson-
Wydler's approach and an Advanced Technology Foundation or the
National Technology Foundation advocated by Chairman Brown?
Nteverison-Wydler, as I understand it, would provide moneys' for
the commercialization of our scientific discoveries for technological
development and advancement, Only it has not been funded. It is
my understanding that this committee thought that was, on a bi-
partisan basis, the most necessary and wise approach.

Mr. GREGG. I cannot speak to that because I was not here(tt the
time, so I am just addressing your bill right now. I would suspect
that, since it has not been funded, that probably answers the ques-
tion: the decision was made that it is not going to work.
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M. LAFALCK. The Reagan Administration has spoken of Ste- .
plaCnson-Wydler as if it it; D. wonderffil law, as if it has athieved
marvelous results. The fast of tha,.littitters is, I think that is more
rhetoric than Anything else. TheStyNve not spoken about the ba'sic
concept of it,

Mr. GREGG. I am not speaking for the Administration; I am
speaking for myself. My concept is that the Federal Government, .
when it starts gening Into the business of commercialization,-is
going,to be a failure because institutionally it is incapable of dis-,
criminating between what is going to work and not work in the pri-
vate sector. Public sector activity.vcannot do it. But I would be'
happy to yield toomebody else.

r; WALGREN., In -deference to the time constraints of our nekt
witness, I think f ought to recognize the gentleman from New York
for some brief thoughts, and then we qpght to get on to Mr. Young
who has a time limit with us this morning.

Mr. LUNDINE. I appreciate the chairman's quiet way of under-
scoring the word "brief." I would just ask unanimous consent to
put the opening statement that I prepared into the record following
any opening statements by the ranking minority member.

Mr. WALGREN. Without objection, that has been so ordered.
Mr. LUNDINE. First of all, I would just like to compliment my col-

league and friend. I have been in the Congress for 8 years. I will
,adinit tIlipt I have a bias on the issue or a poirrit of view on industri-
al competitiveness, but I have never been privileged to participate
in hearings as comprehensive, as thorough, or as interesting as the
ones that he chaired on the Economic Stabilization Subcommittee.
I really think that he has done the Nation a service by just bring-
ing out all the different points of view. I do not think those hear-
ings were any attempt to squelch any particular point of view.

You got into this a little bit. How do you answer the charge that
what you are going to do is allow bureaucrats to choose promising
or effective technology, when in fact tilt marketplace is the only
instrument to make that choice?

Mr. LAFALCI :. I suppose whenever the Government is involved,
you can always bring up the word bureauor and you can always,
bring up the concept of winners and loser's. hink we just have to
understand tliat if Government has to be i volved, you have to
deal with art individual who works for the Government; and if Gov-
ernment is going to make the decision, you can always call that
Governnient decision "picking winners and losers." That seems to
me to be a rhetorical device which can be used in a specific circum
sthce, but it can be used generally a
volvement in any activity whatsoever.
bureaucrat because you are always t
116111. You can always talk about picki
ever Government has to make a decision.

So you would have to argue against dealing with the Govern-
ment, an
maki
grabs
much
one, of the first things you would do would be to get together the
private Sector, and within the private sector you would-have to say,-

twist any Government in-
ou can always talk about a
rig about a Government of-

winners and losers whe-n-

you would have to argue against the Government
ecisions: IIow can you structure this? Well, this is up for

s to how you can structure it. But certainly, you know how
favor the concept of consensus. It would seem to me that

l
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money to do it? "-Then ou are going to have to make some-judg-
ments.

4There is going to be disagreement within the industries. There is
gibing to be disagreement within the private sector. The National
Science Foundation has a number, of advisory panels that assist w t,

them in their effort; So I do aot have any hard'atid fast approach
that should be'used, but certainly I would want tremendous input
from the private 'sector as to at is nesded.,-

Mr. LUND1NE. Recognizinethe time constraint/3, I Would ju like
to follow up briefly. The National Science Foundation, a tyou
knew, has a system of peer review. Are you .suggesting a sottpo an
industrial peer review process?

Mr.: LAFALCE. Absolutely.a -
Mr. LUND1NE. Thank you.
Mr. LAFALCE. That is not without its own diffidulties, to be sure,

but w ust make deciSions somehow and I think that is probably
the be7f approach,t6 make decisions.

Mr. Rirma. I appreciate all the work that the gentleman from
New York has done on this subject. I Ivould just like 'to point out
that his proposal for this supergroup of,peers.to review is perceived
very differently by different segments of the society. There is a seg-
ment that perceives this industrial policy allocation process as''ca-
pable of helpirik those that are in dire need of help to somehow
overcome thek s rtcorni s,

Mr. LAFALcE. You ar taffing about H,R. 4360, I believe, Don,
and this is H.R. 4361. really would like to limit it to H.R. 4361,"
and maybe we could deb to H.R. 4360 at another time.

Mr. RIrma. What is,the difference between H.R. 4361 and H.R.
4360?

Mr, LAFALCE. H.R. 4360 would establish a Council on Industrial )

Competitiveness. H.R. '4361, which I am discussing today; would
create an Advanced Technolpgy Foundation. I think you are talk- -
ing about the bill that you considered in the Energk and Commerce,
Committee. That is not the bill that we are considering today.

Mr. RITTER. Please excuse my misunderstanding of 1 digit out of
4,360 'bills.

Mr. WALGREN. We could submit some outlive of the reservations
that might be had about this bill for the record,-if you want.

Mr. Rims. I have somewhat, different concerns about this one,
but I think at this poin,t I would like' to defer to the chairman an
get On with the schedule.

Mr. WALGREN. I appreciate the uncterstanding of the members
that they are extending the Chair at this pOint. I want to under-
score Mr. Lundine's respect for the work that you have done in this
'.area, particularly the hearings and the'recor0 that has flowed from
them, and express our apprecialion and respect, for your involvw
ment in this area.

Mr. LAFAI.cE, Thank you. And I want to underscore my realizif-
don that the members of this subcommittee have far greater
knowledge and expertiie in this area than do I 0, generally speak-
ing, the members of my subcommittee and.committee' and our wish
to defer to you and to cooperate with you as, you- Make your delib-

.-
orations and judgments.
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Mr. WALUREN. Thank you very much.
c.

At this time,-.1 would like to recognize Mr. Mineta:.-One of.the
great virtues of the Congress is that we come from all figefors'of
the country. Therefore, we often have members who arecintensely
involved with areas of the country where private citizens who. are
making significant, contributions are constituents and are in our
immediate areas. Coming from the penjnsula area of San Francis-
co, that is the case with thig next witness, and I would like to rec-
ognize Mr. Mineta for his introduction.

Mr. iNcrA. Thank :you very much, gr. Chairman. It is clear
from the range of bills presently under consideration by this sub-
committee that there are a myriad of approaches the Government
might use in encouraging and supporting technological devplop-
ment in the United States. To proceed, however, we mustThave
some clear understanliing of how industries presently in the fore-
front of technological development and marketing envision Govern-
ment cooperation in the* areas of expertise.

Hewlett-Packard is a company located in Mr. Zschau's district, in
our area known as Silicon Valley, and since shortly afterits
modest beginnings has been recognized as a leader in thy cre-
ative and competitive world of high technology. The prIlliffeAwent of
Hewlett-Packard and its chief executive officer is Mr. John Young,
a' gentleman of considerable experience, not only in indt4ry itself
but also in the Air. Force Research and Developinenf:Weinmand

.. and currently as chairman'Of the President's Commission, oh
'trial **COritiveness. We are, therefore, especially fortunate in
having Mrnoung appear before this subcommittee today to *share
with us many of his own thoughts on the issues ebeftre us and to
-set forth some of the conclusions and thoughts put forth by the '
Commission whiCh he now chairs.

He is a graduate of Oregon State University, and just as the
person who' chairs this subcommittee I 'believe has his"Ph.D. from
Stanford University, and our colleage, Mr. Zschau, has his Ph.D.

I also from Stanford University, our witness next has his MBA from
Stanford University. In contrast, I am a Berkeley graduate. Al-
though Mr. Young is the vice president of the board of trustees of
Stanford University, and notwithstanding Mr. Young's credentials,
I am just pleased ton the room with_ as many Californians' as pos-
sible. So I yiotiild like to welcome Mr. Young, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. LUNDINE. At the risk or taking all of the time 'for introduc-
tions, I wonder if,Mr. Zschau would like to say anything.

Mr. &CHAU. I would judt like to welcome the witness, ruy geod
fried, John Young. One thing I might add is .that the Hewlett-
Pacattd Co. is regarded around the world as-one of the best-man-
aged companies, not just din the electronics industry but in all in-
thistries. It is a real tribute not only to the founders of the compa-
ny but its current chief executive officer, Min Young.

Mr. LUNDINE. From a different part of the country and probably
a different perspective, I would like to say that I viewed the Prem-

. dent's Commission on Industrial Competitiveness with a great deal '
of skepticism, maybe one might even say cynicism, prkticularly be-
cause it was originally due to give its report within two months of
the "1984 elections. From what 'I aan tell of what is going on; I am
pleasantIrsurprised. It is not the first time I. have been wrong, but

4
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I am really delighted, Mr. Young, with your work in that regent
and also, I might say, delighted that you have persuaded somebody
to delay the report because I think it enhances its credibility be-
cause of the elections to delay it until sometime later this year. We
really do welcoine you and appreciate your appettring here.

STATEMENT OF JOHN A..YOUNG, CHAIRMAN, PRESIDENT'S COM,
MISSION ON INDUSTRIAL COMPETITIVENESS, AND PRESIDENT
AND CEO, IIEWLETT.PAUKARD CORP., PALO ALTO, CA

Mr. YOUNG. Thank you very much, Mr. Lundine. I have vary
much looked forward to appearing before this subcommittee, and I
have submitted my regiarks. id advance.

Mr. LUNDINE.- Your entire testimony will be made a part of the
record.

Mr. YOUNG. Thank you, and I will just synopsize a few things
from that, in the interest of time and then, respond to aniquestiorr
any of you have.

I believe the subcommittee has picked an important area of in-
quiry. Our competitiveness, in view, can no longer be taken fdt
granted even by many of the a s which weregard as the eading
edge of our competitive strengt Like the electronics area or ex-
ample. It is interesting to observe that last year the bilateral trade
deficit between the United States and Japan an electronibs was a

cit. So I do not think we can be too sanguine a out our abilities to
negative $8 billion, only a few billion short of Carter trade defiabilities

do everything we can to facilitate the competitiveness of our coun-
try and' our leading technology industries.

The technology area is certainly important to our country. Prod-
uct technology has allowed us to have unique and advanced prod-
ucts that have real value in the marketplace. Process technologies
have created proprietary methods for manufacturing things at low
cost historically, a these things combined to provide the higher
standard of living t t our Nation's citizens enjoy. I think very
clearly at stake is t abilityto continue that higher standard of
living, and 'that me continuing to earn that kind of return in
order to ustify that dard.

These inds of ideas are very much along e lines of the Presi-
dent's charter to the Commission on Indust ial Competitivefess.
We are not only looking at the' competitive nature of the teChnolo-
gy base industries but also the use of technology in a wfde variety
of the more basic industrial sectors in order toiamprove the cow:
petkveness of that activity. This Commission was established bly
the' President in June 198a, and as you indicated, ,Mr. Ltlindine, we
are to complete our work by December 1984.

There are 30 commissioners, including a wide variety of academ-
ic leaders, business leaders, the Presideht's science adviser, union
members, and so forth. I ,appreciate your complimentary remarks;
the Commission is hard at work, and we are indeed broadly study-
ing this question and certainly we respect Congreshman LaFalce s
work in this area as well.

I would like to take a couple of minutes to outline some of the
broader commission work and give you a feel of the complexity of
the competitiveness issue. While we also concluded that technology
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iH kind of a centerpiece of much of what we amtalking about, it is
indeed' a complicated issue, an interrelated IHtille of competitive-
ness. One could excel at technology and still lose. For example, it is
clear from the testimony we have taken, one of the few times that
a Whole series of economists have agreed on anything that I am
aware of, they unanimously feel that the cost of capital in the
United States is between 11/2 and 4 tittles greater than that of one
of our leading trading dartners, Japan.

So, having the best technology still is not enough to necessarily
ensurecompetitivenesa, and that is why I would continue. to under-

,iscore your ..interemt in and understanding of.a whole set of related
imams. It is not possible to drive things ahead on a single point, but
rather one needs to look broadly at these issues and Make sure
that a set of complementarx policies come about. Government is
frequently criticized for having conflicting goals and directions
with respect to these issues.

Our own Commission's work is organized into four committees.
One is human resources, including skills, attitudes, and costs for
resources.lije are looking at capital resource questions, as I indi-
cated, variTus alternatives with respect to outside areas like the,
savings rate, tax policy, 'but also internal cash llovO. generation
mechanisms. We are looking at questions of international trade, a
myriad of ways in which international practices either serve to
limit our access to markets or to prejudice American firms' com-
petitiveness, and in what ways we can effectively promote exports
and respond to unfair practices. Of course, one of the most impor-
tant areas we are looking at Is research and dtvelopment and man- s,

ufacturing technologies, and the roleof technology in promoting
competitiveness.

We have found some very strong interest in these areas. For the 0,

Administrtition, we work with Secretary Baldrige and the' Cabinet
Council on Commerce and Trade. We have been encouraged by the
Administration's people to bring forward recommendations as they
occur. That is a little bit of a different approkh for a commission
wNcir, often goes off and then Orings back a...final repctrt. We are
tiling to have an interaction on an on-going basis, and I think this
has been quite helpful in keeping us directed and beginning to
form an interaction with a broader set- of people, including this
Commislion.

We have already made some recommendations concerning re
seezch and development issues, incentives to invest, protection of
intellectual property, antitrust barriers, and this sort of thing. We
have a cont ing agenda in the research and ev6lopment area,
having eb do ith innovation of commercial products; what we can
do to s rength this area, somewhat along the lines of the discus-
sion jut prece ing. We have asked Bill Miller, president of Stan-
ford's SRI International, to lead a small ad hoc group looking spe-
cifically at this question. We have been looking at the manufactur-

cing technology issue. It is rather interestOp to find that only two
aniversities we can identify have any kind of a graduate -level re-
search and faculty trainin'g program in manufacturing research. In
fact, IBM's PO million grant to accelerate the development of this
area has been a very pivotal one, really. galvanizing things into
action, providimethe resources to move this important area ahead.

ti
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We are looking at questions about getting more value from the
doU.S. national laboririem, founded arabout $15 billion a year, and

we are looking at partnership relationships, including leapfrog
technologies in steel as at least one possibility of getting additional
value and coupling on this basic research investment.

I would like to just say a word or two about Hewlett-Packard Co.,
'abbut.our own organization and some observations on the research
And development effort. We will spend $600 million in, our company
this year on R&D.' It iH the third largest private electronic research
and development program in the United States. We have almost
'half of our business outside the United States, and we are the 13th
largest exporter in dollar terms in the United States. So we are a
very important earner of foreign Currency for the United States.

Year in and year out, we find that research and development
drives our whole busihess, and that in any year, one-half of our
orders will come from products introduced in the preceding 3 years.
So, organizing to retain the entrepreneurial spirit as we grow to
80,000 employees, and to continue to facilitate this flow of products

ii and associated processes is really at the heart of what wedo. A
Our research and development director, who has just retired, had

a wonderful saying. He said that the difference between theory and
practice is that practice takes into account all of the theory. I could
not help thinking about that saying as I was hearin Representa-
ti* LaFalce difiCLISH how the g&D tax credit really oes not have
any effect, since in our own company, spending $600 illion, we ac-
tually, raised our spending by 1 full percentage point of sales
during this period. So, again, I refer to the difference' between
theory and practiceand you can take this datum point for what it
is worth.

,

So the question is, what can we do? Whitt could the public sector
do to facilitate things from the frame of reference of the Hewlett-
Packard Co. Frankly, I do not think I can comment on the six bills
that you have before you. They are quite a complex array. But
rather, 1. backed up and thought that maybe there were some cardi-
nal pointsI called them "facts" in the testimonythat ihavepome
associated criteria about them that might serve as benchmarks.
They represent some points of view of mine that 'think are mostly
subscribed to by members of the President's Commission that
ought to he benchmarks used in evaluating legislation:

Fact No. 1: I think it is difficult to predict which technologies are
going to be successful in the marketplace. Time after time we find
that even skill.fd judgments of companies involved are incorrect.
One of the stories I think fiat catches the flavor of this is bne Bob
Noyce, who was the cofounder of Intel and the inventor of the mi-
croprocessor, likes to tell on himself. He recites the story about his
wife, Ann, who asked his advice about making an investment in a
sinaft company. After thoroughly reviewing the issue, Bob recom-
Myriad that she not make this investment because he was pretty
sure that the field they were in was not too promising. After all,
how many people could possibly he intereste in having a personal
computer. Of course, the company turned t to be Apple; it is now
n billion dollars ii year company. His e,works for Apple, as a
matter of filet; and ikpple is one of the largest customers fqr Intel's
circuits. So you see; even those with a very good view tof the tech-

tiu
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cen-
tral

and -related business areas find that this is really the cen-
tral part of making business judgments.

We think that the closer to the market you are, the better you
are going to do that, but it is extremely hard to b6 very good, even
when you are ver e. We quite agree with the theory that Ed.
Zschau espouse that is, target the process of innovation, build up
the capability, Ii I the bowl fuller so that more..anck more people
can benefit from this and draw on additional resources and put
them to work using their own insights and knowledge of the mar-
ketplace to make that Klippen. .

Pact No. 2: The. marketplace is continuously changing. Proposals
should provide for feedback from the marketplace. Public policy de-
velop

Jment

should be coupled to the market through some. kind of
mechanism,uch as shared funding or ways of aligning the pur-
pose's of the market with the funders. Again, I could not help but
respond to Representative LaF1alce's response to a question about
going nut tp askAndustry what they would like to have happen and
what they would like to fund. That is fine; you can do that, but at
the same time, you ought to ask them &this is so important, why
aren't you doing it already. What is it that you are doing instead of.
this?

The list you are going to get is the list that just fell off of their
own set of priorities. Guaranteed. That is the last one they did not
fund. So it gives yoU some benchmark about Where it falls in their
hierarchy of things they probably want to do.

Fact No. 3: Capacity to fund research depends on our ability -to
reap rewards from that research investment over time so.'the .re-
suiting products Of innovation can be Sold in world markets, There-
fore, successful technology prodUcts must be competitive in- two
fundamental ways, in both cost and quality. The Japanese have
shown that technology can be importedmost of their's isbut the
careful attention to manufacturing, both in cost and quality, really
has tremendous competitive characteristics in itself. So manufac-
turing technology must be given serious investigation, and the re-
quirements must be considered very much as part of the research
charter. We must very much address the quality and cost issue.

So innovations and process technology can help minimize the die-
advantage of high-cost human resources. In fact, that is the 'printi-
pal way in which we must gain the produstivity that can retain the
standard of living differences that we enjoy.

. .
Fact No. 4: Technology is dynamic and mobile. It goes to indus-

trializing nations, such*as Korea, which just 20 years ago was Jai a
great shambles, already has state-of-the-art technology that is ylry
comparable to the beet in the world and is rapidly getting into the
semiconductor business. So these proposals must recognize that the
time available to firms for development is shrinking, the ?nobility
of technology is growing around the world, and developing coun-
tries fire finding new strategies to cut across old developmental
ideas of using low-cost labor in making textiles, for example.
Rather, they are catapulting to the front itf the technology area as
basis for development.

Fact No. '5: There are limited Federal funds to support R&D gen-
erally, and no other organization is likely to fund significant
amounts of basic reeearch. This is the fundamental role of govern-

3
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ment. So other kinds of proposals to help in applied research
should not divert existing Federal fundings of the basic research
program. Federal assistance should not displace already-planned
private-sector research either:* That would be, again, a useless ap-
plication of Federal money.

Fact No. 6: We think research done on university campuses pro-
vides the, dual benefits of advancing basic knowledge and providing
critical training for engineers and scientists. A great deal of the
basic work in the country is done by the leading research universi-'
ties, and we think proposed policies should probably explore the
possibilities for using universities as the vehicle for research pro-

,grams.
Dave Packard has completed a study as .part of the President's

private-sector studies on cost control, in which he believes that
more ffective management of the Federal laboratories might
result' ik90-ings of $6 to $9 billion. If that indeed were the case,
and if that money could be redeployed to, let's say, the universities,
you would literall . double the level of u iversity research support
from the Federal.tovernment.

These are directions to review. Of cou se, building the faculty
structure up and the supporting equipme and facilities is abso-,
lutely critical. I am sure this committee is _well aware of a serious
faculty appointment situation. Between Urand 20 percent of the
faculty appointments in key. engineering disciplines are unfilled
today. U.S. youngsters are not choosing graduate study for the
Ph.D. as a field nor going into the faculty profession. George Low,
president of/Rensselaer Polytechnic and a member of our commis-
sion, has documented this subject quite well, and I attach his paper
to my testimony.

So we think that the criteria mentioned here are consistent with
the lessons we have learned from our own ex} rience at Hewlett-
Packard, as well as the observations that one can draw from past
government activities, and I hope you find them useful in your con-
siderations of legislation before you. With that, I am happy to re-
spond to questions.

lighe prepared statement of Mr. Young follows:]

S
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PRE.PARED STATETIFIff
HOUSE suiccvmverEE ON 'SCIENCE AND TECINOLOGY

BY

JOHN A. YOUNG, CNAIRMAN
PRE:Slut.= 's c6emiss mu ON INCOSIRIAL CoMPETITIVNESS

JUNE 7, 1984

Thank you for the opportunity to address the Subcommittee on the
quest ion of Federal and private support for technology,- velopment and
industrial innovat ion; r

I be I ieve this Subcommittee has chosen an important area of inquiry
an area which plais cl key role in the future of U.S. competitiveness.

The ,:orspetit iveness of American industry can no .longer be taken. for
grant,q1.. Despite the current upturn in the economy, we are troubled by
lord -term trends feet my our ability to compete in world markets. As
evidence, It me cite the fact that even the electronics industry -- which
lb Oft. ori noted xi, one of the strongest growth sece9rs of,our economy --
suffered a $8 billion trele deficit with Japan last year. That's almost as
large a bilat i rill trade def as etie,U.S. automobile industry. Sc the
deliberations of this Subccittnittee are very welcome.

the focus of this,hearing is both timely and bppropriatei Technology
always his contrikite(1 significantly to America's high standard of living
and it. has clone su 1.41 twi) waysi First., we have incorporated .technology into
our prtjucts, rrkeklJKr them so° unique that we could charge a premium price
fPr.7. hut" illy,. have-.appt Jed: technology. to the manufecture 'of our.
produ6ts, inert:09mo our. productivity to the point where our products coultl'
be cost Wt, even with a workforce which cores a .higher wage than
many workers elsewhere. I believe both product and process technology are
strongly linked to (All- nation's standard of living. Therefore, the
continued maintenance of our national well-being calls for 'increased
efforts to maintain air technological edge.

The President's Coirrnissi6ii 9n Industrial coartititeneys

fl subject of this hearing also is very consistent with the aortic of
the Pr es ident's Commission on Industrial Oompe tit iveneSs. One of the
Commission's prime areas of interest is technology -- both the
lnmpet_it iveness of America's technology-based industries, as well as the
use of technology as a competitive tool in it wide variety of industrial;
sectors. Our chortle from President Reagan is to review means of increasing
the Ionir.terin lympetitivehess of industries at home and abroad, rand we
ate to I rconimehd t o the President policy changes at all levels of

guvernment. to improve the private sector's ability to compete.

Established ty President Reagatrin June 1983, we are scheduled to erii;
our work by Ireee.ilber 31 of this year, The Commission consists of JC
members from indust,ry. universities, and'unions with governmental
L41)1 went at. ion by (ieoge Keyworth, Science Advisor to the President.
00i member s are list ingui shed leaders in their respective fields ,in(i
represent a diversity of viewpoints. They are ideally suited to contkibute
to a flat iorrai dialogue on the kinds of act ions reguirect by the public and
private sectors to make U.S. industries more competitive,

I
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I
In response to our assignMent, we are submitting individual action

recommendations to the Cabinet Council on Commerce and Trade.ab consensus

is reached. We also are Wlorking on a framework which will articulate an

overall strategy for US. competitiveness. Both will be incorporated into
our fine' report. which will be submitted to the President when the

Commissions ompletes its work. Through this approach, we hope to produce a.

long-term,- action-oriented plan which can play a useful, positive role
long after the Commission coves to exist.

The action recommendations mentioned above are being developed and
before the full Commission for approval by its four committees, e ch
charted to cover a critical competitiveness policy area. These four eas

are: human resources, capital resources, international trade, and and

tileinufacturing. The overall framework to help integrate these s parate
policy areas is being developed by a fifth committee headed by Dr. Michael
Porter of Harvard University. The initial work of this committee focused
upon identifying coniffetitive factors that hold the most promise for
ensuring an American advantage. The entire Commission is in consensus with
its conclusion that technology is where the UPS. bas a great opportunity to

leverage its strengths.
4

Issue Areas Under Study byre Commission

I would like to take a few minutes to discuss the issues being
addressed by each of our four committees. This wfll give'you a feel for
the complexity of the competitiveness problem and the fact that there are
many factors affecting our ability to compete in technology markets.
tndeed, thasVissues COuld OVerlivhelM DUrteehnoacgical excellence.

t

))or example, a critical fector
.

determining economic success of U.S.

fitMa is the state nd stability of ihe U.S. economy. Inflation, high

interest rates, aril uncertainties about future economic conditions could
mitigate the bem,tits of'other policies to help industrial competitiveness.
Therefore, attention by all policy makers should be given to ensuring
stable mid viable w_xxiomic gr . Other proposals should be reviewed for

their contribution to this goal.

Returning to the commission's,woyc, our human resources committee is
examining the skills and attitudes our workforce will require, as well as
ways we can minimize the competitive disadvantage posed by the high cost of

the American workforce. We.recognizeithat America's high standard of

living has to be earned: that the marketVilace doesn't bestow it upon us as

a right. Earning that standard of living will require us to improve
productivity, and that again points to your emphasis on technology --
especially process technology. 1 . A

/(
'

Secohd,4ourAlital re ources committee is examining the role of
.oapqal as part of our alii.1-.ty to compete. We are certain that the high
cost of capital in the U.S. relative to Japan puts us at a real
disedvantage. We can cite the Japanese success in the U.S. emiceeductor

market as an example where high capital costs have t American
manufacturers nt a strong disadvantage in X geld where. we originally
were, end in theirme respect still) are, teclueogically domina

39-067 0 - A5 -
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/
Third, our.internationalotrade committee is exploring the complexities

of the international marketplace and the myriad of ways international
practices limit access by American firms to technology markets. This
oommitte also is investigating ways the U.S. can more effectively promote
exports a respond to unfair ,foreign trade practices in a more timely
Mariner.

Our las committee, R&D and manufacturing, is reviewing the role of
technology providing a .competitive edge for American industry, and I'll
be returnin shortly to some of its -- as well as the other committees' --
conclusions so far.

We have found a strong interest in these difficult issues by Cabinet
members -- Secretary Malcolm Baldrige in particular -- as All as the White
House and key Members of Congress from both politikal parties. This
interest is significant because of the promise it giveal for implementing
our recommendations.

The Cc.rrayission's Reccomendations and ConcerlLs
.

I will now take a few minutes to tell you about the recommendationswe've :Ate ito far. The Commission has approved a total of 1.4

recommendations -- six in the area of R&D and manufacturing, four
concerning international trade and the remainder in the area of human
re rces. Among them:

dr

Concerning R&D, we would enhancokiithe incentives to invest in this area
.throucth_yetmalient tax...credits 'for R&D, sttengthened,protection -of.- ---

. intellectual property, :and reducticin of antitrust .barrierks to
organizing joint R&D.

Concerning intetnational trade, we have called for competitivenesstot* a cvsiderat ion in renewal of the Export Administration Act,
recommend..d Wle establishment of a government data bank on foreign
markets andic(Mipetition to encourage small business exiourt, called for
enactment' of the Foreign Sales Corporation Act, arid recommended
improved U.S. trade law practices.

In the area of .human resources, we have recommended steps to_ impt,:ve
the trut4ity of education, both for college level engineering personnel
and more general high school science and math cap/Abilities. In
addition, we have endorsed the principle of labor-management
cooperation and called for new collaborative efforts in this area.

In regard to capital resources, active investigation alBo is underway
concetning the high cost of capital faced by U.S. 'firms versus
that faced by Japanese firms..

More specific to your interests, we are also pursuing the following
questions:

;:ince the appears less effective in the part of the innovation
process that develops reseatch results into commercial products, are
there new public policies or private actions that could strengthen
this important area? We have recently initiated aspecial study of
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this question with the help ofl'outside experts.

What can, be done about the relative lack of U.S. progress and ,

performance in the manufacturing technologies? Moving from design to -

effective production seems to take much longer in the U.S. than in
Japan and often results in higher costs and lower productivity.

Since the U.S. National Labs possess many highly talented engineers
and scientists and the Federal government spends about half of the
nation's total R&D, can partnership relationships be established in
conjunction with existing research programs to help develop technology
needed to make major U.S. mature industries competitive? As a test the
Commdssion's R&D committee is exploring the feasibility of an approach
to help the steel industry define and exploit new ways make steel.

Discussions between industry and government representatives thus far
are very encouraging.

A PriAte Sector View of the Technology /Innovation Process

The. underlying process we are all trying to stimulate is
technological innovation. Since this process is critical to the future of,
technology driven companies such as Hewlett-Packard, it may help to share
with you aview;,fromtheprivatesector.

easure in addressing you today stems null. only from my role as
of the President's Commission on IndUstrial Competitiveness. I am

also President and Chief executive Office4 of Hewlett- Packard Company.
Here in the U.S. we employ. almost 60,000 people in the design and
manufacture of electronic instruments and computers. Almost half of our

--business is international/ and we are the thirteenth largest .exporter in

:the y,s. Hewlett-Packard is the nation's third largest private.electrohlos
research organization, and we believe that our past growth and success have
stemmed from our ability to innovate and bring the fruits of our research

1

to ma et. Our research labs provide 0 constant stream of new products,

and 1 t year fully two-thirds of our sales came from products that were

less an three years old. Innovation has fbeled our growth, and that is
anoth r reason I am very interested in the subjects addressed by this
ccerlittee.

Let me mention some of the keys to success based on the Hewlett-
Packard experience. I don't assume that they all can or should be
applied to other organizational settings. This is what has worked well for

us. .I hope, however, there may be some lessons here that apply elsewhers:

Establish a clear Objective that strategically positions the
organization to be entreprensural,

-- Foster an R&D ethic in the organization and make innovation synonymous
with the future Of-the Yam At Hewlett-Parma, the product becomes

..,
a culturalVine -- the subject of every that -- and the way to make a

*..0 valued contribution to the company. The psychic rewards go to the
innovators and innovation becomes a "superordinate" goal for the
calvary.

Provide freedom of action by giving people an opportunity to innovate

I
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an control resourt;es._

Organize irk small groype to em .1. ee o see the impact of their
contributiiins.' Largeor zati by. defiation harmful to
innovation: however, size must be anaged effectively. Hewlett-

, Packard has 51 operating divisions with an average of 1,000 people in
each to achieve this objective.'

;Concentrate on non-financial incentives. Surprisingly, .we do not find
that money is a primary motiiator to spur innovation. It can,
however, be a signIficantdisincentive if pay levels are low. Money,
In our experience, is. not In important psychic reward..

Diversify research prbgrams. We have research labs at Hewlett
Packard with charters that differ in significant ways. One group of
labs is attached directly to our manufacturing operations and
emphasizes leading'edge engineering and manufacturing technologies,
while our central lab focuses on basic developments in science and
engineering in areas of interest to us. That iS not to'say.that the
divisional labs haven't.developed breakthrough technologies for us or
that the central labs aren't interested in linking Science to ehe
marketplace. The central labs at Hewlett-Packard are our venture
capital equivalent -- putting science to work in creative new ways.
The corporate labs, by contrast, focus on applying science to the
solution of practical problems. .

Ensuxe flexibility. To be innovative, an organization - y-even a
relatIVely successful innuva64 such as Hewlett-Packard -- can.never,
and I emphasize the word, 'rest on its laurels. Just becadTreA-n-
organizational structure or problem-solving_approaCh worked well one
year does WA. meari it- .appropriate the next year., Our- 'research
laboratory charters are eft flexible because we cannot tell what the
end results will be when one-of, our scientists or engineers beyins
pursuits) ae idea. We. want to avoid what I consider a true tragedy
Where,a good Idea is thwarted by a bureaucratic wall.

Through the areas mentioned above,.I have illustrated the private
sector's iMportant role in the irmovntion process. Now, I will turn to Ow
public sector's role in this area. While some action has been taken in the
last two years by the Administration and Congress to enhance U.S.
technology and innovative excellence viii increased funding, there are
several areas which still need your attention or action.

'What the Public Sector Could l22

The six'bills on which you focus these hearings include ,a large4ind
wide ranging number of proposals. I would .like to reserve my own
observations on'the Specifics until the Commission has had an opOrtunity
to take positions on these pieces of legislation. However, I will try to
be helpful by ident i Eying several criteria which I believe are valid. for
judging the feasibility and worth of action proposals in the areas we are
discussing. In each rase, I will preceed the criteria. by my perceptions of
the facts'of Industrial life that help explain why these criteria and
valid.

0
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Fact Is It is extremely difficult to predict which technologies and

Wrications of technology will find acceptande in the market. Bob.Noyce,

who is the inventor of the microprocessor that serves as the basis for much

of modern computing, tells a story on himself that illustrates this point:

Some years ago, Bob's wife came to him and said she wanted to invest in a

small start-up company. Bob advised her against it,' saying that this new

invention called a personal computer wouldn't go far. Today, that small

start -up is a billion dollar company, Apple Computer, and personal

computing has indeed gone far.

If participants in a market find it difficult to prejudge the commercial'

potential of a technology, then people further removed from the market --

.
members of government -- are going to find accurate prediction even more.

unlikely.

Cciteria: If government wants to augment research capabilities, it,

should provide. support for a wide range of technologies. As

Congressman Ed.Zschay so accurately states, we should target the

process of innovation, rathertal;try to pre-select which specific

tectInolcgiesiwill be successful. rther, governmental members should

not be solely responsible for choosing which areas of research have-'

commercial promile. The private sector is, by definition, more

closely tied to the market, and members from the private sector should

play an integral role in guiding the dire&ions for federally funded

research intended to help competitiveness.

Fact 2: The marketplace is constantly changing.

Criteria: Proposals should provide for feedback from the market to

research. programe. R&D. programs should be coupled to market neeqsand

responses through real time relationships,. .Among the ways to dOlthis

are shared funding by industry in Federal applied R&D activity,

participation by industry in planning Federal R&D programs, and

increased support for competitive assessment information.

Fact 3: The capacity to fund research -- whether in the private or public

sectors -- depends on our ability to reap rewards from that risk

investment. The resulting products of innovation /a/at be sold in world

markets. To be successful, a technology product must Se competitive in-two

fundamental ways -- cost and quality. Those two. elements are the basis of

any buOy- decision.

A corollary fact: The Japanese success in technology markets has been due

to ,their application of technology -- much of it imported -- to the

manufacture of products that are superior in cost and quality. It dc.es

America little gpod to create innovative technologies if, within a very

short time, our products can be replicated'and produced elsewhere with

better quality and price. .

.
4 *.

1 Criteria:v., Manufacturing t crlogy must be 'given serious
i; . ,/ .; , .

..,L.nves4igatio Proposals wit eventual commercial objectives."must

)include Teclanisms to buil competitive cost and qualitrinto the

program eihdpoliCy. ': In any design p. technology moat be given

equal weigAt to product tgctpology. Men cturing requirements and

9°1

lietitiv6-pipuctionproOelkees mus(t. be conside $ part of the

i



research ctlartut. Inn (AM/ 1( 41ti in pr0cess technology will enable us to
increase productivity and minimize the disadvantage posed by the high
relative cost of our nllillan resources.

/Fact 4: Technology is nail dynamic and mobile. Industria.lizing nationssuc-ri as Korea have access to state-of-the-art technology from both the U.S.and Japan and can rapidly turn that technology into marketable products. Atechnolcxiy transfer ptocessi that formerly took years now takes only monthsor weeks. The rate of development o new technology also is increasing andthe lifecycle of products is being r ced, .)a .
Criteria:, Proposals must recognize the time availeible to firms fordevelopment. is shrinking. Your proposals must address this issue and
tjevelop mechanisms tali minimize time delays built into any program inorder to meet the Tovernment's fiduciary responsibility to the Itaxpayer. In other words, the red tape traditionally reg4red forgovernmental accountability must_ be minimized ifteur purpose is to'nelp U.S. industry restore, its ooniiietitiveness. . .

tact 5: There are limited Fed\eral funds to support R&D generally and noother organization is likely to support silinificant amounts of basic
tesear ch.

. .

ISre.eryt: la.oposa Ls to help applied research Should be carefullystructured so as not to divert existing Federal funding for basicresearch. I4t-' should not risk the nation's Icing-range future to help
solve a short-range problem. For similar, reasons, any 'Federal directassistants. in conducting or funding R&D should not displace existing_
or plaened private sector R &D.

FaCt 6: .ReSearh done On univers4y campuses, whether basic or applied,provides dual benefits -- advan6ifig the country's scientific knowledge baseand. ptoviding critical training for the next generation of engineers andscientists.

iteria: Proposer: policies and programs should explore. possibilitiesToi using univeksvties as the vehicles for research programs. SinceFederal !to/ley i.s rn plriticularly short supply these days, Congress antithe Administration might take a hard look at, the recommendations on
Nat tonal Labs prttpared by Dave Packard as part of the President's
Private S#'tor survey 0 Cost Control. 'Phis report estimated thatof fivti manadernt f our entire Federal research (budget could
realize savings of $4.5 to $9 billion per year. We should consider
pursuing.the chandss suggested and ditect those savings to augment
research in our universities and ot_her non-profit institutions. Theminonual possible savings cited -- $4.5 billion represents the totalof Federal fundind to university 'research last year.
Adequate ,.racn,nc cif engineers also plays n iisportant role in the
long-range irriprIvement of U.S. manufacturing. One of the memberh of
titiracomirussion, la. George 1.cm, President of 'Rensselaer Polytechnic
Insritute, prepared a special paper on engineering education. I have
attached it to this statement and commend it tip your attention.

t....cohclusion

I think the criteria I have mentioned.are consistent with most currentindustrial thinkin4aon what actions are .likely to stimulate innovation. I
hope these cliteria are useful to you to test the many proposals you are
considering. Thank you gothe opportunityko share these ideas with you.
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ENGINEERING EDUCATION

During the past several years, intense concern bah been expressed over '041,:

state of our engineering eaucationeystem, and how it ultimately affects'
the quality of the goodeAleprodude, and the ,,productivity of American
industry. .

3
VI

,There is a direct relationahip between engineering education and industrj.al

competitiveness.. To compete we must produde goods that perform telter,lere
priced lower, and have a higher quality than other' that are available in

the-world market. Tb do this me need an ever expanding base of knowledge:
in science and engineering as a result of rebeardhl. and the allineering.

tethniques andpr3destes..-
-talent that-can doveldp,superlo..des4ns-arlivell ,WwOrld,alass,nalacturtiogl...

The fundamental question is whether our engineering education stem-is
producing thepeople"and*research results that industry needs n and_ in.

thefUture.i
..

BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS

This question is best addressed by considering our separate issues%

1. Engineering Graduates

.numbers at badhelor's, master's, doctor's levels.,

410) fmix among, disciplines

c) substance and content of 'educatidh

2, Engineering Facukty.

a) :shortage

b) understanding of engineering practice

3. Engineering Researth

a) level of support

b) specific areas being supported
4

4, Lbgineering Equipment

a) in undergraduate teaching laboratories
b) -for graduate education and research.

yr
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Engineering Graduates
1,1

To begin the discussion of the numbers of engineers graduatidg in the
United Stat.es, the following table is, presented:

mei
1972

,

1982f'
..

Enrollment, P1.11.1 Time Undergraduate 195,000' 4134,4000'
Enrollment, 111111 Time Graduate 36,000 . 51,000
Degrees Granted, Bachelor's 44,000 67,000
Degrees Granted, Master's 17,400 .0,8,500
Degrees Granted, Doctor's 3,800 .2,900

,
,

; These figures suggest ttat.the undergraduate pipeline has filled rapidly in
response to the current:dem:int However, shortages still exist in selected .
fields (e.g., electronics, computers). In thbse areas, the depend Of the
marketplace is alleviating the problem somewhat--the number of 'bachelor's.
degrees granted in computer engineering was 7.5 times greater in 1982 than
in 1972, while there haeaoen a substantial *crags*` in the number of
entering cheftical engineerffig freshmen in rapid.reepOnse to theideclining.
Job market. 4

The problem of mix Among disciplines will be alleviated further-as
engineer in all disciplines will have a better knowledge.and undgrstanding
abOut oomPutors and' electronic*, and the demand for specialist( in these
fields will decrease.

0 The lame is not true at the graduate level. The ratio of master's tb
level

degrees has decreased from 0.39 to 0.28: and at the doctor's
evel the absolute number of degrees granted'has declined by 25% - -A number
that, does not tell the whole story because the number of United Stafes
citizens among graduate students has declined much more rapidly than the
total..

Bailed on these data (as well as more detailed data fort e.intervenitg
ye*rs and, by engineering curriculum), one'can reach theloonc sicnethat:.

(r.? $
a) The shortage of engineers with bachelor's degrees. is

improving, but in specific areas,, shortages 'continue:

b), The mix among the various curricula will take care of.
itself, but somewhat.slowlyt

, "

c) there does not appear to be any adjustment in nulpers at
the graduate level (master's and doctor's), sd that the
existing shortages at these levels may well .

cif

Ai.
But what about the substance of. what is being eltMglit in our engineering
schools today? For a period of timestarting at the end of World War II,
there' was a tendency in our' engineering schooli to Shift away from
sngiering practice and toward engineering science. This shift coincided

4 availability of lerge sums of Federal funds' for .basic.enginearing:

11
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411.. - ..... 4--
reeiproh and a simultaromais reduction in university-industry relationships.
Thus, the beat of our faculty, and therefore the best of our students,
became far traore interested in the science underlying engineering than in
working on!p4actical applications of the scientific results. At the same
time more asndirmental knowledge needed to be taught, and one by one the
practical hantS-On engineering courses and experiences gave way to theory.
Moreover, to typical entering engineering student now comes with less
practicaa ikperience than those of earlier periods. For all of these

the distinction between scientist and engineer has become blurred.
Much"has been written to.suggest that the recent decline in American
quality and productivity is related, at least'in part, to the decline
engineering practice at our colleges and universities as 'lust described.

Many engineering schools have started to reverse this trend to bripg
renewed.belance to the educational process. Some have invested heavily in
the modern equivalent of the drafting table--the computer and the computer
graphics screen; others have started efforts in manufacturing engineering,
quality control, andthcapplication of microelectronics. Several have
turned once again to industry, not only for the funding available from
Industry, but especially to get the involvement and close relationship with
the end user of' engineering graduates and engineering-research--the
American manufacturing company.

All of these moves are in'the right direction. However, there is a view
held among many that the numbers of engineers produced who have both'the
essential fundamental understanding of physical and engineering principles,
and the pradtical bent required of the working engineer are still very
small.

The need for engineers with a practical bent exists not only at the
bachelor's level, but at the graduate level as Well. In fact, these is so
much material to be covered even ty the journeyman engineer that before too
long the master's degree could and perhaps should replace the bachelor's

t
degree. The demand for engineers with doctorates tc,go into ind tryt is

also increasing as a result of the complexity of much compute based
machinery and, of course, engineers with doctorates will continue to be In
demand by industrial and government research laboratories as well as the
universities.

jo summary:

The shorta9e and mix of engineering graduates at the
bachelor's level are taking care- of themselves.

b) 1rr shortage at the master's and doctor's levels is
sontiguing.

c) 'There is a need, at all levels, to pfovide ran wed
q

,emphasis to produce engineers who cancontrabute as
practical engineering .professionals.

2. Engineering Faculty

The shortage orengineering faculay continues. The best rstimates indicate
that 'there are 1400 vacancies out of a total of 1800Q engineering faculty

Kr
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inhe Onited States (1982 data). This number has been fairly constant
over the past several years, and stems from the la'rger engineering
enrollments, the declining number of Ph.D. graduates, and the need for
faculty to devote increasing amounts of time to research.

Another reason for the current faculty shortalp ithe fact that 'the
engineering laboratories at our universities are generally much less well
equipped than those in industry. Asa result, many researchers, believe
'that they cannot make the most significant contributions while on
university faculties, and therefore choose a career in'industry. This
clearly has an effect, both on the quantity and the quality of engineering
'faculties.

Starting for engineering faculty hive become quite competitive
with trial salaries in recent ears. On a 12 -month equivalent basis
these salaries now range betwee 40,000 and $45,000 for fresh Ph.D.'s,
slightly highecthan those paid in try. Thus the faculty shortage is
not directly related to starting salaries, but Uwe maybe an indirect
relationship, based once again on the stipends pito to graduate students,
on the overall economic payback qif the Ph.D. (whether at the university or
in industry), and on the esteem (or lack of esteem) fin which faculty
positions are held.

Faculty members at most institutions ate encouraged toconsult with
industry, and at some institutions to have .industrial UAW with the work
that they do on campus. In addition, at most institutions, there are some
faculty members who havelrecent full -time experience in industry. Thus,
there exists a basic bndsritanding among many faculty members of
engineering practice in industry today. Just how this is passed on to the
students depends a great deal on the kind of work in which faculty' members
and their students are currently involved. If that work is engineering
science-oriented, then that is what students will learn; if it is related
to er%ineering practice, then the students will also be immersed in the
practical aspect of engineering.

The involvement of engineering faculty in cutting edge research, as well as
their close interactions with industry,. also has'a profpund benefit to
undergraduate education! pachecs who participate actilVely in what is
going on in the world will make their lectures mach more interesting and
exciting, and will motivate their students accordihgly.

An iMOortent issue for faculty to address, on a continuing basis, is how
quickly to change the curriculum in response to changing discipline
requirements and technologies used in industry. P. matter of balanve
-between an education that stresses the fundamentals, and one that stresses
current applications is of key importance. The American education system,
with its emphasis on fundamentals, hat in the main ptbduced engineers who
are able to shift in a rapidly changing technological environment. Yet
much of the thrust of this paper leads in a direction toward a more
practical orientation. It is therefore essential to guard against the
pendulum swinging too far in that direction, -

An involved faculty, with experience in industry and at the cutting edge of
research, should help assure such a balanca. Additional involvement by
industry, on advisory councils, and through the ranks of adjunct faculty

4'
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should also bring greater realism to university research and teaching.

In gummy;

3.

a) There continues to be a shortage of engineering faculty.

.b) Many engineering faculty members are quite capable of
involving. students in the. practical aspects of
engineering.

Engineering Research

Traditionally in this country most of the basic and some of the applied
engineering research has been conducted in our universities, and has teen
supported bythe Federal government. Although there has been a r e dent

trend toward6ore support by American industry, it is not expeOted that
this support will reach more than-about 20% of the total.

11

Much of the government support. has been in the areas of engineering
sciences rather than engineering practice. Squally important, the level of

engineering support has not taken into account the fact that most research
today is becoming 'big research:" and that much of it can no longer be done
by individual investigators, but must be'done by teams of investigators.

There is also a question concerning the specific directions of research
that shoulb be pursued. In man)) fields of science (e.g., 'chemistry,
physics, astronomy), there have been comprehensive studies sponsored by the
National Science Foundation(and undertaken by the National Research
Council'of tlik National Academies) to help establish the direction for
future reesarch and, hence, National Science Foundation funding. Tde same

has not been true in engineering. However, thereqs currently tioderway the

beginning of a National Research Council (NRC) study to establidh the need
for engineering research, and to help set the directions for that research.
This study should have an initial output in time fig the fiscal year 1986

budget decisions. ..

In the meantime, there has been one specific study (after a comprehensive

review of a number of fields of engineering) on the use of computers in

design and manufacturing. This study was undertaken ty the Academies'
Committee on Stionce, Sngineering, and Public Policy (WIMP), and led to

a "research brief " for the Presisdent's Sciende Advisor. One significant

iiw
conclusion of th study is that there is a pervasive lack of the
underlying basic ledgein this field, and that a first priority should

be to build a claseical research community through increased goternment

,support of basic research at universities.

Although it is dangerous to generalize from one study, it seemd fairly
ialovious that university research has fallen behind the applications of

'of the newer technologies in industry; and that the developments1
classical research communities in the fields underlying today's industrial /

applicarinne to oamontial if we are to continue to make progress.

It is im/soriant to note a significant difference in current initiatives
(undertaken by the NRC and and many previous activities. There is

a great deal of involvement, people from industry in the current

*4
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activities, whereas this was not truo,in the past. Thus, the directions
for the proposed engineering research directly reflect the needs of
industry, and not merely the desire of the academics.

In summary:
4

a) There needs to be an increase in the level of government
support fox engineering research, with special
recognition of research teams involved in "big research,"
in addition to the support of individual investigators.

b) The engineering communityfrom industry as well as from
academemedia to determine which areas of research will
be those that are the most important to pursue, and
advise the government accordingly.

4. Engineering Equipment

Not long ago there was a view that the equipment used in engineering
education should be no older than the students who were using it.' Not so,anymore. The equipment used today has three things in common: it is
highly complex: it is difficult to maintain: and it becomes obsolete
quickly, often in three to fiVe years.

Undergraduate educatiOn today requires easy access to computers and
Computer-aided-design laboratories, to laboratory practice in the
application of microprixessors, to all sorts of laboratory instrumentation
that is driventy computers, and to the analysis of laboratory results with
sophisticated computational capabilities. It is not unusual to have an
investment o several millions of dollars (in hardware and software) in an
undergraduate computer graphics laboratory, with annual operating expenses
of the order of one million dollars.

At the graduate level, ae pointed out earlier,
This

much of the research is

I

becoming "big research." is means that research eq pment is becoming
enormously expensive. A single piece of equipment may easily cost a
million dollars, while al research team working on a related set of problems
may require a laboratory investment of several millions. At the same time
much of the laboratory space at our universities is out-of-date, and cannot
provide the proper environment for today's sensitive instrumentation (e.g.,
cleanrooms, vibration isolation,-etc.).

.

.

The costs of operations are also increasing rapidly with the advent of Lig
cdMplex pieces of equipment. No longer can faculty members and their
graduate student% keep all of the equipment in running order. Instead,
substantial numbers of highly trained technicians are headed.'

In summary:

There"is a need to upgrade, on a continuing basis, the
equipment and instrumentation used in undergraduate
teaching as well as that use in research:

b) There is also a need to provide far the maintenance of
that equipment and instrumentation, and for the space in
which it is halted.

c) The costs for doing this are generalll beyond the
"tuition budget," and beyond those peovided forindividual investiloators,
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MI'. LUNUINE. Thank you very much. I think I will defer my own
questioning, and if there is time, I will conclude with it.

Mr. Mineta, do you have any questions ?,
Mr. MINETA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Young, thank you very much for your testimony. When you

talked about the R&D projects, you said something about their
having just fell off the list. Is that because those are not high prior-
ity as, let us say, that company might consider, or is it because it is
a long -term low-payba k kind of program, so the company decides
not to get into it. It styli I does not really measure the importance of
that effort, but it, is st one of Is it worth putting the money in
and what do we get out of it kind of a thing?

Mr. YOUNG. My response must be taken in the context of a prof-
itable organization'And one that most likely has some kind of an
ongoing research and development program. I know this is certain-
ly the case among our own divisions. If you go around the corpo-
rate laboratories, and you ask them "What are the things you
would like to work on ?' what you will reproduce is a list of all the
thingssright off the bottom edge of what they are doing themselves.
The things that are really important, they are moving ahead with
them and that have a direct application and a direct payback. I
rather think that is the general character of things.-The things
that are really important, 3'ou tend to apply your research -and de-
velopment money to first. .

Mr. MINETA. That is my question, though: They are important,
and direct- payback, the relationship that makes the decision,
rather' than something that may be worthwhile but it is going to
be, again, a low payback, long-term kind of thing.

Mr. YOUNG. All I a cautioning you is that the danger is that
what you will reprodu is a list second order priority items. I
am just flagging that p ntial danger. . -

I do agree, though, t t there may be some shared sets of things
that could be pursued That maybe have longer term paybacks or
bigger investments that companies might be willing to do on their
own. I have been quite impressed, frankly, with how effective the
Semiconductor Research Corp. has become. This is like a co-op, in
which a very large number of the participants in the semicondlic-
tor industry have voluntarily gotta together, and with the prom-
ised antitrust relaxation coming al ng, have) ventured forth with
the? understanding that their activit 44 are likely to be viewed in a
favorable legal (=text end have beg n 4o undertake a cooperative
effort.

I assure you, there is no more industry than semiconductors that
is characterized by the enthusiastic entrepreneur, and we-cando-
anything-on-our-own kind of Mentality. Literally in the 3 years
thalthis has been underway, we find a tremendous enthusiasm for
join efforts, working together, putting money back in the research
universities, but also, finding ways in which they might work to-
getlier in cooperative projects. So I think there are some other
ways for. dealing., with the genuinely important questions than
going around and maybe asking the Government to fund those. I
muggest6d that maybe funding symmetr' was something to be
looked for. A way, perhaps, would be if companies joined together
rid decided to fund a certain technology area, it might be to com-
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plement that as a way of amm-uring that, (a) it is important, and (b)
it has a self-aligning feature of working along.

Mr. MINETA. Are we putting boo much money into basic research
an not enough into production research, in the public or the pri-

.4 Hector, but especially in the private sector since that's really
where it ought to be done.

Mr. YOUNG. My view is that probably the leVel of basic research lc:

has been coming up Over the last 3 or 4 years, after a period in
which I believe it was trending downward. I think that is the right
public policy. That is not to say that there are not other additional
projects, in terms of a more applied use of 'that, taking it to the
next litep of steering it toward commercial applications from a

. technology-deVelopment point of view, that might also be appropri-
ate.

I think the level of funding of research and development in the
country is really not- all that high. I think as Congressman LaFalce
observed, one-half of the funding, about $40 billion out of the $80
billion we spent this year, was spent by the Federal Government,
two-thirds roughly by DOD, 1r ercent by NASA. I think it is quite
arguable how direct4y appli able that' kind of research is. Yes,
there is some spilloer, but t really is not the same as a dollar
spent by the private sector. I ou compare, our country's total ex-
penditures for R&D with those o r leading competitors, and you
remove that factor, or factor it down in some appropriate way, I do
not think we are spending too much and probably not enough.

Mr. MINN:TA. It seems to me that back in the 1972 to 1974 era, as
the economy was declining; the amount of money we were putting
into R&D was declining as a percentage of salegs.\,,,,

Mr. YOUNG. Right.
Mr. MINETA. In the meantime, the Japanese were pretty consist-

ent In how much they were putting into R&D, so that by the time
the market came back in 1975, 1976, and 1977 they were hitting
the road running, whereas at that point, as the economy started to
turn around, then our companies, said, "Yes, we have to start put-
ting moneiy into R&D." But we were always behind that curve, in
terms of what was happening in the marketplace, whereas they
had already put their money into R&D. How do, we handle the
peaks and valleys with some consistency in terms of what we are
doing so that it is not a stop-start, hot-cold kind of an effort?

Mr. YouNo. I do not know the answer to that. Some industries
are extremely cyclical, semiconductors being one of those. It is'
hard to separate all of these effects. The cost of capital, in terms of
Japanese competition in semiconductors, has been probably.as
great a factor as perh4s some of the effects you have alluded to.
Certainly in our own company, we have a very stable kind of R&D
spending level, and it does tend to fluctuate as a percentage of
sales, but the spending growth is just about the same. We try to do
our college recruiting every year, and it is one of those factors
which we believe is very much of a long-term effect and should bed
stabilized.

I think most companies tend to run things that way, but some
companies that are highly cyclical in their business cycles simply
cannot afford to do that.

Mr. MINN:TA. Think you very much.
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Mr. Lyra/INF.. Mr. Gregg.
Mr..Giticoo. I yield.
Mr. Zscuim I would just like to thank you, John, for your com-

ments. Everrfhough you did not comment on the bilk .before us
today, let me just ask you a question about them. Generally speak-
ingand I know it is an oversimplification to describe it, this way
they address the issue of enhancing our. technological development

tablishing some sort of a government organization that would
y the problems and indicate where the opportunities are and,

iii some cages, fund some development and promote commuilication
and so forth. Do you feel, ontr, a need for that kind of c snge in
government organization, and two, do you think that so of\thing
could be effective in promoting technological advances?

Mr. YOUNG. That is a pretty general thing to respond to, and I
have read a synopsis of these bills. 1 think" th e is a tithed
thrOugh some of the intent there that probably is a;-policy direction
that is not inappropriate. I think there could be some carefully
managed technology support, let us say, 'manufacturing technology
,development in the same sense of the word of developing capabili,
ties. Many industries and firms could clraw from that to refurbish
or enhance the technological base of the country.

I am skeptical about an entire new institution required to do
that. k think there are some models like NSF, and in fact there has
been quite a remodeling of NSF going on, to tilt engineering up to
full parity with the science side that would have the capability of
perhaps dealing with these kinds of questions on exactly the kind
of peer review technology-based process, as opposed to the political
environment in which this kind of thing is apt to go on or made
part of some major administrative function. I just think that it is
extremely important to come back to fundamental principles, look-
ing at how to organize this kind of activity.

Mr. ZRCHAU. Thank you.
Mr. LUNIDINE. Mr. Ritter.
Mr. lirrrEit. Thank you.
As the problem comes ittross, the probleni is that somehow the

vast amount of research and development does not get into prod-
ucts, doq not get into markets, it does not get into competitiveness.
We do ,a lot, but as you say, the DOD takes off a big chunk, Space
takes off a big chunk. Yet we have an existing structure to perform
research which is probably second to none in the world. As a
matter of fact, the Japanese ere still comitg over here, getting
their basic 'aYid first experiences in American research facilities. As
you pointed out, our, major research universities are the lynchpin

. of this, and that is where the Japanese people are getting their doc-
torates, most of the key people that ifo back and then apply it.

Is it not time that we stimulated on the university side a greater
connection between those univereities and the private sector in a
way in which the markets and the products and the more timely
considerations of competitiveness got into that Marvelous system of
pe forming research? For example, we in our task force have
th ught about the idea of expanding the R&D tax credit to the uni-
te sity.industry connection at a level which is higher, perhaps,
t to even that which exists in the industry itself. Some kind of
sp vial incentive to connect further the, university capabilities with
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the industry, or Home kind of incentive, without setting up a new
bureaucracyand NSF could he involved, as the engineering side
tilts upward. But is not the problem really connecting that capabil-
ity more closely with the private sector, in the final analysis, and
not so much %more government involvement, government interven-
tion, and goiernment direction. What do you think some of the
mechanisms could be for enhancing through the incentives processthe connection between those research institutions decentralized
and the decentralized needs cif the private sector. That is both acotriment and a question.

Mr. YOUNG. I understand that, and I would like to say that your
own sense of understanding about the special relationship between
universities and the private sector and recognition of universities
for the pivotal role they play was certainly contemplated by the
President's Comm} n on Industrial Competitiveness. The recom-mendation we ma , coming out of our full Commission, was thatthere be a special i centive for itiniversity support.

If you remembe how the Mx credit 'works, there is a rolling
base. You take the trailing 3 years andhen the increase this year
over the trailing 3-year base, and 25 percent of that becomes your
tax credit. Well, with respect to university research, at least one
way of doing this would be to have a fixed-base period so that over
time your incentive to continue to fund more extensively university
research would have a grossing incentive. As I say, we do not hold
any great brief that this is the only way, but I think it telegraphs
the intent ?tither clearly.
I Let me say a few words about coupling. I am afraid I will have to

show my parochialism by being' next door to Stanford. But I think
there is at once a lesson there, because the interaction between
Stanford and our company and the many companies in the Silicon
Valley is well known. I think this interaction is perhaps very much
more developed and at the leading edge of at is possible.

Government has done a lot of funding. ou should realize that
probably 9!r percent of the research money that comes to a place
like Stanford still comes from the Federal Government, even
though there is a lot more private- sector' activity going on. But
there was no ability to fund bricks and mortar. I chaired a small
group to raise from 19 companies about $15 million to get a center
for integrated systems established at Stanford. It is the bricks and
mortar that gives the stale-of-the-art VLSI facility. It establishes
also an on-going research oard from members of those companies
that participate on campus and help to steer the research program.

Again, it hair this kind of channelizing effect on a lot of Other
government money. There is a lot of government R&D money that
will go through there, but the program selection and steering I
think would be modified a great deal because of this interaction,
coupling, and so forth. Resident scholars from companies can be on
campus, working right with the post-does and facu ty members as
part of this researchttearn. THat is and kind of model, and it
seems to be going very well. In fact, President itterrand from
France was hosted by Don Kennedy, the president of Stanford, and
me at the center just about 2 months ago when he had his visit
here, and he was very ipiterested.

Mr. RITTER. lie was impitbssed?
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Mr. YOUNG. He was very impressed by this approach.
Westinghouse, for exanople,,along.with Carnegie-Mellon, has a#

joint manufacturing technology research programagain, company
aid university people working together. This has been a kind of le-
verage point. That is one of the two universities that has a decent
graduate program in mandacturing technology.

We are working right n'dvraat Stanford on a center for genetic
and molecular medicine, a $40 million project, again to get the pri-
.vate sector along with all the biotechnology people. It is a way of
accelerating, turning scientific discoveries into real human treat-
able kinds of forms' and leveraging them. So there are a lot of
things going on that perhaps could be accelerated by matching
money or that kind of, thing. But I think it is the primary role of a
government program to decide in advance that these are the things
you ought to do that is the real danger. It ought 'riot to be the
pusher but ma be the trailer in funding.

Mr. RITTER. f I may comment there, I think the need for engi-
neering rese ch and the satisfying of the need for a greater bal-
ance toward engineering research and advanced technology re
search would be taken care. of if the stimuli were there. If we are
looking to enhance something, let us not enhance the highest level
of the pyramid, but let's enhance the communications down there
at the building blocks.

I would like to close with a plug for MIT, being a product of that
other end of the country, the Northeast,. which still is showing
some great vitality these days, qs well as the Silicon Valley. There
are a number of programs at MIT and Lehigh that really have
gotten down to these ideas of greater coupling. If we could at the
Federal level see to it that the incentives are there, we may solve a
lot of the problems that these six bills attempt to address.

Mr. LUNDINE. Mr. Young, I understand that we had a commit-
ment to get you out of here by a.quarter of 11. We have extended
that, even though Mr. Gregg and I both passed our own opportuni-
ty to question. If the measure of somebody's insight is leaving a lot
of questions that we would like answered, you have certainly
achieved that.

Mr. YOUNG. I am willing to stay a few more minutes. I came out
here to deliver this testimony, and whatever is getting deferred is
probably the right order of things. If there ate any further ques-

., tions to respond to that I can be helpful with, I would like to.
Mr. GREGG. In your facts, you use terms like "diversity," "lack of

predietabili," "dynamic and mobile," "small gromp initiative,"
"innovation, "fluidity," and 'flexibility." Are these not all funda-
Mentally alien to the bureaucracy hi the Federal. Government?'
How can the Federal' Govetnment get into the business of technolo-
gy, applied technology and the commercialization of technology if..that is the core that it takes to produce it? --

Mr. YOUNG. I think very carefully. That.is the character of the
beast. I think one has to be very careful in architecting some kind
of a system that corriplements that kind of goal. Again, I think the
idea is increasing the strength of the technology base; there prob-
ably are some mechanisms. For example, the new centers of excel-
lence for manufacturing technology that I think are going on
through NSF might be the kind of nucleii around which more corn-
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pahies might join together to have jdint research programs or work
cooperatively. I think, there may be some mechanisms, but they
have to be looked at very carefully, and they should pass that test.
Otherwise, I am very fearful that we are going to build in more
structure, more politics, and spend more money, but get very little
for it. . .

Mr. LUNDINE. I. would like to share an experience and then ask
f'or' your comment. I had the opportunity late last year to go gut to
the Battelle Institute in Columbus, OH. I do not know if you are at
all familiar with what they do. It essentially got started With pri-
vate grant, and as I see it, it is at that fulcrum between research
and development that is commercially acceptable because they are
actually doing 'contracts for steel companies and small tiny busi-.
nesses in Columbus and all sorts of other-things, and the university
research to which it is very cdosely related at Ohio State.

It strikes me that we need, somehow, more Battelles that are in
that position, where they can do advanced metallurgy that no steel
company could do can their own, part of which might be paid for by
the steel companies. I am just using that as an example. Part of
which probably ydu need some kind of funding, which Battelle does
through internally-generated funds. Would you agree with that,
without regard to what the Government ought to do, that we need
some additional institutions that are at that midpoint between uni-
versity research and what you people ought to be doing in the pri-
vate sector?

Mr. YOUNG. There probably is a role, and there are other organi-
zations, SRI being one, that do fill that kind of a role. But the driv-
ing point might not be the formation of the institution so much As
the enabling legislation to have companies join together to do coop-
erative research.-Having done that in the steel industry, for exam-
ple, then you might' decide, "We need ,a vehicle to do that or aug-
ment what we can do gp, our own" or whatever. That might-be the
funding drive that ivoiSd be stimulated by literally deregulating
the marketplace, if you want to think about it that way, in a way
that would allow companies to make a wider set "of choices on how
to execute needed R&D.

Mr. LUNDINE. Thank you very much, Mr. Young. We appreciate
your contribution.

Congressman Zschau, I think you are the next witness.

STATEMENT OF 110N. EDWIN V.W. ZSCH.AU,
A

U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. &CHAU. I want to begin, Mr. Chairman, by thanking you
and this subcommittee for this opportunity to testify. I am not
going to take a long period of time, but I did want41110nake some
comments about the bills being considered in this particular heart
ing,.

Before I start, I would like to commend the chairman of the sub-
committee and its members for the wont that the subcommittee
has been doing on this particular issue. I think this is the fourth
tine that I have had the opportunity to appear before the commit-
tee, and it indicates the revel of work and the intensity of effort
that the committee has been following..
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About 15 months air, I iii4 the p.rivi of being aboard the
yacht Britannia, whic is the Queen s ya was docked in San
Francisco Bay. Qen Elizabeth was visi ng the California area.
She came up to me `during the: reception there d asked me aI

most provocative question. She asked me: "Why is that there are
so many high-technology companies all in one : rea, the Silicon 1.1

Valley7"She had just visited the area thpt day, ... zhe was im-
pressed by how many were all in one area.

Certainly, that is tb,e case. There are abou 790 high-technology
companies in what is 'known as the Silicon V ley area.

It goes back to 1905, when Lee ddFOre invented the vacuum
tube, and then there were the Varian brothers that invented the
klystron tube that formed the basis fOr microwave qommunication.
Dave Packard and Bill Hewlett, started Ft -P in a karagc in 1939,
and as John Young just said, a company that Will have 80,000 em-
ployeds-soth was generated there. They really.created an example
for,others in the area. ''

William Shockley. left Bell Labs to come there and started the
Shockley-Laboratories toexploit the transistor invention for whi,"CV
he and others received the Nobel Prize. And there a young .engi-
neer, Bob' Noyce, got the idea of putting several transistors on a --
Chip and invented the integrated circuit. He started a company,.
Fairchild SemiConductor, that lipawned many others. Then he left
that to start Intel that developed the microprocessor. And many

**other microprocessor companies. developed there.
There were a group of experimenters around Stanford that start.

ed a club called the Hone 'Brew. Computer Clubi,.:.:Who- made their
own computers with television sets, microprocassors, and key-
boards,-and two members of that club, Steve Jobs and Steve. WO-
niak, formed a company 'Apple Computer, that in a short period of

etime becama billionliar. company. And so it goes, the storips.of
company after compel*
Athekeason-'why I describe these stories is that they revolve ....;.

arouarpeople. They do not revolve around institutions. They do
.spot revolve around government :programs. They revolve %around
,-people, personalities, wanting to-tryil-e*ideas, take risks, to devel-

op new technologies. So, in answer to the queen's question, "Why is
it that so many started there?"--.- you have to look at the environ-
ment,,the educatib :nstitution, and the example that Bill Hew-
lett and Dave Paolo Airovided. When answering the.queen's ques.;----
tiori,. perhaps the more unplartant'questionato.asit.are: How can.we
make this'keep.hapPening? Ho*_can we makort-aOhnOlogY advance -
toent continue?-How can WO:Make it happen iiff:6thar Places out-
side the Silicon Valley throughout the'country?

The bills before us deal with this Issiii.lheir objective is to pro-
mote technological .advancement. Their objective is to promote the
application of technology. But I would agree with John Young. I
have a. skepticism that they would be able to achieve those objec-
tives. In\ particular, they seem to me to demonstrate what I guess is
a trap titt those.of us in overnment often fall' into: problem-solv-
ing by ag ncy. .,

deal with it, what you do is create an agency or an organization or
That is, i\ you see a problem, and you do not really know how. to

a board. You give it a mandate to solve that problem that you do



not knovv, ho to solve, tind then you provide what you think is
enough mone provide the staff and so forth.

But that. do not really deal with the issue. That is, it does not
reflect an un, rstanding of the problem. I guess that is why I
would say tha I am skeptical that these particular organizations
woulcj be effe ive. I do not feel that the approach to solving prob-
lems/by agepty is anything more than giving us in the legislative
branch the ppportunity to say, "I gueswe have done otrr--job--We
have created an agency to Solve the problemcWe have funded it,
and now we can go on to the next problem."

I can say this and I can talk about my skepticism because, loused
the same approach in my comilany. Let me tell you the story about
it.

We were a company about 2 years old. We had achieved a sales
level of about $2.5 million in a particular product area, and the

'board of directors of jpy company. suggested to me, "Fscl,why don't
you\bring in a consulting firm to analyze the business and then tell
us how" we can grow to.be a large .company --how earl area -Ily
capture new markets." So I brought in the firm from New YOrk-

, which is considered to be one of the experts in strategic;: and
market planning.

They did a careful 'analysis of our strengthswhich were few
arid our weaknesseswhich were manyand came to the conch).-
sign that the current product line that we had would be phased out
within 18 months. They said, "There is no market opportunity
there, Within 18 months the competition will be so great that you.'
are not going to be able to survive in that market, and what you
should do is enter a completely new market."

So I followed their advice. They had a very thick plan and a
fancy presentation. I devoted all the resources we had in the com-
pany to the new market area. The Only thing I did with the old
product line was, I assigned a manager to it and I taid, "Why don't
you keep it going as long as you can? Don't expect it to last more
than 18 months or 24 months, but keep it going as long as you
can."

Well, the new business never materialized. They were wrong
about the opportunity. In fact, putting all of otir resources in there
almost sunk us. The old business, however, grew very rapidly.' And
now, where it was a $2.A million business some year ago, it is now
over $100 million, a part of the company that I left recently.

It indicated to me the ridiculousness of saying, "If we do not un-
derstand the problem, let's bring in a consulting firm" or the ridic-

. ulousness or the folly of saying, "If. we don't know how to advance*
technology, let's set up an prganization to do it." It just does not

, in my opinion.
Well, what does 'work, or what is the role of.the Government?

That is the question we have to ask. The task force that Don Ritter
and I chair, the Task Force on High. Technology Initiatives, part of
the Republican Research Committee, has made some proposals
about what the proper role of Government is. We have documented
those proposals in a little booklet which, if it would be possible, Mr.,
Chairman, I would like included in the record at this point.-

Mr. Lui4b1Nr.. That will he included in the record.
[The booklet mentioned above folloWsj
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Ecutixe Summary

America's challenge today and for the future is to create enough
new and.satisfying jobs to employ our growing work force, and to

. increase the standard of living for all Americans. The key to
meeting this challenge is industrial competitiveness Tdeveloping
and producing products and services whose quality and prices\
make them attractive to consumers abroad and those here at
holm.

cfider President Reagan's leadership, the United States today is
experiencing strong, broad-based economic growth. Nevertheless,
some American industries have lost their competitive edge. U.S.
firms have been beaten out in foreign markets, and they have lost*
market share here at home. This has cost American jobs.
, Some suggest that this is a permanent condition. They say that

America should "write off" industries that have lost ground and
concentrate solely on new "sunrise" industries.

We disagree. We believe America can improve its com-
petitiveness in those traditional industries that still have growth
potential worldwide. However, to do so American industries will
have to exploit change rather than fight it. U.S. firrrismill have to
operate in new and better ways. They will have to offer improved
products and services. They will have to find techniques to in-
crease worker productivity and product quality. In short,
American indultries must apply far more technology and innova-
tion, and they must improve the utiltzation of manpower.

U.S. leadership in technology and its applications has been a
primary source of increased competitiveness and new jobs in the
past. We must preserve our leadership. But the creation of new
technologies and innovation cap't be forced. Creative ideas, im-

filik6oved products, new companies, antrevitalized factories don't
ring from government "targeting" of ibchnologies 9r industries.

Rather; they are the product of individuals with vision, genjus, and
the courage to take risks. As such, innovation can only be fostered
by an economic environment that encourages -individuals and
growth.

We believe that the proper role of government in promoting
U$. technological leadership and industrial competitiveness is to
"target" 'the process by which new ideas and products are
developedthe process of innovation. That is, our government
should focus on creating an environment in this country in which
Innovation, new ideas, and new companies are likely to flourish
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and in which firms In mature Industries can modernize. Making
sure that such an environment gists is the best'way government
can -help America maintain itsfechnological leadership and in-
dustrial competitiveness.

There are four conditions needed for an environment that pro-
motes innovation: '

A strong commitment to basic research, deepening and broaden-
ing our understanding of 'fundamental processes that will form
the basis for industries, processes, and products in the future;
Incentives for investors, entrepreneurs, and innovators to pro-
vide the capital and take the personal risks associatedwith mak-
ing technological advances, developing new products,
establishing new companies, and rejuvenating mature industries;
A strong educational capability, particularly in the sciences, that
assures an ample quantity of trained technical and managerial
personnel and a broad base of educated and well-trained citizens
who can meet the challenge's of a rapidly changing world;
Expanding marke opportunities, domestic as well as foreign,
which require a healthy domestic economic environment and ago
gressive trade.policie4.

Pro 00r government policy for industrial competitiveness is one
that focuses on these prerequisites for innovation. It consists of
specific legislative and regulatory initiatives that foster these condiH.
tions and aVbids government .actions that would weaken them,
The specific initiatives needed will vary as actions are taken and
events t> but there are specific actions that can and should be
taken riOt , now. .

'This Agenda ,for U.S. Technological Leadership and Industrial
ContipeOrtiss contains 14 legislative initiatives that we believe
thit984k.COnsi. ,..0:s should take in 1984 to strengtheh the elements
that arefundaVental to the process of innovation. re have lOnited
thin firtitliclition of the Agenda to specific proposals that can and
shciiikt itnitemented in 1984. All of the initiatives recommended
in this dg are designed to improve the climate for innovation.
We'believeei0i is important and would make a meaningful dif-;
ference: tipViiii*; we believe one recommenchltion,re4ucing the
enormo4 :projected federal budget deficitsstands out above the
others in 7.1tnpact. The other proposals will only'be fully effective
in a heal ''-'0Ornestic 'economy which cannot survive continued
deficit spending of 411e magnitude now projected.
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BASIC RESEARCH
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 1984

Increase emphasis on civilian basic research as recommended in
the President's FY85 budget;
Offer a 25% tax credit for corporate funding of research in col-
leges and universities;
Modify antitrust laws to require that R&D joint ventures be
judged by their competitive effects only and reduce the potential
liability for damages from treble to actual damages.

INCENTIVES FOR RISK TAKING
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 1984

Make permanent the R&D tax credit and make it applicable to
software and start-up companies;
Make permanent the moratorium on Treasury Regulation Sic-
tion 861.8;
Modify antitrust and intellectual property laws to require that
the courts consider the effects of competition when judging alleg-
ed patent Misuse by a patent holder and alleged antitrust viola-
tions in the licensing of intellectual property;
Permit enforcement of a domestic process patent against a pro-
duct made without proper authority in a foreign country by the
patented process;
Extend intellectual property law to include semiconductor
designs 'and' masks.

PROVIDING TRAIN4D PERSONNEL
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 1984

Offer tax credits and enhanced deductions to corporations con-
tributing state-of-the-art scientific equipment and related support
services to colleges and universities-for educational purposes;
Permit foreign nationals who posse" critical skills which are in
stye supply in the US, to rOmain and work here,

o
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EXPANDING MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 1984

Create a new export incentive to replace the Domestic Interna-
tional Sales Corporation (DISC) that the U.S. has agreed to
discontinue;
Instruct our trade negotiators to seek elimination of trade 'bar-
riers and extension of the GATT to cover invOttments and ser-
vices;
Focus and streamline export controls so they are more effective
in preventing the trade-related transfer of militarily critical
technologies to our adveisaries while avoiding unnecessary
obstacles to exports;
Take actions to reduce substantially the projected budget deficits
for FY1985 and beyond.



Enhancing U.S. Technological Leadership
and

Indtistriall Competitiveness

America's Challenge: Jobs and Prosperity
.

..."'"""' America's challenge todiiy and for the future is/to create enough
new and satisfying Jobs to employ our growing *ork force and
increase the standard of living for all Amerieans. The key to
meeting this challenge is industrial competitivenessdeveloping
and producing products and f services whose quality and pric
made them attractive to consumers abroad and those here at
home."

Under President Reagan's leadership, the United States today is
ekperiencing strong, broad-based economic growth. Nevertheless,
some American industries have lost their competitive edge. U.S.
firms have been beaten out in foreign markets, and they have lost
market share here at home. This has cost American Jobs.

Some suggest that this is a permanent condition. They say_that
America should "write off" industries that have lost ground and
concentrate solely on new "sunrise" industries,

ti

We Aisagree. We believe America can improve its corn-
petitiveness in those traditional industries that still have growth
potential worldwide. However, to do so American industries will
Nave to exploit change rather thansfight it. U.S. firms will have to
operate in new and better ways. They will have to offsr improved'
products and services. They will have to find taclWques tol in-
crease worker productivity and product quality. In slovrt,

American industries must apply far more technology and inn a.
Hon, and they must imp,fove the utilization of manpower.
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U.S. Technological Leadership Has Helped Create Jobs

Over the past several years, a variety of studiis have
documented the importance of technological innovation 'to our
economic growth, productivity, job opportunities, and trade com-
petitiveness. A study by the Massachusetts Institute of TechnOlogy
estimated-that 80 percent of the growth in the gross national prod-
uct of the United States between 1909 and 1949' was due to
technological change(1). Further, a recent Commerce Department
stud$Ffound that during the 1971)'s, the productivity growth rate in
high technology industries was more than six times the average of
U.S. business. During the same period, -employment in high
technology and support industries grew more than 50% faster than
the growth in total.U.S. employment(2). 10

In recent years, while the overall export performaipce of the
United States as not been good, exports of technology-intensive
products have shown excellerft growth. From 1970. to 1980, these
industries increased their expoit surplus from $10.4 billion to $42.4
billion per year. During. the same period, the trade balance of in-
dustries without technological bases declined froth near zero to a
negative $21.5 billion per year(3). Since each $1 billion of exports
results in about '25,000 jobs for Americans, it is cl that
American technological leadership in the past has enabled the
United States to create many new jobs(4).

U.S. Tecnological Leadership is Being Challenged From
Abroad .)

On January 25, 1983, President Reagan in his State of the Union
message announced that 'This Administration is committed to
keeping America the technological leader of the world now and in-
to the 21st century." This commitment law the President to spur
technology may have come just in the nick of time. U.S.
technological leadership has lost momentum id recent years. It
hasn't been squandered like some other resources through overuse
and waste. It's been frittered away through neglect.

During the 1970's, research and Itievelopnient (R&D) expen-
dituresops a percent of gross national product (GNP) declined
about 10% in the United States, reaching a low in 1977-78' of
2.23%. At the same time, our two most aggressive trading part-
nersJapan and West Germanyincreased their R&D expen-
ditures as a fraction of GNP by 20% and 21% respectively. For-
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tunately, the U.S. trenJhas reversed since 1978, and in 1983, R&D
as a fraction of GNP is estimated at 2,65 % about equal ttrjapan
and West Germany. However, since the U.S. conducts much more
defense-related R&D than the other two nations, figures for
civilian R&D are presently about 30% higher for Japan and West
Germany(5).

The lower intensity of our research efforts in the 1970's appears
to have contributed to a decline in our leadership in contributions
to engineering and scientific adv. lances. Domestic patenting by U.S.
inventors declined by 24 percent during the period 1972-81, while
U.S. patents to foreign inventors increased(6). U.S. market share
of technology-intensive products also fell, from 23.1% in 1970 to
19.9% in 1980(7).,

Central Planning Isn't the Answer

Due to the outstanding performance of the U.S. high technology
industries plus the growing recognition that U.S. leadership in
technology and its applications are being threatened from abroad,
high technology and industrial competitiveness issues have been
receiving considerable attention in Congress recently.

I This is good, but in its enthusiasm to help, Congress must avoid
the temptation of promoting direct goverhment involvement of
targeting "winners" and "losers" in American industry. The dismal
results of the British experiment in central planning and the recent
U.S. experience in government "assistance" to synthetic fuels, for
example, should illustrate the fallacy of that approach. Still, the
House. Banking Comnittd recently passed a bill which proposes
forming a Council Tor Industrial Competitiveness and an
associated Bank for Industrial Competitiveness. 'Thyse new agen-
cies would be charged with formulating a "broad industrial
strategy" by providing billions of dollars in federal. funds to
targeted companies(8).

We believe such a scheme would be doomed/ to failure.
Bureaucrats in Washington, Dt. should not be given the job of

I picking betweeriopportunties and dead ends. Making such deci-
1 sions is hard en6ugh for investors or managers in the private sector
0 who are c the firingline and have much to gain or lose personally,

from the %sults. Besides, politics would undoubtedly play a majpr
ik role in the decisions of the Bank and Council. TA history,d,

federal handouts indicates that the money is often given to the In-
dustries and regions who are best represented in Washington rtither

I
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than on the basis of merit. A similar conclusion was'reacheil by the
Joint Economic Comtnittee after extensive hearings were held on
industrial policy last year.(9)

A recent Price-Waterhouse survey of over 400 com-
paniesmostly small and mid-sized firmsshowed that business
people understand the folly of such government intervention. Less
than five percent of those,Aurveyed supported the approaCh of
government finance banks or industrial targeting(10).

Government Should Target the Process of Innovation
0

The federal government can play a role in promoting U.S.
technological leadership and industrial competitiveness, but we
believe it should be a "targeting" bf a different kind. Rather than

rgeting specific technologies or industries, the proper role of
government is to target the process by which the new ideas and
products are developed the process of innovation. That is, our
government should focus on creating an environment in this coun-
try in'which innovation, new ideas, and new companies are likely
to flourish and in which firms in mature industries can modernize.
Fostering such an envirorirnent is the best way government can
help America maintain its technoimical leadership and industrial
competitiveness. I

There are four conditions needed for an environment that pro-
motes innovation: ,

ot
A strong commitment to basic research, deepening and broaden-
ing our understanding of fundamental processes that will form
the basis for industries, processes, and products in the future;

6 incentives for investors, entrepreneurs, and innovators to pro-
vide the capital and take the personal risks associated with mak-
ing technological advances, developing new products,
establishing new companies,, and rejuvenating mature industries;

'`kA strong educational capabilit4g, particularly in the sciences, that
assures an ample quantity of trained technical and managerial
personnel and a broad base of educated and well-trained citizens
who can meet the challenges of a rapidly changing world;

40. Expanding market oPportunities, domestic as well as foreign,
which require a healthy domestic economic environment and ag-
gressive trade policies.

.
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Proper government policy for industrial competitiveness is one
that focuses on these prerequisites for innovation. It consists of
specific legislative and regulatory initiatives that foster these condi-
tions and avoids government actions that would weaken them.
The specific initiative* needed will vary as actions are taken and
eVt.nts unfold, but there are specific actions that can and should be
taken right now.

4
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An Agenda for 1984

The following Agenda for U.S. Technological Leadership and
Industrial Competitiveness contains 14 legislative initiatives that
we believe the 98th Congress should eke in 19844o strengthen the
elements that are fundament/it to the process of innovation. e
have limited this first edition of the Agenda to specific pr at,. o

that we think can be iinplemented in 1984t As such, it de c1.;-
dress mans other important' affect g inno4ati cluding
K-12 educatioh, worker training, emplpyee in , cost of
capital, and technology commercialization. Recommendations on
these and other factors will be offered in futufe editions of this
Agenda.

0

,

A STRONG COMMITMENT TO BASIC RESEARCH..

America must renew its commitment to basic research. The
federal, govemMent must continue to increase its funding of
research carried out in universities and research laboratories. The
truly basicsresearchsuch as the study of DNA that eventually
resulted in gene splicing technology which spawned the genetic
engineering industrywill normally not be pursued by the privates
sector.because it is not related closely enough to specific prtducts.
Funding .such research is .a proper role of government. Federally.
funded basic resvrch performed in America's colleges aged univer-
siti also helpsito train the scientists and engineers needed for
to hing and future research.\

e support the Administration's increased emphasis onsivilian
basic res4rch in the FY85 research.and development budget recom-
mendations, and the stepped-up comrnitmem, to integrating the
resulting new knowledge.into the. private sector.

We also believe that closer relgionships between research
universities and American industry should be encouraged. Closer
ties would better expose restrarchers to 4! problems and oppor-
tunities that American firms face and mht result in speedier ap-
plication of researcit results to rac situations.

One way to foster'° better university re tionships is to encourage
greater corporate financial support of university research. Legisla-
tion offering a new 25% tax' credit for corporate ftfnding of
research in universities and °that non-profit institutions would do
that. it would also reduce the enormous dependency that univer-
sities have today on federal funding of basic research.

N
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In addition to funding basic research, Congress should clarify
U.S. antitrust laws so they provide appropriate ground rules for
the U.S. economy in the international marketplace now and in the

ture.
In the United States today, there are companies that want to

engage in joint research and development ventures. Such ventures
would enable the companies to pool their scarce research resources
to pursue very risky or expensive projects and share in the results
thatare produced:

Currently, any such joint venture could be ruled a per se viola-
tion of antitrust law and would be subject to treble damages. The
risk of antitrust suitseven when the R&D joint vOnture would in-
crease U.S. competitivenessprevents companies in the United
States from pursuing important R&D projects.

Antitrust laws should be modified so that R&D joint ventures
would be judgg by their effects on competition as defined by case
law or by legis7tive guidelines. Also, the potential liability for
damages in such cases should be redUced from treble to single (ac-
tual) damages.

Taking unnecessary legal risks out of the fo ation of R&D
joint ventures would permit U.S. high technology mpanies to
undertake R&D projects that would be too risky or o expensive
for a single company to pursue alone. It would a o enable com-
panies to compete more effectively ogainst the onsortiums that
have long been encouraged in other huntries. I addition, lessen-
ing t antitrust risk would enable the ailing cpmphnies in the so-
calle'smokestack" indUstries to work togethek to solve their com-
mon problems and be6Dtne more competitive4n world markets.

BASIC RESEARCH
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 1984

Increase emphasis on civilian basic research as recommended in
the President's FY85 budget;
Offer a 25% tax credit for corporate funding of research in col-
leges and universities;
Modify antitrust laws to require R&D joint ventures be judged
by their competitiire effects only and reduce the potential liability
for damages from treble to actual damages.

'39-067 0 - 85 - 5 6 '1.3
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INCENTIVES FOR THE RISK TAKERS

In addition to basic research, the U.S. needs more incentives for
the risk takersthe investop, entrepreneurs, investors, and enter-
prises who must take the risks of pursuing new ideas. Here, tax
policy and regulatory p'olicy play a significant role.

Tax Pc;licy

The reduction of the capital gains tax rate, passed by Congress
in 1978, illustrates the enormous impact that tax policy can have
on the availability of risk capital for the financing of new ventures.
In 1978, the maximum tax Tate on capital gains was reduced from
nearly 50 percent tii 28 percent. During the eight years prior to
1978,1 less. than $,10 million in new capital was made available each
year to venture capital funds investing in small co allies,
However, within. eighteen months after the capital gains t was
reduced, $1 billion in new capital was made available to ch
funds. The maximum capital gains rate was lowered again in 1981
to 20 percent, and in 1983, $4.1 billion of new venture capital was
made .available from investors(11). .

In addition td incentives for investors, the U.S.. needs improved
incentives for corporate risk taking. The Economic Recovery Tax
Act of '1981 contained such an incentivea 25 percent tax credit
on increases in research and development expenditures. .

This tax credit was an excellent idea. It appears already to have
had a positive effect on research and development expenditures.
Although the R&D credit was °p h, partially phased-in during 1981

' and 11982, 'a recent McGraw-Hill survey showed that despite the
severe recession during that period, there was a significant increase
in R&D spe,nding during those years, making it the first post-war
recession in which the pace of research spending did not
decline(12).

The R &D, tax credit can be an important incentive for innova-
tion in all industries, but the restrictions that were placed on the
credit by Congress and the Treasury Department have hampered
its effectiveness, They have limited the credit's .applicability for
start-up companies and computer software, and, most important-

.1y, ' the tax credit is only temporary. It expirat on December 31,
1985. However, since most R&D projects..are long-term in nature,
a tempotary R&D tax credit may not provide an adequate incen-
tive for stAch projects. Congress should pass legislation this year to

67 .



refine the applicability of the R&D credit and mice it permanent
so that companies can be assured of the credit's scope and 4
availability when planning long-range projects.

Also, Congress should make permanent the currentomoratprium :,

on the research and development portions of SectiOrl 861 of the tax
code, Section 861.8 requires U.S. firms with overseas operatiOns to

. allocate a percentage of their U.S. li8i,P expenditures against their
foreign.source income. This allocation"Ivhich denies U.S. firmkthe
full tax benefits of conducting R&D in The United States, has. caul-

'4 ed U.S. multinational firms to perform more R&D .abroad. Mak-
ing the moratorium on Section 861.8perrnanent would keep more,
R&D jobs Ilere in the U.S. . ,.! -

Inlproved hanisms are neede,..d to attract capital to comb
panies that h not been profitable in recent years but 'which
could regain t

i
r competitiveness through retooling and moder-

nization. ;The investment tax credit was enacted more than twenty
years ago as an incentive to ,invest in new capital equipment.
Unfortunately, it has not been effective for some of the companies
that need it most. Although some companies have made large in-
vestments in capital equipkent,. they ofjen have not eaified suffi7

' dent profits to toe all their tax credits against their liability: This
. increases their after-tax cost of capital and places them at a corn-

petitive disadvantage, particularly against competitors in countries:
where the cost of capital is lower. The Task Force will hold hear- .`'

ings on the capital formationroblems of the ailing induStries with
'the intent of proposing speciflc actions later this year to addsits the
problems.

)
Patents and Copyrights

AP

In addition to tax ince4ives, patent and copyright laws Ned:to
be strengthened to insure that innovatorsboth private and cor-
poratecan receive fair rewards for their ingenuity. Qften, the
most efficient way to bring a new technology to market is by licen-
sing that technology to others. Licensing,can enable intellectual
property owners to employ the capability of established enterprises' -
to market a technology quickly and at loiver cost.-This can be.par-
ticularly important for some small businesses that do not have the
ability to develop all possi e applications Of new technologies by 1-

themselves. , 1,

Unfortunately, the co its have not always been sympathetic to
the pro-competitive benefits of licensing. They have ruled against
patent holders based on the form of their license agreements rather
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than their effects.on competition. We believe innovation-can be en-
couraged by inoclifying the antitrust and intellectual property laws

.

to require. that the..effects on competition be considered by courts
in cases inis.rolOng the alleged misuse of a patent or copyright or in-
.volving li,ntittust, charges stemming from intellectual property

'

We ,.also relipmmend strengthening the protection of U.S. pro-
cess patent holders by 'authorizing enforcement of a U.S. process
patent; gainst a product made without proper authority in a
foreign: Country by the patented process. This is necessary because
today. *foreign companies can use U.S. process patents .abroad'
withOu(authorization and then sell the resulting products in the.
United States with impunity.

SernicOnductor circuit creSigns need 'protection from "pirate"
firms mostly overseas- -which copy "chips" designed by U.S.
firms. These chips have becomepervasive in a wide variety of pro-
ductS such as 'automobiles, hoMe aPpliancq, and toys. °:'Pirate"
firths, which' dpn't. spend money on R &D,"can sell their copied

,'"productsAfor much less than 'the companies that..designed the pro-
. ducts. This practice reduces the incentive for innovative companies

to risk the millions of R&D'dollars required for new semiconductor
circuit icksigns.. Profiting semiconductor circuit designs under in-
,tellectual..property law would help innovative firms receive a fair -
return on their investments.

Federal Regulations

A significant portion of capit ures by the private sec -
1 for is diverted from prOductive vestment by regulations and

government-induced delays.. While many of these regulations are
beneficial and necessary, they.can be improved to accomplish their
objectives without stifling innovation and productive investment.
We support the ilicreitsed use. of cost-benefit analysis, risk analySis,
incentive-based regulation, Scientific data, and performance stan-
dards in regulatory polii-Y and practice. In the future, we plan to
offer specific proposals on reducing the regulatory dragon,
technological advances and industrial competitiveness.

. .
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INCENTIVES FOR RISK TAKING
RECOMMENDATION6 FOR 1984

41.. Make permanent the R &D tax credit and make it applicable to
software and start-up companies;

Make permanent 'the moratorium on Treasury Regulation Sec-
/ IfEwn 861.8; . 40

Modify antitrust and intellectual property laws to require that
the courts consider the effects of competition when judging alleg-
ed patent misuses by a patent holder and alleged antitrust viola-
tions in the, licensing of intellectual property;
Permit enforcement of a domestic process patent against a pro-
duct made without proper authority in a foreign country by the
patented process;
Extend intellectual property, law to include semicondust
designs and masks.

AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF TRAINED PERSONNEL

The American educational systems should provide an adequate
supply of trained 'peopleparticularly technically trained person-
nel. However, the future:demand for engineers, scientists, ,and
technicians is predicted to outstrip the supply.'This could put the
U.S. at a severe competitive disadvantage in world markets.
Japan, for example, with half the population of the U.S., is training
about the same number of bachelor-level engineers per year as the
United States. An American Electronics Association (AEA) survey
predicts that there may be a shortage Qf about 16,000 new elec-

. trical engineers and computer scientists per year for the next few
years(13).

Although there are improvements needed at all levels of our
educational system precollege, college, vocational, continuing,
and worker retrainingWe- believe the most critical education
roadblock to innovation today stems from a lack of capacity in
our university science and ertgirieering departments. This is due to
the high host of educating tecihnical people. Universities struggle to
attract enough qualified professors because industrial salaries, are
so attractive. As a result, there are currently some 1400 unfilled
faculty openings in U.S. engineering schools(14). Sadly, 67 percent
of the engineering student applicants are turned away(15). Also,
most schools can't afford to buy all the up-to-date equipment needs
ed to train engineers and scientists.

Private industry has ary important role to play in funding
technical education prograths,, The AEA and the Massachusetts
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High Technology. Council, for example, have already established
industrial giving programs to collect money from corporations for
faculty salaries and equipment.

The federal government has a role to play, too. Tax credits and
enhanced deductions for corporate contributions of state-of-the-art
equipment and support services for educational purposes should
be offered. Such incentives would encourage more private sector
support for increasing the capacity of our technical education
facilities without requiring a new federal bureaucracy to carry it
out,

immigration policy should also recognize the need for
'itrained technical people. In particular, a high percentage-30% to
$0% of graduate engineering students are foreign nationals.
,-A,Oents who develop, technical skills that are in short supply in

country should be permitted to remain here. Immigration
rm legislation should continue to permit technically trained

(feign nationals to remain in this country to contribute to U.S.
'..iiclinology rather than requiring such students to return to their
AtOte countries after receiving. their education in the U.S.

liAle recognize and are concegned about the plight of vtorkers
are unprepared for the changes and nov jobs that will be

ed by advances in technology. The JobTraining Partnership
which went fully into effect on October 1, 1983, was designed
dress this problem. We will be evaluating its effectiveness and
port on its performance as well as suggestin0 improvements
they job trainingoinitiatives in future editions of this Agenda,

PROVIDING TRAINED PERSONNEL
ECOMMENDATIONS. FOR 1984

r tax credits and enhanced deductions to corporations con-
tins state-of-the-art scientific equipment and related support
ces to colleges and univettities for educatiopl purposes;

t foreign nationals who possess critical slot/ which are. in
.supply in the U.S. to .remain and work here.

INC MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

if the United States his a strong research base, incentives
ing, and well-trained ,people, innovation and the ctea-
jobs will be stifled unless there ere attractive business

at home and abroad. That fileans Americ.a must
domestic economy, and U.S. btisinesses must have

.;'./.7.";11\
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access to foreign markets. Government can play an important rc
in fostering both.

The United States should vigorously pursue a trade policy aimed
at achieving free and fair trade. The U.S. should negotiate in a
tough-minded fashion to break down the trade harriers erected by
our trading partners so that American compahies can compete on
a level, two-way street.

In working to remove trade barriers, we should strive to
strengthen the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT),
the multilateral organization which has done so much in the past to
liberalize trade among the nations of the world. In addition, the
role of the GATT should be expanded to cover services and in-
vestmentstwo areas of growing importance * today's world,
Negotiating with our tradin* partners to.modify the GATT to pro-
vide coverage of services and investments would help to improve,
our balance of payments and protect U.S. investors from damag-
ing interference by foreigh governments.

In additiowo negotiating for a fair trading environment,
government policy should encourage exports by U.S. firms, par7
ticOlarlysmall businesses. Tax incentives(like the Domestic Internal
tionaLSales Como tion which permit the deferral of taxes on
.profits from export ales)should be provided to encourage and help
finance experts. .

Export controlsan high .technology products should be focused
and streamlined to prevent the trade-related transfer of militarily
critical technologies to our adversaries while, at the same time,
making exporting easier twor U.S. companies. Likewise, restrictions
on exports to achieve foreign policy goals should be implemented
only after carefully considering existing contracts and determining
whether they can be effective in light of the availability of the pro-
ducts from foreign sources.

Most importantly, U.S. businesses can achieve their full poten-
tial to create jobs if they operate within a healthy domestic
economic climate. People are less willing to invest, make longterm

!business commitments, and borrow the funds needed for expan-
sion when there is uncertainty about the direction of interest rates
and inflation.

Congress. and the Administration should act with a sense of
urgency to reduce significantly the enAnous projected budget
deficits which are a source Of economic uncertainty and distort in-
ternational exchange rates in a way that damages U.S. export op-

- 4y portunities. We believe reducing the deficits requires a monetary*
policy that accommodates economic growth, a tax policy .that
encouragep savings and investment, and the discipline to curtail the

iiw
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growth of spending, Only then can innovation flourish, mature in-
dustries be rejuvenated, and prosperity be sustained.

EXPANDING MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 1984

0 Instruct our trade negotiators to seek elimination of trade. bar-
riers and extension 9f the GAIT to cover investments and ser
vices;
Create a new export incentive to replace.the Domestic Intema-
tionai Sales Corporation (DISC), which the U.S. bias agreed to
discontinue;
Focus and streamline exeprt controls so they are effective in

. 150 prevfnting the trade-rted transfer of. militarily critical
technologies to our adversaries while eliminating unnecessary

ro obstacles to exports; ek, .

it Take actions to reduce substantially the projected budget deficits
for FY 1985 and beyond.

n
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ConclusOn

We have necessarily focused this Agenda on conditions we
believe will foster innovation and maintain the U.S. leadership role
in technology and industrial competitiveness. This will increase job
opportunities and the standard of living for Americans. In addi-
tion, it must be emphasized that with a strong, vibrant industrial
base, America can lead the quest of peoples throughout the world
for increased standards of living, better education, improved
health, and more productive jobs.

Technology and innovation are perhaps our nation's greatest
strengths. They must be preserved. However, innovation cannot
be forced. It can only be fostered. It is fostered by creating an en-
vironment that emphasizes freedom of scientific and industrial ac-
tivities and that offers incentives to the innovators, entrepreneurs,
and investors who have the talent and resources to advance and
apply technology. It is fostered' by a thorough understanding of
fundamental scientific 'Processes and by a population that is well-
educated in science and its application. It is fostered in a healthy
economic environment and by .trade policies that provide expan-
ding market opportunities for our technology and basic manufac-
turing companies. Promoting such a63.fironment should be a
primary policy objective of the Unites' States.

It is to that goal that this Agenda for U.S. Technological Leader-
ship and Industrial Competitiveness is dedicated.

More information about the Republican Task Force
on High Technology Initiatives may be obtained from:

Hon. Ed Zschau
429 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Attn: rim LeMunyon '

(202) 225-5411
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Mr. Zactau. Essentially the cogpept is, in answer to the question
"What is the proper roll, of government?" to say: Rather than
asking government to decide where the opportunities arethat is,
targeting toll certain industries or technologies or companies or
processesto target on the process by which thWdevelopthe
-process of innovation. That is, to create in this coutary an environ-
ment in which new ideas, technological advances, new companies,
are likely to flourish.

We have identified in this booklet four prerequisites for such an
environment: a commitment to basic research, incentives for risk-.
Making, an adequate supply of trained technical peoplewhich
speaks to our education liystv, and ample market opportunities.
Without going into the details, let me just say that it is our feeling
that rather than setting up new organizations, what me should be
doing is analyzing our various policiesour regulatory policies, tax
policies, education policies, research policies, fiscal monetary poli-
cies, trade policiesand ask ourselves: Are those policies stimula-
tive to the prerequisites for this environment for innovation, or are
they detrimental, are they counterproductive?

Then, those of us in the legislative body or those of tis in the Ad-
ministrat}on should alter thOse policies under our jurlsdictiqn in
order to &hence this environment for innovation.

Let me just give you a specific example. Back in the 1970's, ven-
ture.capital was very scarce,' A lot of companies, including my own,
were either not getting funded, they were scraping by undercapita-
lized or, worse yet and'' this includes minewere going over to
Japan, selling our technology in order to get money just to meet
the payroll. The amount of venture capital available per year at
that time in the mid-1970=s was about $50 million per year.

In 1978, the late Congressman Bill Steiger led a charge, if you
will, in the U.S. Congress to reduce the tax on capital gains.
Within 18 months after the tax was reduced from nearly a 510-per-
cent maximum rate to 28 percent maximum rate, $1 billion of new
venture ca ital became available. Every year since then, it has
been over 1 billion of new capital. Last year, $4.2 billiop of ven-
ture capita was made available. We went from $50 million a yetir
during the 1970's, when the tax rate was high,tto $4.2 billion last
year. The treasury has collected more money in capital gains tax
revenues than at that time, I might just add.

The reason I use that example is, we could have said, "Gee, we
have a capital shortage in this country. What we ought to dk is set
up some sort of a government agency, fund it with capital, and
have it allocate that money to promising ideas." But rather than
doing that, we said, "What we have to do is create an emitonment
in which the private sector will lie stimulated to invest." That has
had a far more dramatic impatt oh young companies than the
other approach would haVe.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, let me just say this. I think the
debate on. this issue boils &own to a basic question: Who is responsi-
ble, who is most capable for creating jo b. in this country, for ad-
vancing technology in this country, for enhancing economic,
growth? There arq soma who a y, it is the Government, Govern-

' ment is responsiblis, GoSernm t is more capable, and what we
have to do is prowl), organize

i
. I would say that it is the individ-
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unls, the Bob Noyces, the John Youngs, the William Shockleys, arid
the people who have created our technological innovations in the
past.

Those ao say Government is responsible and most capable often
cite the Japanese example and say what we have in Japan is an
example of MITI, which is doing some targeting in the Japanese
market. I would just like to point out hgtv ironic it would be if we
followed the Japanese model at this point, in the light of the recent
remarks by the dean of Tokyo's Namuro School of Advanced Man-
agement. He said, "We are in an era of rapid change. Large rgani-
zations cannot move quickly enough. We must find our model
among- the entrepreneurs like those in Silicon Valley."

So I guess, I- would conclude by saying that fostering technologi-
cal innovation requ' es faith. Some people put their faith in ov-
ernm,ent. I feel th w should put our faith in the individuals. I
am betting on the iv' als, and I think that we in government
should do all we car to cr .ate an environment in this country in
which those individuals can do in the future the job they have done
so well in the past.

Thank you very much; Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LUNDINE Mere is a vote on the House floor. Unless Mem-

bers feeLas though they need time for extensive questioning,and I
will reconvene if you feel you .do, I think we will take questions,
since we have not heard that second bell yetuntil the time that
we have to go over to vote and'then conclude. Our other witness is
ill and will not be present today.

M r. Gregg.
Mr. Giu' ;uu. I would just like to say that I have heard the talk a

few times now, and it is just so refreshing to have,somebody in
Congress who understands this issue and whO has credibility on the
issue. It is a pleasure to have Ed make his point again; which I am
100 percent in agreement with and wish I could make as well as he

Mr. LUNDINE. Mr. Ritter.
Mr. R1'rrEa. I would just like to thank my colleague on the task

force for summarizing and providing the kind of insight which I
think we must take very seriously. We have a chance to create the

, right climate,, as opposed to creating a new agency. We should go
ahead and try to create that climate.

Mr. LUNDINK. Just to set the record straight, you are not suggest-
ing that there are no problems in this area, or that investment is
adequate as a result of the tax changes that have been made? I do
not think I am interpreting you wrong. You.are ndt making that
coriclusion?

Mr. Zsclino. No; I am not sayihg that we are doing the best that
we can_ 'I think it 'is indicative, however, of how we sometimes
shoot ourselves in the font.. At the very time that we have an enor-
mous trade deficit, and a deficit in electronics products for the first
time, the only trade legislation moving through the Congress at
this time is the Export Administration Act, designed torestriet ex-
orts of high technology products. No, we can do better. We can do

better in investment, in education, in birtii research, in trade and
so fi)ptli. But I feel that we can do bettenV rationalizing gov,ern-
ment policies to support this environment for innovation. .

77
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M. LtJNDINE. Y;iti pointed out that partially through tore stimu-
lation of changes in the capital gains tax there did come an in-
crease in the amount of venture capital, but you also recognize that
our debt-equity ratios are not desirable from the standpoint of
some of our competitors, do you not?

Mr. &CHAU. Yes. We have a banking system and an attitude
toward debt in this country that leaves us with much.smaller debt-
to-equity ratios and, as a result, a higher cost of capital. But, Mr,
Chairman, I have not concluded that we should necessarily change
that. I haVe not concluded that we should try to emulate, for exam-
ple, the Japanese model of much higher debt-to-equity ratios. But
you are absolutely right, that oursare smaller than those in Japan.

Mr.LUNDINE. Again, you have stimulated a lot of other thoughts
and questions. We thank you very much for your testimony.

I would like to ask that the testimony of Representatives Charles
Pashayan and George Brown of California be, entered into the
record.,

[The prepared statements of Representatives Charles Pashayan,
Jr., and George E. Brown, Jr., follow:I

11
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STATEMENT OF REF. CHARLES PASIIAYAN, JR., ON H.R. .2525, BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMIrEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY) JUNE 7, 1984.

Mr. Chairmen, 1 appreciate this opportunity to speak before your

Subcommittee on H.R. 2525, legislation that I have introduced which

would establish a bi-partisan National Commisaion on Technological

innovation and Industrial Modernization.

Why do,we need a C9mmission to examine Federal laws, regulations

tnd policies that imppct on industrial Modernization and ntrepreneurial

innovation? Why is it necessary for airs Commission make

recommendations for changes in these laws, regulations and policies-so

.that-our induatOes. can compete more effectively ?.

The United States, along with the entire4ndustrial world, is

experiencing a fundamentaltchange that affects the way labor, materinla,

capital, and production are used. The result has been that certain

industries--the so- 0414*,d 640Restack4ndustries--are not growing And

producing and compete9g as once they did. Other industries--the

so-called high technology industries--have 'taken the lead in growth in

the economy. Therq are.profound implicat4ons in these changes in the

structure of our economy, not only ffr the future of this country and

its global relatkens, but also for the individual American worker.

79
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Domestic induitrios operate un a myriaelif Federal laws,

0

regulations, and policies. These rul you will, have a direct

effect on what is produAd, how it is produced, where it is produced,

the cost of the product, who is employed for the production, the

allocation of capital, and the invention and promotion of newproGits.

Although the law'siand regulations have been applied bylhe.Federal

government in an attempt to satisfy.certain policies, to discourage

others, to protect the environment, or to conserve jobs, many times the

laws and regulations are counterproductive.: The effect is more apparent

in industry and commerce.

But some of,these are so extensive that they affect agriculture,

once one of this nation's leaders in our overall balance or trade. To

many this may not be'obvious, but it is becoming vore and more to the

'forefront as agriculture f ces the same problems of job

1111
and the loss of foreign kets. For example, Congress

that dairy p'rticiudte should Ice supported, by tax dollars.

displacement,

long ago ruled

When that cash

transfer became attractive, legitimate dairymen and investors rushed in

and produced a surplus, which some Wive caked obscene. At the sage

time, when We should rationally believe that we could sell the surplus

of dairy products, we find thai-lre;:n only give it away. That which

the Federal governmant ha, purchased is unsalable on the world market

because we have overvaiyed'it for internaticni;1 markets.

In other instances, the rules are outdated, For example, again

,looking at agriculture, we stil,1 hold to a prOmise that an imported

product will not be harmful unless domOtic producers can prove
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v'otherwise. I personally feel ttat.thoss who would. import' products to

this country under the Generalized System of Preferences or other

favorable trade provision should have to prove that their access to Our

markets shall not severely damage domestic producers. Dairy products

remain as an example of this particular rwist.as velle H.R: 2525

su goats that the Commission, as a part of its overall. mandate, propose
r.

reco endations on both promoting exports and xesponding to the various
40

target ng policies of foreign govkrnments.
that discourage us from

evor 1ng to them, a form of reciprocity.

The result of conflicting and outmoded Federal guidelines that

industry must adhere to is felt by all Americans when we pay'alore money

for products, when jobs are lost, when new produCts cannot be

manufactured, when investment capital cannot beefound to finance new

"products andtinventions, when we lone foreign and domestic markets to

foreign compltition, or when our workers are rot trained or educated for

the jobs that, do exist lOometimes policies, laws, and rules will work.

But iCseems more by accident than design. Again drawing on the

unnpparent, agriculture, it wasIdust a little more than a decdde ago

when a handful4 of innovators risked some capital and expertise to

develop a domestic pistachio nut industry and to establish the kiwi as a

anew Nem on. the grocers shelf. California's pistachio investment did

Inetfail. When all trade
anle with Iran was halted in 1980, omestie

Source was ready and ava4lable. A new iyustry was horn., The same can

be said of kiwi, whith was unheard of five years ago. Given today's

4.
Wawa*, I doubt that elt,ber of these commodities could be defellqed to

the extentthat they are today, not because agriculture is stymiiiki or

I
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staid, le.it beceuse tax laws, research and development funding, and

certain Of our trade polities, would discourage it. Today provisions in

the Internal Revenue Code discourage sufficient capital from flowing to

agricultural ventures. Research is either private sectqf or Federti,

rarely joint, and therefore less ora cooperative nature. The trade
/pi,

policies that emerged from the'Trade ReforM Att. of 1974 encourage Third

World agricultural development and thereby discouraged the American
T..

.

. termer from producing enough to export. This is evident even when

egricu tural commodity groups pursue questions of unfair subsidies and

quota s tame before the Cenern1 Agreement on Tariff and Trade, the

"international referee of export and import problems. Just' recently an

' Administration official stated that we should begin to look at.the next

,round of international trade negotiations, but only.after the so-called

TokyO round is complete. I concur, but2-and I have suggested this in a

letter to the President-I feel that the business comnAinity, labor, and

academia should be asked now to loo at trade problems in a

It

comprehensive manner. Indeed, how an we fashion meaningful legislation

directing a new round of trade nee iations if we do not have a
A . 1

benchmark from which to improve? I feel we'should be planning-tallow

the successes like pistachios and kiwi to occur, rather than accepting

them'as happenstance.

I,believe that a romprehensive review of the whole relationship

between Federal laws and.regulations on rile one hand and industrial and

Agricultural development and progress on th.e (Aber, is necessary to

determine how the former are retnrdiryhe latter." Now con the

goiiernment's.guidelines be changed so that the entrepreneurial spfrit



pnd innovativeproiesoes are encouraged, not stifled? We cannot have

.

the teS code that discourages investments, or Congress's infusing funds

into.prOgrame..that create artificial surpluses, or trade conditions

thwarting the bueiness commundty's ability to sell that surplus. But

4

becaose our economy is baseieon the free market, f do not bailey° that

the FAderel government should.b*in :the business of determining what

.1ndustrie should be winners and what industries should be losers, Thie.

cues

. .

occurs through,the dynamics ofthe economy itself.

-10A

This then is the mandate of the Commission as prescribed in.H.R.

2525.. The Commission would be Charged .with looking At apecifit areas

euch as tax laws, support and funding for haSicresearchand

development', -technical education it the primary; secondary, and
.

poste co ry level, and trade pioMotion policies.

The Commission would *made up of individuals from manufacturing

and agri-business, labor, a ademia. The 21 members would be

sOointed by the Flesident, th peaket of the House, and the President

4f the Senate. it wouldntlude 2 Members of 'both Houses Of Congress,

from the minority and majority parties. They:Wonld be required to

,report their 'findings to the President and the Cdngress.

-

Ai a Member of the steering committee of,thitkepublican Task Force

on High 'Technology lnitiatives,1 have been involved in formulating a

legislative agenda that describes what Congress can and should do to

(Oster the economic cliTate in which.innevatitn is rewarded and,

industri,4,1 competitOeteas is promdOed. ...While a NationalCommission is

not.: Tare of the ninth Fore's Agenda's.; dilieve that it could provide the

forum from which we could continue to monhpor the lawc,!tegulatione, and

policies that iikeede or promote economic growth, now and ar Oa future.

8 3
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"tatemont of Congressman Geotge E. Brown, Jr.

Before the Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Technology

House Committee on Science and Technology

Bearing on FederalAganizetion for Technological Innovation

June 7, 1984

Mr. Chairman, thankxu for tte opportunity to testify

before you tpday as yqu start your series of hearings on federal t. -",°'w

organization for technolpgical innovation. I would also like to
1

express my appreciation to my colleagues, Mr. Fuqua, Mr. LaPalce,

Mr. Pashayan, Mr. Zschau, and,Mr. Gorton for their continued

leadership and legislative contributions in this area. I hope

that this hearing will show that although WS MOV each. .hold

differentideas concerning the role of the federal governmept in

technological innovation, there exist many commonalities in our

individual 'legislative approaches.i

4

We have witnessed a decline In innovation and productivity

94. over .tlie last 15 to 20, years which has contributed to the- decline

in economic growth. The problems appear to be structural in

nature rather than cyclical. They have plagued the economy for

more than a decade through periods of both recession and

, expansion. The agriculture, $teal, automob e, housing, and

other industrfei ve experienced modest irprov ents, bur%cising

interest rates jeopardize their tenuous recoveries,

3
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%).vie helve strayed off the course of economic growtn and

1)rotiOtrity notnbecause of the inherent superiority of foreign

competWion, or for a lack of the basic research, that provides

the foundation for innovative technologies.,. Our government

cupplies more than 50 percent orAMericali "Scientific and

80

Jr

renearc and development funds, compared to

30 percent in Japan. Invent one stemming from U.S. research

laboratories frequentlylend up as successful products

manufactured and marketed by fortiign competition.

What often distinguishes economies today is not the

development of a new technology,, but the country which

successfully transfers a nhw technology to the marketplace as a

unable product or service. This is not due entirely to the

"exportation of U.S. technology to other nations. We as a nation

must take tesponsibiity for neglecting do focus efforts on the

transfei of technology to the marketplace. U.S. research has

1

tressed basic s ience while neglecting' t, development of

.technologies. 'F r example, yelaVveiy large investments are made

in the development of robots with vision and vocal systen00, while

'we still need to improve the basic ability 0$ robots to grip

objects.

U.S. management must change if we hope to maintain world

indne.tr4ai leadership. Many collporationd are emphasiziOg

"takeover fever" and "paper entrepreneurialism" to impress

investors with shoit-'term profits. This has repLoced long-term

investmonte in innovitive automated manufacturing systems,

quality control, and productivity. A climate conducive tO

8.5
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Innovation and prakluctivimust be nur,tured befoo we are'forced

to-enact protectionist legislation, such as .11,11. 1134, the.

Domestic Content; bill that passed the Houie last year.

.

. *
fa ,

114.

The development and commercial exploitation of new

technologies' are critical to any comprehensive economic program

which is based on rebuilding and revitalizing the American

economy. However, we are locked in an innovation poliqpmeme-41%.

tog-of-wart. while foreign markets pull ahead. Many envision the

-private sector as carrying the lion's shate of the responsibility

for competitionsin th nternational marketplace. Others

pretTribe a larger go ment role in the determination of

industrial policy.

0

Neither of the extremes stated above represents a

satinfactory solution although there exist areas of overlap
0

.

between the two approaches. These common approaches include 1pn
er

emphasis on improvements inm 4ilability,ilability, changkin ax

policy, anti-trust and patent policy adjustments, R&D investment:

incentives, and others. These initiatives differ, however, in

the degree of federal govern-meat involvement.

Regardless of how much is invested in research, feW

Anennes or governments will succeed without serious,long-term
'10

strategi'c pinnhing. Pdliaxample, NASA is one of the hest R&D

centers in theirould, but has had only liMited.success in moving

P&D into the marketplace. This its because we still have no .

policy, no plan, and no goal for space collmercialization.

4
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Innovation policies are administered in an ad-hoc and
IP

'uncoordinated fashion through nine different federal agencies.

The 700 government research laboratories lack well defined goals.

The Offkce of Productivity, Technology and Innovation which I

should be taking a leadership role is understaffed and housed in

an agency with other priorities. And while I was pleased to see

the "tech' centers mandated by the Stevenson- Wydler Act, which

were cut by the Administration, resurface as interdisciplinary

lin implementation of the goals of this Act has been frustratingly

01engineering c ters in the National Science Foundation, progress

../..
slow. Congress has similar leadership problems in contending

with the confusing network of aubcommitee jurisdictioni.

I have introduced two bills with the aim of focusing

Congressional attention on ways of providing concerted strategic

long-term planning and coordination for technology development. .

One of thee*, the Economically Strategic Industiial R&D Act

(H.R. 1243/8.428) would Outhorize a study to be conducted by the

National /Academies of Science and Engineering to examine emerging

tichnologies`in order to determine their potential for commercial/

exploitation. The study would thus help to identify promisinge

or "strategic" technologies and a development plan ,for these

would be presented to the Prigident and to the CongresS.

My proposal for the establishment ofan independent federal

technology foundation, Called the National Technology Foundation

(NTF,-IiM.--4,0l) would serve to focus the nation'i"technology

development. The pF would consolidate, in a single agency,

technology-related programs which are currently scattered

1
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throughout the Department of Commerce and thellational Science

Foundation. In their current Niles, these programs are

fragmented and do not provide a sufficient focus to help develop

a national economy in which innovation can thrive.

o..

It is my belief that the legislation I am suggesting can; by

more clearly focusing exieting resources And authorities,,and

with very little additional funding or authority, begin to

restore our leadership in the global productivity competition.

.These initiatives might also help define a clear leadership role
to

for the government in enunciating national goali and policies.

This could'be accomplished without .
curtailing the *arnica of

hlorket-oriented planning by the private sector. 0

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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SUMMARY. OF BILLS THAT ARE TO It TN' SUBJECT OF HEARINGS BEFORE TAX

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JUNE 7 and JUNE 12 - 14, '1984

SIX !ILLS IN THE 98th CONGRESS ADDRESSING
DIRECT FEDERAL SUPPORT OF INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION

Else

N4geicies Focused on Direct SOpport of Technology 2

H.R. 481 National Technolsgy Foundation Act.

7
(G Brown, ast.)

Advanced Technology Poundetion Act 4
(Waite, at al.)

H.R. 4361

1 I

,' 2

New Programs, Focused on Specific Areas and Using Existing Agencies....6

H.R. 4047 Robotics andutometed Manufacturing System
Research and Education Act

(Fuqua, at al.)
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NEW AGENCIES 7OCUSED ON DIRECT OPPORT OF TECHNOLOGY

N.R. 4B1 7tts NationalTochnolOt Foundation_Act_

(G. Brown, at al.)

Thu, Act would etablip a new independent Federal ligencyi-the

Ntional Technology Foundation (NTF), which would, ".:.promote the advance

of technology, technologicLinnovatipp, technology. utilization, and the

supply of technological menpower'for the improvement of'the economic,

. environmental, and social well-being of the United States." . sr

NT? would inolude several entirely new program offices in addition

to s number of offices and/or authorities that would be teansfered to

it from the National Science Fouddation and the Department of Commerce.

The NTF would be governed by National Technology Board and a Director;

Metructurd that is closely modeled after that of the existing National

Science Foundation. It would have a budget of $480 million in its filet

F.

year of existence, rising to $875 million lir the third year.

The newly - created offices would include an Office of Small Business,

ft

on Office of Institutional and Manpower Developqmnt, an Office of

TechnAogy Policy and Analysis, an Office klntergovernmental Technology,

en Office of Engineeering, and an 'Office of National Programs.

In addition to these new offices, the Foundation would receive from

NSF the follgwing programs:

Office of Small Burin's Research andievelopment
Directorate for Engineering
Division of Industrial Science and Technological Innovation
Intergovernmental Programs Section.

From thelhtpartment of Commerce, the NTF would receive %the following programs:

Ns al Bureau of Standards
..Patent and Trademark Office/

National I:Eh:Oral Information Service
Office of Industrial Technology
Contethfor the Utilization of Federal Technology..

1
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In addition to these transfers of specific proarems and agencisi, the NT?

would be given all, the functions, powers, duties, and Authorities of the

National Science Foundation and of the Secretary of Commerce under the

Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980.

, This bill takes a,comprehensive approach to the restructuring and

%,
strengthening of Pederal'programe for the direct support of induetr el

technology and innovation. A complete enumeration of the NTF's pros ms

and powers would require several pages. IC would be able to mid grants

aqd contracts to both non-profit and profit-making institutions, ae well

as to individual,s in some cases, for the support of generic research,

technology transfer, efucation end training, cooperative industry/university

research, and beak research in engineering. It would provide technical

assistance to small business and would serve as center for information

*bout Federal actiVites affecting innovation. It would collect and

analyze information about the compstitivenees of industrial technology

and about technical manpower needs. It would help transfer technology

from the Federal laboratories to industry. It would perform technology

assessments of *merlins technologies, study the relationships of technologya
to economic performance of the Nation, end recommend policy initiptives

to the President ell Congress for the further Upport of technological

innovation. In addition, of course, it Would be responsible for the

ongoing activities of ,,the National Bureau of Standards, Point Office

and NTIS.

This list of the main functions of the National Technology Foundation

propoeal does not give the full flavor of its Atential scope of activities.

The language of. the bill provide. numerous opportunitias for the Board

and - Director, if funded by:Congress, to:eapand the atop. of-iti4trogrimu=

.9 1
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in many directiona. Rasentially, the NTF would become a visible focal

point for the civilian technology-sugpOrt activities of the Federal

government, other than those of NASA, DIOR, and the regulatory agencies.

Interestingly, h or, the NT! would be given few formal authorities

that do not now exist someplace in the Federal Government. In this

sense, it would not substantially expand Federal involvement in the private

lector's innovative activities, except insofar as (1) it envision.

implementation of certain Oteveneon-Wydler Act authorities that are not

currently being carried out, and (2) the aggregation of such activitee

in one independent agenciy that would have no concern other than the

support of civilian technology Would give the programs new focus and. '

new ippact. The bulk of its budget would be made up of transfers

of budget authority from programa that are already funded at level.

envisioned in the bill, while new program, would, at least in the initiip

years, receive relatively modeot funding.

Because the NTF proposal is among the more comprehensive of those

finder consideratipn in this report, and because it has been widely discussed

ccover the last several years it provides a convenient base line with

whato compare other p ro o Is, as will be done in subsequent paragraphs.

H.R. 4361 The Advanced Technolojy.Foundation Act

The purposes of the Advanced Technology Foundation Act are to

"...facilitate the movement of basic scientific concepts into
commercial products or processes, and assist in the diffusion of new
technology to industrial sectors to encourage the technclOgical

modernisation of American industry."

The Act would accomplish these purpose, by establishing a new independent

Federal agency, the Admired Technology Foundation, governed by Board

and a Director modeled after the ptructure of the Nations! Science Foundation.

__
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The Advanced Tschnology'Foundation (ATP) would be authorized to

provide financiel assistance through grant*, contracts, it loans, as

appropriate, to universities, industry joint RID ventures, or firms for

research on gentrie.technologies.
or othef:ticnologies likely to affect

U.S.. international competitiveneis. In addition, the ATPivul.dinclude a

Federal., ndustrial Extsion Service charged with supporting the

application of scientific and technological ilawAtion in industry through

_a national referral service, coordination of existing state industrial

extension programs, grants and loan for state extension plans and

program*, and development of en information management system. The ATV

would also be empowered to evaluate the status and needs of various

industries for illiz.4evelopment and commercialization of Amy technologies.

Unlike the National /ezhnology Foundation Act (H.R. op), this Act

would not explicitly transfer ani'nisting authorities to the new agency.

On ths.other'hand, however, several of tfi'in. authorities of the bill

are quite similes to authorities that the Deprtment-ofCOmmerce now has

under the Stevenson-Wydler Act. The only substantially differintenthority

poisoned by the new agency would be the authority to engage in and

support industrial technology extension activities, end even this power'

is arguably latent in the Department of Commerlie under the State Technical

Services Act of 1965. Funding for the ATP would be authorized at $50

million for the first year and $150 pillion for succeeding years.

This bill is akin to the National Technology Foundation proposal

(H.R. 481) in that it creates a new agency concerned solely with industrial

technological innovation. Thus, it reflects the same concern Otr removing

thise authorities-from agencies whose primary lies4ne iii elsewhere, and

for providing a focus for technology in the FederalGovernmant. In contrast

93
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with H.R. 481, this bill avoids the political and implementation problems

associated with major restructuring of existing executive branch agencies

and authorities. As a consequence, however, the bill does not (1) address

the problems raised by an apparent overlap of some of the ATF's function.,

with existing responsibilities of one Department of Commerce, or (2) take

full advantage of the opportunity to create a significant and visible

agency by including important existing rpgrams now in NSF and DOC.

NEW PROGRAMS FOCUSED ON SPkCIFIC AREAS AND USING EXISTING AGENCIES,

H.R._4047 _Robotics and Automated Nanufacturint 1

Systems Research and TducatTon Act

(Fugue, et al.)

This bill would provide for a national program of reseaoth, education

and technology transfer relevant to robotics and automated manufacturing by

requiring that various activities in the National Science Foundation and

Department mmerce be focused on this area of technology.

Under 4. Ating authority of the Stevenson-Wydler Act of 1980, the

Department c4 Commerce would be directed to establish Centeis for Industrial

Technology focused on a variety of aspects of robotics and automated

4

manufacturing. The Act also'suthorices a budget ear-marked for this purpose.

Such centers would both conduct research and carry on technology transfer

activities to industry and the public sector. The CoMMerce Department

would also be directed to *mote R&D limited partnerships, in the area of

robotics and automated manufacturing.

Alan, the National Bureau of Standards would be directed to establish

a Federal Research Center on Robotics and Automated Manufacturing which

would do R&O on (1) measurements and standards related to robotics and

automated manufacturing, andr12) systems'integration, reliability performance.
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Tholiatkonal Science Foundation would be authorized by the bill to

support ed4atinn and training for scientists, engineers, and technician.

in robotic, and automated manufacturing, including funds for graduate,

undergraduate, and post - doctoral assistance; equipment; slid curriculum

development.

Finally, the National Research Council of the Raton.' Acadeeie% of

41: %Science ind Engineering would be directed to establish a National Robotic.

and Automated Manufacturing System. pram Review Board to review all

aspects of Federal involvement with '6botics and automated manufacturing

systems, report its finding, and make recommendations regarding such

Federal involvement.

At a conceptual level, this bill represents a focusing of national

efforts on one important area of industrial technology: robotics and

automated manufacturing. It builds on existing authorities pf the NSF

and Department of Commerce, and its only new activities are theirBS

Research Centeelind the NRC Board. From another perspective, this bill

would do (or robotics and automated manufacturing what thellitional

Technology Foundation proposed in H.R. 481 would do for industrial

. technology in general. Tha bill is alao similar in concept and function

to H.R. 4415/8. 1286, The Manufacturing Sciences and Technology R&D Act.

This bill would establish a substantial focused program in budgetary

terms, with a first year authorization of $37.25 million, rising to

$72.25 million in the eight year.
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H.R. 4411/8. 1286 The Manufacturing 8ciencssAand Telhnology

lasearcE ins 15.41:1sonT re T
r 4

(Fuqua / Gorton, et al.)

(This discussion I. based on the bille as introduced and doss not

reflect recent action on 8. 1286 in the Ssnace Committee op Commerci,

Science and Transportatkon.)

This Act is intended to "...eetablish a program for conducting

research which will produce more efficient manufacturing technologies and

for conducting research utilisation activities to encourage widespread

adoption of these technologies."

The Act would suthoriis the Office of the Aseistant Secretary of

Commerce for Productivity, Tetchnology end
Innovation (OPTI) to fund, through

grants and cooperative agreements, basic and applieersseerch on manufacturing

technologies in universities, non-profit
institutions, firms, industry

essociatione, end other institutions. As part of this authority, OPTI

could fund Centers for Manufacturing Research and Technology Utilisation

through consortia df research organisations, manufacturing industries or

Induetry associations. The Act would also authorise the Secretary of

Commerce to study how the utilisation of advanced manufacturing technology

Can beet be enhanced through the retraining of displaced workers, to

study the technological
compeCitiveness'of selected industry sectors,

end to establish a Manufacturing Sciences and Technology 8nhancement

0

Advisory Comiittse. It would authorise up to $20 million in the first

year, rising to $67 million in the third and succeeding years, and is

thue'quits similar in cost to H.R. 4047, the robotics bill.

While it differs in certain details, this Act would, specifically

1

authorike OPTI to suppoit R&D in manufacturing technologies yang mechanisms

thee are quits stealer to those already authorised but not funded under

the Stevenson-Wydler Act.
Similarly, its mein RAD euppert provisions are
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not unlike rules included in the substantially mare comprehensive proposed

National Technology Foundation Act (H.R. 481) dt Advenced Technology

Ptividation Act'(H.R. 4361).% In addition, of course, the bileie eimilar
. .

in its purposes and mechanimme .to the reeearch'support portions of
I

R.R. . WO, the proposed Robotics and AiltOmated Manufacturing Systems

Research and *Education Act. The detailed differences do raise important
-f"

issues of scope, progrer effectiveness and general acceptability, but in

broad'outline all of these approaches are quite similar.

W3.c.10egard to ,poth this bill (H.R. 4415/ S. 1286) and the robotics
A

bill (8.R. 4047) one important question to be considered is whether

theite,is ecutfipelltng reason to limit the *pope of such gtograms to

manufacturing technologies alone, or whether it makes cense to exparil

the'ocope of the prograins to'encompass product and service techtlologies

as well. This particultirly salient issue sir it is ofiten iinir a

matter of perspective as to whether a particular technology,ssu,oh n n
.

robot, is a produ4 or a process (manufacturing) technology.

STRATF.GIC STUDIES OFcTECHNOLOGICAL ISSUES

H:R. 1243/S. AA Bconomicalp Strategic IndStntrial RAD Act

(C. Brown / Taongaa et al.)

,
These two identical bills would provide for .a.study on economically

strategic technologies in order to identify and provide for their divelopment.

1110 bills would authorjee a study for these purposen to'bp carried out

by the National Academies of Scie46t and Engineering under the direction

.of.tbe Director_of the Office of Science and Technology Policy. The

study, which Could take up to three yqars, would examine the potent.

I.
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of variouolechnologies; the levels of R&D in the private sector,,governmeht,

and other nations related to the technblogies; and the competitive positton

of the technologies, and would develop and report to the President and

the Congress on .0 teeh4 development plan for each technology determined

.to be trategic. If this bill were adopted, the Academies would beCome

more intensively involved ih'the competitive assessment of technologip

than they have been in the past.

H.R. 7525 (to est/0)118h i) Nntionel Commiosion'hn

YeclinoTopinA lnnovntion pod IndiistriaT Modernization

(Panhayan)

This hill, would entablial Oi National Commies ion on Technological $

. .

Innovation and Industrial Mode lization to:

s
"...examine and evaluate 1 relevant Federal lawn and policien,..and
... nnhmit to the Preside E and the Congreon..,a national Industrial
otrategy !which] .ball be 6 comprehensive plan along with legislative

recommendation, to coordit to Federal lawn and policies no an to
assure the ecumenic vital' y and national security of the United

1
Mates now and into the't My-first century."

nk

The 2l-meMher commission would' 'ave members appointed by-both rhe President.
1

and the Congress. It would be ,vairected to include technology explicitly

in its domain of concern. ,§,intie the commianlon in empowered only to do

a ',holy and then to go out of huninens, it would not4talte.any actions

itnelf. In thin memo'', the coMminsion proposal in at the opposite extreme

from the National Technology Foundation propould under H.R. 481. Of

conrne, it might make recommendations tliat would lead to nubstatitial

Federal action, by other agencies.

Thin comminnion would have a charter not unlike the one given to

the President's Commimmion on Industrial Competitivenean appointed In

1981 by President Reagan, and would have a more limited charter than the

National Acadeby committeelcalled fihr under H.R. 1241/8,4211.

'PLOW/ 0 WI 1
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Mr. LUNInNIC. And now the subCOmmittee stands adjourned until
9:30 a.m.",..next Tuesday, June 12.

[Whereupbn, at 11:15 4.1-11:, the committee recessed, to reconvene
at 9:30, a.m., Tuesday, June 12, 1984.1. . . ,f 4.

a.
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FEDERAL ORGANIZATION FOR
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION

"4

TUESDAY, JUNE 12, 1984

U.S. 'HOUSE OF REPRESENXATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

,SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
Washington, DC,

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room
2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hoi. Doug Walgren (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Liepresentatives Walgren, Brown, MacKay, Valentine,
Gregg, Skeen, and Bateman.

Mr. MACKAY [presiding], Good morning. I will call to order this
hearing.

This marks the second and concluding week of the Subcommit-
tee's hearing on Federal Organization for Technological Innova-
tion.

Today we continue our consideration' of the several proposals to
establish a Technology Foundation in the Federal Government as a
mister agency to the National Science Foundation. In addition, we
have also asked our witnesses to comment on the two bills which
would initiate programs of research and development in the areas'
of manufacturing technology and robotics.

The health and vitality of American technology has made a
major contribution to America's economic progress in the last 3Q,
years, but our productivity growth has fallen off, and 9ur interna-
tional competitiveness has not allowed us to do well as we
should in the international marketplace. Our focus in these hear-
ings is really on the question: "What could and should the Federal
Government do about this?

I announce with regret that one .of our Witnesses,41Dr. Lewis
Branscomb, the chief scientist of IBM and a former chairman of
the National Science Board, has had to cancel his appearance.
However, I am glad to announce the addition to our list of wit-
nesses our colleague from Pennsylvania, Congressman Don Bitter.

Congressman Ritter is scheduled as the first witness. He is not
present now, and so we will go ahead with Mr. Sydney L. Jones
Under Secretary for Economic Affairs to the U.S. Department of
Commerce.

Aar. Jones, welcome to the committee.
(95)
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STATEMENT OF SYDNEY I,. JONES, UNDIER SECtTARY ECb.
NOMIC AFFAIRS, ILA. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, ACCOMPA-
NIED. BY KCILS nummtcs, DEPUTY* ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR PRODUCTIVITY, TECHNOLOGY, ANDINNOVATION-

Mr. Jonms.,Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-
committee.

I appreciate the oppo nity to appear before you to discuss the
future m.! of the .Feder Government jn providing support and en-
couragement for lechr ology development: and industrial innova-
ion, and particularly ou requesLed our views on four bills Whitsh

pertain to the Federal organizational structurein this area.'
These bills have many positive objectives, but we do not agree

with the procedures recommended to obtain those objectives. Acs
cordingly, we do not support thtir enactment, for reasons I will
briefly summarize.

These bills all have as their common objective the fostering of
this Nation's technological base and our worldwide tompetitive-
ness.

- Int 1243.and..11.R. 2525 mandate studies of various aspects of
our industrial base. H.R. 1243 requires the Office of Science and
Technftlogy Policy to conduct a study to identify technologies or
economic and strategic importance' to the Nation and to prepare
plans for their development.

11.R. 2525 would establish a National Commission on Technologi-
cal Innovation and Industrial Modernization with responsibility for
the preparation of a national. industrial strategy

In contrast to the first two bills, H.R. 481 di d 4361 would pro-
ceed to implement immediately new Federal programs to fund the
development. of new technologies. The first would establish a Na-
tional Technology Foundation composed of several existing Federal
agencies.

Among the many responsibilities of the foUndation would be the
,-.6peration of grant programs for the development of high technolo-

gy small businesses. The latter bill would create the Advanced
Technology Foundation to establish and support federally funded
R&D programs.

The development and commercialization of new technologiegis a
high priority, for this administration. Innovation process directly af-
fects our international competitiveness. It is crucial to our econom-.
is well-being.

Without question, the issue of the competitive status of our prod-
ucts in the world markets depends heavily upOn the creation of
new technology and the providing or new products through the use
of technology and productivity. Innovation and productivity are
indeed the keys to offering' attractive products at competitive
prices.

Thus, while we strongly support the goals of the bills, we oppose
their individtutl enactment, which* is based on our belief that they
would approach the issue in the Wrong way. We share, however,
with 11w sponsors of these bilis, a deep concern that the health of
the innovation process is siren hefted and maintained in this *"44

country.

101
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Each of these -bills has as its premise the need for an industrial
policy that Will. somehbw guide our Nation's technological develop-
ment. It is the view of this administration that we already have
such a policy,which is to increase actual research, to improve the
flow 'of information and technology transfer, to provide incentives
Both to create technology and to invest in it, and, most important-
ly, to remove the barriers to the development of technology.

President Reagan spoke to this point when he created the Presi-
dent's Commission on Industrial Competitiveness, which is an
active group studying these issues. President Reagan's statement
emphAsiies that the governmental role should be oriented toward
the removal of barriers, which would make innovation by the pri-
vate sector more feasible.

Conversely, it rejects attempts at centralized planning of the
kind envisioned by H.R. 1243 and H.R. 2121. President Reagan's-
view is especially applicable to advances in technoldgy.

Government officials should not be placed in the position of em-
phasizing specifiejechnologies, but, to the contrary, should empha-
size the growth of innovation and technology in general.

Government officials do not have adequate access to the market-
'place ideas or the information necessary to make such decisions.
l'hese objectives apply equally to H.R. 481 and H.R. 4361, which go
it step beyond the development of plans to the funding of actual re-
search projects based upon such assessments.

the administration has sought to carry out the role it deems ap-
propriate throuiih a variety of actions. We have moved to strength-
en the country s research and development by increasing R&D
spending. In the fiscal year 1985 budget, Federal funding of the
R&D increase is 14 percent, to 53 billion. This increase is on.top of
a 17-percent increase in fiscal year 1984.

Enactmcmt of the incremental tax credit for research and experi-
mental expenditures in 1981 was another important innovation.
The tax cuts contained in the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981
have laid the overall groundwork for stable economic growth which

. has rebounded at a very strong rate and created the necessary en-
vironment for general innovation and economic investment.

In addition, the administration has made a number of proposals
that are now awaiting action by the Congress. The National Pro-
ductivity rind Innovation Act, for example, would encourage pro
competitive R&D joint ventures by reducing possible antitrust li-
ability from treble to actual damages.

Further, the administration endorses legislation to change the
Federal policies governing the allocation of patent rights to inven-
tions under Federal grants, contracts, and cooperative agreements
itA order to enhance the possibility of commercialization of the
large government portfolio of inventions. This idea is currently
being considered by your subcommittee, and we look forward to
continuing to work with you on this subject.

The administration's general opposition to an industrial policy
approach to innovation is based on the belief that certain types of
Government programs are neither appropriate nor effective.

The startup 9f new, large-scale programs to fund targeted re-
search in various industries through Federal grants constitutes, in
our mind, intervention in the marketplace forces. The product of
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such.Prograins seldom match what the market demands, and the
programso.would represent yet anotheredrain on the Federal budget.

In addibion to the bills I have already discussed, I would express
similar concernp about two other bills now being considered. by
your subcommittee. H.R. 4047 an H.R. 4415 both envision large.:
scab grant programs, the latter, for example, costing over a quar-
ter of a billion dollars over theotiext t years if enacted.

Once again, we strongly support the goals of innovation and tech-
'nological development, but we have 14erious reservations about the
efficacy of this approach.

In conclusion then, let me etnp that. we , port strongly
the innovation process. We belt*. have a stron program com-
prised of incred R&D spending, t e .de-velopment of increased in-
formation and transfer of technology, the creation of incentives,
and the removal of barries, but we dix,pot support the bills under
consideration.

Finally, Mr. Chairm accompanied today by Egils Milbergs,
who is Deputy Assistant Secretary for Productivity, Technology,
and Innovation in the Department of Commerce. He is an acknowl-
edged expert in this area and will help me answer whatever ques-
tions you might have.

[The prepared statementof Mr. Jones follows:]

1.4
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STATEMENT OF
. SIDNEY L. JONES
UNbER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE

FOR ECONOMIC AFFAIRS
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH'AND TECHNOLOGY

OF Tift HOUSE COMMITTED ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

JUNE 12, 1984

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SUPPO?T or TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT AND INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION

Mr: Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate this

opportunity to appear. before you to discuss the present and future
.

role of the Federal goverruitent in providing support. and encour-

agement.for techndlogy development and industrial innovation. 'In

particular, you requested my views on four bills which pertain to

Federal organizational structure in this area, including H.R. 481,

1243, 2525 and 4361. , Although each o these bills has laudable

objectives, the bills also contain questionable means to' obtain

these objectives. Accdr>dingly, we defnot support their enactment

for reasons I Will', discuss below.

These bills '11 have as their common objective the fostering of

this nation's technological base, and hence, our worldwide compet---

itiveness. H.R. 1243 and H.R. 2525, mandate studies of various

aspects of our industrial base. H.R. 1243 requires the Office of

Science and Technology Policy to conduct a study to identify

technologies of economic and strategic importance to the nation

and to prepate Opens-for their development. H.R. 2525 wonld ,

9'
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establish. National Commission Technologica1 Innovation and
..,

ndustr*I derrlizption with respgnsibi'it -for the preparation
. .

of a national ndustral stratAgy.. This strategy would, include

proVision for the development of new technolog'es.
. .

'In contrast to the first two bilN4 H.R.:401 and 4361 would

iprocOld to implement immediately new Federal progrAms to 'fund the

development of new technologies. H.R. 48'l would establish a

sNational Tedhnology Foundation,.composeo.of several existing

Fedjal agericies including the PWent and Trademark' Office, the

National Bureau of'Standards and others. ,vAmong,the many re'bponsi-

bilities of the Foundation would be the operation of grant pro-

grams for the development of high technology sAll businesses.--

H.R. 4361 would create thqsAdvanced Technology Foundation to

establish and support Federally funded R&6 programs. The cost -of

H.R. 4361 would be $500 million over theifirst four years.

The development and commercialization of new technologieris a

high priority for this Administration. The innovation process '

4

directly affects our international competitiveness. It is crucial

to our economic well-being. Without question 'the competitiveness

.
of our products in world markets depends in large measure upon our

ability to take athintage of new technology to offer new products,

.
and .upon the use of that technology to improve our productivity.

. Innovation and productivity are the keys to offering attractive

products at competitive prices in world markets.
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/ Thus, while we oppose the !nactment of these particular 10.11s, our
!

/ Nipplosition is based so y upon the particular means that they

propose to use to meet the objective of supporting and enhancing

industrial innovation. Wt share with the -sponsors,of these bills

a deep concern.that the health,of the innovation process be

4
'maintained in this country.

th.

Each of these bills has as its premise the need for an industrial
.

policy that will guide our nation's technological development. It .

is the view of this Adm,inistration that such a policy As simply.

impractical implement. President Reaga ,,made this point -in his
-...

t
statement last year announcing the appointi o the members of

the President's Comr,ssion on Industrial Compet iveness. He -7

said,

Some believe that the government should try t rehd trends.P0
idetermine which products, services and Indust ies have a

place in our future, and which do not. They would have
government planners divert resources away from traditional
industries and channel them into new fiejds. But the history
of progress in America proves that millions of indiv.idualt;
making decisions in their own legitimate self-interest cannot
be outperformed by any bureaucratic planners.

Government's legitimate role A not to dictate detailed
plans, or solutions to problems for particular companies or fits

industries. No, government serves us best by protecting and
maintaining the marketplace, by ensuring that the rules of
free and.fair trade, both at home and abroad, are properly
observed' and by safeguarding the freedoms of individual
pprticipants.

Pl-esident RehOn's sliatement. describes a governMental role that is
0

oriented to the removal oe barriers which would make innovation by
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the piqvate sector more difftculk. Conversely, it rejects

',attempts at &ntrirlized plartning of the 'ind envisioned by H.R.

1243 and H.R. 2525. President,Reagan's view is especially

applicable,to advances in technology. Government officials should

not be placed in the position of picking technology winners and

losers, because, regardless of their expertise, they do not have

as much access as bhe entire marketplace to rich and diverse 0

information about the factors determining the success or failbre

of innovations. These objections apply equally to H.R. 481 and

H.R. 4361, which go a step beyond the developmSnt of plabs to the

) funding of actual, research projects based upon such assessments.

The Administration has sought to 6ar.ry. out the role it deems

appropriate through a variety of actions. We have already moved
. .

to strengthen this Auntry's research and developmeht by iropoetng

in the FY 1985 budget an increase in Federal funding of R&D of 14

percent, to'$53:billion. This increase is on top of a 17 percent

increase in FY 1984. The enactment of the incremental tax redit

for research and experimental expenditures in 1981 is encouraging

innovation. The tax cuts also contained in the Economic Recovery

Tax Act. OT 1981 `have laid the groundwork for stable ect,nomie 41°

gro tti, and fOr the necessary environment for innovation to,

flourish. In addition, the Administration has made a number of

proposalls.that ar'noW awaiting action by the Congress. Abe,
^ I

National Productivity and Innovation Act, for exampre, would

encourage pro::'competitive R&D joint ventures by reducing pos.sible

4

4
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,antitrust liability from treble to a tuai. damages.' Ftri-bPeri, the

.e
Administration endorses legislation 4o change,iR the lederal

policies governing allocation of pail[en rights to'inventions under

Federal.grants, contractsiend cooperati agreements, to enhance

the possibility of cOmmerciatizatfOn.p he large government

portfolio of.inyentions: ". This idea'isfeurrehtly being considered

by your subcommittee an we look,forwardAce contihuing to..'work

Vilth'you on this *object. 1 : "k,

..:

.

.

The.Administration's opposition to ap industrial 'policy approac,
;"

to innovation is basedon thi''premiseeatcertain types of
Rs

. _. .

goVernment programs are neither appAriate .nor effective..:' The ...

start-up of new large scale p °gram% to fUnd "targetedesearrh

in various industries-:Ahroug gtants"constit4vs

iriterventiog in the market .place. The product of such prdiTmi
r"

selidomHma.tch what the market demands;:. And, of course, the
kY

programs would represent yet another, and from past experience

perhaps perMOnelit, drain on the Federal budget
i

o

4 11

In addition to the bills / haVe'Aireddy discussed, i"would express

similar concerns about two other.hoills now being considered by,

thi's subcoMmitt6e. H.R. 4047 and H.R. 4415 both envision large
1

scale grant programs, latt.44 forexam0o, costing over a

quarter of a billion' dollars over flve years if, enacted. ",.Agoiat,

we have-no:quarrel with their intent, but we 4 e fterioOW

reservaions &Nit. the:efficocy of their Approach.

ae

4
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4

.In closingilet me repeat my conviction that the innovation process

in the United States isfrof cruciaPimpor ance for our economic.

,wel.1-bein4 We believe the Administration is purSOing policies

and measures to keep innovation strong in the United States." 'We

do not believe the bills before this Committee' will advance us

toward our commonly held goal.
A

I am prepared to answer any questions.

S

r.
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Mr. MAcliAv. Thank you, Mr. Jones. I might ask a question or
two.

There was recently an editorial in Science magazine in which the
author said that what's really happening is not an overall advance
in research and development in America, but that in the last four
years what's really happening4s a massive increase in military
R&I-s) coupled with a decrease in civilian R&D, and he expressed
the concern that at,the time we are doing this, which reflects an
effort to compete in the military arena with the Soviets with which
we do not disagree, we are basically pulling away from competition
with the Japanese, the Germans, and others in the competition for
civilian markets, and the editorial suggested that we're going to
pay a price for that, that there's no Nee lunch, and that the price
is going to be, at some point in the future, a loss of market share
competitiveness.

The point finally made by the writer of the editorial was not that
we should get into a battle between civilian and military, although
he said- the reason for not getting in that is we already know we 11
lose that. He simply said we should. become a point of advocacy for
civilian research and development so that the advance in the mili-
tary R&D effort does not come at the expense of civilian R&D.
. DO'you agree with those conclusions?

Mr. JONES. I think you have phrased i4 very well, that the in-
crease in military defense has been a necessary part of our nation-
al and international priorities.

At, the same time, it is still significant that private research is
still more than half of our total research over the Federal part, and
indeed the private R&D wept up 11 percent in 1984. So we are not
declining in any way. Indeed, we are accelerating.

In reality, 'we still comprise in basic research the equivalent of
Japan, the Federal Republic of Germany, France, and the United
Kingdom combined, or we spend three times as..much on basic re-
search as any other nation.

I would certainly agree that our goal should be to implement pri-
vate research, and that is the point of our efforts whigh I have de-
scribed, to both increase the Federal level basic research, which is
somewhat genericit can be used in diverse waysat the same
time trying to stimulate the private sector by removing tha bar-
riers of the antitrust concerns about the joint operation of re-
search, by removing the concerns about incentives, by providing
the tax incentives, the issue of the 861 tax code, and, finally, by the
process, which is the main thrust of our Department of Commerct
program. V

So I would certainly agree with the interpretation you havg
placild on that article.

Mr. MACKAY. All right. I would like to ask just one other ques-
tion, and thht is, is the position of the Reagan administrktion re-
garding continued support for aeronautical research consistent
with what you said about, "We should not be in the business of
Government trying to target industries?"

Mr. JONES. Aeronautical research, of course, is closely linked to
our military capacity, although it spreads into NASA also. I think
the emphasis there is to compare ourselves both for the peacetime
and the military application of the research, one which you could
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not expect, at this tune at least, a private company to undertake by
itself.

Mr. MACKAY. All right. Mr. Skeen, do you have'any questions?
Mr. SKEEN. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman. Thank you-.
Mr. MACKAY. Mr. Brown. -
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Jones, I apologize for having stepped out for a

moment, and I haven't completely digested all of your testimony,
but I am trying to understand a 'little bit better the posture of the
administration on this matter of facilitating the development of
technology.

Taking specifically the Technology Fourylption bill, which, as you
know, has been before this committee fora number of years, we
have been really trying to treat it as a matter of focusing largely
existing efforts in a more effective way within the administration.

If we were to succeed in dping that, it would seem to me that
sah an approach would be consistent with, the philosophy of the
administration; would it not?

Mr. JONES: Yes, sir. The Department of Commerce, as you well
know, has a very specific proposal before the COngress to create a
Department of International Trade and Development, and, as part
of that reorganization, would create an under secretary for the
technology and science areas. It would gather together many of
those disciplines.

Mr. BROWN. Didn't it actually include at one point, and I'm not, I
confess, really up to date right now, an administration within that
department for innovation and productivity?

Mr..Joisiss. Yes, sir. It would be an under secretary who would
combine the Patents, the National Bureau of Standards; my par-
ticular activities in the Office of Technology and Innovation and
Productivity, and would give it, we believe in the Department of
Commerce, a better focus and a higher visibility. .

Mr. BitowN. Well, that's essentially,what we were seeking to do
here, but without going to the whole extent of revising the whole
Department of Commerce, which we didn't feel was our prerogative
in.this committee, and I'm not sure you're going to get away with
it either. But you would not see anything that contradicts your
basic philosophy in seeking to achieve increased prodtictivity
within the existing bureaucracy, would you?

Mr. JONES. We are always, of course, trying to organize for better.
cooperation. That in a generic sense is certainly feasible.

My concern would be those aspects of the bills which would at-
tempt to target specific technologies, and I frankly would have to
admit great concern about the spending levels.

I've spent the last several days trying to adjust to a 4-percent,
across-the-board reduction in our various authorizing budget legis-
lation, and I'm frankly under considerable duress to organize prop-
erly the thiggs that we are already doing.

I welcomes that across-the-board approach, and indeed I think in
the second tier fiscal policies which confront the Nation in coming
years, were going to have toVonsider almost everything.

So I would be concerned s5mewhat with the approach in case it
would become a camel's nos under the tent with regard to indus-
trial policy, and, frankly, would be very concerned about the
levels of appropriations.



Mr. IlflowN. Well, we all havP to use good judgment in doing
these things as to the level of spending. I know of no ohe who
doesn't feel we Wquldn't help our economy more by balancing the

f budget than almost anything else that we did.
On the other hand, when this administration came in, they

thought we were spending too much money on science and engi-
neering education, and: then they decided that we sleren't spending
enough.

-So it's a matter of judgment,' to some degree, as to what the
proper. level of expenditure for some of these programs might be as
you perceive their relevance to our national priorities a little more
clearly.

Am I making a statement you can agree with, or not?
Mr. JoNixs. Oh, I think yes, we would have to rely on the Con-

gress to use great discretion. Funding the levels of $57 or $250 mil-
lion pier year with regard to the activities we are already undertak-
ing would really be very major, far beyond anything,that we would
have in mind.

Mr. BROWN. Well, confronting the possibility that we might have
to live with your administration for another 4 years, I'm really
trying to find out how we can work most effectively with you, and
that's the purpose of my questioning. -

Thank. you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MACKAY. Mr. Joaem, thank you very much.
Mr. JoNES. Thank you, sir.
Mn'. MAKAY. Our next witness ,will be Congressma Don Ritter.

*I understand that your time is tight. We will accept your
statement in the, record, without objection, and any summary re-
marks you would care to make.

.STATEilENT OF 110N. DON RITTER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CON-
GRESS FROM THE sTATF OF PENNSYLVANIA AND VICE CHAIR-

c-MAN, TASK FORCE ON HIGH TECHNOBOGY INITIATIVEK.
110rSE RP:PUBLICAN RESEARCH commirrEE
Mn'. RrrER.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It kind of depends as to what Energy and Conimerce is doing

down on the first floorsubjects a interest to technological innova-
tion like patent term restoration, like the Supqrund, and manifold
billions of dollars that are on the same order QI magnitude of the
entire research and development budget of the industry. So I think

.my presence will be required there; but there is somebody there'
watching to see what's happening.

I'd like to thank you fiir the opportunity to testify befbre the sub-
committee today on the Federal role in technological innovation.

As vice chairman of a 140-membe Republican task force on high
technology initiatives, as a former univirsitt engineering. professor.
and research administrator who E'xper'ienced firsthand the spon-
sored research activities at. universities these are large,ley Federal,
but some State and local- -the public research support, and the pri-
vatc+iponsored ,eserch, geteful to be able to share some
views with you.



Everybody accepts the fail that our Nation's industrial competi-
tiveness and ability to create new jobs depend on the evolution and
application of new technology.

A strong technological base is important to strengthen our econo-
my, to enhance opportunity, and we need to remember that while
there are additional steps that 'we can take to improve our position
kr world markets, we .have done ninny things right.

At the recent, econinic summit- in London, European leaders ac-
knowledged the impressive gains in new job creation in the United
States. They expressed surprise'at the positive results that have
stemmed from lesser amounts of Government intervention and reg-
ulation and greater dependence on priVate sector investment in the
economy. We just may be moving in the right direction.

BuLthere are certain steps that we can take to keep the jobs that
we have and to create new jobs. From Mitterrand to MIDI, there
seems to he a growing consensus that the kind of decentralized cre-
ative forces that have characterized some of the newer industries
in the United States arc the model for the future, not more central
foci.

As the gentleman from California mentioned, everybody agrees
that as balanced bUdget would allow credit to be available and
would enhance innwAtion, investment and productivity.

Hut, you know, coming hack to. that, we can't avoid the fact that
we are trying to narrow budget deficits and that the creation of
wholly new programs or wholly new Agencies does put an addition-
al strain, and in this climate it is difficult to gain the support to
create this kind of agency.

Not only that, the track record of the Federal Government in
technology, applied technology dimensions to our economy, has not
been something we can stand up and crow about. The Department
of Energy is a prime example, where the battle for the money
became fundamentally political.

We can, and we must, administer the Federal research efforts to
get a bigger -bang for our buck. Well, what does that mean? It
means that in NSF, for example, we can and we are set up to de-
elop some balances between the basic research, and with some ad
ditional resources developing an engineering research and an engi-
neering technology arm based on peer review, limiting the political%
inputs into the-system..

We can also pursue Federal technology programs that will pro-
vide more researcL4 benefits to the products, the markets, and the
competitive positions of firms in the private sector.

I low can we do that? Well, we need to give leadership to the pri-
vate sector. As long as the Federal Government is looked upon by
the research establishment in the nonprofits, which includes une
versit ies and research institutes, as the rich uncle, the unique ca-
pabilit ies of .t hese nonprofits, these universities and research insti-
tutes, will not in large measure be motivated by the need for indus-
trial competitiveness; it, will he motivated by the Federal R&D
economy; the two can merge, but we have to he careful as to who is
the tail and who is the dog. It would he preferable to have the pri-
vhte sector motivations become the dog and the Federal capabilities
the tail.
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One way to achieve a greater motivation coming through' the pri-
vate sector innovation area is to providd-greater.Federal incentives
for university, industry, and cooperative projects that are impor-
tant to the private sector, as judged by its financial, support for
these kinds of projects. "

The level of the research and development tax credit as it ap-
. plied to joint work between private firms or consortia of firms if it

was increased, could funnel new resources into the universities, en-
couraging more market-oriented research and development.

That is a way to go directly between these marvelous institutions
of research and development and the subject that we're really all
concerned withthat is, industrial competitiveness and the private
sector that is responsible for that competitiveness. This is not to
supplant basic research at universities; it is to complement that re-
search.

Right now, on the order of only 5 to 10 percent of most universi-
ty research budgets are derived from private sector sponsorphip. No
wonder industrial competitiveness and products, parkas, inven-
tion, and innovation has an eventual buyer in the world. market
scheme is not the motivating force.

Encouraging greater university involvement in industrial re-
arch will have many long-term benefits.
John Young, who testified last week, chairman of Hewlett -Pack-

ard, and the chairman of the President's Commission on Industrial
Competitiveness, noted that there's a shortage of engineers grad-
uating at the master's and doctoral levels, and this is the pool
where the teachers of the future must come from to meet the cur-
rent shortage of engineering faculty.

A more cooperative approach between industry, universities, and
government could bring engineering faculty to the cutting edge of
research, using the latest research equipment while training stu-
dents.

flow do we get there? Where does the motivation come from?
Does it come from a flood of new Federal funds, or do we stimulate
the private sector to get more'directly involved?

I think the latter is going to have morb impact on industrial
competitiveness. It's going to cost, but it may be a more direct
route to the goal that we share.

In ttymm of the answer to stimulating reater private sector in-
volvemitnt, I'm not sure that it's a new liederal agency that deals
ryecifically, and is reorganized specific/Ally, for advancetkethnology
or more studies.

Again, I think that we maybe set up within the National Science
Foundation to accommodate some of that at least, but perhaps it's
in a _different 'utilization of our research resources whereby agen,-
cies provide greater priority to projects at universities which have'
strong support from industry:

If' we are going to expand the Federal involvement in, the search
for an enhanced industrial competitiveness without sacrificing
basic research commitments, we need to pay closer attention to
these market trendM, product/3, processes, et cetera, and that only
comeli, again, I mentioned, where the private sector is the dog and
the Government the tail, not vice versa.
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You know, if greater privAte sector application of advanced tech-
nology is being pushed and pursued, and we are looking for the
Federal Government to go along with this, the National Bureau of
Standards has already shown" a very good track record in achieving
this goal, and the specific area I'm familiar with,' as a metallur-
gistthey have brought together cooperative ventures among pri-
vate firms to bring high technolOgy to welding, laser sensors, to
steel ingot solidification, and advanced nondestructive materials
testing. Well, let's stimulate further cooperative ventures of that
ty pe.

Another way to achieve this goalis-to provide support from exiErt-
ing Federal laboratory activities for cooperative laboratory- industry'
projects.

Federal laboratory research amounts to some $17 billion a year.
Much of it is dedicated, 'but some of that can be focused and target-
ed on the prOblems of American.industry, where private sector co-
operative, joint R&D ventures can. be the dog coming in and wag-
ging some of that extremely capable tail.

, Jay Keyworth, the Presiderit's.science adviser, has spearlAaded. an Initiative involving researchers in the steel industry, the Mier-
al labs, and the universities. I am personally involved in that, and I
sense that this could be a model for further programs of this kind.

The effort is h,the planning stages at this time, and representa-
tives from the steel industry, the Government, and the university
are currently setting research priorities to try for leapfrog steel-
making technology. This leapfrog technology is aimed at giving our
basic manufacturing industry a major advance in steelmaking pro-
ductivity and could help the industry gain a competitive edge over
its global competitors.

The possibility exists in a number of other basic manufacturing
tufts as well.

Now these are some concrete ,examples of how the(Federal
Gov-

ernment has entered into the realm of private sector industrial
competitiveness and where they have been, to this point, success-
ful, and we can develop additional programs of this type.

We can modify sour efforts at the Federal level, existinfe mUlti=
billion-dollar efforts, to promote innovation and industrial competi-
tiveness without necessarily building new agencies or sponsoring
new studies which parallel past or existing productivity
commissions.

One of the bills before us sounds very similar to the Baruch Com-
mission under Carter and the Young Commission under Reagan,
respectively.

Now if there is a specific gap in Federal support, or research sup-,

port, or training, that could well be another story.
One of the bills before us, manufacturing science's and technolo-

gyII.R. 4415 and S. 1286 take some steps in a specific direction
where we seem to have agreement that greater emphasis is
necessary.

But I might add that one of the reasons that manufacturing sci-
ences. and technology is pot pursued in our universities and our re-
search, establish-ments to the level and to the extent that you would A
think it would be that it should be, is that many of these establish-
ments pre been part aid parcel of a Federal R&D economy which, .

r
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for 25 years, did not focus on manufacturing, it wase't the sexy
field, and we have lost, out in that regard.

-We could have done better. e,"

We have done bettecoin mOnufacturing technology than the con-
ventional wisdom assuThes,,but the are vast gaps where competi-
tors have really taken over the leitership in the world markets.

I've tried to give some concrete examples in commenti on the
bill before us where Government's role can be made more effective.
However, in closing, I would like to second ?If-Colleague from Cali-.
fornia, Ed Zschau's remarks of lost week.

In our Republican House Task Force on, High Technology Initia-
tives, we have taken pains to focus on the process d innovation,
targeting the frocess, if you will, as the key to competitiveness and
economic growth.

I know there's dichotomies between committees, and certain Com-
mittees have certain jurisdictions, and we have bemoaned this fact,
but we -really do need to focus on what we in the science communi-
ty would call the first order effects, and that most certainly is the
process.

Weleel that the basic features of our competitive landscape are
sNo-by incentives for innorslion and invention, .incentives, risk-
taking, incentives for perf-ming market-oriented research and de-:
velopment, and I won't repeat Represtntative Zschau's excellent
testimony, but I will quote just one quote from our Senate col-
league, Paul Tsongas, when he stated,

Because I am n Democrat, I cimsider the ethic in the House among my fellow col-
leagues that this was pro-business, and therefore we are aghinst it. The bill, which I
did not support, did more for the economy of my State than anything I did as a
congressmen.

I do not wish to make this any, kind of partisan statement, be-
cause there's certainly enough blame to go around in a bipartisan

,way, but I must say that Tsongas hits a nail on the head. He is
talking about the reduction It"the maximum tax on capital gains.
SpeOking of blame to go around, it was President Nixon who ,upped
that tax to 49 percent, but President Carter who opposed its
coming down

of
28. Senator Tsongas stated that "it did more for

the economy of my State Massachusetts, than anything that I did
as a Congressman. '

That reduction 'caused venture capital to rise from a low of $50
million, the order of magnitude of,the agency budgets that we're
describing within these bills, to some $4 billion, today's amount.

The tax reductions are a good example of a first order effett.
Dare we to think what would happen to the tax shelter industry if
we extended some of the so- culled tax-free status to, investment in
industrial America and the venture capital pool` ?. We're talking the
difference between $50 million, $4 billion, and pn the order of the
$100-$200 billion.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the °opportunity to testi-
fy,

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ritter follows:J
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'TATEMENT BY CONGRESSMAN UON RITTfR

BEFORE THE :..

HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

JUNE 12, 1.984

MR, CHAIRMAN:

IMANT TO THANK You FOR:THIS OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE

TODAY ON THE FEDERAL ROLE FOR TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION,

AS VICE-CHAIRMAN or THE 140 MEMBER REPUBLICAN TASK FORCE ON HIGH TECHNOLOGY

INITINTIVES, AND AS A FORMER UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR AND RESEARCH

ADMINISTRATOR Wo EXPERIENCED FIRST HAND PUBLIC (LARGELY FEDERAL BUT SOME

STATE AND LOCAL) AND PRIVATE SPONSORED RESEARCH, I WOULD LIKE TO SHARE SOME

VIEWS WITH YOU, OUR NATION'S INDUSTRIAL COMPETITIVENESS AND ABILITY TO

CREATE NEW JOBS DEPEND ON THE EVOLUTION AND APPLICATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY,

I,COMEND THE CHAIRMAN FOR HIS INTEREST AND tFADERSHIP IN THIS AREA AND FOR

SPONSORING THESE HEARINGS, I HAVE HAD THL PERSONAL PLEASURE OF WORKING

WITH THE Clinlrevoi ON A VARIETY OF SCIENCE BASED ISSUES,

A STRONG TECHNOLOGICAL BASE IS IMPORTANT TO STRENGTHEN OUR ECONOMY AND

ENHANCE OPPORTUNITY, WE NEED TO REMEMBER THAT WHILE THERE APE ADDITIONAL

STEPS TI-JAT WE CAN TAKE TO IMPROVE OUR POSITION IN WORLD MARKETS, WE HAVE

DONE MANY THINGS RIGHT, AT THE RECENT ECONOMIC SUMMIT IN LONDON, EUROPEAN

LEADERS ACKNOWLEDGED THE IMPRESSIVE:GAINS IN NEW JOB CREATION IN THE UNITED

/ STATES, THEY EXPRESSED SURPRISE AT THE POSITIVE RESULTS THAT HAVE STEMMED

FROM LESSER 410UNTS OF GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION AND GREATER DEPENDENCE ON

PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN THE ECONOMY, WE SEEpt TO BE MOVING IN THE RIGHT

r

1
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DIRECTION BUT CERTAIN STEPS ARE.NLCESSARY TO KEEP THE JOBS WE HAVE AND

CREATE NEW JOBS,

lIE MOST OBVIOUS FACTOR THAT LOOMS AS A THREAT TO SUSTAINING THE RECOVERY

IS A FEDERAL DEFICIT SQUEEZING CREDIT, CLEARLY, WE MUST BRING IT UNDER

CONTROL BEFORE IT CONTROLS US, IN THIS CLIMATE, IT'S DIFFICULT TO BUILD

NEW FEDERAL AGENCIES WITH NEW BUDGET;4AND NOT ONLY THAT, TECHNOLOGY

ORIENTED FEDERAL AGENCIES HAVE NOT BEEN EMINENTLY SUCCESSFUL, AN EXAMPLE

TtF THIS IS THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, WE MUST ADMINISTER FEDERAL RESEARCH

AND DEVELOPMENT IN A MANNER THAT WILL RESULT IN A "BIGGER BANG FOR OUR

BUCK," SO AS TO BETTER SUPPORT INDUSTRY'S EFFORTS TO APPLY OUR FEDERAL

RESEARCH IN THE MARKET ACE,

4

Hciw CAN WE PURSUE FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS THAT WILL PROVIDE MORE

RESEARCH BENEFITS TO THE PRODUCTS,?MARKETS AND COMPETI IVE POSITION OF

FIRMS IN THE PRIVATE SECTORTWEFAOT GIVE LEADERSHIP TO THAT PRIVATE

SECTOR. AS LONG AS THE FEDERAL GOVEtIENT IS LOOKED UPVN AS THE RICH UNCLE

BY NON-PROFIT RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENTS. 'THEIR UNIQUE CAPABILITIES WILL NOT

IN LARGE MEASURE BE MOTIVATED BY THE NEED FOR INDUSTRIAL COMPETITIVENESS,

ONE WAY TO ACHIEVE THIS GOAL IS TO PROVIDE GREATER FEDERAL INCENTIVES FOR

INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE PROJECTS THAT'ARE IMPORTANT TO THE PRIVATE

SECTOR AS AIMED BY ITS FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR SUCH PROJECTS, THE LEVEL OF

THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT TAX CREDIT AS IT APPLIES TO JOINT WORK BETWEEN

PRIVATE FIRMS OR CONSORTIA OF FIRMS WILL FUNNEL NEW RESOURCES INTO

UNIVERSITIES ENCOURAGING MORE MARKET-ORIF,NTEIPRESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT,

Mr
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THIS IA.NOT TO SUPPLANT BASIC RESEARCH AT UNIVERSITIES, ON THE ORDER OF

ONLY 5% TO 10%,OF MOST UNIVEWTY RESEARCH BUDGETS NOW DERIVE FROM PRIVATE

70.SPONSORSHIP,

ENCOURAGING GREATER UNIVERSITY INVOLVEMENT II INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH WILL HAVE

MANY LONG TERM BENEFITS, JOHN YOUNG, CHAIRMAN OF HEWIITT -PACKARD, NOTED

LAST WEEK THAT THERE IS A SHORTAGE OF ENGINEERS GRADUATING AT THE MASTER

AND'DOCTORAL LEVELS, THIS IS THE 'POOL FROM WHERE OUR TEACHERS OF THE
.

FUTURE MUST COME TO MEET. THE CURRENT SHORTAGE OF ENGINEERING FACULTY, A,

MORE CWERATIVE APPROACH BETWEEN INDUSTRY, UNIVERSITIES AND GOVERNMENT

COULD BRING ENGINEERING FACULTY TO THE CUTTING EDGE OF RESEARCH USING THE

LATEST RESEARCH EQUIPMENT WHILE TRAINING STUDENTS,

HCW CAN WE ENCOURAGE THIS COOPERATION AND GREATER PRIVATE SECTOR-INVOLVE-

MENT? I AM NOT SURF THAT THE ANSWER IS 'A NEW FEDERAL AGENCY FOR ADVANCED

TECHNOLOGY OR IN MORE STUDIES. PERHAPS IT'S A bAFERENT UTILIZATION

WHEREBY AGENCIES PROVIDE GREATER PRTRITY TO PROJECTS AT UNIVERSITIES WHICH

HAVE STRONG SUPPORT FROM INDUSTRY. 'AGAIN, IF WE ARE TO EXPAND FEDERAL

INVOLVEMENT IN THE SEARCH FOR ENHANCAINDUSTRIAL COMPETITIVENESS--

WITHOUT SACRIFICING BASIC RESEARCH COMMITVENTS -- WE NEED TO PAY CLOSER

ATTENTION- TO MARKET TRENDS, PRODUCTS, PROCESSES ETC.., THAT ONLY COMES

WHERE THE PRIVATE SECTOR IS THE DOG AND THE GOVERWIENT.-THE TAIL.., NOT VICE

VERSA,

IF GREATER PRIVATE'SECTOR APPLICATION OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY IS BEING

PUSHFD,'THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS ALREADY HAS SHOWN A GOOITTRACK
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RECORD IN ACHIEVING THIS GOAL, FOR.; E, IN A SPECIFIC AREA I'W^

FAMILIAR WITH AS A METALLURGIST, THff..:14BRoUGHT TO THER COOPERATIVE

VENTURES AMONG PRIVATE-FIRMS TO BRING HIGH-TECH TO WELDING; LASER SENSORS

To STEEL'INGOT SOLIDIFICATION AND ADVANCED NON-DESTRUCTIVE MATERIALS

TESTING,

ANOTHER WAY TO AltHIEVE THIS GOAL IS TO PROVIDE SUPPORT FROM EXISTING

FEDERAL LABORATdRY ACTIVITIES FOR COOPERATIVE LAB /INDUSTRY PROJECTS,

FEDERAL LAB RESEARCH AMOUNTS TO SOME ,17 BOILLIoN PER YEAR, JAY KEYWORTH,

THE PRES DENT'S SCIENCE ADVISOR, HAS SPEARHEADED AN INITIATIVE INVOLVING

RESEARCHERS IN THE STEEL INDUSTRY, FEDERAL LABS AND UNIVERSITIES, THIS

EFFORT IS IN THE PLANNING STAGES AT THIS TIME AND REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE

STEEL INDUSTRY, GovERNMENT AND UNIVERSITIES ARE CURRENTLY SETTING RESEARCH

PRIORITIES T( DFYELOP "LEAPFROG" STEELMAKING TECHNOLOGY. THIS "LEAPFROG"

TECHNOLOGY IS AIMED AT MAKING A MAJOR ADVANCE IN StEELMAKING PRODUCTIVITY

AND COULD HELP THE INDUSTRY GAIN A cOMPUITIVE EDGE OVER ITS GLOBAL

CoMPETITORS, THE POSSIBILITY EXISTS IN OTHER AR 'S AS WELL,

THESE ARE SOME CONCRETE EXAMPLES OF HOW FLDFRA

MODIFIED. TO PROMOTE 4NNOVATION AND INDuSTREA

NECESSARILY BUILDING NEW AGENCIES OR SPONSO

PAST OR EXISTING "PRODUCTIVITY COMMISSIONS,"

UNDER REAGAN RESPECTIVELY, IF THERE IS A SPECI(I

OGR

E ITIVE

ING NEW

ESS WITHOUT

STUDIFS WHICH PARALLEL

UNDER CARTER AND YOUNG

GAP IN FEDERAL RFSFARcH

SUPPORT .OR TRAINING, THAT. COULD WELL fiE ANOTHER STORY, MANUFACTURING

SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY MAY BE SUCH AN
;

AREA WHERE GREATEREMPHASIS IS

NECE6SARY, HR 4415 ANDS, 1286 TAKES SCME STEPS IN THIS SPECIFIC

DIRECTION, K .
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IN commuiTING ON 1E 6ILLi*BLEORE US', PO 1:11.ED TO GIVE SOME CONCRETE
4 e

4
.

EXAMPLES WHERE, 1ERNMtNT'S RpLE CAN BE MADE MORE EFFECTIVE, 'HOWEVER, IN

CLOSING, I'D LIKE TO SECOND MY COLLEAGUE FROM CALIFOgNIA, ED ZSCHAUIS'').
.

REMARKS'OE'EAT WEEK, IN/OOR ROUSE.REPUBLICAN TASK FORCE ON HIGH H A
*It

TECHNOLOGY ,INITIATIVES. WE'VE FOCUSEDON THE PROCESS OF

INNOVATION,%, TARGETING.THE PROCESS, IF YOU WILL, THE KEY T

COMPETITIVENESS AND ECONOMIC GROWTH, WE FEEL THAT THE. BASIC FEATURES`OF

OUR COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE ARE ST BY INCENTIVES FOR INNOVATION AND

INVENTION; rm. RWTAKINGv FOR PERFORMING RESWCH AND DEVELOPMENT AND FORl
EXPANDING ONE'S MARKETS, I WON'T REPEAT REPRESENTATIVE LSCHAU'S EXCELLENT

'TESTIMONY, 'LLOUST MOTE OUR SENATE COLLEAGUE PAUL TSONGAS WHEN HE

STATED, "liECAuSCI AM A DEMOCRAT I CONSIDERED THE ETHIC IN THE HOUSE AMON01,e

MY FELLOW;COLLEGUES THAT THIS WAS PRO-BUSINESS AND THEREFORE WE ARE

AGAINST IT, THAT BILL OHICH I DID NOT SUPPORT, DID MORE FOR THE ECONOMY OF

MY p4 THAN ANYTHING I DID As A CONGRESSMAN,"

w

THAT REDUCTION C 1SED VENTURE CAPITAL TO RISE FROM A LOW OF.$50 MILLION,

Tr .ORDER OF MAGNITUDE.OE THE AGENCY BUDGETS WE'RE DESORIBINGWHIN THESE

RILLS, TO SOME $4 BILLION, TODAY'S AMOUNT, THE TAX REDUCTIONS ARE A GOT)

rXAMPLE OF A "FIRST ORDER EFFECT," DARE WE TO THINK WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO

THE. TAX SHEIiTER INDUSTRY IF WE EXTENDED "TAX FREE" STATUS TO INVESTMENT IN

INDUsTRI/NL AMERICA. AND THE VENTURE CAPITAL POOL,

c
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Mr. Buowtt-ipremidingl. Thank you, Mr. Ritter. That is a very
thoughtful and helpful statement.

I respect the fact that the course which you're prNosing and the
course which the Republican task force is proposing are essentially
prograins" that do provide incentive 'and motivatioll; 'they are not
intitution-building recommendations; and this is a reasonable way
to proceed.

But there always comes a time when you do have to make deci-
sions about whether or not you may need to proceed to do some-
thing to improve the institutional structure. For example, the.ad-
ministration itself is moving in that direction with the Department
of Trade.

And I'm wondering if there's any way that we could set a stand-
ard for when we want to improve our institutional cap4ility, to
focus resources, tq make decisions, to examine policy imfilications,
in order to achieve' our national goals more effectively.

I'm asking you if you would comment on this process, because I
think we went throrfRh this same kind of a thing. 4

I can imagine 30 years ago, when Varinevar Bush comes into the
Congress and says, "We ought to set up a National Science Founda-
tion," and Congressman X sat there and said, "Weilip't need a
National Science Foundation; we've never had a Nat'gral Science
Foundation. We've always supported basic research through the re-
sources of the States and the universities with a little .help front
private industry. Why do we need to do anything differently ?"

What kind of criteria do we set? What are the points at which
we can say, "Well, this problem is so serious that now we've got to

- take another look at it and detide on another course of action?"
Can you shed any light on that?

Mr. RrrrEu. Well, first of all, let me say that I,appreciate your
comments, and, having worked with you for many years, I consider
you one of the most thoughtful people in the Congress on these
issues.

It seeps to me that there is a role, an extensive role, for the Fed-
eral Government in doing the kinds of long-range research projects
whichno one can argue with thethe intent or that peer review
seems to establish that this isthis is the way to.go.

The problem we get into as we begin to focus"` more on advance
,technologyz7and again our experience within the Federal Govern-
ment ifenat necessarily that positive, as we have ,set up programs
like synfuels, ,which the gentleman is quite famipar with.

Mr. BROWN. It has been lousy in many situations.
Mr. Rime. You know, it's much harder to find out where things

dst going. You know, uspeople like you and me and the gentle-
man who just left, Mr. JonesI mean our knowledge is extremely
limited, and one of the billsI think it's the Pashaw bilk -talks
about a study that would be set up like the Young Commission,
like the Baruch Commission, but that it would take up to 3 years
to come back with its findings.

Well everything I hear from the people in the cutting edge of
high technology and the applications of high technologies, they
need answers in 3 weeks; they need to break ground; they need to
expand; they need roads, sewage, communication lines, and clean

123
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r in 6 months; that has to be completed in order to take ad-
antage of what's happening within the competitive markets.
The answer to your quest* is, if we can provide a greater mo-

bility and flexibility to attack those markets, and sometimes to
attack them in strength, such as the joint R&D ventures, such as
in the case of antitrust and some of our basic industries, rationaliz-
ing the, quote, unquote, some of the older manufacturing industries
so that they can modernize more effectively.

But I'm wondering, how good we are 'here in Washirigton in ad-
dressing' the location of the technologire opportunities of the
future.

I ,think we have to address concrete political arenas like the
trade arerta. We cannot pursue, policies where we are Lilliputians
and someone out there is a giant, although the Lilliputians at some
point pinned Gulliver, but where these new technologies are is not
easy toto be better here than the market is out there.

Mr. BROWN. Well, we won't resolve that question today, but I
noted that you, I think, commented favorably on, the possible need
to do something in i; e area of manufacturing technology, which is
something that Cher, fairly gq0d,,consensus on.

Weas a generic tter, we'd° need to upgralt the quality.
Mr. Rirrma. I since ly do, because we have letrgo, but the subse-

quent comments were, one of the teasons that that field languished
was that it wasn't encompassed by the Federal R&D economy.

Mr. BitowN. Yes.
Mr. RrrrER. And wliile the Federal R&D ectnorny paid reason-

ably generous indirect costa to our research institutions, and while
it covered substantial portions of faculty and research institute per-
sonnel salaries, if you went out and tried to do something with the
local industry, you know, you got yourself $3,000, whereas a Feder-
al grant could give you $30,000. We really skewed from here the
innovation in manufacturingthe innovation away from manufac-
turing sciences, and technology.

So may you're,right; it's time to skew back in the other direc-
tion.

Mr. BR N. Well, we appreciateyour contribution very much,
and recog izing that you do have another committee responsibil-
ity--- 1

Mr..Rrrmit. I thank you for your leadership in as and sincerely,
appreciate it.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you.
Our next witness is Mr. Robert P. t lagett, general manager, re-

search and development, for AT&T Technologies, Inc.
That AT&T'ik a familiar name, but I'm not sure I recognize it's

current manifestation there. You'll explain that to us, I'm sure.

STATEMF;NT OF ROBERT P. l',14AGETT, GENERAL MANAGER, RE-
SEARCH AM) DEVELOPMENT, AT&T TECHNOLOGIES, INC.,
PRINCETON, NJ
Mr. CLAarrr. Well, the AT&T Technologies is what's left of

AT&Tone half; the other half is AT&T Communications.
Mr. BROWN. We're very pleased to have your comments and your

presenco here this morning, Mr. Clagett.

12.1
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our full statement will appear in the re$ord, if you should wish1

to abbreviate it or summarize it in any way, andotyou may pro6eed.
Mr. CLAGEIT. All right. Thank you. I'd like to go over it in some

part, in any case, because I'd like to make those points that might
* help further.

I m general manager of research and development at AT&T
Technologies. I'm here, however, because of my membership and
.activitOkin the Industrial Research Institute. The IRI is composed
of heads o research in industry whose companies collectively rep-
resent over 85 percent of all industrial research and development
being carried out in the United States.

I head AT&T's Engineering Research Center in Princeton, NJ.
The center was established 2(i years ago with the sole purpose of
conducting research and development aimed at improving manu-
'facturing research.

At that time, there were no models for such an'Il&I) effort,--that
is, in manufacturing research exclusively. Today there are many.
The center has been copied by Siemens in West GermanyI've had
visits from the director therefrom Nippon Electric in Japan, also
visits proud to be an exact copy of the engineering research
centerand there are now many in the United States devoted ex-
clusively to manufacturing research.

Our research ranges from advanced automation, robotics, laser
applications in manufacturing, optical fiber proceiles, semiconduc-
tor processes, and, more recently, polymer processes, and, of course,
electronic testing, statistical analysis,'and,computer-aided Manufac-
ture.

Since 1958, the research center has carried out an extensive pro-
gram of manufacturing research and development, and it's resulted
in significant developments in manufacturing process technology

it and, of course, has enhanced AT&T's ability to produce high qual-
ity and cost-effeCtive produca

Research and development on manufacturing essentially entails
Engineering research conducted in close partnership with scientific
research. . ,..

I am pleased, therefore, to see sponsorship of bills to advance en-
gineering research because our experience at AT&T's engineering
research center as well as the IRI members has shown research
and development of manufacturing processes are very cost effective
in giving indwitry competitive processesthat is, to devote specific
effort in man u factiiii ng research. ..

I feel the United States has not 'emphasized engineering re-
search, ?ts opposed to scientific t)esearch, enough, and I'd like to
complime. t the sponsors and the committee on focusing attention
that will e, 'courage and support engineering research, especially in
universities; where we really receive a double benefit. First, of
course, is the value of the research itself, but at least as impel--
tant----perhaps more so---to the Nation is the value of educating en-
gineering students in leading (Age research.

At, our research center, we have found whenever -we tackle a
problem, an interdisciplinary team is best. We don't /MUM that
the problem will be one of a mechanical engineering type, or an
electrical engineering, chemical, physics, or math; we assemble a

ti
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team with a wide noir of engineering and scientific backgrounds,
because today's manufacturing problems involve all of them..

For example, it's no accident that AT&T Engineering Research
Centitr developed the first industrial use of a laser. The apparatus
is noin the Smithsonian.

In the early sixties, we assembled a team, shortly afters the laser
was invented, of electrical engineers, mechanical, engineers, physi-
cists, and material scientists to investigate laser applications to
manufacturing. We still have such teams and a wide variety of re-
search lasers now, and today we have over 500 lasers ju our facto-
ries' working processes.

We also work in close collaboration with AT&T Bell Laborato-
ries' engineers and scientists. Often Bell labs will create a product
concept, quite often with new materials, and the engineering re-
search center will work with them to develop an efficient manufac-
turing process.

As an example, when the labs developed a product concept that
used tantalum thin film, it had to be deposited it a vacuum, and at
that time we were 'using bell jars to create those vacuns.

Obviously, there was a need to do something other than to have
acres of bell jars in a factory, and so the engineering research
center used an interdisciplinary team to develop a process that
would move parts in and out of that vacuum at high rates to create
a high quality, low cost film. We did so. It resulted in an in-line
vacuum machine that was ready for production when the product
design was finalized.,

Well, I cite these examples to emphasize my conviction that,
based on our experience, interdisciplinary teams are very impor-
tant, ndeed necessary, for most creative solutions to today's com-
plex manufacturing' problems, and I therefore would like to encour-
age you to find ways, as you move to support engineering research,
to also emphasize the close collaboration between engineering and
sciervie. ,

One way you might consider doing this would be to link the new
engineering research emphasis to existing scibnce research pro-
grams and agencies, for example, expanding the role and charter of
the National Science Foundation, as has already been proposed, to.
include not only funding and emphasis on engineering research,
but on programs and concepts to enhance engineering and science
collaboration would be a great benefit to the Nation, I believe.

.This.pf course, should not be done at the expense of the current
sciet4 research, which is quite important. Such a cha4ge may be
more efficient, however, and help in your perceptive emphasis on
coordination and communication among Government agencies, uni
vermit ies, and industry.

Better communication and information exchange among engi-
neqing research, scientific research, and especially interdiscipli-
nary teams throughout the country will greatly enhance the 1-.1.8

(impet it. i ve position.
AT&T is it member of the Industrial Research Institute becigfse

we want to be a part of an effort to promote improved economical
a nd fed ive techniques of organization and operation of industrial
research, and tf is the geld and aim of IRI, fat which they work
rather hard.



As I talk to incrividual members of the IRI, I find they feel as I
do that the need in this country is to provide incentives and focus
for private industry to carry out industrial research as well as a
need to emphasize and aid engineering research in our universities;
I emphasize engineering research.

For example, in the emerging fields of robotics research, there
are many programs in industry. I have on of substantial size at
ERA'. There are also many university programs under way or beipg
developed.

The need is not so much to create additional research centers as
it is to support and fund university equipment so that it is current,
leading edge equipment, and to develop communication a ong the
may researchers.

There are existing programs at both the National Scienc Foun-
dation and the National Bureau of Standards that are a g start.
Your emphasis and focus is needed to fund and enhance those pro-
grama to maximize the Nation's resources, I feel.

And, finally, I'd like to come back to my main point that as the
committee deliberates on 'ways to enhance the U.S. position in engi-
neering, the value of interdisciplinary research, engineering, and
science can be a powerful adjunct to any aid and programs they
create to strengthen the United States.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Clagett follows:)

OP
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My name is Robert k. Clagett. I'm General Manager,

Research and Development, AT&T Technologies. I have been asked

here because of mymembership and activities in the .Industrtal

R~arch Institute. The I. R. Is. is composed of heads of

research in industy whose,companies collectively, represent

over 85 percent of all.industrial researthlcnd development

being, carried on in the United Stated .

, I he'ad AT&T's Engineering Research Center in Princeton,

New Jersey. The Center was established 26 years ago with the

sole purpose of conducting research and development aimed at

improving manufacturing processes. At the time, there were no

models of such R4& D -- today there are many. Ile Engineering

Fer14 Center has been copied by Siemens in West Germany,

Nippon Electric in Japan, plus many'in.the 1,1ited States. Our

E,!earch ranges from advanced automation and roboticStu laser

100ications in manufacturing to optical fiber processes,

semicondOctor processes, polymer processes to electronic

testing, statistical analysis and compqer-aided manufacture.

Since 1958, the Enginediting Research Center has carried

nut an extensive program of manufacturing research and

development, which has resulted in significant developments in

manufacturing process technology and ha. enhanced AT&T's....

ability to produce high quality cost effective products.

Research and development on manufacturing essentially entails

engineering research conducted in close partnership with

scientific research.

2
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I am pleased; therefore, to nee sponsorship of bills to

advance engineering research because our experienCb, as well as

that. of I. R. I. members, has shoWn thit research and

development of manufacturing processes are so cost effective in

giving industry competitive processes. I feel the U. S. has

not emphasized engineering research enough. I would like to

compliment the 4onsors and the Committee on focusing attention

that will encourage and support.engineering research,

especially in universities where we have 4 double.benefit. The

first benefit has been the value of the research itself to the

nation's, industries; and, equally important, has been the value
4

of educating engineerialgstudents in leading edge research.

At the AT&T Engineering Research Center, we have found

that whenever we tackle a problem,. an interdisciplinary team is

best.' 'We.'do not assOme it Is a methanioal'engineering problem,

,n electrical engineering problem, a chemiCal problem, a

physics problem or a mathematical problem. We assemble a team

with a wide range of

i

ngineering and scientific backgrounds,

becams-e today's manufacturing problems involve them all.

For example, it Ts po accident that the AT&T

Engineering Research Center developed the first industrial use

of a laser. The apparatus is now in the Smithsonian. In the

early 60's, we assembled a team of electricaq engineers,
..I

J.(

,mechanical engineer physicists and material scientists to

fp 1 3O.
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investigate laser applications to manufacturing. Similar teams

are still findihq new applications, and today we have over 500

. lasers at work in our factories.

We work in close collaboration .with.ATaT Bell
%

Laboratories' engineers and, scientists. Often Bell Labs will

create a hew product concept using new materials, and the

Engineering Research Center will work with them to delelop an

efficient manufacturing process. For example, Bell Labs'

scientists developed a product concept that required thin

tantalum films to be deposited in a vacuum. The Engineering

Research Center, using.an.interdisciplinary team, worked to

develop a process so that'parts could be moved in and out of a

vacuum at high rates to create high quality, low. cost films.

The result was an in-line automated vacuum deposition machine

which was ready' for prodliction when, the product .design was .

finalized.

I cite these examples to emphasize my conviction, based

on our experience that 'interdisciplinary teams are important,

indeed necessary, for the most creative solutions to today's

complex manufacturing problems. I would therefore like to

encourage you to find ways, as you move to'support engineering
.

research, to also emphasize close collaboration between

engineering and science.'

One way you might consider doing this would be to link

the new engineering research emphasis to existing science

research programs and agencies. Expanding the role and charter

3
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of the 'National Science Foundation, as has already hee'n

proposed, to include not only funding and emphasis on

engineering research but on programs and concepts to enhance

engineering and science collaboration would be a great benefit

to the nation. This, of course, should not be at the expense

of the current scientific research., Such a change may be more

efficient and may help in your perceptive emphasis on

coordination and communication among government agencies,

universities and industry. Better communication and

information exchange among engineering research, scientific

research, and especially interdisciplinary research teams

throughout.the country will greatly enhance the U. S.

competitive position.

AT&T is a member of the Industrial Research Institute

becausewe want to-hea part. of an effort to promote improved
451'

economical and effective techniques of organization and

embers, I find they Eeel as I do that the need in this country'

is to provide incentives and focus for private industry to

carry out industrial research, as well as a need to emphasize

and aid engineering research in our universities. For example,

in the emerging field of robotics research there are many

peration of industrial research. As I talk to individual

programs In industry. There are also many university programs

underway or being developed. The need is not so much to create -

additional research centers as it is to support and fund

university equipment and to develop communication among the

:1
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the researchers. There are existing programs at bOth the
National Science Foundation and the National Bureau of
Standards that. are a good start. Your emphasis and focus isneeded to fund and enhance these

programs'toAaximize the
Nation's resources.

Finallyy, I would like to come back to my main pointthat as the Committee deliberates on ways to enhance the. U. S.position in
engineering, the value of

interdisci,plihary
research A- engineering and science --.can tae a powerful
adjunct to any aid and

programs they create to strengthen theUnited States.

I would like to thank you for the
opportunity, to

comment on these
very important

deliberations.

6/12/84
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Mr. BROWN. Thank you very much, Mr. Clagett, for your very
helpful. presentation.

Mr. Clagett, can you give me any 'cl as to the size level of an
organization at which it becomes jus ied to do the sort of thing
that ATV.has done:--that is, to create an engineering research ca-
pability? You were uniqup when you started that.

Mr. Ci.AGETr, Yes, we were. .
Mr. BROWN. I'm interested in when it becomes feasible and desir-

able, and what are the circumstances that create the motivation to
lo this, which, in retrospect, seems to have been such a useful step
formyoulo take..

. CLAGETT. Well, I believe we started beCause at that time'we
were fairly unique in that ,we had our design of our product by the
Bell LaEoratories.

Reihember, we were then vertically inteted. We were at the
ti e much involved in- the new seniicond.uctoirs. The first transistor
h been made at our plant in Allentow,n, PA, just a few years

".,bef re westerted, and the problem. was to develop long-range man-
ufa hiring research,.frankly, away from the factory.

,.The factory environment to do long-range research isn't so good.
Ou get. problems on the factory floor, and 'the foreman. calls your.Y

.engineers in to solve those problems; and so that's tough.
We started by moving some of our better engineers from around

our'factories to a poparate location with about 30/35 people,. and we
did good, research at even that levet.

So it d6esn't take a huge. effort. What it takes is-some small por-
tion of dedieitted pee focused on those kinds :of problems, and
eras at that swell level', the research" eams were interdisciPlinary.

Now I must say,'J was, there at that time in 1958. Since I've been
,, back the last 4 years,. the character of that- research Center ----we

haire about 600 people? about 200 prpfessionals-=-- and the research
has .changed, because today we have many more advanced degree
people and a wider variety' of disciplines. What I see today is a
much better understanding of the science of the work that we're
doing which ig quit powerful. That'allows you to reapply it.

,Sot would think that, to answer your question, the firm does not
have be too large to devote specific effort to manufacturing
search. Both the Siemens effort and the.. Nippon Electric effort is
about half thatabout 250 people. .

Mr. BsowN. In terms of the size -of the engineering researeh
effort to the size of the. institution, :let's look at budgetk Are we
talking about. a fraction bf percent that goes into the research
efforta- fraction of 1 percent or soinething like that, or Xs it 2 or 3
ifercent?

Mr. CLAturivr. Well, I would *say foi our. company it probably is
somewhere between 1 and 2. Remember that my budget :ii3 quite
small, but they" I work with all the manufacturing Ogineers at our'
factories.

Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. Ciskirrr. Any of the research we do doesn't mean anything

unletli it's implemented and put in the factory. So I really !suet say
that the engineers and scientist*at our factories, and that indludes
branch groups of Bell Laboratories at those 'factories, really multi-
ply what we do by applying it. It's still relatively small.

13o
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Mr. BROWN: Yes Pm' trying to see how this fits inhp some of the
other things.

For example., in some of our defense 'contracts and other cdn-
tracts, we allow a 'small percentage Por independent research as a
part of the contract. It's almost comparable to, w)Iiat you're talking
about in terms of yourbudget here.

Mr. CLAGETT.
-Mr. BROWN. It's on the order of 1 perrent'or something like that.
Mr. CLA0Fxr. Yes..)
Mr. BROWN. So it is not out of line that an enterprising organize-

. 'tion would,focus this kind of resources on their problems.
Were you motivated to move into it at the time you did because

you. were'also.undergoing a fairly subitantial change in technolo;

f Mr. CiAuErr. No question.
BROWN. Semiconductors versus vacuum tubes or whatever it

was; so that you felt the need to have this additional kind of thing?
You weren't facing the prospecti of bankruptcy or anything like
that, were you?

.Mr. CLAGin'T. Not at that time; no.
Mr.13-HowN. No. r
Now the question that 'I have is why an organizalion ,like yours

proceeded along-this path, which has been so valuiible,'and other
organizations and industries did not. And we'll take a look at one
that gets a lot of brickbats at thii time, the steel industry.

The steel industry has never seemed to feel the.' need to devote
resources to research in manufacturing tech fogies, at leagt to my
knowledge. Now do you have any knowledg6 that contradicts this?

Mr. CLAorrr, I don't have any knowledge that contradicts it; no.
Fve often wondered, too. They have done a lot cif-wotk- on materi-
als; but on the processes, I have to agree withyou, nty- impression
is, not too much.

perfection in manufacturing pr es es for steel and that there was
Mr. BROWN. Yes. Well, they felt that they had reached

no need for additional-
Mr. CLAGErr. Well, I'm not sure that it was the research. I know

some of the research facilitiesfor example, one fairly ,near us in
Bethlehem that Bethelehem Steel hasbut I'm not sure about im-
plementing those in industries like the indtil!ey id terms of
getting rid of the old processes,'the huke capital investments in the
old processes, versusrrecapitalizing for the new.ones.

I do know, of course, as you do, that, there isoilind was even a
greater difference between, the depreciation rates in the competitor
nationsJapan and West Germanyversus ours that surely would
have encouraged over time modernization of those plahts, so I'm
not sure.

It would be interesting to see if they didn't develop the processes
but couldn't afford to put thdm in place.

Mr. BROWN. Well, there's no question but what the tax structure
has a much greater effect on decisionmaking than almost anything
else, but it, seems to me that any large-scale industry or enterprise
ought to protect its future income and status with a small amoutir
of research that's, aimed at exploring the future,basieally, and too..
many of our industries aren't dot,* that.
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eA I heard on the news in the last day or two, that the Bethlehem
plant-at Sparrows Point is just beginning to modernize with itcon-
tinuous caster. Continuous casters are, not a new technology.

Mr. CLAorrr. That's right.
Mr. BROWN. They are an old technology,' and they may be

waking up just one generation too late to the need,to modernize.
But that's another point.

What I:do basically trying to explore with you are the factors
here which are conducive to our maintaining our technological su-
periority and leadership in this country, and I sometimes am forced.
to the conclusion that it's not what government does or what most
industries do, it's due to some upsurge of wisdom and leadership at
a particular time and place, which is very hard to create.

CLAGETr. Yes, it's hard to create, but-,I fully agree with
what I think you ate saying. I get a feeling that, indeed, industry,
government, and university now see the need in the United States
to emphasize engineering research and manufacturing research,
and they are all doing it.

I do believe th4re is still a problem, of course, as I mentioned, of
having the cashflow to put in new facilities, but ox e of the major
problems we now fate is creating enough enginews, especially. ad-
vanced degrees who have the research knowledge. We are increas-

,ing at the bachelor level in our enrollment, but not at the master's,
and in fact are dropping at the Ph.D. level, and we need to empha-
size that.

That's why I feel that the one thing that could be done would be
some help to the universities, not only research programs, but espe-
cially in equipment for that research. That would not pply, give
better research out of those universities but then would allow those
students, of course; to be familiar with the current-state of the art.

Mr. BROWN. Now, does the Industrial Research Institute ever un-
dertake to make policy studies and recommendations bask-upon
the experience of its members that really represent the core of oue.---*
research capabilities?

Mr. CLAOETT. Yes. Yes it has in the past.
Mr. BROWN. Because that could hate a powerful influence on the

decisionmake, both in the corporations as well as in the political
setting, and maybe the university setting, too.

I observe that the National Academy of Engineering is doing a
'study on the needs for engineering research. Are you participating
in that?

Mr. CLAGErr. Yes. I'm on a subcommittee' of the manufacturing.
. board of the research council sponStred by it.

Mr. BROWN. It seems tome that thcan do a useful job in terms
of sensitizing our corporate and politfc4Neaders to the needs for
possible changes in policy here also.

Mr. CIAGIrr. Yes, and,the academy. is going to have a forum in
the fall focused just on that.

Mr. BROWN. Well, basically this hearing, you know, is an expl
ration pf what it is that we could'be doing, dhould be doing, can, ,

that might help us achieve these national,goals.
We're sometimes accused of tryin 'subvert the government or

society with these proposals, but t t really the purposes here.

131,
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Most of us in eongress and on this committee are aware that
there are problems which have been festering here for a number of
years and which we don't seem to be moving on.
,4 Now I'm not totally pessimistic. A lot of good things have hap-
peae This release of capital funds as a result of the changes in
the'capital gains laws has been an impressive achievement for the
*inning of a lot of new research and development type activities,
as Congressman Ritter pointed out, but we still are a long, way
front achieving everything that we need.

You haven't come down on any particular recommenVions as
far as the legislation before us is concerned, have you?

Mr. Cutorrr. Well, I think in general that it would be better tct
focus whatever funding could be made available to enlarge the en-
gineering research charter of the National Science Foundation.

Mr. BROWN. Well, we are moving in that direction, you know.
Mr. CI Aorrr. That would be a plus.
Mr. BitOwl We're expanding the budget there in the foundation.

We're emphasizing this need that you have stressed. We've digni-
fied the activity a little more by some cosmetic changes, and we
may be able to see some regults there which will be a tribute to the
awareness of the science foundation of the significance of this, too.

Mr. Cidtcamr. Yes. And then, as I said, I would like to see empha-,
sisand it might be part of any such changesubstantial empha-
si1 on interdisciplinary tesearch and communication. I bell^
that's quite important in our future.

Mr. BROWN. Do you have any questions of this witness?
Mr. WALGRF,N. No.
Mr. BROWN. OK. All right. Thank you very much, Mr. Clagett.
Mr. Ci.miErr,,Thank you.
Mr. BROWN. Our next witness will be Dr. Rus4ell Drew, vice

president for professional affairs of the-IEEE, which I'm told is the
largest organization of professionals in the world, or some fantastic
story like that.

STATEMENT OF DR. RUSSELL C. DREW, VICE PRESIDENT FOR
PROFESSIONAL. AFFAIRS, INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONIC leCINEERS
Dr. HEW. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
We r now celebrating our 100th year of electrical pyogress, and

we're ery proud of the history and tradition and, in fact, the
record of involvement in mutters in which we share a great devil of
common concern with this committee.

I certainly wanted to compliment the committee on its hearings
and on the challenging agenda that WI put before. public policy
makers in,,this area of technology policy.

As I saY, its an area that we in the IEEE have attempted to deal
with and have addregsed in a number of ways, and I'd like to share
kome of the views of the IEEE and perhaps some of my personal
views to supplement, those. ,

I come from the H1111111 basinesti cot-humility now, and I'm afraid
my view or the health of the manufacturing technology induktry in
thl.! United States perhaps is slightly different than AT&T's or
IBM's or the GE's And WeHtinghouseH.

S
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Mr. BROWN. len no less important than those, is it?
Dr. DREW. No, sir. I would like to suggest in my remarks today

that perhaps small business may be just the catalyst that makes
the larger port of our system respond and maintains their muscle
tone, if you will, and gives them the challenges that cause the
entire private Hector in the ,United Stites to work the way it does.
That may be a slight overstatement, but in any event I think I be-
lieve it.

I'd also like to start out on the premise that we all share a con-
viction about a commonly heard adage, and that is, "if it ain't
broke, don't fix,it." There is much in the technology 'policy of the
United States which is right. There's much about the U.S. industri-
al system that im working right.

Just today, if you look at the analysis, of what's happening in
Europe, you find in the morning newspaper a repprt that the Euro-
peans, despite large centralized planning and investments, are still
looking to the United States as the teckinological leader. The objec-
tive that they have to try to somehow or other keep pace with and
the targets to which they are trying to move really lie in the
achievements that we have made here in the United States.

So I think we start out with the premise that basically we have a
very solid system, and the things that we haVe been doing have
been achieving generally positive results, but yet in the preambles
to the legislatioll that you've asked us to comment on this morning,
there are a number of problems which, in fact, show that not all of
what exists is right.

There are some problem areas, and those problem areas, I would
agree, really can respond positively to a sensitive, perceptive appli-
cation of Federal policy and Federal attention.

The marketplace, which you have heard a great deal about, I'm
sure, in all of these hearings, and we've heard about a great deal in
the public policy domain for the last 3 years, is indeed an effective.
regulator. It's an nieffectiye stimulant, and it's) an effective mecha-
nism for weeding out some of the less productive parts of society.

But I would suggest to you that more and more analysis seems to
illustrate that in that marketplace there are disincentives that
exist that, when you'begin to look at them and you relate them to
what's happened to our competitiveness iq a number of areir, show
that the private marketplace has some significant defects.
\ Corporate management isn't omniscient, and they're not en-
dowed with the abilities that were pointed out this morning are
also not available to government bureaucrats. In fact, people re-
spond to the incentive systems that exist, and the incentive sys-
tems that exist today in corporate America tend to favor the short-
term benefitthe positive, bottom line effect of short-term invest-
ments rather than the longer term investments that" believe are
also necessary ih terms of R&D and in development of new product
areas.

It's in that vein that I believe a very useful example of Govern-
ment 6perating in a quite positive way is the NASA,history that
was mentioned here earlier this morning. :That aeronautical re-
search and development has had a very positive effect; it's been
stimulative; V.'s opened the doors to new products in the aviation
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'industry that would not have been possible if we had just left the
marketplace to have its own way.

So in considering the two billsthe National Technology Foun-
dation a d the other bill which is very clothe to it in some ways, the
Advance Technology Foundation Actwe like to come down on
the posit' e side and suggest that we think there is a definite bene-
fit in pul together a number of these functions and addressing
what im a ve large gray area between basic research support on
the one side, In which, in general, everybody tends to agree govern-
ment has a very principal role, and commercializationthe actual
development of products which are going to be sold on the market-
place there, on the other hand, the private Hector people who are
going to have to worry about marketing, selling, making a profit,
really have the essential role.

And then there are some connecting linkages between those ex-
trsmes which 've called this gray area, and it, seems to me that
gray area is the sort of thingit's the proper focus for the institu-
tion, the National Technology Foundation, or perhaps an Advanced
Technology Foundation.

So for the most part, we would tend to agree with the functions
and with the assigned responsibilities. I'd like to highlight a few
exceptions, however.

One, is the question of the engineering directorate in the Nation-
al Science Foundation and a recognition of what is happening, at
the National Sciencvi Foundation today, which basically is a
reawakening, if you will, to engineering research needs. We've seen

. 'both in the more explicit recognition of engineering in their legisla-
tixe mandate and in requests for additional funding.

We think that's moving in the right directiotpand that such re-
search belongs in an institution where comparable research is
being funded, where the institutional orientation is toward support
of university research. So that looks like it probably ought to stay
where it is.

There are a number of other pieces which address this gray area,
however, which seem to us to belortg in an institution where they
can be given the principal attention. They're not given that today
at NSF, and with all due respect for the efforts of the Department
of Corn4w1rce and the Office of PrOductivity; Technology, and Inno-
vation, at hasn't worked either. We aven't had enough dedicat-
ed attention to4this area in order to bring about the kind of posi-
tive elfect that we'd liks44o nee.

So, in general, we mu4ort the kind of amalgamation of these
functions into a separate institution where they would be the prin-
cipal objective.

It need. not become a vbry large granting institution, aud as a
matter of fact there are some specific provisions of the Advanced
Technology Foundation Act that would cause us some considerable
uneasiness. Principally, that has to do with large-scale grants for
industrial developnient, which smacks of the industrial policy of
shoring up weakening industries, et cetera:That's a politidiligame,
and it will lw subject, to all sorts of political pressures, frnd I don't
think the net effect will by positive. So we would like 1..o see some
of too. functional roles played out, but not with this very large
opeti-ended grant authority.
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One of the functionnl roles for a nevsl institution, by the way, 18
the Federal Industrial Exterin Service. We would support that,
and we see in fact that this provides a nice basis for bringing those
two hills together perhaps in Some amalgam where the Industrial
Extension Service would not -be lost, and would in fact become part

may, a National Technology Foundation.
The recipient* or the benefits, of such an extension service are

going to be largely in small business, not big business, and so look-
ing at it from my end and being in the midst. of a product develop-
ment cycle right now, I can see the benefit of being able to reach
out and utilize such a service if, indeed, it existed today..Unfortu-
nately, it doesn't.

I'm in northern Virginia, and we are going to receive a high
Aechnology center sometime downstream. I could use some of those
services today. And so we are finding other ways of trying to ac-
complish that purpose.

As a consequence, however, I can see the benefit of this industri-
al extension service and would like to see it become part of any
amalgam that you may be considering. We in the IEEE would be
very happy to pr:ovide our additional thoughts and perhaps some
assistance if you arc thinking about redrafting the legislation with
that in mind.

All right. Let me go on to theother two bills which basically call.
for studies.

I would like to point out that we are opposed to those, not that
we don't support the statement of the problem; its just, that solving
the problems in the ways,that are described strike us as being en-
tirely too oversimplified, and it's largely a mission impossible.

So we think that chartering such studies would be largely a'
waste of money and time and that the large, global study which
deals with all of the problems and tries to wrap them up--which,
in fairness, has been tried before, I thinklin various national com-
missions, going back at least probably 20 yearsjust really doesn't
get you very far. More than likely, putting the institutional struc-
ture that we're talking about in place, giving,it an assigned respan-
sibility; and an adequate budget, will be a much better course of
act ion.

,

iI think the other tine point that I wanted to raiseIMP s a point in
relorence to it small proision in the Advanced Technology Founda-
tion Act which talks about making loans to assist in the commer-
cialization in other words, the R&D leading to cormnercialization.
That provision could be labeled something like the NRDC, which
exists in the United Kingdom, Find in the United States we have
resigted that for some time..

I wanted to point out to this committee and I would assume you
are probably aware of t his, but let me point out that the United
States has supported such an institution in the Hi- National Indus-
trial R&D FoundAt ion, which operates on the basis of an endow-
ment that was funded kly the Ilnited States and by the Governinent
of Israel. The objective of that foundation is to do precisely this is
to make R&D investments that will lead to Comwrcializable prod-
ucts on a basis for which in which there is repay men t. of that
R&D investment to replenish the fund.

141
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That has been working quite well. The success rate has been
very high, and it does appear as if there are things which are
coming on line which may not have indeed been developed without
that type of support. So, in general, I would be in favor of doing
something like this on a relatively small scale.

The Bird Found ion operates onstarted operating on a small
scale of about $3 illion a year from their endowment. It may be
true that the larger you get, ihe moreunwieldy and impossible it is
to get good products or good projects, but I think it would be worth
doing this or beginning to open the door to this possibility. I think
it would'provide some stimulus, primarily for smaller businesses,
and it is the small businessman and wjat he can provide as a chal-
lenge for the larger business structure of this-economy which I
think is one of\the keys to our success.

Well, I have tried to hit some of the highlights of my testimony,
Mr. Chairman. I'd be happy to answer any questions you may
have.

[The prepared statenient of Dr. Drew follows:)

9
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

It is a great pleasure to respond to your invitation to testify

today on technological innovation in the prated States, This is

a'mAtter that has been of major concern to me personally and also

to the Institute of Electrical and Etectronics angineers (1LLL),
We

iNhich 1 serve es the Vice President, Professional Mtivities.

The IEEE is the world's largest teOhnical profes ional society,

with about 25O,U9U members, of which over 200,900 live and work
lor

in the United States. Our mombere work in industry, govern ent,

and academia, and over the past decade have become much more

involved with the public policy process in government. The range

of ISSUSS that are of concern to us IS rather large, in keeping

t4ith the diversity of our membership and the expertise they

possess.

Meshy of our interests fall within the rubric "U.S. technology

policy", and it has been cntr practice to sponsor a major conference

on this topic here in Washington, currently on a biennial'

In this way we have sought to focus attention on specific aspects

of technology policy and to bring out various perspectives

regarding bothboth major issues in the area as well as sugy3steo

corrective measures.

Ib is.therefore particularly encouraging for us to observe the

active concern for such issues that has been reflected in'the

topical. hearings conducted'by this subcommittee. We applaUd your

l)
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cori.tinuing eftorts to develop mors effective technology policy

for the U.S. and F6pe we will be able to contribute to your

" deliberations from time to time. In accordance with your request',

my remarks will be addressed to tour bills, H.R. 481, H.R. 4361.

H.R. 1243 and H.R. 2525.

H.R. 4u1, .THE NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION ACT OF 1983

It was in connection with the 1979 IEEE U.S. Technology Polild

Conference that one of our leaders, Dr. Bruno U. Weinechel, first

discussed the concept of a National Engineering Foundation as a

vehicle for carrying At a number of functions that appeared

Important to address our growing concSrn about the international

competitiveness of U. S. industry. Dr. Weinschel's perspective

as further elaborated in his testimony before the Senate

overnmental Affairs Committee on July 25, 1979, addressing the

concept of a Department of 'trade. Although some of these

functions were either in the general responsibilities of existing

ent ties or could be incorporated in them, it was felt that a new

stru Lure was needed to give the necessary emphasis to tech -

not Oval development issues. Dv, several Congresses, this

structure has evolved to the current form represented by H.R. 481,

which you are considering in these' bearings;

In general, we support the establishment of such an institutional

structure as an important step in improving the way in which

government deaasiith its policies regarding technological in-

novationt We have reservations about specific provisiOns in the

f
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At
proposed legislation, but the concept 'seems sound and the result

Would be an improvement in the development and implementation.ot

technology policy.

On the Positive side, tto NIT would bring together tor the first

time under a separate management etructure many of the various

entities that have missions in the large gray area between bait=

research, where the government role is well. understood and accep-

ted, and commercial application, where nearly everyone agrees the

goveFnment invoivemedt should be minimal. ,It is in tnis gray

arai where I believe the most important and creative roles for

government to stimulate innovation lie. This is an area that

primarily involves engineering rather than basic science, but

builds upon the insights and discoveries of the research

communitybotn in science and in the etnylneeting disciplines.

The hTF would permit p strong'management to develop, with a

substantial analytical capability, in order to refine and make

more effective the Federal efforts in this area.

The challenyes fsciny the manayement of the NTF ear suostantial.

Among others, there is the effective implementation of the Stev-.

enson-wycier Act of 1900, including an expansion in the number of

generic technology centers over those sponuored by the NaF.

Another important area covered in the bill as support for high

tecnnology small business. Such small buiinesses are a key part

qt our industrial infrastructure and supply many of the new

;products that keep our marketplace so dynamic. Government has

already taken action to give greater k 6 D oppOrtunitio0 to Small

1 4-067 0 - 135 -- 10
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business. throuyh the Smell Business innovation Research ProgreM

mandated by P.L. 97-219. In this program the major N & U pertorm-

ing agencies have been given the responsibility of contracting

for N b U in the small business community where agency practices

have generally resulted in y-passing small businesses. 1 be-

lieve that,tnis program, in addition to the benefit* if will

brieg to the agencies involved, will also have a beneficial

effect in stimulating industrial innovation across a broad front.

It is this type 01 creative use of d Federal stimulus, either

through financial or other support, especia}ly where market de-.
1

recta exist, that can be carried out by the NTF. I don't be-

lieve that we've been clever onobyh or perceptive enbugb to nave

invented all the beneticiel ways that government cad act to

assist the process of technological. ennovaLion. What seems clear

to me is that the existing structure where such actions would be,

carried out is either fragmented or buried inside larger entities

in which thehe Issues are not major concerns, and because of this

we ae not doing as well as we might in applyiny our national

technologlcal.capabilities.'

LarLier this year, I appeared before this subcommittee to testily

on the 1,udget of the National Science Foundation, and onithe

proposal to Include engineering more explicitly in its leyisla-

ttve mandate. ht that time, I expressed our support for changes

In the NSF charter that would place additional emphasis on its

engineering mission. Thia support was givee with tull

twit that H.R. 4b1 would assign this role to the proposed Ntittonal

1 4
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Tschnoloqy.Fo ndation. Today,. I wish to reaffirm our support for

increase mphasis on engineering in the NSF. As ,a consequence,

we do not endorse the transfer of the En tiering Directorate to

.,,,,the NTF as prop sed in H.R. 481. We bas this position on two

..---.
. t

major factors one, the process that en es n tot the budget

of the Engingering Directorate is su
J

oft of research in the
OP

.,

engineering disciplines mainly at gileges and universities emu

this support is best managed in an agency where the health of

i
basic research is .a primary mission/ arid two, the recent recogni-:.

tion of engineering needs by the National Science Board and the

-Director-of.NSF which indicates greater sensitivity tO, and

willingness .tdabppOrtriorities for, increased funding of re-

'search in engineering, ..

The linkages between aft research communitywand the industrial.

practitioner are afS lso important to the innovative process, ano

both the NSF and the NTF could encourage IN011.programs with

ficnancidl ano other. supportt BasicafiyiZ.My, image of the proposed

NTF is not as a parallel entity to the NSF, focusing 'Oft-engineer

iliT4ristead .04:40iehtei, but rather as a complementary'institutiOn.

with the large "gray area" between the

utput-ol the research effort and its transfer and application. to

the rdmeftt where it can be most

useful.'

1 4,3
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H.R. 4361, 'HE ADVANCED TENNULUOY FOUNDATION ACT

The role Tlf eve outlined for the NTF is closely related to the,

provisions pt H.R.4361: Earlier this year, I also*testitieu

before tflis Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs on

this bill. The basic message that I atte tad to convey was one

of shared concern over the problem of techno gical innovation in
. .

V.
the u.s., toward which the proposed Advahced Technology Founda-

,

.". .

tion is pointed, but some reluctance to endorse all ofrthe tea-

turns ot the Fountiation's aselyned programs.

Und4of the more creative features of this legielatiOn-ie.ther

proPOsel to eat/3110h a Federal Industrial Extension services.

(FltS). If the FINS opeAted inthe same way as the agriculture.

equivalent, it should be of great: benefit to small business or

the entrepreneur and would strengthen this Important part Of out:.

industrial infrastructute. However, H.R. 4361 also inciA;d0* a:

provision that would direct the FIES to "provide grants and loan!)

to carry out industrial extension 'plans and programs". This

O

would have the affect of substituting government intrusion into

the marketplace in place of valid and quite satisfactory criteria

for the investment of private capital,. That is, as a result ot

interest group pressure, it may extend the life of non-essential

.

industries that are truly declininTrather.than better investing

the resources toward nurturing newer, and therefore'possibly less

well politically represented, technological and industrial sec-

tors.' We oppose such provisions au unnecessary and quite. likely

to result in an unfortunate skewing of the private capital mar-

ket.
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Where the marhett is already skewed or biased, however, there may

be an Importhnt role tor the Federal government to help till gaps

or to prbvide missing incentives.' This appears to De the case in'

industry today where the emphasis upon short term financial'

performance ---the o'boetoM line"--.1:eave's longer term 106 U

meets under-funded. The problems caused by attention to short,

' .

term profitability at the expense of longer term investment have

also been exacerbated by a variety of corporate management

problems, such as lack of technological training and awareness at

top management levels, lack'of appreciation for advanced qualityl

control techniques, lack of attention to manufacturing technology

improveMents, and poor labor practices. These are problems whi4

the Federal government cannot easily addresd. Providing informa-

tion arid analyris to guide corporate decisions is probably the

approach'that would have to be taken.

A more active role maybe desirable in the case of the under-

investment in longer term R b U. Here there may be a role for

loans or other types of repayment contracts for:projeCts intended

for eventual dommercialtzation, but which are too long terM for

the private capital markets to support. This prqvision is part

of H.R. 43b1, it is very much like the National kesearch and

Development Corporation (NRDC)' in the United Kingdom, which has

been in operation for a number of years. Wh le there have been

mixed reports about the utility olkie NRIX and its ability fk.)-

make wise choices for investment, a very similar organization
4

which has been in Operatlottbetween the U.&. and Israel has had a

15 tA
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. very high success rate. This organitation, the hi-national It 6 b

(BIRO) Foundation, was established with an endowment of U.b. and

Israeli funds with the obvectiv.a6pt 'financing joint R 4 Diu..

Jects that would lead to commercial products. A repaymant provi-

sion tor guccessful products is uudd. to replenish and build the

fund. From reports 1 have received, the b1RU. Foundation has'

operated in 0 highly successful manner, and there is a teaebnable

proopect that such a fUnd operating solely in tne U.S. oOuld

alstbe operated sucoessAully.-

In summary, these two bills address the same generic,problems,

dna have a largo number of attracC4ve features.. It would appear

that an 'amalgam of the two bills, ellmiriatIny the _,features. that 1

have described, would make a very attractive pack We in the

'ELL would be pleased to provide whatever-aseistar a we can to

aid In carrying out this task;

N.N. 1143 -AND H.R. 2515, T111.. k-CONortICALLY bTRATEG1C INDUSTRIAL
RESKAhCH ANu DEVtLUPM14NT ACT, ANDA q*LI. To ESTABLISH A NATIoNAL
CoMMISSION ON TEpriNJLObICAL INglOyhTiON AND 1NOUbTK1nL
MODURNIZATION.

1
U

Both of these. bills an essence define studied that are to be

condUcted, one under the direction of the National Academies and

the other by a spec hrl corm/sawn; In both of tine bills, there

:ar6 a number Otteriou6 national concerns enumerated and prubtems
II

idenWied which.are real and of current iliprest. Unfortunate-.

ly, the assumption of both of these bills is that a stUdy, .either

.4y, experts or by politically attuned groupS wikibe able to otter

solutions to these problems.

.y.
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FOr example, it is Suggested that, in h.k. 25"tb, a national

industrial strategy COuld be defined, including a obinprehensive

plan with legislative recommendations. in addition, there are to

be recommendations on how to deal With such divetpe And complex

problems as economic, educatkonal, and Industrial priorities;

education and teatntny of students and workers ter tutus job

skills; retraining of workers:. elftending new technologies to Nall

dOmmrica's bpsic industries; promotion ot exports; relocation of

high growth industries into areas of unemployment: etc. heny ot

these issues are highly ripoistant to simple solutions, and each

one of these topics would be a very challenging task to study,

with the mandate that is inoluded in the bill. It seems an

task to Lwnp them all together much less to assign a

very tigliteetime limit for the preparation of recommendations.

A very similar circumstance applies to tne study of "economically

strategic technologies". The output ot such a study, it it were

to be carried out, would have the character ot a national eco-

nomic plan.- Such plannin4 seems inappropriate in a, democracy,

and parttcularly in such a large and complex economy ae the U.S.

whilre the Marketplace plays'such an important role. My expecte-
.

tion is that the result from such an eftort would be partly trite .

and obvious, and partly unbelievable, a*d I would not want Fed-

eral policies set or such a basis.

In swnmary, we are opposed to the actions proposed in these two

bills, while concurring in their statements of the problems no

which they are addressed.

This ends; my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman. I will be pleased

to. respond to any questions you may nave.

f
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Mr. BANN. Thank you very much, Dr. Drew.
First let me say that from the standpoint of the committee, .1

think that we do look forward to continuing to work with you and
the IEEE on refining any proposals that we have before us that
seek to bring about a better situation in this area of technological
innovation.

I would say that we have a continuing responsibility for at least
observing and evaluating the effects of what we are currently
doing as well as suggesting new ways to do these things better, and
if we do our job properly, it will be beneficial.

Let me offer one comment with regard to your general state-
ments about the inadvisability of attempting to do much in the
way of:targeting or planning for particular industrial segments.

I think that you were correct in your opening statement when
you said that the Europeans look to us as leaders, in part, because
we do have a greater amount of freedom. We don't seek to con-
strain activities through national planning, and probably the best
example of the weaknesses of that are in the agricultural, sector of
the European Common Market, which is planned, supported, subsi-

dized, and is probably the legst efficient part of the European econ-
omy and is about to .banketipt the whole economy as a result of
that..

Now there are reasons for that, and they art' endemic in any
Government operation. The agricultural sector is powerful politi-
cally and is able to get what it wants through the political appara-
tus rather than through the operations of market decisionmaking,
you might say. That can happen, in this country in sectors other
than agriculture. It, happens in agriculture, too, here. But it's a
goad e. xa m ple.of why you have to be careful in seeking to have gov-
ernment intervention in something that can be better controlled by
market processes.

Having said that, I think there is still a role for Government in
SOW areas.

I would like to compliment you on the way you distinguished the
role of the National Technology Foundation. I think ycou are,.pre-
cisely correct there, and I want to give some thought to your sug-
gestion that we shouldn't remove the engineering activities from
the National Science Foundation because it's more important to
maintain the activities in an environment which supports universi-
ty research.

You have thought about this pretty seriously, have you? You
Ain't see any possibility that the engineering may, tend to Ket
sbmewhat slighted because of: the greater influence of the scientific
disciplines as compared with the engineering disciplines hete? Not
that engineering isn't scientific.

Dr. DuKw. Well, Mr. Chairman, I believe that first of all, the Na-
timuil Science 1:"Oundation IH sensitive to its constituencies. It tries
to listen, and I think has, by 0,11(1 large, done a pretty good job of
doing that. So the emphasis on engineering has been in response to
a much more aware engineering community, I thirkk. In the past,
this mining tendency to suppo'rt the EiCiNICP/4 and perhaps to allow
engineering to take a very, very minor role reflected the fact that
the science community had mobilized, if you will, that they were
sensitive to what the NSF meant to their communities.

15.4



You had the astronomers, for example, doing periodic and quite
effective . research studies in the National Academy of Sciences,
which identified the next generation facilities and the important
research targets. This engineering research study which wax men-
tioned that is now ongoing in the Academy is a reflection, as a
matter of fact, of what some of us 'in the engineering community
have said should be done of a comparable nature to what had been
done in astronomy, and in chemistry, and in physics in previous
years.

So I'm not so worried about the future role of engineering inside
the NSF with respect' to the sciences, because I think we have our
act in better order on the engineering cbmmunify side..I think'
we're going to speak out and speak out vigorously for needs in en-
gineering, and I. suspect. that we'll find a good, continuing balance
there.

Mr. Ihroww. Well, I'm not particularly concerned at the present
time. I think the atmosphere' is good there, and I commend the
Academy.

I've always commended the National Science Foundatig, for
what they are doing, but what happens over there occasionally is
that you get domination by a spirit which is similar to what,Lord
Rutherford used to have. He didn't believe in anything that had
any practical application of any sort. Ile might get interested in de-
signing better physics instruments but not anything that had to do
with anything beyond that. In fact, he thought it was positively
had for a physi6ist to get involved with anything that had applica-
tion.

And if that attitude gets into the National Science Foundation,
particularly, at. the top levels, it tends to slight anything like engi-
neering which might have browier societal implications. That's the
thing that's to he feared in the long run, not the present situation
so much. But you're not concerned about that?

Dr. Dam. No. As I Hay, I think the key corrective force is going
to be an aware, an involved engineerAg community. IP indeed that
point of view should come into dominance in the NSF, I suspect
that well have no one to blame but ourtielves in the engineering
community.

Mr. BirowN. I'm going to turn the chair over to the chairman of
thy subcommittee at this point,, Mr. Walgren,'and it he has ques-
tan's, then he can use his discretion as to how.,long he wants to
take.

Mr. WAIAIREN. Thank you, Mr. Brown. 'We appreciate the time
you've been able to give this morning.

I just wanted to ask againthe resistance or t4e opposition to
transferring the functions of the National Science Hanidation's En-
gineering Piretorate to any proposed National Technology Foun-
dation. Is there a subst4itial split on that opinion in your organiza-
tion in view of the thilught that a separate engineering function
with respect trt the foundation would be very helpful from an engi-
neering standpoint?

Dr. Dam. Mr Walgren, I think probably the contrary ix true,
that the general, very strong opinion that I've heard from many
levels within the IEEE is strongly in favor or maintaining and

4
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strengthening the engineering research function within the NSF
and thereldre basically retaining it there.

The National Technology Foundation in this particular ap-
proach that I've suggested, largely works in an area which is com-
plementary to that role rather than in parallel with it, and I view
that as being a quite appropriate divisionlabor in this sense.
When I said the transfer of engineering, I really meant that there
was support of engineering research. There may be some other

" pieces that would be appropriate to the National Technology Noun-
dation.

There certainly is the support, say, for the Small Business Inno-
vation Research Act and similar functions which might very well
better belong in the National Technology Foundation than else-
where, but this is a detail of organizational structure which I think
is less important than the general premise, which is, the support of
research should stay as part of a strong NSF; yea

Mr. WALGREN. You're very comfortable with the engineering re-
search function staying within an integrated NSF?

Dr. Mum. Yes, indeed.
Mr. WAWRIP.N. I see.
Dr. Mum. BLit we don't think' that negates the importance and

utility of a National Technology FounAation. I think we want to
try and stress that pointthat there is'a d,ifikent set of roles here.

Mr. WALGREN. Yes. It's so difficult on a political level to decide
or gather the necessary support for any particular economic effort

w on the part of the Government., The people who say, "Look; stay
out; leave it to the. marketplace; the marketplace should drive it, or
it shouldn't be driven," it seems to me, have such an advantage
over the other side of the spectrum that says, "Well, there's possi-
bly a role for the Gpvernment- in this area but not that area, be-.
CHUM! if you don't agree on which area, at that point, that view-
point is essentially divided, whereas the other remains whole.

noticed in your testimony, you feel comfortable limiting the
Federal role to essentially longer term research and development.

D
i dY. I mean there's an information function, there's a

Dr. Dr. And to attention to the incentive structure which ap-
plies to ustr
sort of linkage of the type of long-term R&D that is represented by
the NASA or previous to that, by the NACA role in aeronautical,
research, that can quite conceivably be a part of this or would be a
part of this National Technology Foundation.

The area of manufacturing technology was mentioned here, and
the fact that there wasn't an appropriate Federal climate to sup-
port that.

Well, it's interesting that at least 10 Years ago in the NSF, there
was a manufacturing technology program, but it Was a program
which struggled for its existence, budget season by budget season,
in an institution that was not oriented to this type of activity. I
know this because I was part. of the NSF during that period, and I,
in fact, tried to nurture that small piece of the NSF, because even
then it. Witt4 very clear that this was a growing and urgent area of
national need.

WALOREN. But-
Dr. Dam. But we didn't have the right institutional Itrueture to

nurture and build that in NSF. .14
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Mr. WALGREN. Yes.
I)r. Dam. And at NW, you would.

.

.GMr. WAIREN. Would the lack of that Light institutional struc-
ture reflect my guess that that was an niFf ivity that was being done
almost around the edges, without direct focused political support
from the political directing agencies of the Government, and in fact
had it come to rise to the level of visibility in the NSF to the point
where the Republicans and Democrats started to tear it apart, it
probably wouldn't have been able to survive? Would that be an
unfair characterization?

.

I)r. Dam. Mr. Chairman, I guess I've never viewed, at least to a
very large extent, the NSF's programs as being subject to partisan

,frmulling and tugging.
Mr. WALGREN- But we've had some very partisan pulling and

tugging in the last couple of years.
Dr. Dinm. Looking at it from the 118F's standpoint, I would

guess the programs never were viewed as somehow or. ther- re-.

sponding to a partisan viewpoint but indeed responding' to some
sense of rwtional need.

It's quite possible than it' the program grows and it becomes much
more visible and it doefin't quite match the then-political philoso-
phy of whatever administration exists at that time, it could be in
trouble. liut for the -most part, we're talking about technology
which have much longer term horizonsand I would hope would
not be subject to that type of partisanship.

Mr. WAI.OREN. Well, I guess I'm just trying to satisfy myself
aboutthe underlying rationale that is supports le from your
point of view and the point of view of others in this htea of picking
winners and losers. You indicate that you would be reluctant to see
the Federal Government' get involved in areas of declining indus-
tries, that the marketplace is signaling that they are truly declin-
ing, and yet I don't know how we, on a political level, make those
judgments. If we could 'fasten on the idea that we are willing to
substantially support research and development in any major area
of major economic consequences, perhaps that would find enough
support in the country at this point to provide some necessary abil-
ity to make progress in declining industries like steel-and others.

Dr. Dam. It's not the rfsearch or the long-term,technology de-
velopment, I think, that we have a problem with. It is perhaps the
next step, which then takes that and somehow or other artificially
shores up the industry through further direct fintivicing and inter-
vention. .

Providing the right incentive structure, providing support in
areas where the current mar A does have some defectsand I
would say that's in the longer term research and technology apeli-
cations arena --would provide tools and would provide things which--
such declining industries could grasp and perhaps introduce into
their production processes that Would give them a new lease on
life.
havkut at the point of actually financing that, I think we roily

e some reluctance to see the GovernmentChrysler and 1 ck-
heed notwithstandinggetting into that on ti regular basis. I think
there are some circumstancesclearly, there have been some inter-
esting articles written recently pointing to the Lockheed, Chrysler,

I
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New York CRP bailouts., if you will, as appropriate uses of Federal
support.

The circumstances under which Federal support was granted
were very special in each case, and it seems to me you would not
want to establish an institution that had that as a regular, as-
signed role going around looking for places to shore up.

I think it would her better played out on an ad hoc basis for really
situations where you felt a national need and that may be a na-
tional security need. You can't allow the last. steel plant to go out
of production in the United States, clearly, for some very irnpor-
tent national security reasons. You can't let the last forging plant
or the last machine tool industry to go out of business.

So, there are some points at which the Federal intervention does
make sense. We just don't see this done on the basis of some invest-
ment bank which has a continuing rolling fund to do this.

.Mr.-WA.LoREN. It just strikes me that perhaps if we had a broad-
er coniiensus on the importance of the initial health of the research
side, that maybe we wouldn't 'find ourselves in such. desperate
straits that we need to reach for either the bailouts or the major
bank decisions from Government.

We have the Commerce Department doing a little bit of metals
work around the edges, but they are already doing it when Con-
gressmen from Pennsylvania find out about it.

That seems to me to be a measure of the fact that they could see
the handwriting on the wall and knew that this was a reasonable
function and had some discretionary funds available, but that was
really about it in terms of the commitment of the Federal G-oyero-
ment. It 1,vould seem if we had gotten- in that area with both feet
earlier on, we might not then be driven to get into the--

Dr. DREW. The bailouts.
Mr. WARREN. The bailout-type involvements with both feet later

on.
Dr. DitEw. Yes, indeed.
Mr. WALG'REN. M. Gregg.
Mr. GREGG. Thank you, Mr..Chairman.
Dr. Drew, can you explain to me, or give me a couple of exam-

plesI'm wil4ng to accept the long-term, high-risk approach as
prop Fbeing a ederal role, but give me a couple of examples of

where this National Technology Foundationspecific examples of
programs that you would see them getting inhavinggetting in,
if the Federal role were .created.

Dr. DREW. One of the areas, Mr. Gregg, is, t think, a much more
vigorous implementation of the Stevensun-Wydler Act, the provi-
sions of which include a series of cooperative generic technology
centers.

Now, there hemp been a few of those that have been generated
under othe auspices of the National Science Mundation. I think
that's a reflection of the fact that they can be and are a useful part
of the industrial scene. They bring Government in a kind of incen-

structure that brings industry and universities together. I
would view that as being an area that could be expanded consider-
ably.

I think there were in the Department of Commerce's initial pro-
posal for implementation of Stevenson-Wydler a series of such cen-

1
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tem, most of which have never gotten off the ground. So I would
see that as one area in which this new institution would operate.

I mentioned the Federal Industrial Extension Service, which is in
one of the companion pieces of legislation. I think that is a highly
useful and valuable service that should be started and permitted to
grow and provide the technology services to---

Mr. Gttmu. Can you explain--
Dr. DREW [continuing]. Small business.
Mr. GREGG. Can you explain to me what you conceive the Feder-

al Industrial Extension Service to be doing? What would they do on
the street? A smallgive me 'an example. What knowledge, what
abilities would they deliver to a small business?

Dr. DREW. Well, a small business has lots of problems. Some of
the problems are financial, basically, "How do I locate my next in-
crement of 'Capitalization?" The assistance in developing contacts
with that risk capital marketplace wehild be one type of service.

Another is assistance in financial management inside the compa-
nyin other words, providing a finan/al troubleshooter the com-
pany to deal with overhead rates that are getting out of control or
inventories that are not being managed properly, and soon.

I mean these types of assistance that can help the institution
in

Mr. Gas.m. If you could stop there--
Dr. DREW [continuing'. Small business in just running its busi-

ness.
Mr. Giucou. Do you think it's a proper role for the Federal Gov-

ernment to have somebody on the street avidlable to give that sort
of assistance'to the smel business?

Dr. Dem. I think that, yes it runs very much like the kind of
assistance which is provided HIP the agricultural field to the small
farmer.

I mean basically the srpa),l businessman and the farmer I Would
view as an important part of the foundation stones for our econo-
my. This isn't free, by the way. YoU'd pay for those ogvices. But
having the institutional structure that you could call upon, a place
to go, if you will, to bring the expertise to bear on your problems is
what's important.

There is a sort of R&D linkage--
Mr. GREGG. That role is presently taken up by the Chamber, the

local bank, local accountant, the local! lawyer, but you don't think
they're doing an adequate job? You don't think the free market's
adequately addressing the ability of small businessman to get roll-
ing on his own? You think the Federal Government needs to be out
there aggressiVely seeking Out the small businessman and giving
the great knowledge which the Federal Government has absorbed
over so many years in the private sector?

Dr. DREW. Those are your words, of course, about the Federal
Government's great knowledge. I don't view this as being the Fed-
eraloGovernment's great knowledge that's being shared but provid-
ing linkages to places where the knowledge does exist. What I'm
suggesting is, no, that the existing private marketplace, while it
provides some of those functions, is not providing those completely
and adequately at the present time.

There is a technology function as well.

4
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Mr. Gtoxiii. Well, let fl stop you ,there. If' we follow that logic
fOrward and we compare this to the Farm Agricultural Cooperative
Extension Service, which I think does a pretty good job in the farm
communities, I suppose then we're also going to have to follow the
logic forward which delivers us a farm bill on the floor of thp
House every year, which this year represents a subsidy to the
farmers which exceeds the net income of the farm industry in this
country.

So we are going to move into the private sector, and take over,
and subsidize that industry, and we'll have subsidized small busi-
nessmen dealing with subsidized intermediaries. Is that the concept
that flows from this logically?

Dr. DREW. I don't see that as being necessarily the logidd folloW-
up. Asa matter of fact, I suspect that the farm subsidieS, it turns
out, subsidize the large prbducer, the very large farmer, and not
the small farmer.

You know, the small family farm, of course, is a very small frac-
tion of the total'agricultural production base in the United States,
and for the most part I ,think these major subsidy bills in agricul-
ture benefit the very large producers.

The equivalent would be benefits to the GE's and IBM's and
maybe AT&T's. If that was an outcome, I would guess it's certainly
not what I would foresee as the result of providing this Extension
Service.

Mr. GREGG. The farm industry in this .country and it's going to
come as a sursprise, I think, to my small farmersthe milk farmers
that are not subsidizedbut the farm industry in this country' is
the most centralizedcentrally managed, quote, "free market en-
terprise" that this country. has. It's managed right here in Wash-
ington. All the prices are set in Washington. Whether you till your
field or don't till your field is decided here in Washington. Whether
you put your cow and milk it, or whether you cull your cow is de-
cided here in Washington by the rates that we set. I see almost no
comparison between the farm industry and open market.

Now I don't want to beat a dead horse, to pick a phrase that
comes out of the farm industry, but for the Federal Government to
get into the business of trying to promote small business, I think,
is -they are antithetical entities.

To move to another issue, you,, have already existing in the Na-
tional Science Foundation, as you mentioned, the engineering di-
rectorate; plus, you have in the Commerce Department the respon-
sibility for Stevenson-Wydler.

You're talking about' taking all of these various functionsand I
recognize your agency thinks engineering should stay to NSFand
merging them into one new operating entity which will basically
he a new National Science Foundation, only it will be a step up
from research. -

Yet, as I understand the bill, we're not talking about creating
any new funds for this agency. We're talking about taking the
present funding levels and moving them all into this new agency
with the transferred organiNtions.

If that's the case, why shruld we go through this whole restruc-
turing scheme? Why shouldn't, we 10. Comiyirce do its job with the
funds it has if we're not adding new funds'. s it so important that



we pull these agencies out and just reshuffle them? Is this really
that essential? 4

Dr. DREW. We Are supporting this as, we believe, a positive step,
and you say is it that essential? The intiplicationand to go back to
my opening remarksis that by restructuring that, they are not
functioning as well as they might in their current homes, and I
think that's that a point that I made. I said, with all due, respect to
the individuals and the efforts within the Department of Com-
merce and elsewhere, that there le not a particularly receptive and
positive home for these functions..

As a consequence, the budgets have been really extres ly bare
bones. They've just managed barely to survive.

We believe that an important positive benqfit w. estilt from
bringing them into a structure which'. has these ectives as its
principal role, rather than burying it4 within a 'artment which
is, for the most part, not terribly aware or very interested in these
functions.

Mr. GREGG. I think that may make some significant sense, but
once you've created this new entitythis nevIt National Science
Foundation---National Technology Foundation, as be called,
how do you keep it in its ballpark?

How do you keep it from not becoming the agency which decides
to start funding commercial technology, which is short-term, as
vergis long-term, which is commercially competitive?

Flow do you keep it from not becoming now the "super decider"
of.what the marketplace wants and desires and making the outra-
geous decisions which the National Science Foundation found itself
making when it decided to get into this area and the Department
of Energy found it making when it decided to get into commercial-
ization areas?

How do you circumscribe its activities so it sticks with long-risk,
high-term commercialization and sticks to the projects which are
being pulled wt of these various agencies?
, Dr. DaEw.'Well, first, I would say you craft its legislative man-

/date very carefully. In other words, you try to provide in the lan-
/guage of the bill the kind of guideSnes that will, first of all, start it

off operating in the proper domain, and clearly define that domain.
The second part is, of course, the Congress. An alert Congress

presumably is going to, number one, be able to restrict in either
appropriations or in other language the kind of functioning that
they thought was getting out of hand or getting into areas that'it
would be inappropriate. Indeed it seems to me that's the job that
you've being doing for a couple of hundred years now, and I
would-- --

Mr. GaxGu. Extremely poor, I would note.
Dr. Dam. Well--
Mr. GREGG. Were usually there about 6 days after the horses

have left the barn.
Do you think this agency--this new groupthis National Tech-

nology Foundkition, or the 4T10, should have the ability to make
direct grants into the private sector for the purposes of creating
commercial products'?



1)r. Ditr.w. No. No. We absolutely suggested that was an inappro-
priate function, and we pointed out that we would see that as being
one Of the parts of the legislative mandate that should be removed.
0 Mr. CI REGG. At what point should this agency be allowed,to.make
a direct grant? \Can you give me both theoretical, and then specific
ArVel8 where direct grants should,be able to be available under this
agcticy into the private sector? , .

Dr. Diww. Well, let me point out tkat one of the provisions
which is in the ATF has to do with this development of, if yo.will,
a lending provision, which would be quite comparable to the NRDC
in' the United Kingdom 'and to this BIRD Foundation which the
United States is already supporting. That is a process whereby pro-
posals come in, they are evaluated. It's a little bit different from a
direct grant. Funding is provided for research which will eventual-
ly lead to a product. . ..

The product that is determined by the company or companies
that are involved, and the product that is produced then, with the
profit that is obtained, would return funds, by a fqrmula, to the
original fund. ..

Mr. (11tEGG. What would be the bottom line,. if you can just give
it to me conceptually, of what type of application would be re-,
viewed? In other words, would the applications be directed at put-
ting a product on the shelves? Would they be directed at doing
long-term research? What would be the review .standard?:

Dr. 1)iu:w. It's restricted to research. I guess I co-aid point out a
product that we're working on right now, for example. It's an ex-
ample that would seem to me would be quite appropriate.

Basically, we're working with a technology that was originally
developed by the -National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tionNASA. I would expect this is the kind of thing that the
Center for the Utilization of Feral Technology is supposed to be
doing. We became aware of thd technology, became interested in it
0 leading to a commercial product.

But the NASA 'technology was so gold plated that it clearly
would not be a commercializable product,,the way it was. We are in
the midst of investing additional funds-i-and this is a somewhat
longer-term venture than the typ cal industrial product and invest-
ment cycletd bring forwafd tha technology which Was suppor d
by Federal funds, but was, until e picked it up, was sitting on t e
shelf. We asked for and received an exclusive license for it. We'
bringing it into a commercial product line.

In fact, we are doing the kind of longer term research and tec
nology development that I would see fitting within this mode of o
eration.

Mr. Gatm. And I presume you're financing it in the privatq
sector at the present time.''

Dr. I)iu.w. We're receiving support under Public Law 97-219, I
believe it, is, the Small Business Innovation Research Act, an
without 'that, we would not be where we are/4day. This projec
would still he a gleam in our. eye but not an ongoing technolog
development. .

Mr. GREGG. It's nice to know that we do have at law alread
on the books, but aren't we going to, under this proposal, attria.

1,)(0:0 0 -- fir; 1 1
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into the application lieficem those programs which are the bottom
priorities of the businesses that are coming in?

I mean if they know that they've got a chance of making money,
they're going to find the money. Aren't you really going to just be
picking up the really low priority .program as the applicant here,
within that own btaitness' estimate of what's going to make money
and what's not goingAnpake money?

Dr. Dam. Well, you said low priority. Let me suggest to you,
look at it quite a little differently, and that is, any business has, a
variety of places that they can put their investments.

'The current dynamic within a business you take a look at
those investments which are going to provide the quickest turn-
around, the4hortest return on investment that you can, and those
are your highest priority.

Now, these other investments that are going to have a longer
term payout you've characterized as being the bottOm of the barrel
or the lower priority; I would characterize as those not' necessarily
in that way-

Mr. Gaiam. No, that's not
Dr. Dam. 'Vey are not being chosen and are not being support-.

ed because they have this characteristic of having a longer term
payout. What were doing .here is providing an opportunity for
some of those high priority investments to come on INe much more
quickly.

Mr. CottEGG. Well, what we're really doing is we're\ Eting
'high priority investment that AAre know that a company c look at
and say, "Well, were going to get a good return on high\)kriority
investment, so we're going to invest our capital in that invest-
ment," and they've maybe go.t 10 high priority long-term invest-
ments.

The short-term, quick return investment, that's going to be done
in the private sector. And they're going to say, "Well, we're going
to pick up the private sector money to do those." And then for this`
Marginal number, 28, that's going to take the same time as the
other ones"Well, let's take a run at the Federal dollars for that
ope; we don't think there are going to be much of a return on it;
it s obviously not going to Emile the return of the other ones we've
prioritized ahead of it: but let's take a run at it because there are
some Federal dollars, and then the Federal dollars that are being
used are tax dollars. They're perverting the marketplace, because

.you're taking Federal dollars which are going to be used to fund
that 28th project out of the taxpayerout of the private sector, and
you're funding that 28th project. -

II' you'd left that Federal dollar in the taxpayers' hands, invested
in the tprivate sector, another company would have used it to fund
their No. 1 project. And you have perverted the flow of capital in
the maoketplace, that's what this national policy does. It totally
perverts the national marketplace, because it makes the Federal
Government the decision process as to where capital will flow, and
inevitably the Federal Government im going to pick lower priority

' 'items because the nature of the institution is such that it does that.
Dr. Dam. I would suggest, Mr. Gregg, that whatever the Federal

Givernwent would be prepared to do here is a small wart on this
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very large establishment which is the privakte _marketplace. You're
not going to bike* that private marketplace y much, and--

Mr. GREGG. Well, don't tell that-- -
Dr. DREW [continuing]. Not with any of the funds that `yofre,

talking about on this scale.
Mr. GREGG: Dr. Drew, don't tell that to the, perso who's out

there trying to borrow moneys today and is pdying the highest real
interest rates they've paid in istory because we're running a'$180- ,

billion deficit.
The Federal marketplace is pkverting the private marketplace;. f

and it'sperverting the world mailetplace, and it's one --=you know,
it's a million .here, a milligt there, and adds up to.a billion here, a
bilrgin there, which adds up to real money,, as---- .

APP

Mr. WALGREN. The gentleman's tin has expired.
Mr. Gawk" Senator Dirkserr used to say, and I recognise my

Mime is xpired, and I appreciate the chairrnfin's indulgence.
Mr. F .GFiEN. And we'll give the witness an opportunity to re-

spond.
There a lot of reservations that I know we can all express

and 'probably better someplace other than the record, but Mr.
DreW, please, if there's something you'd like to add, please go
ahead, ,and then we ought. to get on to the next witnesh.

Dr. D'atilw. I. would just like to thank the chairman for the pppor-
tunity .to present our views, and I'd say we'd be very happy to. con,
tinue tht dialog on this subject. Ijhink it's an important .one. It's
one on which people can have quife different and valid: opinions or
outlook. We certainly think it's an important area for us to try to

;provide more, light in an area where our understandings, I think,
. are still growing and developing.

Mr. WALOREN. Well, we thank you very much ,for coming,Nand
we appreciate your being a resource to the committee. Thank' you,
De! Drew.

'Dr. DREW. Thank you.
Mr. WAIAiREN. The last witqess for today is Donald Weinert, the

Eitecutive Director of the National Society' of Professional gi-
neers. .

Welcome to the ommittee, Dr. Weinert.
Mr. WEINERT. Thank you.
Mr. WALGREN. We appreciate your coming, and know that your

written statement will be made part of the record. Plclas0 feel free
to communicate to the committee the points that you feel are most
worth stressing in any way that you feel comfortable. 'Thank xou.

STATEMENT OF DONALD G. WEINERT, EXECUTIVE DIR1ECTOR,
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF PROVESSIONAL ENGINEERS',

Mr. WEINERT. Thanks.very much, Mr. Chairman, and members of
the committee. It's a real 'pleasure for me to be here to give some
of our views, and Vm just going to hit a few of the highlights of
some of the points m de in my written testimony.

We appreciate the role Oat yOUr subcommittee is playing in this
debate. Asyou k we.'ve been involved in this debate on techno-
logical innovation or many years, and as we've already lien,
there are many dimensions tci that debate.

"
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I think t on of the points I would like to Make at the outset
in setting the stage is that while there are lots of good things about
our' iyiite0--ancl we've all alluded to those--rione.of us pretend
that it's perfect, and we would be foolish not to reexamine our in-
stitutions and pur policies on a regular basis to see if, in the light

-0,.cliakiging political and economic circumstances, some kind, of
naftilla:atien is necessary, and I think this process is a part of that
repxamination.

. 'YW0 can't 'Automatically assume any more that "Just because it's
Aritericv, it's going to be No. 1 in the world." We're not in that
positiorl any longer.

The .whole business of technological and industrial competitive-
4ress ties two major elements, as we see it in the engineering corn-
..nrunity; first of all, invention, the process of innovation that devel-
ops new products and processes, new ideas, and then, secondly, and
equally important, this attention to quality and productivity that
-means we do things in better and more efficient ways.
\ We think that for:both of thew elements, the primary responsi-
bility ig really in the private sector, and I; think that probably sums
up, the feelings ofthe.National Society of Professional Engineers as
regards the baSic Federal role.
"We. thinkt.there is a Federal role, and we think it's an imvortant

one. We think it is most irriportaralmfocused on the right environ-
ment"for the private sector to carry but its basic and fundamental
responsibilities.

John Young was here last week testifying, and I Had an opportu-
nity to look at his recipe tor 'industrial success. It was quite inter-
esting to note that really:what it was wad a manual for good man-
agenfent rather than a f5rescription for massive Federal action.

poPtCted'out, the most effective mechanisms a government can
use are those that, foster innovation through maximireing private
sector resources, and I. think we agree with that Philiephy, in the

-National Society of Professional Engineers.
There are several proposals, if you talking about the eDvi-

,ronment for research and innovation,* that everyone pretty Well
agrees on.

We all pretty well agre e R&D tax credit needs to be'
,made permanent or ext e all agree something needs to be
done with the antitrust-1 o permit cooperative R&D in certain
instances; we all pretty well agree that the various proposals float-
ing around to make capital more. accessible to business are worth-
dIthile and we ought. to continue to pursue those; and we all agree
that the Government needs to pay attention to the business of the

,educatio4, of technical manpower, the.support of that educational
process by'ensuring 'a healthy science and engineering educational
base, or helping to ensurethat.

We need to get on with those measures, Those are part of creat-
ing the right environment. ,

However, it's less clear just how far the chwernment ought to go
in direct intervention, direct involvement. in promoting innovation
and the innovation process.

Now, I'd like to just comment briefly on the several pieces of leg-
islation in that connection because most of them envision a more
direct Government role.
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First of all, we see lilt 4361 that calls for an Advanced TechnoE
ogy Foundation as an overlay on the existing system rather than a
substitute for anything if4be existing system.

Now, that overlay doesn t seem to us to hold any real promise for
getting things done any better or more effectively than our current
institutions that exist in Commerce, the National Science Founda-
tion, and several other places.

We see a lot of problems with an overlay agency like the Ad-
vanced Technology Foundation. First of all, it seems to be focused
on our strength rather than our weakness. Were the most inven-
tive Nation in the world by any Measure=any standard that you
care to chooseand any failures we've had in converting this in-
ventiveness into usable products and process& have more .been
management failures, economic factors, and restrictive Govern-
ment policies than they have been any kind of a failure in our
technological ability.

, While there's no question that $500 million invested in advanced
research, as envisioned by the Advanced. Technology Foundation, is
bound to produce some valuable results, itiSn't going to address
Life roots of our competitive problems.

And, further, if you look around to the constituencies who would
be most supportive of this type of a proposalthe business and
education R&D community you don't see any groundswell of en-
thusiasm or support for the concept of the ATF, and they're the
ones that are most likely to directly benefit, if there were an ATF.

In short, we don't see any well-defined mandate for 1-1.1tr 4361,
for an overlay Advanced Technology Foundation, and we don't see
any real gap in our present structuth thht it would fill.

Now, H.R. 4361 does have an element, that Dr. Drew mentioned,
that we would also like to support. That's the business of promot-

/ing the diffusion of technological information, not so much business
information, as the discussion that was held a little earlierMr.
Gregg with Dr. Drew.

We think that an extension service to disseminate technological
information about generic technological processes and knowledge
to the States and to business Aould be very valuable in the same
vein as an Agricultural Extension Service, but focused on dissemi-
nation of technological information,

Now there happens to be a law already on the books, the State
Technical Services Act, enacted in 1965, that would really permit
this, and we wotAt advocate that if we want to do this, andowe
think it's a goodt4llea, that we look to existing statutes. That was
last funded in 19'71 and zeroed out after that. We think the mecha-
nism is there in existing statutes to do this diffusion process.

Another bill, H.lt, 11943, calls for a means to gather and analyze
competitiveneristhq competitiveness of various industries: We

we already have this capability in the Office, of,Competitive
Assessment in the Department of Commerce.

Now maybe we haven't paid enough attention to it. Maybe it
hasn't been effective, for a variety of reasons. We think, let's make
it effective; let's better fund it; let's make it more, visible; let's
make it more available; but let's not supersede it.

We think also that if we are looking for studies of cqinpetitive-
nem in various industries, that we also have the National Research

166
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Council under the guidance of either mean the National Academy
of Sciences or the National Academy of Engineering, to conduct
studies, and they have done some excellent work.

As a matter of fact, if you look carefully at the Rtudy issue, there
is another bill, H.R. 2525, that's proposing sort of an omnibus study
of the U.S. technological posture. We think the Young Commission
is already engaged-in that process, and we ought to see what comes
out of it before we Arun off into another study of ouy technological
posture as proposed -by H.R. 2525. 4'

Now we think in H.R. 441t, the Manufacturing Sciences and
Technology Research and Development Act, there is something
very worthwhilethe idea of creating research centers that focus
on cross-cutting process-oriented workincidentally, not unlike the
centers proposed in the COGENT program now it uthorized but not
funded under the Stevenson-Wydler Act.

The Centers for Cross-Disciplinary Engineering Research now
being proposed by the National Science Foundation, by the way,
are also very similar in nature to this.

Whichever form we pursue, we think centers that can respond to
well-defined generic research needs that have broad industrial ap-
plicability arid broad industrial involvement are worthwhile.

We would like to focus on the NSFthe National Science Foup-
''','. .dation program. It's in being. We think it can be promoted to ac-
!1.. complish the purposes of these generic cross7disciplinary research

centers, which we think are an important partnership between
education, industry, and government. Again, existing authorities
would permit us to do thir without going ahead with 4-I.R. 4415.

/4-;'''' Now if we look at H.R. 481, the Natal Technology. Foundation,
we can see a lot of attractive features. There is always- a certain
compelling interest in organizing things better and bringing them
together, and we see that same type of attractiveness.

However, we really can't see a compeiling case for the tremen-
s*,Nk dous costs and dislocations that would inevitably resutt in creating

a new fbundatixt, particularly in light of the direction we're
ee're

cur-
rently taking with the National Science Foundation to xpa9d its
role in the engineering area, and, as a matter of,iact, I see some

S
,, dangers in" creating a National Technology Foundation while, at

?i t):'
4

the same time, we re trying to promote the partnership between
tic science and engineering in the National Science Foundation.s,(

-1- We feel that partnership is very important. You really shouldn't
1,;;kl separate engineering and technology from science. They need to,

.t, y\\ work together. There is a big gray. overlap area between the two,
and we think keeping it all together in the National Science Fiona-
dation in the R&D and support for educati area is a much wiser
course than splitting it off into an independ&-it foundation.'

We look to the NSF with the leadership of this subcommittee; by
'the way, to provide the focus of basic and fundamental research in

,7s.c'!.;,k1,-isducation for both science and engineering, and in recent months,
the way, the NSF has demonstrated not only its interest in

oing this but its willingness to move in this direction. All it needs
A the authority and the resources.

And I'd like to make a ery important parenthetical statement
ethis point. We in the engineering community feel very strongly

H this new partner (tomes on boardengineering and technol-



ogy in tios National Science Foundationwe must n t degrade the
capabilities Of the longstanding established existing irtner, basic
scientific research. ...

We have to find the resources to expand the role and support of
engineering and engineering education without. taking money
away, and resources LIWily, from basic 'Scientific, research, which is
extremely important, and we, again, feet that those two things
work very, very closely together.

Again, I mentioned before the cross-disciplinary centers in NSF.
We think they're very important, and we think .that's an example
of the kind of program where NSF can promote needed research in
our educational institutions which, at the same time, happens to
have the added benefit of training engineers in practical, problem-
solving work, the kind of training and education that they really
need. It accomplishes both purposes.

We urge you to continue to encouragq,-.NSF to foster not only pre-
mier science but excellence in engineeilig.

.

I guess, in conclusion, I could say that we feel that we have in
place most of the authorities and the institutions necessary to deal
with the Government role-the Federal role in support of innova-
tion, inventiveness, industrial competitiveness, and we think that
role is to foster the right environment and to use direct meatiures.
only -When those direct' measur% can maximize the availability and
the capahir ties Of private sects resources.

And wet 'inn commend this subcommittee for its initiatives with
the Natiolal Science Foundation to modify its charter and move it
in this dirqct ion that we think is so important.

Thank iou, Mr. Chairman. .

'The prepared statement of Mr. Weinert follows:1

J
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A *NUM lee The FUlueE

Good Morning, Mr. Chairman, Members of. the Subcommittee.
1

am Donald G. Weiner-t, P.E., Executive Director. of the National

Society 'Of Professional
Engineers (NSPE), which I represent here

today.

NSPE is a nbn-technical
professional society, representing

over 80,000 engineer morbirt-nationwide.
Our members are organized

into 54 state societies and over 500 loc'al chapters, and work in

industry, private practice,
government, construction and education.

We are pleased to
have this opportunity to express our,vlews

on the Federal role In
technological innovation. For several years

now, we have participated in the evolution of the "innovation"

debate, and appreciate
the contribution this Subcommittee is

making. Clearly, if the United States is to maintain world leader-

ship in tethnology
markets, we must re-examine our poliCies' in light

of changing ecdnomic and political circumstances. We On oo longer

afford to assume that
technological pre-eminence is automatically

American.

ro,
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Technological and industrial competitiveness depends on the

pursuit of two distinct lines of endeavor. -On one hand, invention

and innovation assures that we will make new, improved products and,.

services. Attention to quality anf productivity, on the other hand,

assures that we will make these,things in better, more efficient

ways. We-believe the primary responsibility for these activities

lies within the private sector, not in government. Government's

responsibility is to provide the right environment. In testimony

presented to this Subcommittee Just last week, John Yong, President

of Hewlett-Packard, outlined a recipe for indstrs'ial success. Mr.

Young'sjecipe consisted of a manual for pod management, not a

prescription for Federal action. As he pointed, out, the most effec-

tive mechanisms the government can use to foster innovation are those

which maximize private sector resources.

There appears ,to be fairly universal agreement that proposals

to make permanent the R&D tax credit, to revise antitrust laws to

permit. Md. R &D ventures, to foster availability of capital and,to

support the education of technical manpower are all' desirable

government activities that would help maximize private sector -

resources. It is less clear, however, whether government should get
t

more directly involved in the business of promoting. invution,

innovation, and productivity improvement, On this point we urge

caution.

The severarpleces of legislation now before this Subcom-

pittee provide an excellent opportunity for discussion. H.R. 4361

Falls for an Advanced Technology Foundation that would put

Government directly into the invention /innovation business by

1 7
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'electing specific nedr-market technologies for investment. We see

several problems with this'. OlP seems to be an attempt to dire our

strength, not iour weakness. e are the most inventive nation 'in the

world. Our failures to capitalllze on this in certain industries has

more to do with management failures, economic factors and restrictive

government policies than it does with our technological abilities.

While investing anotpr 3500 million in."advaneediseliearch" as

called for in H.R. 4361 will undoubtedly produce some valuable

results, it will not address the roots of our competitiveproblems.

Furthermore, constituencies one would expect to benefit from the

ATF, the business and university R&D leaders, have yet to express

any broad consensus of enthusiasm for this idea. In fact, our

e'Xperience indicates that advanced research can best be fostered by

free market 'forces, except perhaps in selected defense and envi-

ronmental areas.

Further, we do not find H.R. 4361 responding to a well-

defined mandate, nor does there appear to be any gap in our present

structure' that would to filled by establishing this Foundation. It
.

seems unlikely that a new agency will be better equipped to determine

unmet needs in advanced technologyithan the private sector itself.

H.R. 4361 does have what we believe to be an extremely Impor-

tant element - that of promoting the'diffusion of technical informa-

tion. However, we suggest, that rather than create a new bureatIcracy

for this purpose the Subconnittee eonsider the State Technical

Service's. Act, enacted in 1965 and funded until 1972; when it was

zeroed out of the budget. This law is still onAhe books and, if
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funded, could be tatted to disseminate technical information to the

states, in the manner of the "extension service" that has proven so

successful in agriculture. We would be pleased to provide additional)

information on this program if the Subcommittee would like to further

pursue it

Another bill), IV. 1243, calls for a new means to gather data

and analyze the competitiveness of vaHous industries. We already

have this capability through the Office of Competitive Assessment in

the Department of Commerce. This office has done excellent analyses

of the petrochemical, teleconmunications, and civil aircraft Indus-

' tries. We believe it should be better funded, more visible and more

available, but certainly not superceded. The National Research

Council, too, does ark outstanding job of studying yarious technolog-

ical problems and recommending solutions Further, the President's

Commission on Industrial Competitiveness is conducting the. indepth

assessment of the U.S. technological posture as proposed by'H.R.

2525. In sum, we urge the Subcommitteeto examine existing struc-

'tures and statutes' to accomplish the objectivei posed by these bills.

A potentially beneficial Federal initiative.4es in H.R. 4415,

The Manufacturing Sciences and TechnOlogy pesearch, 'and Development

Act. This bill provides a mechanism to' create centers for manufac-

turing research and technology utilization, which essentially are

research centers that focus on cross-cutting,% process-oriented work

simi for to the COGENT orogram,authorized but not funded under

Fa tevensoni.Wydler. The Centers for Cross-disciplinary Engineering

'Research now proposed by NSF are also similar. In whichever form

you choose, these centers all have the ability to retpond to speci-
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fic, well-defined research needs, with broad industrial applicability

and involvement. We are particularly supportive of the new NSF

pogram, which provides a means to both accomplish needed research

and train new talent using current, practical engineeging problems.

Engineering education needs more of this type of experience to best

prepare engineers for professional practice. Once againdtexisting

agencies and authorities can accomplish the aims of H.R. 4415.

While w laud the objectives of H.R. 481, the National

Technology Fo tion, do not believe there is a compelling case

to create a new foundation to meet those objectives. True, creating

an NTF would coalesce technology and engineering functions in the

Federal .structure, and in doing so might focus more public and

political attention on their importance. However, given the fiscal

real ities of federal budgets and the organizational real ities of new

federal bureaucracies, we do not believe the enormous resulting

'costs and dislocations are justified. Rather, with the initiative

of this committee, the engineering cominunity is looking to the

National Science Foundation to serve as the focus of basic and

fundamental research and education for both science and engi-

neering. We believe science and engineering must remain close

partners and thit engineering and technology must not be separated

into a new agency. In recent months, NSP has demonstrated that

I

while preserving its excellence and fntegrity in basic science, it

can and should serve equally well for engineering. We applaud this

direction, and urge its continued growth. The cross-disciplinary'

centers are one example of NSF's potential to support emerging,

interdisciplinary research areasthat deal with systems, processes,



methods and materials. We hope programs of this type will expand,

and in doing so strengthen the Foundation. The Subcommittee has

recognized this important role for the NSF with your approval of an

amendment to the NSF charter to enhance NSF's commitment to 'engi-

neeriqg. We urge you to continue to encourage NSF to foster not

only premier science, but also excellence in engineering.

In conclusion, we believe that by creating a climate in which

invention, innovation, productivity and quality can thrive, the

government can then use more direct mechanisms such as NSF most

effectively. In this environment, our outstanding base of science

and education can lead us to excellence and leadership in technology.

S
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NSPE BIOGRAPHY OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DONALD G. WEINERT,

(/
Donald G. Weinort, P.E., was appointed Executive Director of the

80,000-member National Society of Professional Engineers INSPE) on
Septeaber 1, 1978, following & highly successful military career in
which,he attained.the rank of Brigadier General.

Prior to assuming his position with the Society, Mr. Weinert held
several prominent positions with the Army Corps of Engineers, including
Special Assistant to the Chief, with responsibility for establishing

and managing an accelerated pollution abatement program for the Army,
and as chairman of the Department of the Army's Ad Hoc Study Group,
wnich investiyeted ways Jf impro%ing °petition and mainterance of Arm
facilities. Domestically, military assignments involved planning,
design.and construction management experience in water resource develop-
ment in California and Arkiases. Foreign service included tours in
Germany, Korea, and Vietnam.

A .number of distinguished honors capped Mr. Weinurt's military
caresr-,.,.including three awards of the Legion of Merit, a Meritorious
Servibe Medal, two Bronze Stars and four Army Commendation Medals.

.

A graduate of the U.S. Military Academy at West Point,. Mrt-Weinert
received his Masters in Engineering grOm Purdue University, attended
the U.S. Army War College and has participated in the Army's Advanced
Management Training Program at hoithdistim WAVerLity. Priir to
assuming the position of Executive Director, he served on both the
Professional Schools Committee and the Ethics Task Force for NSPE. .

Hie Professibnal Engineer registration is in the State of Texas.

Born in Aberdeen, South Dakota, Mr. Weinert., his wife Suzi and
their five children now reside in McLean, Virginia. He has been
extensively involved with Little.League and Boy Scouts of 'America
activities.
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Mr. WALIREN. Well, thillik you very much, Mr. Weinert.
You emphasized the importance of the cross-disciplinary centers

and the generic technology centers under the Stevenson-Wydler
ii4dthe information services, and as I understand it, Perhaps after
we had the State I: ervides that you referred to, we have the Nation-
al Technical Information Service, which certainly from its title has
a charter directly on point, and yet you are hit right between, the
eyes by the fact that we have dime nothing, literally nothing with
those agencies. Stevenson-Wydler wasn't even picked up;the NTIS
is funded with partially amount of money. The information related
to the Japanese technology information effort turned out to be one
man in Tokyo, or something like that, that was eating up half ot
their allocated budget in salary alone. It's just nonexistent.

Given your recognition of how. important those functions are,
why do you think we find ourselves at this point in 1984 having
reached almost a crisis point in some of the areas, where we be-
lieve these functions would have made a contribution, with no
effort?

Mr. WELNKRT. Well, you've asked really two questions. One has
to do with the cross-disciplinary centers, and the other has to do
with the information service.

Mr. WAIAMEN. My purpose is to say that you've stressed all these
functions, none of which have had any government effort, even
though we have a structure that has been put there but not used,
and the question is why, in these areas, which you have put great
emphasis on, have e not used any of them that we now feel we
need to point to as isting?

Mr. WEINERTt 0 he first pdint, the cross-disciplinary centers, I
think we have recognized that that's important and are now put-
ting a great deal of emphasis through the National Science Foun-
dation Cross-Disciplinary Centers.. .

It doesn't make any difference whether it's a Stevenson-Wydler
COGENTwhether it's an. NSF Cross-Disciplinary Or enter or
whether it's a H.R. 4415 center, they're all aimed at the same
thing.

I think we've focusedoiNhe right onethe National Science
Foundation Cross-Disciplinary Centers, which are now being
funded, with the wisdom of the Congress and the support of this
subcommittee and ..many others in the Congress, and 1 think that
we will continue toput emphasis on those.

Why we waited this long, why we didn't do something when Ste-
venson-Wydler passed, I can't really answer that question, but I
can say that we now,recognize the importance. and are doing some-
thing under an existing institution to deal with that problem.

Now on the information dissemination, that's a much more diffil
cult question'. I am not familiar with what went on in the Congress
hack in 1972 when, I am told, for largely political reasons, that was
zeroed out.. of the budget by a particular Congressman who didn't
happen to like that program.

Now whether that happened or no I don't know; I wasn't here.
It is clear to me that if the Congress recognizes the importance of
this dissenainittion process, and the private Hector and the engineer-,
ing association Ot-behind it. ftpd work with you, as we are pre-
pared to do, to explain how we filet, it can be. implemented to the

.....14
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best benefit of all, that -we will go ahead and take that authority
and fund it.

I think that's all the decision that, has to be made. you all in
the Congress, with our urging and support, decide to fund that ini-
tititive, we're prepared to support and work with you to go ahead
and fund it, and we'll have an information system. place if we-

. do, without any new legislation, by the way.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much for, that response.
The ('hair would recognize Mr. Gre'ggfrvm New Hampshire, and

ask if.you wouldn't take the chair in a brief' absence by myself and
confirtUeon with the recognition of Mr. Bateman at the proper
time, and I hope to,be right back. .

Mr. GREGG, Mr. Wene,rt, you're .saying essentially that we al-
- ready' have on the books all the legislation we need in order to do

What these bills are proposing that is appropriate.
Mr. WEINER'''. We could meet the objectives of these bills with

legislation and institutions that we ,currently have if we just decide
to give them the emphasis and suppOrt they need.

Mr. Gai:(a:. The NTIS retolving fund is held up, I think, in Com-
merce andEnergy right now. It's a $5 million fund, as I recall.

You pointed out that NSF.is now aggressively pursuing the cross-
. fertilization programsor however we wait to describe them.

The momentum to accomplish these goals appears to be in the
Congress today, and as a result of that, we've got these bills before
us. Some of these bills go beyond the proposals which you seem to
be endorsing. Do you suppoit direct grants--

1,I. WEINER'''. No.
Mr. Gaitca; lcpntinuingl. For commercialization,
The appropriate role, it would seem. to meand toll me if you'

agree with thiswould be for the Congress, rather than to create
new 4igencies and to pass new legislation, to aggressively pursue

. the 164islation it has on the books.
Mr,' WEINER'''. Yes; at this time, certainly as the NSF is evolving

this new role, we ought to see where it's going to go, how far we
can take it.

You know, if 5 sears froM now we decide we really need to con-i)
solidate all these things into a new agency, we ought to reexamine
that, but I don't think there's enough evidence on the books now
that says we're really going to gqin that mu Fur the tremendous
cost were going to pay in dislocation and t overhead of a new
agency, to justify bringing it all together in a single organization at
this time.I think we need to pursue what we have.

Mr. Gamo. How about a simple sense- of -Congr resolution that
4 says we've passed all these laws, let's now use th m?

Mr. WEINER'''. MACS much more in your realm4gf interest than
mine, but that seems to make son .

Mr. GREGG. G. I'd n from Virginia.
Mr. BATEMAN, Tyield

to the gen etilil
hank you, Mr. ,hairman,

I got in late, as I'msure you're aware, Mr. Weinert, and I en-
joyed what I heard! It. seems to he fully consistent with the thrust
of my thinking before I got. here. , IP

' Given the tact that I'm doing all this coughing and I agree with
what you said, I'm going to wit hold any questions.

a
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Mr. Gataio. If I could follow up with one further question, do yOu
support the-di-rid. grants for generic technology development as op-
posed to commercialization?

Mr. WEINERT. You're talking about the mechanism to fund it
through one of these generic centers?

Mr. Gamt;G. Right.
Mr. WEINERT. By a direct grant.
What we support in these generic centers is a cooperative effort

that involve8. industriaPprivate Heath; money and input as well as
Government and education cooperation. It's a tripartite arrange-

° ment where the educational community, the Governm6ht, and in-.

dustry wiork together, and we're not talking about the Government
sitting offt here setting priorities and giving out money and saying,
"All right. Now you .all go to work on this with the, money that

\ we're giving you," a la the sewage construction grant program, for
\ instance, that's run by EPA, although that is not 100-percent Fed-

eral either.
Mr. GREGG. Thank you very much. I thank all the witnesses for

taking time out of their busy4ind hectic schedules to help us with
this very immediate problem and one which I think the Congress
has to address.

We stand adjourned.until tomorrow at 9:30 a.m.
Mr. WEINERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene at 9:30 a.m., Wednesday, June.13, 19841
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FEDERAL ORGANIZATION FOR
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION

WIDNESDAY, JUNE 13, 1984 .
. . .:,

. ,

. U.S: HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCb.; AND TECHNOLOGY,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESM.RCH AND TECHNOLOGY,16'4- Washington, De.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 913 a.m., in room
2325, Rayburn House Office Building, Hbn. Doug Walgren (chair-
man.of the subcommittee) presiding:

Present: Representatives Wablgren, MacKay, Lundine, Boehlert,
and Skeen. , .

r. WALOREN. Today' we continue our hearings on Federal Orga-
ation for Technological Innovation by focusing on legislation

hich has been introduced by various Members, encouraging the
development of technology for robotics and 'manufacturing. .

In particular, there are two bills, introduced by Mr. Fuqua, the
chairman of the Aril Science and Technology Committee. They
are H.R. 4047, 6 d the "Robotics and Automated Manufactur-
ing Systems Rese and Education Act". and H.R. 4415, the
"Manufadkuring Sci es and Technology Research and Develop-
ment Act," which is the House counterpart of a Senate- bill, S.
1286, that has been introduced by Senator Slade Gorton. Both bills
are concerned with establishing prograins 'to conduct research and
development for improved mandfaoturing technologies.

Iivaddition, the subcommittee willralso be discussing' H.R. 4245,
the "National Professions and TechngJpgy Foundation Act," which
builds on another bill entitled the ."Natipnal Technology FotoldaA-

. tion Act" and includes some thretidso'covering all the professionr
which address national needs in tbiaWea.

This committee has an ongoing interest in innovation and tech-
nological change. It it our charter in the Congress to be a public
forum' for ideas and suggestion that respond to the prolliems in
particularly the scientific area Cestainly our economy. needs an on-
going review in this area..Our problems are great, and the pace of
strange is perhaps .top quick for this organization as a government
. to keep up with. On the othe hand, we want toy follow theNe areas
'as closely' as vie can to bring knowledgeable comment into a formal
process which can then be there for the review of other Members
of this body arid 'other goverefig agencies;', both in the executive
and in The Congress, so that we have a.recordPiat iftm give us the

' best guidance in this area.
(176) .
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Congressman Fuqua was going to lead oft this morning but he is
starting his own hearing down the hall, and therefore, has to he
delayed in the agenda, so let's go directly to Dr. 'Fesar, a director
and graduate research professor at the Center for Intelligent Ma-
chines and Robotics at the University of' Florida.

Dr. 'fester, welcome hack to the committee. We appreciate your
being here. Just as a matter 4)1 form, all the wittlOsSVS AhOUld know
that written statements will he reproduced as submitted .on a word-
by-word basis, giFilthey will be in the record for later review. We
certainly Want to encourage you to use. the time that we have for
whatever emphasis of points and development. of points that-you
feel it would be good to focus on. Therttfbre, if you would, present the
oral testimony in that fashion. We certainly appreciate you being
here.

STATEMENT OF 1. DELBER'1"I'ESAR, CRADDATE RES.EA4CII
AL,

PROVESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERINC, AND' IMO :0k
CENTER FOR ADITELLIGENT MACHINES AND ROBOTICS, UNI-
VERSITY OF FLORIDA

Dr. Tr-ina. Thank you very much, Congressman Milgrim. Again,
it is a pleasure to he hack and to have another opportunity to sup-
port the congressional interest and activity the field of robotics
in manufacturing. What 1 would like- to d simply to mention
that my testimony, which is written, covers: a. finite .number of

First of all, that there is an international race thiit is ongoing in
the field of robotics; that robotics has an economic basis for its in-
terest, not only by Congress Jut also by industry. I summarized in
thetestimony a fairly extenAive statement on the next generation
of robot technology, which is appended inImuch more detail at the
.end. of my written testimony.

I also include in this written' tAtimony, structural,-questions to
enhance IJ,S. .productivity, which .looks tit some of the principal
issues facing industry when it comes to technology base and human
capital for manufacturing. Then I make a few specific comments on
the hills themselves, specifically il,it. 4047 and H.R. 4415, referenc-
ing some updated data that I am now presenting to the committee
on what's happening in our. international cOMpetitiveness in the
trade in manufactures, specifically in the area of,mechanical tech-
nologies.

So'With t...it in mind, Congressan rii, I would like to use
the overheat

m
projector and try to summit zr my principal points

ht y using the slides.
.Mr. WAIAMEN. Fine.
Dr. TEHAs. I think you ran hear me adciquately. Is that right'?

WALZIRtost Yes, fine.
Dr. TEsna. First of economics for U.S. manufacturing is one

of the points II am golf* to.be raising, looking at the R St'D prior-
, itity for the 'system, very quickly,. lOoking at the U.S. weakness in

tOthology associated With matnifacturingrhoiefiy commenting on
hi' ilk t ernat lima! race for robotics, describing very hrieny The next

generation of robot technology, and then specific comments on the
bill itself.

44-
Y. tr.
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4 Without being too repetitive, I want to summarize some of the
issues which may put this robotics bill into context or perspective.

t. First of all, when it comes to the gross domestic product distribu-
ytion _for the Unittid States, manufacturing remains at about 22 per-
cfrit of the gross domestic product' which overwhelms all of the
other wealth generators that we have ip Our society. Furthermore,
rmight say that it is Very similar to the breakdown.that you have
in almost every industrialized nation.

In the 1983 trade exports and importii, we find some new issues
showing up fairly cletitly. tontinuing a deficit in the nonmanufac-
tures of about $5a0 bon for 1983, that loss seems to be accelerat-
ing fO 1984, from all indications in the public media. On the other
hand, 1;3 percenL of our total trade is in the field of manufacturing
which no longer is a strong indicator of the strength of the United
States. We are now 'omit* at the rate of about. $30 to $35 billion
explicitly in manufacturing trade for 1983, and it looks like it is
going to be much more severe than that in 1984,,.

Now if you look at the manufacturing field ana beeak it- down
into four component*, exports are at about $55 billion for mechani-
cal and about $100 billion imports, so we have a loss of about $35
billion just in mechanical technology, which includes the making Of
shoes and clothing, textiles, automobiles and kNuipment of thht
type. ChAnicals are fairly strong; they represent 12 percent. Of our
trade. Electricals are weakening, we might say, slightly negative in
fact at this point at I:1 percent of our total trade. 'Nonetheless, our
biggest problem is right in the field of mechanicals, especially hi'
the civil sector.

The history of the trade in the mechanicals can be shown on this
chart. This is now the trade balwe in the manufactures in bil-
lions cif dollars, this being $10 billion right. hem' You see that it
begins to weaken in title 1.,118,,through 1972 period of time. It had a

* tremendous shock of $20 billion because the OPEC countries invest-
ed into manufacturing in the United States. In 11175, there is a very
sharp turnaround -because of the international weakness in the
market shares of different countritcs, and also OPEC countries
stopped investing in the lInited States. In 1978 the dollar was
weakened such that. we had a turnaround very rapidly. In 1980
when the dollar was strengthened it started to fail very rapidly, so
that by 1983 the loss in manuliwturing trade balance was $28 bil-
lion, explicitly. You see, that this shows, that these rather drastic

. changes reacting to these different external economic pressures in-
dicates that the United States is 110 longer an isolated society when
it comes to wealth generating and manufacturing. We must be
more and more conscious of our international competition than we
have been in the past.

The mechanicals specifically represent mSt of our mantilactur-
ing capability, and their trade history looks something like,this. Al-
ready in. 191;5 the ntechanicals technology was weakening rapidly;
by 1972, losing at. the rate of about. $4 to $5 billion; a $14 billion

S duiag the peituf of the OPEC investment into 11.5. menu
factoring; broke ext rem'ely rapidly in ,1975 down to the point where

Om dolly was weidsened in 1978; t'ionall resurgence in the me-
(Iianicals, me very much; and all the ,way down to a taul loss of
$34 billion in 1983, a loss Of perhaps $50 billion or more for 1984.,
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40n the other hand, machinery,- where robotics is properly 'lock-
ea,. to produce products to compete in the civil sector has only 6
percent of the Nation's MEI and very little money From the Feder-
al Governinent to provide long-term development, new initiatives,
human capital, that sort of thing. So, again, we have almost no
doubt in our interpretation of why, the United States is having dif-
ficulties in the civil sector manufacturing field.

Now we also need to look at how we compare the civil sector
trade, which is 60 percent. of our manufacturing 'trade, With our
R&D nationally. Ilere you see we have about 60 percent of our
total trade in manufactures supported by 6 percent of the Nation's
R&D, so there is about , a 10 to 1 imbalance between what we
should expect in- the manufacturing field and what we actually put
into i On the other hand, you see the chemicals area and the elect
tricals area are very strong in R&D and aircraft is very strong in
R&D r lative to the trade ercentages, so we see there is a major
imbalance associated with the civil sector.

On the other hand, we know that to a great extent Federal
Government provides the longest lead time research commitments,
advocacy, and human manpower, human ctipital and what have
you, and now we see some really strong imbalances. Some of this'
has been presented to the committee in the past but I want to put
it all together in perspective-60 percent of our trade supported by
0.7 percent of the Federal R&D dollar, which Means that you have
essentially an 80 to 1 or roughly a 100 to 1 imbalance between the
civil sector priorities for manufacturing and the technology base.
The longest term commitments to a tech base would be human cap-
ital. We are putting at the Federal level, virtually no money in this
area at all.
/ On the other hand, if you look at the electricals at 31 percent
and the aircraft at 54 percent of the total R&D dollar for manufac-
turatg, you have a total of 86 percent of the Federal R&D dollar in
those two categories. I sit on the Science Advisory Board for e

Air Force. In that capacity I have a very high level of awareness f
the threat issue, and I wouldn't by any means whatsoever diminis
these particular levels.of priority. I would, however, suggest that
this imbalance is no *o our great benefit.

One other issue that needs to be looked at, and it' was partially
looked at recently by the administration in 'the tax bill in.1(.)81, but
there are still some overall problems for the overall .percentlige tax-.
ation rate for U.S. capital. If yod, look at the zero inflation rate, 6.7,
percent inflation rate, 10 percent inflation rate, in turns of the
asis of taxation in the area of manuracturing, commerce, and the

service sectm-, you find out at roughly the 6 or 7 percent inflation
rate marwfacturing has to pay today about. 4 times as much for its
capital, to continue its investment in human capital and new
plants and equipment, as does the service sector. That really means,
(me of the basis problems we have in manufacturing in this 'coun-
try is the ability t.o reinvamt without long-term risk capital from the
Falderal Government, So risk capital in nondefense manufacturing,
for -long lead time development, is just.. too expensive and we have a
hard time staying alive relative to societies that do the reverse or
have inverse priorities.
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As it method of financing new initiatives, what have you, debt 11-
mincing has it negative ti1X 114151' of 411)(1111 1111111.114 23 percent at an
knflat ion rate of 0.7 percent, where for example new issues of stock
cost you 87.7 l'ercent and imitiained earnings cost you 57.3 percent,
with a desired 10 percent return on investment. So we say that in
general for those kinds of industries that are highly cyclical, like
the machine tool industry, those industries that cannot predict cer-
tainty in the market, that have a lot of international competition,
like the machine tools, thirt tier contractors, et cetera, debt levels
must he as low as possible just to survive because of the cyclic
nature of investment. So we have then a problem of risk capital for
MD mid long-term development because of this tremendous inver-
sion of kiriorities and the incentive tax base that we have for 010
United States in manufacturing,

What is the end product of that? The end product, of that is that
the Japanese and northern European countries are investing at a
much higher rate into plants and equipment,. human capital, and
new ti chmology than we are. The Japanese are investing at the
rate of 27 percent for the period 1972-78,..hile the United States is
investing at the rote of 14.5 percent, so it is very clear that there is
not enough reinforcement in our system. The end produqt of this is
that there is almost a perfect correlation between the lack of 'in-
vestment on the United States parthere is your investment rate,
up to, 30 percent !Or the Japanese-and your productivity growth
for the United States at the lower end of the spectrum of all the
competing nations. We see then that Japan is very strong in its in-
vestment rate and g'rowth in productivity. This correlation suggests
that this is more or less uniformly the case among all Western
countries, So if' we do have a good correlation between input and
output., we know that input is a primary difficulty in our policy in
the United States.

If we just. look at 'one specific issue -that is, the light ma&hinery
area, an $18 billion loss in 1983, again which is primarily associat-
ed with technology roboticsour basic industry is going to other
countries. This is one of the most logical and expected results of
not being able to invest. The jobs associated with these industries
are being exported, pressures on technological institutions like uni-
versities and research laboratories are being reduced, and there is
loss of tax hose to the Federal Government itself',

The ultimate light machine is a robot, Which means precision,
quality, generic technology, reduced cost of the product, and flexi-
bilit y- that is, response to the market. We need to work in the
field of robotics so we con protect at least this field of light machin -'
pry and ,the plioducts of those machines.

One question that is frequently raised is the question of tariffs:
Should we not protect our home market with tariffs? All indica-
tions from a study that I made of the Australian environment is
t hat that would In' /1 very foolish idea. This slide here simply high-
lights any conclusion, which is that if' you look at the percent of
protection that the Australians have, which is 0 Very uniform ac-
tivity fO the Australians they are viQr conscious of tariff's ,for
example, in the area of clothing they Ilfive a total of 1:30 percent,
protection. Machinery mid appliances hits about. 40 percent protec-
tion. What you have here is a percent of penetration into the home
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markets relative to the protection in those home markets in Aus-
tralia, and you see that theyurxe is almost. perfectly Smooth------that
1*, there is almost a perfectinverse correlation between the-protec-
tion. that the Australians have and the penetration into the home
markets, which suggests that no other protection exists in the .Aus-
tridian market. That is, from my point of view, technorogythe
other protection that you might provide to protect your jobs and
wealthis not existent in Australia, and there are a lot.of reasona'
ble explanations for that in the Australian case,

To summarize what I have said, I would just like to point' out
that 1; percent of our total national R&D supports mechanical man-

1 ufactures, so we have a 10 to 1 imbalance overall. Only (1.7 percent
of the total Federal R &1) supports GO percent of our trade, so we
have essentially a 100 to 1 imbalance between Federal policy and
economic reality. There is a lack of cot relation. This lack' of,corre-
lation between ow R&D policy and economic reality indicates that
we don't. have a national policy. We have national policy in certain
areas but not in the civil sector: Other nation's have national policy
in the civil Vector, and they are capturing our home markets.

These bills deal directly with the low manufacturing R &1) capital
and manpower for the civil sector, and therefore I support them
very, very strongly,

here is an international race ongoing in the field of robotics.
Whether we like it or not, it is very symbolic, .very much like the
field of computers 20 years ago. It's very much infancy. None-
'thel'ess, robotics is a sunrise industry as perceived in' Japan. They
have tax incentives to invest, and they have at .least 50 percent of
the world's robots today in Japan. France has a $3(i0 million, :1-
year psogram, development program for robotics', a long-term com-
rtlitment similar to those in the proposed bill. -Russia has a major
national plan. I was there and reviewed their program 3 years ago.
Major institutes: Moscow has machines, Kiev has weldipg, Riga has
manufacturing robots. East Germany has been crimmitted by
Brezhney himself 1.o develop robotics; and I had indirect confirma-
tion of that a week ago from a very well-Placed researcher in the
East who told me that East Gentians are now extremely Vigorous
in the field of robotics, and I suspect very, very few people are even
aware of that initiative in East Germany. Bulgaria has an ongoing
institute for robotics and is one of the superior countries and. very
committed to its development.

The United States, for example, has major increased interest in
1)01) for robotics, and we shouldn't ignore the role that DOD irk
going to provide. On the other hand, I have to say that in the civil
sector there is ncei cohesive program of any magnitude in the robot-
ics field that wad he competitive with those of the civil sectors in
France and Japan and Northern Europe.

Briefly, I would like to talk about the next generation robot, tech-
nology. l'his in itself' would take perhaps several days to describe,
but 1 will just give ytm the ehd dart alt. Firs all, the first gen-
eration robot was esser ally a Tend 4,0 y rii ray nrchitie. This
robot essentially eximtur from 1960 through 1$ Ty' 'he iitcond gen-
eration is Continuous COmptatier (7ontrol, generie4itiotion p rating
for complex assembly red pmeesming. We e away

;.t
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through that generation today. Thit4. t94..;hreOlogy;i,a.'W.idely available,is now being-marketed across the wen.14:-...
The third generation is based on 44ealk: tiniedynAfnic model,

closed loop operation.'relative to anj.t.trocesi itja:;.'perfOrming, and
.will do precision operations .underMrkjor',disturbiftlees. This tech-

technology. On the other htind, wewill:nevenget heilictory 9f

tech-nology does not exist today.. There 'ao....144'a ilt,with- this

the future withOUt it.
The Fourth generation technology that`we cats ;point to is.'-vey,

very similar to the fourth generation ciimputer,!mitileh is based_con
Modules orthe technology like cemputer,thips.'Ve want to btilld
robots that have 'component modularity. 'We want 'robot Oyftware
and hardware units that can bn essembhdrapidIy; so that 4e have
rapid diffusion of new technology .without.diatilrbing the system.
That's what we do with Comptiterwtoday. `This, reduces casts and re-
duces the, design-to-market cycle time that,we now have in robotics
technology.

-flow can-we judge where the future is for' the next generation of
tiihotO Essentially, we have a list of advanced apOticationsr-We
have four primary topics: industrial automation, energy systems
operations, "military operatidns, ..huMan augmentation, and agricul-
tUre. In each of thaseaream -of activity we &in list about five princi-pal applications that are' yet to be met by robot technology.

On the basis of you.cati get, a fairly good: Atli of where the
Mine of robotics technology-should go, If you analyie that relative
to component technologies that have to be 'brought forward, youcan rank the future component technology researgh that has to beperformed. . .

FirSt Of all, irk, the near termnet all the technologies being in-cluded therestructural geometry ranks No. 1..The man/machine
interface le No. ; and we will find out eventually tharman/ma-
chine interface will be the most, important long-term component
technology for robotics. Prime movers, sensors, graphics, communi-
cation interfaces, computr architecturethis shows a priority
which should/. now be accepted by the developers an managers of
industrial labs:" On the other hand, in the long t rmwhich is
Where univ04ity laboratories perhaps should bewe find man/ma-
chine interface to he right on top, completely contr ry to the pur-
suance of autonomous machines today. Looking at this analysis in
moine depth, the number one priority 10 to Iii years from now will

combination. of man and machine:and the argument shouldfae,nnething like this If you look at the computer, the way youtist. it today, it is an interactive fashion. The computer is interac-
tive because it augments the human. What we want is robot teclab. ,nology to do the same ,in the future; we want the robot to make

A Minions more effective, in its decisionmaking capability or its man-
afactUring capability or handling whatever he has to perform.

Vision will be No. 2. Computer architecture, the most important
technology for mechanical engineers, must be built, and we are notbeing .given )'hough support from industry in this area. Artificial
intelligeMce is No, 4; sensor technology; intelligent control; (Annuli'.nication inter-rocas.
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'This shows, then, the moNt-important component technologies for
the futur.e in the long-term laboratories that should be built up rel-
ative and in response to this bill.

Now how do you judge whether you're making prOgress on the
next generation of robots? Well, you need to establish a finite
number' of criteria, so I have listed a total of 14 criteria and

,matched them against the applications, so for all groups of applica-
. tions you will find that the level of machine intelligence will

become the No. 1 criterion for success f'or this technology as we
move forward. Multiple task capabilityhow generic is the tech-
nology? How ninny different tasks can one machine do? Reliability,
mobility and portability, precision, and time-efficient operations---
of the 14, those are the most important criteria' \for success of' the
next generation of' robots, so we do have measiires for what we
mean by this future technology. We do not have to guess at what
this technology might be.'

Here is one example that I would like to point out to'you. This is
simply a little robot, about 3 inches long, that is intended to dupli-
cate the dexterity and the motion capability of a human surgeon.
What you are trying to do here is couple his intelligence and en-
hance his motor capacity. The motor capacity of the human sur-
geon is heavily limited by jitters and'imprecision. What we want to
do is make the machine intelligence and the robot technology pre-
cision augment the surge'on, so that he can do a lot more oper-
at ions more delicately, perhaps even remotely if' necessary, than he
could do before. This little robot has a very specialized force sensor,
and dual 'ceramic, frictionless bearings. It is essentially a throw-
away robot. All the intelligence is removed back here,,betwee.n the
man and the computer, - I

One other component that we have developed at the Universit38
of Florida conceptually, and we do a lot of these, this is a module.
It is what we call a "I, lorida shoulder." It hay 3 degrees of freedom.
It's one of the modules that we would like to build up over a long
period' oil,', time, put it on a shelf and make it available to the de-
signer !:.io he can put them 'back together with an expert design
system, so that eventually you have a very rapid turnover of' tech-
nology from one decade or one generationko the next.

I wouldjike to make some specific commenis on the bills, first of
all on the bill II.R. 4047 having to do with robotics. I. would hove to
say that there is an excellent sense of purpose, direction, and mag-
nitude in this bill. This is a remarkable bill because it has a finite
set of goals, it has finite fund*, it has finite technology base ob-
jectives, manpower objectives, arid so on. Therefore, I would suggest
that the funding and the purpose and magnitude are all more or
less properly done ' .

There is, in-addition, no,iniplied sunsetin this bill, which is good,
I can assure you, There are no impliect indexes for inflation, howev-
et', which I would prefer- some indexing in the dollar level of fund-
ing Base money must grow with inflation. The implied number of
centers, there are Suggested about 10 by implication, which means
there would be about $3 million per year for base funding for each
of these centers, roughly. My feeling is that this seems a little low
in today's r iarlwt. When you consider human capital is going to be

hst,1expensive you want excellence; in these centers, it is going to be

1
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very expensive to put people together. Twenty people would rapidly
absorb that kind of funding, if' you put support people around
them.

Manpower development must be a high priority. I would like to
emphasize this point a little bit. It is important that these laborato-
ries be intimately associated with universities. There is no need to
establish additional autonomous laboratories for this technology.
What there is a need for, however, is to couple universities and in-
dustry with these centers, by means of these centers, and human
capital must he one of the primary outputs of these centers. If' that
is true, then universities must be the framework for the existence
of the cmitt. It can't be some autonomous appendage that the-uni-
versity once iri a while acknowledges its existence, so we want an
intimate relationship between this center and the university.

The NUS cente is funded roughly in the bill at $10 million per
year. I would say that its primary priority' should be tech trans-
ter accessments of robot technology, economics, university subcon-
tracts or at least for the coupling of their priorities with universi-
ties, and then also, librarylunctions. In other words, where else can
industry, small industry in particular, go for knowledge, knowledge
hese in this field of robotics but to NBS? NBS should be a focus for
this kind of service, and I think tech transfer is one of the prior-
ities, the first priorities that could be met.

Specific comments on II.R. 4415, which is the manufacturing sci-
ences bill: The sense of purpose is correct and the setve of direction
is correct., but not well defined. It is very difficult to find out exact-
ly what was intended by the bill, from my. point of view. However,
the sense of magnitude is, I am sorry to say, woefully lacking, con-
sidering the. magnitude of the prob Tri now faced in manufactur-
ing,' considering the breadth of wilt we mean by manufacturing.
, We are- losing at the \rate of abo $100 billion per year in 1984
in manufactures trade. we just p t aside 1 percent of this loss, it
would mean we would have to set a ide at least $1 billion per year
to hiive an ability to have impac n this problem, so magnitude is
an extremely important. issue, and to suggest that we can deal with
this problem with small magnitude is a mistake. We must have
finite gOals for a hill of this type, so I think that that's where the
magnitude problem I have comes up.

For example, the $60 million a year intended by this bill retire-
sents a very small first stitp. It will not be an effective national
policy, and that's the fundamental issue that I would like to raise
on this hill.

Now to give you some idea of the magnitude of the problem for
manufacturiic science, you can tabulate some of the major areas of
interest that should be dealt with. Light machinery systemstre-
mendous impact on society if we don't have a light machinery tech-
nology base, .hurnan capital. Northern'Eui-opejhas a very high pH-
orit y in t4iis area. You have ,yirtuallY nothing in thist Country.
Ilevy machinery is pretty well dealt with in the United States al-
ready but We nvd major continued einphasis in thb area.

Manufacturing processes -welding and force fbrming or what
have you --industriakeeobots, hunmn augmentationremote robot-
ics systems is not being dealt with anywhere in the United States
except at the Department of Defense. Artificial intelligence, elec-

1 8
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tromeehanical problems like prime movers and sensors arid preci-
sion encoders, engineering, economic and human factors-- all of
these things should be dealt with in some depth, and so the magni-
tude of this bill is not sufficiNt to deal with much of,thi Maybe
one of these sectors could be dealt by this bill.

Using the Air Force as a model, there is na question that the Air
Force has a very well established set of laboratories, approximately
13 research laboratories. They are cohesive and they are targeted.
They have landing between $30 and $400 million per year each
with integrated Air Force R&l) policy. This is not just haphazard.
It is very well structured, mission-oriented, long-term, and ex-
tremely effective, so we can get a very gOOd Idea of the sense of
magnitude if you look at the laboratories like the Air Force labs as
a guide.

So, overall comment, thoctifirst of all, U.S. productivity growth
is below other nations. This is one of the realities we now have to
lace. Punitive U.S. tax laws work against long-term development in
the United States, especially in the civil sector. Trade loss in manu-
facturing in 1984 approaching $100 billion per year. This is real
magn it ude.

Civil sector manufacturing has little risk capital or human cap-
ital with which to compete. aggressively. Essentially, the argument
might be that.there would he spin-offs from the defense sector, and
certainly there is-a.lot of' technology in the defense sector. Howev-
er, to absorb the technology base that we are providing in the de-
fense sector means that you have to have a viable tech base and
human capital base in the sector to make that absorption
rapid. We don't seem to have enough there across the board.

We know that technology is 40 percent Sot'. the problem. There,
fore, it's not all the problem but it's certainly a very important
game player. We should look at the fact that the take-home pay
per worker in the United States haS dropped roughly 50 percent
relative to other competing potions in the last decade, so we no
longer have the strongest, Superior productivity in the world.

Last slide, then. Long-term risk capital: '86 percent of Federal
Reba) for manufacturing goes to two areas, electronics and aircraft,
which leaves out to a great extent our civil sector, and it goes to
the defense sector so that they remain competitive, and that is
properly so. Many manufacturing areas, however, in the United
States, like machine tools, need enhanced risk capital now. They
just cannot survive much longer without tremendous infusion.

For example, in Florida, you go to a-Sown very close to me in
Ocala and you will find a compaby that has 95 percent of its ma-
chines imported for manufacturing from Japan, and we ar going
to see a lot more of that its time giees on.

The robotics bill is well conceived and will be of real' valu! to in-
dustrial policy for the United States. The manufacturing sciences
hill, however, in my opinion is-too weak in magnitude, primarily,
and not well-defined as to mission and cohesive structure for a re-
sponse to the problems we now FRCP.

So with that as a summary, I will, he happy to respond to tiny
quest ions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Tesar
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I. THE ROBOTICS RACE IS ON

(Adapted from a lead article in Rgbotivs World, January, 1983, pp. 3233)
4

Beginning in 1945, the technology of robotics was derived from the urgent
needs associated with handling nuclear materials. Since 1970, however, use of

the robotic manipulator capable of duplitating complex human motor functions
In industrial applications has made significant in-roads in the field of auto-
mation. Today, Japan has established itself as the leader with more than 45
percent of the world's robOts. The United States, Northern Europe, especially
frinCe, and Russia are establishing robot industries in their countries, with
varying degrees of government assistance.

The relative importance of robotics to an industrial country can best be
illustrated in terms of the economic significance of mechanical automation in
civil sector manufacturing. The U.S. robotics effort is the least cohesivg in
terms of a targeted national research and development plan when considering all
indicatohs. Manufactured goods represent 60 percent of total U.S. trade activity,
with mechanIcals (automobiles, office machines, umeras, et al.) representing 00
percent of that total. Yet only six percent of ffie nation's research and develop-
ment money is spent to support this important. portion of U.S. Trade. Further-

more, only 0.7 percent of the UyS. government research and development in manu-
facturing goes to enhance technblogy associated with mechanical manufacturing.

.This has led to a weakening of U.S. trade capacity in manufactures (i.e., value
added goods).

The imbalance between the amount of mechanicals sold by the U.S. and the
amount of resorch and development money Invested in the manufacturing process
is at the coet of the U.S. trade weakness in that field. This is most vividly
demonstrated by the fact that the 20 worst deficit generatohs in the mechanical
trades category created a $54 billion trade loss in 1983, equivalent to the U.S.'s
trade loss In oil.

In 19/8, Japan had 4 $63 billion surplus in manufactures and Germany had a
$49 billion surplus, primarily in civil sector goods. These countries have
strong national ,priorities to vigorously pursue vital technologies such as robotics
for mnufacturinli. By contrast, Australia had a $10 billion trade deficit in
manufactured goods (an equivalent, comparatively, of $200 billion for the U.S.),

with negative trade ratios approaching ten to one in several categories. It is

important to realize that 80 percent of the manufacturing in Australia is mechanical
in nature. In m1.*.. Anduatrial countries, it is estimated that mechanicals represent
/0 to BO percent of manufactured goods. It is in the field of quality (precision)
mechanical manufacturing capable of rapidly following a market (the customized
product) for a competitive price (more or less) that robots can play a major role.t
Rghoticsand the concept of the intelligent machine -ii en emerging technollqy
which can be used as a catalyst to strengthen civil sector manufacturing. There-

fore, the field is of the highest importance to a nation's economic well-being.

Ourin0 the past twb years, the Russians have established robotics development
and applications as a top national priority. Several scientific academies and
institutes have established research teams comprfted of 20 to 100 members each.
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The Paton Electric Welding Institue in Kiev IS the largest. The Soviet Union's
current five-year plAn calls for the construction of 40,000 robots. Progress
is occurring In Russia, since robotics manufacturing increased 88 percent in 1982 .

to a total of 1,600 urfits. The range of applications Is very similar to those in
the West. The Soviets have been major buyers of Western robots, including 50
Unimation robots and several French welding robots by Sciaky. The Soviets are
known to have theoretical strengths in artificial intelligence (Leningrad), vision
(Kiev), and structural kinematict (Moscow). ThefNerimart weakness derives from
their lack of proven component technologies, including codipact microprocessors,
encoders, servo-valves, precision hydraulic and electrical prime movers, and Other
robotic devices. Overall, the Russid0 technology is belleged to be a decade'
behind that of the West.

Among the Communist bloc countries, Bulgaria represents a major center for
robotics development outside of Russia. A factory for robotics IS being established ""

y
in East Germany and cooperative yehtures among the Eastern bloc countries in robot
welding cells are'being pursued. An extensive effort to standardize robotic
systems, sqltware, and components is now being undertaken by principal decision niakers
in the COMECON countries. This effort includes a world-wide survey of the state-
of-the art which will result In the ltstiny of technical requirements to meet .

4)rojected needs over the next; decade. On this feundationcomponent and system
technologies will be delegated to.groups in the vdrious countries for research
and development apd manufacture. The goal is to create a rapid, but oderly,
expansion of robotics technoloOles in the Eastern bloc. The importanc6 of this .

effort was highlighted by a trip by the late President Brezhnev to Eatt Germany, in
1981, to organize that country's portion of this cooperative venture.

i
,The French government recently has added robotics as a new element toi's its

national strategy for enhanced technological vitality. Its minister for research
and industry has proposed to spend $360 million over the next three years for I

robotics. This program Includes $36 million for equipment at research laboratories;
S325 million for research grants to develop advanced robots; and four to litive
geographically distributed robotics research centers. The minister states that
the goal is to hoost french productivity by seven percent annually during the next
decade. This is Nice the

I

ncrdase expected in the United States.

(I

s's

As we look ahead to t next generation of robot systems, we see not the type
of T an imitations made famous by Hollywood, but machines capable of precise measure-
dents and movrments. The human system performs its functions because of unsurpassed
hand-bye coordination. Nonetheless, the human system is probably a vert poor
model on which to base the design of a machine which will perform precise, mechanical
operations under load. This fact has not been widely recognized and, to a great
extent, slows the scientific community's response to this valJd need. No human
hand Is capable of precision measurement or Is capable of precision machining
operations under load. Therefore, the human model for robotiC manipulators is
adequate for the simple repetitive tasks now being pursuedain industry such as
pick-an , spot welding, spray painting, surveillance, and unloaded assembly,
A procisIONINYstem.capdble of high loads in real-time operation could perform
precision machining without jigs, precision inspecttenaluring operation, multi-
level operations dhder CAR/CAM control, and *force fit assembly.

Most manipulator arms are accurate to about 0.0025 inch, Which is insufficient
for many precision operations such as assembly operations and spatial motion
functions Such as later cutting and wet' g operations. Precision requirdMentS
will intensify as robotic systems hec smaller and applied to such functions as
microsurgery. Generally, deformatio under small applied loads in existing',

Ws.
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commircidl system substantily exceed the shit* (or repetiqlv) precision
level they con achieve. In dition, the operating envirommu --temperature,
Wadi. shocks and vibrationscannot always be considered invariant. Hence,

future robotic system must be much More adaptable to "cotitrol-in-the-small,"
and real -time n ut to meet this second higher level of precision to be
developed in e next generation of robeis.

tffectIve developywnt of robotics technology demands integration of
(IIsc tplinesihdt are frequently consiotered seporate the primary marriage is
of mechanical' and electric:di engineering, although many other technologieS are -;

Involved as well. There appears to be insufficient effort tOwArd comffining
...Amon with machines to enable the uniform penetration of this emerging technology

Into Vac. workplace. The best opportunity in the Immediate future is to balance
human and aochine capabilities fOr many tpplitations. As the nAchine technology
improves, less will be asked of the,"tumidm and more of the machine. This MAD- ,

machine approach allows the most rapid penetration of the mdnufdcturing market
with the near-term technology, allows A gradual and natural transference to
more machine oriented systems, and allows A minimum disruption of the manufactur-
ing workforce.

*

The time of the intelligent robot is upon us. Virtually ey4 industrialized
society has significant research and developnwnt in robotics activity As well as
A first generation of applications. As the number of applications increase, the
demands on the technology will result in carefully Integrated systems increasingly
made up of modules and scaled more effectively to the task. Miniature robots
will be essential for micro-suery and the assembly and repair of micro-circuits.
Not longer will "add-on" technology sufficethe present disciplines of mechanical
and electrical engineering will tend to merge Into what the Japanese can ninecha-
trunics." Society. in general, will accept the image of manufacturing as a
high technology ()cid and reap the benefits of less-expensive, yet higher quality
goods.

. (
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ROBWICS: AN ECONOMY. ISSUL

S.

(Adapted from Texas AAM Operiment Station brochures Windows, October, 1982)

Industrlarl robots Are now a reality, and they'are having an impact in the
field of otuihation. But what Is their potential ecorumnic benefit? "What are
%OM of their future applications? Wbat are some of the limttations Of, the
"(1%1.019 tcitlinologY, and is our present RAO effort sufficient and on target?
these questions are addressed in this jbrief listing of issues facing those
involved in the development of robots.' a

Over the past several years, i have analyzed the condition affecting
nmnufacturing in the United States, documented our relative competitiveness --

not only internationally, but especially in our home markets--and pointed to
some basic factors associated with our weakening tram capacity.

Manufactured goods represent 60 percent of total U.S. trade activity, and
mechanical% (automboilms, office machines, cameras, etc.) represent 80 percent
of that total. Yet initlA 6 percent of the nation's research and development
money is spent tokupportAls important portion of U.S. trade. furthermore,
only 0,/ percent of our federdlRAO in manufacturiny yoes to enhance technology
associated with mechanical manufacturing. That has led to a weakening of our
trade capacity in manufactures (i.e., value added goods).

'The imbalan tween the amount of mechanicals sold by this country and
the amount of11 ney.invested In the manufaCturing process is at the core of
our trade weakness in that field. This is most vividly demonstrated by the fact
that the 70 worst deficit generators in the mechanical trades category created a
354 billion trade loss in 4980, equivalent to this country's loss in oil for that
year.

Historically, American Products were considered to he of good quality.
Miring the 1950's, U.S. machine tools were considered the best In the world. -

Now, not only Is Japanese'equilmient competitive in qualitY, but also is price- -

evidenced by Of? fact that they now produce 45 percent of the world's robots. '

Robotics--the concept of the intelligent machine--is an emerging technology which
can be used as a catalyst to offset our present lack of competitiveness in civil
sector manufacturing. fehanced manufikturing productivity anti reduced hazards

.to operatIponal personnel performing dangerous tasks are two primary pressures
which govern present and future applications for robotics.

It's important to realize that ?5,000,000 people are now employed in
manufacturing in U.S. industries, of which more than 10,000,000 are performing
.manual functions on a setarrepetIve basis. Today, It is estimated that 9,000
robots a- operating in the U.S. This represents a penetration of not more than
1 in 1000. her countries are outstepping the United States. For instance,
.inireasIngly West, plant development is mo9ing towards the manlesA factory or
the factory withourlEiihts. Similar advanced factory,development is taking place
in northern Europe.

At the same time, the United Statesi.annual robot. research and development
budget, some, $16.5 million In 1980' is smaller and much less cohesive thap that

C
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of a/wail And France. Advanced factory development similar to that of Japan
is taking place in northern Europe. Thb technology of intelligent, flexible
machines as represented by robots, is perhaps the central technology involved
in these-efforts. 1,t's apparent that expanding our activity in the field of
flexible Manufacturing Systems. (VMS) will .require a major cohesive effort by
411 parties'in the entire U.S..technological community. 4141.:

Ocean floor activity Illustrates the usefuliness wf robots tq perform
hazardous tasks. With I'1 percent of the world's crude oil coming from offshore
sources, the ocean floor has great economic potential if a means of tapping
that potential can he found. Cost. s for offshore drilling efforts are high.
The Mobile Oil Condeep drilling platform cost $1.3 billion to handle 42 wells,
saute as deep as %AD(Y feet, and operates in SOO feet of water. Future systems
planned by Exxon will be sOhmerged and operated at a 'depth of 5,000 feet. ,

lionotely Controljrd Vehicles (1)CV) become economical at these depths. For
example, at 1,000 feet, a diver may work for 10 minutes at a total cost of
$100,000, while a remotely controlled craft costs. $3,500 per'day. Today's
RCV's are rolatIxely simple, but they can inspect structures, pipelines and
cables; place and recover instruments; set explosives; clear fouled lines; and
survey under ice-

ixamination of,robotic technology shows certain importdnt.facls. The
Industrial robot arm May cost up to $100,000. In contrast, the specially
designed %NW' sh the manipulator developinent.and deployment cost was $100
million. It's ev ant that unusual technology In this field is extraordinaily
expensive.

\4411Effective

development of this techholOgy demands integration of disciplines

%.11.

that are frequently considered separate. The primary marriage is of mechan4cal and
electrical engGeering, akflough moray other technologies are also involved.
There appears to be insufficient effort towards combining man with machine to
ahle.the uniform penetration of this ere sling technology into the workplace.

Th est near-term opportunity is to use almlance of human and machine capabilities
In omny applications.

As the machine technology improves, less will be asked of
the human, and moie of the machine. This man-machine apprbach allows the most
rapid lignetration of the manufacturing nmrket with the near-term technology, allows
'a gradual and natural transference to more machine-oriented SyStems, and allows a
minimum disPuption of the manufacturing workforce.

I concludethat! robots are an important part of the future for manufacturing,
'and that future robots will perform functions beyond today's toncepts of the machine;
robots will aumnent human caplbilities (not only displace the operator and thus
de-skIll our workforce); robots cannot be oversold to the (young student or researcher,
hut 'present robot technology can'be oversold to decision-makers in industry; and
that our present RAO level In the field is not only Insufficient, off-target and
inconesive, but that other nations are accelerattng their dOvolopment to our future
disadvantage.

4
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III. THE NEXT GENERATION ROBOT TECHNOLOGY (SCWIARY)

API'1.ICATIONrS APPROPRIATE To AN ADVANCED ROBOTICS TECHNOLOGY

Thu section of the document is intended to list a representative collection of the most deman-
ding and rewarding unmet applications of bodes, In each case, the application is described in terms

of its economic merits, its technical feast ty, and its benefits to the user. Also, in each case, some
indication is men as to the necessary chnological developments required to satisfy the associated
application. OA of the more immedia technological gaps is associated with the "open loop" opera-
tion for all existing robotic inanipulat ra. Because of this inadequate sensing and real time compensa-
mon based on an inclusive dynamic °did, it u impossible to maintain spatial coordinate accuracy
/(with or without external disturbances and loads). Hence many precision operations at small and large
scales (micro-surgety, precision light machining, leer welding, ere.) remain unsatisfied. It also means
that off line programming is norqsally not possible, such that on-line teaching (while no productio
occurs) is necessary. Thu means that the data base cannot directly-control the robotic *item nor
support real time inspection. Hence, speiial precision assembly, dean room operations, micro-
assembly and inspection ar5oless likely cddhlates for robotics. In batch made manufacturing...this
deficiency means the continued high expense and use of numerous machining jigsa barrier to the
factory of the futilre..i.

In other appillifiont, the dextqaity and obstacle avoidance of existing systems is inadequate.
Many of these systems must work in an obstacle strewn unstructured environment. Here, special.
sensing and an advanced machine intelligence must enhance the information sent to the human opera-
tor at the man-machine interface to augment his judgement and decision making capacity. Time.
frequently, Is of the essence so that exceeding human operating speeds la highly desirable. Strategy
and planning to deploy friendly threes and strategy identifigetion of unfriendly forces, som4mes
using incoMplete data bases or fuzzy data, for military operatiknu has yet to be treated as motrillitn a
concept. es

INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION

1. Micro - processing is the spectrum of application of robotics to very small scale industrial
operations such as wire soldering of leads to micro-chips, visual inspection and repair of very
small assemblies, etc.

2. Complex assemblies Involves sequensial piece assembly within an obstacle stnAvn environ-
ment where perhaps more than one robot jould be necessary (t.e., mounting of a shock-
absorber on a car). 626,

3. Precision light machining refers to lightly loaded machining tasks in thin stock such as
routing, trimming, and deburring while maintaining high tolerance without supporting jigs.

4. Welding in thin structures tequires the placement of imprecisely cut thick stock in an egg-
crate array and autonomously welding the parts in place,

5. Riveting And dcriveting of airframe, is the semiautomatic procedure of rivet location. rive;
removal, hole inspection and refurbishing, and rivet replacement on airframes, with minimum
human involvement.

ENERGY SYSTEMS OPERATIONS

6. Nuclear fission *actors could be mainrard by rohoric systems (especially the PWR s&am
generator) with minimal occupational radiation exposure and an economic benefit to the
nation by 1990 of S1.8 billion/year.

7. Nuclear (unct revori will require a much higher lerei and more frequent retnote mainten-
ance than fission reactors if their availability is to be 7 3r,,

its
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H. Oil e xploration and production on the ocean floor involves maintenance and inspection of the
complex ocean Root technologies (valves, pipes, pumps. etc.) in an unstructured environment.-

9, inn is responsible for 200 deatlisityear and considerable cost to the nation due to
.1 black lung disease, ,1 dilemma that could be reduced ty developing a "match's" coal mine.

10. Nkic.al.tr fuel hariiIlitig_and reprocellin_has been a long time user of robotics and is now coped,-
encing ar new level of technological development at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

MV.ITARY OPERATION3

11. Remote ocean operadons*concerns the ;emote surveillance, personnel retrieval, repair and
tactical operations it an unstructured ocean environment.

12. Battlefield operations represents a complex array of operations such)." ,surveillance, auton-
omous tanks, mine removal . to remove personnel from the war zone.

1.3: Maintenance and enter etic air technology it intended to remove technically trained
personnel from the war zone well as make emergency repairs more cost effectively and
reliably.

14. Furl and ammunition han will reduce logistics problems, increase reliability, and reduce
personnel exposure t t war zone associated with the movement and palletizing of materiel..

15 Plannitit ;Mil strategy operations will augment the field commander's decision capacity as the
complexity of field operations increase and provide him with an assessment of the strategy.of
unfriendly forces.

ill/MAN AucmENtATION AND AGRICULTURE
16. Micro-11mm%, is intended to augment the precision of the surgeon's motor capacity by a factor

of 10 and increase his productive life for operations of the brain, ear, eye, nose and throat
including explornory diagnostics.

17. Prosthetics and orthotics iuggesrs that many. partially incapacitated human joints and litnbs
could be either supported passively or actively to provide improved structural functionor they
could be replaced by advanced intelligent prosthetics.

18, Agricultural t_sperations:Associated with non-cereal produCtion are labor intensive and frequent-
ly under weather threat. Robotic handling and harvesting equipment could not only reduce
costs hutalso reduce production uncertainties.

11. Accident missions sinest using robotic systems in surveillance, people retrieval, and active
threat reduction associated with fires, earthquakes, ...eiTonars. and bomb removal and disabling.

20. irtairunLand Jervice 'iiots are intended to augment :111r11211; in education at all levels (truck
operation to micro surgery) with halve systems ieveioped for cleanuig and maintenance
in both public and domestic applications.

1 9
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MATRIX tlE.,.COMPONENT TECHNOLOGIES FOR RotoTic sYsirms

iTr integratinn of numerous technologies is one of the fundamental tealities of roatics (or mote

'generally, intelligent machines). Often significant progress 4i he system development will occur after

a breakthrough in 4 component technology. Hence, except fir exceptionally large research facilities,

most research eF6irts war ursue a few component terlitiohiges and look to the manufacturer to do

tht system integration and development. The following 14 component technologies are grid] to cover

the braid spectrum represented by robotics.

1. The stnicrtual geometry of the robot, its design and operation for determination of its work-

space, reach, dexterity, Ohitl.Cle avoidance, etc.

2. Structucal 'dynamics of r or systems for modeling of robot dynan_c :nd vibration pheno-

mena for putposes of des ir and unproved operation.

Prune movers areithe muscles or the manipulator whose precision "of operation is dependent on

their response and resolution.

/ 4. &ciiator mutinies involves tha structural integration of prime movers into modules of 1, 2 or 3

degrees of freeddm which can be assembled into robotic systems.

Eloreffectprs are the interface hardware and software to perform the handling, inspection,
machining, ere. task of thitobot: they may include special touch and (-Luce sensors.

6. Graidlicig;AT of robot phenomena to enhance interactive design and optimization of robotic

systems and their integration In complex manufacturing environments.

7. Sensor technoloi; is essential to the existence of an intelligent machine so that it is aware of
its own existence and process parameters associated with its operation (manufacturing, main,

tenance,

8. Vision is the specialized sensor capable by computer enhancement of rapidly digitizing the
physical environment of the robot allowing for comprehensive planning and strategic (Tech-

... non.

9. Artificial intelligence strictures the decision making process for multi layered phenomena Its

time robot system.

10. (maize/It cuntro involves the layeted implementation of various conttol strategies on global

and local objOctires,

11. kityaiemudtigimplies the compact and hardened packaging of frequently used algorithms
and their speirk.lzerl chip assemblies.

11. computer architsstmiriinvo4es the assemblage of serial and parallel processors capable of
treating multifaceted chmputational tasks within the concept of realtune operation of the
system.

(.011111i11111(ation interfaces involves the structural iisitilottion of operattonal decisions and
data reductImi and transfer of the sensor signais among the various components and lavers of
the total system.

14. Man machine intetface -allows direct human cimmonicatico with the intelligent robot to
raTillt-ate human augmentation in unstructutett :ask applications 'nucto-surgery. nuclear
reactor main(inance, etc.).

4
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Of course, all of these component technologies are of primary importance to the implementation
of robotics to this spectrum of applications. Nonethelesi. a great deal can be learned by tanking the
technologies with respect to Their near term and,long4erm dative significance. The long terns impor-
tame yf a component technology should get u a guide to the relative emphasis in basic research
among cte various technologies. By comparison, thh near tetm value of a component technology
should provide an usdkation of the relative development effort now likely ti result in the best short
turn "pay ofP' in actual application. The results of an attempt to quaffeify these two levels of signific-'
ance are given in the following partiattabulation.

Normalized Long Term Normalized Near Term
elstnponent Importance Component Value

Man-Machine 10.0 Structural 10.0

Interface Geometry

.Vision 9.0 MartMachine
Interface.

n
Computer ' 8.0 Prince Movers

Architecture

8.5

8.0

Artificial 7.5 Sensor Tech nology 7.4
Intelligen.te

Sensor Technology 73

Intelligent Control Communication 6.0
Interfaces

Communication 73 Computer 5.3
Interfaces Architecture

Note that for two application groups, .military operations and energy
systems, the two component technologies. actuator -modules and end
effectors, show high long term significant .

9

o

The difference between the near term and long !e TM rankings is due to the fact that the tech-
nologies are not uniformly available in the near term where it is assumed that they will have the same

I availability in the long term. In this case structural geometry is thought to be 50% available. prime
movers and graphics/CAD at 35%, while vision and artificial intelligence are considered to have
reached only 10% of their real potential.

4
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. A ,
CRITtRIA FOR ADVANCED ROBOTIC§ TFCHNOLCW,Y

The following is a listing of VI distincetriterta that may be used as indicators of the le'vel of the
technology available in an advanced robotic system and oily be a useful means to judge proges,s of
the technology under development.

1. Vulti-task capebilitY.mearis the number ordifferent physical tasks that can be performed by
' the same robotic system.

2. Level of machine inteUlgence Implies the level of integration of computer hardware,4ftwaos,
and artiOcial ihtelligence to make the system as autonomous is posiibla

3. Time efficient operation implies the speed at which the robotic system performs its cask
s relative to thelurnan performing the task alone.
4. Unstructured task level suggests the level of numerical uncertainty of the operation that is to

be performed by the robotic system.
5. Genmetrical dexterity i3 an indicator of the motion range the end-eiffector can move through

while performing physical tasks.
6. Portability and mobility implies the level of movement the total robotic system has relative

to a stationary (fisted shoviltier) manipttlator.
1. ?recision is an. indication of the absolute precision of placement of the end

-effector in world
. coordinates in response to simple'numerical commands. '

8. Lo ca aci_q clearly implip the abilityaof a robot to carry or resist a given load without
major de ormation.

9, Reliability is an indicator of the (-educe rate of the total robotic systerrs.
10, Obstacle avoidancesuggests the ability of the robot to avoid obstacles indts work environ-

ment.

11. Force sensing suggestil4te measurement of forces in the manipulator system to be esiluated
by the machine intelliAence to judge working forces or to cctmpensate Cot manipulator
deflections. \ 4:0

12. Smoothness of oPemtion implies the lack of backlash or very large deformationsiit the
manipulanir system.

13. Operational envelnpe gives an indication of the working range provided by th'e robot without
moving its shoulder.

14. vision corresponds to shape recognition either by enhanced analog feedback to the human
operatdr or by digitizing the scene and providing numerical shape recognition.

.00
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A

rm..* II applications combiner k, the most important robotic characteristic does not outrank the

le.m1y more than a factor of two, he range is up to a factor df A among some of the application
gampsikThis data u palatally taisulaM beliw in order co establish.the most significant properties of
robotic systems for each application group. Generally, as the application warrants or allows auton-
omous operation, the characteristics of machine inTlligence, precision, vision, sepatrilt and reliability

become important. For unstructureil task applicanons uuing a balance between man and machine,

'characteristics such as multiple task capability, motaillity ortabillty;nbstacle avoidance, reliability
and unstructured task level have an increased importance.

All Groups
Applications

Component

Level of machine intelligence
Multiple task capability
Reliability

Rank

10.0
9.0
9.0

4

Mobility and portability .07, 8.6

Precision 7.8
Time efficient operation 7.6

ylnriusrtial
Automation.

Precision .

Level of machine intelligence
10.0

9.3 8
Vision 8.3
Forte sensing J, 7.5
Smoothneas of operation 7.3

Obstacic'avoidarice 7,3

Energy Multiple task capability 10.0

Al'
Systems Portability and mobility

Reliability 4.

8.5
8.0

Level of machine intelligence
Load capacity 7.0
Geometric dexterity 7.0
Unstructured task level 7.0
Time efficient operation 6.5
Precision 6.5

Military Level ofliachine intelligence 10.0
Operations Portal, and mobdity 3.9

Rebabditv 8.'
Time vilicient operation 7.9
Multiple task capability 7.9
Obstac:e avoidance 7.7

Unstructured task level 7.7

Human Portability and mobility
u .

10.0

Augmentation e4 Reliamiiri , t3.9
and Agetultil're NiuitiFie ask capability 3.4

a , Unctriciared task level 9.0
Vision -.9
Obstacle avoidance
Level of machine intelligence. -.0

et
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Period

4

1960-80

o

r

FOUR GENEMTIONS OF ROBOTSx

Technology

Read Only Memory (ROM)

1975-80 Continuous:Compu4
Control

t 1965 r2060 Real Time Dynadic Model

1990 Component. MOdularity

I)

Function

Playback of Point-to-Point

'Motions -'

Generic Responsive
Motion Planning

Closed Loop Operation.

.
Relative to Unit Process

Rapid Diffusion of Now
Technology Without
Distusbing Preceding
System Stucture

Objective

Simple Repetitive Parts
Tranifer

Complex Light Assembly.
a4d Processing
,

Precision Operations Under
Ma* Disturbances

Reduced Cost, and'Design-to-
" Market Cycle Time.

x--Presented to put the various technologies under discussion into pe
of robots:

+- -Seiko Robot

ff.-Present Generation

* *.Does not now exist in any form

***-Would dramatically broaden robot market,

pectivo as a tabulation of fobr generations'

4
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IV. Strucbdial Questions To Enhance U.S. Productivity n Manufacturing1

The following structural questions associated witIrt e.condition of U.S.
Manufacturing are raised to clarify the role of tite legislative initiatives.
contained in bills H.11: 4047 And H.R. 4415.

.
1. CompetitivOCivil ,Sector Manufyurrng 11,

Ad! ,
. ' Ia. Background: 4 /7

)i
The econoMic

.

replity is that wealth genets:100n is 1/I of the GNP of
the U.S.A. of Witch 2/3 is'clue to manufacturing. Of this 2/3..6Q.

percent or more is mechanical in nature, primarily in the civil
, sector. Ykt, indutry jnvests less than 6 p scent of its R&D and
*tts manpower to meet this.,need: The federfpvernment invests lqs
than 0.7 partent.

I
,

_These or imbalances continu to weaken our civil sector and allow
pen into our home market by gther strong civil sectors, i.e.,

' da y, and in the futu Frattly. These three countrievare
build ir civil sectors by ariouslpolicies as a top natioutil 'g
priprity;, N .r. /

b. Convent:
r

f The 'Oesent bills are directed to solve
this apparentvimbalance of

industrial, policy. It is recommended that a careful comparative
analysis he made in the NOS center of the relationship between
correlated R&D inputs and manufacturing output's among the major
competing nations.

A
. . 4 .

2. Role of Defense R&D in Manufacturing

a. Background:

The U.S. emphasis on defense materiel consumes a larger portion of
our limited science and engineering mAtpoutr. For exampl , 06 percent
of the U.S. fecleral R&D for manufacturing (about 50 pert t of the
total federal R&D) goes to two fields, electronics anda craft crlissittsl. 4
Even though one may argue for or aVnst this emphasis., t exists 'as a ."reality in our economic system.

,

Frequently, it Is argued that spin-off of the defe4Se R&D will occur tto the civil sector. It maybe asserted that spin-off is only possible ..

if a vital and agressift technical manpower
base exists ji thq-civil

SeclOr. Since only 6 percent exists in our sector, t e
.so ties which have strong civil'sector manpower pools may be pr ary /

'beneficiaries of this spin-off.
9 It

1
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b. Comment:,

The role of Defense RAD is a Major push mechanism to develop technolOy

in the United States but it may well weaken an otherwise strong civil
sector manufacturing effort in the U.S.A. Do other countries have
inverse priorities and can a comparative analysis clarify the role of
Defense R&D in the U.S.? The proposed Dills can create a program to
deal' wits these issues and document the conclusions for policy makerS.

3. 'Relative Role of Investment in Physical Plant and Technological Manpower

a. Background: .

The 1981 tax bill made the:growth of physcial plant capital more likely- -
a procedure proven to be effective in the '50s. The administration has
not simultaneously taken sthps to enhance our. human capital approftiate
for knowledge based industries. This reduces the resources available
to the universities from all sources including industry and the federal
government:. Hence, as industrial needs shift more and more to technolog-
ical manpower, the federal government must also shift its policy in
proportion to this reality.

.

-

b. Comment:

The present bills should onsurAhat existing manpower in manufacturing
be enhanced and that a new generption of young scientists and engineers
be trained by a high level of educational activity in the proposed centers
associated with universities.

4. Role of the States in Manpower Development.

a. Background:.

One vital part of the selotion isoto'Oring industry and academia together
on a negotiated set of Objectives for mutual benefit. Apparently, the
U.S. government is unwilling--hence, the competition among states may
prove a new vehicle (if exploited) to perform a major portion of the
human capital enhancement. I.e., leave the physical plant enhancement
tithe states. .

One caveat requires, however, t the universities continue to identify
themselves primarily withpanpower generation. Too great a movement
towards autonomous lalwa0ory functions unnecessarily competes with
other mission sectors supported by the community such as government labs,
consulting firms, industrial labs, etc.

b. Comment:

The program could provide incentives to education systems et the state
level to make possible a natural' competition t enhanced manpower gener-
ation for manufacturing.
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S. tnhanced Role of Industry in Manpower gegeration

a. Dacnround:

It may seem to be appropriate to ask industry to play a larger role

in developing manpower. However, during the past two decades, Industry
.

has provided no more than 3 percent of the funds for university researcj

and manpower generation. This Is not expected to change significantly

since no new incentives have been otablished.
VCD

Note that by contrast to our 5 percent, engineering grallbates relative to
all graduates in the U.5., Japan has 20 percent, Central Europe has 20
percent, and the Eastern Block has 40 percent.

b. Comment:

These bills would strengthen NSF in the field of manufaetyring technologies
and possibly ensure that DOD augment its role in the universities to

o generate.an increased weber of young scientists and engineors'by requiring
mutufil benefit industrial sub-contracts. to universities.

6. Contrbl of Inputs Versus Control of Outputs

OP
Dickgroued:

The issue fundamentally comes down to national policy. Should the oation

control Its inputs or its outputs? Japan controls their inputs first
(RAD, maepower, etc.) while Australia controls its outputs (tariffs,

minerals. etcr). If a nation attempts to control its outputs, it deemphasizes

fk greatest asset. human capital for value added. If inputs are managed,

the capital resources of the nation are increased bot the associated planning
must he much more long term and commitments must be maintained over the long

tern. The contention is that we are increasingly less committed and don't
always recognize the inputs that need to be adjusted.

b. Comment:

The NUS center Should undertake a careful review of he long range effects

associated with inputs into our manufacturing systeA.

7. Lesson from Australia

a. Background;

Australia represents a developed country having a scale 1/20th that
of the U.S. It has attempted to control its destiny by controlling its
output. (mineral resources in the world market and tariffs to protect its
home Markets). This approach is beginning to fail. Fifteen years ago,

Japan agreed to purchaSe minerals and coal from Australia if they were
allowed to enter Australia's home markets with manufactured goods. Now

Japan has the portion Of the Australian home markets they peed and are
shifting their purchases of minerals to other countries such as Argentina

and Venezuela. This is a direct form of external manipulation due to

Weakened Australian manufacturing technology caused by over-protection

from high tariffs. It may be too late for Australia, but the U.S; can

learn a great deal from this experience.

4
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b. Convent; .01

The NITS center should undertake an in-depth analysis of the Australian
example.ot a-unique structural system for manufacturing to derive lessons
for U.S. policy makers.

8. National Policy for Manufacturing

a. Background:

During the last deCade the U.S. has lost 30=50 percent of its take home
pay per worker relative to other developed societies such as Japan and
liorthern Europe. In fact, some suggest that the taAe home pay of north-
ern Europe is 20 percent above that of the U.S. (a numerical issue that
should be very carefully verified). If our relative take home pay has
deteriorated so badly, why? Stnce our markets are open to all competition
(some of it unfair) our only protection is to run faster than our competition.
To do so means that we must have a national policy.

h. Eminent;

_These hill; will prove InstruMental in focusing U.S. national policy on
* technology And away from tariff.

9. Relative Role of High Tech and Low Tech

a. Background: ,

Many say that high tectipblogy is the answer. It is if properly inter-
preted. If the product is of quality, if it rapidly follows a changing
market, and If it meets a competitive price; then it is high technology.
This can he shoes made with robots or It con be microchips made in a
clean room, etc. Is view eliminates the argument that we should let
dying Indu4tries le. Such statements mean that we accept technological
defeat which the leads to.,fewer jobs and less take home pay.

b. Connien: ,
These bills sh Jld he structurcld to avoid the "trap' of giving up on "low
tech" industries which can be so destructive for the U.S. economy.

J
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V. 1983 TradeiCata in Manufactures Specifically Related to Bills H.R. 4047
and H.R. 4415

rfr

Over the past two decades, the U.S. has experienced a significant impact
on its ability to maintain a strong competitive position in its, ado in man-
ufactures (see Fig..1). The curve of manufactures trade balanc ows A weak-
ening condition already in 1965-1972. In 1972-73, the oil embargo made possible
the purchase of many of our manufactured goods by excess petro dollars in the OPGC
.cauntries. This broke rapidly in 1975 because, of a world-wide recession and
became marginal in 1978. At that time, the dollar was weakened and the U.S. trade
rapidly improved. However, in 1980, the dollar was again strengthened with the
result that due abilitil tuexport was dramatically weakened to result in a trade
loss in manufactures of $ billion in 1983.

These large fluctuations show that the U.S. system is heavily influenced by
activity in the international market plage.and that U.S. industry must compete
in a world-wide market.

Figure 2 shows that manufactures represents 60 percent of our total trade,
that there is a $28 billion deficit in manufactures most of which shows up as a
trade deficit of $J3 billion in the mechanicals (which represents 80 percent
of our manufactures trade). Hence, the bills under consideration must target
the "mechanicals" as a first priority in Order to best respond to our trade weakness.

The history of trade in the mechanicals is shown in Figure 3. This curve
Shows weakness already in 1965 moving downward until the OPEC petro dollar shock
in 1972-73. The mechanicals broke very rapidly in 1975 and except for a small
recovery in 1978-80 due to the weakened'd011ar, has rapidly deteriorated to a
trade loss of $33 billion in 1983. It maybe concluded that the curve shows a
continuing structural weakness in the mechanicals and that major new incentives
by the U.S. government for enhanced activity at all technical levels is now
necessary. These bills deal with the essence of this problem but their magnitude
is far below that which would have a sufficient influence On our manyfacturtng
system.

The breakdown of the mechanicals into 4 categories shows that two categories
are particularly weak (see Fig. 4). The first is in the field of light machinery..
Note that the ultimate, light machine is a robot (see Section VII of this testimony).
The loss in light machinery is now $18 billion and it continues to worsen (see
Fig. 5). The heavy machinery field, although still positive, is now under severe
pressureespecially in. the field of machine tools. Our loss in vehicles is a
national disgrace at $25 billion for 1923. In 1984, we are experiencing a trade
loss-approaching $145 billion showing that our situation appears to be worsening
at an acee4erating rate, Hence, it becomes urgent to consider thestL bills nowl
Not 5 years from now when perhaps irreversible damage to our industry and workforce'
will have been done. Figure 6 gives an overall view of this accelerating weakness.
It shows the loss of $54 bIll)on for 1903 (projected at PO billion for 1984) in
the 20 worst trade categories'On the mechanicals. It may be concluded that the
bills should address these 20 Arade categories as a first priority. To do other-
wise. to allow an extremely pynishing condition to continue as a significant
threattb the ecorlomic well-being of the. United States,
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VI. Specific Comments on 11111s H.R. 4047 and H.R. 4415

A. H.R. 4047: Robotics and Automated Manufacturing Systems Research
and Education Actof 1983.

.

Overall Comment:
44

The bbjectives of this bill show an excellent sense of purpose to respond

ilta national need especially to meet existing forggn initiatives. The sense
direction to move robotics, as a catalyst to abroad base of technologYT6

flexible manufacturing, forward is properly targeted with sufficient ekpnolAtisiki

on basic research and technical manpower-to make the program viable. 1Y,

the level_ of magnitude is certainly not toot high to create an effective national .

plan.

I

One might argue for inflationary indeping, etc. in the out years but that
can always be dealt with. I am pleased that the bill does not necessarily
Imply a sunset philosophy for this program since I believe that development in
the field- will require more than one decade. The important issue is to develop
a technology primarily for the civil sector which will grow in parallel with
an increasingly active,defense sector.

Slystions:

Sec. 2, Art. 1

(Add) . . .with other major industrial nations which is partiallAidue to Af

aggressive national programs for manufacturing in such fields as robotics.

Sec. 4, Art. 1 -

4

(Add) . . .multlifunction highly adjustable mechanical structure (such as a

manipulator) designed. . .

Sec. 4, Art. 3

(Change) -- "flexible manufacturing system" means. .

Sec. 5a, Art. 1

Here the question of how many centers may .need to be dealt with. If, for

example, a total of $30 million/yr. is available to ten centers at $3,000,000
each, this may prove too low Co establish centers which can be effective.
This is a real dilemma which should be considered on the long term. Also,

these centers should have the development of manpower as a high priority.
In this case, a large percentage of thy researchers should he academic
faculty who supervise- research students on a daily bAsis and have a high
regard for academic procedures and standards.

Sec. 5a, Art 3

(Change second sentence). Emphasis will be placed on systems lntergration,
reliability, and performance as well as assessment Or the requireliSfchnology.
and the benefit to accrue from impleMentationin new and demanding applications
for robotics (nuclear reactor maintenance, precision ligh machining, micro-
processing of electrical circuits, etc.)

4
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NTH CONGRESS H R 404718T SESSION

To advance the national prosperity and welfare, to foster the development and use
' of robots and automated manufatturing systems, and for other purposes.

f.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SEPTEMBER 30, 1983

Mr. FUQUA (for himself, Mr. BROWN of California, Mr. GORE, Mr. MAcKA,v; and
Mr. BOEHLERT) introdllited the following bill; which Was referred to thi,
Committee on Science and Technology

To advance the national prosperity and welfare, to foster the
development and 'use of robots and autorted manufactur-
ing systems, and fin' other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 gives of he United Slates of America in Cotigress assembled,

3 MART TITLE ,

4 SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Robotics and

5 Automated Manufacturing Systems Research and Edubation

'8 Act of 1983".

7 FINDINGS

8 SEC. 2. The Congress finds and-declares that

,.

2t
Ail+
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9 e.o
% -Mr.

(1) the productiviy and rate of innovations of

2 many United States manufacturing industries are lag-

3 ging in comparison with other major industrial nations;

4 . (2) there is a shqrtage of skilled manpower and
,, . ..

5 triiined technical and scientific personnel in manufac-

6
_

turing; ' t.
d .

7 (3) the widespread implementation of robotics and

8 automated-manufacturing technology can improve pro-
N

9 tluctivity, enhance quality, and iperease competitive-

,
10 ness in a wide variety of manufacturing occupations;

4.,

11 (4) because robotics and automated manufacturing

12 systems fed widely divergent segments of industry, a

13 program fosterti)ng these technologies should be. of broad

14 benefit to madufacturing firms;

15 (5) a national program of research and education

16 in robotics and automated manufacturing systems is es-

17 sential to insure the timely and widespread irnplemen-

18 tation of these technologies; and .

19 (6) II° insure the success of this program, the

20 active participation and support of industry, universi-
%)

21 ties, labor, and government are required.

22 PURPOSE

23 SEC. 8. It is the purpose of this Act-

24 (1) to promote research relevant to robotics and

25 automated manufacturing systems and provide for in-

4
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u ry' univeisity, libo r, and govfnment cooperation

kw that research;
' Ps

(2) to-promote the education of scientists, engi-,

4 nears, and tediiniciantneed'ed for thq theoretill under-,

5 standing, design, construction, installation use
'

arid

, 6 maintenance of robots and automaiteed manufacturing
'

7 sysnams; and

8 (3) to promote technology transfer betw9en re-

9 search laboratories and United States industry related

to ; robotics and automated manufacturing systems.

DEVINITIONS
.

SF d.'4 AA used in this Act-

13 (1) the term ",robot" means a programable, multi-

14

15

16 gramed motions for the perfonpance of a variety Of

17

18

19 or the practice of using robots; and

20 (3) the term "automated manufacturing systtm"

function manipulator designed to move material', parts,

tools, or specialized devices through variable pro-)

tasks;

(2) the term "robotics" means' the study of robots

21 means two or more' operating stations of robots . or

22 fixed sequence automatic machines interconnected bra

23 transport systetn, where both. operating stations and
1c

24 transport system are controlled by a computer WhIch

4

218
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":' performs such functions as production planning, task

2 scheduling, and control of part and tool movement.
4

3 RESEAROW AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

. 4 13130. 5. (a) CENTERS FOR INDUSTRIAL TECHNOL-

5 OGY.-(1) There shall be established Centers for Industrial

6 Technology (as ,described in sections 6, 7, and 8 of the SI-

7 venson-Wydl\mr .Technology Innovation Act of 1980 (15

8 U.S.C. 3705-007)) devoted to robotics and automated malt

9 ufacturing.

10 (2) Each such center shall investigate a discrete Beg-

11 ment of robotics and automated manufacturing, systems.,

12. Areas of eniphaeiS ahead. include,manufaeturing process*

13 control system, seniors, sensory data analysis, software de-

14 velopment, kinematics, and dynamics,'"machinvy design,

15 teleoperation, artificial intelligence, human augmentation and

16 prosthesis, and human and economic factors associated with

17 the introduction of robots and automated manufacturing sys-

18 tams into society. Human and economic factors research

19 topics, as they pertain to robotics and automated manufactur-
.

20 Ng shall include training and retraining of employees; dialo-
g

1 21 cation assistance; health and safety; regulation; incentives for
tt

22 use of robots and automated manufacturing systems; econom-,

23 is factors; trade; and income distrilytion.

24 (3) At least one such center shall conduct research on

25 products and processes that can be commercially developed

9 2 1 9
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't within five years,after feasibility demonstration in a research

2 center. Particular emphasis shall be placed on systems inte-

3 gration, reliability, and performance.

4 (4) Such centers shall promote domestic technology

5 transfsr from the centers to private industry and the public

6 sector by publishing reports, holding meetings And confer-

7 ences, establishing positions for visiting research scientists,

B consulting, and providing data bases for information- ex-

change.

10 (5).Each such center shall coordinate its reseIrch activi-

11 ties with other centers to minimize duplication and shall

12 share nonproprietary information. through meetings, ex-

13 change of scientists, and networking of computer systems.

14 (6) The directors of such research centers shall meet at

15 least annually to exchange specific plaits and programs for

16 the u coming yer to coordinate research activities.

17 FEDERAL RESEARCH CENTER.(1) There shall be

18 a Federal Research Center on Robotics and Automtd Man-

.19 ufacturing at the National Bureau .of Standards. The Center

20 shall focus its research and development on (A) mew

21 uroments and standards required in robotics and automated

22 manufacturing systems, inckding interface standards for inte-

23 grated robot systems and (B) systems integration, reliability,

24 and performance.

2 2
;
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1 (2) The Center shall coordinate its research activities

2 with the centers described in subsection (a) and shall share

3 information through meetings, exchange of scientists and net-

4 work computer systems,

5 (3) The Director of the Center shall meet at least annu-

6 ally with the directors of the research centers ilescribed in

7 subsection (a) to exchange specific plans and programs for the

8 upcoming year to coordinate activities. ,

9 (o) RESEARCH PROJECTS.The National Science
4

10 Foundation shall provide project grants for basic and applied

11" research relevant to robotics and automated manufacturing.

12 Ateas of emphasis should be the same as .those desoribed in

13 subsection (a)(2).

14 (d) LIAIITED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT DART -

1! Deptqtment of Commerce shall peomote

16 the, formation of liMited research and development partner-

17 ships which undertak© tesearch and dOelopment in the areas

18 described in subsection (a)(2).

19 EDUCATION AND TRAINING

tirc. 6.4flie National Science Foundation is authorized

21 4. support the education and training of soientiks, engineers,

22 am 'technicians needed for the theoretical understanding,

23 design, construction, installation, use, and, maintenance of

24 robots and automated manufacturing systems. Such support

25 may incluile., but need not be limited to, providing funds for:
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1 Graduate fellowships and traineeships, undergraduate schol-

2 arships, instructional equipment, the development of curricula

3 for intramural or extramural U80 at undergraduate and gradu-

4 ate levels, and postdoctoral fellowships. Such support shall be

5 provided on a matching basis with other sources of support,

6 whenever possible.

7 PROGRAM REVIEW

8 SEC. 7. (a) PROGRAM REVIEW BOARD,The Ntional

9 Research Council shall establish a National Robotics and

10 Automated Manufacturing Systems Program Review Board.

11 The Board shall include persons representative of business,

^12 academia,:labort and government and shall, be reasonably bal,

13 anted in terms of representatives from such areas. Each

1.4 member of thd Board shall be knowledgeable about robotics

15 and automated manufacturing as they pertain to the group

18 represented by the member. Members shall be appointed to

17 thp Board by the National Research Council and shall serve

18 rotating, staggered terms.

19 00 BOARD. PUNCTIONELThe Board shall review all

20 4peets of Federal involvement with robotics and automated

21 manufacturing systems, report its .findings, and make recom-

22 mendations regarding such Federal involvement. Aspects of

.g3 Federal involvement considered by the Board shall include:

24 (1) Activities under this Act, (2) tax law applicable to robots

25 and automated manufacturing qquipment, (3) the National

222
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1 Robot and Automated Manufacturing Systems Leasing Cor-

2 poration, and (4) activities of the Department of Defense or

8 any other Federal agency in tobotics or automated manufac.-

4 turing systems. Reports may be issued at any time by the

5 Board and may be addressed to any audience. At least once

6 ',very two years,, however, the Board shalt, prepare a report

7 evaluating all aspecti of Federal involvement with particular

8 attention to whether the purposes of this Act specified in see-
.

, 9 tion 3 are being achieved, and shall transmit that report to

Congress.

11 (c) BOARD OPRRATioNs.'The Board shall select its

12 own Chairman,suhject to atiproval by the National Research

13 Council. The Board may establish subcommittees and adyiso-

14 ry panels. The Board shall meet no less than Ihree times

15 annually. The Board shall conform to the operating proce-

, 16 Iltires of the National Research curet except as otherwise

17 provided by this Act.

18 (d) 40ARD FUNDING.Funding for operation 'of tite

19 Board shall be provided by the National Science Foundation.

20 AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPillATION6

21 Sic. (a) REsF,Auctt.There is authorized to be ap-

22 propriated to the National Science Foundation for the pur-

23 posek of section 5. (a) and (c); $20,000,000 for the fiscal year

24 Rending September 30, 1084, $404000,000 for the fiscal year

25 ending September 30, 1985, and $50,000000 for each of the
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. 1 fiscal yeers4imding September 30, 1986, 1987, 1938, 1989,
1

2 and 1990.

3 (b) FEDERAL RESEARCH CENT.ER.-There is author-

.4 ized to bo appropriated to the Secretary of Commerce for thq,

5e purposes of section 5(b), $10,000,000 for eaoh fiscal year

6 ending September 30, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989,

7 and 1,99p..

8 (C) LIMITED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PART-

9 NERSHIPS.-There is authorized to be appropriated' to the,'

10 Secretary of Commerce for purposes of , section 5(d),

11 $2,000,000 for eaeh_fiscal year ending September 30, 1984,'
.0/

12 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, and 1990.

13 (d) EDUCATION AND TRAINING. - -There is authorized

14 to be appropriated to the National Science Foundation for the

15 purposes of section 6, $5,000,000 for the fiscal year ending

16 September :30, 1984, $7,1)00,000 for. the iscal Year ending.

17 September 30, 1985, and $10,000,000 for each of the fiscal

18 years ending September 30, OK 199,, 1988, 1989, and

19 199b.

-20

21

22

23

(6) PROGRAM ltlivtliwo-t,There- is authorized to be ap-

propriated to the %National leiience Foundation for the put-

poses of section 7, $250,000 for each of the fiscal years

ending 30, 1984, 195, 1986, 1987,.1988, 1989,

24 and%1990.
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98TH COMM.
18T $EMBION

SS H.R. 4415
To establish a program to conduct research and devOlopment fbiimproved

. I manufacturing technologies, and for oat& purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
NOVEMAER 18, 1988

.
Mr. FuwAriroduced thi following bill; which was referred to the Commiqee on

Science and Technology

A BILL;
To establish a program to conduct research and development for ,

improved manufacturing technologies, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Can peso assembled,

8 That this Act may be cited as the "Manufacturing Sciences

4 and Technology Research and Development : Act of 1988".

5 FINDINGS

6 SEC. 2. The Congress finds that-

7 (1) various sectors of private Indus y, the Federal

8 Government, ands the United States researehtstablish-

9 mont have not devoted sufficient attention to reset&

39-4167 0.- 05 - .16

0

a 225
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1 on developing new processes and methods to improve

2 the Nation's capability to manufacture goods;

8 (2) while manufacturing industries are essential to

4 the economic well-being of the Nation, many manufac-

5 wiring processes and Methods are no longer oapable of

6 producing goods As reliable and cost - competitive as

7 those prodacea by feteign industries whi
chd

utilize

8 modern manufacturing methods and processes;`

9 (8) domestic manufacturing is increasingly threat-
.

10 ened by external competition and the development by

11 foreign countries of more efftclent manufacturing proc-

12 eases and technologies;

13 (4) outdated manufacturing" methods and processes

14 result in higher costs and gOods and services of inferior

15 quality, which place great, burdens on consumers of

16 such gaits and services;

17 (5) outdated and inefficient manufacturing proc-

18 eases hinder domeftic commerce;

19 (6) 'transportation and delivery of manufactured

goods KO vital component, of the Nation's interstate.

21 com rce, and a decline in consumVtion of domestic

22 manufactured goods due to inefficient manufacturing

23 processes produces a rqsultant decline in transporta-

240 tion;
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(7) manufacturing contributes large amounts of

2 revenue. to the Nation's gross domestic product and

3 employ-s more than one-fifth of the Nation's work

4 force;

5 (8). domestic manufacturers have not sufficiently

6 utilized such recent technological changes in manufac-

7 turfing as programable automation, robotics, advanced

8 sensors, and computer-assisted design and manufactur-

9 ing; and

10 (9) a program to condact research Nyhich yin

11 duce more efficient manufaCturing procemies and meth-

12 ods and to encourate research utilizatiqn would

13 strengthen commerce and be beneficial to the Nation's

14 consumers.

15 PURPOSE

16 SEC. 3. It is the purpose of this Act to establish a pro-

17 gram for eonductirig research which will produce more effi-

18 ciont manufacturing technologies and for conducting research

19 utilization activities to encograge widespread adoption of

20 these technologies.

21 . DEFINITIONS

22 SEG. 4, As used in this Act, the term-

23 (1) "Advisory Committee" means the Manufactur-

24 ing Sciences and Technology Enhancement Advisory

25 Committee established under section 8 of this Act;
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1 (2) "consortia" means a group of organizations

2 such as States, individual industries or industry associ-

8 ations, nonprofit research institutions, and universities

4 and 'other academic institutions;

5 (8) "Center" means a Center for Manufacturing

6 Research and Technology Utilization esta *shed under

7 section 5(c) of this Act;

8 (4) "Office" means the Office of the Assistant

9 Secretary for Productivity, Technology and Innovation,

10 within the Department of Commerce; and

11 (5) "Secretary" means the Secretary of Com-

, 12 merce.

13 ()RANTS AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS

14 SEC. 5. (a) PURPOSES.The Secretary, through the

15 Office, may award grants and enter into cooperative agree-

16 ments in accordance with the provisions of this section to

17 provide for research on methods of producing more efficient

18 manufacturing processes and methods, including-

19 (1) computer-assisted design;

20 (2) automated materials handling, processing, and

21 assembly;

2 (3) automated testing;

23 (4) machine adaptive learning;

24 (5) integrated manufacturing systems, including

25 interface of automated machines with automated and
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1 nonautOmated machines, with production and design

2 personnel, and with other systems (including testing

3 devices, design systems, and inventory control Rya-

4 tems);

5 (6) machine and process control strategies;

6 (7) automated sensing for 'machine and process

7 control and product testing;

8 (8) practices and activities to implement improved

9 manufacturing methods; and

10 (9) such other research as the Secretary deter-

11 mines to be consistent with the pur es of this Act.

12 (b) GBANT9.(1) The Secretary, thr gh the Office,

18 may Make ell jis -to provide for research to increase the

14 amount of fundamental scientific and technological knowl-

15 edge in fields relevant to manufacturing methods and proc-

16 esses Such grants shall be made on a competitive basis to

17 applicants who comply with such criteria as are specified in

18 this Act and as the Secretary. shall establish, consistent with

19 the purposes of this Act.

20 (2) A recipient of such a grant may be affiliated with a

21 nonprofit research institution, a private industry or industry

22 association, a university or college, a Center established Fir-

23 suant to subsection (c) of this section, or any other organiza-

' 24 tion which the Secretary considers attpropriate. Any Such re-

25 cipient shall not be required to provide any part of the costs

220
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1 of such research, unless the recipient desires to expand the

2 scope of the research to be conducted. In such case, the,Sec-
.,,,

3 retary mar enter into an agreement which provides for cost

4 sharing by the recipient.

5 (3) There -are authorized to be appropriated for the pur-

6 poses of this subsection not to exceed $10,000,000 for the

7 fiscal year ending September' 30,..1984, not to exceed

8 $2b,000,000 for the field year ending September 30, 1985,

9 and not tel exceed $30,000,000 for each of the fiscal years

10. ending September 30, 198f J5i)tember 30, 1987, and Sep-
\

11 tember 30, 1988. Such funds shttll remain available 'until

12 expended..

13 (c) 'COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS.-7-(1) The Secretary,

14 through the Office, may enter into cooperative agreements

15 for the purpose of establishing and supporting ,Centers for

16 Manufacturing Research and Technology Utilization. Such

17 Centers shall conduct research of a more applied nature than

18 the research 'conducted under subsection (b) of this section.

19 Centers shall study methods of increasing the utilization by

20 the Nation's industries of thosb modern manufacturing meth-

Aproduction costs and improved21..cils.which may result in

22 proilituit quality and liability. Such research may iiiirected
'044.,

toWartprolllems oi".Pi mpeesses andmethods a opriate to a
fr ,,

specific -industrial sectoji includ ace, microcicc- 1

23

K 24
V ; t

.1

r-
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1 tronics, mechanical assembly, basic materials, new materials,

2 and .transportation.

3 (2) The Secretary shall enter into any such agreements

4 with consortia of research organizations and manufacturing

5 industries, or industry associations. Such agreements shall be

6 made with applicants who comply with such criteria as are

7 specified in this Act and as the Secraftry shall establish,

8 consistent with the purposes of this Act.

9 (3)(A) In addition to funds rec ved under this subsec-

10 tion, a Center may receive fund-from Federal, agencies and

11 from public and private organizations. Consortia which enter

12 into such an agreement 'shall provide support and participa-
.

13, tion in a dollar anYount at least equal to the amount of the

14 Federal contribution to'be made under this subsection.

1'5 (13) For purposes pf this paragraph, thif term "support

;16 and participation" includes cash or equipment contributions

17, in an ammin equal to at least,50 per centum of the Federal

M Government's share, industry plirsonnel to coMluct research,400-

19 and access by persons in the research organizations to

*'20 modern maglifacturing equipment in the participating indus.

21 try trir research and other appropriate purposes. Contribu-
,.

22 tions from nonprofit participants may consist of in-kind con-

23 tributions. Federal contributions made under this subsection

24 may be utilized only to support expenditures by nonprofit re-

r25 ,search organizations participating in the relevant consortia.

4"
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1 (4) In entering into such agreements, the Secretary

2 shall consider .

(A) the quality of the research which is to be
,

-4 undertaken as a result of the particular agreement;

5 (B) the extent of participation' by industry in the

6 research to be undertaken %as a result of the agreement;

(0) the size Hof the industrial sector involved, and

. 8 the potential impacts on the productivity of that indus.:

'9 trial sector as a result of successful research undertak-

10 , ep through the agreement, as well as th subsequei,

11 development and utilization of the manufacturing meth-
,

12 ods and processes to be studied as part '.Cif such

13
researchl

and

,14 (D). the extent to which entering into the agine-

ld ment would be likely to increase the number of scion-

16 tific and technical personn pable of utilizing modern

17 manufacturing methods and processes.

n addition, the Secretary Shall insure diversity among thei10 industrial sectors which are thp subject of the research{con -

20 ducted under any such ogreement, as well as geographic dig-

21 persion. of the Centers established and supported under this

22 subsection,

23 (5) There are authorized to

24 poses of this subsection not to

25° fiscal year ending September

2314

be appropriated for the pur-
1

exceed $5,000,000 tor the

80, 1984, not to exceed

9
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1 $15,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September. 30,;1985,

"r2 and not to exceed $25,000,000 for each of the fiscal years

8 ending September 30, 1986, September 80, 1987, and Sep:

4 tember 3,0, 1988. Such funds shall remain available until'

5 expended.

6 ADVANCED MANUFACTURING METHODS RESEARCH

7 'UTILIZATION PROGRAM

8 SEC. 6. (a) ACTIVITIES. Thy Secretary shall establish

9 a program of exerimental activities, and shall evaluatte

10 ing activities, 'to identify, the most feasible means of enhancf

11 ing the utilization of technologically advanced manufacturing

1? methods byletraining workers who have been displaced from

13 declining industries. The Secretary shall provide for the de-
e

14 velopment, conduct, and evaluation of such experimental ac-
v.

15 tivities. The Secretary may, tothe extent provided in ad- .
16 vance in appropriation Acts, contract with any appropriate

17 person or organization (including States and Centers estali-

18 dished under section 5(c) of this Act) to carry out such exPeri-

19 mental activities.

20 (b) REPORT.Not later than one year after the, cepclu-

21 sion of the program carried out tinier this section, the Secre-
t,

22 Lary shall submit CO the 'Congress a 41;:trt on such program.

28 (c) AUTHORIZATION.Thero anis, authorized to be ap,

24 propriated for the purposes of this section not to exceed

25 444,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 80, 1984,
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1;...a/d not to exceed $10,000,000 for the fiscal year ending

September 30, 1985. much funds shall remain available until'

8 'expended.

4 COMPETITIVENESS STUDIES

5 SEC. 7. (a) STUDV.The Secretary shall select specific,

6 domestic technology-sensitive industrial sectors and shall

7 analyze such sectors' long-term capability for remaining com-

8 petitive, especially with industries in foreign countries. In

9 making such selection, the Secretary shall consider industrial

10 sectors which are or are likely to be vulnerable to foreign

1 1 competition, as well as sectors which are likely to experience

12 rapid and significant growth.

13 (b) SUBJECTS OF STUDY.As part of such study, the

14 Secretary shall consider-

15

16

17

28

19

(1) the adequacy of technologies utilized to pro-

duce the goods and services of such sectors;

(2) superior foreign technologies or unique re-

Bowes thich yield a competitive advantage to indus-

tries in foreign countries over similar domestic indus-

20 tries;. . ,

21. (3) the anticipated scientific and technical person-

22 nel requirements for such sectors; 0
..

0,1

23 ' (4) the adequacy of Feilerallaws sand regulations,

24 and the enforcement of such laws and regulations, in

234
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1 promoting technological innovativenoss and commercial

2 competitiven8sa by. such sector find

8 (5) whotlior changes in such laws and regulations,

4 or the enforcement of such laws and- regulations; are

5 desipable to promote technological innovation and Com-

6 petition in such sectors an8 to safeguard the well-being

7 of the Nation and the public.

8 (c) AUTHORIZATION.There lire authorized to be ap-

propritited for the purposes of this section not to exceed

.10 $1,000,000 for the fiscal ypar ending September 80, 1984,

11 and not to exceed $2,000,000 for each of the fiscal years

12 ending Aptember 30, 1985, September 30, 1986, September

13 30, 1987: and September 30, 1988. Such funds shall remain

14 available until expended.

15 ADVISORY COMMITTEE

16 SEO. 8. (a) ESTABLISHMENT.IThe &rotary shall 08-

17 tablish a Mitnufacturing Sciences and Technology Enhance-
,

18 ment Advisory Committee to advise the Secretary ,conceritmg,

19 the activities to be conducted under floe Act. The Advisor,

20 Committee shall have representation from technology-senei-

21 five industrial sectors, from labor, from the manufaoturing

22 research community, and from other sectors which the 8eoro-

23 tary considers appropriate. Such members shall be appointed

24 by the Secretary fora term of two years, and shall receive no

25. compensation. Any such member shall, in accordance with

2 3J
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1 section 5703 of title 5, United States Code, be entitled to

2 reimbursement for travel or transp`ortation expenses incurred

8 in the performance of responsibilities as a member of the

4 Advisory Committee.

5 . (b) FuNonome.The Advisory Committee shall-
6 (1) review the policies and selection criteria for

7 ;J grants made and cooperative agreements entered into

8 under this Act;

9 (2) review the progress of the Secretary of Corn-

10 mace in meeting all the requirements of this Act;

11 (3) assess the effectiveness of the activities funded

12 pursuant to this Lt; and

13 (4) submit to the Secretary, at least annually,
14 evaluations and recommendations regarding 4tivities

15 carried out under this Act.

16 (c) REPORT. The Advisory Committee shall submit to

17 the Congress an' annual report on its activities under this

18 Act.

19 APPLICABILITY.The Advisory Committee shall be

20 subject to the Federal Advisory Committee Act (5 U.S.C.

21 App. 1 et seq.).

236
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Sec. 5a, Art. 5

(Add). This plan shall be reviewed annually by the governing board
described In Sec. 7 and their recommendations passed.on to either
the NRC or the National Science Board (NSB).

Sec. 5b, Art. 1

(Add). Research that may be performed in this center will be primarily
pursued to enhance its ability to satisfy the above mission focus.

Sec. 5b, Art. 3

(Add). . . .to coordinate activities and shall function under the same
dexternal review as establised for the other centers by the review board
described in Sec. 7,

Sec. 7a

(Question?) Representation on the Board shall be balanced, (What is
the meaning of balanced as used here?)

Sec. lb

The Board shall select itsmn chairman. This selection shall.
be reviewed by either the NRC or the National Science Board 1NS8).

Sec: Ba and 8b

(Comment). The funding for Sec. 8b for Education and Training, is too
small if the programs in Sec. 8a are notiillO-dtrected to develop manpower
through their academic functions.

46

Sec4 8d

(Comment). The $10,000,000 centersfer.NBS at first glance appears to be
. too high relative to those for the other centers (protably $3,000,000
each). It may be justified as a budgetary replacement fdr the program
'already funded at NOS in robotics. Generally, the $10 million would be
approximately 15 percent of the total program. It is suggested here that
this programbe split in half as $6,000,000 in house work and service
in technology transfer and $4,000,000 out to other univArsities16r joint
ventures In basic and applied research. In this manner/FUS could-more
effectively perform the mission described in Sec. 5b, Art. 1, Otherwise,,
it is suggested t,$44,71,000 be moved to the NSF program for centers.
There may also be me stification to ramp up this magnitude ($5 million in 84,
$7 million in 85, and $10 million in 86) as is being Oroposed in the other
parts of the bill.

B. H.R. 4415: Manufacturing Sciences and Technology Research and Development
Aot of 1983.

* Overall CoTelen,t:

This bill is directed to partially solve an increasingly dangerous problem
in weakness in the United States competitiveness in manufaCtures tPaie. Much
of this is due tp lack of na54onal purpose and structured response. Unfortunately,.
relative to the need, this bitl is'woelkilly lacking in magnitude. This low level

of commitlant may in fact suggest that it may be better not to begin any program
at all unless it is Intended to have a greater role of sufficient magnitude. If

21
a
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our maqufactures trade loss it approaching $110 billion for 1984, then an
investment of $0.06 billion in this bill represents a level of commitment
0 not more than 0.05 percent. In fact, a level of effort of 1 percent of
this trade loss (or $l1billion /yr.) could easily be defended.

Another weakness of the bill is that diverse groups would be tormed
without a truly cohesive national strategy. The parts are not designed to
form a whole response (without significant voids). This becomes essential
if the truly immense breadth of manufacturing is to be AsIdraised., The
model of the separate but additive missions of the Air Force R80 labs is a

good one $I, use hi" order to put this program one so der long-term footing.

.0
Ftylally, it is imperative that the universities lay a major role,

either as primes or as significant subcontractors to nprofit labls or to
industry. This academic role should be oriented to ge rate the best
possibly quality of expertise in a new gyeneration of ma ufacturing researchers
and engineers. Where this is done on d stributell nego ated mutual benefit
among the parties, a successful program Is much more likely.

P.

2 3,8
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Section VII

Next Oenerstiop of Technology for Robotics

Miseionst Induitrial Automation
Roar& flyers., Operations
Military Operation*
Memo Augmentotion and Agriculture

by

D. User. Director and Greduete Research Professor
The Center for Intelligent Machines and Robotics

College of Engineering
University of Vloride

Oainesville, Vlorida 32611

(904-392-0016)

1983
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I. APPLICATIONS APPROPILIAZ TO AU AliVANCID ROBOTICS TECHNOLOOT

Thin section of the dusts:mut is intended to list a representative collection
of the cost demanding and rewerang unmat.applications of robotics. In each Cale,
tha aPP11ditiOD is describe term of its economic merits, its technical
feasibility, and its,benafits the uaer. Also, in each Qum some indicanione
is given as to the necessity to tsosinal developeen required to satisfy the
mumniated application. One of the re immediate tealanalogical gaps is mum
elated with the "open loop".opuation ail existing robotics manipulators.
luaus. of this inadequate swains and -time Mompensation based on an in-
cluelwe dynamim modal, it is lepossible'to CsiR sPnkinl noordimate accuracy:.
(via or without external:disturb/anis and ). Hence many precision Sere-
cLons at email and Large males (micracurgery, recisionitight machining, laser
welding, etc.) remain unsatisfied. 111.alsoseens t of line ProSrossisS is
normally not possible, such thetone.line teaching ( no production occurs)
is necessary. This mums that the detains. cannot dire y control the robotic
system nor support real time inspection. lance, spacial p ion assembly,
ale= room operations, auto- assembly and inspection are lass likely candidates

high expense use ofpuserous eahhinina berkiirto the factory of the

for batch mode manafactnring, this deficiency means the continued

fbturei'
.

.

In other applications, the dexterity and obstacle avoidance of existing
(systems is inadequate. Many of these systems must work in on obstacle strums,
unstruatured eaviromeent. Rare, apenial sensing, and an advanced machine lati111-r..
MOO must Inhume the informatich Mt to the human operator at the man- machine
interface to augment his judgment and decision making capacity. Timm, frequently,
is of the .scent. so that meneedine human operating speeds is highly desirable.
Strategy and.pleaming to deploy friendly forces and strategy identification of
unfriendly forces sometimes using incomplete data bases or fuzzy data for military
operations-ham yet to be treated as more'than a concept.

ononztAvAnaunoti
1. ptoqueing is the speatrumof applicatioi-df-rbbolloi trirft4/7,chall-46alt-

industrial operations such as wire soldering of leads to micro - chips, visual
inspection &misspelt of very small &assemblies, etc.

2. Complex aseeek1100 involves Sequential piece assembly within an obstacle strewn
environment where perhaps more than one robot would be necessary (i.e.,
mounting of a shook absorber on a car).

is

J. ituision Light machining refers to lightly loaded machining tatke,in thin
stock such as roving, trimming, and daburring while maintaining high
tolerance without supporting jigs.

4. Welding in ship etructuses requires the placement of imprecisely cut thick
stock in an egg-crate array and autonomously welding the parts it lace.

Riveting andderiveting of airframes is the semi-automatic procedure of
rivet location, rivet removal, hole inspection and refurbishing, and rivet
replacement on airframes with minimum human involvement.

A-1
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sYsTr.113 OPERATIONS

6. Nuclear fission reactors could be maintained by robotic systems (especially

the steam generator) with nininal
occupational radiation exposure and an

sconomicbemetit to the, nation by 1990 of $1.8 billion/year.

7. EmslaraotakURIUS83:1 will require a much higher level and more frequent

remote maintenance than fission reactors if their availability is to be 73Z.

8. 01.10Avloret190 an4 OradMItion on the ocean floqr involves maintenance and

inspection o the complex ocean floor technologies (valves, pipes, pumps, etc'.)

in an =structured environment.

'9. Coal OrodueciOn is responsible for 200 deaths/year and considerable cost to

the natio* due to blank lugs diesels, a dilemna that could be redened by

developing a weenless" coal mine.-

10. IMR411or Cue/ handling and xsprocessino has been a long time UMW of robigna
and is now experiencing a new level of technological development at the

Oak ilidge National Laboratory.

MrL1fARrOPEL1710113

11. &emote gee= operations coonerne the remote surveillance, personnel lAtrieval,

repair and tactical. operations in an unstructured ocean environment.

12. Battlefield operations represents a complex of :operations such as surveillance,
autonomous taAirs, nine removal etc. to remove personnel from the war sone.

13.' 104ntegglee end samTgency. nopeir technology is intended to remove technically
trained vermin:ma font the mar sone as wall asMike emergency repairs more
0038C effect lvely end reliably.

14. Irpstelid emiMitics tiendllulivelltzeduce logistics problems, increase reliability.

and reduce personnel impostor. in the war zone Associated with the movement and

palatial's' of materiel.

Li. jlenninkend Strategy Orerations will augment the fielA commander's decision '

capacity as the complexity of field operations increase and provide him with

an assessment of the strategy of the unfriendly forces.

ROMAN ALIBOBRATION AND ABILICULTURI

16. Hicro-surgery is Intended to augment the prevision of the surgeon's motor
capacity by a faftor of 10 and increase his productive life for operations
of.the brain, itfr, eye.nose and throat including exploratory diagnostics.

17. Proathetitkand orthoacs suggests that many partially incapacitated human
joint. and be could be either supported passively or actively to provide
improved structural function or they could be replaced by advanced intelli-
gent prosthetics..

18. 14Aricultural operations associated with non-cereal production are labor
intensive and frequently under weather threat. Robotic handling and harvesting
e quipment could not only reduce costa but also reduce production uncertainties.

19. Accident misstons suggest using robotic systems inmurveillance, people
retrieval, and active threat reduction associated with fires, earthquakes,
terrorists, and boob removal and disabling.

20. TrainioR and service robots are intendel to augment humans in education at
all levels (truck operation to micrn-aurgery) with future systems

developed for cleaning and maintenance in both public and domestic applications.

0,2
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INDUS 17.1.AL AUT 0;114T LOA)
1. M4roorocessin

One of the tutu opportunities for intelligent machine and robotics is the - ;

performance of various precision operations at very small es. Examples involve
the mechanical handling of very mall electrical componen a, wire soldering of lead* 4i

to nicro-chips, visual inspeatiuo of very mall ambemblie and mechanical or
Oh:trio/A (by laser beams) repairs of haraOrfect otitmponent eraily, as the

,--iconplexity of computer., avionics, and precision instrumen

(including medical instruments), the need for mineturised syeteme (m (cro-robotici)
will also increase. Autonomous and telsoperator type yetems will be necessary

I)/
depending on whether the operation can be highly st cured or will require the
judgement and decision making of a trained bum= o itor. This type of technology
will oak. clean room operations increasingly cost attentive and more widespread. In
order to achieve this level of technology, a generic class of iiniaturimid bearings
(perhaps jeweled), specialised sensors and encoders, and actuators must be
developed. Oetierelly, as the scale is reduced, the relative *portant. of 'friction
iacr such that special antifrictioo Measures will be necessary. Also because
tolerances will be so small, programming the system by visual inspection will be
much more difficult. Oonsoqueotly.niniature robotic' will require A much higher level
Of machioe incelligencathen that found in preseut generation robotic system..

.N.
g. Comziox Assemblies

.

. .

Host assembly proc aaaaa manrsmalY'being performed by robots are especially
designed to take into account the present Limitations of the robot system. For
example, the assembly of an electric motor allows a sequential stacking of .

componeuts about vertical axis of symmetry. The insertion of electrial components-
.00 a circuit board occurs only on otu.plane within, virtually a perfectly rectangular
array. /Moe of these operatkons suet occur in an obstacle strewn environment.
Furthermore, most of these :Ups require relatively little force during the joining ',.'
stags. fence; they cad be classed 4411 precision, unioaded,_-unobetrucrutassembliee.

.. .

future mememblies must *Nat a much broader range of tasks including force .fit
assembly, fastener deformation, the joining of heavy componente,.joining of
Components by single or repeated impacts, etc. Furthermorl, rae:this assembly
prog , ante!. to the *irk Scene mill be obstructed tither-by jigs or the partsof the disfidiehdd assembly. Colloidal' thejifficult teak of putting shock absorbers

natitsteed in order to expand the sherbet 'of robotics. This expanded class of

ie suspension of on aualarablIa as onivof the type of assemblies that must lie

-.assembly cask will require precision under load (now universally lacking), a veryhigh leveret dexterity, obstacle ;voidance routine, by an advanced machine
intelligence, ands vomhinsition of seniors and dynamic modeling in real time to
"close the lodp". This level of technology will require the most of integration of

4
l' mechanical, and electrical tschnologies and will require a concerted research and

)14lopment ifforr.-
(,. . ..

S:4-
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1. P:eclsion Li H ehinin

Batch manufacturing implies numerous light machining tasks where high

Pr*cisiob and pid Changeover from one task to the next is necessary. Two example

casks are deliu ring and trimming of surface 'panels of aircraft. Because of the

liras deforma ,one experienced by robotic manipulators operating under these

machining to s Age or fixtutiee are used to resist these loads. Of course, the

jig oust be ached in shape to each part to be finished. In batch manufacturing, -

literally *Weds of parts (and therefore jig') are involved - hence, the costs of

e anufmituri and handling of these jigs to very high. Other costs sue involved.

Programs/1g the robot still plies od seep -by -step coaching in the work environment

which is ry time consuming - a time during splash no production is possible. Also,

.
the jig interrupts the flow of information from the unit procees.to the factory

computer data base *skins tb's factory of theuture impossible.

411 of these high costs items for robotic *reties could,be greatly reduesd if

precision under load could be achieved. The first need is a complete end Accurate
parametric model of the industrial robot manipulator (rarely souses and certainly
is never used in real time operation of today's robots). Next tele required to

ake real time (1/30 see.' sampling rata) computer control of the robot In terms of

this dynamics model a reality. Also ogflineoprogremming must be developed to, make

the robot absolutely accurate in world coordinstas. finally, the system use be

able to eliminate force induced deflections from the machining proceetby
competssatine commends to the ectustorr. All of these tochnicel objective, will
require the best machine intelligence based on the most advanced analyticel tools
from the emehanicel'end electrical asoiplinee. This "closed loop" concept Le an

e ssential component of She omit generation of robot - i.e., the fly by wire rabOt
which may then be considered "electronically rigid."

4. Welding in ghip Struntures

Welding Is one of the most important joining processes used in the United.
States where almost 1,000,000 workers claims to be welders. Automation of welding
has gradually taken place by using automatic vire feeding and special seem trackers.
la conjunction with 'trehtors" capable of following a straight seem. Hitachi of
Japan bee implemeted 4'20 pass veld of a.precision cut-joint beEWeenliTo di i .

sections with 1" wall thinks's... The seam geometry in many applications it far
from straight end for thick weldments (above 3/16") it is difficult to maintain
uniform seam spacing or seam eligneent. This fettle especially true of welding,
associated with ship hulls. Also, the ship hull is large and appears to have an
"egg crate" geometry in such of its multiple'well and multiple cell configuration.

a This reality makes liability, dexterity, obstacle avoidance, superior sensini, and
high precision essential to a ship welding system. Beyosd this, excessive teaching
time for such campfire geometries benomas a dominant problem of the existing robotic

technology. This is compounded by the fact that shipbuilding. is characterized by
its.. variety of small batch operations (often unique assemblies) where programming
time can represent as much as 902 of the total processing time.

In order to eliminate moat of thole problems, the robot velding system must be
drilen from data base of the ship component being voided. Reference points on ne
tacked assembly can be used to automatically plice the vorkpiece in the coordinate
systen of the robot. Then if the fobot is absolutely accurate andlif the welding
process is monitored with adequate sensors (such as vision), the welding procedure'
can be achieved with virtually no teaching tics. Of course the data base must tell

A-4
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tn. robot O'er* the "obstacles" of the iccomplete an are and how they cheek'
44 7:ogress ts made. The robot intelligence suet be capable of avoiding this
obstacle* without human intervention. It is also feasible that one robot could be
used to place parts in the assetibly while the second robot performs the necessary
veld.

givetiog and Deriveciag_of Airframes

Hundreds of thousands of rivets are used to maemble the eirframe of modern
eirplaines, test though opetial hand held riveters are-used effectively, they
require's greet deal of heavy labor. IR has been frequently suggested that robot*
be used to hold the riveting unit during the riveting process. lin order td perform
this task, the'tiveter must be perpendiauli*. to the surface and perfectly aligoid
with the rivet hole. The surface geometry and rivet array forms a complex spatial
geometry which demand that the robot have generic motion capability. -Because the
tivetar is heavy the gravity force. will cause significant deflections. These
deflections and those due to riveting fortes must be compensated for by se active
machine ictelligente capable of positioning the riveter accurately in coordinates
ace ached to the airframe. Them and only then can the data base control the roteZet
directly. Otherwise, the robot meat be calibrated and taught for each seltion of
every airplane one at a time. Such teaching effort would consume more time and
higher expense than elia,previoue minus.). operations.

Airplanes placed on aircraft carriers experience sic salt corrosion of the
rivets makiae it necessary to derivet the airframe. All: of the above requirements.,
apply. In this ease, it is also necessary to accurately drill out the old rivet.
Teaching the robot is alearly impractical because of all the uncertainties and load.
variations. An advanced form of closed loop control of a precision robot combined
with computer vision could make molecalibration of the robot to the
airframe feaiible so long me the data base forthat sir frame were available. Such
a system would maim- it possible to derivet the plane

on board the carrier or, in a
remote 'field operation, shop making repair logistics much more economical. 46

znact lITSTEMS OPERATIONS

Nuclear fission Reactors

There aril major economic looses associated with the critical path down time and
occupational radiation exposure (081) associated with Maintenance, Testing, and
Inspection (MTI) of nuclear fission reactors. The total cost of chime operations in
1780 was en average of $14 million per plant. This rept eeeee * an approximate $1
billion cost to the nation. When using steam generator maintenance as l vehicle for
analysis, a 701 savings is predicted; i.e.,

tOtal'national savings of $100 millionper year. Sy 1990, the projected savings would
reach $1.8' billion per year. If ORElimits were lowered by a Lector of 3 (me has been ougmeseed), these numbers wouldall grow by approximately 7SZ.

.The present level of manipulator technology
is insufficient to perforb most ofthe needed maintenance tasks in a successful and time efficient manner. The preventand near term reactor was not designed for remote oaintenance thus making the needfor generic maintenance system more pressing. This generic system must be capableof performing a series of up to 2S distinct operations in n obstacle strewn

environment with the characteristics of a portable mantine hop. The PWR steamgenerator and the EWE valve have been isolated for immediat application of .iobotics. Specific component technologies whictet be ad reseed to meet this nieed

SO
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sn zulti?le task capability, a high level of machine intelligence, man-machine

in:sr:ate, deterfty and obstacle avoidance, precision and load capacity, and

poTtabil.ity and mobility.

1. Nk.z.leac fusion Reactor*

11

Raft availability of fusion reactors will be closely linked to the effectivO

noes of the remota maintenance technology to be employed. 'limy experts.balleve

that rather,sveat technical advents* in the technology will be rye

Priecbston's I7T1 for example, Is planbing for an availability of about 22, but even

this hes net yet been demonstrated with cuarent technology. The Fusion Rnsineering

Device (rim of Oak Ridge has set i 502 availability goal. The objective of the

planned Starlit, fusion utility plant must be 752 availability:

The,fusiout reactor/ represents highly uncertain enrironsint, thud willing Lr
a completely general remote system with advanced machine intelligence and

man-machine interface. The east difficultyreawte task will be the handling of .thai

400 ton shield sector. The Aisle', frame must be precisely positioned, cut, and

welded. The required manipulators most handle loads up to 500 lbs. The large loads

combined with the large arm diastole's*, place extreme demands on the technology
where precision requirements are very high. These projected requirements yillsnot

be net by evolutionary development expected from industrial laboratories. A much
aore coaplete understanding of the complex geometry and dynamics of the manipulator
trot= is needed to produce these larger maintenance devices.

R. Oil. Exploration and Production on the Ocean Floor °.

At the present time, the majority of Operational is carried our by human divers,

representing an extremely dangerous activity. The present trend towards deeper
open-water wells repreOeneS an even more dangerous operation. Operations below 450
meters sew be eerried Out by Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs). There are two
major limitations in the use of Mts. Preseist vehicles are controlled by tethered
lines, which became tangled and severely limit mobility. Also, due to the lack of
advanced manipulator technology, only dimple Ceske such as monitoring and inspection
may be carried out using ROVs. If the offshore oil industry plans to reach greater
depths, as emphasis on improved remote technology is necessary. _During_the 5. year..
period (1975-1979), approximately 100 wells were drilled at depths over 1000 ft.

A
Subsea production systems (underwater wells) are,umed atlepthe of 2000 ft. The
icvearnenc for total operacional'platform may essilly exceed $1 billion.

G-

20!. can operate at 1/10 the lost of hymen diver systems primarily because of
reduced support facilities and personnel. Paso, descents and ascents require long
periods and in bad weather eigpificlantly int r e *** rielts. There ere over L40
te:nered ROVs in use today. Approximately 30 vehiclachave manipulator
capabilities. Hetet of these aenipulators cannot perform the highly useful but
dif.ficult tasks' of voiding, cutting, bolting, etc. AA the production system evolves
it will become more modular (i.e., valve sodulea, pipe joint modules, etc.) enabling
'sorb rapid and reliable replacement by remote systems technology. A comparative
iac-asse in the e!fectiveness ofbethis remote systems technology ould yield major
OC3101iC benefice.
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.,..Coal Production
,

It appears that significant economic benefit and miner safety wOuld.reault-with

ir'

the use of reso al systems technology in deep underground coal mines. Almost no sues
remote technolo is Presently used in underground mines. In ocher words, wort
little progress has been made teekke.coal production possible without chit dirmAt
involvement of Masan operator. - i.e., the manias. sloe is a distant possibility.
The Potential arena for automation and roboties are root support, materiel headline,-
fire control and miasma, 464 eurveellesee. Root - bolting is the most dangerous

activity in undAtirroued wining, asnsing 301l of all mine fatalities. Thu aiming
industry is five tine ears dangeeous than the avenge 0.S. industry, witW.ahout 200
deaths oceurring math year. The east of,isjuries bribed on 19144114te, to all sectors
of society (industry, persommel, health., *undies) was 434.million.

1

Lutomatioe of the cool mime will Involve the implementation of I

dedicated wahines. for example, the continuous wall system repreeents an annual
likreturn en investment from 15 to 232 depending upon thO level of automation

implemented. The use of remote systems technology will be vastly improved when
these dedieated.methines will be modularised making maintenance by module
rOplmlement feasible. Then robotic maintenanes eyetems can be developed with high
mobility for this task ei'weil as thet of monitoring and surveillance. This
combination would make the magless mine possible and significantly reduce the Costs
associated with maintaining an environment which is duitable and efe.for the coal
miner.

AO. N400.1thr Fuel toglLimg end Reprocessing

Neelear fuel doodling and processing wee the first application of robotic
manipulators. The technology owl deVeloied from 1945 to 1965 at the Argonne
National 'Laboratory. damy hot cell manipulators are used for this purpode today.
An evolving eppliaation which la now bath' pursued is fuel reprocessing at the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory. There, a new generation fuel reprocessing plant is being
designed for implemeetation,late in the 1960's.' IWO a system which is made up of
literally thousands of oompormats that could fsil.must be maintained remotely once
it starts operation because of the high internal radiation levels. One of the first
veguirements of the maintenance system is emtraordinerily high satiability, Not
only must the plant be modular sad structured for maintenance,, so must be the
robotic systems used for maintenance. The robotic system must be moved on track{
anywhere in the plant making effective oomnumicetion with an external data base
diffieult. Degauss literally hund4eds of maintenance tasks are involved, a human
operator must supervise or manually control thetask performance through a highly
developed man-eactaine interface. A new generation of robotic manipulator is being
developed for this applinstion as are special interface technologies to the operator
(visual gr.phios, voice commends, force feedheok, etc.). The goal is to use an
seconced machine intelligence to reduce the burden on the human operator by
eutoesting is sany operations as pollable. e

wIL/TAAT OPtRAT10N3

11. Remote Ocean Operstione

The Navy has established a program to meet both tactical and strategic
objectives. All indications are that such of this work ramming, at the conceptual or
exploratory stale. One of the first objectives is tar perform search and identifi-
cation of sub -sea spites'. beyond this, the goal is to perform retrieval function,
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of Wit hardware or stricken submarines. Finally, the nos) demanding task will be
associated with anti-wine and anti-s swine activity. In the strategic' ions*, the

eilaving and neintenanne of,under-wate ommunicetlon cables and power transmission
lines is a ifery high priority,. It t clear, that the operating environment,
cAP*clollY for naLttenence, is unstructured and could be necessary at any depth of
the ocean. for :Leyte, the well understood task of underwater hypothetic welding
cam not be performed by the present technology. All prevent system. Sr. tethered
MOV's or self-conclinod diving chambers (i.s., specialised submarines). Only one 'of-
chose systuil (the IOU OiCA) presently offers the neteesary feature of force
feedback to the operator or the controlling tomputer6

046,11,411F, this range of smell...stoma will require the most advanced generic
robotic manipulator technology possible. A number of the systems must be untethared

. to be effective. The deetetity, sensing, and precieion of these systems must be
very well integrated. The men-macbine iotrface question is she of the highest
poesibls importance due to the unstructured nature of the task spectrum. finally,
-these systems must operate with extraordinary reliability with time as the essence.
Overall, robotic technology within the ocean will require the best of all component
and system technologies.

CI. Battlefield Opesecione

The primary objective is to perform tepid advance uvers with minimum .

e xposure to unfriendly fortes. Several Medicated such ca autonomous Mine
detection and disabling vehicles, autonomous offensive looks, etc., will be
e ssential. In addition, battlefield communication line networks must be emtabliehad
end maintained. Thane funotiocs can be performed autonomously only if a collection
of censors ere developed (acoustic:, optical, electromagnetic, tactile. etc.) which
errs field hardened and highly. reliable. In addition, computational vision bailed on
Stored object knowledge must be capable of recognising objects. All of this sensory
informe4on met be forwarded to an ourboard central processor whose machine
intelligence 14 capable of reasoning and developing strategy for action. This
strategy must lie tarried out with high reliability to benefit friendly forces.'.

Antos/mous system. tend to be operations spesifit. Therefore, alternative.
which alloy human intervention by teleoperetion should b carefully considered. in
thisiaase, precision heavy duty robotic manipulators may become sin essential device
for Sisabling unique multi-purpose and mobile mine aside (under enemy control).
The acme teleoperacor system could prove highly beneficial in laying mine fields in
or behind enemy lines. Or, it may prove ['imitate to develop an autonomoue roving
tic field which would be targeted against unfriendly forces. Overall, the question
of ,wificiel intelligence appears to represent a technological gap which must be
sad for this application.

l3. Maintenance and Emergency !Weir

r

One Of%the basic realities of modern military materiel, is that it is complex
and must-bw,,cootinnously monitored and maintained. This is especially true of theincreased use of electronic components such as avionics. Maintenance and emergency
repair required a highly trained practitioner in order to diagnose and coresect
meLOutectiotis. Unfortunately, the most pressing (and valuable) maintenance
opetAgOgs occur is battle sones or in remote locations such at on board aircraft
corAire3.% This means that many highly trained personnel are exposed to unfriendly
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TWO stays win be token to red.'s. the emposure to tee nicalLy trained personnel
white at the Same time making emergeney.repairs such more reliably. Ons of these
steps bail already been cetablished within the field of Avionics and that is
se1:-coneained nodules that ere easily interchanged. This design philosophy ouet'be
used on the schanitai 'queen as well. The second step is to make maintenance
ihraugh tsleoparacion feasible by deploying a generic maintenance robot system
havtog a precision dexterous manipulator with force feedback to remote station .

where the operator works with enulti-faceted maarmachine interface. gettaus
ensrestacy repairs may be required due to damage tiles, enemy fire, the teak spectrum,
muse be considered ea unstructured thus requiring a high level of human judgement
and aeolsioe making ao melee the meineenease repair as reliable as poseible. Rare,
the Cachnologiael g4P uppeafe to be seaerie precision, mobile robotic manipulator
with some machine Intelligent.* supported by a superior man-mashine interface.

ld. Fuel and Ametscition Bandit%

In the deployment of tactical units, the fuel aid asmautation zones are the most
likely targets of unfriendly forces and when hit cause potentially Never*
destruction. Beate, iaim&sire personae' in this some would be a high priority. In
addition, daring easegemeat rapid loading of tuel and ammunition is a very clear

icy. The major time element is associated with ammunition loading of such
units as tanks. It presently taken.] to 4 hours to load tank with Its full
complement of round.. it is desired to reduce this to one hour - therefore,
potentially doubling the availability of the tank. A regent example of -
automatically loading ma 4rl0 antitank aircraft in II mtnutee relative to a period
of 3 haute for newel operatiootahowe that a truly integrated *yams can reduce
loading time by as mush as a fester of 20 times.

The envisioned system would employ r heavy duty robotic manipulator to
sent-autoeuttieally depallet the ammunition and pass it to a transfer device at the
enwey of the tank. Ipe tcanifer devise would lower the round to a reference rack

in the teak from Which a dexterous robotic manipulator would take the round. The
internal manipulator would remove any "dude" as a first step in the return cycle and
take all iccomiag rounds add entosatidally palletize them in the tank. The internal
manipulator would also be able to take the rounds our of the tank pallets and insert'
them into the task gun barrel. This internal system would then make one crew mother
redundant. The external manipulator would be rather large and somewhat mobile onits own platform.

The lamest technological gap would likely be associated with the
hiibly,dezterous, high load capacity, precision manipulator (internal to the tank)
which shOuld be *Oersted autonomously, especially ductal' maneuvers. Such inclusive
tectooloey will require very high integration of some immature but emerging
component technologies.

13. Pladnial and Strategy Iterations

Today, planning and strategy development is becoming increasingly important toassist personnel in making short term and long term decisions about troop and.
matarial, nove=ent and deployment. As the number of distinct and sophistiasted
fliating elements (roving mines, autonomous tanks, controlled electronic barriers,
etc,) deployed by unfriendly forces expend'', the need for more co-nplicated and tornrapid decision making become. critical. In addition to these managed "obstacles",
there are terrain obstacles such as boulders, tress, swamp., and rivers. Theobstacle strewn environment is one of the unsolved planning problems facing

therobotics research eommunity. Presently, the problem is partially solved by trainedpersonnel on-board the dedicated vehicle,
(tanks, Supply erudite, etc.).

4
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in the near term thee* tasks could be taken ova,' by teleoperecton if the

4 rasa is relatively simple and no on-board activity demands human activity.

At *_as task becomes more ipplicit, because of invisible managed obstacles by

unkiselly force., itbecoas more difficult to adequately train the latse numbers

of 2ersottael required in the field. Hence, in the long term, on-bard computers
wall ie required to provide planning and navigation...Planning involves data
'acquislca (perhaps fussy) to augment an existing data ass reasoning among

alternatives (serially or in parallel). eccountiog for co ag among on-goidi

action. (epetial reasoaing) and in process control thro monitoring and time

efficient up-dating of the planned operation. MavigeCion accotinte for the existing

system configuration (geometria status) among stationary or managed obstacle.
(avoidance strategies) to develop routes (optimal paths) by MIMS of a global
awareness. Sevmral important technological gape exist. frimerilA.difftcultia
arise from fussy acquired data or incomplete data bases. Rouse planning iovolves
one of the most demanding of all optimisation problems if the 'Obstacles are numerous
or managed sfEactivelyby unfriendly forces. .finally, strategy.identification through
analysis of the "movement.of managed obstacles" wouldyrovejoveluable'to decision
mal.:ars La the field.

11A.`.1 AUGMISTATION AND AGRICULTUAI

Li. Micro-Surgery

Micro-surgery involves the itee of a microscope to enbace by s4 fantor of tan
the vision of the surgeon..At this paint Ln tile, this has been a major
adveatags in the fields of eye, ear, throat, and brain operations. In addition,
much r ***** eh now involves work with single calla and requires the best available

precision in mechanichl operations. The primary need demonstrated by this activity
is to augment the human operator's motor capacity (i.e., the surgeon's) in order to '

complaint his enhanced visual capacity perhaps by an order of magnitude (by a
factor of 10). One of the gal, of this type of system is to lengthen the-
produetive life of the surgeon. The other immediate goals of improved precision ran
be achieved by filtering jitters and oscillations from muscles that over-race under
tension and by changing scale. of the operation through computer enhancement. Thus
far, little hes been donesto satisfy this need with a flexible all-purpose (generic)
*yeas. Miniaturised robotic epitome have not experienced much development to -done.
Three component technologies see important to this application. first, as the
system beagle* 'mailer, friction becomes relatively more important making special
frietionlese bearings an imperative. Secondly, because the tasks ars at such a
smell scale, special miniaturized force sensors mat be implemented to kap the
surgeon in close awareness Of the operation. Thirdly, the surgeon must work through
a superior tranaperent matt-machine interface IN order to make him not only
comfortable but fully in charge of the proceed These component technologies are
verb demanding, end Moe far poorly developed. It is estimated that major team of
resarcart would require,' decade to implement this technology in clinical
operations.

1/. Prostncics and Orthotirs

0.1pice the fact that no nethod (or preventing or curl the many arthritides*
aafflicting Ten have bean found, significant advancements ha bee made in the past

decade toward providing en adequate ineOlititleto for destroyed joints. .111,111 major A

improveant in the care of arthritics has been the development of internal
prn utilise, A nominal number of passive orthotic device* have bad developed to act
sis sent+ ly as braces for the weakened human structural system. A major opportunity

r
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nvw exists hecause of developeent in robotics and micro-electronics to develop 00

active aids to the hween system where the mogulsr eacivity is diminished or

atrophied. Or it may be possible to espies. the function totally by an alternative

device. to the first case, the kinematics of each structural element (the ktee,
enkle, shoulder, etc.) sure be examined in vivo to exactly duplicate its residual

action. This &lie eon be used to design and demonstrate a class of actively driven

erehocis struatuees.to replace or supplement the existing.weakened muscular

activity. Such devices could be extremely valuable in training; or strengthening

muscles that have experieneed Mem*. Is the lesions' ease, total repiatement by

mesas of to actively powered davit. (prosthesis) may be ne aaaaa ry. Rare remaining

suasion era be trained to generate Uleetrisal Situate to be interpreted by a
lialsoproamssor which them wewld central the setu aa f the devise. A frequent

objeetive to assisi quadreplegise is to implement articulated wheel ablate or roving
robot servants. All of these systems must be designed for the loue'st possible
pries, be as light weight as feasible, and be exceptions/1y. reliable. Also, in

every case the tan- machine interface must be carefully matched to the individual be
It kineschetiog voice, or visual. tisdiaatiooe are that this technology could be

pursued via ly today and satisfying results would be. expected.

18. Agricultural Operations

On* of the primary problems keit* many atriculnural operations is the
relatively high cost of labor Intensive tasks iated with such functions as

fruit harvesting. The ammonia lose of inefficient or untimely harvesting (the.'
weather threat) can be devestatilie. The alternative pursued today is total plant
harvesting where Spatially bred plants produce fruit that riposte sieultanecusly Chu*
allowing the plattlo be destroyed during harvesting (i.e., as with tomatoes). This
may lead to both &anomie and quality compromises. Renee, it is proposed to
demonstrate a new glees of agrioulturel system which is capable of independent
action &speeding on the requirements of the unit operation. This may be illustrated
by the &wimple of citrus harvesting. In this case, the ripe fruit too be identified
by its unique atter (orange) relative to a dark green background. This
identification san now be ateemplielind by computerised vLeion which would identify
the fruit mid provide data to the central processor to quantify thelotation of the
fruit. On this basis, a robot era could be instructed to pick the fruit (a fact
condirned by touch sensors). It is retommended that et array (perhaps 20) of
inexpensive modular robot arms be used to perform this. function, moh moving with
relatively low rpeed, if one failed. it could be tempOrerily removed without
shutting down the rest of the harvesting system. Similar developmeote could be
pursued in greenhouse, packing house, warehouse, cut flower, and packaging
operations. It new appflars feasible to create whole new class of technology
specifically 'mated to non-cereal grain agriculture.

19. ipcident MissiOn,

One of 'the unmet opportunities for robotics systems involves rescue and
surveillant activity iated with accidents such as earthquakes, fires,

1

terroris bombs, etc. Recently, New 'fork City and several other cities have
suployed roving robotic system to remove or disable terrorist bombs. Each year,
nac7 poi to personnel sre injured or killed from bomb explosions. Also, in pursuit
of dangerous clininals, police frequently have to expose themselves to attack dur:ni
surveillance or apprehension. In the case of fires, firemen must lake every effort
to Cheviotse the whereabouts of trapped individuals in an on-going fire. fire
resistant robots could be of reel value in this surveillance function as well as
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?rt/Ldtog susteoeace (food, water, utopian) or protective cover (fire retardant

clh::hes) to those trapped. Earthquakes requi.re special notarial handliog needs to

uncover persona trapped below ruins. ti

All of these applicatiOns require various levels of nobility, sensing, and

oa-board intelligence. The robotic manipulator itself may be either simple or heavy

duty depending on the application. In disabling bombs, the dexterity and visual and

forte feedbaalt to the operator at a emote location will have to be of the highest

order so that meoideotal ',titivation of the bomb.triggering device can be pirvented.

Tor fire*, it nay be cry to have the device dash the slqes of buildings in

order to gain MOSSO to upper stories of buildings. The robot could curry

lightweight cable Wash could be anahored on both end.. Than powered trolley

could travel along the cable to rescue trapped individuals. It appears that

accident mission robots could have an enormous impaot is life, threatening aocident

situations.

Training and Service Robots

A future opportunity for robotic technology will involve human augmentation in

the broadest possible manse. One of these functions wit involve training.
objective' as no4 being demonstrated in ground based training rystema for the

begioniog pilot. dere, the system duplicates the flying cockpit environment as
accurately as possible including vieml end notion feedback to the operator.4)
Similar training systems will be of high economic importance where the satuersystee

(say the of trains, large truoka, ships, swabber reactors, surgery, etc.)

is either to eapensive or too danserous to duplicate in reality. % In educational
instigations, at all levels, robotic tlahnology will be used to enhance functional
learning (as now being gained fires oomputer game). Presently, only the simplest

digital or analog interface is }sing need. As an inexpensive mat-machine interftwe
becomes norm universal, this educational oppOrtunity will rapidly expand.

--'' Service robots have long been envisioned by Antietam fiction and few

e lementary examples have begun to appear. None of these apneas are known to

perform useful work econealnally. The Cost of mush System, could gamily exceed

$100,000. If one considers the funations that would be attributed to * "housebot"
one quinkly realises how many unique operations would be naceseaty. It is

o onceptually possible to create me.autonomoue robot vacuum cleaner. This davits
would carry rechargeable batteries (to be eutmostidlly plugged in on demand), be
highly *obits, and be able to plan a Ontplete traverse of open floor ace while

avoiding all obstacles. It appear, such a devide would have several Simply

articulated vacuum arms enabling MUMS. below furniture and In narrow volumes
between obstacle.. Eventually, this market will be met but, in the near tern, only
specialised systadi of high value (supermarket floor cleaners) should be'atteapted.
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. 17,.1:«le cann:fr.:a Ttc:MotoGirs YoR RoBonc vs-mis

rh, Integration of numerous technologies is one of the fundamental realities
0.! rohocLcs (or more generally intelligent machines). Often significant progress

LA SyStd34avelupmeat will occur after a breakthrough in a component technology.
exce;rt for exceptionally large research facilities, most research efforts

will poreux' a raw component technologies and look to the manufacturer to do the

s7stem botegration and development. The following 14 component technologies are -

`given to cover the bfoad spectrum represented by robotics. Each of these component

technologies will be described briefly in the next few pages.

1. The Structural gaommtry of the robot, its design and operation for
deternination of its workspace, nisch, dexterity, obstacle avoidance, etc.

2. Structural dynamics of robot systems for modeling of robot dynamic
and vibration phenomena for purposes of design and improved operation.,

,1. Priue movers are the muscles of the manipulator whose precision of
operation is dependent on their response and resolution.

4. Actuator module% LaVolves the structural integration of prima movers
into modules of 1, 2, or 3 degrees of freedom which can be assembled
into a robotic system.

5. fad-effectors ate the interface hardware and software to perform the
handling, inspection, Machining, etc. task of the robot; they may include
epeciel touch and force sensors.

6. Graphics/CAD of robot phenomena to enhence interactive design and
optimisation in complex manufacturing environments.

7. Sensor technology is essential to the existence of an intelligent
machine to that it is ewers of its own existence and process parameters
associated with its operation (manufacturing, maintenance, etc.).

8. Vision is the specialised sensor capable by computer enhancement of
rapidly digitising the physical environment of.the robot allowing for
comprehensive planning and strategic operation.

9.' Artificial intelligence structured the decision making process for
culti-layered phenomena in the robot system.

10. Intelligent 2ontrol involves the layered implementation of various
c-ontrol strategies on global trod loCel objectives.

11. Software modules implies the compact and hardened packaging of
frequently used algorithms and their specialized chip assemblies.

12. Computer architecture involves the assemblage of serial and

parallel processors capable of treating multi-faceted computational
tasks vithin the concept of real-time operation of the system.

cocmunication interfaces involves the structural distribution of
o?stational decisions and data reduction and transfer of the :nolo:
stxrtals aconq the various co,-..p,nents and layer,' of t:le total syst.ra.

14. inter. c7. allo!Js diract hurlan communi:ation vEth the
titelliaent rohotto allow hunan au.noncdtion in unstructured talk
applicationd (micro.7qurger7, nuclear reactor maintonanC01 etc.).
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Sabath,
Componant Normolissd
Tochnology_. AVO110bilitY

Avurage for
all Appli,

coition., '

Imduitrisl

Aul48910k
Room
SYstufs

.

r
Military

00eratio90
\

Noun Auemon-
ration and

Aitricylturo

1. CeOMetry 1,0 3.8 3.8 5,2 4.8 2.6

\2, Dynumios 0.3 1,0 1.3 1,1 1.3 0.8

\1.. Primo
,Hovers

' 0.7 3.0 3.5 3.6 A.8 1.8

4. Actuator
Hodulos 0.4 1.7 .1.8 2.2 II( 2.3 1.1

5. End-
Macron, 0.3 1,3 0.8 . 1.5 , 1'.7 1.4

6. Graphica/
CAD PO 2.7 CO 2.9 1.2 1.7

1. lanolin

Ir

Technology 0.6 2.4 312 21 2,9 3.1

G 8. Vision 0.2 1.2 1.3 0.9 1.2 1.1

9. Artifiqinl
Intelligance

.

0.2 1.0 0:e 0.9 4 1.2

r0, Intelligent
Control 0.3' 1.4 2.1 1.5 1.3

11. Sufrunro

Hadules 0.1 0.4 0.5' 0,4 +0.5 0.4

12. Computer
Architeot, 0,4 2.0 / 2.9 1.7 2.2 1.4

13. Communirat. .

' !rata-faces 0.5 2.3 / 2.4 2.3 34 1.8

14. Han-Machine
Intorfoco 0.3 3.2 2.2 t 4.1 2.9 4.2
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Ot course, all of these component Achnologiee are of primary importance to

the implementation of robotics to this spectrum of implications. Nonetheless, a

great deal can be learned by rankins the technologies with respect to their near

term and long tetra relative significince. The long term importance of a component

technology should Act as a guide to the rotative emphasis in basic research among

the various technologies.
By comparisdn, the neer term value of a component

technology should provide en indication of the relative development effort now

likely to result in the beet short term "pay -off" in actual application. The _ ,

results of an attempt tc quantify these two levels of
significance are 'Joan in

the following partial. tabulation.

Nermelised Long Tema

CO1Ronolt Islortoune

Molhaleed Near Term

climent Velum

Han-ilachine Structural 10.0 .(

Vision

.10.0

9.0

Geometry

Man-Machine

.

815

Olt;Interface

Interfa4a

Computer

Architecture

8.0 Prime
Movers

8.0

Artificial 7.3 Sensor '7,4

Intelligenne Technology

Sensor 7.3 Graphics/ 7.i
Teshnology CAD

Intelligent Communication 6.0

Control 7.3 Interfaces

Communication Computer 5.3

Interfaces 7.3 Architecture

§1

Note that for the two application groups,. 1'1116117 6PeiatiOne .and
energy systoles, the two component teohnologies, aotuator modules.
and end effectore,show high long term siTificsnce.

The difference between the near tern and long term rankings is due to the
fact that the technologies ere not uniformly available in the near term where
it is assumed_that they will have the same availaeility in the long term. In
this case structural geometry is thought to be SO% avallabl . pigime moversjond
graphics/CAD at 351, while vision and artificial intellige ate considerid
to have reached only 101 of their real potential.

I
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1. Geometry

, The analytical tools to treat the operation and design of the geometric
dimensions of robot arms has been found to be one of the most'complex problems

associated with robotics. The cartasian robot contains no fixed dimensional

parameters. Many present dexterous arms (similar in proportion to the human

arm) contain two fixed dimensions. The most general b degree of freedom arm
would coatein 18 design parameters all of which should be evaluated to enhance
the flack, dexterity, obstacle avoidance, etc. potential of robot arms.
holtuntlY, researchers have shown that the complex mathematical control equa-
tion' may fait frequently and cause diaconnerting disrpption in the smooth
or prealee operation of the arm. Future arms will be a balance among the
number of degrees of freedom (redundancy of 2 to make an 8 DOT arm) and the
level of complexity in the geometry and the associated planning sod control
algorithms. Almost all exiting arms are tips aerial devices (one link, one joint.
one link, etc4.1 Future geomstry-Will involve'the study of parallel .structures

enhanced precision and load capacity. The scale of these devices could .

become very small (miniature manipulators)' putting increased demands on'the
analytical theory and design methodology. 'Melly, two or more robot eould
work together to perform an assembly task (say welding). In this casi, what
is their common workspace, dexterity, and operating' region without mathe-
matical uncertainties or special Locking configurations? What is the desirable
balande of complexity among the interacting arms?

2. StruCturp. frmemiti

Host editing industrial manipulator arms are very flexible and *easily
deform under lqad (from 0.2" to 0.4") and respond to simple hand shaking at
frequencies less than 10 cps which mama that their fastest cyclic speed would
not be better thain10 RPM (compire with most packaging machinery at 300 RPM
and some textile machines at 3000 RPM). The associated deformation may be the
result of dynamine of the system (usually known) or they may originate from
the task operation (routing, force fit assembly, daburring, etc.) which are
usually unknown. Many of these future. applications of robotic manipulators
will require a high level of precision under large load variations. Today,
all manipulator systems operate open -loop where neither the dynamics nor the
external load/ are accounted for. The barrier to meeting thi, fundamental
objective is the ability to create the model in real-time (may about 30 hz).
Raring the model in realktime would 'Ischia the compeniation for-the system
deformations and predicted improvement of precision under load by a factor
of 10. As this technology becomes available, more robust control strategy
will be implemented to allow lighter weight' structures (especially desirable
in serial arms). Also, as improved dynamic control occurs, redundant degrees
of freedom will be used to enhance controllability. Alternatively, the
dynamic modeling could be made more acces ibla Co real-time operation if
parallel structures were need. Pasociat with this activity is the dynamic
programming of the endreffector motion t reduce command shock induced

*illations. This objective is closely related to tht desire for high
speed "slowing and toucans" in minimum time. gone of his activity can move
fort/ard without accurate parameter identification forlhe link masses, link
deformations. act.lator control circuit parameters, ot41 As nano as 130
parameters are involved. Hence, it will be essential (o develop design tools
and criteria for these lighter and faster a

il
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1. ?Az. :"avers

Tha =atlas or energy sources which move the manipulator arm are he

prioe zover, of the system. Those components may bi electric, hydradlic,

or paeu=atic. Electric pri=a armors are increasingly more common. Because

of their iohdontly low load capacity, they almost always require mechanical

force a=plifiers in the form of gear trains or metal tapes. these amplifiers

all add vaight, compliaace,'ImA backlash, and they increase maintenance and

reduce reliability. Hydraulierime movers, although powerful, exhibit lief =

Cations such as fluid 1.akage (critical in some clean room' operations),

sensitivity to dirt in the fluid passing through delicate servo-valves,
stittion, and variable bulk modulus in the fluid circuit. Pneumatic actuators

are inordinatelt "soft" and very difficult to control for precision positioning

under load.

New electric prima movers are appearing (based on rare earth materials)
with increasing load capacity and therefore reducing the critical parameter

'of retest. Amorphous material. (powder metallurgy) May significantly reduce
hysteresis loadee having the mama effect. Batter control through NM of

DC motors based on V-MOS taahnology and hybrid implementation of digital
and analog designs should provide enhanced load capatity, dynamic response,
and resolution. antesonletic impulaccontrol circuits may soon be developed
with "crosa-firing" to further improve positional resolution. Kiniatpriaed
prime movers are one Of .the critical unmat needs' required to drive improved
robotic hands or micro- manipulators suitable for Micro-surgery, micro-Assembly,
and small oil.a inspection and maintenance. At this scale, positional reso- -

lution degrades rapidly due to.the increased rmlative significance of friction..

.4. Amtuaior Modules 0

Modularity of the prime mover and its'aurrounding physical structure
is perm wed se a major opportunity to reduce the 6 to 7 year design,to-
market Cycle time naw'required for new generations of robotic manipuf ors.
Thiele modules (or building blocks) would be a series of 1, 2 , or 3 daS
of-freedom(MY) units which could be assembled rapidly by a designer to
respond to ;he requiraments of a given application. Such modularity woul

,Idd a great deal to increase the breadth anti rapid diffusion of robotic \
systems.

Most actuators presently being uset in manipulators are off-the-shelf
prime covers ant specifically designed for precision control of large coupled
motions ss occur in robots. Thils approach dolls not lead to an optimum balance
harvest' the best. characteristics of the prime mover and the.physic.1 structure
of the system. Presently, many actuators are too heavy, have poor response
times to commands, generate backlash inaccuracies, have poor resolution, are
not stiff under load, and do not contain any local intelligence. The next
generation of robot must be constructed froe a large class of near optimum
slcruator modules whichcontain their awn sub- systems for sensing and intelli-
gence. These modules most be rapidly sealed (small and large sizes) with
standard physical and software interfaces for effortless assembly. Enhanced
maintenance duo to this modular design is an obvious benefit. This approach
is the ?ciliary reason that the applicati,pn of tha modular micro-chip is so
wgdesp:ead.

255

A zanufactuger has recently announced a 3 DOF hydraulic wrist. Clociztnati
Milacron has aggressively implamantad their three-roll wrist. A Japanese

Ipainting robot uses a sophisticated linkage based 3 DOE wrist of high destariry.
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hiaman system is composed of a 3 MY shoulder, a 2 DOE ankle, a 3 KW
wrist! and forearm, a 2 DOE knuckle, cad a 3 DOE hip. lite.e ilystsme era

capable of high positional resolution because of muscular antagonism,
therefore eliminating backlash. Friction at very mall scales can be reduced

by using anti-friction ceramic bearings. Parallel linkage structure can be

used in the module to create very,high stiffness ,4th low weight. Hence, At

can be argued that the next generation of robotic system will come a greats
deal sooner it a major thrust for structural moduli. mere pursuld.

3. .End-Effecters

End - effectors are the tools attached to t end of the manipulator arm

to perform specialised functions such as , drilling, looking or

unlocking bolt assemblies, etc. frequeptly,' cialised gaols must be inter-.

changed, a process,which must be time efficient and very reliable. Some
end - effectors Are multi-purpose devices in the same sense that the human liand
is able to hold a hammer, screwdriver, or other handtool. Centrally, the

complaitY of the terminal . device is an inverse function of the complexity
(or dexterity) of the atm., As the technology matures, it is expected that
general purpose terminal device. (hands) .111-reduce demands for versatility 1

on the ator arm. I.e., small end-effector motions fin,tba.form of a
DO! to 6 Dor micro - manipulator) willsoekelarge eistim.,Matibn leis neCessary

The no medium air* gripper of today is a stapl# pair of parMllel,
fingers capab f holding a 5" Wight of 10 lbs, 'Generally, these devices
are clumsyan as =cabs maneuverability to'grtip a generic object.
frequently, th incorporgps some elemintary'foree and proximity sensing.
Specialized end -effearoKs.for sanUing, painting, etc. will continue

.

to be developed. ,All italeation are that a new generic hand is required to
reduce the number of special tools necessary to perform a range of unsceil-
tursd taaket. This hand should have 3 or more compliant coordinated fingers
of medium detrterit7 with good Incremental force sensitivity capable of
grasping and Orienting an arbitrary object in space. :lite power source and

intelligence for this generic baud should be contained within the unit itself-
because of tht difficulty of passing control forces through the wrieg,mf the
manipulator. Leakage of liidraulic-fltida uou14,41imit the ussfulpese of sgrh...
a hand. Hoot., miniaturised prime clovers mutt be developed for
cation. The fingers for this generic band should employ a tablet, low
hysteresis touch sensor with 1 gram sensitivity and a dynamic rAnge of
1000 to 1. The desired resolution would approach 1000 points/in,2 'Preferably.
the sensor would process this three ata locally at the sampling rApA of 100 ha
'Once the technology for such, a band bee been demonstrated, it will be neCessart
to fill out the spectrum between it and the specialized devices prevalent today.

6. Graohics&%J4
JOIs'

Because of the generality og eotion during operation and the large number
of system &Saito parameters, the design of manipulators is an expensive, time
oanauming and challenging task. The r.agnitude of this task can be illustrated
by adtlmg that a generic six degree of freedom serial manipulator can have an
'many as 18 geometric parameters, 60 mass parameters, and 42 stiffmesa para-
*meters along with 12 or mars actuator parameters. The destan and develoi:mont''
of such a generic structure can cost millions of dollars (the space shuttle
manipulator cost $100,000,000 to develop). As requirements for procision
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eiwatial4:.dyclic speed, and extersial loads increase, the abi4ity to meet
con?lax degign objectives becomes more critical. in order to provide

via.uanced systemdesigo and expand the designer's understanding of and control
over Lb' design process, it is essential to utilise rapidly growing computer.
000/11440i and availability of computer-aided design and.engineering
/CAD((,17.).:*Efficient computational tools developed in this' effort can also

lead 'to improved aonlpulator control algorithms which consider how the
efteptivd litiffosim, Strength, and speed characteristics very throughout
the.#04spede. For example, no known method exists to analytically diatribute
tha4ctUktori elongghe manipulator aro with regard to )fiord capacity, spring
stiFfeess,,*pied of response, etc.

Supporting this effort oust be an effective graphicly feedback structure
to -Oa designer. The'sithemstical analysis of robotic manipulator machsniame
'limes to intricate'vector relationships which con not be visualized without
g/apUic assistance. The problem of rendering prismatic, pyramidal, and
spherical'objects must be solved in real-thee as a three dimensional image.,
Sinneythe functienel relationahips are known to be highly non-linear, typically
deminsitkd by long strings of trigonometric operators, tabular decision rules,
ely,be necessary. Specialised hardware may be necessary to, calculate the

redAired retatimos, translations, and scaling (preferably within nanoseconds).
,Golobrinic.cen be used to provide visual clues for local deformations, actuator
load demands, actuator reeponse demands, vibration modes,etc. Given the

,Axistince of this technology, it would than be feasible spatially to integrate
robotic manipolatorm in a work cell, to sequent1.11y monitor an assembly
protasis from beginning to .end, to itudy the spatial interaction of two

manlyulators, etc. to ;rein an operator of a robotic work cell, etc.

. . ..1..

2: Zyni07.- TeehnoiogT

te
Ter robot!. pieta** to become anre-intalligiOr,i5kiywill. require a wider

spectate df precision sensors,ouch ur proximity, rink finding, position,
touch, etc. toderd electronic technology has eersblished,febrication oath -
.niquile at 'mall scales that Canbeepplied to the development of new and /or
greatly improved sensing elements.' Force sensors deserve special ettenthon
betimes of their irreplaceable role in. manrmachinecOmmnpicetkon end .enTihnced.

-e*qhlne intelligence. Intogeated'strain gauge elements and pieso-resistive *
film* can be deposited directly alrcempliant structural element* to generate
sigeals to ba intee'reted by localAtralectronice. The scale of such

rAs4caamustisitchthe scale of the task spectrum of the robot. Industrial
rotIos ievolviforci'leCelsOf.S'to X50 lbs. And mustprovide high reliability
with Rininum compliance. For miniaturised systems, a range of few ounces
and a relatively higher compliance would prove acceptable. Today, exceptionally
few sdch deViies are employed, indicating that robotic systems operate at a
very'low level of intelligence.

'Progress has been made on joiat"positioh encoders whets angular resolution
of 20'00 21 bits is now feasible (1 part in a 1,000,060. or 1 arc second) but
et .high cask ($10,000) and sir,. Some industrial applications could uarrant this
resolution when specified end-effector acc approaches 0.001 inch. Force
sensors of150 lbs. maximum 'load And 1 o cs,t n have been developed and
are being marketed for approxinately e00. In themselves, neither
of these systems are sufficient to 4,3!

orate the end - effector in
coordinates. The primary diletzna f. to-date is that accurate data

. .

I
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on the s?atial location
of the and-effectoi (and the rest of the arm as well) with.

.

out using sensors attached to the alai structure (which Introduces deformation

.IC7U[S. noise, and greet complexity) rim:tains Asentiolly imposiible today. Sons

acoustic and laser range sensors are known to have resolutions of l part in 1000.

The cseoldtion of the laser range. finder would be enhanced by cetro -reflectors on

t the end-effector. Concepts of optical triangulation, structured
light, and laser

iaterferometry.bave bean brought forward to meet this problem. Not only must line

of sight be preserved but high speed data reduction
would be essential. 'The lack -

of this type of technology imem*a that adequate
oompensatiooa for target deviation

ilkis not possible. Hence, robots cannot be taught off-line to do precise operations

which implies th the data base of the factory of the future is of nominal value.

I solution to this problem would represent breakthrough. in mobotio2 system con-

trol and.therefore a much broader range of useful applications.

as,

S. neiOn

Vision bas long been perceived as an important information feedback technology

for intelligent machines. With human operators in the control circuit, the use of

vidicon e.eeras is common. These cameras are now available at 2/3 inch diameter

with 600 lines of completion send 3 lux intensity. Solid state cameras Are now

able to match these properties. These camerae cum 'now display up to 800 by BOO

pixels at 2,000 frames per second. Some of the. systems can display up to 64 gray

levels (Only one is known 176 display color). The primary barrier to the applica-

tion of solid state cameras for autonomous operation is that sew quantification
of visual Okapi data is very time consuming for the ccOputse system.

Coneequencly, audio/ the development effort in recant years him been tar-
geted towards 'meting pimple scene analysis useful for gross positioning of planar
objects or the inspection for salient features much as holes and edges: In the

Unittd States, 60 to 80 companies are now offering image analysis syStema. Of

these, 20 are dealing with comPlax vision tasks. The most Common technique is

image or template matching by means of feature extraction (edges curvature of

edges, area moments of inertia, number of holes, arm conftgurs;Abn of holes, ago.).

One recent offering uses parallel processing and pipeline architecture to treat 350.....r

planar images/sec. with 64 gray levels in "nearly" real time. Another company use.

training Ln teems of a known object using grey scale; terse; color,.' and lighl'

intensity Ln a combined recognition scheme. finally, It cotered light has been

used by one fire to check 1250 dimensions on an engine block to a,tolerence of
0.003" accuracy over a time period of 33 minutes. The cost of tha system could

exceed $200,000.

Present vision systems appropriate for integration Ln robotic systems have

a resolution of 1 Ln.200 or 0.31, fat below that required for tolerance inspection
and approximately one order less than the positional resolution of recant preci-

it- pion arm. The number of objects that may be analyzed in the scene is limited

by the computational speed of the processor. further limitations ars: required
dedicated lighting (preferably as a silhouette), vertical viewing above the planar
surface, and limited overlap of the objects. Uniform agreement centers on the
need for processing speeds to be increased by eno or more orders of magaitude
which is probably only feasible by specialized parallel processing architecture
or special chips specifically designed for feature anhancacunt (such as edges)
Computational vision becomes more important as the task becomes less structured
uhiuh implies the need to treat 3-D objects in a generic fashion using color,
texture, surface normals, binocular vision, sec. A combination of knowledge
base and extremely high apesd computation sppeers'to be the only feasible means
of achieving real time vionicipfeedback.

e-
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9, Attifloiel in4.114,11.1l 4

Ardticiel intelligence represents the highest hail ei dealeion making

required of complex autonomous or sera- autonomous spites. bah so robots. Heshicte

istelligsace Lepliee the beplemencation of artificial intelligence (decision making)

Is she operational software of robots. A broad thrust Ln macbinc intelligence

deielopmeot is uatervey in the robotics., research immunity 4$ represented, for

example, by several operational robotic
nanipuletor control Languages. The overall

goal Le is erases the best structure for the couple*
layering of performance

criteria Le eoerdination with opmiptienel new to satiety some funedonal task.

Ore beet of this effort Li optimal camel of
multierttuator systems, generel path

pbettieg, and nevigatiemio 441444 of imperiaetly quaatified and statistbelly

changing parameters assaaiated with robotic mealpulatore.

One of the first steps in creating a complex &Totem is the establiehmans of a

world 8°441 Math includes the knowledge has., state of the task, expeatemions based

on upesberte, task time., bistory of the systole degradation, potential obstacles to

4u 00000 ; ate: Associated with the world:model, Le the layered cask decompositioo of.

AO. system operetiOn (i.e., plash -planning, shop--resouras allocation, 'ell--

!hneabOtry, 'Cedar...parte headLiag, maehiair-part.pe Lag procedure, UMmotion

"11110aida. trajeetory--notice doetrol,
tolevatutep-seavor and aotuaior commettd.).

.Optimal task deamepositioe baptise that 'suet portions of the system's sesourdes arm

+''.- applied to earth gawk level. System operation that is in good agreement with the

t !warld model is ***tinned. Otherwise, poor results suggests that this experience
ji:410,001,41 be used to chaise the world model sad the systetroperation. This may also

new task desompositiom ie better allocate bcoya.il resource. relative to

1:Akeltlentolite le the Ilem of !spat information (balm @Usage) as the flow of command

-..-,..C,..,ki,orestebe (hem r4,44444444). As the voyll model and the balsa.. of task

i:.°7411/imattsitiom iaprowas due to experience, the level of internal decision making

dimimish 464 the speed add reliability of thisileaision staking should be

14*teed. Researsh ea ertificial intelligence should first be puyeued in terms of a,

f., L defined system hawisg.seeily measurable perform.*** objectives. lule-based

mites east then be used Se adapt the artitioial intelligence model to the

01:- lities of the satual system. This improved world model tor AI oduld then be used

7kiedept
°they'll model. bared 04 imprecise internal definition and/or fussy

7.'44Vfortumee eriteria.

Control

Zero intelligent control is iuteoded to wan the glo 4/ and local control of

system's operettas to meet established performence or teria. Statue information

se from A eerie. of saosore (tactile, force, visual, ate.)'and the data is

used red interpreted by either distributed orcentikl p . This inter-
.

tattoo yields command signals to the actuators to tarry out Utile desired

sties. .One objective La to stake the nanipUlator "eleatrafticilly rigid" in order
4si all work forges with effeetively ao defoliation and therefore superior

pion. Another objeetbe it to make the ern "alectronicelly messiest" in order
ka system response to commands' extremely rapid such that high cyclic speeds

SO achieved. A third objective is to *aka the system parameter. "electronically

. stint" so that system operation, once perfected, would remain [wearies, Another
erentative objective of intelligent control is enhanced smoothness of the

ilppr scribed motion in order to reduce shock induced oscillations in the physical

,q,10dructure of the manipulator.

'recision udder Load is not feasible with today's manipulator technology, In

ition to reel-tiee dynamite modeling, a new type of distributed control will become
*del in order to provide precision under load. Ilesentially, the large system

it'
e,`
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restless le t,0 highly coupled stud non-linear t4 respond to seneory data Lova wing

ds!orcecipas 4ccurriug at much smeller Scale. Hance, A new layer of contr soft-

US:4 and berdwere must be developed tp,trest this small stele function.

Vibration oscillations is the principal Uniting factor preventing intro* d

.lio 'speeds. txporience with mechanical system.. indicates that such oscillations
cr. usually generated free shocks in the coxmand signals. This means that the sin,
plistic start-stop (bang -bent) control of some systems lathe worst Roseible approach.
Generalised notion programming synthesised to enhance the smoothness (shocks occur -
only at the higher derivatives) is now being developed based on the wide experience
derived from the programming of read only memory eachines such as coma.

Infifietrial robots do not exhibit perfectly InVerient persoletere within the
complex control and structural subsystems. The source* of the parametric varia-
tions may come from changes in eatusitor electrical resistance (or hydraulic fluid
temperatures), friction in joints, dimensional changes due to temperature fluctu-
6[1704, etc. Implicit parametric variations may also be due to imperfeot numerical
values used in the deterministic model. The objective would be to characterize these
parametric variations and to develop * self-organiring adaptive 'system to compensate
for these variations with reference to the nominal determinietic model. Such
elf-oalibratioo system has recently been demonstrated to maintainfpositional
Accuracy of in assembly robot.

It is expected that the most Advanced level of intelligent control will involve
integration of AI principle. for perception, feature extaktion. Lola recognition
sod cognition. This advanced robot control will include unmanned deo/alma making,
planning behavior, interaction with other robots, sad interface with human op6ra-
tors. Al enhanced control will structure the motion trajectory, timing, avoidance
of "obstacles", navigation, strategy, experience driven learning, and lead to
form of anthropomorphic intuition. The actual control of a complex multi-actuator
system can only he achieved by voltage commends to and feedback gain edjustment.of
the actuators themselves. Today, limited success in this final step has been
*thieved. Intelligent control at this level will be the result GE a merger of AI
and oodarwouttol theory integrsbing the advance, for stochastic 'and non-linear
Oysters is well ei elf-orgitnitids sud'leerning adaptive techniques.

11. Software Module*

Clearly oftnare i.e a critical operational ingredient for roboticrtanipulators.
deitemCbus (Sr a few la stooges for system control have been developedprimerily to enable

positional ptogr g and control of the system. As the desired performance of
robots is expand , they will necessarily become morn sensor based and more intelli-
gent. gut this telliaence will involve an increased level of software. As tug-
rested for actuator modules, the software systole will be more rapidly developed and
diffused if it le modularised. Then, the system designer will be able to more rapid-
ly assemble a total software package from perfected nodules that can be welly de-
bugged.or replaced with more effective units when they become available. Such
modulo* could be designed to operate at the highest available sampling rates in
hard' -wre dedicated to the software module. Since such modules would be widely
used, the associated hereere would become much less expensive.

Appropriate candidates for software nodules are associated with start sensors,
prime movers and actuators, end-effectors, and vision. Other modules could dovond
of the task decomposition of the systen. !soh task level would involve sensofy
from belowtater$retedby the module combined with commends from abOve to generatle.
corrnAnds to mend down end to generate a higher level of information to pass up to
the next level. Disturbances or new "world.) information could enter horizontally
at each teik level. At each level several sources of sensory information from below
would have to be integrated while the cocmand signal would have to be passed to the
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lower level. Thus generic control structure could be used at each level. The

format. semolina rate, and quality of information would be dependant an tbo height

to the hlararchic'el tree. The total compuotion effort per hierarchical module
would be kept as constant as possible to reach optimum result,.

12. ComouterArchiticturq

The growth of the field of micro- electronics is the primary reason that
eccelorecAd development in robotic systems technology become feasible today. The

spa is tWa distributioa of micro-electronic hardware modules throughout ur systop
(distributed ietalligeoss) in order to make insert senora, mast actuators, etc.
lecause tha hardeners modules are sash dedicated to unique tank, the calcula-
tions would be made more rapidly in special high Sneed arithmetic processors.
Another opporosity is the trade-off between oosputationsl speed and precision for
Tolman motion.' The model is based on'CORDIC peihaps beat known for its use in
band -held calculators. Tasioally, the procets is an iterative procedure or func-
tion eveludtion (mush as trigonometric funCtions) where with each iteration, addi-
tional preciaion is obtained. Sento, speed and accuracy are natural trade-offs in
this process. In robotics systems, precision is usually required at only s few
positions to the- Cycle. The required equipment would involve only.etandard firm
were components, notably bit-slice proclesors and highlopest look-up tables (ROMS).
for exeopfe. the TIM 24 4 24 bit multiplier chip can be iJqd to multiply two 32 bit
floating point numbers in 200 oenoseeonds. This Weed is 400 times faster than the
fastest multiply statement executed on the GEC POP 11/2.

One of the prisiary problems limit $ progress towards real -time operation of
intelligent oboe' Li that existing s processors are poorly suited to treat
the 11014011°°1117:6011.1 nature 01 phenomena ottobotio shntpulators. Tor
essop14, future temp may Ovrolve tray 'sensors generating .latte information
array ali of roughly equal significance to the system. This reality of excess

Irdate, a1,.L at the some leeel, his been adequately demonstrated for machine vision.

It ill Mask less well Understood with regard to (pe real this operation of the
dypiasta model of the manipulator system. The's are six distinct computational
levels shish MUM( be implassested serially. Ifithia each qt these levels 100 to SOO
disrimot Lodpledent functions' Can be cm/quieted La parallel. This massive func-
tional parallelist/Lobo/is that paralll'processing is essential for the real time
control of any system having the geometric couple:ivy of a general robotic sant..
culatot. As Motioned for spatial end -effectoeposition sensing, an economical
parallel protesting erchitenture would reprOsbnt a brisk-through for- the next
generation of robotic system. .

13. Communication tcterfectb

Many prectitionirs in robotic implore cation have discoverqd communication
uismestehee between ryitem components (pt ily t'the machine level). However,
ss the data base of the factory of the future bairnsw more addressable, the need
for *wry highly integrated commurilcocions villI become imperative. Since no one
manufacturer will supply all factory units, standardised interfaces will become
very desirable. At the other end of the spectrum are the interface needs between
robotic components ankh SO Sensor., cultuators, distributed processors, ate. Some
of the Louse are voltage levels, rotas of sampling, numbers of channels, multi-
plexing,' AD-DA converter technolary scaling, 'synchronisation, error filtering,
noise reduction'and isolation, and data compaction. Obviously, both hardware and
software issue* are involved. :he goal oust be to standardize as many of these
interfaces as possible. The National Outsau of Standards robotics program is
pursuing this objective as one of choir major alsoions. The Navy is working on
vivo to astablesh accurate long range communication with unaathered vehicles in
the difficult 'odium repreeentad by ocean sea water which contains debris. In the
Oak eidgs,Wational Laboratory fuel roprocessing plant development, tethers would
.drdscicallY limit askility of the maintenance and handling equipmni. Ramiro,
special. frequency radio wave 'raceme aro.planned to ensure complete mobility.

1
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401.4, ,r1-4srhiot ratarface

Alaost all Of the development work now biting pursued in the U.S. deals with

suion000ui, eat:lilies. This approach assumes that artificial intelligence can be
traAsbrirsd iltu an operational cechine intelligence capable of dupliditing or

escaading the judgement and decision making capability of the human operator. For

repetitive, and highly structured tasks as occur in simple manufacturing proc e
( ?ick-andoplacs, spot welding, spray painting, etc.) this Ls possible. for tasks

Such as ample* assemblies, nuclear reaatot maintenance, or avoidance of maneuvers

of an intelligent enemy, the required level of intelligence does not appear to he

feasible in the next two decade.. The beat east term opporrotity Ls to use

balence of Inman and machine capabilities. Am the *chime technology improves,'leas
will be asked of the human and sore of the machLtta. This mar- machine approach

allows the moat rapid paniocratLon of the asnufacituring market with near-term
technology, allows gradual and natural transference to more machine-oriented
systems, sod allows a minimum disruption of the manufacturing workforce.

The objectivo.is to devalgp a transparent and universal interface between the
hurtaa operator and the robotic manipulator. Cosimanda to the manipulator from the

hi=an must be nada in the most natural manner (volt., digital, or kinesthetic) And
must occur with a minimum burden on the Operator. forts feedback is critical Co the

full awareness of the operator. In other wards, the interface Oust be optimised for
the most effective use by the operator. Also, information derived tromliOnsots on
the slave manipulator duet be enhanced by the interface software In order to make it
is useful as possible to the operator. Since the humulls instincts Ste to operate
in real-rimm, the sampling rata of the system must exceed 30 hr. the manual
controller La affaatirsly a light weight robot which drive. the slave manipulator
through digital commands. Hence, this system is essantillly equivalent to two

cooperating robots. This is why numerical interfacing of a manual controller and a
robot manipulator is ouch more diffOult than operating an autonomous robot.
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III. CRIMEA FOX ADVANCED MOM, EICHNOLOCT

The following is a Listing of 14 distinct criteria that may be used as indicators
c! tbs Level of the technology availahlstlian advanced robotic system and may be a
useful MIAMI Co judge progress of the to fogy under developOsat.

1. )tultj,-tes1511Z1,,LIcv staves the number Of different physical tasks that
tea ha porta by the seat robgtia system.

2. level 9t "Rhine ieCellitegia implies the level of integration of tory.,
purer hardware, softmpre, had artificial intellleence'to make the
system as autonomous AIM possible.

3. Timis affilient operejing implies the speed at whisk the robotic system
performs its task relative to the Wean performing the task alone.

4. VIstglatured task }eve, suggests the level of numerical uncertainty
o the operation that is to be performed by the robotic system.

S. 014simical 44esodEr is an indicator of the motion tarps tl4,end..
effector can move thmmugh while performing physigal tasks. '

6. Fort 11411117 saklailitY implies the bred of movement the total
robetie system has relative to a stationary (fixed shopldar)
manipulator.

7. jtecisionl is an indignities of the absolute precision of placemont of
the end-effector in world coordinetes in response to simple numerical
eomnands.

.

6. 414v17 *aisle the ability of a robot to carry or
jteiliargem load mithmut.imjordafotmatinn.

9. is an indicator of the failure rate of the total

10. Obstillo ee144ege suggests the ability of the robot to avoid
obstaeles in its work environment. .

11. force lensing suggests the measurement of forces in the manipulator
system tohe evaluated by the machine intelligence to judge uorking
Cordes or to compensate for manipulator deflections.

Stn.:MMUS of oPeretion implies the lack of backlash or very large
deforeationo in the manipulator system.

U.

13. scat gp_iwa11p4 gives an Indication of the working range
VithoUt moving its shoulder.

14. 71sinm correspond. to shape recognition either by analog feedback,
to the human operator or by digitising the steno and providing numerical
shave recognition.

0
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TAMER 64 INPORTANCR OP ROBOTIC CHARACTIRISTICS BY APPLICATION CROUPS

Robotic,

Aversse tor.
all Appli

. Industrial
of

Luray Nilits00
a

Oman Ausmontation
1!I.

1, Nultiple Task
Capability . 6.3 . 4.5

2. Level of Machine
Walloons/1 7.1 7.6

3, Time Efficient
Oparation 3.4' 5.1

4, Unskrustured
Task Laval 3.2 3.4.

5. geometria
Dexterity 1.6 4.1 .

6. Persability and.
Nobility 4.1

. 7. Pralleiun 5.3,

6. Load
Capacity 4.7

. 9. Reliability 6.3

10. Obstacle
Avoldanca 3.1

11. /Pros
&mains 1.1 6.2 3,6 4.3

0
12, Smoothnoms of ,

Operation , 3.1 4.o 2.0 3.0

13, Operational
analog.° 3.1

14, Vision 5.0 6.6

6.2 '

7.6

6.1

6,2

53

5.0

5.6 6,0 6.0

5.6 3.3 466

3.6 '6:1 7.0 7.4

6,2 . 1:2 5.5 4.4

5.6 , 3.6 3.5 3.2

5.4 6,4 . 6.6 6,6

6.0 4.1' CO 3.2

4.6

4,11

5.0 2.4 2,5 3.2

302 5,0 5.2
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rut all sppliations7 the moat imporranc robotic characterimtic does not
outrank the least by more than factor of tab. The range is up to a factor
oe 4 among some of the application

groups. This data is partially tabulated
below in order to establish the

moat sigiuificant properties of robotic systemsfor each application group. Generally, as the application warrants or allows
autumn:taus operation, the characteristics

of machine. intelligence, precision,.
vision, sensing, and reliability become importano. For unstructured task applications requiring a balance iateeen man and machine, charactaristica'sncb asmultiple task capability, mobility

and portability, obstacle avoidance,
reliability and unstructured

All Croup

Applications --

' Industrial --
Automation

task level have en incrsasad iaportance.

cgsgommk 136,

10.0
- 9.0

9.0
8.6
7.8
7.6

10.0
9.3
8.3

7.5

Level of machine intelligence
Multip}e task capability
Reliability
Mobility and portability
Precision
Time efficient operation

?cotillion

Level of machine intelligence
Vision

Yoram sensing .

Smoothness of operation
'Obstaal*

7%3
avoidance 7.3

Energy
Multiple task capability.

10.0Sys'ema
Portability and mobility 8.5
Reliability

8.0
Level of machine intelligence

7.2
Load capacity

0
Geoseltria dexterity

7.0
Unstructured task level 7.0
Time efficient oparct,ion

6.5
Precision

6.3
Military

Level of machine. intalligince
10.0Operation. --

Portibility and mobility
8.9Reliability , 8.7 tl

Time efficient operation
7.9

Multiple task capability
7.9Obstacle avoidance

7
Unstructured task level

.7
Rumen

Augnontation
Agriculture --

Portability and mobility"
Reliability

Multiple task capability

10.0
0.9
0.4

Unstructured task level.
Vision %A-0

7.0Obstacle avoidance
7.0Lev of machine intelligent.
7.0
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One of the principal responsibilities of a arch teem is to develop the

technological criteria necessary to measure the impact of proposed or actual

advances in chat technology. for robotics, as on immature field, maoy of the

criteria are tow and'relatively unknown in
their overall importance to the resulting

system's operation. The following le factors should prove
adequate to define and

evaluate a generic robotics technology.

1. Multi-Task Capability

The operational task spectrum of most industrial robots is severely limited.

Sod' are limited to a single
function such as pichrand-place. Others can perform

sequential spot velis or pre-programmed painting. The most advanced system of this

type can perform approximetely 20 distinct operational functions.

rho concept of multi-task capability means that a wide range of functionol

casks can be performed by the same robotic system. This concept can be illustrated

by Us example of tWR steam generator maintenance where the alloying task may

require up to 25 sequential sub -tasks all representing distinct operational

requimomeno. The steam generator presently requires le tasks such as plugging,

.sieeving. etc. The nuclear steam oyster of PMI's represents 10 distinct system

component task. such as the steam generator, pumps, valves, etc. The combined

generality of system tasks, component tasks, and sub-tasks is the primary reason why

a generic technology is essential far a multi-purpose robotic systmcoperating

within an unstructured environment.
Should the unstructured nature of the task he

articulated by'onknown or unfriendly forces, the mod ftir generic techplogy becomes

40V40 more Aritioel.

.

2. 44.41 of iiscatine Intelligence

'The primary objective of eechine intelligence is to produce a quality of motion

at least equivalent CO the human acting alone. To accomplish this level of

,perfotnance requires Level of sensibility to the operational enVironment and

supporting intelligence, similar to the sensing And reflex action (distributyd.

intelligence) in the human arm. Since no robotic system today exhibits stay(

significant level of intelligences effestr integration of soigne intelligence

would provide teal opportunity for Opt od performahce. Single off-lime pre-

programming is ineuffiolent to trot the unstructured task spectrum described in

item 4 below. A ehabination of human intelligence and machine intelligence in a
balance best suited to perform a given range of tasks is recomonded for the

petfornance of all but the tawniest structured tasks.

t Ti=e efficient Operation '

In many robotic functions, the time required to perforM s given took may have .

signifinanc 'consuls impact or I may be crucial to eh'. overall effectivantia od thy ..

talk being parlors's&

For nuclaar reactor maintenance, the availbilicy of the reactor fot'power

vaduction is a major economic issue. In military operations, time nay be essential
in response to a surprise attack or a rapid change in tactical plant. The ssen:tal
requirement is that the robotic system be at least man-equivalent Ln this regard.
In nuclear reactor maintenance, the goal should he to reduce task times by 50%

which would have hundreds of Millions of dollars par year benefit. The present
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1141z e.uty hot-cell master/sieve systeas aanibit task performance eight times slower
t 4A the human acting alone. gowever, if Fho human operatoris removed completely
t a the haserdoull environment, other beofits accrue since the environment can be

/7
g 4;ly simplified (red9ed cost) or more rapid start-up can be achieved. for this
ressoa, an improvement of two or three tines in direct task time performance (over
the present technology) by the robotic system may well prove sufficient to achieve
overall task times one-half of those for the human acting alone.

4. Unstructured Tasks Level

."

Mere the concept of an unstructured task gleans that the operational euvrionment
is cot. quandively known to the operator, to,xhe machine intelligeocw, or to the
data base. Man system. such am nueleer reactors are documented de designed not "at
built" and they frequently ere not provided with any reference benchmarks. This
means that ceasing feedback (both force and visual) is essential to the performance
of unstructured tasks. Machine inteiligence enhances this perception and makes
system performance more accurate and rapid. Generally, most existing systems for
remote operations provide a modest capability to treat the lack of definition
reptesented by the unatruOtured task.

5. GeoCetrical Dexterity

Geometrical dexterity Is meant here to denote end effector motion of great
genarilicy in space. The human hand moves with a first aevel of dexterity augmented
by the additional 6 DOT supplied by the human shoulder.' Using fixed shoulder
would dramatically Limit the human arm's dexterity. The ;Minty to analyse arm
geometry is now well established. To design'for a required level of dexterity has
bees shown to be feasibLe and progress is being Mids. One of the best ways to
increase dexterity is to add 2 DOT to make an 8 Off arm. These extra (redundant)
DOT mekes obstacle avoidance much more likely. Unfortunately, these redundant
DOT melte the control of such an arm very difficult. A solution to the dexterity
design problem le required in order to provide the designer an essential tool to
select the but possible manipulator geometry.

6. Portabilf,ty and Mobility

Portability of the ro in system *Lies that it can be broken dawn into
modules which can be cetri to the work place by a human operator and quickly
assembled. The suggested bi gbt limit, par module Le 35 lbs. Such a weight
restriction creates an unusual,demand to design light weight actuators and to use
special light weight materials (composites nr carbon fiber).

Mobility implies that the system could move over (or traverse) an obstacle.
strewn area. To date, no such system exists in the general sense. Special tracked
vehicles, track followers, and wheeled vehicri are used to traverse relatililly
monoth surfaces (or fixed tracks) with 4inimil-obstacLes. Unfortunately, for many
pplications, these special conditions do not exist, Mobility would have special
significance zo surveillance and to dedietrd autonomous units for military
applications, accident missions, and Ramat floor activity. During the past 20
years, significant laboratory work lila been on-going on the generic concept of
walking m4Chine4 for mobility purposes.
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F=e-tsioa

The ahsolute pcsciaion of most industrial robots is
known to be not better than

0.05 inch and 'zany are far less accurate. Yet, many assembly,
welding, and light

oscbiaiag operations mail.e a prociaion of 0.01 inch.,'Further, fine positioning to

0.001 inch Ls sonatinas nacessary.
for,the example ot nuclear reactor maintanaoca,

the ,overall naed, with regard to precision, is equivalent
to that of a portable

aotc4ina *hop. This level of precision puts an unusually demanding resolution

reviramaat on the Actuators and control suttees. The control. encoders and

actuator smolt be capable of step, of 10 seconds of angular rotation. host

actuators fall far short of this, especially if they
Asust.Provide'a high load

capacity. to addition to these precision
requiremeats, the more difficult condition

is to,paintain precision while the manipulator experience* large load variations.

It is common for external loads to &wade the unloaded precision by.m factor of

ten. The reader can prove this reality to himself by "shaking
bands" with a few

industrial robots. It is not uncommon to easily achieve
oscillations of 1/4 inch

in ztagnituda.

8. Load Capacity

The load capacity of the are is primarily
4. dependent on the size of the arm's

actuators. Generally, about 901 othe arm's deformation occurs at the actuators.

Today light daty arms are designed to carry 10 lbs. Infrequently, arms are designed

to carriP200 lbs. but they ara heavy, improcise,,sluggish, nd certainly not

portable.' A. load capacity of 200 lbs. is recommended for stream generator '

aintendoce La nuclear reactors. In micro- surgery, load capacity may be measured La

Quotas. One of the boot ways to improve load capacity is to place the actuators in

aiparallel structure so that they can be carried by the base and not by the arm as

they are presently for seriai.manipulatore.
'Another useful effort is CO sank an

optimal distribution Of actuator sixes in a given arm geometry.

9. tlelisbilIcy
!Industrial robots, today, have established a vary high operating availability

of apOroximetaly 081., These units are,marketed only after prolonged tasting and

redesign. Msnethettlese, in other unique applications, this_extensive history

availebla to ensure high reallability..This peOperty is especially important in

such dominions, as nuclear reactor malotanance, Failure would man difficult

retrieval and an extended down time (at greet cost) of the power plant. Here, the

goal is failure irr4of 20 field operations (each lasting 2 to 5 days). Failure is

also unacceptable re human life La involved es in accident missions military

operations or ocean floor activity. Predictably, Elie simpler systems having lover

intelligence will be substantially more reliablek' Hance, it'can be racomMended that

for ao4incegrateesyatea with all technologils implemonfat, numeroyo;initi"

deT.onstrations will be necessary to perfect the system in AqUsetp make it
a

*41!fiCiantly reliable.

to. Obstacle Avoidance

"Any unstructured tasks oust be.pitformed within a 'Alum* containing knout,

un',nown, or :toying obst4tlse. Today, working in an obstacle stre,n oknviramment is

rarely considerad in automation operations on the factory floor. Almost no ',tilting

robot has a si;oificant level of obstacle avoidance capability although those which

are anthropomorphic are core able.to.avoid obstacles. tn the case of steam

1
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geaarator maintenance, mcem is difficult. In nuclear reactor systeme, the
alum:anent. operation for piping and valves Le heavily obstructed by obstacles. The!

beat way to achieve increased avoidance capability is to intmasa the generality of
tha arm' geometry. Beyond this, increasing the DOP to 8 will prove very

bemfidial. Unfortunately, both of them steps make the design and control problem
riu:h core difficult. Having the increased generality makes'incteased machine
tat/Mimee essential to benefit from proximity sensors on the arm.

11.
1

.

form Sensing

form sensing is the mosetasic imagine plemeter necessary for feedback to the
operator or to the machine intolliienee of a robot operating in en unstructured task
regime. Other sensors are teatile ediosia in the fingers Of the endeffector,
torque sensors at the attesters, etc. An accurate level of lensing should
dramatically improve the system's operation making it possible to perform such
functions') hammering vhicb are essentially impossible today, Assembly operations
ara known. to be significantly faster and more reliable with force sensing in the
system. Some servo meter/slaves exhibit a reasonable level of force sensing today.
Unfortunately, the meter/slave system can not easily be generalised and does not
lend itself easily to'the (titivation of machine intelligence.

12\ Smoothness of Operation

Smoothness of operation of the system implies that no unexpected or
unpredictable phenomena disturb the human operator or the machine intelligence in
the performance of the operation task. these disturbing phenomena are backlash and
large system deformation.. Present light duty arm avoid backlash but they exhibit
very high deformation under load. Present heavy duty erne my allow is eudh as 1/4
inch backlash at the end effector. Advanced system design must avoid these
pitfalls.

13. Operational :metope

The reach of the arm directly effects the six, of the operational envelope or
field of movement of the manipulator arm, Small arms tof 3 ft. reach) tend not to
be able to duplicate the scale of human motions. Many.mintenadce teektfor nuclear
reactors and 10041 military appl catioas require arms of 6 ft. is length. Uhfor=
tumstely, the salines. of thee arm. is inversely proportional to the cube of its
length; i.e., it becdhea compli t vary rapidly. But the reach concept of the arm
is mucWmare involved than it e riot appears. To be able to approach so extreme
position and remain dexterous usually not possible. A...one eOpraaches the limits
of the operational volume, dee city deterior tee rapidly. Heinemann. taske such
as steam generator 'leaving retorts high d city throughout the work Volume.

lb. Vision

41
The sensing informatioc by analog.or computational vision is known to be an

essential in/redient in the operation of robotic systems in onstruciumd task .

regimes. This information may go directly to the human operator or to the machime
inzolligence, or to both. Recent progress in analog vision hat been sluggish ar.,!10s3
breakthroughs are expected. Analog vision displayed for the human operator enhmnrs,'
by machine intelligence is an untapped opportunity. furthermore, the use of digiti.
vision or graphics could be valuable in training systems for the location.of
obstacles and other features. Vision technology can be inhumed by better
integration of automatic camera control and foveel vision.
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Mr'IVAuntiol. Thank'- you very much. Wj appreciate that, Dr.
'.Tesar. I suppose it is nbt an uncommon comment that on the con-
gr ional level things are relatively poorly defined, so that is prob-

not an unusual state of affairs. We appreciate your testimony,
a particularly the detail. In view of the significance of the pres-
eqtation, I didn't want to limit it in time but I will restrain myself
in questions because we have gone that long.

But: let. me recognize my colleagues on the ,committee for points
they would like to raise. The gentlemen froth New York, Mr. Lun-
dine.

Mr. LUNDINE.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
FhThe first question that rhave is,,'do we have thoile charts? I feel*

li e an old sponge. There has been a whole lot of material there,
nd I'm not sure how much I have absorbed. Are they in here?
Dr. TEAR. Yes, sir, in about the middle of the testimony that is

-Written..
Mr. LUNDINE. All of them that you used?
Dr. TESAR. Well, not all of it but a good share of important

charts are included.
Mr. LUNDINE. I saw that some charts. were here bill they didn't

seem' to be the same ones that you were, using in your presentation.
Dr. TERAR. I see.

fAINinme. Mr. Chairraan, if there is any way that our staff
can subsequently get us ----

Mr. WALOREN. Perhaps you could review your video slides and
correlate it with your testimony. If there is gomething that you

. don't have in the testimony, we would appreciate having it for in-
clusion in the record. - *' ,

Dr. TESAR. Yes, sit.
Mr. LUNDINE. Than very much, because they were really .

'excellent and i could bar .grasp ----
Dr. TICSAR. I appreciate t at.
Mr. LUNDINE. Dr: Tesar, the most common criticism of all of

these bills is that surely no bureaucrat.pary pick successful technol-
ogy, only the marketplace can do to. What would be your com-
ment? a-

Dr. TESAR. There's all kinds of marketplves. One is the human
capital marketplace, and the universities are Q. wonderful environ-4.
meet for the human capital marketplace, sao,lf you put these cen-
ters near the universities where there isiiintual benefit, and nego-
tiate an interaction between them the customer which.is industry
and the producer which is the universityyou have enhanced that
market definition, not diminished it.

Mr.' LUNDINE. You mentioned that the amount in one of the
bills -$:i million for a center and ha1ving 10 centers around the
United States- -was Inadequate. Wouldn't you consider the possibil-
ity Mat industry and the university itself, other private investor
sources, might provide additional 4Unding?

Dr. TERAR. Yes, Sir. I think that's completely feasible and with a,
certain amount of base funding, asouggested hi' these bills, that's
'very likely. ,We have, for example, one of the ne4Atestimonies is
frelin Carnegie-Mellon, and they have been very slccessful in this
regard.
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On the other kind, the norm is 3 percent in the United States,
direct support from industry to the universities, and that is just
not sufficient to 'have mutual benefit, negotiated interactions, and
subcontracts.

Mr. LtininiNr.. So even considering the possibility of the private
sector contributing or even contracting for some research, you feel
that the $3 million is inadequate.

Dr. TESAR. If you restrict yourself to the field of robotics and the
use of robotics forAtinufacturing, I am not overly concerned about
the number. I think if, s in the ball park. I am very concerned, how-
ever, about the much broader scale view of manufacturing in the
bill H.R. 4415 -and the magnitude of that is not 'sufficient relatiVe
to what we mean by "manufacturing."

Mr. LuNDINR. Then by no means were you suggesting that robot-
ics is the only area t,concentrate on. For example, aren't there ad-
vanced development metallurgy that could completely change
the comqosition of; 71 erials. that we might be using in .xnanufal`;..
turing?

Dr. TE8AR. Certainly. It's a very valid point. May I mention, that
40 percent of all the basic research in the United States is spent in
materials research in engineering, so there is a tremendous coinmitment

to materials already in the United States. However, to
manufacture those materials and transform t)Fk as the Japanese
do, for valqe added into a market product th C' n be sold, where
precision and quality and response to the market and reduced in-
ventories are the issues, we don't have very much funding in the
United States.

Mr. LUNDINK. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr...Lundine.
Mr. MacKay?
Mr. MAcKity.,Good to see you here.
Dr. TF.SAR. Thank you.
Mr. MitcWitv. You gave made a number of points, and I would .,

like ttfzero in on the point where you talk about national policy for
manufacturing. I find it on page 16.

Dr. TEsits. Yes, sir.
Mr. MACKAY. You say during the last decade the United States

has lost 30 to 50 percent of its take-home pay per worker relative
to other developed societies such as Japan and-Northern Europe,
and. you say since our 'markets are open to all competition, some of
it;tinfair, our only protection is to run, faster than our competition,
and you think, we need to have a nations oliey. Now that is one
of the fundianAtal controversies up here.

TESAR. That's right. .

Mr. MACKAY. There is a great hesitation to get into a situation
where Government 114 trying to do the planning. I would like your
comments onNthat. Do we have .a national policy now? Alf*, the
nextThection, the relative..erole of high-tech and low-tech; what

, should' we be doing in die manufacturing area that we're not
doing? What should we be doing tosupport the steel industry and
'our Arsic industries?

PrIrsitit. Fair enough. Well, first of a11/1 do believe and sin-
c,ereiyithat the United States iA losing its ability to compete in
manufacturilwhith is the primary,rminess of creating wealth: If

.v
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youllook over the lard decade., you will see a loss of :ill to 50 percent
f'' our relative takehome pay per worker in the United States,

t 00 we have a very heterogeneous society. We have to be much
more knowledgeable about our manufacturing base than we have
1)(Th/in the past, and the only way you can be long-term knowl-
edgeable and commit yourself to human capital is to have distrib-
uted,',interactive discussions among the market driverswhich are
your industrial customerand the university that produces the
long lead-time research, let's say, and also the human capital. So
my reaction to the dilem a that we face lA that we ought to get
started somewhererigh and the universities, it set.ms to me,
are the best neutral gr nd. We have 250 engineering schools
around the United States, and let's say 50 of these became actively
involved in this question. The distributive question would take care
of itself' to a great extent and the centralized planning would be
much less visible.

We need, however, initiative to get something like this started, to
get visibility and get excitement, enthusiasm, rffid---1 don't _see
enough initiative at the 1.14deral le/el to match that initiative you

,might see, let's say, in Japan, Sweden, Germany, France, -and
'also--if I might my .swin Russia.

Mr. MAcKAv. So what you are saying is, there is a way to better 1

focus without having government planning per se.
Dr. TEsnit. That's my perception, yes.
Mr. MAcKnv. To put into place a' process so that the people who

are out in the trenches, which is our industry groups, would be
more interactive with the people who are. back taking a . longer
term view. Is that right?

I)r.. TEHAR. Exactly, and if we can geLthat started, you then build
up the advocecy in response to the mtW'Itet pressures from the cus-
tomer, and .advocacy is orr of the best things that you can have, if
it is distributed, to affect, illation/II policy. I am suggesting that if

oti have only li percent of your Nation's scientific manpower ammo-,.

ciated with manufacturing in the civil' sector, yOu -don't have
enough advocacy to change the base of derislonmaking.

Mr. MAcKnv. You-at one time had a FIR of chartslike you, I am
fascinated by the chartsthat showed or seemed to show ti,correla-

,tion between where we had put tremendous amounts of Federal
R&D money. .

I)r. TYHAR. Yes.
. Mr. Wu:KAY Icontinningr For instance, aeronautics, and market

share, and also seemed to show that there was almost like an .in-
verse correlation. The mol-e American jobs that were involved, the
less Government money. had been involved ip R&D--for instance, .

manufacturing.
Dr. 'roma. I would have to agree with all those comments. That

seems to be essentially the came. In other words, where most of our
jobs are, we have the least, industrial policy to protect them in this
country.

Mr. MAcKnv. And the 1(*.it, Federal effort.
S Dr. 11KHAR. 'That's right. I'would .have to agree with that.

. Mr. MAcKny."'llw last. thing: We have spent a great deal of time
Jookim'at the issue of hem you get new ideas from the basic R &1)
stage to the commercial stage, commercialization of R&D. It ap.
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pears that although we may be doing A better job in basic research
than the other, competing nations, they do a much better job at
commercializink the miideas.

Dr. TEBAR. Yes.
Mr. MACKAY. Were you saying in your comments today that the

key to that should be the National Burpau of Standards?
Dr. TE8Alt, I think that the Natiorial Byre" of Standards has a

vital role, and that is to demonstrattrthe need in sharp detail, on a
consistent, long-term basis, repettively looking at these issues over
and over again, monitoring What's happening to us internationally.

For example, about 3 years ago I asked the question: What is the
distribution at the micro level of the technologies in engineeririg
among, let's say, the most important 10 manufacturing countries 11
the world'? I couldn't find it anywhere in our depository of informa-
tion in the United States, the National Science Foundation, NBS,
()TA, wherever. I could not find that comparative analvis, and the
most long-term commitment any society has is to its distribution of
manpower. Therefore, if you want to find out what the Russians
are doing, find ou ow they are spending their money for their
manpower tochiy; will see what they will be doing 15 or 20
years from now.

If we could find out comparative analysis like this th ough, as I
Hay, a long term commitment through the National ureau of
Standards, you would hitve a much better chance of m king deci-
sions where you Hit.

Mr. LUNDINE. Would the gentleman yield?
You probably could find that out for Japan, couldn't you
Dr. TF..BAR. I think in that case, but it'wouldn't be comps tine in

a sense. In other words, I could find out, but I would have own
biases. Wd need somebody in a ne al environment 114e S to
make the statement in an analytic nse and make it compartive
among enough countries so that it has real meaning.

Mr. MAcKAy. If I might, Mr. Chairman, let me explore that )1ust
a little further. I have heard the issue of R&D and where we're
headed in the future described in a fashion that said the manpower
shortage in the key spots in technology transfer and R&D is going
to 'be the controlling factor. Not dollars, but the manpower,
trained, skilled, innovative manpower will control. Would it be fair
to say that, although Government migbt not get involved in plan-
ning by, for instance, subsidizing one Odustry or subsidizing tech-
nology in one area, thlit Government might. get involved in at least.
trying to pltk where he manpower needs are goink to need to be
20 or 3() years from now and being sure we are subsidizing the
training of skilled manpower?

Dr. MAAR. I would say that if we had accurate information on
what is happening to us internationally on the manpower basis,
that would take care of much of the planning almost naturally. We
don't have accurate information, so we have an anecdotal respon
or we Rave a lot of hearsay evidence; that's not sufficient -to mike
policy, so I am very concerned about it. But I would any this, that
yes, manpower is very important but you can overproduce man-
power,

When I was in India, for example, I Raw in almost every newspa-
per I picked tip, complaints by engineering students that there
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were no jobs, so if you don't hav6 a policy that absorbs these
pAple, you cap

i

overproduce people in a hurry. It has to be a uni-
form, cohesive, integrated plan that moves the whole thing forward
uniformly.

Mr. MAcKny. Well, the Federal impact thus far has been very
counterproductive. I

Dr. eFEHAR. Oh, yes. I' would have to say in many ways that is
true. If you want rapid response, you have to have manpo4r in
the wings, HO if you don't have the manpower in existence, you
can't respond as rapidly.

Mr. MAcKAY. On the other hand, the Federal Government in the
sixties probably overstimulated the university system to produce
engineers and other scientists far in excess of our needs which led
to a gre deal of frdstration in the seventies, which probably has
led direr to the shortages in the eighties.

Dr. TEs R. Well, I think there's a lot of agreement on my part on
that. I would have to pay that never were more than 1.6 pint of
the engineers out of work. In addition, I would have to say that
there were movements from one technology base to another tech-
nology base which created A lot of concern by individuals, and
these were expressed. I would be reluctant to say that we had too
many engineers. I wouldn't say for sure that we had too many.

Mr. MAcKAY. What I guess I am asking you is, how would you
take that concept and transfer it into reality? What you're saying
is, somebody ought to do better long-term planning in terms of
manpower training.

Dr. TEHAR. That would be one of the first things to do.
Mr. MAcKAN. But that has typically been a responsibility of

State government.
Dr. TEsna. Yes. AR a matter of fact, I think that's true. The com-

petitioQ among the States creates a response in manpower.
Mr. IVIArKivt. The question is whether they've got a broa

enough world view in terms of 10 or 20 or 30 years, to make the
decisions about--

Dr. TERAR. It would be less likely that they would.
Mr. MAcKAN. Thank ou, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Than ou, Mr. MacKay.
Let me ask you, Dr. esar, on that point that Buddy has raised

on take-home pay, you indicate that we have lost 30 to 50 percent
relative to northern Europe and that that number should be 'veri-
fied. What's the short description of how that number' is arrived at,
and can you direct our staff towards any materials that they could

-Use to look at that number? .
Dr, TE.HAR. 1 -think it's the CED that puts out docuKnentation" of

this type, which has doeumented4hat, and there has been analysis
of that but 1 cannot go back to the original source. That's one of
my discomforts with that s tement, as a matter of fact, that
could not go back to the 0 iginal analysis. It wasn't sufficiently
well documented tio I ce find out who actually made the anal-
ysis,.and that's why 1)4ay it' should be carefully verified. It is uni-
formly accepted that that is true, however.

Mr. WA/AMEN. Well, we would like and perhaps we will be in
touch with you on developing that number.

27j
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Now you indicate that the .heavy machinery is relatively proper-
ly supported in an' investment sense in this country but the light
machinery is not What two primary reasons would you give for
our failure to support the lightttlachinery in the same way that we
apparently do heavy machinery?

Dr. Tit:NAR. That's a very interesting question. Since I ama uni-
versity faculty member, I have thought about that some. I teach
machine -design at the of Florida, for' example, and in
that area I have the responsibility to define curriculum or what
have you. The primary emphamim'we have in our curriculum has to
do with the failure of machinesthat is, the life of the machine,
how long does it last; reliability; stability problems for control; that
sort of thing. This has a lot to do with the investment in the farm
machinery, it has a lot to do with investment in heavy machinery
for turbines. It has a lot to do with investment for big machines
like presses and that sort of thing.

On the other hand, light machinery requires a concern for preci-
sion. When jou turn that machine on, the product that that ma-
chine produces it+ the reason for the existenet of that machine, and
if the product is not of sufficient quality you cannot market that
'product. We do not teach that, so-I would say the universities are
to a-great extent to blame for our lack of efficacy and priorities in
the field of light machinery.

On thud other hand, I would have to say also that our laissez-faire
approach to this technology has not created enough excitement on
the industrial side to beoome more aggressive in its manufacture.
So, for example, in the field of textile-machinery we used to have
about 50 percent of the world's market in textile machinery in the
early fifties, and I believe it's down to at least 8 percent or worse
today. In the field of machine tools, which is a precision technologgyy
in its ultimate form, we now have only 17 percent of the wor'ld's
market where' we used to have about 30 to 32 percent. So again,
you know, in a(l these areas we are beginning to show tremendous
failure in the competition in the field of precision technologies.

Mr. WALGREN. But really aren't we up against political attitudes
as opposed to excitement or, particularly in the ,universities, the
community being able to dOve the society?

Dr. TRSAft. Yes, yes.
Mr. WMR ;REN. We are really up against political interests which

somehow or other drove the investment in the heavy machinery
area and really as consciously, in- tern of a self-interest stand-
point, prevented an action or a program being undertaken in--

Dr. TESAR. I have to agiee with that. There are strong political
force, but 'to build up an advocacy to correct that it means you
have to deal with the manpower, and manpower responds to enthu-.
silisin and excitement. That's what young people respond to. It's
the fins that you put on your flagpole.

Mr. Wiwitir.N. You know, one (f the ideas'ihat you raised that
really is intriguing from a political standpoint is this.idea of differ-
ent markets. If' we can agree that we should, be driven by a market-
place., then 'the question is how do you define that marketplace,
and what De 'Tsar suggests is there might be some smaller sec-
tions of our marketplace that, if properly focused on, could be al-
lowed to drive the activity in that area but would give WI a differ.
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ent result than if we define, as the marketplace my desire for at
plastic water squirt gun for my kid and directing rriy dollars in
that direction, as opposed to something that might he more con-dructive.

Dr. 'Pkti Aa. Thank you.
Mr. WALGREN. Well, we certainly appreciate your testimony, and

I apologize about the time but it was worth it.
Dr. TIDIAR. Thank you very much.
Mr. WALCIREN. The next witness is a constituent of mine, not

that that's why he is here. I was surprised to meet him yesterday
as I never have before, but we do want to welcome Dr.*Frank Pitt-
man, the acting associate director of the Robotics Institute at Car-
negie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA. We certainly welcome
you, Dr. Pittman, and want to hear your views as fully as you
wqula like to expound them. The written statements will be made
pit of the record, and feel free to outline points you would likeoto
make in any way that you feel most effective. We are glad you'rel
.here. N

STATEMENT OF DR. G. PRANK PITTMAN, ACTING ASSOCIATE DI-
RE(TOR, ROBOTICS INSTITUTE, CARNEGIE.MELLON UNIVERSI-
TY, PITTSBURGH, PA .

. .

Dr. PrrrmAN, Thank you, Mr. Chairman. - . .-.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, On behalf of

Carnegie-Mellon University and the Robotics Institute, I am very
pleased to have the opportunity today to present this Statement to
theASubcornmittee on Science, Research and-Technology. I shan't .
prellent the amount of detail that Dr. Tesar did. He *gave a great
,deal of the background for me, fortunately. What I would like to do
is to emphasize several of the points that are made in the written,

4) istatemeryt and`to particularly show how they relate to-some of the
concepts In he bills that are being considered today.. .

Certainly, without belaboring the point, it certainly does seem
very eviden that the U.S. manufacturing economy today is.lteing
faced with new kinds of competition, people. employing new kinds
of competitive weapons and, perhaps most significantly, new tech-
nologies. Fundamental economics would suggeAt that what we need
to do would be to identify a potential comparative advantage apd
to exploit that, so the question becomes, what sort of weapon of
this kind might be employed.

At the present time the United States does enjoy a leading posi-
Ion, albeit perhaps a tenuous one, in advanced computer science.
ere then, perhaps, lies a potential comparative advantageto

nfuse capital int(' the U.S. manufacturing economy in the form of. '
om outer technology,- in other words,, intelligent robotics, thereby
nhancing the producti4ity of the work force, maintaining our
lobal competitiveness, and also supporting our standard of living.
hat's easy to say but perhaps not so easy to do.
We believe, and this certainly is reflected in the bills that are

nder consideration, that pursuing this end stbsolu requires
ome cooperative effort, more cooperative ejTort am cadentia
ndustry, and Government. Our kM in Mvancercomp r teeltnol-
gy must be maintained and eVen increased. Also, w Witt take
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actiA to facilitate more- efficient and more effective technology
transfer between the universities, where much of this technol
resides, and industry where it must be utilized and implemente .

The bilk under consideration certainly do address these points, we
feel.

In many ways, the experience that we have had at the Carnegie-
Mellon University Robotics Institute Over about the last 5 years
can be viewed perhaps as a prototype of some of the inchlatrial, aca-
demic, "demic, and governmental cooperation of e sort that eing con-
sidered., and . for that reason I would ke 6 say just a little bit
about .that. The Robotics Institute wAs co ceiued out of thinking
that is not unlike that that lies behihd these bills, particularly on
the part of Dr. Richard Cyert, the preelident of Carnegie- Mellon
Univermity,..mid Mr. Thomas Murrin, who is the president of one of
the mtNjorseginents of the Westinghouse Electric Corp.

The institute was founded in late 1979 with Westinghouse as the
initial sponsor. Somewhat later the Digital Equipment Corp..came
on board as another major sponsor. In the years since then, the
sponsorship has broadened to include about25 to 28 industrial af-
filiates providing an annual research budget of about $8 million.
The research program is .carried out by over 100 faculty members,
research scientists and engineers, graduate students, and support-
ing personnel. The technical range covers the full scope of physical
processes and information processing which takes place within the
manufacturing environment. In other words, we use a very broad
definition of robotics.

We place heavy emphasis on acquiring, processing, and- interpret-
ing information, and then acting upon those interpretations. Devel-
opment and application of artificial intelligence techniques to man-
ufacturing problems is a major research effort. Theiitated mission
og the Robotics Institute is to carry out research in this broadly de-
fined field of robotics, and also to facilitate the transfer of the re-
sulting technology to industry. Indications to date are that we have
achieved some degree of success on both scores.

There are several points,, based 'on our experience, that I would
like to cover very briefly. First, the involvement of indtistrial spon-
sors is a key item, involvement not only as a source of funds but
also as an active participant, both in the planning and the carrying
out df the research projects. This is very 'important to kcilitate the
transfer of results to industry_ and their implementatid in actual
manufacturing operations.

Second, the involvement of academic faculty and students in the
progrAtis also. a key element. As was pointed out in some of the
discu earlier, the key element in the future health of the U.S.
manufacturing economy la a supply of technically trai ned person-
nel. litcaume-of the participation of the academic faculty and gradu-
ate _students in the research, the institute's activities not only

tipfalucq research results but- also reinforce the educational mission
thethe university, and this is important..
Third; on the matter of funding, in order to maintain a high

quality, effective center of research, a degree of program:stability
(Ater a number of Years 111UF11. exist. The nature of business, hoAvev-
er, is much.that long-term commitments are difficult for industry-to
make. F'u'rthermore, we rindnot surprisinglythat industrial
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pqnsors are much more strongly inteast the more applied
of researct's necessary, to car n ongoing, effective-

___s, to mainUin a balance betweep-iptilied and fundamental re-
aah. We find that, in order to 01 this we must augment thein-
ustrial funding with governmental funding to provide some of the
ore fundamental work.
So these are the key items: We believe that there certainly is a

roblem. We believe a key element in the solution to the problem
computer science and robotics. We believe that academic institu-

tions, together wit Government and industry in a cooperative
effort, must play ey role. We strongly believe that the U.S. man-
tifactpring econo y ip indeed in perilous times and that a vigorous
illaision of new/technology is necessary to restore and to maintain
its vigor. Computer technology is a key ingredient and, one in
which we enjoy a leading position at present. Maintaining that
lead and effectively transferring the technology to industry Will re-
quire the kind of cooperative efforts atnong Government, academia,

d industry that are being discussed here today.
Thank yoy very much.
[The prepared statement .of Dr. Pittman follows:]
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Statement for the Subcommittee on Science, Research and,
Technology

Ilearings on Federal Organization for Technological Innovation

1)r. G. Frank Pittman

Ad Ink Associate Director

Robotics Whine
Carnegle-Mellon University

June 13, 1984

On behalf of the Carnegie-Mellon University Robotics Institute, I urn pleased to have this
opportunity to present testimony to the Subcommittee on Science; Research and Technology.

The two hills under consideration at this hearing are based on the premise that the manufacturing
economy of the United States in its traditional form is threatenedby a new kind of global
competition. Indeed traditional giographic patterns of manufacturing, marketing anddistribution
have been shuttered. United States manufacturers are faced with new competitors employing new
kinds of competition and. perhaps most significantly new technology. Initially at Nast, the United
States appears to be doing poorly in this new competitive environment. It seems evident that
svmething must be done to restore and maintain the competitive position of our manufacturing
industries.

. Fundamental economies would suggest that we need to identify a poten ial comparative
advantage and to,exploit it. The question is - what sort of comparative advantage mi lit that be,

1 he United States worker owes his superior standard of living to the heavy capital investment of
our manufacturing ecominly which has matIc it the most productive in the world. To ontinue to
improve or even to maintain this standard cif hying in the face of increasing compeltion from
countries in which workers enjoy a Much lower standard will require further capital investment in
support of the United States worker. looking back in history the first investments by
manufacturing industries were made to augment the manual capabilities of workers. Later
investments emphasized mats production systems to efficiently produce large quantities of
standardized prodncts at lov/ costs. We now have the opportunity to invest in technology to
augment the More intellectual, knowledge intensive functions performed by workers.

At the present time the United States enjoys a leading position- albeit a tenuous one In
computer science. Here then lies a potential comparative advantage: to infuse capital into United
States manufacturing in the form of computer technology, thereby enhancing the pnaductivIt of
the work force and maintaining the global competiveness necessary to support our stands of
living.

111
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Accomplishing this end effectively and rapidly will require cooperation among academia,
'wheat)? and government In a number of areas. .the United Slates lead in advanced computer

science mist be maintained and (nen increased. In addition, action must he taken ,K( facilitate
elliciem and opt:Limnos technology transfer through a tighter coupling between the universities
while much of the advanced computer knowhow resides and the manufacturing industries in
which it is to be employed, he two lulls under umsideration at this hearing address these areas.

In many ways the l'kpetienue gained at the Cittnegie.Mellon University Robotics Institute can be
viewed as a prototype of the cooperative effort called for in these bills,

Although the tederid wwerninent has been the major patnin of university research since World
War II. Carnegie- Mellon I Imettmly has been the recipient of a relatively large amount of private
funds fin research purposes. In 1983 the amount was $18 million, which was over one-third of the
total research budget. We believe that this sterns in part from an increased appreciation fin the
value of research on the part of corporate executives; recogniting that the United States could lose

its let Imologicid lead on the rest of the world. At Carnegie-Mellon, cooperatively sponsored
tesean Ii r enters have been established in the areas of magnetics. graphic design and steel
production. to name a few,

the Robotics Institute was conceived out of thinking along the WIC lines that has prompted
these bills. particularly on' the part of Richard Cyert, Preiident, and other top officials of
Carnegie Mellon t Inkeisity and Mr I humus Murrill and other top executives of the Westinghouse

I Writ Corpthation I he institute Was _founded in late 1979 under the initial sponsorship of
Westinghouse Somewhat fuel the I digital EcItiipment Chromium became a second major sponsor.
In the ,mcceecling years the institute has espanded its affiliations to twenty eight sponsors who
pros ide an annual research budget of eight million dollars. I he research program is carried out by

over 100 fiwidly member,, research scientists '.and engineers, graduate students and support
personnel. I he technical range of the Robotics Institute is a broad one embracing the hill scope of
physical processes and infiumation processing which take place within the -manufacturing
envuonnient. Heavy emphasis is placed on acquiring, processing. interpreting and acting. nowt
inhumation. 1 he development and application of artificial intelligence techniques to manufacturing
operations constitutes a major research efthrt. ihe stated mission of the Robotics Institute is to
carry out research in the bioadly defined area of robotics and to facilitate the transfer of resulting
techNlogy to industry. Indications to date are that'a degree of success has been obtained On both

scordff.

I here are a number id aspects of the orgiulitation and operation of the Robotics Institute which
we believe to be significant. I would particularly like to mention several of them.

the Institute seeks. to involve industrial sponsors nct only as a source of funding but also as an

)
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active participant in both the planning and the execklrin of projects. This approach helps to insure
the relevance of the research and to facilitate the transfer of results to industry and their
implementation in actual manufacturing operations. The active involvement of industrial personnel
in the research projects also enhances and upgrades their. skills in advanced technological areas.

A key goal of the Robotics Institute is to promote and :mist in the transfer of new technologies to
industry. In addition to the direct involvement of industrial personnel, this Is further facilitated
through the publication of technical reports and an active. program of symposia, tutorials and
workshops for industrial sponsors.

qThe future health of the United Stales Manufacturing economy requires a supply of technically
trained professionals. Because of the participation of academic...faculty and graduate students, the
institute's activities also reinforce the educational functiOn of the university and directly result in a
supply of graduates with specific training in mbotics and an appreciation for inclustrial problems._
'Hie academic faculty also provide an ongoing tie to the traditional academic departments and to
the more fundamental research avtivitits of those departments.

o aP

1 he Institute seeks to maintain a balance between applied and fundamental research. We have
found, not surprisingly, that industrial sponsors are more strongly interested in the more applied
activities and that support for the mord fundamental work must alien be sought from governmental
sources. The hills under consideration would work to maintain this important balance by both
encouraging industrial sponsorship and by providing funding for more fundamental research

An increased level of cooperation between universities and corporations in research must
overcome two major hurdles. the first one conies from the corporate side in the need to have
something tangible to show for its research expenditures when justifying such expenditures to
stockholders. 1 his encourages corporations to seek ownership of results of research expenditures in
the firm of' patents. Universitiesthave traditionally covetted the patent rights for any research
undertaken in the university. The second obstacle to cooperative research at a university is the need
fur publication. A major mission ()Fa research university is to develop new .itnoviledge and to make
this new knowledge available to other researchers. Quite obviously a change in attitude on both
sides is critical if cooperation on research between universities and corporations is to take place. At
the Robotics Institute e believe that we have accomplished this with a type of agreement which
incorporates flexibility in patent rights and which grants the university the right to publish at an
appropriate time.

Maintaining a high quality, effective center of research requires that a degree of program stability
exist over a number of years. However, the nature of business is such that long term commitments
ateldiffictill for industry to make. The provisions of these bills could provide a base flunling level
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for three ,or four such centers which would provide them with 'the-require stability and the
flexibility CO respond to the needy of Industry.

In suitittitirY. we strongly spare the belie( that the United States manufacturing economy is In
perilous limes and that a vigorous ',fusion of new technology is necessary to restore and maintain
its vigor. We believe that computer technology is the key ingredient, and it is one in which the
United States presently enjoys a leading position. Maintaining that lead and e ctIvely transferring
the technology to industry will require the kind of a cooperative efforts ong government,
academia and industry that arc proposed in these bills.

.
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Mr. WAI.(11t14:N. 'Thank you very much, Dr. Pittman.
You indicate that it makes sense to look where we havmcompar-

ative advantages and to flursue them. Isn't it also true that we Q,re
going to have to run like'mad in this area? Because in contrastito
classic economics where a capacity, put into place will be an advan-
tage through time, in this era of reverse engineering and particu-
larly when one of the magical things we art' seeking is idea content
and the like, as soon as that is published and as soon as one of
these foreign competitors can' get their hands on the physical prod-
uct, we find them really beating us tt any punch that we areable
to put together.

In another committee wcNhad evidence of the Japimese interests
literally bribing for the procurement of a new IBM product soy they
could develop the software for it before We had developed the soft-
ware for it, so when the product came out on the market they were
already there with all the follow-pn to satisfy the demand that was
created by that product.

Do you think we can run fast enough to yield substantial employ-
ment to our society, in view of the transferability of this stuff?

Dr. PrrmAN. It is certaiaty true, as you point out, that the situa-
tion is an extremely dynamic one. Tha Lis one of the reasons that it
is necessary not only to carry out some research in specific areas
and get particular results but also to, in so doing, put in place the
structure in terms of' people, trained people, capabilities to carry on
additional research, that will provide that as an ongoing direction.
That is the thing that can permit us to run fast enough to outpace
this.

Certain lyaln the world today information is transferred very rap-
idly, much more efficiently than it ever has been in the past, and
this will continue to take place, so it's not sufficient to simply
achieve first order goals. We also we must put in place the capabil-
ity to continue to pursue and increase our advantage,

Mr. WALGREN. How do you handle, at the Carnegie-Mellon Ro-
botics InstitutZt, the benefit to a proprietary firm like Westinghouse
or some of your other industrial sponsors? You indicate that we
have in some fashion, and we propably ought to be really looking
for what more-wir-remould be doing in thatairea, added governmen-
tal strength to some of the research capacities at the university
through some of the Federal programs. Yet if that is targeted all
focused on a group of industrial sponsors, then there aril other
people on the outside looking in. Although their Lax dollars are
providing the base for this, can't they then at least directly partici-
pate in the results?

Dr. PITTMAN. That's a key point and jt's one of the areas of diffi-
culty in establishing the proper kind of relationship between an in-
dustrial sponsor and university research. The industrial sponsor
rightly feels that he must show something in return for his contri-
bution. That usually means ownership of patents, propriet
rights to information, and so on. The university, on the other ha
has a requirement in terms of its overall mission to not only crew
knowledge but to publish and disseminate it, so here we have a
conflict of interest really.

We have handled this with some degree of MUCCeRS by eatablish
ing a variety of different kinds of relationships, depending upori
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the specifics of thilikponsorship. In the case of a program, a project
thht is sponsored )E013; by one sponspr, one in,dustrial spemsor, we :
have given proprietary rights to the ownership sof that information
to that sponsor. Clearly in the case where there is multiple spon-,
sorshipa consortium of' industry people or some combination of
governmental, and industrial sponsorshipthat cannot e the case.
In those situations the university retains the ownersh1 of the re-
sulis and a variety of' kinds of' licensing agreements are arrived at
with the sponsors. '\ 1

ft's an area thpt is a difficult one, and` it is one of the areas that.
makes the good kind of copperation rather difficult to achieve, .butt
it isone that we hive found can be accommodated in most cases.

Mr. WALCRREN. And alp Federal GovernMent's policy of allowing
a university to retain a proprietary right essentially gives yoirthe
ability to solve that cfroblenili

Dr. Perrmarg.: Yes, it does.
M. WaLctkN. I guess if' the Government were denying the uni-

r versity rights, thee. it would make it very difficult to work out the
variouS. relationships with private sponsors, private participants..

Dr. PITTMAN. Yes, it would, yes.
Mr/. WAIAMEN. Mr. Lundine? .

,.

Mr. Livoitlx. I think that that basically nukes the followup
point that I wanted' to raise with you. Flexibility of such 'an insti-
tute seems to me to be an essential quality, so that you are able to
work out different relationships with the private sector in. response .

=,- .to different projects that you might undertake.
Dr. P!TrMAN. Yes, it definitely is. , , .

Mr. LUNnINE. tour institute is important, not only to the Pitts-
L`).burgh area and fi) the corporate sponsors, but to the whole United*
'States. Are there any other general sorts of recommendations .you
can make to us twit would enhance the kind of partnership, you
have been able to forge there, particularly with Westinghouse and
Digital taking such an active role in the establishment of your in-
stitute? 7.

Dr. PrrrmaN. Certainly the points that I mentioned are impor-
tant ones. To have the industrial sponsor Involved as 'more' than
simply a source of funding, and anything that encourages that sort

volvement would be of' twill. I Can imagine several forms 'that
his might. take. Perhaps some sort of incentives to have industrial

employees actually be resident, on campus, involvegi in things, and
in a way that would-be favorable to the industrial sponsor would-be
very helpful.'

The matter of balance in the program and mai wining this bal-
ance between the more fundamental, forward-I oking research
work and the more applied work, is extremely important. It's a bal-
ance that can tip very easily, and the provision for a stable base of !I
funding in the more fundamental area§ is an inportant one. That
is difficult to obtain from industry because it iequires long-term
commitments. ...

Mr. LUNDINP. And it is in that area that you think that addition-
al Federal programs would be nnportmit? .

ak

Dr. VITTMAN. Very definitely.

49-nr,1 o 1.4) 28:)



it, % 28,li,'Mr. tatNnimc. You have looked at ther hills. Do you have any
, . asAessment of, the strengths and weaknesses of the individual pro-

posals?
Dr. PITTMAN. I would share Dr. tremor's concern with the number

.of centers that can be viably maintained with the kind of funding
that is being discussed. I certainly can't prove that $3 million is in-
sufficient, but on tI one hand it's not a great deal. On the other
hand, it's not necessarily true that 10 is the aright number of (AM-
ters, either, but I think that's something that would have to be con-
sidered\in the implementation of that kind of-7---

Mr. lalronNE. Well, I would be concerned if wehad too few cen-
ters because we already have a situation where in the Silicon
Valley and in ate Boston 'urea we have this concentration, and 'yet

ere is so much of America* that doesn't have the same even yen-
. to capital charactvristics as these do.

Dr. PITTMAN. Yes.
Mr. liurvoitoi:. In New York State we have tried to set up some 'N.

advanced technology centers, and even thereI don't know, 1
couldn't. say if' it's political or notbut there were so many differ-
ant corporate interests in so. many different areas, ranging from bi-
ology to metallurgy, that they' had to eatablish eight or nine, I
think. My viewpoint is, that that is all to the good because you
don't concentrate all of your investment in one place, and e spin- -*
off advantages economically don't all inure to one place.

#11

Would you agree that if4we are going to Undertake some kind of
Federal funding for the development of these technology centers,
that it would be desirable to have more than two or three?

Dr. PITTMAN. I think it would. It would be deSirable frorrtseveral
standpoints. First, having more than jilt u few brings additional
points of view, additional resources, additional approaches to bear.
However, it. would also be important, I believe, to maintain appro-.

priate kinds of communication between the various centers or ele,
ments active in the. program.

Mr. Iattromm. I guess I will conclude by asking port of a two-part
question: Do you think that there is a way that we could establish
criteria here that would make the competition for these centers in-
herently fair, not just providing additional money for those that
probably are going to exist anyway, and still not be unfair to exist-
ing enterpriseAruch as your own?

Dr. l'rrrMAN. Veil, its difficult to say'Ohat's fair, I suppose.
Mr. lamtotNE. Yes.
Dr. PrrtittAAN. Certainly great care will have to be exercised in

carrying out the proceAs of identifying both the kinds of 'centers to
he encouraged and- also the specific location of those centers. It
seems to me the criteri'a that are most important aro the ones that
relate to the results that are trying to be achieved, more than per-
haps the near-term colisiderations, tho results in terms of both
well-spent research effort, well-spent researsh dollars, and also-in
terms of providing the hind of training for manpower that we feel
is so very, very importlint, so I think, the criteria should address
those kinds of thinga: The proposed centers, how well.do they fulfill
those rolegis . l'Mr. IaNnINE. Thank ou, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. WAIAIREN: Than you,, Mr.' Lundine. ,
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Mr. MacKay?
Mr. MAcKAy. Both you and Dr, Tesar are people who ate work-

ing at the leadingpdge of hooking computers together and 'of robot-
, ice. That is a layperson's way of describing. what I think you're

doing. I think, that's very significant. Who,if anyone,- do ypu inter-
face with in the Federal Government now?

' Dr. PrrrhoN.' We have relationhips'of a funding nature with the
National Science Foundation, an with,the DepartMent of Defense..
We also are yery familiar with and have an interaction with the
NationarBureau of Standards Program in the manufacturing area.

Mr! MACKAY. Do you agree with Dr. Tesar's commen2t that per-
haps NBS could have an' expanded role in the whole question df
commercialization or techrtology transfer, being in the role of help-
ing with thaCtpatt of the R&D pipeline that t-comes after basic re-
search? ..,

Dr. PITTMAN. I believe that the role of the National, Bureau of
Standards in standardization, metrificAtion, and so on is an mpor-
tant one. Certainly the libtary functibn that Dr. Tesar mentioned
is one thatcan be.efr

ectively carried out there.
41livIn the matteof hnology transfer, it has been no experience

that the most effective means is direct involvement of the agency
to which the transfer is to be accomplished with the ageiky that is
carrying out the research work. I really believe that the Primary
trrechanisuiviould most effectively be the direct involvement of the
industrialVtrcipient with the agency that is caiying out the re-
search worlt. Now whether NBS has a role in that "interface is not
clear to me. 1' th.ink they can' certainly have'an effective role in
transfer, in the sense of information dissemination and that sort of

,.thing.
Mr. MACKAY. We get a lot of statistics. Our problem is not a lack

of information. It's information overload and the inability to take
the time and amass the expertise to understand the statistics were
getting. One of the things that is perceived wisdom up here is that
a great deal of the innovation in America takes place in small busi-
ness; a great deal of the job creation, the new tikinking, the risk
taking. Certainly Westinghouse and Digital are highly innovative
cm antes, but if you because of your fading sources by definition
are icted to dealing with lair companies that have got the
ability to put' this kind of money into it at does that mean for
the whole idea that small business la th erator of innovation.
It's almost like we, by our funding sources, are locking out small
business from the state of the art. I would like you comments.

t,

Dr. PrrrmAN. Yes. Let me comment on that,
Westinghouse and Digital Equipment are the largest industrial

sponsors in terms of dollar input, but not the largest companies.,
General Motors is also a sponsor. Without that kind of initlalfipqn,
sorahip, it would have been difficult if not impossible to establish
the institute in the first place; nevertheless we do have a number
of sponsors who are ca.ach smaller companimi. There are some rela-
tively small western Penrisylvania companies who are affiliates of

(----. the institute, which means that theypay an 'annual flee of between
$15,000 and $50,000 to simply become a member. Those funds ao "

pooled into a common, pool and, in return for becoming an affiliate,
that sponsor has access to the infqrmation, reports, meetings, and

i
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so On generated by these pooled funds as well 'as any inputs- from
governmental 44ostircem that are also public properly, and receives in
effect a way of staying in touch with what-. is going on and being
awat`e,, having a window on technology, if You will. So there is a
rote for the smart company in our structure.
. Another aspect of' that is that we recently have had some discus-
sions with several limited research partnerships in terms of spon-
soring work 'at the ihstitute through that agency, so there is
enough flexibility that the balance is really not necessarily tipped
as far as it'tnight'seem..

Mr. MACKAY. But if' you contrast What seetns to be Government
policy in an ,area that is now critical to the future competitiveness
of America with what has been a very successful Government
policy, say)in agricultdre, with the idea that the Government is
going to pay the cost of extending information through an exten-
sion service to everybodybig farmers, little Harmers, everybody
would it not seem that that 4proach would provide mor&.-of a
gUaranVe to society that nobody is fi.ozen out? You -are in effect
being forced to be an entrepreneur. You have to go out and 'make
spies in order to conduct research, so you are going to go sell to the
guy that has .got the money. The 'guy that has got the money, ac-
cording to the statistics we've got, doesn't necessarily .seem to he
the guy that's got'the ideas. Is not Government policy in this case
forcing us more into a mold that's gang to require tke poor but
hungry but brilliantrengineer to work for the big company instead
of going in on his, own, and is that not going to end, to limit inno-
vation in America as he has to fill out forms an wait for commit-
tees to decide abOut his brilliant ideas?

I)r, PirrmAni. Well, it strikes me that this is e t'natter that is
addressed by thelimited research partnership kind oiapproach,
the various aspects of policy, tax measures, And so on thatprovide
for the availability of venture capital in one form or another. Cer-
taily a large corporation has more financial clout, if you will, to
both carryon research internally and also to sponAor it in research
or any other research environment.

On the other hand, it is certainly true that the sparks of genius,
if you will, some of the more innovative things that happen, do not
come out of that environment. I speak with some knowledge be-.
cause I spent 30 years working for the Westinghouse Electric Corp.
before I went to Carnegie-Mellon. There are, in the western Penn-
sylvania area, a surprisiugly large number of small, entrepreneuri-
al companies that have Been spawned by the several research ac-
tivities that exist in that area, not only in universities but also on
the part of major corporations. These are situations where individ-:
uals have come out from that environment and found-ways to do
thkrigs on their own. So I don't believe that we, are in a situation
now that would create the kind f danger that yOu point out.

Mr. MAcKnv. So you would say, then, the primary source of
funding from your standpoint thus fir has been NSF and the De-
partment of Defense.

I)r. PITTMAN. From a governmotaSotitee, thiLs correct.
Mr. MAcKnv. Yes.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .
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Mr. WALGIUM. What's the balanCe of support from the 'govern-
' mental side versus the sp risor side?

Dr. PITTMAN. About 25 rcent of our budget is governmental
and the bkance is industria

Mr. WALbitEN. I see.
Dr. PITTMAN. There is:a mall 'contribution of seed money from /

the university itself, 'whic Auld be on the order of less than 10/
percent.

Mr. WAIAREN. And is hat the Goverment relating to the Ro-,
botics Institute or to the niversity directl ?

terr. PITTMAN. L am speaking bf the robotics Institute, rigl)t. In'
ms of the university in total,,the annual research bucket is on

the order of. $55 million, find of that about a third is from the pri-
vate sector, from industry, and the palance would be governmental.
That's fothe university as a Whole. The Robotics Inatitute is tnuch

',more tipped Wward the industrial side.
Mr. VVALGREN. And at present the institute stands ready to

pursue whateyer a primary sponsor might feel should be pursued,
and then that project is somewhat segregated to that. sponsor.
What I am questioning is how do you decide what to do and Wfirth-
er there is a decisionmaking board that would be dirktingthe in-
stitute toward areas of broad applicabilfty.

Dr. PITTMAN. Yes. I would take issue with the way u put that
exactly, We consciously try to avoid the "researcher- of ire" kind,
of situation. We do have a management council structure within
the Robotics Institute, conesting of the director, Dr. Raj Reddy,

,and the senior researchersf who consciously address the overall re- 1

search strategy, the overall program, its thrust,Its ,balance, and its
tiirectips. When a potential research opportunity or a potential
project or sponsor is under consideration, it is considered in that
light. We consciously also go out and seek sponsorship in areas
where we -feel we do not have suffident activity, so there is an
interactive mechanism that takes place and We feel that's impor-
tant because this is the mechanism to ensure that .the research.
work is, in fact, relevaht. On the other hand, it requires the input
from the research side, too, to be sure that what vre see as the ap-
propriate balance and direction is maintained.

Mr. WALGREN. Do you have real concerns that the Fetieral G6v-
ernment may get involved in funding in this area of efforts that
are just off the mark, or is it your experience, looking at the way
the National Science Foundation and the Bureau of Staylards and
the Commerce Department and the Department of Der,ense have
been directihg Government efforts in areas that clearly ought to be
addresse,d?

Dr. PITTMAN, Well, in hindsight it is c'elrtainly always true in this
kind of research environment to look back and find examples of .1

things that wete funded that were off the mark, whether it was by
Goverhment or industry or anyone else, so in retrospect there re
bound to be some ftliltkres Thrtttmissiirections. If there are not, the
program is not feally aggressive enough.

The mechanism that we feel is important in this respect is this
interaction, intercourse between industry and the academic side,
the sort of customer-suppfier relationship that Dr. Tesar spoke of.
If that is pursued and effectively exercised, this can serve to mini-
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tnize the kind of missteps that we are concerned about, but there
certainly will be smite. .

Mr. WALGREN:Well, thank you very much for your testimony.
We certainly appreciate it. I j

. Mr. MArKAv Excuse The,
WALGRF:N. Oh, rm sorry. Mr. MacKay?

Mr. MACKAY. I would just like, to get you to comment in any way
you think appropriatr on the idea thatolgae Federal Government,
world have a role in trying to loOk at Manpower needs in a 20 or
30 year timefratne. Do you see the shortage of skilled, highly
trained manpTver as a bottleneck in this whole technology thing?

Dr. PrrrmAN. Yes, it certainly is, both near term and longer
term. I believe that one of the pacing Items right now more rap-
idly 'advancing. robotics and other forms of automation in indus-
tryactually getting it in place and operating in factoriesis lack
of adequately prepared manpo'vver in industry to do this, so there is
a near-term problem in this manufacturing oriented area. Long
term there is a potential..problem Of a very real nature in providing
adequate manpower not only to carry on the kind of research work
that s going, to keep us in the forefront in this race, literally, but
also to provide the recipients for that technology within industry.
Thi>can perhaps be the greatest threat to the effective transfer of
this ethnology to useful imlementation, so there is a very defif
nite manpower consideration there.

Now what the Federal role should be, there could be some debate
on because there certainly is the real danger that you could overre-
act, create supply-demand imbalance and so on, but it seems to us
that at the present time there is a definite shortage in both these
scores and that encourageMent to get promising young people to
,purmue this line is very much in order, so any means that would do
that at the present time certainly seems to be very appropriate.

Mr.IMAcKAv..Thank you, Mr. Chairman..
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. MacKay.
Well, we certainly appreciate your testimony and especially your

being a resource to the committee. Clearly the Robotics Institute is
an exaMple of the private sector showing a very constructive direc-
tion to go, and doing that before the Federal Government was able
to agree on any specific structural initiatives in that. rea. We do.
look on ou as a prototype of efforts that We might engthen, so

. we wil ook forward to talking with you in the future,about how
the in titute is progressing.

Dr, rrrMAN. Thank you very much, Mr, Chairman.
Mr. AL ' hank you, Dr. Pittman.
Wt. have been joined by the chairman of the full committee, Mr.

Fuqua, who has been interested in this area over a period of time
and is thee sponsor of one of the most prominent bills and.sugges::
tions, 11.1t. 4047. We-Oecifically moved this hearing from the full
committee room down"to this room because we thought it might be
a conflict of interest to have your portrait up in back of the chair-
man. (Laughter.

Mr. WAIAMEN, I now realize that we are surrounded by more pic-
tures of things that you may be more directly responsible for than
almost any other Member of Congress, so we have sort of gotten

tI
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out of the frying pan into the fire as far as being in a room that
testifies tO.youvecomplishments in the Congress.

So we are, as4any subcommittee chairman would be, very delight-
ed you're here.

STATIMENT (He HON. DON FUQUA, A 'MEMBER Ole CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA, 'itNI) CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE OD TECHNOLOGY

Mr. FUQUA. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I certainly ap-
preciate your kind remarks, a always. Let me say that I hope the
bill can stand on its own and ot be 'intimidated by me.

Mr. Chairman, I do appre late your cooperation in holding these
hearings. I think thy, the United States must improve its methods
of manufacturing. What most needs to be done is up to industry to
decide but there is a Federal role in supporting research, helping
ensure that education is available, and stiMulating industry to get
on with the job,. and this hearing that you are holding today re-
gards legislation to improve the needed Federal role.

As a principal sponsor of both the bills on automated manufac-
turing and robotics which are before you today, I urge you to favor-
ably consider this legislation and come forth with a bill that con-
tains the best elements of these bills. I will explain my bills to you
but, before I do, I want to take a look back at the big picture of
what these bills Are all a part of.

On a global level we have a world of finite natural resources and
increasing population, and in order to have any hope of providing a
comfortable life for the world's pedhle we must make continually
more effective use of resources which are getting continually
scarcer. There is only one way to accomplish thisthrough im-
proved technology, The area of manufacturing is ready, in my
view, to move quickly ahead in technology and we should take ad-
vantage of this opportunity.

On the national level, the United States is faced with Atiff compe-
tition from our friends abroad in nonmilitary goods. Japan in par-
ticular has mounted a concerted effort to introduce new technology
into manufActuring. They have already had a big lead on the
United States in the applications of robotics to manufacturing.

Within Congress there has been a great dear of concern with the
need to get science and technology into the emhomy more effective-
ly. Our Committee on Science and Technology has pursued issues
of sciencetand technology for the economy vigorously for years, and
..you and your subcommittee, Mr. Chairman, have taker; the lead
, for thiS committee in this area. Last year you were the leader in
our consideration of antitrust relief for joint research. This year
you have looked at patent policies, ideas for technology foundation,
and now automated manufaettitirrgf in addition to your extensive
work in other areas. . .

In much congressional action on issues of science and technology,
we have been able to 'avoid being partisan. In May the House voted
unanimously in favor of the bill providing for antitrust relief for
joint research and develop et & senator Porton and I have been in
agreement on the need for 'Attention to manufacturing technology,
and I hope this spirit continues because tM country needs it. This
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is the spirit of being practical about what is required and working ,

to provide it.
Let Ine now turn to legislation on automated manufacturing and

robotics. I have been interested in these issues for some time,- and
many of the people in this room have consulted with me. and me
with them more, and I was on the receivingend of a lot of informa-
tion about that. In 1979 we sponsored a conference on technology.

. and innovation for manufacturing. My thinking fs_iihat several
kinds of government actions can spur automated manufacturing.

Last September I.Introd.sieteccolwt package If three bills to provide
Government action. Theoli hese bills, 'H.R. 4046, would stimu-
late the leasing of automat manufacttfring systems and robots.
That bill has been referre Mr. LaFake' subcommittee. The
second bill, H.R. 4047, is befo_e- you today and' I will have more to
say about that later. The third bill; H.R. 4048, would provide tax
credits for the purchase of automated ninnUfacturingtequipment or
robotics, and was1)eferred to the Comthittee on Ways and Means
and so it is riot befbre us.

When I introduced these bills, I put an; explanation of them_ in
the record, and I would like at this time to ask that that explana-
tion be part of your hearing record. ,, N

Mr. WALGREN. Without objection.
. [Material to be supplied follows:] ,

,,,,, ,

l 'From the Congressional Record. FrItillY, S4t 80, 18881
.. 1

RILLS ON AUTOMATED MANUFACTURINCS AND ROBOTICS

(By Hon. Don.Fuqua)i '

Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Speaker, today I am introducing a'packpge of three hills to stimu-
late the developthent and use of automated manufacturing systems and robots.
These bills a& the Robotics and Automated Mtnuftieturing Systems Research and
Education Act of 1983, the National Robot and AutoMted Manufacturing Systems'
Leasing Act of 1983, and an unnamed bill which. provides a tax credit for the pur-
chase of this eqhipment. I am joined in introducing these bills by may colleagues, the
Honorable Al Gore of Tennessee, the Honorable Geofge E. Brown, Jr. of California,
the Honorable Buddy MacKay of Florida, and the Honorable Sherwood Boehlert of
New York. I invite all Members of the House to joiit in cosponsoring anyr oriall of
these,three bills. ,r :

For the past 4 years the Cominittee od Science. and Technology, particularly
through our Subcommittee on 'Science, Research and Technology, has been investi-
gating innovation and productivity in the United States. We -have been informing
ourselves broadly through oversight hearing's, tithing legislative initiatives when we
believed they were desirable, and cooperating with other committees of Congress. In
June the Subcominittke on Science, Research and Technology held 7 days of hear-
ings jointly with the Task Force on Education and Employment of the House
Budget Committee on the subject oflechnology and employment. In October the
same subcommittee, is marking up a bill to encourage, joint research and ,deVelop
ment.work among private firms. .

Several examinations of automated manufactitrinCand robotics have been includ-
ed among the committee's studies, the largest, of Which were a 2-dpy seminar on
technology and innovation for manufacturing whichl sponsored in 1979 and 2 days
of hearings on robotics held. by our Investigation& and Oversight: Subcommfttee
chiiired by the Ho orable Al Gore in 1982. .

.

The country tha leads the world in the technol ee of manufacturing has the
potential to lead A e world in manufactured products by applying those technol-
ogies. Unless the United States makes a major effort now, that country is going to
be Japan. The Manufact ring Studios Board of the" National Rpsearch Council re-
ported in 1981 that the opulation of robots in Japan was 6,000 while the United
'States had 3,500. In 1982 . at our Investigations and Oversight, Subcommittee hear-
ings, investment analyst Paul. Aron reported 14,296 Japanese robots versus 4,700 in
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the United States, Mr. Aron's report which appeared this year notes 31,900 in
Japan. and 6,304 in the United States. in the broader field'of automated manufac-
turingwhere several robots or othet automated machines are integrated into a
system to produce an entire product the United States faces An equally strong
challenge. Earlier this year 4 visited the Venue robot plant in *an where the
people go home at night and the plant keeps working.

To develop the technologies of robotics d automated manufacturipg, research
and development is needed. Most of Chia. earch and dev.elopment must be in the
private sector to be effective; it Must be t ki 10 specific,rebotic and Automated man-
ufactaring products. There is aGovernment role, however, in developing such equip-
ment for its ownIspecialized usessuch as inittpace, defense, and radioactive materi-
als handlingand in 'supporting research and development which is not product-spe-
cifie and is not Wooly to be pursued by industry because of its long-range or risky'
nature. to allow Commercial technology development 'there is also a need for people
trained in that technolgY. The limiting sector in electronics and corn uters 'now is

andWithout expanded education in robotics and utomated mond 'taring these
, fields will also be limited by the availability of trai American pets nnel. The Ro1.
botics and Automated Manufacturing Systems Res hand Education Act of 1983
provides for a Federal role in these areas which I believe to be the right role.

Robots and automated manufacturing are new technologies and their. introduction
in a company involves both fear of the unknown and risk of failure. To offset fear
and risk the Federal Govarnrnent can provide financial incentives and make these ,.
technologies more easily available. That is what the tax credit and leasing bills I am
introducing to day would accomplish. ..

From the June hearing', on technology and employment, it is clear that robots
and automated manufacturing equipment will displace workers in some job special-
ties. But the displacement likely to be caused by, new technology is a small fraction
of. the unemployment that will occur if our industries are not competitive. As a
natioh we must find a way to intr new technologies, such as robots and auto-
mated manufacturing systems, andlroetect the welfare of-our workers at the same
time. This is a position' bath labor and management can Ntipport and did support at
our recent hearings, The legislation I am introducing today does not deal with the
issues of displacement and retraining, I am not persuicle6 legislation is needed. I do
plan to study this issue further, however. \ISummaries of the three bills follow: .

I
k

"ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND EDUCATION
ACT OF 1988

"A. RESEARCH, H.R. 4047

"1. The National Science Foundation (NSF) g authorized to fund centers for in-
irlustrial technology devoted to robotics and automated manufacturing and to fund
project giants in the same fields. The centers are intended to be established through
cooperative efforts between universities and industry . Areas of emphasis for bttth
centers and individual project grants should include:,mryaufacturing processes, cdn-
trol systems, sensors, sensory data analysis, software Mffelopment, kinematics and
dynamics; machinery design, teleoperation, artificial intelligence, human Argroenta-
tion and prosthesis, and humar41nd economic factors associated with the introdtic-
tion of robots and automated manufacturing systems into society.

"2. A Federal Re arch Center on. Robotict and Automated Manufacturing is es-
tablished at the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). This Federal Center would
focus its research on messitirements and 'standards required in Robotics anfi wito-
mated manufacturing systems as welt Its'systems integration, reliability a per-
formance.

"3. The Department of Commerce is directed to promote the formation of limited
research and development partrierships in thtirea of robotics and automated aian-
ufacturing systems. Such partnerships would require no Federal participation. The
Department is already engaged in promoting partnerships, though not necessarily
in these areas:...

"S. EDUCATION AND TRAININO

The NSF is authorized to support the education and training of personnel needed
in robotics and automated manufacturing. Support would be provitied for graduate
fellowships, undergraduate scholarships, instructional equipment, curTiCulum.devel-
opment and post-doctorate fellowships.
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"The National Research Council Is dirkted to rview Federal efforts in robotics
. and automated manufactur'ing and report its findings and recommendations.

"D. AUTHORIZATION AMOUNTS
c.

tin milhonis of noitarsi .1

fiscal year

191

NSF Research 20.00
NRS Centers 10.00
DoC RAD partnerships , . . 2.00
ASF education and training 4e. 5.00
Program review N 0.25

..,

Total A25

1985 )986-90

4 40.00 50.00

10.00 . 10.00

2.00 . 2.00

1.00 10.00

0,25 0.25

59.25 ' . 12.25

f")
"NATIONAL RoDOT AND AUTOMATED MANUFACTURI$0 SYSTEMS LEASING ACT OF 1983

"A. LEASING CORPORATION, H.R. 4046
. .

"A National Robot and Attomated Manufacturing Systems Leasing Corporation
is authoriz.edoto he established. The Federal 'government would set the Corporation
tip, but the Corporation would be a for-profit private firm rather than a government
agency,. An appropriation4of $1 million id' authorized to start the Corporation in
business, but it would be1epaid to the government.

' "B. LOW INTEREST LOANS FOR LEASING

"The Federal government would pay one-thirof the interest *due on loans made
for the )easing of robots or automated manufacturing systems to small businesses or
for short terms, making such equipment more economical to acquire. An authoriza-
tion of $20 million per year for the Federal share of interest is provided for fiscal
years-19g4 through 1990.

014 "ADDITIONAL TAX CREDIT, H.R. 4048

"it tax credit of 10 percent (in addition to other tax credits) would be allowed for,,
the purchase of robots or automated manufacturing systems."

Mr. FUQUA. Although these bills present a cohelent program,
each of them stands on its own and I doubt...very seriously that all

three win be enacted in this Congress, but the passage of H.R. 4047
alone would be a strong Filep forward.

Last November, in order to put Senator Gorton's bill before the
House; I introduced it as H.R. 4415, and it is also before you today,
Senator Gorton, I 'understand, will be testifying tomorrow and will
be describing his bill to you himself, so I will not get into the spe:
cifics, but let me only say that many of the prdvisions of his bill
are similar to the provisions of H.R. 4047, so it has got to be a
pretty good bill.

Now I want to tell you about. H.R. 404'7. This bill is callett the
Robotics and Automated Manufacturing Systems Research and
Education Act of 1983. I mould suggest the title'be amended to say
1984. This bill provides for4both R&D and education. In R&D, the
bill proposes activities for the National Science Foundation, the
National Bureau of Standards, and the Department of Commerce.

4
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The NSF is authorized. to fitn0 centers for industrial technology
devoted to robotics and automated imanufacturing and to fund
projects and grailts in these fields: The centers are intended to be a
coppeotive effortrbetwpe.n univeities and private industry. Areas
of 'ernphasis for both centers and project grants would include man-

s ufacturing processes, control systetns, sensors, sensory data analy-
sis, software development, kinematics and dynamics, machinery
design, teleoperation, artificial int.elligence, huthan augmentation
and prosthesis, and human andeconomic factors associated with an
introduction of robotics and automated manufacturing systems into
society.

The bill would establish Federal Research Center. in Robotics and
Automated Manufacturing at the National Bureau of Standards:
This Federal center would focus its eeseach on measuring and
standards required iq, robotics and automated manufacturing sys-
tems, as well as_ on systetns integrations reliability, and 'perform -
ance. The bill mould direct the Department of Commerce to pro-
mote the formation' of limited R &D partnerships among private
participants in the area of robotics and automated manufacturing
systems, Such parInerships would involve no ,direct Federal partici-
pation.
In education, the bill provides for a role for only. the National

Science Foundation. Tile NSF is authorized to support the educa-
tion and training of peit3Onnel needed in robotics and automated
manufacturing. Support would be provided for graduate fellow-

,.
ships, undergraduate scholarships, instructional equipment, cur-
riculum development, and postdoctoral fellowships. Much as is the
case with other high technology areas such as electronics and bio-
technology, there will certainly be shortages of trained people to do
the jobs that will be available ih automated manufacturing if we do
not act to provide training.

Finally, the' bill would require a review of the overall program by
the National Research Council. The bill would provide authdriza-
tions for T. years amounting to $37 million for the first year, $5

illion for-the second, and $72 million in each of the following 5
#.ears. The program would sunset automatically if these atithoriza-
tiqns were not renewed.

Mr. Chairman, under the able guidance of Senator Gorton, the
counterpart, bill in the Senate has already been passed. As I said
the start of my testimony, I hope under your able leadership that\

4
this legislation will be favorably considered. The progress of tech-
nology is essential ,to everyone. This legislation provides a sensible
Federal -role in encouraging the technologies,of robotics and auto-
mated manufacturing.

I will be happy to answer any questions if I. can answer them)
Otherwise, there are some experts sitting right behind me.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, thank you very much for that testimony.
How do yob apportion the funds that might be able to be directed,

in this area between the Federal Robotics Center and- the centers
that would be in the university communitx and in ,private indus-
try?

Mr. FUQUA. Well, I think that waled 1!e 4he agencies that would
be responsible for Om. We are not trying to micromsmage them.
Also, it would be supervised, as I mentioned, by. the National Re-

j
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search Council, and that would e from an oydorsi htstandpf oint. I
think the agencies involved wo d bp able to Malik that determina-
tion of how the funds'Nvould be propriated.

Mr. WALGREN. And the educe ion componentould be the same
at that point I /

Mr. FUQUA. Yes.
Mr. WALGREN [COOillUirig]. An, ou would be .balancing those,

i funds among those three fundionii, en. 4Mr. FUQUA. I think it would be ifficult to have a hard line at
this juncture. Later we might be ab e to more specifically identify
the areas, that need further attention, but I, think'as. we move fur-
ther into the operation. ,of the' prograM, the 7-year program, then
we may be more speFifiC. At the initial stages of itor nifk.not, sure
that we can 'Wally pin down how itiuch should go into graduate fel-
lowships' versus some of other needs 6f the prOgram,

Mr. WALGREN. And you, as I understand it, are staying away
from picking indigitival industries like the automotive industry or
the steel industry 1r electronics, byt-- .

Mr. FUQUA. Well,' they are allOa'hdidates, but I. think that also
should be determined and we ate not trying to force this on any-
body, but I think all o
areas that could utilize
it would be up to those
desires,. We are' not tr

theme industriesand I outlined a lot of
Winged and robotic machineryI think

ndustiles to make knovy,4 their wishes or
nk to, through Con gress, mandate to the

. automotive ,industry or' the- steel inddustry that they should auto-
mate. ',' However, the economics of the situation, as I mentioned, has

. automated a great portion of the auvtotnobile industry and niade. it
much more competitive and , strengthened it economically, and I
think- that will probably be true of other, industries, particularly
steel And some of the others.

Mr. WALGREN. We would be focusing ii*sort of a mote generic
. .

way, would we not rather than by picking,an industry and trying
to strengthen that industry. ,We would avoid that kind of conflicts

Mr. FtiquA. I think that Would be a Ver
Goverment to decide th this specific industry

way to go, for theCongress or the Goverstry
- needs help and we are goirog to help you hether you want it or
not. I think the industry Ks to make_ that decision themselves, but
we would be available and I think it would be attractive ito all in-
dustries. How could we say we would pick the automotive industry;
over say the utility industry or power Indus if you yve4 man.
ufacturing motorcycles as the Japanese are dom wiVh automa-
tion? ,

.
ASo I don't thins we could sit hell and say we will hoOse one in-

1 dusery someplace above somelSody else, but I think hidustry$ once
we get inand we need to get in asiftany indusrri s as we can
once Or see the benefits of it, thofe. in that industry, whether it
be ih agficultufe or other types of industries; I think then they will
realize th importance. of it. Agriculture' is already automated,. a
yery'llighl automated industry, and it farrnfts very
long to un' erstand 'that they needed that in r to be9ompetitive
because of cost of production. .

Mr..;.WAlbRgN. Well, it certainly seems to make sense because
I'm sure of a much, more -ready consensus on supreting areas of
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feneral applicability than specific ri,pplicability, even though I come
rom an area that would sure like to see some specific applicability.

Mr. FUQUA, Well, I think there could'be. The steel industry is -a
very vital industry to this country' and I know. of your concerns
,about that, I think it would be to prime candidate:but I don't think
we shauldSingle out any one industry. It would be available for
steel, aluminum, or whatever that might see fit to participate in
one of the programs, and I would encourage them to do that.

M. WALualiri. I guess what I'm driving at is, we certainly should
be in TA position of saying we're not picking one winner or one loser
or direbting the outcome of the private marketplace. Rather, we
are saying that-there is a broad need in this area that is applicable
in fill or a wide, wide range of the..Anprican economy, antra' we
put the scientific, know-how in place to satisfy that need in all

. those areas, we would te.doing something that no one should have
great problems with. . .

.

Mr. FtNtiii,: And I think the economic incentives will be there to
make it attractive to industry, but right now we have not pr
the catalystqo get this- information and this know-how through the
training in our colleges and universities or even understanding it
iri the Government' out in he field.' It's a field that I don't profess
to be an expert in, but ther are many experts-who have vision and
who see that this is a field at has great potential.

I mentioned some of the social concerns which Are-must be aware
of but, on the other hand, I think just ite when 'w stopped the
buggy whip factories and the ctindlemak rs, people s 'fled to they
jobs and they were made available to them. Had we n hied to ..
prop up and support through various methods buggy. .p and

`candle manufacturers, we would probably be a very backward soci-
ety today. We did not Ao that. fl!he economics took force, and, the
people that shod the horses started changing the tires on the auto-
mobiles. The candlemakers started making lighkigilbs, and so
these' types of things certainly are societal changesTnd we must
not ayeep that under the nig, but I think that in the long run soci-
ety will be much, much better off in this country and the world
economy that we live in will.be much more competitive.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, thank you very much.'
Mr. MacKay? 4,

Mr. MACKAY. Yesterday we heard representatives from the De-
partment of Commerce basically say that they were opposed to the
idea of Government gettjing into this, and think that reflects the
fundamental philosophic position of 'the Reagan administration,
that the Governme.t should be involved in basic research. You ate
basically suggesting in this legislation ,that there is a role for Gar-
ernment hi generic technology research.

Mr. FUQUA. Well; there is a perception, "Let.George do it." That
has been a perception that has been around for a long time,
"George" being industry, but George ain't going to do it. That's
where the Government needs to be that bridge to get that technolo-
gy to "George," being industry; so that he can do 'hat. That is an
unfortunate perception hat's held by many people publicly in this
administration, not necessarily all privately,

, r/ilif

Mr. MACKAY. Thank you. ..

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
.

3
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Mr. WAL(ntm. Mr. 14undine?
Mr. LuNtinNa.:. When my chairman says that he has got some bills

we ought to move on, I don't have any questions-. [Laughter.)
Mr. FUQUA. Well, let me say in Mr. Lundine's defense that he

has been very activewin this area on other committees and on ads'
committee, and I know hiS deep feelings about this. It has been ah
area, particularly in innovation and productivity, that he has been
.very interested in, and I applaud him for the work that he has
done over the years in those area&

Mr. WALCION. I will be cur us to see what the answer ty this is:
Dr. Tesar had charts of Govftment investment in different lines
of manufacturing, and we all know the heavy investment m aero-
space governmentally, the heavy investment in agriculture, but
also at. least in this instance there was very heayy investment of
governmental effort in heavy manufacturing, and that seemed to
hAve an electrical generation and power component to it. Then
when you turn to light manufacturing, the Government just disap-
peared. The question would be,. whyltlid the Governtnent disap-
pear? Why is it soslaringly present in its supportive role in these
other very importaFt parts of our economy and,so strikingly absent
in this other area.

Mr. FUQUA. Well, let me cite you an historical example, and
that's in aviation. In World War I the United States found that
they did not haveany airplanes to use in the war, and the enemy
had interdicted aircraft. It was the first time an airplane had been
used in awar. We had to buyour aittlanes from Great:Britain and
France. They did roost of the pilot training for our pilots. The Con-
gress decided after World War I that no longer would we be de-
pendent on foreign sources for is critical thing, so they estab-
lished a National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. That later
became the "A" in NASA, and it's a classic case of the Governrhent
doing a lot of the basic research and some of the testing with joint
ventures, cost-sharingwith industry. Up until recent years, just a
few years ago, the United States dominated the world, commercial
aviation and general aviation. That has changed somewhat in'the
last few,years, and there were efforts earlier in this administrat' n
to reduce severely? -and you recall that in our committee, and
fights that we had with the administration over fundingbask a
applied research in aeronautics, engine development, materials and
design. We prevailed, and now the administration has come back
and said it a great idea, and we were forit all along. But that's a
classic case of where Goverment involvement has. been a great
benefit economically to this country. We can use that as an exam-
ple of how i4 has worked.

We are in the smite situation. I did .not see Dr. Tesar's state-
ments today. Unfortunately, I was presiding oyer another hearing,
but I litoi seen them before and I am SUM they are very similar to
the ones that I have seen before with very alarming statistics as to
what's happening, particularly in small manufacturing. I think w
cannot ignore that fact.

Mr. WAu ;nIN. Mr. lioehlert, would you like to
Mr. Bolitxter. Thank you, Mr. 01-airman.

I )
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I Want to thank the distinguished chairman of our committee for
being here, and I want to tell him that in the spirit of bipartisan-
ship I am with you 100 percent on these bill's.

One ()lathe good fortunes.I had as a freshman was being assigned
to this committee under your 4$adership, and it is an exciting thing
fo; me to be involved in legislative. initiatives like this because I
believe, as the star of that Broadway plat believes, we got to be
concentrating on tomorrow. You've got me, Mr. Chairman. I'm
with you.

Mr..FtNtiA. Thank you very much. I knew you were very enlight-
ened, Mr. Boehlert.

Mr. WALGREN.. Well, thank you very much. You can count that
the'committee mill be focused on this.

Mr. FUQUA. Thank yo4.\,
Mr. WAEGREN. The nextuwitness, Dr. Allen Rosenstein, is a pro-

fessor Of' Engineering at the University of California at Los Angeles
and chairman of Pioneer Magnetics, Inc., also based in Los Ange-
les, CA. Dr. Rosenstein, we certainly welcome you to the committee
and we appreciate your being available to us. There are relatively
few people who have the direct experience that yoU do in both the
private sector and the 'academic sector and have given as much
thought to where we ought to be going as you have, and the com-
mittee certainly appreciates your beingiwillipg to come and testify
to us, so please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. ALLEN B. ROSENSTEIN, PROFESSOR OF EN-
GINEERING, NXERSITY, OF CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES,
AND CHAIRMAN, PIONEER MAGNETICS, INC.

Dr. ROSENSTEIN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, it is
really a,pleasure to be here and I alwayS enjoy following Dr. Tesa`r.
I learn so much from his work and the things he has to say.

Our company sells abroad and, as a consequence, we are keenly
aware'cil international competitiolt. In the 190's a study which we.
conducted at .UCLA concluded that structural defects in our basic
American institutions and importantshifts in our cultural .values
and in U.S. educational policies guaranteed an ever-eroding indus-
trial base and a long -temp decline in our relative quality of life.
Our exploding U.S. trade deficit, which is projected to exceed $125
billion this year,- would seem to confirm these predictions of nearly
20 years ago.

Unfortunately, even today there is a greatly improved but'titill
limited resognition of' the complex causes,of our industrial demise.
it's verMinfortunate. There isn't one single factor that's giving us
difficulty. There's a whole complex of factors, gild unless we recog-
nize all of them vfe're not going to Outhion mechanisms and -bills
which will properly turn aside the decline that we arc{ experienc-
i ng.

haphazard attacks upon current. local manifestations of the
much larger problem will only dissipate our resources: There is
altto a rent need to recognize that we have a dynamic situation. If

) we have a static solution, no matter how good it is at the moment
it is absolutely guaranteed to fail when it is fated with the dynam-
ics of our society.

t37



Implicit in many of the bills that I read before the )Congress
1- today is a belief that leaderml4 in basic research and technological

innovation will ensure industrial competence and international
tilde competitiveness. The bottom line, of course, is trade competi-', tiveness. We know that in modern society we have an international
marketplace. We are part of that marketplace, in contrast to where
we were 50 years ago when wee q. ad a dosed society. If we are to
maintain our quality of life we must maintain our competitiveness
in the international marketpla&N.

Now unfortunately this common perception, this current wisdom
is absolutely untrue. Basic research, technol4cal innovation, in-
dustrial competence, and international tradeTompetitiveness are
largely. independent and different activities. They have very differ-
ent constituencies, different processes, different performance crite-
ria, and in particularkhey respond to very different sets of national
policies.

Competence in one activity is simply not a guarantee of success
in the others, and there are just hundreds of examples to prove
this fact. For example, the Boeing Aircraft Co. is probably the
finest aircraft engineering, manufacturing company in the world.
There is no question about. -their industrial competence. However,
they have been losing out consistently over the years in the inter-
national aircraft market,, and we have lost a great deal of foreign
exchange because of the peculiarities of international financial and
interest rate policies. It, had nothing to do with their manufactur-

aCompetence.
Trade, interest, and financing policy foreclosed

eing's'ability to compete in important markets. -

U.S. Steel we all know was dismantled by Japan using technolo-
gy invented here in the United States but never applied. The trick-
le-down theory of basic research, which claims that throwing more
money into basic research will somehow trickle down into industri-
al competence and internatiqnal trade competitiveness, does not
work in fact. If it were, true, vOe would not havd this/strange anom-
aly where the United States. leads the world by a large margin in
both Nobel science awards and trade deficits. If anything, on the
average the data would indicate that there is a strong negative gor-
relation between scientific capability and industrial competend. I
always hasten to add at this point that some of my best friends are
scientists and I wish them well:

Our prepared statement addresses not only the merits Of the ex-
cellent bills that we have been asked to review but also points out
an interesting pattern thatocould provide substantial operational
efficiencies+ The basic operational functions tb be performed by
II.R.'2525, 1234, 481, and 4361 are presented on page 3 of our writ-
ten 'testimony in a function spread sheet. (I'm sorry I don't have
something /to put on the board.) We believe that mechanisms that
would create au&facilitateconmistently successful public programs
must be capable a four basic activities or functions.

The first is the ability to acquire a comprehensive international
data base. Thu. second is that of problem anticipation, analysis and
the 'consequential assessment of alternatives.. The third is public
review and CO118E1118118 generation, and the fourth is the implemen-
tation of national policies that citnnot be facilitated within existing
public/private institutions.

V
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If we glance at that spread shget, we can see that H.R. 2525 ad- 10
dresses two functions, analysis and public review. H.R. 1234 has
the National Academies developing a data base, then identifying

it strategic alternatives, and finally getting public advisory commit-
tees to develop a public cOnsensus. H.R.. 481 provides an Office of
Technology Policy and Analysis to look at the technology policy
analysis questions. Then there are a number of excellent offices for
technology policy facilitation. The bill is slightly limited on its data
base generation and ,its ability. to provide public review. H.R. 4361
concentrates largely on technology implementation. However, Con-
gressman LaFalce has introduced a companion bill to address
many of the other functions.

Besides the four bills offered by-the committee, I have taken the--e
small liberty of reviewing another bill, 4245. This bill is designed to
provide all four basic functions in an effective, mutually supporting
fashion. In addition, 4245 addresses the fundamental 'causes of our
present industrial discomfort and would provide an ongoing mecha-
nism for the creation and facilitation of national policy, including
especially those policies required for reindustrializttion.

It was Interesting to me, as I sat here and listened to other
people testify, that time and time again the word "policy" would
come up. I would like to advance the premise that it is this ability
to address policy in an intelligent, organized, and coherent fashion
which is largely missing in many of our institutions. The point that
must be made is that improved industrial competitiveness, particu-
larly in a dynamic environment, requires' a large se of mutually
consistent national policies, inclpding education policy, taxation
policy, savings, regulation, environmental policies, et cetera.

There is considerable public debate, as an example, about the rel-
ative merits of high-tech industry versus smokestack industry as a
source of employment. I would hold that this is an example of lack
of analysis and study of the basic data. It is almost a nonsense dis-
cusSion which does not recognize the ultimate problem that the
Nation must resolve before the end of this decade. All of industry,
high-tech and smokestack, will not employ a significant percentage
of the working population by the year 2000. If U.S. employment
trends continue to follow the trends of the past 5 years, manufat-
turing will only employ 8.3 percent of our entire working populav
tion att'the end of this century, which is only 16 years hence, and of
course 8.3 percent is I think slightly less than the present unem-
ployment rate, Therefore all oT manufacturing in the year 2000

. won't put all of our presently unemployed back to work.
Now I would like to see if I can illustrate some of our serious

structural -deficiencies by. attempting to demonstrate how a proper-
ly constituted foundation could provide a public support function
that would give private enterprise greater freedom of action and
the ability to more effectivelt meet foreign competition in an arena
free of Government domination. The example I would like to use is
the unmanned garment faetory, because I will mate, a prediction
todgiy that within 10 years we are going to have in this country a
major problem in oui garment industry. They employ about 2.8
million people in the garment and the textile industry and, since
textiles are latgely automated, most of these people are in the gar-
ment industry. This could be a classical situation in which a na-

$,
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tional policy facilitating foundation could help a thoroughly dis-
persed and fragmented industry resolve a major hreitt from
abroad.

It turns out that some years ago, 2 to 4 years ago, Japan and
Sweden independently both funded major programs to develop.un-
manned garment factories. One country put up $66 million and I
think the other country put up about $85 million. These factories, g

',Pith practically no employees, will turn out garments on any pre-
programmed arrangement. They could turn out one garment at a
time; they could turn out one size at a time. They are completely
flexible garment manufacturing centers, As an engineer I can tell
you that they are technologically feasible. The probability of their
success is very high, and it s obvious that when this occurs there is
going to be a major impact upon our industry.

Novy what functiorik could a foundation or the Government play
in this case? Well,. it would seem to me that since this type of
knowledge is generally available, the foundation could have an
international data acquisition system which would acquire data
about. these programs as they are instituted and then follow that
up with an analysis and an assessment section which could then
provide an early warning system for U.S. industry. Having recog-
nized the pending problem from our own international data bpse;
the Government could then convene meetings of industry to slow
what the probable alternatives are and look for logical courses of
action.

It would seem that we have three courses of action before us
right now. The first is a decision as to whether we wish to main-
tain a capability for manufacturing automatic unmanned garment
industry machines. We have a company called Singer Sewing Ma-
chine which builds, I think, a lot of garment manufacturing ma-
chinery. In fact, interestingly enough, they were the ones who con-
ceived the concept of an unmanned garment factory, and I believe
they were not large enough to actually implement the program
itself. I understand the Swedish and Japanese programs are Mod-
eled about the initiative that Singer started. We could decide first
of all if we wanted to maintain the equipment manufacturing facil-
ity, and what support, is necessary. Whether a consortium could be
put together which would enable us to maintain this machinery ctr
pability in the country.

A second decision that should be made iK1 as to what wol1
happen to the garment industry itself. It seems obvious that a,
large percentage of the 2.8 million people now engaged in thisic-
tivity are, over a period of time, going to become redundant. The
question then is whether we wishqUiaintain a garment industry
of an-y consequence in this country at all. It would seem that we
wcd - probably have to have a reorganized garment industry. It
might be that we could finance garment centers- For example,
there are probably only one or two light bulb manufacturing ma-
chines in the country. They appear under different labels, but the
rnachimary is so efficient that we can't afford to have a dozen com-
panies actually manuPacturing light bulbs. It's entirely possible
That the analysis would, show that there might be two or three
flexible garment manufacturing machine centers in this country,
and they might call foria .consortium of banks, industry, Govern.



ment to finance thou. Irkve decide we want to retain this particu-
lar activity, it should he ini infOrmed decision.

/We may decide we don't want to have a garment industry in"this
country, which then brings us to the third set of decisions: Whast is
going to be done to or for then2.8 Inillion people. who I pr6dict have
a very, very high probability Oit &coming redundant?

A fourth course of action would`be to ignore the whole situation,
allow nature to take iis,courme, and go through the same process in
the garment industry that we had in the steel industry, in the .ma-
chine tool industry, in the automobile industry. I would contend
that every country has a limited number of opportunities and if
you let them all go by, I think (he results are predictable.

I would like to close on a more optimistic note with two observa-
. tions. First of all, each of the proposed bills addresses a very impor-

tant problemsnd will satisfy significant needs that have bee, ne-
glected' for too long.

Second, I would only add that the spread sheet/would indicate
,.. that each of these bills, which are important, handles a part. of a

larger problerr. I would think we should consider whether we could
profitably entertain one initiative to combine the best features
from each bill. -

Now, finally, I would like to come back to the future role of the
povernment by quoting from a paper by a Mr. Thomas Murrin. As
president of Westinghouse's Energy and Advanced Tech,ology
Group, which is a very successful Westinghouse Division, Murrin
has been featured in a Time magazine article as one of the out-
qtanding industrial managers in our country. Murrin says:

Meeting the. Japanese challenge is beyond the reachibf any one company. Even if
(very major corporation in the U.S. were to undertake programs to improve their
productivity and competitiveness, their efforts would not suffice against Japan's na-
tional industrial policy.

He goes on to Hay:
When Government, management, labor, and academia all work in a cooperative

and complementary fashion towards shared objectives, the most difficult challenges
become manageable. What is lacking is an effective mechanism to bring the leaders
of these facets of society together on neutral ground inlIpursuit of common goals.

Finally, he adds: '

'I herefore; we In the United States need to consider adopting a consensus-based
policy formulation tnecymil4111.-

Now I contend. that in this last sentence Murrin has presented
the single, most imortant challenge faced by the Government for
the balance a this century: ow tq create a consensus-based policy
formulation mechanism tha will provide a truly neutral ground,
recognized and accepted by all elements of our society.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Rosenstein follows:I
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Mr: Chairman and members of the Committee:

ik
I
am Chairman Of the Board of several high technology-electronics companies/

and a Professor of Engineering at UCLA. Pleasepceept my thanks for the

opportunity to testify at these hearings on Technological Innovation
in

the United States. The sharply increasing
Congressional interest in tAke

industrial well being of country is especially timely. In the 1960'.s

/ /
a study which we conducted at UCLA concluded that structural deficiencies in

.aur basic Institutions and important shifts in our culture and iv U.S.

educational policy guaranteed an ever eroding industrial base and a long term

decline in our relative quay of life. (Reference I appended). A growing

trade deficit, expected to exceed $125 billion in 1984 would seem to

confirm the predictions of nearly 20 years ago,

.71) evaluate the potential.
effectivity of the proposed bills, let us first

cpnslder function and structure. After that Wa examine the more:difficult

and abstract question of long term fit with the nation's basic needs.

3o9
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Assuming that form (structure) follows function, it is our premise that

mechanisms that would create and Implement consistently successful public

.,programs must be capable of four basic activities onfunctions. These are

I. Creation of a comprehensive high quality information and data

* ...base that is readily accessed;

*c.

2. First rate indepemlent anticipation and analysis of national

problems and opportunities and the assessment'of alternatives;

Socially representative public revIew of alternatives to generate

national consensus, and

4, Facilitation and implementation of those policies and programs

for which there are no presently existing suitable organizations.

A spread sheet has been included to Illustrate the proposed functions and

structure of A4361, NR481, NR1234 and N112525. When the totality of the

attcibutes of the preceedlng bills are taken togetWer, they cover rather

completely the above four functions. We also observe. that another bill,

N114245, offe*rs a vehicle in which all 'of the activities of the bills under

review can be well served.

(

4
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Taking each bky in turn:.

..

HR 2525: The National Commission on /ethnological Innovation and Industrial"
hobill.7ation Act.

Offers deep insight into the spectrum of Issues that must be

considered if industrial competence is to be improved. The

final report of the one year commission would address the central

question: Should there he a permanent advisory agency for

policy relevant to a coordinated national indusArlal strategy?

This question deserves public review and debate bY.an Independent.

commission. HR 2525 calls for analysis and assessment followed

by public review. Should a permanent advipry policy agency be

created; the. agency would presumably develop a policy data base and

consider program implementation.

HR 1234: The Economically Strategic Industrial Research and Development Act.

Asks the National Academies to identify strategic technologies and

build a suitable data base for each. Independent public review is

provided by an advisory committee for each technology.

HR 481: The National Technology Foundation Act

.

.Through the Office of Technology Policy and Analis would provide a 1

very important technology policy an lysis and assessment capability

4'

Extensive, well-conceived offices a agent'les are brought together

In the Foundation to facilitate and impleMent national technology

policy. The structure and functions of HR481 are very close to

HR4245.with HR481 restricting itself.to technology while HR 4245

-considers technology policy as an important constituent of national

policy. HR481 has limited provision for a comprehensive industrial or

technology data base and little means for public review or consensus
, .."

generation.

HR 436: The Advanced Technology Foundation Act

Concentrates largely upon implementation of industrial policy.

Cooperative programs, generic industrial research and thaFederal

industrial Extension Service are Important and worthy concepts.

We Shlodtrld observe that arcoMpeOlon.blli has been introduced by

Congressmen LaFalce to cover the three 'functions not addressed by

HR4361.

312
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Hit 4245: The National Professitlikiaad. Technology Act -

-Introduced by Congressmoti'teorge Brown with 13 sponsors, will

provide an ongoing mechanism for the creation and facilitatiOn'

of national policy Including especially those policies required.

for industrial revitalization. References (2) and (3) descalbe

the Ism itself while reference (1) provides a detailed explanation

and Justification for the creation'of a National Policy Facilitating

FOlkindatron in/lead of a more limited and specialized vehicle. The

case 1. Made that improved industrial oompetitiveness requires a

large'set of mutually consistent national ptlicies including education,

tax, saving, fiscal, financlel, regulation, inflation., interest,

environmental, etc, policies. There does not exist today a.mechanisM

independent of goVernmental domination, such as is Foundation that

provides a viable effective vehicle for the facilitation of public

policy in the national interest. HR 424 would fill this void.

LONG TERM FIT

If the compelling reason for these hearings is. to "encourage and support

U.S. Industrial competitiveness in the international mahetplact", I

would respectfully suggest that the proposed bills, which' have many merits,

do not individually nor collectively address the central causes for our loss

of competitiveness. This does not mean that the proposed bills are-unimpor-

tant or impractical. On the contrary, they represent long overdu6 initiatives

that will materially assist U.S. industry. Cooperative, generic development

and research will reduce front end costs and accelerate the appearance of

products upOn the marketplace. The increasing complexity Of business along

with rapid changes in technology demand access to a broad spectrum of pro-

fe\sslonal competenCe and specialized technical Information that small business

simplj, cannot afford. An industry and professionS counterpart of Agriculture

Extension would be of immense value to small -and medium Industry.

I
would like to very briefly examine the practical problems created Joy the cur-

.

rent onventional wIsdob and societal models before returning to the national

policy question.

3 i 3
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'PARADIGMS AND,SOCIETAL MODELS

4

r

t

After W.W.II. the En9sh speaking natiohs, Including the'U.S., subscribed

to a set '4f questionable paradigms that distorted natfanaHr'policy while also act).

.4Pting societal models whOse limitations effectively ma'ked creboling

structural defects. Let us consider a few of the paradigms and societal.

models which are+ impbrtant td these hodelnqs.9

lb

FALSE PARADIGMS-

4 /
I. In general and over the longlrun, leadership In Technological, not

.'vat ion and Basic Research will Insure. international trade competitive-
: to

nets amf industrial competence,
.

Unfortunately this is not trim. Technologicfal Innovation, basic
research: and industrial performance are three entirely different

tivities with different constituencies, processes and performance
critera As 0)iamples: The U.S. and Britain produced,90 of the
research and lariovations in liquid crystal'whIle Japan manufactures
902 of tht wor 4's liquid crystals. /Mithael Boretsky pointed Out
that frdm 1947 do 1974, the U.S. made seventeen out of eigtiteen'of
thApaior brma throughsNin semiconductor electronics. During the
sou) perAeld of t,imo the U.S. trade'? balance In electronic and com-

mtuf4ion'eguipment lexcluding.computersrslid from a positiveWO Ilion tp a negative S2 billion.
. .

.

Incrola d 17101.estment in technological Innovation and

basic research wl.l restore U.S. industrial competitiveness ap&,trade

Walance.

The U.S. and Britain already lead the world in basic research as_
measured by Nobel -Science Awards and in innovation al measured by
'significant patents. The two countries also lend the world in
trade deficits. It Is difficult to ignore this strong negative
correlation and understand how an Increase-In activities In which
we already lead will tun around our long term decline in Industrial
co4retehce.

2. The "Trickle DowWRLD Theory of Science" proclaims: Scien0 leads

technolosy. IndustriaTpowametencellowsfromillasis reSearch...._ If

enough monty Cs thrown into scientific researchi-useful technology

will somehow blossom and be deployed SvcCesSfully..

The pervasiveness of this inversion of reality Is even found in Otte
announcement of these hearings which states:

14
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"The Federal Government has long done a fine'job of 0

encouraging and supporting basic scientific research.

But it is becoming InCreasIngly evident that we are
much less successful.when It comes to transplantIn0
the results of resew Into useful products. and ,pro-

cosset, (Under)Ins adthttf.)

The English speaking nations have been pursuing unsuccessfully
the R&D Illusidh (Research !trading Development) while Our. -

more aggressive trade competitori have been doing DO. In

most of tpe industrial world, a inajor societal need or oppor-
tunity is first identifled,,and then a suitable technological

development program formulated and funded ( Le, the Fifth
Generation Computer.) Only such research is undertaken as is

necessary to resolve problems incidental to the development

requirements. In other words, Development leads Research (D0).

Fundina of basic research witWthe'expectation that the know-
ledge generated dill somehow pOovide industrial leadersh15 Is
8n expenlive eeedangerous-way-to dissipate the natIontt intellec-

tual anefinancial reserves. Scientific knowledge Is an inter-

national free good that Is readily avail -able for the prize of

the Journals.

Peter Drucker has writtenl

"It Is not true that a modern country needS a science

base. It car' purchase It or import it:" 6

SOCIETAL HDDELS

After W.W.II, the U.S. Land Grant tradition, with its emphasis on the pros
*,

fessions and cooperati011emqpg industry, government, education and the pro-
,

,
fessions, w84 supplanted by the British Arts-Science tradition with Its

benign neglect of the professions. In the United States, our leading insti-

tur4ons of higher learning proudly proclaim themselves to be "Research

Universities." Rejection of the "three culture" society recognized by most

of the world for the limited British 'Two Cultures model has had the same

delruvive'effects upon the United States' ability to develop and deploy

technology as it had upon England. (Reference 4).
. r
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It Is clear' that central national planning Is neither acceptable to our

people nor capahle of practical Implementation in a rapidly changing

. complex modern society. It is equally clear that the government has a

vital role in insuring the highest possible life quality for Its citizens

consistent with the demands of national security. The National life quality

.' In turn Is the composite of alit environments including the health, education,

abusiness, civil, physl,cal, etc., environments. As example, excessive pcil-

lotion threatens the health of all atisens, Vet, General Motors cannot

afford to Install emission control deviceS.upon its cars unless Ford must

meet the same policy standardS,.

In the above ontext, the Idea th ational.polict exists to serve the

ilb

nation's goals and aspirations Is orally accepted. It should be ap rent

that c nfllcting national'policies, Inconsistent policies or the lack of

policy, In instances like acid ruin, place an explpsive and often intolerable

burden;upon the :moiety. Furtheronly thi. Very. nalyt would believe, that
.

major national policy can standalone. Successful reindustrializat,lon policies

must depend among otherthings upon tax policies, the Intellectual resources

and skills derived from our educational policies, the ethical environment

policies In which business will operate, and, finally, the policies.for long

and short term resource allocation between ilfe quality and economic advance-

wont.' By itself, p e "Indust I Policy" serving only, economic and business

]11needs, is sterile a in praetice, counterproductive. Japan found that the

early success of its industrial Policy" led to sublentlal degradation of the,

nation's physical environments end'an overcrowding of Its major cities. 1:1

I,
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Consideration of societal pradltpris and models, national need end policy

requirements, along with the collective functions proposed by the Hearing Dills
0

produces the form and basic assumptions which support a National Policy

Facilitating Mechanism.

The National Profestlons and Technology Foundation, HR 4216, has been based

upon the following assumptioni:

I. Central Planning Is Impractical.

2. Technology and Innovation policies should be mutally supporting,
consistent parts of. the larger national policy structure which
in turn,, Includes life quality policies as well as business and
economic policies;

3. The onvIronMents - health, education, physical, political, business,
civilv etc., which collectively define our'society's life quality,
are created by the resource allocation, technology deployment and
environmental decisions made largely by men. and womeffoperatIng
In.a publIciprofessions capacity.

Si. The Federal Government has unavoidable ;.esponsIbility for prot-
muigating rational, coherent, self-consistent policy In the
national Interest.

5. A mechanism% Independent 9f government domination,
. Is necessary to

.required to maintain the competitiveness of U.S.. industry 1 the

facilitate the creation the national policies and pollcyttructure

future.

If the above assumptions Are relevant and the Hearing bill functions'. have

va,11.dity, the Policy Foundation becomes a reasonable conclusion.

if 110
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INTRODUCTION

Nearly twenty years ago in the course of.a large Foini Founda:To:N&dy.

on an entirely different matter, information Apt accumulating that led

tc. conclusions sharply contradicting the conventional wisdom of the time.

With the U.S. enjoying the world's highest standard of living and possessing

d seemingly invIncibli industrial plant, the data consistently predi! cted "I

an ever erodidg industrial base and a long term decline in the relative

quality of life 4 1 ). The present national debate Over matters such as

"Industrial Policy" are Ofb unfortunate consequences' of the trends observed

In the 60's.

This paper destribes a Na'..ional Policy Facilitating Foundation organized to

correct what is undoubtedly the moat critical deficiency in America's infra-

structure the lack of a mechanism fool facilitating the development of sound

and consistent policy in the national welfare ncluding industrial policy.

To provide background for a Policy Foundation and justification for its
st

functions And st/ucture, the extensive decline in America's relative life

quality is briefly examined along with three major contributing factors. A

set of policy paradigm; Is offer-ord. Four basic roundatiOn funct406S 'a're

explored along with supporting structure. Operational analysis shows the

Foundation should be created from existing agencies that woult bring their

nperating budgets with them. Significant savings can be effected causing the

total direct cost to the government to be less than the presently budgeted

agency expenditures. k

The paper concludes by descpsibito what we believe will become the overriding

national policy 14sue for the remainder of the century a problem which has

not yet really surfaced, but which will require enormous efforts.and great

foresight to resolve.

AMERICA'S FUTURE RELATIVE QUALITY or CirE

N.1

)(If the trehd of the ast twenty years foretell America's

.

future, our children

o will have much leSS to be thankful for than their parents. industry provides

most of the material goods of our society and generates m ch of the revenues

used to finance our social services. However, by almost ny standard, American

industty is ill and showS few signs of Ad gaining its abill to compete.ln

world nklkets. The LICif report of April. 1983 presents a 0 picture of world

0
4
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Market share trends (2). tOurIng the'fifteen year period from 1165 to 110,1n

twelve major manufacturing categories ranging from iron and steel to

aircraft and computers, France and Japan each Increased their percentate

of world market share In eight categories. West Germany increased its

share In five categories and now leads the (.five to four). United

State;' market share on the other hand declined in ten out of twelve

categories. We were saved from last -place performance only by Great Britain,

which lost market share in eleven out of twelve categories and remained

even In one. Thn result of our eroding industrial competence is an expected

565,000,M:1,000 U.S. trade deficit for 1963 and a drop in relative U.S.

GNP /capita from first place after W.W.II to tenth place today.

Because of its visibility. we tend to think of Our present situation in

terms of only one manifestation, the businesl, and industrial environment,

and hasten to concentrate on "Industrial Policy'"Io the exclusion of

equally Important contributing and Interacting factors. National life

quality is obviously influenced 14 the national GNP/capita, but the actual

quality of life is given by other environments such as education, health,

personal security, pollution., etc. In each of these are", which are the

responsibility Of the professions, the U.S. life quality Is not outstandI4g,

Edutational test sores have been 8ropping Steadily ih 'the U1. while

functional Illiteracy remains at close to 20%, Our ability to allocate

our educational resources to effectively serve national needs Is questionable.

During the past.decade, with high technology industry often struggling to

satisfy its demand for experienced engineers, California's production of

electrivil engineers decreased by nearly 30% while the output of lawyers

increased 300%. It would almost Stem that we plan to litigate our way back

to. Industrial preeminence.

In site of our enormous investment in medical research and health delivery,

AMerIcans are not relatively healthy. It Is ipteresting to note that In

1950, when the National Science Foundation was established, the U.S. ranked

sIxth.tn the world in Infant mortality. . By 1961, the U.S. was winning 50% of

the Nobel prtFes in Medicine and physiology, but had dropped ,t,0 18th pta2 in

infant mortality and 21st in longevity. Today the Japanese and the Swedes,

with little contribution to medical science, are the world's healthiest people,

with the loWest Infant mortality rate and the longest life span.

wo.
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In other life guility areas we are doing no better: 'Crime Is excessive.

The averagt American is More conscious then ever of muggings, burglary and

widespread use of narcotics. Our physical environments are still under

heavy pressure from pollutants. Acid rain Is-destroying iastern forest%

and lakes. Smog levels In our major cltiesremaln

HOW DID WE REACH OUR PRESENT STATE?

If our trade with Japan Is any indication, the United States Is well on

its way to becoming a "banana republic." We will supply raw materlAils

coal, timber and food - to receive In return manufactured goods such as

autos, semiconductors, electronic goodS, machine tools, at . Historians

seeking to learn why a mighty nation lost its competitive advan spa In less

than 100 years will find a number of interrelated causes. Each factor by

itself has not been sufflElent, but together they have throttled the

nation's growth. Of the many Contributors, three Major factors have been

particularly devastating:

t
The first is institutional redidlty and s uctural deficiencies. At a time

when our trade partners have developed fl xIble policy mechanisms allowing

them to adjust to ever more dynamic world economittonditions, U.S. insti-

lutiohCbave InTarniiized thair-v4lues andliecome Mori rigid, 'Irn Washington,-

government departments "hone"' their turf building skills. Problems requiring

interdepartmental contributions become even less tractable. Our great unlver- e

il

sities seek to concentrate upon narrowly defined disciplinary research to

structural deficiencies Insure .that nations( policy questions spanning a

the exclusion'of real world multidisciplinary problems, Aelthe same time,

number of disciplines and departments cannot be effectively addressed. Mechanisms

for anticipating, creating and facilitating flexible, coherent national policy,

Including industrial policy.do not exist.

,Secondly, we have made serious educational nolicy errors. At the And of W.W.II,

a major policy shift accelerated through U.S. higher education. The U.S. Land,

Grant tradition with its emphasis on the professions and cooperation among

Industry, government, education and the professioni, was supplanted by the

British arts-science tradition with Its benign neglect of the professions. English

speaking countries:turned their attention with unqualified succeSs. to improving

0
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their basic research endeavors.. As a consequence by the 1970's the U.S. and

.Britain led the world in two distinct areps: Nobel Science Awards and

international trade deficits. Japan and Germany on the other hand con-
-

tributed little to basic research but led in international trade.

Finally, of all post W.W.II developments, the most dehabilitating change

has been the steady movement toward an ever more adversarial society.

The United States has adopted the adversarial posture that has felled

in Britain, with each sector trying to increase individual return in-

stead of the total good. Indusirial productivity has been particularly

sensitive to the change. For a seventeen year period beginning with 1960,

the average annual percentage productivItyrhcreases of the English peaking

countries, U.S., Britain and Canada, have been the lowest among the industrial

nations. The U.S.at the very bottom averages approximately half the relative

productivity Improvement of Italy.

The basic problem and t e potential solution were contained in trade data

observed in 1966. At tha lme there were some 122 industries - auto.

steel, ships, textiles - whit employed thirty-five percent of the industrial

work force. These industries had formerly dominated world e but by 1966,

were running 8.57.5 billion trade deficit. The defich_was little concern

In 1966,fo.r it was masked by the trade sUrplui created by a'bendful of. U.S.

industries such at agrIcultur,eyelectronlcs, computers and aircraft. Searching

for a pattern to expealisiOstie Onnection between agriculture, computers and

aircraft. it finally became clear that prospering industries by and large had

enjoyed a long term cooperative partnership of industry, government, university

and professions. Declining industries did not. They were characterized by
A,

their generally adversarial operation.

THE NEED FOR STRUCTURAL CHANGE

Reich in his book "The Next American Frontier" makes an eloquent case for

structural change (3).

"America has a choice It can.adapt itself to the new

economic realities by Altering fts organizations or it
can fall to adapt and thereby continue Its present decline

AdaptasLen Is America's ,challenge. ,jt Is merica's

next frontier.

I,
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" The myth of the two cultures (business and civic) .

Is retarding the next stage of America's economic
and social progress, Adaptation must involve both
the business end civic culture, but we have no Insti-
tutions for bridging the gap and orchestrating adjustment"
(briderTineiedddd for emphasis.)

The structural gaps and deficiencies in America's basic institutons have

come to the attention of many thoughtful citizens. John Kemeny, Chairman

of the President's Three Mile island Commission, after studying the disaster

was forted to the conclusion that the fault lay more with obsolestance of

our institutions that the reactor operators (4):

" The present system does not work. It Was designed for
a much earlier and simpler age,

" The only way to save American democracy is to change
the fundamental decision- making process, at the federal
level, so It can come to grips with the enormous and
complex issues that face the nation."

,

The 81)1 being presinted has been specifically designed to bridge the

adversarial gap and create a cooperative policy faCIlitatIngtpatItution.

Congress Is not unaware of our rapidly deteriora4Ing trade position and the

decline In the national life quality. There are presently nearly 200 bills

before the Congreti that address segmentva the .problel.or.aftempt to

ameliorate some limited current manifestation ofthe larger structura

deficiencies. The danger lies not in a lack of concern for the national

dilemma. But there Is the real possibility or even probability that the

country will direct so much of its attention and resources to limited, short

term "band aid" programs that the larger and more basic long term deficiencies

will never be considered. Our country is not facing a tm411 aberatlon In Its

economic history. We are at a major crossroad. Institutional changes will

be required to turn.us away from the present path that we began to travel

over twenty years ago. Unfortunately, the institutional roots of our current

disFomfort had taken hold In the 1950's and were bearing fruit by the mid

1960's. Changing very manure national organizations Is never s simple task

and indeed can seldom be accomplished except In times of great national stress.

44

Fortunately. as 4 Shall see, thole change; can be made Without a major

reaygnmemt'of our basic institutions. require mbstlya reallocation of

iistEr4:4soUrces Into an organizat ce able of facliltating.the critic. I
1. ..Pblidy.taSkyhat qre not now be g dddresSed.

I I .
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POLICY PARADIGMS

The new WI will create a mechanism to facilitate national policy bye

en4uring representative participation of all responsible sectors of

society while avoiding government domination by either business. or civic

Culture. To avoid a current ideological trap, we begin by stating what is

not proposed.

What Is not proposed .

o CENTRAL PLANNING IN ANY FORM OR UNDER ANY GUIS(PS NOT
CONilDERED PRACTICAL.OR DESIRABLE FOR OUR SOCIETY

We do not hold that central' planning is illegal, nconstitutional

or even mildly immoral: .The facts dictate th large scale .natIonal,

plans take so long to create and put in plat that the dynamics

of a modern.IndustrIal society render such Ions obsolete befo4
they can be implemen.ted. Therefore, stntral national planning
is simply not useful.

On the other hand, there is mounting evidence that properly
supported national policy facilitating mechanisms can achieve

the opposite of central planning. The goal is to ensure that

every segment of society-not only contributes to national policy
'formulation but that the planning and implementation responsibilities
:whichAiattirally flow frare consistent: rational national polies,.
will be executed7by:thi'bist. qualified sector,' of the sotletyItIelf.
With adequate visibility eath individual andeach business will
perceive and implement plans consistent with national policy.

la NONE OF THE POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE LEGISLATIVE OR
EXECUTIV.E BRANCHES OF THE GOVERNMENT ARE TO BE USURP(1) OR ASSUMED

BY THE N1W ORGANIZATION.

The institution shall have no legislative or funding authority.
Major raoponsibliities shalTbe the ing of existing and .l

41

?emerging nation needs end opportunIlltes,.evaluating (policy
alternatives 0 presenting the results to the President, Congress

1110 and Public for the usual review, modification and funOingy when
found worthy. Subsequent policy jmOlementation shall be the
responsIbilley of appropriate agencies designated by the Congress.

S

00"

The Essence of Policy

la
We assume that the ultimate purpose of a democrOlc Itate Is to

1

insure the higAkt possible life quality for ItO citizens consiSteht with

$ the deleand4 of national security. In this contoixt1 the idea that national

policy exists to serve the nation's goals and aspirations Is generally accepted.

r;
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.however. the precise meaning of the words "industrial polin'y" when taken out

of 63ntext is not clear for 'there are many pofstble cOmbinatiorit of macro.
ay

`Ntillgo and Industry specific Interventions leading to an.almost Infinite

number of "Industrtal policies."

In addition to high level macro tax. expendihure, and monetary Interventions

and the important special cases of foreign and defence policy, en under.-

lying sea of national policies exists lhatIcrin be organized about the

categories of life quality (civic) policies and economic (business) policies

somewhat as ylows:

quality of life

Housing Policy
Health Policy
Education Policy
Environment Policy
Public Safety Policy

. Cultural Policy
Recreation Policy
Equal Opportunity Policy

. 5Civii libaity Policy
Public Transportation Policy

endand Business

Regulatory Policy
Trade and Investment Policies.
Enterpreneurshlp Policy
Small Business PoWy
Savings Policy
Finance Policy WIC 11
interest Policy
Economic Growth Policy
Energy and Materials Pojkcies
Public Work Policy '

Irifra&truttora.Policy.

-,-:Humin110Aourde 4qpEmploWrient P91,C14
Inflation Policir

. AO Policy

In/the real world, neither polity category tarrstand alone, Independent

of tic other, The resources necessary to maintain the desired national

" life quality are a direct product of-the composite of economic and business

policies. At the same time, successful(impl1 ntation.of "Industrial". policyre,

must depend among other things upon the Intel) tual resources and skill's

derived from our educational policies, the cultural environments in Which

buslnes will operate and finally the policies for resource allocation

between life quality and economic advancenlhont.'
o

,,

d.

Na-3
By Itself, pure "InClOserial Policy" servirfg only economic and business noeds is

sterile and In practice counterproductive. Japan's.Ministry of International

Trade and Industry (MITI) quickly found that the,oarly,successis of its,

" industrIal policy" led to substantial, degradation of the nation's physical

envirodMents and an overcrowding of Its major cities. MITI wars forced to

add to Its policy agencies offices addressing environmental protection, water

3 2
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resource's, -plant siting, pasty, rural development, etc. Indeed, of- Ills

three new Ottional goals defined In the Vision of MITI Policies In the

1984'1, tub first pal is Improved:Quality and Comfort of Oft and the

second is that of Contributing to the International Community. phi1i the

third abjectly., Overcoming the Limitations of Materials, tetOurces And

Energy, would fit the conventional view of Pindudtrial policy."'

Regardless of definition, "industrial policy" debetes,by their very dajure

are too narrowly focused. to be productive.. The issue should be opened Op

to ,include the ruff, range of Interacting, Interdependent policies.which"

another seek't0 secure the national life quality.

Policys. Policy Mechanisms

It Is our premise thatThe need to anticipate change' and provide timely

response require a form comprehensive policy faellitating mechanli1sm

which does not now exist, The present U.S. ad hoc process whichlias

served us so wall for nearly two hundred years is tooinsentitIve and

4 cumbersome for national survival. Our erodlng Industrial base atteAs to

our inabliity to accommodate the Industrial rate of change experienAd durtMg

the past twenty,year's and leaves little hope for a future that gives every

indication of changing at a still accelerating rate,

A major institutional Innovation Is required, A given "industrial policy"

or policiesmill not suffice. Indeed, if we were fortunate enough to

stumble upon a perfect "industrial policy" or national policy framework,

the nation does not have the means to recognize the perfection of theses

p011cies4 assess the consequences of their wisdom or put together In a

timely fashion the national conensus neceSsary to create the suitable

enabling legislation. In other words, we do not have even a rudiMentery

engine to drive non n existent ,policy ship,

Further'', Vie dynamics of a modern Industriel socjety guarantee that

7 national policy must continuously change for the 'society to prosper.,

International competition Is shifting reptilly. The competitive Itra.ae

many.hightechnOlogy Products Is less than four years. In 1962,the,U.S.

Central Accounting Office made a study of Jadieh'i Impressive growth from a

war devastated nation 16 mp, too major economflOpower.today and found ( 5):

r

a
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" Japanese industrial policies have changed significantly
over time In response to changes in the international end

0' domestic economy. The flexIbilit% of such policies
may, In fact, besthe key to the apparent success of
Industrial policy in Japan,"

Specific examples ahoundof Mersin/ overnight shifts in external con-

ditions. The "oil shocks" made major changes In the economics of entire
1r,

Industries Including aluminum, shipping, petrochemlcels, cement, air

transport, -

We agree with she G.A.O. report and would only add that policy fltosibility

requires a policy mechanism to.recognite changes In the environments and to

modify policy accordingly.

J
Turning to the proposed legislation, a successful National Policy Facill-

tatinginstItution will require: First, a coMprehensIve high quality InfOr-'

.mat ion and data base; second, first rate independent cepabilities for the
.,'

analysis of national problems and'OpportunIties and the assessment of policy
m

alternatives; third, highly visible, socially representative mechanisms far

achieving national policy consensus; and fourth, the means to faCilitate

and implement those policies for which there is qo presently exiStlig

suitable organization.

have structured their national policy institutions to perfOrm the p e-

The world's more agg-essIve trading countries, ittpail, Germany and F nce,

ceeding tasks quite well. Describing the Foundation by considering each

of Its four functions In turn, we shall reference comparable activities

from other nation; along with. one of the oldest and most sucoessful examples,'

of industrial policy - the U.S. Agricullure system.

: PcilicY:. .10.".9E.TiVw.' Pje ',MI elk"

FOUNDATION FUNCTIONS AND STRUCTURE

When the,OistansIve Information services othe Government are taken
9

as a whole, It is quite evident that our national dat% systems are falling

on practically every account. J., Peter Grace, Chairman of the President',

PrIvIte Sector Survey on Cost Control, asserted ( 6)t
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" The whole date processing thing'is one big mess.
the government's 19,300 compute& are often

Incompatible with,pne 'another, she no common
base of reliable data, use different accounting
systems and operate wish obsolete technology."

The Technology Task Force of the National Society of Professional .

'Engineerconfirmedithe inefficiency.of our current national data tYsifms,

reporting (7)
.1*

" Each data base has been collected for on% purpose
without regard for others. They are not accessibt*
from one computer termloel and cannot be pulled tdiotAer
to provide total picture of what isplappening In
any one industry on a world-wide basks. Not only are
the formats incompatible, the data gathering Is often
on incompatible,time bases or according to mutually
incompatible categories of.information."

At the notional level. Pronosing policii* to Influence the future of U.S.Industry

withook,henefil of A comprehensive factual' foundation would seem foolhardy

and irresponsible, Yet In welting *bout declining industriet., Reich

observes :

" No actiAly of the U.S. government has overall responsibility

for gathering detailed information about world market trends,
the competitive strategies of trading partners, and the long-

term outlook for particular segments and firms with global
markets. Instead, the .information Is gathered piecemeal

within the Commerce Department, the State Department, the
Treasury, the internal Revenue Service, the Securities end
Emehange commission, the Federal Trade Commission, and other
agencies and boards concerned with particular industries, and
it Is gat ered In Such broad categories of idll'syncratic

11

detail t t it Is Of 14tAle use foe_makintindlistrial policy.

(Underli -eddid.1--TWi-exiMPTi.---Whi'n the OS, government was
faced with aloes for loan guarenteesfroephe Chrysler loorporation,

no government agency wqs prepared to evallete Chrysler's poeition.
Congress was forced to rely on a perfunctory study of the Industry
'implied by a private consulting firm." 4

0 V

To summarize the situation, at a time when Ahe public and private sectors

nerd ready access to high quality, current informatit. our present policy

Information systems are far from ado:mote.

An early task of the Foundation will be to develop and inplement' a comprehensive

and cohoreht National Information and Statistics Polley In coordination with

4, 331
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existing public and private information agencies. 'rhis policy would be

directed to the basic direct and indirect fectori influencing the national

quality of Ilfe, including a continuous assessment of U.S. and foreign

technology,science, markett, market trends, trade, regulations, cust011iS.

tariffs, Industry, economy, resources, energy, business, commodities, etc.

The objective would be to efficiently provide and make readily available

the information and statistics necestaryfor the more effective functioning of

all societal segments and policy makers,Including industry, government,

labor. Academia and the professions.

The pailic-private Information mechanisms of the institution can be best

Illustrated by a unique American success story. Over 100 years ago the

U.S. set in place industrial policy that became a world industrial policy

model. A partnership of government, industry and education was created that

mad, the U.S. agriculture industry the world's most effiCient generator of

food and oreign exchange. At this time, less than Y of working

force prodlcet over 120): of the nation's food requirements.

Central to the success if U.S. Agriculture Is the comprehensive agricultural

information system. Dela and st4lIstIcs are drawn from ell*oyer the world

using every known source including satellites to monitor world food production.

The (LSO farmer has ready access to detailed information ranging from world

fond mit-kris and production, farm management, Irrigation, agronomy, biology,

plant pathology to the operation of a home garden and the canning a fruit.

Agriculture extension provides classes to educate NOW's in the very

latest production technique'. If Information is not available, the government

joins with industry and university to generate needed knowledge in 'government

and university laboratories. The agriculture support system Is heavily

involved with productivity. Much of California's farm machinery was invented

at the University of Califorillit The California Wine Industry owes an

enormous debt 410 the Vatic work done at the University of California Davis campus.

ThugoveinmenIt't role in agriculture Is very clear, it Is to help the agric

culture Industry.
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In contrast to the U.S. neglect of industrial and business information,

the Japanste have adapted the U.S. agricultora Information system to

goner's' industry, The Japanese became concerned, in the.1950's about

blind trade, i.e., manufacturers OporeltIng without detailed information on

'
what they should be producing for various foreign markets. In 1958, the

Japan External Trade Organiza;tion (JETRO) was established.as a public

corporation staffed and operated by MITI. With a budget of $66,000,000,

JET80 is an Information vacuum cleaner sucking up all available igternational

date on in extremely wide spectrum of matters ranging from productivity

improvement, national life quality, technical and scientific advances, trade.

tariffs 4nd economic indicators to local mores and Customs,

Forei4n information and data Is collected, organized and analyzed by JETRO,

domestic information is gathered by MITI. Dissemination is pro-

vided by a computerized, system with powerful software organized to offer

data analysis and manipulation for public and private policy creation and

decision maki'rg. "On line, terminals throughout the country' make the

data available to all offices of the government, private enterprise; and the

national policy council's.

Japan's information and statistics system at a fraction of the U.S. expenditure

prdWoces substantially more useful product.

Analysis and Assessment.

A

The long term quality of national Ilfe shall be the major concern of the

Foundation .
To create ratlhnal, consistent policy In Ole natIonatlinterest

requires a deep understanding of it he foreign and domestl& trade strategics,

pollcies,technologies, ete. that create the environments, ohvslcal,busIness,

medical,eduration, chill, etc. which together determine what we Cali the

uality of national life. Drawing upon the Improved national data base the

lotutIon will analyze programs and policies'to

t and future impact upon the national life quality,includIng especially

o ivaluatcand,assess their

the health of the industrial establishment.

Emerging natIonal opportunities as well as potential national problems void

he, identified and analyzed. For tlfose area% where a formal 'Wiley mechanism

t

does of exist oroprrsont policies are Inadequate, the Foundation would examine,

ovalu te, and aSsess national policy alternatives In the Interest of national

333
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welfare. 'the stable development of the economy and the national life
quality. In essence, the businiss of this section of the Foundation

shall be the continuous monitoring of the quality of nationel life,

identIficItIon of the pending opportunities, needs or unresolved

problems that would Influence the national welfare, and the formulation

'where appropriate'and assessment of policy alternatives to meet the nation's

long term needs Including especially the health of the Industrie) lasteblishment.

A similar function Is performed by Frances"Commissarlat_generalliu
Plan"

created after Wti,l.11 to meet the conditions for Narihall P an aid .

MIT1- industrial Polley Bureau. serves to assess and coord ate industrial
policy for Japan.

Pat chaoto has testified (8):

the key to Industrial policy Is putting in
plat 4 few mechanisms that will facilitate the
crest n of longer term vision and the translation
of that vision Into policies and coordinated action."

The Juncture between analysis, creation of longer term vision and trans-
,.

Istion into policies must always be of public concern. To insure a proper

transition, we look .to the third function of the Foundation ' the Search
for Consensus.

The Search for Conse

.14

Respected, prestigious Independent standing Nationtil Councils would be

created to effectively bridge the interfact between vision and polity and provide a

viable public policy process that a .essei the nation's longer term aspirations.

Independent Councils appointed to t r the full range of social and

Industrial yolley and policy strdetu a ere centre\ to the policy process.

Acting upon their own Initiative o up policy questions posed by the

President, the Congress or the oundati n, Councils would Insure that

public opinion Involving a br ad Cross section of the public hay been

carefully. Integrated Into t e policy exakcise,

- )
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The Councils are specifically desigried and charged with th2\sponsibilliy

of serving.as highly visible public forums for rlational policy. Councel

membership would be drawn from outside the Foundation and composed, of

loaders In 'concerned Industry, labor. experts in.the matters deliberated

upon,;goneral consumers and experts from a wide spectrum of tociety,'InCiudIng
.

finance, government, educetIon,mass media and the professions.

The Councils will fill a major structural 110 In our present institutions.

Turning to'Reich once again:

Ameilca and Britain cling to the fiction of a
"managed ecnnomy" In which government merely
applies neutral principles of fiscal and monetary
policy. Structure' adjustment cannot be a part
of this managerial agenda because there is no
consensus about the direction adjustment should
take" end no orpnisational arena Igr,forgil_such
a consensus. added.T 04

The Foundation and CnuncrLs praide both the machinery for defining

viable policy alternatives and., the organizational arena, In which consensus

can be forged.

All of our leading trade compitito4ppglit'well established institutional

means for obtaining a copse sus. Germany's St:V1)11 and Growth Act_q_ 1966 es-

tablished a trIpartitecon'sul don process to obtain consensus among labor,

business and government. MITI has thirty'five associated independent

Councils with over 200 standing committed that reach every walk of Japanese

life,

It has taken over twenty years for the country to achieve its present state

of ibustrial disarray. Recovery will not come overnight and sacrifices

tvill be required tosmeke the necessary adjustments. Reich observes

..,we will also need a notional bargaining arena for
allocating the burdens and benefits of major adjustment

Strategies, Such en arena would enable the nation 40
achieve a broad based consensus about adjustment."

In a practical sense, the public debate and consensus available through the

Councils will be of substantial value in anabling elected officials to

take policy leadersh00 positions 0184 have ley danger of getting 40t1 far

ahead of public opinion.
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PossessInT 00 leq,,lat;Ve Or funding authority. Council and Foundation

proposals would be sh60itted to the Congress and President for the usual

odification and when found worthy funding and legislative action.

alp

1,,leN,, of Sot programs created by Foundation policy prdposyis\would

be (ht. responsibility of the appropriate agencies designated by tye CoAvress.

In prartne, imPlementation of important national policies may I//anguish for lack

of an existing wweinmental agenry that wIll pursue them. F r example, mAny

elements of industrial development crucial to our internat:konal compeitIveness

suo as mIteurt,' , irc,,its have required defense Department sponsorship since

there is no concerned, competent civilian .agency. .

i,. fill the p,liry tat illtatiOn gao, the foundation,when appropriate,wauld serve

t Adva,, cluvelotre,t and applied rejearcb renuired to reali,e the policies

f, t thor,t, areas ' national cootetn not adequately supported by existing depart

Cooperative indw.try, labor, oniverlty,professimns and government

programs would be entout aged and farilitated. Attention would he given to

removing the barriers that prevent early emergence of Industry for the future

or the orderly retirement or renovation of declining Industries.

Ac an operating Ciboratory for the Foundation. the National Bureau of

Standatds ,.,,veld he transferied from ClYrWserlp. Closer ties would he created

with the country.s national laboratories that in many cases Rave outlived

4. original mandates Resit te00010glec common to all or many industries

woola he addressed FoundatiutAkteLhnological participation would he limited

In development ,end research it of national interest where sufficient

development cannot he expected front private enterprise alone due to high

rick, prohibitive cost, or long lead tines. Reyond the kr.0 prohrd0c.

«wreertialiration and diffusion or new !ethnology should be handled by the

ivivate sector

Although the fedeial government noW ptovidec substantial support for science

and tetihnolg;.01 support for sr l,. ten Industries such as agriculture, aviation,'

.$1,d corosrcial fi,heries, oe weleolly lack the Institutional rapacity to

fools pmigtams on the competitive porfOtmance of our e(onomy itS 4 whole.

As a Step to remedy these deficiencies,ithe foundation will acquire the Centers

0
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for Industrial Technology authorized by Public LAW 96"40,with responsibility

to join the professions, industry and the university In cooperative

actIvItles.Including generic research of use to many Industries. On

the matter of government mandated health, safety and environmental

regulatton'Aportat activities of the centers would be coopefative

efforts to ensure that regulations are achievable by developing the basic

methodology and technology necesseryto establish feasibility.

Advance l nations use a wide range of institutions, laboratories, associa-

tions, et( to facilitate industrial policy. Germany's primary industrial

policy instrument is ,the Ministry of Research and Technology, DMFT. PrO-

motion of innovation and technological development Is the responsi6Ility of

the Technology Centel and the Altuture Financing Corporation . RMFT funds,

in addition, Trade Associations. Fraunhoter beselischaft, with twenty-eight

individual leearch Institutions organized on a disipi.inary basis to carry

out research useful to industry.

MITI has
.

very broad policy facilitating responsibility that includes trial

policies. Policy is implemented through the most appropriate of a number of

means. The fifth generation computer program, for example, was established

a-. 4 not for profit ',rig, rat ive corporation. On the other hand, many

technology policies h lading the Sunshine (new energy sources) and Moonlight

(energy consgrvatin programs are carried out by MITI's "Agency for Industrial

Science and Te(116,ingy." This agency with a hudgpt of 5)00,000,000 has six-

teen major nationa laboratories and the National Standards Department.

COST 11

The e,onomIr value of stable national policy Is substantial but its

calculation is beyond this paper. We have only enough space to briefly

examine the intrimental cost to the Government of the proposed institution.

The National Policy Facilitating foundation has been structured to perform

-ic functions Fxamining each of these In turn, It Is Allarent that

the ,,oposed functions+. offered In one form or another by existing

gove,011it .,geodes, departments, bureaus, etc., but generally without the

national porky orientation and required cooperative partnership of business.

and government. Of the four foundation.fuoctIons, the two mosrexpensive by

19-4)67.0 05 22
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fir will be the establishing and maintaining of a reliable policy data

hate and rbilifc facilitation but these arealso the two activities for

which the Foaodatio should he able to actually reduce the net financial

burden upon the governor: t

1.

Policy Data Base

As the earliest uses of large (Ale computer information systems,

it is not surprising that the U.S. had to eak4pround both for equipment

and data '110.teq,. It is also not surprising t with no formal mechanism

for national polity facilitation, the nation's data systems are organized

In pr y ,de limited local answers.

Peter Grace's committee has already made the case for the massive upgrading

of goyernewr,t comouter equipment and information systems to provide better

service at redwrd moeiallnu Cutts. Rationalizing the data base' to allow

inteilinking of mar hires and data will provide the necessary data processing

foundation at scbstarltially less cost. Rationalizinn our national information

requirements, redo( ing unnecessary duplication and creating the basis for

cooperative information sharing, will allow the U.S. to substantially increase

its information gathering .capability with no financial penalty.'

Policy Analysis and Assessment

Every department rJ the government and most large agencies are seryed,by

their own policy groups. These groups provide policy analysis and assess-

ment in the context of the mission of their host. The availability of a

coprrem rJulipiehenciye national and international policy data base will obviously

improve the effectivity of most local policy agencies and reduce their data

acquisition 1,lc. By ihawinu upon the expertise of existing private-public

PVIii ens it irs and creation cooperative national policy assessment under-

taking., the foundation will he able to'keep the additional 'funds required

for national policy analysis

4.0

Policy Consensus.

od assessment to a reasonable level.

A

. Retch concludni that

". . eronomic progress dopends to on unpreredented
dq(on upon collaboration In OW workplaces and
consensus in our policies."

RAI
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To the extent that this statement Is. true, the cost of. the Councils will

be Insignificant compared to the expected economic gains, As the member-

ship of the Councils would be drawn from outside the Fnandation, direct

council cost will be nominal These expenses plus staff and facilities

w.11 be new costs although to some extent the National Policy Councils

will supplant other councils serving more limited objectives.

48

Policy Implementation and Facdt?tatioilo

It is i, the p,licy impleweniatiOn and facilitation function that the Foundation

with its mandate for Cponerat14,public-privatePArtnerships will create

savings and a na/lonal return far in excess of the government's investment.

Industrial advantages will exceed those already realized by our long standing

arehulture industry policy. Even a small crack In our present government-

business adversarial mold opens up a host of possibilities. Let 'us look

at two

Cooperative industry, labor, university and government programs would be

encouraged with attention given to areas where sufficient technoIngical

development iannot he expected from private enterprise due In high risks.

long lead time. and the sheer magnitude of the investment. Large scale,

high risk undertakings of this nature in the past have been financed almost

exclusively by the government. With the government taking the Initial risk

to establish feasibility. cooperative civilian programs will attract early

Industry participation with contrifiutIons. of personnel and funds to materially

reduce the cost to the government. MITI has (nund that industry will actively

hid for the right to participate in high priority national programs such as

the fifth generation computer and the flexible machining center.

As a second example, by changing environmental protection from Its current

adversarial one:Minn to a more rational undertaking modeled After nur Agricultural.

system, large benefits would he immediately realized by industry, government

and the general eitOuvoy Our'handling of MOO exhaust emissions stands ns a

monument to dupliration and inefficieniy. Typically, a young bureaucrat,

without knowledge of the full physiological effects of emissions or the cost/

benefit trade-off of an extra 0.11 reduction of emissions would set standards

without knowing If they were practical or achievable. Each of the. four AgtO
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manufacturers would then tridependently-consume theirlIMited.development

funds to:
.

'al:investigate basic phenomeAc p

b) educate engineers in the problem;

9.

c) develop generic methodology to. Setts, the requirement
if It can be satisfied.

It is dIff/lcult to conceive of a more wasteful process,

With a Foundation dedicated to cooperation, Industrial envipnmental

policy instead would call for joint government, Indusiti end unlyeAlty

efforts. The governmentwith Industry support would subsidize the InvestigatIon

of the basic phen09tnOt eFe university. The university would not only

14y the foundation for resolution of the problem but also in the pro-

educateY.Oung,r wgInaers-tybX01.6ment the solutions - and this is

quire impoitant..A solut,ion.without trained minds for its Implementation is

4sale's(. Commerclatization and of the practical results of the

collaboration would, of coorss;jsil to industry.

. . THE. ULTIMATE POLICY ISSUE

PreoccutiatiOn with current "Industrie! Polity" has preventedfrom

considering what shall beegmathe-consuming issue for4hOilce of this

Yet It Is thi4...profirim that wOli decide the final life quality

forseAta010.foture:

There Is '06W 1-67014iti4itlisTor:tevOlution with Social and economIc.conseqi/iticis

0,aoyttang-7yk'.6Apirienced by our country. MI's 'Modern ravolutiOn

stirh-maggfeade and 3b far reaching. thet:Permaneni Industrial changes

aci'ell&takik 6 be ieisaorary.: tonsogoont4,Aier* has:been little or 0S0'

attempt to vjsuall-2e the.00liv meOtaiOTTeWled to appropriately deal

with ohenoTana of

!ha datatioT.4.-an'; 4major U.S. Industry after anothar'iOOoledwith

the very rent suffer of the unemployed causes us to naturally seek short

relief,--Hungry p0014 Whit diinOndustrleftnItt,*414red. We: look

to hishitach,attlOaTjnduSTeY in#410tb1Smenufat:tUt44*40Aiweith4-to
.

protactinni4M to buy time:.;---Old high technology and proteiajam are not-

. enough AO carry us Into the not
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The problem c n be put into perspective by considering two sets of_data.

For the fir At the end of'the last century, 501 of the U.S. working

populatio es engaged in agriculture. By 1940, less than 52. of the

working po ulation produced enough food to feed 1202 of our entire

population. 'For the second set of data: 50 of U S. worker" were 'molested .

by manufacturing in 1947. By 1968 manufacturing engaged 27! of our workers

and by 078 only. 22% found manufacturing employment. ContlnUation of th1s' rend

would ensure that manufacturing will join agriculture as an impertant element

of the economy that no longer serves as a major source of employment. In

viewof the modern mobillty iff technology and capital, let uS'examlne the 0'

probability of the trend continuing end the consequences for an lOtostrtaf

4

Last year we were.in Japan visiting the Fujitsu Fanuc factory, wbererobgts

are busy building robots. Fanuc produces approximately $1,000,000 worth

of product per emplOyee per year. Statistics vary with industry, but 'a

.run U.S. factory in _reasonable production will usually turn out less thin

$100,000 worth of product per employe! par year Yet the Fanuc plant is

Only a prototype to prove feaelbility. .Japan's National Unminned Factoty

project In two years Is scheduled to bring on line plants when ten technIcrens

will produce the same amount of product as a U.S:, factory with 700 empleyeeS-

a 70 to 1 labor advantage.

The future or manufacturing employment Is quite clear. Automation,removes much

of the comparative advantage of cheap labor, leaving competition to hinge

upon other national comparative advantages such as location, market size,

transportation, advanced design capability, raw materials, energy, ate. Our

trading partners have proven the potential of the unmanned factory,

--

Manufacturing employment will continue to decline as machines specific to

each Industry are developed. The clothing industry offers a good example.

. Japan, through MITI, has allocated $66 mlfliol over 8 years for a cooperative

Industry, labor, apd government project to develop. the unmanned garment

fact". The government of Sweden started an $88 million, five-year project.

In '1980, to develop an automatic system for sewing trousers. On a more modest

scale, the U.S. government is contributing $1 million over a three-year period
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to the U.S. effort. The same phenomena that we find in:the factory

Is also occurring in the modern office. Clerical personnel and middle

management are primarily involved in,data processing and routine decision

making " functions that readily lend themselves tocomputerlzation.

Competitive pressures among the advanced,notIons guarantee that this una,

manning of manufacturing will continue. In July of this year (1983) only

19.5% of our working population was In manufacturing. During thi decade

from 1968 to 1978, the manufacturing employment percentage decreased at in

average rate of 0.47% per year. But for the lest five years the elite Jumpej.

to 0.66% per.year. Continuation of this rate of decline will reduce manuDac-

curing to only 8.3% of the workinq.population by the year 200n, The turn of thS

century Is less than 17 years hence and 8.3% is hiss than our present unemployment

Percentage.

-,,

The crises of the next century that'we should seek to avoid are not the

Issues of unemployment, displacement and training. These are importa ?t

but secopdary considerations which we will face If we fail to recognize the

more fundamental question, namely: what policy mechanisms should be put in 40

place at"thi time to Insure a manufacturing base adequate to Maintain our

future national life quality? In an open economy with substantial Import-

eitport activity, It Is axiomatic that the long term national standard of living

will be heavily InfAluenced by the volume of export trade and the value added

by manufacturing and service. A continuing negative trade balance must ultimately
A,

result either in a reduction In thereal costs (usually that of labor) to

stimulate exports and/or a redUction In Imports.

Over 100 years ago, national Industrial pol.icy created a cooperative machanitm

Involving governmeAt, Industry, and leducatIoA that established a high level of

productivity andefficlency in the U.S: agrlbusinesi. It was a wIskpolicy, for

great natural resources combined with well-educated farm professionals to give

4).,the country a substantial comparative advantage in thvor d agriculture market.

Tbday, agriculture 'does not offer sIgnificentemployment, b t.lt does Support

our economy by providing foreign exchange. fleai.;Ty.flfty years after the un- 4

manning of agriculture, the5process is being repeated for general Industry.

the country will soon need an'enlittened policy mechanism to Seek and

realize those manufacturing and service pursuits wgich will provide the Com-

parative trade advantages requIr!d_tgLaIDIaln our national life'quallty.

' International trade tin this Insta e Is. Intended to include export '

of services. such se ehlinearIng, n. nagemept, financial, transportation, ete."7"'",--"1:ogl
as well as commodities OP Cs

o .
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THREE 061.15 OF DEMOCRATIC GOVERNMENT TIME FOR A'CMOICE

I, q

Reich Identifies only two forms of democratiC government, which he cells

the butilniris culture and the civic plture. Going back 100 years to.the

MO's; h, observes:

Since the,close'of America's first frontier the nation's
civic culture and business culture have competed for
ideoldgical dominance, producing a pendulum ltke veCII"

Nation in America's fundamental loyalties. With each

swing of the pendulum, the country has adopted the
perspective of one cuittlIN et the expense cif the other., "

.

The ctustrof this oscillation between adv lel forms of government Is

a easy to understand. Competitive, free enterprise Is an extremely.

efficient.mechanismior productionOfthe goods'end services desired

by the society. Affifortunately, completely fret'enterprlse by iv very-nature

cannot address the 'toilet Imperatives also required by society. General Motors.

sonribt install pollution control devices unless Ford Must meet the same

standards. The excesses; real or Imaginary, of unbridled free enterprise

Inevitably 'ski to the demand for a regulatory governmenN But while the

regulatory form of democratic government'gives full weight to the social

Imperatives, competition Is Inhibited, gross inefficiency Is tolerated and the

socleti's ability to effectively provide Its needed goods and services begins-to

wane. p

Chalmers Johnson ipis book "IITI-and .the.-Japanise litricle," documents the

same phenomena In another demoeratic melon (9). Over a number of decades he

traces Japan's oscillation.between the two adversarial societal extremes of

(state-control) government regulation end (self-control) bustnels dominance

before reselling the logical and effective third form of democratic government

a cooperative society In which-each Segment of the society Is encouraged and

expected- tOclo what It does'rest. Johnson contends that much.olJapan's

high speed growth Is. Illonsecluence of a synthesis of the two adverteriel

forms into athird, cooperatIon. The chief advantage Of,tha third (ppm of

govoinMat-butiness relationship, that of pubIleprIvato Aeration, Is that It

leaves ownershipandsenagement.ln private hands maintaining high levels of

competition,. At the same time, It affords the state much greater degrees of

\

b.

"t'

4.
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social goal-setting than under self-control (business - dominance.)

U.S. oscillation during the last soyin administrations between iminess-

oriented (Bopublican) and regulatory (Democratic) governments would indliate

that the public Is seeking an alternative to our increasingly polariked

and-adversarial forms of government,

Rel,ch subscribes to-the Same consideratiopswhen.he writes:

" Adaptation must involve both the business and
civic cultures."

Johnson and Reich have used different terms (c10c and state contrdi vs.

business and sell control) to Identify the two adversarial forms of

democratic government. Rational self interest must soon seek the third

form of democratic, public - private cooperation, The Johnson and Rejch

books agree that our present institirtional structure Is flawed - lacking

the mechanisms tie facilitate cooperative public-private policies. These are

the basic objectives guiding our proposal for the creation of a mechanism to

facilitate fortional consistent policy in the national interest.

FOUNDATION VS. DEPARTMENT

There are no structural reasons why the policy facilitating proposal could

not be Implemented vilthinon existing government agency such as the Department

of Commerce. However. in the U.$0, with the present adversarial relationships

among the publUC and private sectors, we could not find experienced Washington

hands who believed that the necessary cooperative mode and mutual confidence.

co.mld be developed In 4n existing government, agency In time to deal with the

pressing national problems of the 19801s.°

On the other hand, the National Foundations such asIfthe NSF, have been

traditionally staffed and directed by their affected and cOncerned commAnttlet.

U.S. Foundations, while funded by the government, are perceived by the pubtrc

as operating In the public Interest without busfhesa or political domination,

We note that Japan has adopted for Industry the cooperative, poperational
mode that for 100 years has made the U.S. Agribusiness the most efficient
In the world.
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An.institulion dedicated to facilitating cooperative National Policy

could not be successful unless It enjoyed public confidence and acceptance

comparabiato th$t earned by our present Foundations.

WHAT'S IN A NAME?

The environments health, educetron, physical, business, political, civil,
etc. - which collectively define our society's quality or life are created
by the resource allocation, technology deployment and environmental decisions

made Largely bymen and women operating In publicly-recognized peofessions
capacity. Consequently, the quality national life and the health of

101 Industry is a direct function of the performance of the notion's public

professions and their use of technology. OP.

fn this context The National ilrofessionsi and Technology Foundation" becomes
an appropriate title for an InstItUtion dedicated to facilitating national

polfcies for the Improvement of the environmental, economic and societal

well-being of the nation.

CONCLUSIONS

Legislation he been presented that IN. designed to covrect what Is undoubtedly

the most critical deficiency in America's infrastructure: the led( of a

Mechanism for facilitating the development of sound and consistent policies

gai3aining to our national welfare. Much of our present problem stems

fr;xli the fact that there Is no coordinating point to synthesize various

nationel-:jnterests In the policy facilitating process. Too menyeproductIve

Segmen14'0 our society have bBen subject to grave disadvantages as a result

Of- this lacloof unIty"In policy.

A4,10eifievant exampirof this serious Void, America's business community has

4itaii.tiOfivorably affected In the realm of notional and international trade

activity. 1.; the National Business context, not only Is there a lack ofAyr,

publil policies aimed at supporting the role O.f business as

'14ditcof our econom but over the years, an adversillal relationship

!tweirn business and government. Business Institutions o)ratIng

an:iironment have been subject to Oceislve and cilistly regulations,

A
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urivaalistic tax burdens and the lack of incentive for capital expansion

or R&D.

A

In the international environment, similar inequities exist. 4ultinational

companies must contend with a number of hostile governmental systems In

the form of heavily biased trade policies of foreign sovereignties. This

results In American based multinationals being placed at a competitive

disadvantage In significant foreign markets. These trade policies are

non-reclprocatigg and as a result, do not consequentially affect the ability

of fpra.ign-basad companies from enjoying unencumbered access to U.S. market%

with direct impact upon our balance of payments. Other segments of our

society are also affected by the lack of a staging arch which can assimilate

relevant data to help support the foundation of constructive national poliCies.

These would Include the professions, education, agriculture, labor, environ-

Aental and social groups and government.

In response to the absence of a unified voice, shaped by the many concerns,

problems, aXibItIons and other inputs from elements of consequential importance

to our society, legislatioh Is now being introduced to establish an independent

National Policy Facilitating.foundation within the executive branch of

governMent.

The Foundation's charter would be to coordinate and align the efforts of

the various social and Industry groups, labor, government, professions and

academia for the purpose of resolving an array of pressing national policy'

',Sues with broad societal implications including "Industrial policy."

It seems reasonable to expect that only a legislative mandate can bring '11

about tht successful formation of a responsible agency for synthesizing

natIcpal interests In policy development. There are too many conflicting forces

in American 'society to Mediate policy among themselves and create the ripuired

consensus.

The (Allure to Act In a positive manner to create a national policy

flocilltating mechanism such as the proposed4'oundation will continue to

forestall any progress In coming 'to terms with present adversarial roles of

government, business and other productive Sector% of t& Society.

I
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Execuilve SUMMARY

A NATIONAL POLICY FACILITATING FOUNDATInN"

TO OE ENTITLED

THE NATIONAL PROFESSIONS AND TECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION

PURPOIE

To provide a nationally acceptable mechanism capable of anticipating
dational problems and opportunities and developing cooperative public-
private ',Jolts among Industry, government, labor, academia and the
professions to create and facIlltate.consistent net:lone! policies Ln
the national Interest necessary to the improvement of the economic,
environmental. end societal well being of the United4States.

FUNCTIONS

I. Collection, organization and dissemination of a comprehensive
International and national data base for policy making;

1. Analysis and assessment of national life quality end industrial
policy alternatives with attention to-futgre problems and,oppor-
tunitItes;

3, Public Olview and national policy consensus generatjon; and

4. Implementation and facilitation of policy legisilbtion that Congress
deems cannot be satisfied by Olsting agencies.

STRUCTURE

I. Data Base'for Policy Making

.

0 THE NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE AND THE PATENT AND
TRADEMARK OFFICE:

Shall have thit responsibility to develop In cooperation with other
public and private agencies a comprehensive and c erent National
Information and Statistics Policy. This poll uld be directed
to the measures of the basic factors In, ng the national life
quality, including a continuous assessment of U.S. and foreign
teghnology, industrial policy and strategy, professions delhvery
systems and design with promotion of greater accessibility and

).utilization by small and large business, government, labor, academia
and the professions. With the Office of Policy, Analysis and Assess-
ment And other public and private agencies a sectorial information
gathering and research capability shall be provided to assess and
evaluate industrial developments In the U.S., Industry-specific
eL000mic developments and the industrial policies of our major
trading partners to project their potential effect on U.S. Industries,
trade and employment.

0,ke
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2. ''o1 ot and Analysis of National Lift0Quality and Industrial
Policy Alternatives .

o OFFICE 91 POLICY, ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT

The'Dffice would develop societal indicators or the national life
quality along with measures of the health of technology. The effect.

of U.S. and foreign government, Industrial, technological and trade
Policies, upon the national life quality would be studied, The likely

future impact on America's Producers and workers would be evaluated.

Emerging national problems would be identified and analyzed. For

those areas where a formal policy mechanism does not exist or pre
sent policies are inadequate, the Office shall propose, assess and
evaluate national policies In the Interest of national welfare, the
stable development of the economy and the netIonar life quality. In

essence, the business of the OffIct shall be a continuous monitoring
of the quality of the nation's life, identification of pending needs
or unresolved problems that would influence th national welfare and

formulation of policies to best resolve these fisues and meet the
nation's needs.

3. Public Policy Review and Consensus Generation

o COUNCee 0

Independent advistory C riclisto the Directors and Foundation Offices

T
shall be appointed to cc er the full range of Foundation responsibilities
and to ensure that publ c opinion Involving a wide section of the public
has been taken into account In the policy Process. The Councils In

response to requesti from the President. Congress, Directors or on
questions raised on their own initiative shall investigate and deliberate
on the directions of the long term and basic policies addressed by the

Foundation.

The Cnuncil% shall serve A% deliberative public national politcy forums.
Council membership shell be drawn from out60de the Foundatiorl And
composed of experts In the matters deliberated upon, leaders in con-
cerned industry, labor, general consumers and experts froma wide spec-
trum of society including education, matt media, finance, government and
the professions.

4, Implementation and Facilitation

O OFFICE OF NATIONAL. PROGRAMS

This office would serve to implement where appropriate the appliedt
research and development required to realize the polLciet for those

areas of national concern no adequately supported by other agencies.

Cooperative industry, labor university; professions and government

programs would be encourage and facilitated. Attention wottjd be given1
to removing the harriers that prevent the early emergence.of industry

for the future or the orderly retirement or renovation of declining

Industries. Basic technologies common to all or many Industries would

he addressed. Foundation technological participation would be limited
to research and development in areas ofjobstential national Interest
where sufficient development cannot be Expected from private enterpriSe

alone due to high risk or long lead times. Beyond the R&D programs,

1.vviterr,ialization and diffusion of new technology should be handled

by the private sector. 4

049
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o .,OFFICE OF INSTITUTICITIAL AND HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT'

0

The Office shall collect and analyze information on professional
and technological requirements to provide quantitative projections
of hymen resource needs. Training proorams, retraining programs,
ne4 curri(ula and educational institutions to meet these needs
shall be implemented inclvding encouragement and assistance for
m i n o r i t i e s and women t o e Rter the professions,

The Centers for industrial Technology authorized by Public Law 96-40
snail be made a component of the Office with responsibility to join
the professions, industry, and the university in cooperative activities
including generic research of use to many industries and the training
of indivl.duals In proCessions and technology innovation. CdoperetiOe
government, Industry, labor, university and professions efforts In 4

the matter of government mandated health; safety and environmental
regulation would be Important activities of the Canters.

o OFFICE OF SMALL BUSINESS

This office shall materially Improve the resources and capabilities of
U,S. sma'l business enterprise including upgrading production technology
by grants end incentiVes for cooperative Industry wide RED, promotion
of computerization, advancing,and modernizing production capability
and facilities by training technical. Professional, enterpreneurial and
managerial personnel and by linking small business with venture capital.

A major undertaking shall be the creation of the professions and techno-
logy counterpart of the U.S. agriculture system to provide ready access
by individual companies and industry to advice, support ihd expert con-
sultation upon (but not limited to) the .latest manufacturing processes,
management systems, quality assurance methods, production techniques,
personnel procedures, computer applicetiOns, financial controls and
extension services. These programs would be in cooperation with the

Centers fons industrial Technology. Other functions would be to foster
communications between technological and silentifie agencies of the
Federal govetnment and the smell business community, assist high-techno-
logy small businesses In dealing with the Federal government and recom-.
mend policies enabling the nation !o benefit more from high technology
small business.

o OFFICE OF THE PROFESSIONS

This office would support by extramural grants and contracts fundamental
research In the engineering disciplines and nationally needed applied
research In all professions not adequately supported from other sources.

Mechanisms shall le investigated to facilitate the implementation of
cooperative pubilf and private undertakings In the national Interest to
replace the present adv !al relationship. Techniques and means for

applying risk analysis and decision theory to Federal Agency regulation
formetinn and resource allocation shall be studied and Implemented where
feasible.

35WL
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o OFFICE OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL TECHNQLOGY AND PROFESSIONS DELIVERY
SYSTEMS '

COSTS

State and local governments exist almost exclusively for the delivery
of i4vIces offered by the puklic professions. The Office would
facilitate the Integration of the latest professions,dellvery systems
and technological resources into the policy formulation,
delivery systems management and program operation of state and local
goviirnments. Cooperation would be supported and fecIlitated between
gov4rnment (state aqd local) and the university to make the resources
of the university's professional schools avellible to legislators for
the regular assessment and evaluation of policy questions, programs
and Issues on a multi-professional basis.

o THE NATIONAL BUREAU.OF STANDARDS

In addItionoo the Bureau's present doles and where aPPrOpriate.
mechanisms &hell be developed to fgater public-private partnerships
involving the Bureau,and the natioal laboratories In the implied
RED often required for implementation of specific Industrial policies
in the national Interest.

1

Although the Foundation will have a large budget, very little new money will
be required as the agencies transferred to the Foundation will bring their
current operating budgets with them. For example, the Bureau of Standards
has a 1983 budget of $100,476,000.

Examining the four functions of the Foundation, modest amounts of additional
funding will be required for the Councils and for Policy, Analysis and ,

Assessment. These costs will be more than offset by the afficiencies.to be
realized by rationalizing the nation's. Information pnd data processing systems
along with 'the government-industry seven sthat will accrue from cooperative
policy facilitating R6D'ahtures.

FOUNDATION TITLE II

1

The environments health, educationophysical, business, political, civil,
etc. - which collectively define our society's quallty.of life are created by
the resource allocation, technology deployment and environmental decisions
made largely by men and women operating In a publicly recognized professions
capacity. Consequently, the quality of national life and.the heal* of Its
industry is a direct function of the p rformance of the nation's public pro-
fessions and their use of technology.

In this context "The National Professio end TechnoloOy Foundation" becomes
an appropriate title for an Institution dicated to facilitating national

policies for the improvement of the envir mental, economic and societal well

being of the nation.

. ,

J
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DEPARTMENT VS. FOUNDATION.

There ere no structural reasons why the proposal could not be implemented
within an luilstIng government department such as the Department of Commerce.
However, In the U.S. with the present adversarial relationship among the
Public end private sectors, it does not seem practitbl to expect that the
necessary cooperative mode and mutual confidence can be developed In an
existing' gover\Rment agency in time to deal with the pressing national problems
of the 19130's.

On the other how4, the National Foundations such as the NSF have been
traditionally staffed and directed by their affected and concerned communities.
U.S Foundations, while funded by the government, are perceived by to pUblic
s operating in the public interest without government .or political ominatiori.
An Institution dedicated to facilitating cooperative National Policy cannot
be successful .unless it enjoys woblic confidence and acceptance comparable'
to that earned by our present foundations.

WHAT IS NJT PROPOSED

o CENTRAL PLANNING IN ANY FORM OR UNDER ANY GUISE IS NOT CONSIDERED PRACTICAL,
OR DESIREABLE FOfe OUR SOCIETY.

We do not hold that central planning is illegal, unconstitutional or
even mildly immoral. The facts dictate that large scale national plans
take so long to create and put in place that the dynamics of a modern
industrial society render such plans obsolete before they can be implemented.
Therefore, central national planning is simply/not useful.

On the other' hand, there is mounting evidence that properly supported

national policy facilitating mechanisms can achieve the opposite of central
planning. The goal is to ensure that every segment Of Society not only
contributes to national policyformulation but that the planning and imple-
mentation responsibilities whleh naturally flow from consistent, rational
national policy will be executed by the best qualified sectors of the
society Itself. With adequate visibility each individual ant each business
will perceive end implement plans consistent with national policy.

o NONE OF THE POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE LEGISLATIVE OR EXECUTIVE
BRANCHES OF THE GOVERNMENT ARE TO BE USURPED OR ASSUMED BY THE NEW
ORGANIZATION

The institution shall have no legislative or funding authority. Major
responsibilities shall be tiCe assessing of existing and emerging national
nerds, evaluating policy alternatives and presenting the results to the
President, Congress and Public for the usual review, modification and
funding, when found worthy. Subsequent program implementation shall be the
responsibility of appropriate agencies designated by the Congress.

.b
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ENCLOSURE "B"
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REFEIIENCE It

98TH
1sT kqesstoN R. 4245
To advinee the nations) prosperity,, quality of life, and welfare, to establish a

Natioilal Professions and Teelthology Foundation, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF. REPRESENTATIVES

OCTOBER 28, 1985.

Mr. BROWN of California (for himself, Mr. WALOREN, Mr. LCND1NE,. Mr. Dr-
MALL'', Mr. UDAbL, Mr. WAXMAN, Mr, EDOAR, Mrs. SCHROEDER, Mr.
HAWKIN, Mr. BEILENSON, Mr. BERMAN, Mr. TORRES, S,nd Mr. tEVINE of
California) introduced the following bill; which was refertd jointly to the
Committees;on Science end Technology and the Judiciary

a

. 13ELL
To mlyance the national prosperity, quality of life, and welfare,

to establish a National Professions and Technology Founda-

tion, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives p1 the United Mateyo' America in Congress assembled,

'8 SHORT TITLE

4 SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "National

Professions and Technology Foundation Act o( 1988"..

6 FINDINGS

71 SEC. 2. The Congress finds and declares that.
8 (a) SOCIF,TAL ROLES.Adversarial vs Cooperative.

4
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1 (1) Ours is a hybrid society, part free enterprise,

2 part government controlled, with an increasing .need

8 for a cooperative partnership of goverment, business,

4 .university, labor an professions in the 'public
. .

5 Anterest with each sector making its apprdpriate
,IP

a. 6 contribution.

7 (2) Confusiowoilhe rolerof government, the 'pri-
4

tate sector, university, labor ,and the ptofesiiions has-
.,.

9 4.contrilblted to the creatiori of an adversarial society,

p

10 often with undercooperation and excessive regulation.

11s, (3) Other. developed nations generally have close;

12 government, industry, education and proferAions coop-
. 0

13 oration than does the United States, ,particularly in the

14 foreign trade arena. With the increasingly, global trade

15 patterns that accompany world development and the

16: penetration & 'United States markets by fore* corn-

17

18

19

20

21

petitors, the United States will have to provide for

closer government, industry, labor, education, and-pro-

fessions cooperation in orderto compete successfully.
4

(4) To ensure a healthy national, society and econ-

omy there is a need to forge closer finks among sect,brs .
§2 of society' in the arena of technology. and. the profes

/..
28 sions, improved links among government, industry, -

24 labor, academia and, the profeissioneare essential:Many.
.., .. 4'25 .ne* disc ve,riesrand itdvances in theory and ,practice

3564'4,
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8
. . ,

occur in universities and goverrunent laboratories,

while dissemination and utilization 'of these advances

for commercial and useful public purposes depends
..

largely upon actions by business, labor and other, parts

.5 of government.

A

.7

8

9 of life hive proven to ,,be less effective than societies

10, which encourage, a 'cooperative. partners tip of these

'111 basis.elements. Strongingstries in the 'United States

1% such as atriculture, computers,. aircraft, semicondtiv

18 torsi have.berigfit,ted from klealthy partnership of gov,

10* eininent,indtotry, educatip, and the professions. De,

(5) Adversarial stitihies, with government, indus-

try, labor, education and the prbfossions each trying to

maximiie individual returns instead of the total quality

,clining.induOries!nn ' the 'other handautomobile, steel,

16 consumer s electronics7-are largely characterized by a

17 long standing adversarial' relationship.

e of both the National Science

19 ' Foundation, , tch is managedlysthe country's science

20

21

22 straw that sooperativi mechanierns, can be created in

community, and the -agriculture. extension system that

draws upon education. and the* farm industry,, demon-

28 the national interest which will not be dominated by

24 the Federal Gover nt or exercise excessive govern-
&

25 ment control. in eso areas, government provides in-

ti



1 centives and long term support while policy, direction,

2 and operation comes from the society, Japan's MITI

8 and the United States agriculture system are models of

4 cooperative action in the national interest without gov.

5 ernment domination.

6 (b) ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT.-

7 (1) -There is a need to arrange for objective

8 'tradeoff analyse') to balance out public benefits versus
$

9 a risks in our ipolicy selection process. United States,

10 public institutions are not. properly organized to weigh

11 our modern technological society's options, compare

12 the benefits and *disbenefits and then execute timer'
18 balanced national policies.

14 (2) There presently are no 'adequate Means' to

15 measure the quality of life In the Nation or to predict

16 the impact upon the Nation of new developments' in

17 education, medicine, science, business, la technology,

18 social institutions, and other areas.

19 (C) POLIOY ANDCIIANOS.-

20 4. a nation we need a highly visible, public
21 process to formulate, evaluate and institute national

22 'policy alterifitives. Tn turn, means are required to

28 more effeethkely change our institutions so they may

4 better servo national policies and anticipate now

6
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1 (2) There is a maturing need to propose, debate

2 and refine national policies to serve the public welfare

8 for interdependent areas common interest such as in-

4 ternational trade, industrial policy, technology, the

5 economy, savings, R&D, technological and professional

6 innovation, productivity, human resources, institutional

7 development, etc.

8 (8) With increasing frequency, national leaders

9 point to our lack of national policies and the absence of

10 a mechanism to anticipat the national policies and pri-

11 orities needed to prevent the country from staggering

12 from one crisis to another.

18 (4) Although there +tee not now exist in the

14 United States a nationally accepted mechanism for as-,
15 sussing long term national nee& and proposing and

16 eVAlutiting comprehensiver, integrated sets of policies in

17 h the national interest, other leatding nitniern nations

18 have successfully developed policy proposing institu-

19 Lions. Japan's Ministry of International Trade and In-

20 dustry (MITI) is an outstanding example.

21. (5) Successful national poly implementation re.

22 quires an. integrated, mutually suppeiting set of poll-

28 eice. As an example,. Japan's national trade and indus-

24 try polies has required the development of 'a national

25 design policy and a rational financial policy. The
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1 design policy has been supported by a national infor-

2 mation policy and a national educational Imlicy. (Japan

9 produces twice as many engineers as the United

4 States.) The national financial policy allows Japanese

5 industry to borrow at a 9.8 percent interest rate versus

6 the current United States average of 17,8 percent. The

financial policy is buttressed, a' national saving

8 policy which gives tax incentives that cause the 'Japa-

nese to save 20 percent of their disposable income

10 compared to the 6.5 percent for the United States.

(6) Success in international trade competition is

12 more dependent upon national economic, financial,

18 saving, education, and information Ipolicies than upon

14 technical innovation. The latest production equipment,

15 production methods and scientifib knowledge can be

16 imported at small coat.

17 (7) Goverment policies in area such as antitrust,

18 economics, informadott gathering and distribution,

1®, labor, trade, patents, procurement, regulation, research

20 and der..elopment, small businesses, and taxes have 44

21 nificant impact upon the national, he quality inOluding

22 professional innovation and development of technology,

28 but there is insufficient knowledge of their effects upon

24 the Nation. ' 0

361
re
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1 (8) No significant guidance is presently being

2 given to the manner in which the .public professions

8 affect the quality of life in the Nation and,thereare no

4 major programs or policies designed to involve he

5 public professions ima coordinated effort to resolve the

6 ,national problems or to enable the public professions to

7 more effectively discharge .their societal responsjbilities.
A

8 (d) HUMAN RESOURCE'S.--a-

9 (1) Tie Nation has not given adequate attention

10 to its long term requirements for professional, scientific

11 and technical persorkel.

12 (2) The United States has no comprehensive

18 policy or commitment to nsure adequate supplies of

14 properly cducoed professionals, scientists, and teehni-

15 clans for emerging fields' important for the national

16 welfare.

17 (3) Underutilization of women and minorities in

18 the Nation's professions represent a significant loss of

19 intellectual resources that is not in the national

20 interest.

21 (e) INSTITUTIONAL NEEDS.-

22 (1).Emerging national problems frequently receive

28 inadequate attention In the executive brpneh of the

24 Federal Government because existing agencies have

25 existing missions and little incentive to extend thorn-
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8

1 1 selves beyond those missions. An agency charge() with

2 identifying emerging national problems, eddying them,

and developing programs to address them is, needed.

4 (2) It has proven impractical for the National Bei-
'',

5 once Foundation with its responsibility for basio.reR
k9'

6 search to also effectively discharge the national prob-.

7 lem solving, resource alloeation, and quality of file/ re-
,

8 sponsibilities of the public professions.

9 (f) THE PROFESSIONS..--

10 (1) The problems of the Nation are characterized

11 by their demand.for multiprofessional solutions.

12 (2) It is in the nature of societal advancement,

18 i.e., improvement of the many environments that pro-

14 vide the national life quality, that most fields of en-

15 deavor require assembling interdisciplinary-multiprofesA,

1.6 sional talents,. involving a combination of knowledge

17 and experience in various fields. A systems solution of

18 p problem or need will win out over segmental attacks.

19 . (3) The public professions, acting in a coordinated

manner, can make important contributions to the solu

21 tion of national problems.

22 (4) The collective expertise of the public prat's

28 sions is capable of providing methods for measuring,

24 projecting and improving. the quality of life br the

25 Nation.

4
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9

(g) TEOHNO104.,AND TRADE.

2 * (1) The international balance of trade has been

8 unfavorable to the United States for several years, in-

4 eluding unfavorable balances in some industries heavily

dependent)upon technology.

6 . (21 High-technology induitrieshale been responsi-
,

7 ble for the creation of a 'higher share of new jobs than

8 low-technology industries, and the development of new

technologies promises fuller national employment.

(8) The development of 'a new technology either10

11 offers new goods or services for the national welfare or

12 provides existing goods and services, at lower costs.

18 Thus, new technologies are generally counterinflation-

14 ary, hawcove the national balance of trade,. and support

J5 the United States dollar in international monetary

16 exchange.

17 (h) SMALL, BUSINESS.The potential of small business

18 for technological innovatiot and the creation of new jobs is

19 great but has been inadequately realized, largely through the

20 inattention of government.

21 (i) INFORMATION RESOURCE8.-Half or more of the

22 good ideas in technology, the professions and science will

23 originate outside the United States. 014 ability to utilize

24 these ideas to our advantage will depcnd.to a greatoxtent on

.

4
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10

1 our alertness and ability to bring in, adapt to our needs, and

2 disseminate the advances that start outside our boundaries.

8' (j) PRODUCTIVITY, INNOVATION AND THE PUTUIIE.-

4. (1) The. productivity and rate of innovation of

5 many natikal. industries are lagging compared with

6 . historical pattern and with the performance of the

sane Industries in other nations, and are not sufficient.

8 to provide for a healthy economy.

.9 (2) Our institutions and industry face eAuture of

L.,

/
10 rapid change and increasing 'complexity, with success

11. depended' upon knowledge intensification and energy

12 conservation. Intelligent machines. and robotics will ctll

18 for cogsiderably 'fewer worker but with much higher

14 skills. At the same time, there' will be a substantial in,-

115 crease in the average age of the population.

16 (k) DESIGN.

17 (1) The increasing complexity of human needs; de-

18 pletion of national resources, and. expanding population

.19 platting an increased burden upon the envionments,

20 and the rapid%\dcwelopment of technology maketr,excel-
. s,

21 lento in design of products and systems At necessity.

22 (2) The increased demand for United States prod-

28 uets and systems resulting from the promotion of excel-
,

:24 knee in desigh will stimulate expansion of the 'Nation's.

4.

1
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11

1 trade and will result in increased employment opportu-

2 nities for United States citizens.

8 PURPOSE

4 SEC. 8. It is the purpose of the Congress In this Act to

5 establish a National Professions and Technology Foundation

6 whic hall develop coordinated efforts among the public pro7

7 fessi , in try, labor, government, and academia 'for' the

ki resolution of national problems and. the identification of na-

b tional opportunities on a multiprofessional, multidisciplinary

10 basis and shall promote the advance of technology, profes-

11 sional innovation and the supply of professional and technical

12 manpower for the improvement of the economic, environmen-

18 till, and societal well-being of the United States, including

14 development of the requisite knowledge baser promotion of

15 standards and the long-range analysis, assessment and poli-

16 cies needed for each of these areas.

17 DEFINITIONS

18 SEC. 4. As- used in this Act, the term-
18 (1) "Foundation" means the National Professions

20 and Technology Foundation established by this Act;

21 (2) "Director" means the Director of the National

22 Professions and Technology Foundation;

28 (b) "Board" means the National Professions and

24 Technology board established by this Act;
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1 (4) "technology" means not only machinery, elee,

2 tronics, tools, -chemical., etc, but ideas. which advance

8 human capabilities, and also the structure and manage-

" 4 meat of the human organization of our society;

5 (5) 'public profession" means a body of persons

6 engaged in a calling which requires specialized knowl-

7 edge, which may require extensive educational prepa,

8 ration, which has a significant relationship with public

9 affairs and the allocation of national resources, which is

',accountable to constituencies and the public, andiwhich

11 includes but is not limited to accountiyg, architecture,

12 criminology, dentistry, education, continuing education,

18 engineering, finance, journalism, law, management,

14 medicine, mental health, nursing, pharmacy,(public ad-

15 ministration and legislation, public ,hellth, social wel-

16 fare and urban planning;

17 (6) "institution Of higher educations" means a col-

18 lege, university or school in any Statil or foreign coun-

19 try which-

20 (A) admits as regular students only individ-

21 uals having a certificate of graduation from a

22 shoo) providing secondary education or the rec-

. 28 ognized equivalent of such certificate;

4
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(B) is legally,authorized within such State or

2 foreign country to provide a program of education

8 beyond secondary education;

4 (C) provides an educational program for

5 which it awards a bachelor's degree or other

0 degree, or provides not less than a two-year pro-

gram which is acceptable for full credit toward a

8 bachelor's degree;

9 (D) ra public or other nonprofit institution;
1

10 (E) is accredited by an accrediting organize-

11 tion or association determined by the Foundation

12 'to be a reliable authority as to the qualit, of

18 training offered.
*

14 (7) "agency" means any Federal executive

15 agency; and

16 (8) "State" means the several States, the Distript

17 of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the

18 Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, or any other ter-

19 ritory or possession of the United States.

20 ' ESTABLISHMENT' OF THE NATIONAL PROFESSIONS AND

21 TECIINOI400Y FOUNDATION

22 SEC. 5. (a) There is 'hereby established in the emotive

23 branch of the Federal Government an independent agency to

24 be known as the National Ilofcssions and Technol

Foundation. fie

a

e.

44'

4
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1 (b) There are hereby established. in the Foundation-

2 (I) a National Professions and Technology Boards

8 to function in accordance with section 7;

4 (2) an Office of Director of the Foundatiod, to

5 function in accordance with section 8;

6 (3) an Office of National Policy, Analysis and

7. Assessment;

8 (4) an Office of National Programs;

9 (5) an Office of the Professions;

10 (6) an Office of Human, Resources;

11 (7) an Office of Small Business; and

12 (8) an Office of Intergovernmental Technology

18 and Pro scions Deliveiry Systems.

14 (c)there .itre hereby transferred to the Foundation-

15 (1) the National Bureau of Standards of the De-

16 partment of Commorce;

17 (2) the Patent and Trademark Office of the Do-
...17"

18 partment of Commerce;

19, (3) ;the National Technical Information Service of

20 the Department of Commerce;'

21 .(4) tke Office of Small Business Re.search and Do.

22 velopment of the National Science. Foundation;

28 (5) thi Directorate for tngincering of the Nation.

24 al Science Foundation;

A

4
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1 (8) the Division of Industrial Science and Techno-

2 logical Innovation (exclusive of the nonengineering pro-

8 grami of the industry/university cooperative research

4 projects program element.) 'of the National Science

p 5 Foundation;

6 (7) thq Intergovenunental Programs Section of

7 the National Science Foundation;

8 (8) the Office of Industrial Technology of the De-

9 partrnent of Commerce (as established under section 5

10 of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Itiovation Act of

11 1980); and

12 (9) the Center for the Utilization of Federal. Tech-

13 nology of the Department of Commerce (as established

14 bl section 11(d) of such Act).

15 (J) There are hereby transferred to the Foundation all

116 the functions,,powers, duties, and authorities of the National

17 Science Foundation and the Secretary of Commerce under

18 the Stevenson-Wydl0 Technology Innovation Att of 1980.

19 FUNCTIONS OFTHE NATIONAL PROFESSIONS AND

. 20 TECHNOLOGY FOUNDAT N

21 Ste. 6. (a) The Foundation shall, through the National

22 Office of Policy, Analysis and Assessment-0*v

28 (1) in cooperation \vith the professival societies

24 and the statistical ag4cieS of the Federal Government,

25 (levelop improvettinteators of the quality of national

19.-0.67 0 - 05 - 24
:;..;'

0
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1 life along with those activities such as measures of in-

2 novation and productivity which contribute to the na-

8 tional well-being; ..
I . f

4 (2) conduct analyse( and assessments, including

5 studies 'of the effects of technology and the professions

6 1., epon the past, present, and futdre quay of national

7 life;

8 (3) determine the influence of economic conditions,

9 professions prograt9s, higher education structure and

10 policy, labor conditions, industrial structure and man-
.

11 .agement, and government programs and policies on in-

12 dustrial and professional innovation, the development

13 and utilization of tecpnology and the national quality of

14

10 (4) de slop metho a to assess existing and pro-

16 posed programs a policies of the public professions vi6

17 with a view toward'

18 (A) forecasting the impact of such programi!...
.

and policies upon the qudlity of life in the,Nation;

20

21

22

23

24.

25

and

(B) suggesting, whenever necessary, ahem-

live programs, policies, and resources to attain

improved quality of life.

(5) determine the relationships of technologic?)

And pr,ofessional developments' and international tech-

370
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1 nology transfer); to the output, employment, productiv-

2 ity and world trade performance of the INited States

k

8 and FoFeign industrial sectors; t1

' 4 13) idtrify technological and professional needs, `'4;

5 problems lnd opportuhities within and across industrial,

6 se6tors that, if addressed, could make a significant con-

7 tribution to the, economy of .ttie 'United States;

8 (1) assess whether the capital, human, technical,i .

.9 and other resources being -allocated to domestic indus-
.

1.0 trial sectors-IN-hid arelikely to generate-new technoi;

11 ogles are adequate to meet private and social demands

12 for goods and services and to prorobte-productivity and

18 economic Growth;

14 duct, either directly or through grants,

15 loans and other assistance, studies and 'evaluations of

16 the operation of the public professions, die delivery of

1.3 services by the public' profepions and the manner in
.

18 which governmental agencieiktti the services of public
, . ., ,

19 professions; .
-.. ...t.

, .
20 (9) develop and encourage the pursuit of a broadly

21' conceived national professions policy, which support

22' the national interest and
)0

plan forperiodic updating of-
4.

28, such policy;
o

r '
,,

24 (10) propose and support stddi1.es and policy- ex-

25 . periments in cooperation with pilfer 'Ffderal 'Agencies,
0
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18
. .

1 to determine the effectiveness of measures, with the

2 potential of advancing United States technological and

8 prefaisions innovations;

4 (11) recommend to the Director, for transmission.

5 to the President and Congress, government measures

6 with he potential of advancing United States techno-

i7 logica and professions innovation and exploiting inn*.:','

8 vatiwas of foreign origin;

9

10 bodies of the Federal, State, and lo ov rnments;

11" (18) propose, assess and i nitrate national policies

12 in the interest of the natio I welfare, stable develop.

(12) cooperate and coordinate with other policy'

13 ment of the ocOnvy a quality of life for those areas
4

14 where a formal poli mechanism. does not exist or

15 present policies are inadequate;

18 n (14) propose policies to actively promote coopers-

17 tive rather than adversarial public and private sector

18

19

420,

21,

22

28

24

relations and policy development;

(15) formulate for national review, debate and im-

plementation long range indu 'al 'policies Aith atten-

tion given to:

(4) industries of the,; future whose early.im-

plementition will affect the national prospority
(.,'

and life qiiality;

4

WA%

,;
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4

5

6

8

9

10

11

.12

18

19

(U) identification Sand promotion of the basic

technology and RAP necessary to support the

next genetillen of new industry;

((f) development of basic fields common to all

industries such as new materials and bio-

technology

(I)) mechanisms for promotion and support of

long term industay, labor, university, prof-di-ion-r-

and government partnerships, including the nit-

tional laboratories;

(E) areas where government aid should be

considered when Sufficient technological develop-
.

ment cannot be expected from private enterprise

14 due to high risks, IS, lead times, and the sheer

15 magnitude of Me investment. In principle, govern-.
16 meat support should be givn only to researoh

17
.

and development programs with commercialization

18 and new technology diffusion the responsibility of

19 individual companies;

20 (F) tax, financial, savings and investment

21 incentives;

22 (0) declining and' troubled, industries with

28 significant impact upon the national economy or

24 local rgioy, ris;
`

ti
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110
1 (H) industrial .atiucture, organization, looa-

2 tion and eniiironiettal impe,et;
10

8 (1) inndvation and productivity;

4 (J) the promotion of standardization;

87?

20

6

7

(K) maximizing the ability and effectivenesi

of private enterprise, including cooperative and

not-for-profit institutions;

8 (14) encouragement of private technology de-

9 elopment efforts, including subsidies where ap-

10 propriate to stimulkta the development .of critical

11 technology;

12 (16) in cooperation with the Office of ational

18 Programs establish a coordinated multipro scions

14 effort with full partitions of Industry, lhor, uca-

15 tion, and the appropriate Foundation Councils to-

16 (A) identify emerging national problems and

17 needs including those of industry, technology and

18 the professions that are not adequately. resolved

19 by other public and.private institutions;

20 (8) propbse policies and prof/rams to proper-

21 f ly resolve such problems and needs; and

22 , (C) present at regular intervals of not more

28 than ten years an emerging problems and oppor-.
24 tunitils aelysis for national review and comment

25 7 to develop a vision of tho succeeding &Cade; the

sib

10
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1 analysis should be part of an ongoing and system-

2 atic critical trends assessment program;

8 (17) in cooperation with the Office of Human Rip-

4 sources develop long-term National Professional and

5 Technological human resource policies to guide where

private and Federal funds would be best employed to

7. insure the Nation's well- being;

8 (18) establish in cooperation with the Offie of

9 Science and Technology Policy and the National En-

10 dowmeut for the Humanities a program for improving

11 the use of risk analysis and decision theory and other

12 forcasting methods by Federal agencies concerned with

13 regulatory decisions and national resource allocation;

14 (19) in cooperation with the Office of Small I3usi-

15 ness, develop policies and programs to materially im-

prove the resources and capabilities of United States

17 small enterprise;

18 (20) it -cooperation with the National Technical

19 Information Service, develop and propose for 'national

20 review and implementation a coherent, comprehensive..

21 National Information Poliey;and

22 .41) in cooperaution with other offices and with the

28 advice and recommeMations of the Foundation's Coon-

24 tits, ,the Office shall at intervals of not more than ten
I

25 years pro%\ide a comprehensive tinhlysis and evaluation

41
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1 of'- the functionisig.of the Foundation, its effectivity. in

2 anticipating and meeting national problems, including a

8 comparative analysis with similar institutions in other

4 countries, and then submit to the Congress a plan for

5 Foundation renewal or termination.

6 (b) The Foundation shall, through the Offite of National

7 Programs;

8 a (1) in cooperation with the National Office of

9 Policy, Analysis and Assessmeg, identify emerging na-

10 tional problems, opportunities, and needs incOuling

11 those of industry, technology, and the professions that

12, cannot be adequately satisfied by other public and pri

13* vate institutions;

-14 (2) establish coordinated multiprofessions efforts

with full pargejpation of industry, government, labor,

16 educators and representatives of public interest groups

17 to-
18 (A) determine approaches, resources and pri

19 oritics reqvired to implement the policies and pro

grams of paragraph (1) and encourage anflacilk

21 tate cooperative government, industry, labor, edu-
.

22 cation and professions programs, applied research

23 and the development of solutions either through

24 the National Bureau of Standards, the National

376
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1/4,28 c,A

Laboratories br' by extramural grants and contacts

to the universities and industry;

(B) address i881101 common to all industries

4 including pollution and location;

5 (3) support such extramural applied research and

6 development as falls outside the purview of other Fed.

7 eraLageneirs and should be supported In the national

8 interest;

8 w (4) carry out the problem focussed programs other

10 than intergovernmental programs,Centers programs,

11 'engineering programs, and small business programs"

12 transferred to the Foundation by section '5(c)(5) of this

18 Act;

14 (5) identify declining or less competitive industries

15 important to the national welfare and cooperate with

16 the Department of Commerce to develop and. maple-
,

1/4

17 milt national and regional.plans and policies for these

18 industries.

19 (c) The ,Foundation 'through' the Office of the

20 Professions-

21 (1) carry out engineering proirams 'transferred to
,` At

22 the Itindation by section`b(c)(5) of this Act,. including

28 the establishment of an Engineering Directorate within

24 - the Office;

oir
4.
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1 (2) support applied research and development in

2 engineering disciplines not adequately supported by

8 other sourced of 'funding, and s#pport funditen011 re-

4 search in all engineering disciplines;

5 (8) support applied research and development' in

6 disciplines' of the profeisions not adeqtiately supported

7 by other sources of funding; ,

8 (4) establish, through grang, loans anVother,-a,s-

9 sistance, 'programs of investigation and applied re-
;

10 . search among the public professions designed 'to under-

11 Fr stand arid facilitate the mechanisms necessary to in-
i. i

12 volve the public professions in partnership lth Indus-

18 try, labor, education, and government for the solution
,----/

. .,

,.
A;i

14 : of national problems; *rid further, whfre appropriate, '

15 closer cooperation with local, State, and Federal

16 agencies;

17 s (5) provide for seminars, conferences nd lectures

18 / designed to promdte public and profess nal under-
.

19 Atanding of .the 'public resource allocating, nd ettviron-
,

mental decisionmakinole of the professions and the

Or 21 need for opperation among government, indubtry, uni-

22 varsity, ahor and the profes$19ns .to counteract
7, WOO4,

28 ;,:protdnt unproductive adversarial relationships;

,
+.

4

#
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(6) act as a clearinghouse of information with re-

spect to the public professions and the need for serv-

8"... ices offered by the public professions;

4 (7) establish programs of exchange between the

5 public professions in 111 United States and other cOun-
.

- 6 tries; arid

7 (8) develop .and Implement a program of applied

8 research and development directed at strengthening the

..9 .knowledge base and methodology required to..support

10 gqvernment agencies in utilizing risk apalysis, decision

1.1 theory, and qther forecasting methods in regultry

12 and resource allocation decisioninaking including coop-

13 erative applied research to be undertaken with. the En-
,

14 domnent for the humanities to develop methodology
4

15 for the determination of soeially acceptable risks and

16 value. systems..

17- (d)(1) The Foundation shall, through the Office. of

18 Human Resources

L9 (A) in cooperation with the. Office of Policy, Anal-.

20 pais and Assess' t, develop and maintain long term

21 nitional professionat an i chnologfcal human resource

22 .policies to guide where prjvate and Federal funds

28 would be .best..euvioyed inswe". the' Nation's well

2'4 being including:

3179
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1 (i) establishment of a national council on pro-

iessional, technical and scientific manpower;

3 (ii) establishing and maintaining the neces-

sary means for identifying and assessing the short

5 and long term professions, technical and scientific

6 human resource needs necessary for .the well

7 being of the Nation and to provide policies and

8 prograins necessary to meet these needs (including

9 st1ch resources as personnel, institutions, equip-
/

1 0 ment, facilities and funding);

11 (iii) assisting in the preparation of such long

12 range technical human resource assessnients and

13 policy recommendations as are required or author-

14 ized by the National Science and Technology

15 Policy, Organization and Priorities Act of 1976

18 (42.U.S.C. 6601 et seq.);

17 (B) encourage and support public professions find

18 technical training and educational institutions which

19 may include, but need not be limited to-

20 (i) establishing, operating or providing fund-

21 ing fpr training or educational, institutions, includ-

22 ing libraries;

23 (ii) providing grants, loons, Dr other assist-

24 anec to individuart;

38Q
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(iii)-developing professions curricula or train-

ing programs in anticipation of national 'rids;

8 and

4 (iv) encouraging and providing assistance for

5 minorities and women to .enter.. the professions;

6 (0) encourage the temporary exchange of proles,.

7 sional personnel between academia and industry to 'pro-

8 the purpose of this Act as set forth in section 8;

9 and

.10 (D) carry out the functions, powers, duties and re-

11 aponsibilities transferred by section 5(d) of this Act

12 With :respect to 'providing assistance for the establish-
.

13 ment of Centera4or, Industrial Technology and Design

14 and the programs of such Centers transterred by see-

15 tions 5(c)(6) and 5(c)(8) of this Act, to enhance techno-

16 logical and professional innovation through--

17 (i) the-participation of i m uals from indus-

18 try, professions,. and univer.zitit in cooperative

19 technology and professions innovi.tioi activities;

20 (ii) the identification and &Ado! meat of the

21 generic knowledge, technology And /or methodolgy,

22 base important for eehnological advances in the

28 quality of life and innovative activity in which in-)

24 dividual firms have little incentive to invest, but

25 which may have significant economic importance,

4
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28.
A

.1 such as a manufacturing technologyor ea pollution
2 control system;

8
(iii) facilitate cooperative government, indus-

4 try, labor, university, and professions. 'efforts in
5 the matter of government mandated health,
6 safety, and environment regulations.

7 (1) to ensure thai the regu,latiojs are
8 achievable;

9 (11) to develop the basic methodolog4.
10 and technology for satisfying the regulatiOns. .

11 and minimizing costs of duplicative research;
12 (III) to educate professionals in the re-

quired technology;

(IV) to aptly comparative risk analysis,

decision theory, and other forecasting:Meth-

otologies to regulation formulation to ensure

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

28

24

a societal return crparable tc(the societal

investment; and

(V) to encourage innovation in satisfy-

ing regulations.

(iv) the education and training of individuals

in professibnal and technologyinnovation;

(v) the improvement of mechaisms in the

dissemination of scientific .professional and

3
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cat information betweeli universities, industry, and
.

the professions.

(vi) the utilization of the capability and ex-

4 pertise where appropriate, that exists in Federal

laboratories; and

(vii) the development of continuing financial

support from industry and universities through,

among other means, fees, licenses and royalties.

9 (2) The activities of the Centers established pursuant' to

10 paragraph (1)(D) of this section may include, but need not be

11 limited to-

12 (A) research supportive oi technology, professions,

13' and industrial innovation including cooperative indus-

14 try,, profesSions, and university basivond applied re-

15 search;

16 (B) assistance in the evaluation and development

17 of technological ideas supportive of industrial innova-

18 don and new business ventures;

lit, (C) technological and professional assistance and

20 advisory services to industry (including cooperative

21 and non-profit orgatations) government, and the

22 professions;

23 (n) curriculum development and instruction in in.

24 vention, entrepreneurship, and professional innovation

25 and multiprofessional problem resolution...

383,x+
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1 (8)' Prior to establishing "a Center pursuant to paragraph

- 2 (1) the Director shall find that

8 (A) consideration bag been given to the potential

1. 4 contribution to productivity, employment, and economic

5 competitiveness and national life quality of the United

6 &Mee of the activities proposed under the Center;

7 (B) a high likelihood exists of continuing participa.

8 tion, advice, financial support, and other contributions

. 9 from the private sector, 'including industry, labor and.

10 the professions.

11 (C) the host university or nonprofit institution has

12 a plan for the management and eValuation of the activ.

18 ities proposed within the particular Centel-, including

14 consideration of means to place the Center, to th6

15 maximum extent feasible, on a self-sustaining basis;

16 and

17 suitable consideration has been given tR the

18 proposed geographical location of the Center,

19 (e) The Foundation shall, through the Office of small

20 Business
.

21 (1) in cooperation with the Office of Policy, Anal-

22 ysia and Assessment, develop and implement policies

28, and programs to materially improve the resources a

24 capabilities of United States small enterprise includin

25 but not limited

384
L
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1 (A) upgrading the production technology

2 available to -small enterprise through grants and 11

8 incentives for research and development projects

including those conducted jointly by industry,.4

5

6

7

universities and public and private research

organizations.

10

11

12

18

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

28

24

25

(B) training technical, itofessional, entrepre-

neurial and managenentyersonnel;

(C) promotion of computerization in small en-
.

terprise for design, manufacture and management;

(D) advancing and modernizing 'production

capabilities and facilities; and

(E) providing management sultatiOn.

(2) in cooperation with the Office of Human Re.

. sources create the professions and technology counter -

par of the United States Agriculture Extension

System to provide access by individual,company and

industry to advise, support 'and expert consultation, in-

cluding but not limited to: the latest manufacturing

processes, . management systems, quality assurance

inethods,.produe4on techniques, personnel procedures,

computer applications, financial controls, and extension

services;

(3) ope.ritte programs of grants and contacts for

the development and advancement of high-technology

39-067 0 - 115 f. 29
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1 stnall businesses including jqint cooperative industry,

. 2 education, government, applied research and ,

8 development;.

4 (4) foster'communicat h' between scientific and

technologiCal agencies of`the Federal Government and

6 the small business community;

7. (Al collect, analyze, compile, and publish inforrna--i
8 tion concerning grants and contracts awarded to small

9 business concerns by scientific and, technical agencies

10 of the Federal Government,' and the procedures for

11 handling proposals submitted by small business'

12 concerns; .ft
18 (6) assist individual high-teehirlogy small business

14 ,concetths in obtaining ihformation regarding programs,

15 policies, regulations and procedures of the Federal

16 Government, and assist such businesset in dealing with

17 the Federal Government;

18 (7) recommend to the DireCttit for transmission to

10 the 'President such: changes, in the laws, procedures,

I 20 policies and practicei of the Federal Goikinent as

gl may be required to enable the Nation to benefit more,

22 fully from the resources. of high-technology small bug-
,

28 ,nesses; and

386 't
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1 (8) .carry out, the programs of theageeCies`trans-

2 (erred by section 5(e)(4) and rmalt business program of

3 -the agencies trallsferie by section 5(c)(6).

4 t. (1) The Foundation shall, througl? the Office of Intergov-
.

5 ernmental Technology and "rsifessions Delivery Systems:

sf

-or

6 (1) provide staff support for,, the Presidlmt's Inter-

governmental Science, Engineering and Technology
-Or .1,8 Advisory Panel;

9 .,(2) carry out the intergovernmental progra*ms

10 transferred to the Foundation through section 5(c)(7) of

. ,

12 (3) farate the integration of professional, scien-

13 Uric and technological ieSources into the policy forma-
,

14 tion, management support and program operation ac-

1'5 tivitics of State and local governments;

16 4 (4) promote technology transfer from the Federal

17 Governkent arrd private enterprise to State and local

. 18 governments;
V

19 (5) support and promote the appropriate utilization

20 of technology through organized State or local pro.

21 grams of technology and technology information

22 distribution;

23 (6) carry out the programs transferred to the
24 Foundation by section 5(c)(9) of this Act;

'S

387
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(7) study and improve the delivery of services by.

the professions and the performance of professions de-

8 livery systems in government; and

4 , (8). support and facilitate cooperation between

5 government (national, State; county, and city) andthe

6 , professional schools of the university to make the, re-
.

7 . sources of,the university available to legisjaforsafor the

8 regular assessment and 'evaluation ociplicies, prob-.

9 lems, programs, and issues on a multiprofessional sys-

10 tems basis.

11 (g) The Foundation shall, through the National. Bureau

12 of Standarls-

18 (1)'ptomote and protect United States interests in

14 international voluntary standardization activities, in co-

15. operation with other Federal agencies and national

16 non-Federal voluntary standards organizations;

17 (2) provide funding and other necessary support

18 for United States participation in internationaL voiun-

19 tacy standardization activities; and

20 (8) dTelop and maintain a long term public and

21 private comprehensive National Standards Policy in co-

22 operation with the Office of Policy, AnUysis and As-

sessment, other Federal agencies -and 'national, non-

24 Federal agencies and national non-Federal voluntary

25 standards organizations.

388
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,(h) FoundAtion shall,sthsough the NationalTechni-

/ cal Information Sel-Vi

11.

8 (1) in coordination with existing private and public

4 systems and to cooperation with the Office of Nig, /

5 Analysis- and Assessment, develop and implement a Co.\
6 herein National Information and Statistics Policy di-

7 tected to: .

8 (A) the effective operation of the societiand

9 the measurement of the important factors influ-

10 encing the national life pality, including confirm-.

1 'us gathering of data 'on and assessment of cur-

12 rent and future United States and foreign technol-

13 ogy, profession's delivery systems and design;

14 (B) the promotion of a full array of infornia,

16 tion and statistical services regarding resdarch

16 and development from Federal laboratories, as
(

17 well as foreign advancement in the professions,
t-v

18 technology and 'science;
.

19 (C) greater access and 9ization of thp na-

20 tional and private assessment, information and

21 statistical systems by small and large lusiness,

. 22 academia, the profcssions,abor, Federal agencies,

23- the State and local government.

24 (2), promote technoho transfer from the Federal

25 Government to private enterprise and assist the Office

a

489
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1 of Intergovernment Technology and Professions Deily-
.

2 . ery Systems in promoting technology transfer to State' 8 'and locaftfovernmenti;

* 4 (8)..deelop and maintain an organized reporting

5% of informition on the historical, legal, technological,

6 commertial, and professions aspects of design in the

7 United States and foreign..counteies and make this iri-
.

8 formation available for use by,the public and private

9 sectof.
A

10 (i) The Foundation shall creve a National Design Qoun-
'4

1.1 cil which shall-

12 (1) thlough its programs, encourage excellence in

13 technological design, ethrettte United States. entrepre-

14) news .and government agencies to the value of excel-

15 leave in design; encourage Such entrepreneur1 to pro-
,

. 16 dieot1e excellence ip'de.sign in the creation,, manufacture

in and sale of well-designed objects and systems; and

a'

s,---

18 assist other government agencies as theirs programs
4 ,

19 relate to the objectives of the' Youndatiott, in develop-
0

20 ' ing and encouraging excellence in .design .in addition to

21 performing their other duties;

22 .

)
(2) establish and publicize standards for excellence

23 . in the design of objects and systems, itiyudini but not
,

lintited to consideration of energy comumption ream,-24
.

25 lion, health and the environment. 1"1

4
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(3), Consult and cooperate with foreign govern-.
ments and intergovernmental organizations in collabo-

0 .

ration zwith the Department of State, and with private

4 international ,organizatiola which are ..or become con-
s -,

t.--

5' cerned with the encouragement and coordination of in-
.

6 creased u* of excellence in design, to gain internation-

7 al recognition for design standards propoed by the

8 United States.

49 NATIONAL PROFESSIONS AND TECHNOLOGY BOARD

Sec. 7.'(a) The Foundation shall be operated under the

1'1 general supervision and' policy control of a National Profes-

12 sions and Technology Board which, shall consist of (1)

13 twenty-four members to be appointed by the PrNident, by +

14 and with the consent of the Senate, in accordance withtic-
-.

15 tion 12(b)(1), and (2) the Director; appointed in accordance

16 with section 8(a).
.

.17 (b) The persons nominated for appointment as members,

18 of the IPoard--

19 (1) shall be eminent in the profe)sions and tech-

20 nology, including the fields of labor; entrepreneurship,

21 management, education, industry, government, itiveri-
4k

22 titm, I:Cents and trade and shall be expected to inde-

23 pendently representillsegmenta of the society to

24 avoid dominance by the Federal Government.
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1 (2) shall be ,selected so as to provide representa-

2 tion from minorities; representation of all geogriphic

3 .areas of the Nation; and equitable.' repreeentation ..of all

4 professions, with particular attention given to nominees

.5 possessing experience and expekise in more than one

6 profession. 1.11

7, (8) 'shall be nominated after due consideration of

8 recommendations for nomination made. by the Board

9 itself, the National academies, professional societies,

10 business associations, associations of State and local.

11 governments, labor associations, or other Appropriate

12 organizations.

18 (c) The terra of office of each member of the Board other

14 than the Director shall be six years, except that-

15 (1) any member appointed to All a vacancy occur-
,

16 ring prior to the expiration of the term, for which the

17 predecessor was, appointed shall be appointed for the.

18 remainder of such term;

(2) any person other than the current Chairman of

20 the Board, who has been a member of the Board for

21 two consecutive sixyear.terros shall thereafter be ineli-
.

22 Bible for appointment during the two-year period fol-

23 lowing the expiration of the scond term; and

24 (3) of )11e poisons initially appointed, eight It I

be appointed for terms ending May 10, 1984, ei ht
-44
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1 shall be appointed for ters ending '10, 1986, and

2 eighty. shall. be appointed for terms ending May' 10,

3 1988..

(d) The Board shall have a Chairman and a Vice Chair,.

5 man who shall b.e elect d by.the Board from its membyrs for

6 a term of four years. No person shall serve inore. than ten

7 years as Chairman of the Board. The Director shall .not be

8 the Chairman of the Vice Chairman but shall be eligible to

9 vote on all matters. Thte Chairman shall chair meetings of the

10 Board and perform functions as specified in this Act., The

11 Vice Chai4,an.shall perform the duties of.,the hairman in

12 the Ch airinan's absence.
(

13 (erne, Board shall meet (1) not less/ than twice Inui-
t

14 ly, (2) at the call of the Chairman, and (3) upon the rittee

15 !Twit of one-third of the members. A majority of the mem-

16 . bers of the Board shall constitud a quorum. Each member

17 .shall be given ten-days ,advance written notice of each

'1'8. meeting.

19 (1) There shall be an executive committee of the Board

20 which shall be composed of five members, including the Di-

21 rector, the Chairman of the Board, the Vice Chairman, an

22 . two other members of the Board elected to two -year terms

23 by the Board. The 'executive committee shall exercise such

24 powers and functions as may be delegated to it by the Board.

3

I.
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1 (g) The Boardshall, in additiOn to any powers and km-
r

Lions otherwise ghmted to it by this Act-

3 (1) establish the policies of the.Foundation, in ae-

4 cordance with applicable policies established by the

5 President and the Congress;

6 (2) review the budget of the Foundation;

(3) review the programs of the Foundation;

8 (4) render the report of section 14(B) to the Presi-

9 dent, for submission tolhe Congress;

10 (5) appro've or disapprove every grant, contract or

1l, other funding 'arrangement the' Foundation proposes to

12 make, except that a grant, contract or other funding

arrange?ent involving a' commitment of ,less than

14 $256,000 may be made by the -Director without specif-

, 15 is Board action, if the Boardihas previously reviewed

16 and approved the program of which that commitment
a*,

17 is part..

.18 (h)(1) The Board is authorized to appoint a staff of not,

ilk, more than five professional ,,staff members and such clerical

20 staff as may be necessary. The professional staff -members

21 ma/be appointed 'without regard to the provisions of title 5,

22 United States Code, governing appointments in competitive

23 service, and the provisions of chapter 51 or such title relating

24 to classification, and may be compensated at a rato not to

-3 9 4
.
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,1% exceed the rate Provided for grade GS ia of the General

2 ScheduleVder section 5332 of such title. ,

8 (2) The Board is authorized to establish such special

4 commissions as itoynay deem necessary. for the purposes of

5 this Act. 4,

6 (i) Members of the Board shall receive compensation

7 when engaged in the business of the Tbundation at a rate

8 fixed by the .Chairman but not exceeding the daily equivalent

9 of the rate provided for level GS-18 of the General Schedule

.10 under section 5332 of title 5, United States Code, and shall

11 be allowed travel e4ensei as authorized by section 5703 'of

12 title 5,',United States Code,

13 DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL PROFESSIONS AND

14, TECIVIOLObY FOUNDATION

15 SEC. 8. (a) The Director of the Foundation shall be ap-

t 6 poinled::by the president, by and with the advice and consent , a>

t 17 of the Senate. Before any perso is appointed as Director,

18 the President shall afford the Board an opportunity-to make

19 re.coitimendations with respect to such appointment. The Di-

20 reetqr shall tqccive basic pay at the rate provided for lei-el

21 of the EZecutive Schedule under section 5313 of title 5,

United States,Code, And.shall serve for a'term of six years.9

23 (b) Execit. as'otherwise specifically provided in this Act
.

24 the Director exercise all' of the authority granted, to the

'5 Foundatiod by this Act:,.
A

0
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1 (c) The Director may make such rovisioni a's he deems
,

appropriate, authorizing the performan by any other A-
O

8 jeer, agency, or employee of the- Foun tion of any of his

4 functions under this Act.

5 (d) The Director shall formtilate the programs 'ant 'budg-
*

6 ets of the Fourittion. in
,r.

DEPUTY DIRER AND ASSUfrANT DIRECTORS .
8 SEC. 9. (a).There shall be a Deqty Director ,of the

.9 Foundation who shall be appointed by the President, by and

-10 with the advice and.consent f thefhnate. Before any person

11 is appointed as Deputy Director, the Presideht;shall afford,

1; the Board and the Director an opportunity to make recom-

13. mendations with respect to such appointment. The Deputy

1.4. Director shall receive basic .pay at the rate proicled for level

15 HI of the Executive Schedule under, section 531 of title 5,

16 United States. Code, and shall perform such duties and exer-

17 cise such poivers as the Director may prescribe. jhe Deputy

18, Director shall act for, and exgise the powers ofr the Diree,

lo for during the absence or disability,,i)f the birector or in tlie

20. Ant of a vacancy in. the Office of Diiector.,

21 " (b) There shade eight Assistant DireQtors of the F,ou a
a.

22 dation who shall be appointed by.the..Preplent, by and h

43 the lid4e. and clmsent d the Senate. 10fore any person is

appdintrd as an Assistant Director, the Pre'side shall afford

125 tho Board and the Ditiector. an opportunity to reconv fit
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1 mendations with respect to such appointrnent.4Each Assistant

2 Director shall receive basic pay at the rate provided for level'

3. IV of the Executive Schedule under section 5315 of title 5,

4 United States Code; shall perform such duties and exercise

5 such powers as the Director may prescribe, and shall have

6 responsibility tor one of the following:

(1) the Office of Volley", Analysis and Assessment;

(2). the Office of National Progiams;

9 'fi3) the Office of the Profes.sions;

10 (4) the Office of 1- man Resources;

11 (5) the Office of Small Business;

12 (6) the Office of IntergovernmNtal Technology

13 , and Professions Delivery Systems;

14 (7) the National Bureatt of Standards; or

,0 15 (8) the National Technical Information Service

16 and the Patent and Trademark Office.

17 (c) .
The Assistant, Director for the National Bureau of

18 Standards shall be the Director of the National Bureau of

19 Standards.

7

8

20

21

23

COUNII,f3

SEC. 10. (a)touncils shall be appointed by the Director,

with advice from the Assistant. Directbrs, to serve as inde-

pendent public advisory.badies .tb tho Director and the indi-

vidupl 'offices of the Foundation,

39.7

6
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1 (b) Council mantas are to represent a wide cross see-

2 tion of United States society including experts in the matters

8 considered by the Office to be advised, general consumer",

4 labor, industry, academia, te public and private sectors, the

5 professions, and science.,
.1

.6 (c) The Councils, in response to requests from the Di-

7 rector, Assistant Director or on questions raised on their own

8 'initiative, shall investigate and deliberate onthe directions of

9. the long term td basic policies addressed by the Foundation

10 and its officers, compatible with the interests of the public.

11 The Councils shallirve as deliberative public forum4 for

12 current and future important national policies.

13 (d) The Council for Policy, Analysis a d Assessment

14 shall p oduce an annual review of national nos s, problems,

15 `importunities with an analysis of the progress made to

16 satisfy tliese needs including an assessment of the perform

17 once of existing public and private institutions.

18 (e) Each council shall include such committees as shall

10 be found necessary to satisfy the purview of the council.

20 GENERAL AUTHORITY OP THE FOUNDATION

21. SEc. 11. (a) The Foundation shall have the authority

22 within the limits of aVailable appropriations, to do all things'.

23 necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act, lncludjpg

24 but not limited to, the authority
:

398
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1 (1) to establish additional offices and other organi-

2 zational structures within Se Foundation;

8 12) to prescribe such rules and regulations as it

4 deems necessary governing the manner of its oper-
v

5 Itions and s organization and peponnel;

6 (8) to ma e spch expenditures as may be neces-

7 .vary for administering the provisions of this Act;

8 (4) to enter into grants, contracts, cooperative

9 agreements, or other arrangements with whatever per-

10 sons, organizations, countries, ,or other entities al

11 deemed most useful by the Foundation to accomplish

12 the purposes of this. Act;

18 (5) to acquire, hold, or sell real and personal prop-
.

14 erty bf all kinds necessary to carry out the purposes of

15 this Act;
11

16 (6) to receive and use funds and property donated

17' by others, if sueh funds and property may be used in

18 furtherance of the purposes of this Act;

19 (7) to accept and utilize the services of voluntary

20 and uncompensated personnel and to prolidetranspor-

21 tation and subsistence as authorized by section 5708 of

22 tido 5, United.States Code, for persons,serving without
±.1

23 compensation;'

399
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.(8) to arrange with and reimburse other Federal

agencies for any actiNvhich the Foundation is au-

8 thorized to conduct;

4 (9) to receive funds from other Fetal agencies

5 for any activity which the Foundation or the other

6 agencies are authorized to.conduct; and

7 (10) to appoint and fix the compensation of per-

8 sonnet necessary to carry out the provisions pf this

9 Act.

10 (b) Except as provided otherOse in this Act,..appoint-

11 ments under subsection (a)(10) sh'all be made and such COM-
`'.

12 pensation shall be fixed in accordance with the provisions of

18 chapter 51 and subchapter III of chapter,53 of title 5, United

14 States Code, except that the Director may, in accordance,

15 with such policies as the Board shall \prescribe,,employ tech-

16 Ili* and professional personnel and W.x their compensation,

17 without regard to such provisions, as is d cemed necessary to

18 carry out the purposes of this 'Act.

1.9 Nk+10NAL PROFESSIONS AND TECIINALOOY MEDAL

20 SEO. 12. (a) There is hereby establishedational Pro.)

21 fessions and Technology Medal, which shall, be of Such design

22 and materials and bear such inscriptions as the President, on

23 the basis 11411ecommendations submitted by the Foundation,'

24 may prescribe...

0
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1 (b) The President shall periodically.award the medal, on

2 the bade of recommendations'..receivedfrom the Foundation

8 or on the basic of other such information and evidence as is

4 deelned appropriate,' to individuali who in the President's

5 judgment are deserving of special recognition by reason of

6 their outstanding contributions to the promotion of the pro-

7. fessions; technology and technological manpower for the im-

8 provement of the economic, environmental or .social well-
.

9 being of the iinited.States.

- 10 (c) Not fewer than three nor more than twelve individ-.

11 unls shall be awarded the medal in any 'one calendar year.

12 (d) The presentation of the award shall be made the

13 President with such ceremonies as may be deemed proper.

14

15 SEC. 13. (a) The Director shall insure that all programs

16 of the Foundation are coordinated with other programs of the

17 Federal Ofiverninent, with the private sector, and with the

18 State and local government programs.

19 (b)(1) A. standing Nationals. Foundation Coordinating

20 Board comprised of five members from each National Fon-

21 dation (NPTF, NSF, NFAH) Board shall be appointed and

22 shall meet at least twice a year to provide recommendatiOne

COORDINATION OF PROGRAMS

28 to improve the collective effectiveness of peithre,p-lounda-

24 lions in the national interest

)4b1
19-067 0 OS - 26
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1 (2) To the greatest extent feasible, extramural basic re-
.

2 search fields which the National Professions and Technology

4, Foundation wishes to support'shall be supported t4rouill the

4' National Science Foundation prograipsiby transfer of funds W

.5' the Science Foundation.

6 (8) The Foundation shall coordinate studies in societal
1,-

7 value systems and ethics with tho applied humanities

8 programs of the National Foundation on the Arts and

9 Humanities.

10 (c) The Foundation shall eoordinate.ts small business

11 aetiviti1 fully with those of the Small Business Administra-

12 Lion and shall not conduct any small'business program which

18 the Administrator of the Small Business A:kninistratiol finds

14 to Oe duplicative of that Administratioq*programs.

15 id (d) The'Foundation is authorized and directed to provide

16 assistance to the Office of Science and Technology Policy

17 upon request.

118 SCHOLARSHIPS. AND GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS
o

19 ' SEo. 14. (a) The Foundition may award scholarships

20 and graduate scholarships for the study of the. public

21 professions.

22 (b) Any scholarship or graduate fellowship. awarded

28 under subiection (a) shall

O
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(1) be for use at any educational institution select-

ed by the individual receiving such scholarships or

8 graduate fellowship;

4 (2) be made only to citizens of the United States;

5 and

6 (8) be made on the basis of ability.

7 REPORTS

8 Sec. 15. (a) The Foundation shall transmit a report to

9 the President for submission to' Congress not later than one

10 year after the Boarct has been duly organized and each odd

11 numbered year thereafter. Each such report shall contain a

12 letailed statement of the activities of the Foul ion and the

13 important national policy issues and emerging pro ems and

14 opportunities, along with the Foundation's recommendations

15 for such legislation or other action deemed appropriate.

16 (b) In addition to reports required by subsection (a), the

17 Foundation shall make any study or report ordered 'by either
Is ; r

18 House of the.dongress, by any Committee Of either Meuse or

19. by any joint committee of the Con ess.

20 (c) At the request of either use ofthe Congress, of

21 any committee of either flouse, or of any joint committee of

22 the Congress, the director of the koundation shall furnish

23 -such Mouse or committee with such assistance or information

24 as it may request.

ti
it

_V .
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misOELIANEoun PROVISIONS

2 \SEc. 16. (a) The Dirtctor may exercise any authority

available by law tp the Secretary of. Commerce with respect

4 to any atity transferred by "siktion 5(c) and the actions of the

5 Director. in exercising such authority shall have the same

6 force itnd effect as when exercised by such &petal-3% .

,
7 (b) At any time more than one yeavafter the date ige

A 8 enactment of this'Act, the Director, with the'approval of the

9 Board, may allocate or reallocate functions.among the orga,

10 nizational components of the nundation and may'esiablish,

* 11 consolidate, alter, or discontinue such components as may be

12 necessary' or appropriate.

13 (c) The Director may establish, alter, disontinue or

14 ma ntain suet) regional or Cher hell offices as the Director
.

15 may find necessary or apprOpriate to.perform the functions of

16 the Foundation.

r- 17 (d) The .Director may, when authorized i an appsopt.fr,

18 ation Act in any fiscal y ar, transfer funds frem o appropri,

ation to another within they .undation, that io ippro,

20 priation for any .fiscal year shall bo.dither increased or de-

21 creaaed pursuant to this subsection by mote than 5 per

22 centum anent) such" ransfer shall result in increasing any

28 such appropriation-above the amount authorized to be appro-.

itt printed therefore
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1 . (e) Chapter 53 of 40itle 5, United States Code, is

2 amended .

8 (1) 'by adding at the end of section 5813 the' fol-

4 lowing new paragraph:

5 , "Direct*, National PrOfessions and 'Technology
. I

8 Foundatiori";

7 and
,"

8 (2) by adding at the end of section 5314 the fol-

9 lowing new paragraph:

10 Deputy Director, National Professions and Tech-

11 , nology Foundation".
A

12 (f) Section 10 of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology In-
.

13 novation Actof 1980 is repealed.

14 AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

15 SEC. 17. (a) There is hereby authorized to, be appropri-

16 aced to the National Professions and Technology Foundation

17 Ibr...041...)Ilis 'ear 1984, for the following categories:

18 (1) Office of National Policy, Analysis and Assess-
,

19 tient, $29,000,000;

20 (2) Office of National Programs, $200,000,000;

21 (3) Office of the Professions, $250,00,000;

22 (4) Office of Italian Resources, $100,000,000;

(23 (5) 0:(fice of Small Business, $40,000,000;.

)24 (6) Office of Intergovernmental Technology and

25 Professions Delivery System,,W,000,000;
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(7) National Bureau of Standards, $150,000,000;

(8) National Technical. Information Service- and.

the. Patent and Trademark Office of the Department of

Cmilmerce, $80,000,000;

(9) National Design Council, $1000;000; and

(10) other purposes of this,Act, $9,000,000.

a
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APPLIED SCIENCE IS PURE NONSENSE
IN MYOPIC BRITAIN

(The Times Higher Education Supplement 19.3.7

l'have,previously argued in The Times(August 29, 1975) that, itain

has a tendency to bias debate about cultural issues away from considering the

production\of useful dtifacts and towards the fine arts, knowledge and

science.

Lord Clark's book Civilisation illustrates this tr6d. Although he

4a s that the useful arts are essential for his idea of the civilized life

hi treatment implicitly denies this view. The potter and irormaster ore

forgotten, even though they are essential' Supporters of the painter and

architect.

Re5ponses and classificttions of this type are peculiar to a culture-

dominated'by the English language, and have helped,to generate a state

of mind in whict the useful 1s /devalued in'importance. The dreaming towers

Io the Academy reinforce the view, adopting the bizarre potion of "applied

science. which, the very phrase, implies the seamier side of "pure

science". ,
.

4

In other European countrie0, the classftcation end implied relative

importance of parts ofIthe cultural and sub-cultural jungle look quite
...

,
......

..

different. IA Germany, for instance, if theMan on the Dusseldorf tram
:.-.

i3 heard talking of differences between the two cultures", the assumed

split is)pvariably between Technik--making useful objects--and the rest.

More commonly however there is a three-way sepa?ation into Kunst,

Wissenschaft and Technik--41, a broader conception of science than our
. .,

normal one, and manufacture--Which form the subject of this article. There

are three main points to be made. Fist, the continental conception banishes

a British nonsense, whereby history and sociology, both studies of ben in
,, ,,

1,

siciety, care have crept into separate cultural canips,

a
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To the University Grants Committee and to .those who think as fits

c
system of classification provoket

Ar
hlstory (or*at least the teaching of

it) is par_of the "arts"; sociology is part of "social studies". In

Germany, in contrast, both are unashamedly part of WiSsenschaft, the

scientific approach to knowledge. Geography, an "art",subject tp the UGC,

sensibly becomes a German-style "science%

, Second, the K-',;-T cultural system reflects'a lo'ag-existing patterm of

separation in higher education in.dermany, and in those many countries

which have followed Germany. Wissenschaft includes all the topics taught

In the classical universities.

Technik in contrast, has generally been taught in Eurcipe in separate

technical universities, quite outsidd\the classical universities. Kunst,

the fine arts, has been taught in a number of separate schools and conser-

vatories. S( each has its cultural shrine; and no one with .a university

background is a German-style "arts" graduate.

A third point is that,as already implied, Wissenschaft, including

all formally expressed knowledge, is quite different from out firsOleaning

Of "science ",, which makes "pure science" much the same as naturat.science.'

Indeed in another sense, Wissenschaft denotes a method, the empirical

approach to knowledge of all sorts, and is not uniquely connected with

natural events.

Any system of classification tends to have its anomalies; eSpecially one

which attempts to group together very diverse elements. One in the'K,J4-T.

system is that a piece of creative writing in fiction is included within

whereas literary criticism is classed as "science" and part of

Wissenschaft. So the novels of Ane Austen are found on quite different

shelves from their appreciations.
a

408
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The mast obvidus difference between tlirMrbtinental and the flglish-
t 44,0.1!:

language systems is that the very Existence'. -o; {' separates natural

science froiii the useful 'arts. It ipso dignifies Manufacturing as an aim
4

)whmch is lmportaht w thout reference to the norms of "science or "art".

The English habit of calling engineers "scientists" is therefore both

astounding and meaningless to'the typical European. So is the Ehglish-
4'

langlige idea of a "Ntience-policy," which tends to include elements of

,,. so-called "applied science. 'Those with Nobel prizes in .physics or biology

are less likely to be heeded on topics 'of manufacturing in Dermany than in
0

Britain. 9

To an atthropolog4ist the ideaof cultur:e is closely bound up with the

skills in the useful, arts. Did this particular people know how, to ,fashion

imetals? Could they criul tivate the land? What sort of too4, had they devel-

oped? Groups andcivi izations become 'known by the useful artifacts, which
4

they left hind! Stone Age, Bronze Age, the pottery Neolithic Age.

Given such acknowjedgement of a social and cultural preoccupation with

the useful, should present societies be classed in a different way? Or has
,.. . .

something happened so signifiantly ul toral development that other main

indicators should bg used?' For it can b argued that increased living stan-
r

dards in the present developed world make it more sensible'to think of

lit these cultures differently from more primitive ones, and the ensuing
..

argument can therefore be framed in two alternative Ways.

First, assuming that the approach of anthropologists is still applicable,'

and that there has beep no substantial break in.cultural development, the '

English language treatment of cultural and subcultural *reds is not only

myopic; is it reskles4.

'It is myopic because it assumes, through its dogged insistence on an

"riled science" reading Of the pincoss of continental Teclinik, that
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0
otechnical change,.is`vinOmately co fined with chews in the ,use of knowledge-

e`y

of natural science. evidence from. case studies indicates that. this is not
. .

g the case.
..

. .

f The "applied science" conception is reckless because it assumes quite

wrongly, th'at thnse'who have the boffins also have the power. In truth,
...,
... Or

poi,session of scientific knowledge simply doeS not transriit easily into

econot.ic and industrial. strength..

Dv alternative position assumes that there hasieen amajor break in

cul Cur:al developmentv.tlinewhere,say, between the eipteenth century,.antoday.

4its What, therefore,, lakes our English - language cul turel. analysis so ifiept,

and the European K-',4-k system more suit bl e than ours? The 'answer, again

lies wi th Techrli k and' !the ri iculous En fish- language idea of "applied

science" hallowed in IllGC us SIN

The, "appl ted sci ce dea it misleading for at least four reason.

It ,e rro neous 1 y , th t there can be a matched idea known as "pure

sciencet, Pt inilies, e ly erroneou§ly, that the manufatture Of useful

products can be charac erizedas the.bse of natural science in a:praeticai

setting. It degrades a rittber of important functions in industry. 1-Aritlit.

misinforms outsiders 'about these functions. I.)

.
Th'e idea of puri tly denotes some sort measure of :110 icabi ii ty or .

utility in practice. However', there can ever be anybody of "pure science"

in ,these terms, since all knowledge is potentially applicable and useful, and

no one can ever b'e sure when a ptrticular piece pfknoWledge is used.

Even the phrase 1:appl ied scfience" a misledding concept. if it
means part of Technik, the manufa5ture of useful artifacts, it is wrongly

named. The one featurcr common to all scientific work' is that its main output

takes thcKform of knowledge; whereas work within Technik has as its goal a pro-.

duct or process.

S'
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If "applied science". is mOantto describe. scientific work undertakin in

jrder to be applied in manufacturing or in other practical situations, it is

wrongly named for the reason ergbe'd above, _Thy, is no contrasting bodytof.,

"pure science." So all scientific knowledge is "applicable science" and

there is no meaningful contrast between "pure" and "applied".

The other three points can be dealt with briefly. First, almost all

empirical investigations of Industrial innovation (major changes in product Or

process) indicate that innovation is not typically the resillt of new use of

knowledge derived by natural science.

New artifacts tend tq derive direCtly from older' artillactS, The vigour
4 t

and determination of individuals..IS ,esually a more important factor influenc-

ing success, than any conneetion with science. Besides this, general techni-
.

cal change, continuous rather than consisting of discrete steps, is even less

influenced by changes within natural science.

The adoption of the "applied science" construct, impossible in the

European K -W -'T system, is based on a connexion between natural science and

.manufacturing which does not exist, it therefore, distorts the genera) and

lay understanding of the manufacture of useful artifacts, In particular it

helps to devalue the assumed importance of 'production and product design in
IY

the manufacturing context,
a

Thus, even if the Victorians were right about cultural development,

we are wrong to neglect the Technik idea and adopt'"applied science"

. instead., pUrely on the grounds that the latter idea is a nonsense,

In ray earlier paper, I mentioned the English recurreent hero. To the

intellectual this is a Keynes lying in this bath successfully phoning his

s tockbroker; ,to other English people and to most foreigners, an aristocrat

viith his efforisiess ease.

4
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A hero of this type it typically someone of great achievement and

distinctfop who has not had to work hard for it. The workshop of effortless

I

ease ii, a liktorian hangover and longlasting Enolish mirage for prosperity

and success. No desert Bedouin ever saO a goal so beguiling, so diverting, and

so capable of his total disorientation,

Oxbridge high tables seem to be the shrine for Bri cultural diScus.:

sion. Those, who live there fn the cultural box called "science," by adopting
A

the foolish and inaccurate "applied science" construct, have allowed the

average Briton to imagine that he can obtain a form of material salvation

e
by Science, rather than by intelligent effort. t

In the continental European way of thinking, this is impossible. Neither

Alt

moonshot-nor transistorized co nication, nor,industrial progress is much

concernedwith "science." Each to do with Techrtik, whichthecademy in

Britain does not really want to know about..
S

Those In the high table "arts" box have accepted some of thescientists'

assumption. To them l'art" is superior to "science," sinte it provides more

scope for individual flair and creativity. Nodding to the scientists, the
.

arts man notes that there are two paets to the other side of the gulf. And

"pure" provides fibre of a challenge that "applied": everyone in the Cavendish

agrees about that.

tt is well kn wn, so the argument goes on that thdse within the "science"

11(
box whO are not up plumbing the great secrets of nature are consigned to

detailed problems 'o nuts and bolts of far lessef importance,' Do not shout

IV
too loud about it, the'"artsft people do on; but Lord Clark is right. Art's.

Oroduct is what man is sensibly most proud of as it forms the major,part of

his heritage.

.
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This archetypical English "arts" line of reasoning, neat but mifleading,

iss at the best, and on .the second assumption of this paper, a foolish incanta-

tion by those who congratulate themselves for having avoided involiement with

the drudgery of physics or manufacturing.

At the worst, and on my first assumption, it is the foundation of the slow

AA. suicide of a,group: a sure way of how not to succeed as a nation without '

really trying to disGpver why. Any grasp of the Technik conception would help

in, this discovery.

MICHAEL FORLS

rf

4

f.t1
17.
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Mr. WAIA;ity.N. Well, thank ql)u very much, Dr. Rosenstein.
That's a powerful statement and it certainly rings a lot of bells in
my reaction to what I have seen in Pittsburgh, in any event, par-
ticularly in terms of adversary relationships between parts of our
economy that have to function together and in the inability of
present Government mechanisms to function in an inclusive fash-
ion. I wanted to also say how positively I respond to the idea of
someplace where all these questions willwhere responsibility to
at least ask all these questions, including what happens to, the
people.if you do nothing, are asked and where some responsibility
is felt. I often think that we pride ourselves on the change that our
society goes through. I think particularly of the agricultural sector
where we point with such pride that we now produce more than we
used to with only 2' or 3 percent of our population compared to, in.
.historical terms, where 70 and 80 percent of our population were
on the farms. But nobody really asks the question: What happened
to those people in that process of change? For some it worked out
and for some it didn't work out, and for those that it didn't work
outlargely in the center cities of Americawe have created by
not asking that question that I see your suggestion as a foundation
at least leading us to ask, we have created dramatic social prob-
lems that threaten literally the lives of the people we care about
the most, which is our children. So I really want to underscore that
aspect of your testimony and I find it strong.

I. would like to recognize the.other members on the.panel for any
thoughts and concerns.Mr. MacKay?

Mr. MAcKnv. Dr. Rosenstein,, what you are suggesting basically
is that we broaden our time frame and look a little farther ahead
while we are looking at basic questiobs like whether the Govern-
ment should confine its interest to basic science. You are saying
that structurally we doti't have a mechanism to enable us to adapt
to the world that's coming at us.

W.' ROSENSTEIN. It may frighten us and we may not want to look
ahead, but I think if there is any element in our society that h'as
both the resources and the responsibility for anticipating not only
problems but opportunities, that responsibility lies within the Fed-
eral Government.

We spend hundreds of millions of dollars gathering information,
as the Grace Report shows, in a totally ineffective fashion. If we
would just take the same resources and organize them toward an
internationar and domestic data base concerned with all facets of
our society, including our industrial competence, and then make
this readily availablewhich is easily within the capability of our
technologywe could save hundreds of millions of dollars and the
Government could provide a service to our society which would be
of incalculable value. f

Mr. MIX(7KAv. You have in your written testimony a paper enti-
tled "Policy Versus Planning," and you are basically suggesting
that we develop a mechanism which would enable us to go through
a process of consensus -based policy setting, Is that correct?

Dr. ROSENSTEIN. 14:XEICtiy:
Mr. MACKAY. That would be different from GoveramAt-imposed

planning.
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Dr. ROHENHTKIN. LI put. your finger on the basic. problem and
the only way out that'l see. I teach something called systems engi-
neering, and I don't want to attempt toNefine it, but in anything
as complicated as our society, if you start thinking about central-
ized planning and the time it takes to gather your information,
118SEISS your alternatives, devise your plans in infinite detail and
then educate and disperse those plans, you quickly find out the dy-
namics of our society overrun any practical time scale you might
have. Centralized planhing, whether you like it or not, is simply
impractical. In a society that's changing as fast as ours is, the
plans will be obsolete before they can be implemented.

But, on the other hand, if there are no policies that the society
can look toothen no one knows what to do and they instinctively
fall back. Let me give you an example of what I mean: Many of my
friends who are very conservative people have been hurt by the
policies of the Government which restricted inflation. Now all of us
are against inflationliut I observe this sort of thing happening: In-
flation went on for4lio long that conservative people on salaries,
with 'fixed incomes, began to realize that their savings were Tbeing
eroded. Their real income was becoming less and less, anvil -They
frantically began to look for something to do. They were up. agait

Many of them realized that what was continuing to stay up with
the' inflation was real estatehouses, apartmentsso they bought
inflated real-estate at high interest rates with the expectation that
the inflation would let them pay.it off. Now the moment the infla,
tion was cut back, these people were hurt and' hurt very badly.
Many of them have lost their investments entirely.

You might say, were they foolish'? No, they weren't foolish. Were
they speculators? No. They were trying to build a hedge to main-
tain their life savings, to retain what they had, and this shift in
policyeven Though we all admit it was a desirable shiftleft
them strand t I am saying. is, you can even have bad poly
so long as it's c sistent. The society itself will do the planning Wit
only knows at the game policy is.

Mr. B010 1,10IRT. Doctor, if I may just interject a minute, if my ooh
league will yield, you have just eloquently outlined the problem of
the American farmer.

I)r. Itost:Nsirm. I imagine, yes. Yes, as the policy changes; what
does he plant?

Mr. MACKAY. Well, let me just carry that forward a little Vu
Cher, if I might. Let's take the problem of the American farmer or
the problem of the American clothing worker, and let's assume
that what you outlined briefly in the manufacturing of clothing is
a proxy for a lot of other industries. Let's say you said let's work
on. the basic problem from no'w to the year 2000. The real basic
problem is that we better develop some meaning in life besides vo-
cation.

I)r, ROHENHTEIV. Well, if only 8.3 percatt of the working popula7
Lion is engaged In manufacturing, and`we presume the others are
gdfN to have an income,--Lhave unlimited faith in the ability of
the human animal to think of new ways to serve himself. In other
words, I don't think 'it's bad or unusual that the services are ex-
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sanding, if Mit' 41111 only (lave a manufacturing base upon which to
build.

I alluded tote ultimate problem of' this century. The ultimate
problem in this country is how do we maintain a manufacturing
base adequate to provide enough value added to offset our import
requirements.' f we don't provide enough value added in our manu-
facturing base, then it is inevitable that to balance the equation,
the standard of living of the country must go down. There is no
way to keep importing more than you export in values. There iS
ultimately going to be a leveling of the count, and that usually
conies by reducing wages and reducing income. ...

We need some miAchanism to look ahead, to, look at those areas
in which we have or can create a' comparative advantage and in
which. we can retain a manufacturing base, it doesn't make any dif-
ference what that area is, whether it is smokestack or high tech-
nology, but there*is going to have to 'be some comparative advan-
tage which will allow us to retain it. The mobility of technology
and money is so great these days that I can have a factory set up
in Malaysia building the most complicated electronic gear within 1
year, andthat never existed before. It's a very 'difficult problem
and I think the longer we spend not addressing this problem, the
longer it is going to take us to climb out of the hole in which we're
descending.

Mr. MACKAY. Hut one of our major Woblems, "our' i being the
people sitting on this side of the table, who represent the people of
America' in every sense of the word -'-we represent their fantasies,
their ignorance, we represent everythingand one of-our major
problems is, we don't yet have a common perception of that reality
which you have outlined, and therefore we are caught up in these
irrelevant political arguments about htfluptrial policy and Govern..
ment planning. We heard the Assistant Secretary of COmmerde
yesterday just simply say, "We aiie against litit is our position
that all of this is wrong because it represerlts Government plan-
ning." Therefore, you know, it's like I've got a set of blinders on
and unless you. can move the future to directly in front of me, and
if I happen to be looking backward, then they are basically saying
"We are not going to discuss anything that's outside of this set of
blinders we've got on." What you're saying is, "Well, wait a
minute. That set of blinders no longer encompasses the reality of
the world."

Dr. ROSENSTEIN. I think it's true. The dote seems to be incontro-
vertible. I mean, you just take case aft,pr case to show industry
after industiy that is either gone or wilfgo as the garment indus-
try will go, unless we recognize it and put a mechanism in. place
which enables us to make cooperative decisions.

I am not advocating Unit the Government plan. I said earlier
- that centralized Government planning, particularly for an econo-

my,- must fail. I also say that the lack of consistent national policy
will ensure failure because no one, will know how to run his plant,
where to make his investments, finless he knows whore national
policy is going.

At the same time, the cost of playing the manufacturing 'game if4
going tip. The cost, of new development has gone beyond the cline-
ibility of most individual companies. Japan put $2 billioeinto the
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development of their very large stale integrated circuits. How
many companie in this country beside IBM can invest $2 billion in
a single develo ment? No way. The same problem on a smaller
scale is what we're facing in the garment industry. I don't think
any single garment manufacturer is large enough to finance the
D&Rdevelopment and research necessary to develop' an' un-
manned garment factory, and yet our competitors are doing it and
it's a reality that our garment industry must face and we as a
nation must face or suffer the consequences.

Mr. MACKAY. Basically, the next logical step theiis, can each
sovereign nation continue to develop policies which Ai:utile that it
can only succeed at the expense of others?

Dr. ROSENSTEIN. You probably ought to go off the record because
it sounded like you were advocating world government--

Mr: MACKAY. No, I'm not. Just like you're not advocating plan-
ning, I'm not advocating world government. [Laughter.]

Dr. ROSENSTEIN. Well, I believethank you. -

Mr. MACKAY. What I am saying, thaybe we o 'ught to get all the
facts' there and then suddenly people might come to a consensus
different from our politic4l rhetoric.

Dr. ROSENSTEIN. I think that's it, because the facts of life indicate
the wo ld plays a zero sum game. What one nation gains, another
nation ill lose, unless we start concentrating, in each nation upon
those t gs that_we do well.

I used todo consulting down in Venezuela, and laaperican univer-
Sities"had gone down n-there and told thOM that .tRby ought to do
atomic research. I wasn't in a crying mood but if I' were, I could
have cried over it. Here was a nation that had some of the largest
natural energy resources in the world, and we were advising them
to take their brightest people and put them in atomic power re-
search instead of devoting their energies to the exploitation of
some of the heavy tar sands that they've got down there.

The time must come where we provide the means of gathering
enough information so each nation can see what it can do best, so
that we can have a more efficient world economy. I don't know
that we'll live,to see it but I think that's the goal fdr which we're
ultimately going to have to strive.

-s Mr. MACKAY. Thank you. This has been fascinating.
'ff Mr. WAIBREN. Thank you, Mr. MacKay.

Mr. Boehlert?
Mr. BOEHLERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We're getting very

philosophical here this morning.
I think you were so correct when you' pointed out and cf6iited-the

'14.urrin article. Is that the right name?
Dr. ROSENSTEIN. Yes, sir.

saidMr. BOEHLERT. When he said in his article that meeting theJap-
pnese challenge is beyond the reach of any, one company he iii
the United States, of course that's true. When we talk about th!
Japanese challenge we're not talking about Toshiba or Sanyo.
We're talking about the total challenge flom their goverpment artd
industry working cooperatively, and I Auld sigree with you that
there is a desperate proven need for more of a leadership role in
our Government. I would agree with some of the administration of-
ficials who have appeared before our committee,

39-067 0 - 05 - 27 411'
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You have given us more than ,food for thought. You have giyen
us, a whole banquet. Let me give you a challenge if I may.

Mr. ROSENSTEIN. Please.
Mr. BOEHLERT. I'n} going to do my best to digest and learn from

yOur comprehensive statement. -,,, *

One of the things that. I'm really concerned aboutand this is
going a little bit far afield-but I think your projections are accu-
rate. Ten years down the road I can see those 2 million garment
workers unemployed, and I think we have to respond now to that
inevitability. For that reason, I am going to take the liberty of
sending you a package on a bill that I am a principal authof of
which would establish individual training accounts for workers.
Are you familiar with that concept at all?

Mr. ROSENSTEIN. No, FITInot.
Mr. BOEHLERT. .Just let me give you a verrbrief capsule of the

concept. We know that in the 1990's we're going to face, because of
changing technology, the prospec of millions of American workers
like those in the garment industry *ho are going to be displaced.
We ought to start planning now to take care of their needs then.
Under the individual training account conceptand it is gaining
some support, we have bipartisan support in the Housethe work-
ers and the employers on a voluntary basis would enter an ar-
rangement under which the employee would contribute eight -
tenths of 1 percent or up to a maximum of $250 in 1 year to an
individual trainin account. Thft would be matched ht t}ie employ-
er, woul accumulate and gather interest. It would be invested by
tile U.S. Treasury Department in high yield securities until there
was a $ 000 account whit would continue to gain interest bene-
fits, an then the employe and employers would stop contribut-
ing.

Bally the employee ;%ould never have to use that accqun
____---lhen he or she retired, they would be able to withdraw the cont

bution4 plus interest and use it for retirement purposes, but w n
the inevitable occursand it will in the lives of so many Amen an
workers who genuinely want to work but they are going to fin s one
day that they have got 'Er pink slip, they are displaced by tec nolo-
gythe employee can take and draw from that individual tr ining
account to finance training in a skill area where there is a roven
need for the skill. It's concept that I am very excited abo t and
I'm doing my best to g Ilt lot of other people excited about i and I
would appreciate your taking a look at the package you e going
to get in the mail shortly and I would welcome your. corn enta, be-
cause we just have tck deal with the change in the World s we see
it right now in an effective manner, to really be co ce ned about
people.

Dr. Ros pi STEIN. You have identified a critical ,s, :blem that's
going to ece e even more critical. I was with so ,o the other
day and .., said that when they looked at the people who are re-
ceiving relief, contrary to the mythology there is a turnoVbr. This
would indicate thtlt there are people who do lose jobs through no
fault of their oWriFwho go on relief and who do require retraining
to come back into the society and the industry as fast as possible,
and we certainly need a mechanivn such as you have described.

.
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Mr. ii0Elit.ERT. Well, you will be hearing from me, and Iwant to
thank you very much for your comprehensive and4houghtful state-
ment.

Dr. ROSENSTEIN. Thank you.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Boehlert.
On behalf of the committee, we want to express our appreciation.

These are good guides for us and stimuligitigguidet, so we appreci-'
ate your being a resource to the committbe.

Dr. ROSENSTEIN. Thank you very much.
Mr. WALGREN. The last witness today is Dr. John Alic, who is a

project director with the Office of Technology Assessment.
Welcome to the committee, Dr. Alic. I know we have gone on for

longer than we usually do with the witnesses this morning but
they have warranted it, and the subject matters that they have
been concerned with certainly deserve the attention and the time
of the committee, but know that your written statement will be
made part of the record and in. view of the time, if you would zero
in on 'points that you really want to undprszore, we would appreci-
ate it. .

STATEMENT OF DR, JOHN A: ALIC, PROJECT DIRECTOR, OFFICE
OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

Dr. ALIC. I will do that, Mr. Chairman. Thank ytu.
Mr. Chairman and members

ulli
the subcommittee, thank you for.

inviting OTAto testify on mancturing this 'morning. I vviltsurri..--
tnatize very briefly, focusing my comments on the two bills, H.R.
4047 dealing with Robotics and H.R. 4415, the Manufacturing Sci-
ences and Technology Researroh and Development Act.

Our analysis indicates Yelvat both. these bills could help to set
higher prioriAek for ma.ufacturing technologies in the United
States and, through thatAelp the international competitiveness. of
many American industries. We at OTA have spent more than 5
rears studying the international competitiveness of manufacturing
industries in the United States., and in many of the specific indus-
tries' and subsectors of industries that we have looked at we have
found problems that can be traced to manufacturing technologies.

And, as many of the witnesses this morning have pointed mit, we
are entering an era in which thet$ will be radical changes in the
technologies of manufacturing, centered around the use of the com-
puter, the use of robotics, but I. think even more broadly what we'll
be seeing through the rest of the century is a reintegration of prod-
uct design and manufacturing, functions that really since the dawn
of the mass production era in the early part of this century have
been isolated, at least in our larger corporations. The computer is
helping to bring these functions back together. That is one of the
sources of displacement in the workforce in our manufacturing in-
dustries that we will have to learn to adjust to and deal with in the
years ahead.

In other words, it is not wily the production workers that will be
replaced by robotics or other forms of automated manufacturing
equipment; it's lower-line supervisory personnel; it's clerks on the
factory floor who used to keep track of production, used to keep
track of the supplies in the tool crib; expediters; all 'the people that

.10
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made factories function are finding now that they are doing their
jobs with machines and that machinesthat is, computers in many
casesare taking over more and more of the functions that the
people used to do., So I would emphasize that it is not only produc-
tion workers, and it is not only the robot that is changemigne face
of our manufacturing industries. It is a much broader chfirige than
that that is ahead of us, and the source of this is the reintegration
of the production system as a system.

Now I have sed in the last few comments on the eople side
I of that problem. he' other side of that and the drivin force, of

course, is- that it ,improves the efficiency of industry and carries
great potential for American industry to improve its international
competitiveness and, as we have heard this morning, that isvery
important in manufacturing as a road to meeting competition from
Europe, from Japan, and also of course from the newly industrializ-
ing countries. ....,

But I certainly agree with the emphasis that Dr. Tesar placed
earlier on the man-machine interface and human capital, because
it is here that the machine or the computer and the people i;the
factory system and in our corporations,"in our labor markets, Jome
together. While the twobills emphasize, justifiably, the systems in
tegration aspect of manufacturing technologies, I would urge-that
the subcommittee think carefully abut ways of strengthening the

?
emphasis on systems integration and in particular the emphasis on
_how people can interact more effectively with the equipment that
we are putting into.our factories, and in particular how the alloca-,.

tion of responsibility between people and machines can be handled.
That allocation of responsibility is one of the keys to the efficient
fu ctioning of a production system, a factory, a corporation, and
t is-7--if there is a secretthat is the secret the Japanese fac-
t es that have gotten so much, publicity in this ountry. It is not
the pieces of technology, in the factories, it is not the people or the
way, the people are managed; it is the whole system, the way it is
integrated, the way it functions.

It s difficult to encapsulate that in simple form but I have tried
in my written testimony to explicate how that works, and I have
used in example from the microelectronics industry, dealing again
with a very well publicized episode, the quality differences in large-
scale integrated circuits produced in the United States and Japan a
few years ago, toNtry to illustrate how' the systems aspects of manu-
facturing and in particular the integration of the design of the
product, the design and layout of the factory that makes the prod-
uct, and the integration of the people who are an intrinsic part of
the functioning of that production organization, all those together
affect most critically the utput, whether it is quality, whether it is
productivity.

If I may turn then mor 'specifically to the two bills, H.R. 4047
and H.R. 4415. Of course H.R. 4047 is the narro\ver of the two, fo-
cusing on robotics and computer integrated manufacturing. H.R.
4415 IS considerably broader. In general, the mechanisms for imple-
mentation spelled out in H.R. 4047, the robotics bill, appear prefer-
able. Let me take just a moment to explain why I say that.

420 '4 ".
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) Under H.R. 4415,'Ilie Secretary of Commerce through the 'Office
of the Assistant Secretary fol. Productivity, Technology, and Inno- .,

vation, would be given responsibility for grant funding of research
projects plus the option of establishing cooperative R&D programs.

,_J The Department of Commerce, leaving aside the National Bureau
of Standards, has little expertise in technologythat's not a criti-
cism, it simply Hasn't been their joband little experience in oper-
ating competitive R&D programs.

H.R. 4047, in contrast, not only provides for an external program
review board but Would give most of the funding authority to the ,

Nation& Science Foundation. While OTA has reservations concern-
ing NSF's paht support for technology developmentand I have
touched on those in some detail in my written statementmost of
these reservations concern priorities or funding 1,,evels. By raising

riorities for manufacturing within NSF, H.R. 4047 wouldavoid at
east some of these prtlems. I sk.,,,,,..

OTA's work, in particular our recent staff memorandum on tech-
nology development and diffusion, would indicate that the best
prospects for strengthening the longrun competitiveness of U.S. .

manufacturing industries might come from combining the breadth
' of H.R. 4415 with the implementation mechanitAths in H.R. 4047. I:,

say that 4 4` 4 I have skipped over ;,man of the portions of my Ofe-
pared statement which provide theibac round for that but, in es-
Hence, there are many; many type metalworking, manufactur-
ing technologies that would be supported by H.R. 4415 which our
studies of competitiveness indicate ,t9 be- of great importance for.
the future of American industry.

The objective, then, could be a network of technology develop-
ment and diffusion centers focused an manufacturing and following
the Stevenson-Wydler model, though eligible for continuing Feder-
al fundingsomething, again, that our analysis indicates to be im-
portant and I have explained the reasons for that. Most simply,
this could be accomplished by incorporating the list of manufactur-
ing processes and methods which appears in sectiop 5(a) of H.R.
4415 into H.R. 4047 with minimal other changes to the latter.

In conclusion, let me "note that it is too early to tell what coming
generations of integrated production systems will bring us, what,
they will look like, how they will perform, in which industries they
will have their earliest and greatest impacts, how they will affect
our labor force, our populationt is not too early to say that com-
puterized design and production. willvrofoundly affect the nature
of work, the structure of organizations, and the international com-
petitiveness of American industries.

Given a world economy with a huge excess of labor, mostly in
hisser developed countries with low wages and living standarkls, the
United States has no real option but to rely on its technological re-
sources to remain competitive, as Chairman Fuqua pointed out ear-
lier this morning. We will have to do this while finding new ways
to meet people's desires for satisfying work and the living stand-
ards that Americans expect. .

Two or three decades from now, looking back, we will see that
the changes in our manufacturing sector have in total been sweep-

.
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ing, even though as they come in real time they may seem piece-
meal and incremental. The factory of the future will be visible only
with bindsight ut this is the way technology works and this is the
contest withi hich H.R. 4047 and H.R. 4415 should be viewed.

Thank yo /
[The pr red statement of Dr. Alic follows:]
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND naiMGT

COMMITTEE Ok SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

.U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

. JUNE 13, 1984

...

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for

inviting OTA to testify on technological innovation,'and particularly on

manufacturing. My statement will dray together findings from a number

of OTA assessments, Conducted in several' programs, as well is our recent

Staff Memorandum "Development and Diffusion of Commercial Tochnologiei:

, Should the Federal Government Redefine Its Role?" That Memorindum

builds upon gore thee five years of .experience by'OTA staff. in analyzing

the inter tonal compeliveness of American industries. OTA's study

Computiri Manufacturin AptomationLEmplonment, Educationt and the

-0Otkplaca, publishes Aprilof this year,,also boars directly on the ,,.
'subjects the SubCommittee has asked OTA td addles...

I will begin by commenting on the signitiOance of technology --
both product designuand process technologies -- fOt compltitivenese.

Not only is the devilopmeth of new technologie, -- quite d different

matter thamthe deiflopment of new scientific Ond+tanding vital for .

0
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maintaining -end etrengthening thesomPetitiveness of U.S. industries,
but so is diffusion of technology to Amaricen firms which could use it
to improve their products or )educe their costs.

OTA's assessments indicate that low priorities foF Manufacturing
technolo in both *riv nd ublic seitors have harm the
co itiyeness of many erican industries. H.R. 0 , the Robotics
an. Automated Manufacturing SysteMos Research and Education Act of 1983,
and H,R. thi Manufacturing Sciences and TechnolOg, Resqarch and
Development Act of 1983, could help set new priorities and,, through

_this, strengthen U.S. competitiveness. ,My statement will include a
number of comments on These bills."

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS: WHEN IS TECHNOLOGY:IMPOR'TAN11'

OTA hao.tasked this question irr a number of essasilents, tpcluding
U.S. Industrial Competitiveness: A Comparison of Stee1Eectronics, and
Automobiles, published in 1981, and International Competitiveness in
Electronics, issued ldte last year., Collectively, we at OTA have
examined industries ranging from steal to pharmaceuticals,,automobiles'
o computers. Briefly, technology is most important when it permits..,

420
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companies to design and make products that theis competitors cannot
metal or vten it permickthem, to manufacture relatively straightforward
products more cheaply. In years past, American demiconductOdefindii-
with advantages in product technologies were able to supply integrated
circuits beyond the capabilities of companies elsewhere in the world)

New techrlologits for producing galvanized.steol sheet, a very, differate-,
example.. halts not. 001Y. cut.down on corrosion oLautomobilebodtes
'have helped Awlcahsteelmakars retain a malor.shery.one.of their

.

more lucrative markets.

In other cases, technical knowledge is secondary. Most conaiimer
eleceronic products are designed and built using relatively standardized©
productland process technologies -- available to companies in many parte
of the world. Even *so, creative engineering design can lead to*.,
successful product offerings. Not only t levision sets but many
personal computers fall in this categor

DEVELOPING AND DIFFUSING COMMERCIAL TECHNOLOGIES

Technology and Science

By and large, technology as viewed above has little to'llskilth
science: Certainly4actentific research leads to technological advance,
which may then translate into competitive advantage. The later beam has
been turned not only to retinal surgery but to localized hest treatment
of valve seats for automobile engines. Techniqueh of opetations.
research, developed as management aids for allocating scarce resources
during the Second World War, now hel) minimize inventories in factories.-

424
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Sometimes, is in both these examples, the.coupling between scientific
advance and technological applicatioris close. Other timeslit is

loOee.'

Molest knowledge of the physics and chemistry of surfacee has not
'ttoppedue from fabricating integrated circuits, utilizing diffusion
bonding in Aircraft 'structures, or learning a gyeat deal about the
phenomenology and applications of chemical catalysis. Plainly,

continued scientific advance will be indispensable to the futurd
competitiveness of Adericsn industries.. Just as plainly, a strong '
science base does not translate automatically into competitive success:
If the Federal Government wishes to support commusCial technolotille, it
mustdo more than fund scientific research.

Government Support for Technology

As OTA emphasized in the. $taff Memorandum cited above -- excerpts
from which are included as an attachment at the end of this ditement --
the U.S: Government is not organized to support technology development
except through mission - oriented agencies such as the Department of
Defense and the DeportMat of and Human.Setvices. Indeed,

military R&D presently accounts or 70 percent of all Federal Rt.D

spending. .While the miesidlie of Federal agencies overlap'the domaink of
product and proceis technology within which much of American"industry P
.oparates; thee* agencies have objectives that may be far different froM

those of private industry. Recent controversies over export coftrol are

only the moat obvious example.

OTA%e studies point to many reasons why the United States might 4.

wish to support RAD with applications to industrial technology within
the Federal .Government. Perhaps the most cpmpellinuis this: American
industry now competes in a new international environmenta world whe
technology is widely available and can move easily and quickly across
national boundaries. Othir governments have recognized the importAnce
of todmercial technologies and designed programs, often as parts of more
comprehensive industrial policies, to strengthen the technical resource.
!available to domeatic firms. As yet, the United States has not done so.
Although thenStrevenson-Wydler /1st, P.L. 96-480, could provide a
framework, Aiw of the provisiond'of that Act.hive been implemented.
Centers of Industrial Technologyin robotics, as provided for in Sec.5
of H.R. 4047-, could be a significant step in moving toward a network of
technology cenpers.1 OTAri analyses indicate the potential importance of
such a network, -a pdint I will return to shortly.

`Self- Sufficiency in Technical Knowledge

Beyond freer flows of technology and'the growing integratioi of the
world economy lied another new reality. It is easier to buy technology,
but the quite literal explosion in ecientif4 knowledge and technical

t4'
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know-how has made it far more difficult fora private company to be

,self-sufficient. Even big companies with large R&D organizations find
themseiVMs going outside for help, as IBM's product strategy in small
compute0 illustrates so strikingly. American firms are negotiating
many moYaoftoint ventures and two-way technology exchange agreements.
-While tile United States lain exports fir more technical knowledge than

' it impoTts, the ratio is shifting.

Needless to.say, many of the larger American corporations remain
world leaders in technology. 9Saller U.S. firms may be leaders where
they have chosen to concentrate their resources .g., in 04
biotechnology or computer software. At the same time, the domostiC
economy includes tens-ofthousands of companies with'limited-technical
and hupan resources. Many of thee. firma must work continuously to find
market opportunities which match their capabilities. Sometimes they see
gaps in the marketplace they cannot fill because of a lack of people
with the right kind of technical skills. Other times they may fail, for'
similar reasons, to recognise opportunities they might have taken
advantage of. Such companies cannot hope to keep up with advances in
technology apd science across a broad front. Often they have trouble
keeping up even in fields directly related to their current lines of
business. Many stay so busy getting this year's products out the door,
and designing next year's offerings, that they perform little or no R&D
be9cnd thiir immediate needs. This 1B one reason high-technology
.electronics companies have banded together to form consortia like
Microelegtronica & Computer Techhqogies Corporation and the
Semiconductor Research Corporation.

Institutional innovationp in the privet. sector, of which.thege
consortia are examples, are an encouraging response to the need for new
approaches to technology development and diffusion. American firms in
highly competitive industries seldom cooperate unless the pressured are
great. OTA's aseeesments suggest there is a place for institu oval
innnovation within the Federal Governient and among government,
industry,,and the academic community as we4,1; that is innovati aimed

at strengthening the infrastructure for commercial technologies. That
infrastructure-is 'relatively weak in a surprising number of important
technologies. Positive action by the Federal Government could help
maximise privet" sector initiatives, add to the many social benefit'
commonly associated with technological innovationend, by, helping_U.S.
firms compete l_ 60p Americans at work. 4.

The Federal Role ' I

What might these Government actions be? First and foremost, dTA's

analysis points to b need for greeter -- and more focused -- support for
engineering research. H.R. 4047 and H.R. 4415 would provide for tie in ,,i

the case of manufacturing technologies. 4,'
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More broadly, other pieces of proposed legislation would transfer

to a new Federal agency -- perhaps, a National Technology"Foundation --

the responsibility. for engineering research now lodged in the National

Science Foundation, OTA has discussed the ftos and cons of such an '

approach in its Staff Memorandum on commercial kechnologies. In

essence, we share the widespread doubt that thelPtional Science
Foundation,,as presently structured,. rill give substantially higher

. priorities to engineering research. 'Unless a restructured NPFyere
provided the resources to raise these priorities, a new agency. maybe

required.

Even if industriallUD were to find a home in a restructured NSF or
s newly created technology agency, it is not ignough to have knowledge
and technologies on the shelf; they must be died. Diffusing a

technology base to industry it 'tilt as important as developing this base

in the first place -- and may be mori7difficult.

.
The source of the difficulty is thist technology transfer is not a

glamorous or prestigious activity. It will not abtomatically attreCt
talented and motivated people. No one person is likely, to have great

impact, the way creative a engineer or scientist who ddbighs computers

or studies DNA can. It will, take technology diffusion networks which
outlive their members to make this part Q$ the system function
effectively, but se OTA has outlined in its Staff Memorandum, a network
of loosely coupled centers, operating semi autonomously end charged with
development as well as liffusion of commercial' technologies, could pay

real dividends over thdrlonger term.

Such centers wouldsnead Federal funds on a continuing basis. This

is necessary to extend their time hoiizons beyond those of privet:
industry. If too heavily dependent on private dollare,'the centers will
inevitably emphasize work aimed at feletively short-term problems --
tendencies visible in projects undertaken by existing industry

consortia. These short-term perspectives contribute to the gaps in the

nation's technological infrastructure. This is not necessarily to
criticize industry; funcing decisions reflect the incentives and rewards

corporations face. To fill the gaps and extend R&D time ',horizons, the
Federal Government mightleed to provide on a continuing &mils perhaps

30 to 40 percent of the tel budget for technology centers.'.; This is a

Major point of difference with the Stevenson=Widler Act, which envisions
a network of centers that, as they mature, would become independent of

Figairal support. While attractive from the standpoint of the Federal
budget, such An ,fl nroach might not achieve its objeCives.

MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES

OTA's studies point to particular needs in mandiacturing. In the

future, computer-based systems will help us link design end development

more closely to production. At present, these activities tend to be

,a
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separate from one another, particularly in larger' companies 'and in mass
,production industries.

Integrating Design and Production

Little more than a hundred years ago, the technologies of most
manufacturing industries remained the province of craftsmen and
artisans. The people who designed tableware or steam engines or
bicycles also supervised their manufacture. A single person could, in
principle, design a product and build it -- or design a product and
detail the production methods for others to follow, perhaee-eeen design
the rolling mills, lathes, and.forging hammers needed. This s e person
might also be responsible for marketing.

Design and manufacturing could be linked in one man' head. As
late as the 1920s, Henry, Ford tried to operate this way. Yet Ford was a
throwback. With Mechanically-based technologies growl more complex,
and production scales expanding, the scone of operations quickly
exceeded the grasp of any one porton. A group, many of them now

developed the product -- b
acedemically-trained

an automobile, a sewing machine, one of
self-taught enginsers,now designed and

the now plastics. ,A separate group, many of them oleo engineers, laid
out the factories, specified the manufacturing operations, supervised
the growing numbers of production employees. Outside'auppliers often
built specialized machines and equipment. Integration became an
organizational rather than an individual task.

Today, we are seeing the re-int gration of design and production.
If one person can no longer hold in heir head and in their filing
cabidet till information needed for a in grated system of product
design, development, and manufacturing, the computer gives be a tool
that can, at least in theory, do something similar. Is thielmportant?
Very much so. Computer-based systems promise dramatic improv !bents in
efficiency, and hence in competitiveness. The firms, and'the nations,
that do the quickest and best job of Mastering OW new technology -- a
technology _quite unlike most existing. product or process technologies --
will find themselves atop.the global economic pyramid.

The Technology of Production Systems

The problems of organizing and maneging,a manufacturing company
differ from indu try to industry and firm to firm, but they are problems
of technology j as much as the development of dry etching proceprocesses.
for making sill on integjated circuits or the design of a new jetliner.
When analyzing Icompetitivaness, it is relatively easy to compare
discrete "pieces" of technology -- components and subsystems,
manufacturing equipment or and products. It is much more difficult to
Analyze the system as a whole. We can evaluate the products of.hmerican
companies -- chips, airplanes, machine tooli. We can comparem to
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the products of foreign indpstries end project tht codsetluences in term.

of future competitive trends. But neither. end products nor overall

corporate performance as measured by ctiforia such ae profitability ore

market share give s very full picture. Nevertheless, PTA's studies of

competitiveness demonstrate that the technology of production systems,
considered /Remotes., is just as important for competitive success as
product technologies or the mastery of Individual process steps.

An Scampie from the Semiconductor Industry

In microelectronic., product and process know-how are closely tied:

But there is more to their inter-relations than the ability simply to

make a chip. once it has been designed. Costs depend on yields -- the

friction of functional chip. produced. .Quality is related but distinct

-- a ptitistical measurs,of the extent to which the output of the

production process meets, specifications. Both yield and quality depend

on the design of.the chIpAts will cc control of the manufacturing

process.

As in many other industries, Japanese companies mede high quality
,(and high reliability) a central element in export strategies for

integrated circuits. (The full story can be found in OTA's repott

International Competitiveness in Electronics,) This stress on quality

helped Japanese companies penetrate U.S. markets for several kinds of

mimory"chips. By 1981, even the executives of many American
semiconductor firms were,willing to admit that their Japanese rivals

were. delivering fewer bad chips.

What dose it take to achieve high quality In the production of

Integrated circuits? Certainly it takes good manufacturing equipment.

At the time, Japanese semiconductor manufactufers purchased most of

their equipment from the same vendors that supplied the U.S. industry.

These vendors -- American companies making automatic circuit testers,
furnaces and etching systems, lithographic equipment -- sell all over

the world. In other words, the Japanese had no advantage in the

equipment on their factory floors.

The design of a product -- whether an integratet circuit or an

automobile --. also affects quality. Microelectronic devices can be

functionally identical yet differ in a multitude of design details.
These will influence yields, quality, reliability. For products of many

types, not just semiconductors, half or more of ell quality and
reliability problems can often be traced to the design and development
process rather than to manufacturing and quality control. 'Memory chips,

for instances are susceptible to "soft" or non-repeatable errors caused

by alpha particles emitted from trace-level impurities in the packaging.

While the alpha radiation cannot be eliminated, soft errors can be

reduced to tolerable levels through a variety of circuit, design

techniques. In at least some cases, Japanese companies implemented'
these techniques before American firms.

429
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All other. things equal -- the factory, its equipment, the product
design -- ,people determine quality. But more than eople as

'individuals, it is the system within which they work hat lakes the
difference -- not a new lesson, but. certainly. one uh Japanese
es iconductor industry has demonetvated

Pro ti Systems and Computers.

integrated production syite4 implies integrating design and
manerlaikuring. It aleo'implieb, or should imply, integretingspeople,
more effectiveli into manufacturing organizations. Both aspects --
successful integration of design and manufacturing, successful
integration of people and machines affect the competitiveness f
firms and industries. Both are vital for the fyture of tht
manufacturing sector the U.S. economy.

Therein nothing new in viewing manufacturing organisations as
integrated systems. By the late 1920., Ford's River Rouge plant was
operating with a high level of integration under ne roof. Modern
versions can be found in Toyota'a much - heralded proaeh, or
the vw Buick City complex going up in Flint.

What is Anew is the computer, with its potential for taking over thework now done by hundreds and thousands of people -- people whose job ithas been to keep the system functioning
more-or-less smoothly. These

are not all production workers, although direct labo hours per unit ofoutput in U.S. manufacturing will continue to drop.' Nevertheless,
people will keep on doing jobs that machines dannot perform as well --
whether in assembly, machine amt -up, inspection, maintenance or repair.
At the same time, large numbers of jobs associated with the logistic,and cqntrol of the production

process will disappear, indeed have
already disappeared.

Why is this nor Be muse in batch manufacturing half or more of the

i

tuCoate go toward managing the flow ofoduction, and perhaps three-
quarters of U.S. manufac ring consiifi of batch production (rather than
Mass ptoduction, as in a sulbmobile factory, orocontinuous processiag,as 6 iany chemical plan ). Computers will take over more and more. of
the.responsibility for logistics and contro

't

in factory production.

Al a system, even a simple factory is complex and messy At any
point in lime, a batch production shop will have a string of jobs inprocess. The lot sizes will differ, a ong with material re irements.
The shop will have another queue of jo waiting to enter t process
%flow. It will have a certain stock of roductionmuipment e.g.,
machine tools. The capabilities of man of these pieces o equipmentwill overlap. Those that can, in princl le, do the same j b will
nonetheless produCe parts that are quell titiValy different (a milled

.
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;surface ve sus that produced by a shsper or a surface grinder). Soma

michine 11 need mows highly skilled operators than others; some may
beAmarically-controlled, other manually,operated. Costs will differ

depending on the machines used. The shop can subcontract some of its

work -- and may have to for specialized operations (heat treatment,

plating, electron-beam welding). Add such factors as equipment

breakdowns and late deliveries of materials and supplies.' The result is

the factory es a systee -- except for the people. Add these, with their

_own behavioral characteristics, end we can begin to WI why the costs of

managing and controlling the process can exceed those for running the

machines and fabriCating'the products*

Given this messiness, it is much easier to''enalyze or manage

sub/Wens ..--,pieces of the whole, the smaller the better -- rather than
trying to work with the system as a whole. iliThis is the essence of

scientific management. Group technology an8441011ular manufacturing,
likewise, are attempts to'break down the production process into simple

and manageable entities.) But focusing on bite and pieces in isolation'

does not guarantee that the factory as a system will function well..
Indeed, moat factories do not function well, inany absolute sense.

Broadly speaking, management and control -- ensuring that equipment

is available and in good repair when scheduled for use, getting the

right information, now including programs for operating computerized
machinery, to shopfloor personnel when they need it, seeing that the

right materials, parts, tools, and eppplies are in the right place at

the right time -- were ofte task" for people. Foremen, Htockboye and

middle - managers, clerks and toolroom attendants, fork-lift operators and

expeditor., did this work. Computers can do many of these Jobs better

and cheaper.

Even so, when computers are designed into complex iystems,

performance seldom lives fully up to expectations. When heavily

'tressed, faced with unusual conditions, automated systems often fail in

unexpected ways, at which point the human operators must take over. In

fact, no such sydtem can function without people, particularly under

extreme conditions -- and even moririiifactorY environment, far more
unpredictable than a petroleum refinery or a powerplant. Not only are

people' indispensable to the operation of the system, but the system '

exists, fitter all, for the benefit of people% IntegrationPin the
contextlf manufacturing systems, 'hold therefore be viewed es the

intekretion of people end machine'. MUch more is involved in automated
manufacturing than the removal of people from the system, as I hope the
example from semiconductor production has made plain.' This point is
vital to.the future competitiveness of American industry, se well as to
future employment opportunities for the U.S. labor force.

'FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES .

4'
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4
OTA reports beginning with Technology.andSteel Industry

Competitiliagres, published in 1980, point to a eet of pro looms in

TheIndustry many of which can be traced to productio stems.

fhe United States has failed to aggressively support the technical base ,

for manufacturing, diffuse new developments to industry, and invest in

manuf Curing methods. Government RIND support has not only been low, tt
the equipment and human skills needed to implement new

has been spread piecemeal among agencies; defense agencies, in
`particular, concentrate on short-term RbD aimed at their immediate

needs. Industrial support has followed simILar patterns.

ProgramThe National Science Foundation's Production Resear Program will
spend $4.6 million in fiscal 1984. This Program accop a for at le)tst
half of NSF's total spending on.research related to manufacturing.
Among civilian agencies; the National Bureau of Standerds and the,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration also sponsor modest levels
of-manufacturing RAD. The civilian total aoes not reach $20 million pisr t

year. While the Department of Defense will spend well over $200 milli60
during 1984 for RbD related to manufacturing, much of this is mission-

onriented; a good deal goes towards exotid aerospace technologies with
limited applications in commercial industries.

.e As OTA has stressed in the past, priorities for commercially-
oriented R&D have been low in the Unite& States compared to nations
like Japan anii?Westpermanx. As the funding patterns outlined above

show, the nation's priorities for R&D in manufacturing have been low
even compared to other categories of commercial technology development.
The funding levels in,11.R. 4047 or H.R. 4415 would, during their first
year, double or triple Federal support from civilian sources for
manufacturing- related R&D.

Hardware and Software

Most of the Federal'Government's'peet and.present support for
manufacturing technologies hag gone toward the hardware problems of
making individual piece-parts rather than the software(problems of
system design and control. Hardware problems can be attacked through
relatively conventional technology development -- engineering research
into material behavior during defbrmation processing, improved
production equipmegt, product designs that ate.easier or cheaper to
make.

"Software problems demand a different class4pf response. They

involve pepple, organizations,* institutions. Mathematical modeling,.

quantification, experimentation .- all are moretqfficult, more
pxpenstve. /But often the greatest gains lie in finding workable
solutions to these messy and difficult problems.
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This is nt to say that hardware is unimportant. Today,
technologies for more-Or-less conventional metalworking -- casting,
forming, cutting, joining and fabricating -- remain foundations for much
of U.S. industry. Heat-treating cycleS.that minimize energy consumption
can cut production costs; eo can leaner, hence less expensive alloys, or
robots that waste leas of the paint they spray. In many cases,-
knowledge that wmpld help engineers improve even.euite conventional
proceasesdpi...lackbpg -- for exemple;edata on the plastic deformation

bhaviorlof common engineering alloys at cold- and warm-working
temperatures. Higher levels of Federal R&D funding, and a central focus
for Government auppoit, could raise prOrities for-Ieneric research
underlying many of the most .widely-used metalworking manufacturing
process.** M.R. 4047, Robotics and Automated Manufacturing Systems
Research and Education t of 1983, would have this effect to a limited
extent. H.R. 4415, the nufacturing Sciences and Technology Research
and Development Act of 198 , could exert a much more powerful stimUlue.
.Either bill, but particularly H. 4415, would help the long-run
competitive ability of U.S. firm engaged in metalworking' manufacturing.

In the future, newer production processes will have ler-reaching
impacts on productivity, and competitiveness. Some will be improvements
on relatively conventional technologies -- near net-shape processing,
liking automated machine tools liked to create flexible manufacturing,
systems, better methods for fabricating composite materials. New

,:processes will also be needed to take advantage of new materials 7- not
only composites, but ceramic' and monolithic polymers. Today, some of
these materials can be worked only at great expense. For others, usefulro
properties will depend on better process control; this is case for
structural ceramics, with their inherently brittle behavior. Practical
production processes for new materials would contribute directly to
advantages in international competition. Again, H.R. 4415, the broader
Of the Owo bilis, would be more likely to help U.S. industry achieve.
such outcomes.

Still, the greatest gains over the next/Ivo or three decades will
come from reorganizing the production system is a whole, whether or not
this is coupled with new hardware technologies. Computer-integrated

manufacturing has become the catch-phrase, sometimes seeming to imply
getting the people out of the system because they are elOppy,
unpredictable, inefficient. But as I pointed out above, it makes more
sense to view integrated production systems as integrating people and
machines. Improving the efficiency of such systems will take more than
user-friendly computer programs or well-designed instrument and control
panels, common data bases or far-flung management information systems.
.t will take a better sendOof hots to allocate tasks and responsibility
along people and their machines.

Current R&D Directions

4
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Most sanufacturing research focuses on-components and lubsystems

rot r than the production system as a whole. Thie is as true for
deve pments in master production scheduling as it is for R&D on robots.
While oth H.R. 4047 and 1.R. 4415 emphasize systems integration, they
might so even more strongly.

In t e United States, robotics research has centered on such
problems a manipulator design and control, Hanging, particularly vision
systems, an the design of end-effectorg (robot hands). We know little
about how to ntegrate robots into factory environments.beyond the
obvious -- replace a man or woman with a machine. This is one reason
moat robots have been installed in assembly line or loading/unloading'
applications. Hare the inherent flexibility of. the robot seldom comes

into play. Instead, the robot eerveg as a kind of universal machine,
often replacing special- purpose machines as in many spot-welding
installations. Of course, this will change as the technology progresses
dnd experleske accumulates. But even today, much of the R&D in robotics
-- as in getup technology or machining cells -- seems aimed at breaking
down and simplifying manufacturing. Relatively.liitle goes toward
learning to put these building blocks together.

OTA assessments indicate that research agendas in other countries
often place greater stress on system integration. This has been a major
thrust of joint goverment- industry R&D in Japan. In addition, the
leasing program run by JAROL (Japan Robot Leasing Company, Ltd.) seems
pointed in considerable measure at the need to learn to use robots.
Although both H.R. 4047 and H.R. 4415 stress applications of automated
production equipments they cou14 be strengthened by even greater
emphasis on applications and-dilfusion. A good deal of trial and error
is inevitable in learning processes such as these; Federal support could

help spread the, risks.

FURTHER COMMENTS ON H.R. 4047 AND H.R. 4415

Ae I trust my comments thus far have demonstrated, these bills
could be significant steps toward raising priorities in the United
States for manufacturing technologies. H.R. 4047 is the narrower of the
two, focusing largely on computer-integrated manufacturing. building,on
the framework,of the Stevenson-Wydler Act, the bill, would create a
relatively coherent program of R6D, education and training, and
technology transfer to the private sector. It etressea many of the
human factors and system integratioh aspects I've touch4d on above.
Relative to existing funding levels, H.R. 4047 would provide substantial
increasea.

The range of manufacturing technologies eligible for R&D funding

under U.K. A415 is considerably broader. In general, towever, the
mechanisms for support spelled out in H.R. 4047 appear preferable.

4 34,
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Under H.R. 4415, for example, the Secretary of Commerce, through the
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Productivity, Technology and
Innovation, would be given responsibility for grant funding of research
projects plus the option of establishing cooperative R&D programs. The
Department of Commerce, outside of the National Bureau of Standards,'Fias

' little expertise in technology and little experience in operating
competitive R&D programs. 41.R. 4047, in contrast, not only provides"for
an external program review board, but would give most of the funding
authority to the National Science Foundation. While we hhve
reservations concerning NSF's past support for technology development,
most of these concern priorities and funding levels. By raising

priorities for manufacturing' ithin NSF, H.R. 4047 would avoid at least
aome of these problems.

The beet prospects for strengthening the long-run competitivenaas
of U.S. manufacturing industries might come from combining the breadth
of H.R. 4415 with the implementation mechanisms in H.R. 4047. The
objective could be a etwork of technology devolopment and diffusion
centers, focused od manufacturing and following the Stevenson-Wydler
model, though eligible for continuing Federal funding. Most simply,
this could be accompliehed by incorporating the list of manufacturing
processes and methods which appears in Sec. 5 (a) of H.R. 4415 into H.R.
4047, with minimal changea otherwise to the latter.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It la too early to tell what coming generations of integrated
production systems will look like, how they will perform, in which
induatriea they will have their greatest impacts. It is not too early
to may that computerized design and production will profoundly affect 4

the nature of work, the structure of organizations, of the
international competitiveneaa of American inddstries.v)

In real time, changes in product design, n factory organization
and work methods, in labor productivity, may s em slow and incremental.
This has been the case, for instance, in color elevision manufacturing,
baldly noted for technological dynamism. Yet in the United States,
annual output per production worker went from 150 TVs in 1971 to 560 in
1981. Over this period, domestic output.doubled. The percentage of
value added in the United States fell, as more parte and.subaaaemblies
were imported. Domestic employment dropped by half. -- partly as a
result of automation, partly as a result of foreign value-added', partly
as a result of redesigned TVs with fewer parts and leas need for
assembly labor. The exempla is not atypical: only by looking at the
entire system can we grasp the full range of causes and conaequences of
technological change.

In many other industries, the changes to come will be greater.
Given n world economy with a huge excess of labor, mostly in leseer-

4
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developed Countries wilth low wage* and living standards, the United
States has no o ion but to rely on its technological resources.toA,0
remain competitive a will have.to do this while finding ways to meet
people's desires for satisfying work and the living standards that
Americans now expect. In the end, our society may nd itself inventing
new kJ. a

A
of production systems not only In the n e of efficiency but,

' to p give structure add satisfaction to people'. lives. .

,.

Iswo or three decades from now, looking bac , we will e that the
changes in our manufacturing sector have in 'tq al, been sweeping, that
our etbnomy Ilea been transformed. The.factor of the future will be
visible only with htndeight. Such is the context within which H.R. 4047
and H.R. 4415 should be viewed.
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Attachment

Excerpts fro!, ndin s, pages 5-11, in "Development-and Diffusion of

Commercial Te nologies: Should the Federal Government Redefine Its

Role?" Staff orandum, Industry, Technology,.and Employment Program,

0 fice of Technology Assessment, March 1984.

Thir,ExistingkSyetem

f. When Governmentge the end user of new technology, asis the case
for militaiy systems, Federal support for R&D is relatively

straightforward. When the primary objective is commercial technology
development, thq Federal Government has a relatively narrow range of

experience to draw on -- such of it less than successful and a

limited array of institutione and mechanisms.

2. The United Staten remains without peer when it comes to.ecience;
despite the etrong emphasis., on military R&D sponsored by Government, flew

signs pint to any need Foy major Change or institutional innovation et.

the basic research end of the R&D spectrum. Even so, basic research:

that would support the international competitiveness of U.S. Andustriell.

ran in from steel to automobiles to. electronics has someti es been.':.

ticking.

3% The hundreds of lAoratories operated and/or funded by the Federal,

Government comprise a vital resource for scientific research and for the

development of defensq-related technologies. Even so, the National

laboratories are unlikely to 011y more than a marginal role in the .;

development and diffusion of commercial technologies. This hes not been

their mission; attempts to'reorient their activities would be unlikely

to have more than limited success.

.4. In contrast to military R&D, where GoVernment is the cuitomer,
direct involvement of the Federal Government in the deVelopmet of
commercial products and processee has not in the past fit comfortably

into the U.S. political and economic system.. A greatet degree of such

involvement might evolve over time from an approach emphasizing generic,
pre-competitiVe technology development. However, this need not'be an

objective.

Commercial Techn

1. Many American companiee, large and small,have ample resources and
know-how to exploit techublogied developed internally oratquired from

other sources. Any additional support provided by the Federal
.Government would-be Useful to such companies, but is notAqtal.
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" '2. Although many "high-technology" enterprises, along with firms in

more traditional in btries, can learn what they need to know, other

41
American companies indeed, the vast majority -- are far from self-
sufficient.'They 1 ck critical pieces lof the technical puzzles they

1 , must solve. .

3. Relpi6g American'firms acquire and make live of technology, newly

developed,or existing,'could create new jobs and benefit the

international competitiveness of U.S. industry.

. 4. Domestic Companies could benefit from improved mechanisms for the
diffusion of technology within the United States. They could also
Wriefit from programs aimed at development of generic technologievwith
broad commercial relevance.

5. Initiatives in the private sector demonstrate the need for nev

approaches to pre-competitive RAD'even among the leaders of high -
technology industries. When such initiatives are funded, planned, and
conducted entirely by private firms, their time horizons will not differ
much from those for R&D within the companies themselves. Participation
by the,Fedgral Government couldextend,these time horizonsto projects
with longer payback periods.

The Federal Role in Developmedt and Diffusion of Commercial

Technologies
e e.

I. The Government's past attempts to develop and diffuse Commercial
technologies should be regarded largely as experiments -- some .
successful, some not. Importpnt lessons can be learned from failures
and pa'rtial failures as well as successea. A'continuation of. the

experimental approach, one in which mistakes are both permiesabli and
inexpensive, may be desirable.

. 2. Mechanisms for the development and diffusion of commercial
technologies work better when flexible and decentralized. Many States
already operate technologyextension sprvices, some much more highly
developed than others. emphasizing locaf initiatives can'spaid responie
to the needs of firms and industries in a.given Stite or region.

3. Technologles'are transferred and diffused largely by people.
Technical reports,'patents or licenses, conferences can all be
important, but are generally only starting points. deral support for
commercial technology development anddiffusion dTght therefore focus on
building networks of techntcally trained.pe4&e. The Federal role might,

encompass the following:

a) Providing on a cdntinuilig bests fundi to the States earmarked for

technology diffusion -- e.g., fothtechnology extension eetli'es.
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b) Funding, again one continuing basis, for centers with missions
encompassing bot4 development and diffusion of commercially- oriented
technologies.

*
c) The approach'should be one of experimsmtation and a4aptive learninglix3

to find mechanisms Shot function effectively. Some centers could be 1
organized on a technology specific' basis. Others could be organized on

an indmstrylspecific basis.
o
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Mr. WMAIREN. Thank lieu very much, Dr. Alic.
You know, I just wanted to focus on, in your conclusion you're

talking about the color-television manufacturing effort and you're
saying that output per production worker went up substantially -
and domestic output doubled, but the percentage of value added in
the United States fell and domestic employment dropped by half. Is
that inconsistent, for output ,,to double but domestic employment
drop by half? I suppose that's the leverage of automated manufac-
turing at that point. Is that right?

ADr. Am. That's right, Mr. Chairman. That is an illustration of
the need to, look at the system as a whole because in fact output
did double, employment in the industry was cut in half, but there
w multiple causes. Among those causes were greater use of im-
pfflied components and subassembliies, circuit board in the TV's
which came from overseas; redesign of the television sets so that
they had far fewer parts, in many cases half as many part4 in 1981
as in 1971, and of course it takes less labor, to assemble the set; and
automation. All those things together gave us rising productivity,
Jproductivity that rose fast enough so that even though output went
up, employment' could be cut back, and of course that was driven
by competitive pressure from the Japanese and other foreign man-
ufacturers of4elevisions. That is not untypical of manufacturing in-
dustries, and I think we can expect more of that in the future. So
even though output is going up, our economy is expanding, produc-
tivity must increase if we ate to, meet foreign competition, and the
result. can be labor content drops and the job opportunities in the
industry are reduced along with that even though expansion is
taking place. It's a very serious dilemma.

Mr. WALGREN. Mr. MacKay'?
Mr. MACKAY. I can't figure out whether your paper and testimo-

ny is consistent with that of Dr. Rosenstein or whether it is incon-.

sisten.i. Is it just that he has taken a longer perspective than you?
Do you agree with what he said or disagree?

Dr. Am. I couldn't comment on his projection of 8.7 percent of
'the labor force being in manufacturing at the end of the century, I
think, without seeing the analysis on which that's based.

Mr. MACKAY. Dr.. Drucker projects a lower percentage than that
but uses a slightly longer`tfmeframe. He says 5 percent by theyear--
pDr.

Am c. ,Yes. Well, frankly, Mr. MacKay, I have seen many of
hose proje...ctions`myself, and I regard many of them as back-of-the-

/10 envelope calculations. The manufacturing labor force in. fact, as I
am, sure you know, has been relatively stable over the last couple
of decades. It hasn't been going up but it hasn't really been going
down that rapidly either. There has been a lot of readjustment
within it and the growth hasbeen elsewhere in our labor market.
The potential is there for substantial displacement and for replace-
ment of many people with robots. With computers and other appli-
cations many white-collar jobs will disappear. If we look, for exam-
ple, at the revitalization. of Chrysler.Corp.,,we see that many, many
supervisory, middle management, clericaiv.mployees are gone. It's
not only the production work force; it verybody. That's' what
competitive pressure does. It cuts across the board.
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I think we have h lot of real adjustment problems. I don't think
it makes a great deal of difference whether it'14,5 percent or 8.7 per-
cent or whether we're, going II stay at 17 or 20 percept. I think
that the need is for meChanisni which will simultaneously help us
to maintain our competitiveness In a very volatile and rapidly
changing world economy, and simultaneously adjust internally to
the stresses ikad strains that go along with that.

Mr. MACKAY. All right. Then let me go different question.
On page 3 of your testimony you have underlined;

American industry now competes in n new inteynational environment, a world
where technology is widely available and.can tnove easily and quickly across nation-
al boundaries Ot,her governments have recognized the importance of commercial
technologies and design programs, often as part of more comprehensive industrial
policies to strengthen the technical resources available to domestic firms. As yet,
the Unitedi;itatem has not done HO.

Dr. Rosenstein also said that the thing we're failing to recognize
is that technology can move across national boundaries as rapidly
as capital, and he brtsically was saying there is a new dimension in
it now. Does that render obsolete our way of thinking about .tech-
nology'? Ile was suggesting that it does.

Dr. Al.w. I believe that, more than that, it has been one of the
forces rendering obsolete our ways of thinking about trade policy.
We have tended in the past to look at trade policy as separate from
domestic economic policy and science and technology as something
still diffrrent. Companies today trade technology, sell technology,
with their rivals and competitors when it's to their advantage.
That's the way in which international business is evolving. Compa-
nies will cooperate in some markets; they Will compete in hers.

The. re are more than 70 technology exchange agreements ithin
the do en or so firms in the world automobile industry toda , and .

of coiiC'se we read about that almost every day, in the paper now.
The -same thing is happening in electronics. ft "Will-probably be hap-
pening laindustries like machine tools.

I see thatk'aS part of the environment within which a policy that
would, support the development of manufacturing technologies
twoulOve to function. That is a reality: I agree with the several
,VeoplAothi.k.,morning who have said that the only way to compete ine
if Warldlike.4his is to run just as fast as you can to stay ahead, I
think t4lat's absolutely correct. That's what we have to do.
..M11.10.1.<KAY. Your other conclusion was that if we allow or -re-
ittlitiki.O.iVflOgy development to remain the soh, responsibility of
the PliVate'4ctor, that that's going to force technology) develop-
inerit-Atto short timeframe kinds of projects. e
'IY. . i.40/4fes, I think that, that is the case. It has been the, case,

Await ..Car emphasize I don't. mean by that to criticake corporate
noinaW.40.4.Ftt I'm not of the school that thinks we canlblame man-
age ri, for tliti.4plight of American industry.

C.

.

M . 11/1Av.kii,i,,, They have got the sank problem we have go.N.
/11W(:. -Yes. Yes, they have, exactly.

Mr. 'AriKim They are forced into a short timerrame just as
Congre.4i44. AKreed into it short timelrame,

Dr. Arto,Nes, they are.
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Mr. MACKAY, And the accountability measures don't allow you
to talk "about timeframes beyond a quarterly report or the next
election.

Dr. Amc. Yes, I agree completely, and I see one of the very valu-
able functions of bills like these before this subcommittee as ex-
tending those time horizons, and that is why I have suggested or
()TA has suggested that there is a place for permanent Federal
funding in the development of commercial technologies. That is to
extend the time horizons. I don't think that Government -should
put in all the money. I think they should put in some fraction of
the money. I think that that's necessary for stability as well, an- .

other point that has come up in several other .witnesses' comments
this morning, the need for stability and consistency and commit-
ment by the Federal Government.

Mr. MAcKnv. Thank you.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. MacKay.
Well, we do appreciate your contribution to the hearing record

and your being available to the committee.
'That concludes today's hearings, and I' want to express my appre-

ciation ,to both the witnesses and to Mr. MacKay for his interest in
this subject.

IWhereupon, at l2:S2 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-
vene at the call of the Chair.I
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FEDERAL ORGANIZATION FOR
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION

THURSDAY, JUNE 14, 1984

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE!) RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, puliant to notice, at 9;311a.m., in room
2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Doug Wa lgren (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Walgren, Brown, MacKay, Lundine,
Gregg, Boahlert, and Skeen.

Also present: Hon. Marilyn Lloyd.
Mr. WWLGREN. The subcommittee will please come to order.
Today is the fourth and final day of subcommittee hearings on

the general subject of Federal Organization for Technological Inno-
vation.

This morning we will hear witnesses' comments on the manufac-
turing and robotics legislation which was raised at yesterday's
hearing, particularly H.R. 4416 and H.R. 4047. We also have before
us legislative proposals to establish alzederal Technology Founda-
tion which was also discussed at earliek hearings.

The basic question facing the Committee and the Congress is
whether there is a role for the Federal' Government in technplogy
development. We have heard a wide range of viewt on this subject,
ranging from the position the Government phould remain en-
tirely passive to the view hat a Federal Technology Foundation Is
needed with comprehensive responsibilities for at least 'generic
technology development.

We area especially pleased to have with us this morning Senator
Slade Gorton, the principal sponsor °AS. 1286, entitled the Manu-
facturing Sciences anti Tgchnology Research and Development ACt
of 1984, which is the Seilate counterpart of HA 44146, supported
yesterday by Mr. Fuqua. I would certainly like to welcome the wit-
nesses today, and particularly Senator Gorton. We appreciate your
corning over and spending a little time with us. Your, legislation is
of real interest to us. I come from the Pittsburgh area, and the
Lord knows we need help.

So, wel me to the committee. Please proceed to make whatever
points you eel. you would like to make.. We look forward to a con-
tinuing in lvement with you in the discussion surrounding this
legislati .

[The pared opening remarks of Mr. Walgren follOvvj

1
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'Today is the fourth and final day of Subcommittee hearings on the Subject Veda.
eral Organimition for Technological Innovation."

This morning we will continue to review the manulecturing tied Robotics legisla-
tion discussed at' yesterday's hearing, namely, H.R. 4415 and 1I.R. 4047, and also
review sonic of the lektilutive proppsnls to establish a federal technology foundation

' discussed at the earlier hearings.
The basic question facing the Committee and the Congress is whether there is a

role ler the Federal Government in technology development-We have heard a wide
spectrum of views fin this issue, ranging from the position that' the Government
should remain entirely passive in this area, to the view that a federal technology
Foundation in needed with comprehensive responsibilities for generic technology de-
velopment across the board.

We arc especially pleased to have with us this morning, Senator Slade Gorton, the
principal sponsor of Si. 1280 the Manufacturing-Science and Technology Research
and Development Act of 1984, which is the Senate counterpart of H.R. 4415, intro-
duced by Mr. Fuqua.

I would like to welcome all our distinguiShed witnesses.

STATEMENT OF HON. SLAI)K GORTON, A II,S. SENATOR FROM
TII14.1 STATE OF WASHINGTON

Senator GoicroN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you
for your most gracious welcome and kind words.

I am delighted to have this opportunity to comment on H.R.
4415, a bill to establish research and developnient for improved
manufacturing technologies. As you know and have already stated,
its companion, S. 1286, passed the senate last week.

i would also like to indicate' how impressed I am with the very
thorough way in which your subcommittee is examining the whole
series of initiatives in this field, because this field, as you have
pointed out, is so important, not just to areas like you have grown
up in, but to all parts oc the United States and to the future of our
economy.

I know that you are aware of the factors which prompted the in-
troducion of these bills, which will provide Federal matching
funds" to indudtry, universities, States local governments,
which are interested in pursuing researc and advancing manufac-
duringduring meth s as one means, one of many, of building our techno-
logical base, increasing our trained pool of engineers and scientists,
and strengthening our universities. Let me set out, nevertheless, a
few facts which the Senate Commerce ComMittee and, most par-
ticularly, my Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space
found persuasive.

.. First, in 1981; manufacturing provided nearly a quarter of °yr
national income. It accounted for more than one-fifth of all of our
jobs, and it produced $154 billion in goods for export. Second, in the
past 4 years, employment in manufacturin

g_bas
dropped each year,

from 21 million jobs in 1979 to 18 milli( in 1983 due t9 foreign
imports capturing as much as 9 percent of the domestic niarket for
puumfactured goods, for example, last year. Third, in fact, the
'United States had a negative balance of trade in manufacturing
goods exceeding $:3 billion last year. Fourth, one reason for this
stiff foreign competition and the apparent inability of U.S. manu-
facturers to meet. that competition is obsoldscent manufacturing.
methods and pfocestieg. In fact, more than one-third of the Varm-
facturing equipments used by U.S, industry is 20 or more yqtffs old,
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the highest percentage of old equipment for any major, industrial-
ized nation.

Further, to compliCate the problem, our nation's universities, tra-
ditionally a major source of scientific and technological innovation,.
are far less involved in manufacturing than in other fields of engi-
neering. This has been a divorce which has been long in the
making and one of which we are reaping the bitter fruits now.
were able to identify only half a dozen universities with strong re;

---search-and training programs in manufacturing engineering, a
narrow base indeed for the extent of technological innovations
needed to remain competitive.

Obyjously, there are many elements in the effort to remain com-
petitive, including the education and training of engineers; techni-
cians, and skilled workers, and a strong technological base. The ef-
forts of the Federal Government, of universal's, and industry to
enhance our manufacturing technologies and to train the associat-
ed skilled workforce have been. limited and fragmented.

A There is a second problem and it may be no less urgentAn
recent years, manufacturing technologies have advanged through
introduction of technological innovations such as the 'use of com-
puter assisted design and itanufacturing, automated materials
handling systems, automated storage and retrieval systems, and
automated sensing and testing systems. Yet, U.S. industries 'have
been comparatively slow in adopting these innovations. It is critical
to stimulate the research of more efficient manufacturing technol-
ogies, but it is also critical to encourage greater utilization of those
technologies when they are available.

I believe this issue to be very important and often osieklooked
when universities and their role are discussed. It is not only a ques-
tion of advancing the scientific and technical capabilities of our
manufacturing industry, but also of having these technologies in-
corporated into our daily economic lives. This technology transfer
is as important as creating new developments. It operationalizes
and gives life to research findings. As a result, H.R. 4415 and S.
1286 have a two-tiered approach, research and utilization of re-

.search.
These bills provide support foi fundamental new knowledge to

underlie further advances in the field, cooperative fuqding for
more applied work which preceeds commercialization, and experi-
mental activities which focus on the human dimension of increased
automation. These elements are appropriately backed up by an
evaluative function and an external advisory committee.

One particular provision of these bills, the Centers for Manufac-
turing Research and Technology Utilization, are 4 hallmark"of the
legislatibn. In many cases, industry has the machinery and equip-
ment and the knowledge of what it 'needs in technology develop-
ment. At the same time, universities have the expertise, education.
al qualificationi, and technical ,breadth not cOmmqn to industry,
but they may lack the physical resources. Ceetainly, where these
conditiefim exist, there is an opportunity for a symbiotic relation-,
ship of berlefit to all. In addition,' the centers offer the opportunity'
to expose nature young engineers to the importance of manufactur-
ing engineering, traditionally a discipline less sought after within
the engineering field than many others.
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One final point which I would like to stress about H.R. 4415 and
S. 1286, because it 'was emphasized to me at our 5 days of hearings
across the Nation. When we speak of advanced manufacturing
methods, we are not just talking about high-tech industries. The
older, established industries to which you referred, Mr. Chairman,
are frequently overlooked during discussions.of the development of
more sophisticated manufacturing techniques and devices. Howev-
er, the survival of many established industries is dependent on the
development, application, and implementation of state-okhe-art
production technology. These industries must utilize the most
modern equipmeQt in order to survive in today's fiercely competi-
tive internationat markets.

Members of the subcommittee, I believe that a critical aspect of
the international economic position of the United States is its capa-
bility to maintain its leadership in manufacturing. .H wever, to
maintain that leadership, the United States must incr Ilse its sci-
entific base for manufacturing technologies. H.R. 4.4 and S. 1286
address this' issue and offer one approach tq maintaining U.S. lead-
ership in manufacturing.

I would like to thank you for this opportunity to discuss these
important bills with you and would answer any question or provide
any assistance which may be possible for me to do.

Mr. WAIAIREN. Thank you very much, Senator Gorton.
My .history or my involvement in this area doesn't go back that

.far. When I came to the Science and Technology Committee, they
were well down the road on the SteVenson-Wydler Act;at) act, as
you know, that was almost unanimously supported ill the Congress.
I am trying to remember what it passed the House by, but there
surely wasn't much controversy. I am sure the same was true on
the Senate side. Yet, nothing seems to happen. There has been no
funding of that act, in general, particularly of the centers which
were designed to encourage some of the things that your universi-
ty-industry centers would do.

May I ask what is your view of the reasons we run into so much
resistance in this area? What is blocking us? .

Senator GORTON. That is a very good question, Mr. Chairman.
Some of it, obviousl* originates outside of the Congress, simply a
combination of inertia and desperate attempt to find ways in which
to reduce budget deficits which, generally speaking, means there is
an intense amount of opposition to funding any new kinds of pro-
grams.

Part of it, it seems to me, lies within the Congress itself, and the
immense gulf between the potiitions which you anitI hold working
on the future, working on thtauthorization of programs Which we
feel necessary, but doing so ea way in which our companions who
hold the purse string dfice we have produced sotnething of sub-
stance, play n significant role in. Maybe to a certain extent some
of the fault lies with us, because we go through these hearings
where la work very diligently on these problems. We triumph and
*celebraa when we get a law passed and signed, and then Wo, .sit
hack without doing as much as we ought to to skie to it that -they
are, in fact, funded,

I might note that the administration is supporting a new set of
engineering, National Science Foundation engineering , centers

0
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which are really Oho similar to those which are proposed in this
bill. It may very well be that if we are able to authorize these, we

. can get the support ha which we have not been accustomed irom
outside. of the Congress for actually seeing to it that what are, after
all, still abstract teas when they are authorized become realitx by
being funded.

Mr.WAIAMEN. It does seem so sad, at least from a notional inter-
est standpoint, that we seem to be unable to react unless we really
are on the verge of a real catastrophe of some kind. I know the en-
gineering %enters that the National Science Foundation is support-
ing at this point have really come about only because the engineer-
ing community was about to walk out of the Foundation or try to
say that they felt so neglected in the overall scheme of things and
the decisionmaking structure of the foundation that they felt that
the engineering side was simply dying on.the vine.

Senator GORTON. On reflection, you are absolutely right. We
need to try, and they need to try as well, to build some outside con-
stituencies for working on these programs to show more interest in
them and more willingness to lobby for them than has been the
case in the past.

Mr. WALC;REN. Do you have any perspectives on how much of
this balance of trade, the worsening balance of trade in manufac-
turing goods, is related to what may be a relatively short-term ab
normal strength of the dollar versus long-term decline in ourcom-
petitiveness?

Senator GoirroN. That is a magnificently appropriate question,
Mr. Chairman. At 10:30, I.om to be back on.,my own side of the
Capitol with the senior Senator from your State at a hearing which
is entitled "Oversight on Effect oil the High Value of the Dollar."
It is rather interesting that you would. bring that1question up at
this point.

However, the answer .is obviously, when we look at the kinds of
trade deficit with which we 'are faced today and even at some of
the figures which I cited in my formal testimony, there mite what
we fervently' hope to be major short-range factors which irripaet on
them. The most significant of these is the high value of the dollar
which, of course, is related to high interest rates which, in turn, is
related to the huge budget deficits which we are running.

In addition to that, some of the problem is created by Third
World or even second-world debt to us and demands by internation-
al banking organizations that they ehhance their exporting abili-
ties and cut back on imports. Nevertheless, having said 'that per-
haps in a strict dollar point of liew that that may be the most im-
portant single factor in our tremendous adverse balance of trade
today, the challenges which we are discussing here from a song-
range point of view may even be greater. We have seen so many
nations in this world which were at the leading, cutting edge of
technology sit back and not work to keep ahead, not work to keep
at that cutting edge, causea divorce between the acticlemic world
and the government and the private,sector and find themselves on
a tread mill that they simply can't get off.

I suspect, Mr. Chairman, that you arid members or the committee
4 have read some of the series of .articles that have appeared very

recently in the Washington Post, about Western Europe and about,
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exactly the problems it has in that 'respect and about its envy of
our technological capabilities and willingness to do things. Well, I
think in many respects those articles overstated how innovative we
are, but it does show that we respect innovation. It does show that
we have tried to support it, and it is much easiest to meet thqrsb-
challenges when they are relatively minor in -comparison with
Western Europe bx engaging in the kind oYinitiatiyes we are talk-
ing about here thali it is to get ourselves into the situation of Great
Britain or even West Germany or France and try to recover when
you are reallyon the downhill slope. It is one of the reasons that
this set of hearings and the sort of things we are talking about are
so' important.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, having a Senator here, I can't resist telling
you my favorite little. anecdote in this area and to encourage you,
in those parts of your bill in whii.mh you evaluate in some sense the
social impact of these changes. Someone once said that the only
time that we went through similar changes in our economy was
when we brought the tractor onto the farm and the major shift of
our population went from the farms to the cities. At the same time
that they did that, no one stopped to ask how many unemployed
horses there were. I really think that as we go through this change
I hope that at every point along the line, people like yourself and

mothers on this side will take full account of that. Although we are
Very proud of the increased productivity on the! farms, the major
social problems that have threatened our country's well being and
taken the lives of a number of people have been the social prob-
lems that arose in the 'center cities of the country which are large-
ly the disregarded product of not thinking about the results of that
social change.

I know that when-we try to raise children now, I look back and
ask myself if we had handled that change a little better, and asked
about its social impact, and then taken care of some of the social
impacts, maybe my children would not be as threatened by some of
the dangers of growing up in our time.

Senator GORTON. You are entirely correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WA1A ;REN. So, I really want to encourage you to think of

that dimensioh, too.
I want to recognize my colleagues and ask Mr. Lundine to take

the chair, if he would, by prior arrangement, and recognize Mr.
Brown for discussion.

Mr. BROWN. Senators it is a genuine pleasure to have you here
this morning and to have your legislation before us. 4 say that be-
cause I think you know this committee has been interested tp this
subject for 10 years or" more. As the chairman indicated, we have
wrestled with the best way to proceed to develop some sort of
action in this area, going back to the passage of tlap-Stevenson-
Wydler Act.' Both I and other members of the glibcommittee
worked with Senator Stevenson, who was your predecessor and
chairman of the subcommittee on this and similar kinds of issues.
We seem to have run into somewhat of a logjam. I don't think it is
too difficult ,to perceive some-4 tjte reasons ihr it. We really are
operating hire in a hazy area of w at is the proper role of the Fed-
eral Government. Obviously, this administration wants to be very
cautious in moving into this area.
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I think it is true'that if they had wished to move aggressively,
they could have implemented the Stevenson-Wydler Act and ac-
complished most of what yout bill proposes, but that again means.
endorsing a broader concept than I think they wanted to endorse.

I perceive this bill that you have so carefully constructed here as
being sort of a demonstration_ which will allow us to explore the
proper role of the Federal Government in this very delicate, prob-
lem of how we maintain our economic competitiveness in the world
market which is the broader problem that is facing us here. I think
,that your initiative, the action that the Senate has taken in ss-
ing this, is an extremely hopeful sign. I wanted to indicate et to
you. I think, unless we run into some paOtisan jealousies s.me-
thing of the sort, that the House should ank1.1 hope will prompt-
ly to pass this bill. I would like to suggest' that it wo o be appro-
priate to title it as the Gorton-Fuqua Actin recognit on of the two
lead sponsors, and that we consider it as a prototype or a demon-
stration of how we can most effectively accombhsh the job that
needs to be done without intruding into domains thpt we shouldn't
get into. .

Let me say to you, and I will ask you to respond to this,II don't
think the primary problein is going to be getting the legislation

t passed. I think the primary problem will be getting the Secretary
and the executive level to agree that this is a useful initiative.

Let rge give you an illustration of the problem there. The admin-
istration is supporting, in the Department of Agriculture, a new
scientific initiative, a bfotechnology prograni, requesting $20 mil-
lion for ne4t year, considerably larger than you are requesting for
this Lictremely important initiative. However, they are justifying it
becaUse it is basic research. This is applied research, and the
boundary line between the two is the area of difference.

In the biotechnology initiative, the results are likely to Ile some-
what the same as you are proposing for manufacturing. Today, the
time lag between the development of a new biotechnology and its
application in the field can be measured in months. There is no
Ion er a clear distinction between the applied and the basic re-
se rah in this particular area. It woulfl take longer, because f the
co4riplexity of the problem, to actually get into the industry so e of
the things that we would learn in .this applied research project hat
you are proposing. So, the time lag cannot be the distinguish' g
feature, and there are other kinds of similar problems.

What I am suggesting to you is that this Administration, which
has been .so dedicated in its support.of basic research as the new
biotechnology initiative illustrates, needs to have its thinking sensi-
tkied a little bit as to where the boundaries are here and what is
the appropriate role. For thatipurpose, ydu are in A key position to
carry to the Secretary and to the leaders in the. administration this
concept that this is an appropriate boundary that you are'drawing
and it ought to be explored.

Would you care to react to that?
Senator ConrroN. Thank you very much, Mr, Brown. First, I want

to HA y that I strong! suspect that you are right that securing the
passage of a bill Of t is nature Is going to be the easier half of the
tnsk of actually brin ing it into fruition and seeing to it that some-
thing tangible happens. I 'think you have also put, your finger on

t
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both one of the reasons for the bill and one of the reasons that this
implementation may be rather difficult.

It is that it is so easy and so attractive and so with it in today's
society with today's attitudes to deal with subjects like biotechnol
ogy. Anything that even has a high tech sound to it meets with a
great deal of favor. Yet, one of the reasons we introduced this bill
for manufacturing technologies was that it didn't have all of that
romance behind .it. While manufacturing technologies are very
clearly what has built the United States to the point which it has
reached today, it not only is it something of a stepchild' of the Fed-
eral Government, but perhaps more importantly, from the perepec-

,tive:of this bill, it is a stepchild of the academic community as well.
The hope that we could, with a modest Federal role, bring more
closely together the academic community ansj the manufacturing
community in this country to retain and regain the leadership
which we have had is the basic motivation behind the drive for this
bill.

It isn't going to be easy to sell the next step to the administra-
tion. All of you are very well aware of the fact that even if we pass
it and authorize something for it, nothing is going to happen until
we persuade our colleagues and the administration actually to fund
it. However, it is an important goal, and I thank you for your com-
plimentary remarks.

Mr. BROWN. Let me comment a little bit further. The task might
not be as difficult as it appears if we get the right people to sit
down and look at the right agenda. I say this because the Adminis-
tration knowingly or unknowingly, already are supporting some
initiatives in this area. For example, the National Bureau of Stand-
ards has a center for automated manufacturing t c I a l logy. They
are proceeding within their own mandate to enco, rage and facili-
tate some developments witin the industry. Likewis , the National
Science Foundation is supporting some applied research in this
field*

W at your bill does is give it a focus, a libility, and make it .,

clear that this is a national priority whichMs not the case with
these rather low-level activities that are goiug on at the present \
time. However, the difference is not ne of stibstantial policy con-
cern. It is one of 'level and vieibilit more than anythttig else. I
think if the leaders in the administra on become aware of this and
the stature that this could contribute to our national posture, they
might be willing to treat it as their response to some of this pres-
sure to have a national industrial policy.

Our initiatives over here have suffered from,bling too grandiose,
in most cases, because Democrats tend to feel that the role of the
Federal Government is to save the world. The Republicans are

. more circumspect an&probably are better based in trying to move
more slowly in doing that. I think thia is a real opportunity and I
commend you for it

Senator GORTON. I think I can do well not to respond to ur last
statement. [Laughter. [

Mr. LUNDINE. I ask unonimous consent that the gentlema be al-
* lowed to revise and extend his remarks. [Lughter.] 't

I must say, Senator, that while I shareme of my friend and
distinguished colleague's points of view, I am a bit more skeptical
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thigi heir. The height' of my skepticism has to do with where you
Meet flip responsibility Ibr this function to lie in your bill. We
passed the StevensonWydler Act and congratulated ourselyes and
rubbed our hands together and said we solved that problem. We
would go on io otiher things, but not one single thing has happened.
It is lodged in the Department of Commerce. They have been actu-
ally, by that law, mandafetko establish manufacturing technology
centers. They have not done SO:,

If we pass your. bill, what leads you to, think that -they will .go
ahead and do anything more than .thay hiive done with Stevenson-
Wydler?

Senator GoirroN. Mr. Chairman, I have no preemptive answer to
, that queStion by any stretch of the imagination. I hope that the

Secretary would do so. We have tried to work with the administra-
tion in putting this bill together and hearing from them with their
testimony befbre the Senate on it, That is not to say by any stretch
of the imagination that this is an initiative of the Secretary of
Commerce or of the Administration as a whole. Perhaps the htate-
merit which Mr. Broym made may be the best answer and provide
the best hope. This is, for all my pride of authorship, a modest ini-
tiative. It is not the roadScale, by any means. It is focused sin one
parti5ular field.,It certainly is my great hope that it will do some
'good.q will use such influence.as I' have, if the bill passe not only
to see to it that there is an appropriation for it but to see to it that
it i:4 carried out by the administration and by the Secretary o-f
Comnic:rce. I can't give you any guarantees on that, but it .re-
sents, in one sense, after the Stevenson bill, a second or peril', is
even beyond that, a reiteration of Congress of its 'interest in t\T
field. It may have some value just in that sense alone.

Mr. LUNDIN,E. It just occured to we, have you discussed it with
anyone who is involved in the President's Commission on Industri-
al Competitiveness? Maybe if they would recommend this limited,
modest ,approach, that would be helpful.

Senator GowroN. We have had staff' to-staff meetings on that and
-have discussed it. at that level.

Mr. LuNDINE. Mr. Gregg?
Mr. gamo. Thank you. Welcome; Senator, to the committee. -I

.1-lave always been *n admirer of the Senator's, and I appreciate his
comiug.to testify on the bill which seems to me to have some signif-
icaninierit to it. I have some of the problems which Mr. Lundine
mentioned. I think NSF' is probably a more logical place to fitruc-
t,Ure this entity. I think we would probably get more attention and
it would probably be more effectively carried forward than setting
it up separately or even putting it in Commerce. That would be my
only comment.

It also seems that the chairman, who is not here today, is from
Dartmouth. I notice the sponsor is from Dartmouth, and the Ap-
propriation C(bnimittee chairman is from Dartmouth. I happen to
represent Dartmouth. It may be a logical place for this center to be
placed.

Other than that, I congratulate the Senator for coming. Thank.
you, Sentor.

Senator GotcroN. Thank you very much.

.Mr.
litrsiw. Mr. Skeen?

L
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Mr: SKEIN. I hilV(' no direct quespons. I, too, want to add my wel-
come to the Senator. Ile has to put up with my Senator on the
Budget: Committee, I see, so you wand Domenici make a pretty good
pair oLer'there. I do appreciate your interest in this problem., I
have been a little amused at some of the comments here today. We' .

.need to become very nonpartisan, I think, when you are dealing..
with this kind of issue. It has been an ongoing ope v e r dries my
experitmce in Congress, which has been very short, but It is one
that I think deserves the kind of attention that we get both from
the House and from the _ienate. I Y{,ant to commend you oR your
approach, Senator.

Senator Gorrrot4. Thank you. As you know; your experiMieeand
my experience have been identical in length at. this point,thut I can ,10
say, asayou have, that there has been No slate with pahisanship
with this particular subject in the Senate 'either, and I am most en-
couragedla the response I have hadhere thiStnornitig.

Mr. Sxr.VN. I enjoyed Mr. Brown's endorsernent, and Mr. Lun-
dine's expect' ion that the wanderful thing4i we do here in Cori-
gross, onca ant that seed, no mater what kind of soil, some-
times- very s rile, that we ought to stand back and let it grow.
Sometimes it just doeAn't happen that way, butyknjoy his enthusi-
awn,

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LuNniNE. Mrs. Lloyd, do you have any' questions?
Mrs, Limp. ,1 have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LUNDINE. Thank yoii very muchpSenator. We deeply, appreci-

ate your leadership. My skepticistii has nothing to do with your
vision or your 4onceptualization of it. We apprecrate your cqming.

senator CatoN. Mr. Uhairman, I am pleased to have been with
yin this morning.

Mr. IftINDINE. The next witness will .be Mr. William Carpenter,. ,
and I would Iikre to, call on our c011eague, Mrs, Lloyd, whakthink
would tike to introduce him?" fr

Mrs. Li.ovo.jThank you, Mr. Chairman. I certainly would like to
ih,troduce Mr. Carpenter today. At the outset, Jet me explain that
when I leave at the end of this introduction, it is not because of a
lack of respect for Mr. Carpenter, but. I have to appear before the
Public Works Committee to testify on my bill to name the Depart-
ment of Energy building in Oak Ridge after the. late CongresSman
Joe Evans which we are also concerned about

We are happy to be here. I appreciate your invitation to'paYtici-
pate today by introducing Mr. Carpenter who is the vice president
for Technology Appliations of Martin-Marietta Energy.-.SystemS,

11 Inc. As ytm know, Mr. Chairman., the Martin- Marietta. Energy'Sys-
.,terns took over the operation of the Oak Ridge facilitieFf earlier thiS
year. I might add my personal perspective-that the winds of change
}lave been blowing through thes,hilts of eastern Tennessee in a most
refreshing manner ever since. From what I. have seen so`far in -
terms of the MartinMarietta.apprhach, I. hope this will be the first
IIPPP4,11111CP in at series 0 Martin persondel providing the eotnmit-
tee with a vnribty of pe pipecties.on technologyitransffer require-
ments between 'the Fed Obvernfnent and industry. Mr. Carpen-
ter's insights are ce y valuable, And without preempting his
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. testimony, .I. would Ii to cull the attention of the subcommittee
members ti two. very imp ottint points in his statement.

He points out. that the U.S. manufacturing. industry constitutes
two-thirck,of the real wealth-creating sector of the economy. The
other elements of this Sector are agriculture and construe-

Gyn. SocondlY.,...he-.. emphasized the national security implications
provi0g, sOlne short-term production for the U.S. machine tool in-

..thistrylan keenly aware of this compelling argument from my
daties.,:on tI Armed Services Committee and its technology trans-

' fer pao.ol. c:

huNalso pleased to note that in Mr. Carpenter's discussion of
the traprrequirements .for manufacturing centers he notes, "An
appOdffition RA quality 'must be embedded in all stages of maim-.
factUring as well as in the final production." I believe that is a suc-
cinCt,Thessage that must be delivered to every corner of American
jruiti.ktrY..1t is not enough, in Our competition *ith the Japanese,
for,inittance, to say remember Pearl Harbor, us is thematic of some ..

Well.intended but poteptiallycounterptoductive legislation. Neither
is :ft useful to dwell,on the unfair advattiages which they apparent-
ly enjoy through MITI orother aspects of their governr,ent-indus-
trycoppyratiim.il -. .- )

I would-als6 urge the members of th4/sUbCommittee to learn
more about the MartinAMarietta initiative in ..manufacturing sys-
tems Agineering with the (Ink Ridge National Laboratory and the
University of Tennessee. I believe .that this initiative and its .poten-
tial ,fruits should he a'sti'Hulus for going ahead with a diatin-
.guished engineers program t*een the Oak Ridge contractor and
the universitjksystem. I knp that other entities with a major tech-

el

nologioalstake iii Tennessee, s.dch as TVA,are viewing these devel-
opments with keen interest. .. . . .

Mr: Carpenter has l3 years of experience with Martin-Marietta
and Was a principal contributor in Martin-Marietta's successful
competition for the DOE Facilities management program at Oak
Ridge, Mr. Carpenter, from your background, I can see that you
are extremely well suited to pro ,, . with a very valuable per-

1.e: A.±tt ,ispective.on technology transfer ..:. robotics and related.tech-
nologies. It is a pleasure to 44.';..',.. opportunity to introduce you
today, and I. want to thank y , Mr. Chairman, for allowing me
this privilege. ,

Mr1,1.,t,NniNP.;. Thank you, Mrs. Lloyd....
Mr. Carpenter; we have your written statement. It will be made

a part of the reeorid In its entirety. You may proceed as you wish.
go ' . ,

sTATEmENT OP WILLIAM C&RPENTEli, VICE PRESIDENT, TECH.
NOIVGY APPI4R7ATION, MARTIN.MARIMA; ENERGY SYSTEMS,.
INC.

Mr. Ciumfoma. Thank you very rich, Mr. Chairman, and
thank you, Mrs. Lloyd. for your kind introduclian°. You have made
so well some of the .points that I have included in my written testi-
mony.

Mr. Chairman, I have brought with me this morning two gentle-
men who bring special expertise to the subject of our discussion.

,t .
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On my right 44 Dr. Douglass of Martin-Marietta who is one of lead-
ing corporate experts on manufacturing technolOgy! On my left is
some little evidence that the divorce that Senator Gorton referred
to is not complete. I have Dr.'Snyder from the University of Ten-
nessee in Knoxville. We have been, wroking, as a corporation, very
closely with the University .of Tennessee, as Mrs. Lloyd indicated,
in the preliminary planning of the numufacturing systems engi-
neering center which is very similar in scope and intent to tho8e
Aot would he encouraged and established by the legislation that
JIM are considering.

The nature of my discussion today, Mr. Chaitinan, will be pri-
ma ilk to Summarize some of the points included in my written tes-
tim my and to.supplement them.

he character of Martin-Marietta Corp. has long centered around
manufacturing concerns. A great deal of our corporate activity de-
rives from manufacturing technology of the highest. state of the
art. Much of' our corporat4 activity is involved in low volume pro-
duction ofsaerospace systems.

We are finding, particularly' within the last 5 yearg or the last 10
years that theuenvironmental requirements and the operational re-
quireents associated with the systems that we are producing
present as much risk in our ability to manufacture them as they do
our ability to develop them. So, our interest as a corporation in the
concerns that you are considering is compelling indeed.

Mys. Lloyd referred to our rather recent inv0Ivemtmt in the De-.yartment of Energy wherein w 'operate the four plants for DOre
located in Oak Ridge and Paducah. One of thole plants, the largest
of the four, is the Oak Ridge Y-12 weapons plant. jt, is the primary
mission of that plant to produce components for our huclear weap-
ons. It is involved in very highly specialized manufacturing and.,
machining operations and has, since its very inception, been in-
volved in leading state of the art issues in manufacturing. That is
wIlat has particularly driven our corporate interest in the bilk that
you are considering.

We have observed much of the other testimony that has been
presented to you, sir. We find that the has been great outside au-
thority associated with establishing the position and the conviction
that we as a nation have indeed, lost our lead and lost ow head in
manufacturing technology. We certainly concur with that convic-
tion. Fortunately, this change in world leadership has not yet been
fully reflected in a declicip in percentage of GNP that manufactur-
ing contributes. We stilt Contribute fully very close to 24 percent,...
or a quarter of our total GNP from the manufacturing sector.

I personally take little 'Coinfort in the fact that we have been
able to retain that. 24 percent at a relatively stable level to date.
The reason In that is Olathe important predictors would tell tis7
that that, will not continue. I would cite simply two, sir. The unit'
labor'Costs in the United States are increasing. Among the six lead-
ing industrialized nations in the western world, we are fifth, next
to the highest, in unit labor costs. Indeed, our trend continues
upward. The only one that currently has a higher: labor cost, is the
United Kingdom. Melt trend is downward. So; we face the bleak
prospect othat we will, in the; very near term, become or peril/fps
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We already have become the freel world's highest unit labor cost,
producer

Then' is a second equally distressing trend. I refer to our Na-
tion's productivity. Again, compared to those same six countries,
we are -the fifth. We are next to lowest in productivity among the
()titer six countries.

The trends in both of these, unit direct labor costs and productiv-
. ity, are not encouraging at. all, Theres(*m to he no forces at play

that will se to MT improvement of either one of' those. This would
lead us to a conclusion that within the United States we have a
challenge indeed if' we are to retain manufacturing as a constant
percent of our cutent GNP. The prospects are not as encouraging
that. The prospects arc that manufacturing as a Igment, of our

indeedndeed decline.
There is another pOint that Congresswoman Lloyd, touched upon

in her introduction, and I think it is a point that often escapes our
.:irt.tention, That is it is our belief', it is my belief, and there is some

l''iffritertial authority for it, that the contribution of the manufactur-
.

P;ett:ig sector to our GNP is indeed much more important than the 24-
iwcent figure would indicate in that it is one of thevery few sec-

s? 'rs within our GNP industries that contribute real wealth to the
If' one goes along with the proposition that only manUfac-

ring in the extractive industries indeed create real, tangible
.alth and that the othermectorm of the GNP basically derive bene-

oifr from these more basic sectors, then one can conclude that man-
'f;,.9-1acturing contributes as mart as 65percent of the ream wealth of

O r
Nation as opposed to the apparent percent of- the GNP.

J tits, the economic impact indeed is gredt to our nation, .and tho
*, WIS, therefore, that this subcoMmittee is considering are of great

rteut to our future.
There is a second point, indeed, that perbapv shares in impor-
ce with the economic importance of the manufacturing sector,
that is the !MO of the implications,, the rather ominous impli-

t'ams, to our national security that a decline in the manufacta-...
!sector would present. On this particular point, I would like- to

erence and Oldorse the testimony which Henry Sharpe, chair-
.7kkoan of the hoard of' Brown and Sharpe, offered to the House Com-

''':tAittee on Antitrust and Restraint of Trade Activities affecting
all business. That testimony, offered only recently, March 23 of
1. I think his arguments are indeed compelling, should be taken
ously by' us all, and we as a -company certainly support that

Fond important aspect of thr concerns about the manufacturing
tor to the health of our Nation.

.

...:10N.-\.'7Che more ,direct question, I believe, on the tnind..today br this
-ommittee, however, is Jug, so much the importance or the rel-
ice of the problem, because we can quickly agree on that. To

extent imthe solution -to the Rroblem properly a Government
nsibility? think that is man to the point of controversy

see no alteitative ofechanism either at play nor do we see
ospect that a apechanisql will emerge to solve this large prob-
e confront ill the manufacturing flchnology world. It will op-

otoccur froth the private indu4ry; It will.opparently not
ft the university world. We are, of ;Course, talking about a
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problem that% imtional in scope, national in importance. would
like to distinguish, though, between the makeup of the menu dur-
ing industry and certain otherlarge contributors to our ind trial

-World in the United States.
If we were talking about a problem in the world of electronics,

we might well depend on private industry for its solution: If' we
were talking about ,a problem in the computer' world or even to
some extent in other large basic industries like steel and automo-
tive.', we could then count. on, because those industries are predomi-
nated by a few large suppliers, we could count on industry being
more able to meet their responsibilities for private research and de-
velopment to meet the needs.

The characteristics, indeed, of the numulacturing industry are
quite different. The propects for ,private solutions t4 this problem
are not nearly as likely. I would like to observe that 75 percent of
all 11.5. trade in manufactured goods is in the low and middle
volume discreet parts portion of the industrASeventy-five percent
of that important portion of the manufacturing industry,' these
firms, 5) percent of these firms employ fewer than 50 people. So,
you are not talking about an industry where you have a few'sub-
stantial corporate citizens-which predominate the industry. It is a
far flung network of basic discreet parts suppliers which individ-
ually are iwt able to undertajurthe vast kind of' research and devel-
opment Chat wc; are talking about here that we need to solve this
problem that is national in scope.

So, the prosp cis of private solution, Although I am a great ad-
nitrr and our c rporation vigorously pursues private research and
development.. T e prospect of private solution of the problem that
you are considi ng this morning is nOt very likely. Therefore, we
think, I believe and my corporation believes, that the role of Gov-
ernment in undertaking realistic solutions to this problem is
indeed an appropriate role and there is no apparent alternative to
that.

I would like to obstirve that I have great sympathy for Represent-
ative Gregg's eXpressed position' that we need to very carefully
cross examine any new Government programs in the current envi-
ronment, that we are experiencing. We do believe, however, that
the subject under discussion this morning is a logical and very com-
pelling exception to that set of considerations.

I would !like to also observe that there are particular aspects of
the proposed legislation that we are particularly supportive of. We
feel that not, only are we talking about. a very significant problem,
`but the provisions of the proposed legislation metal particularly ef-
fective in the solution to this problem. i would like to note two or
three characteristics that make this legislation extremely practical
in our view.

First of all, the emphasis of' the proposed legislation is on the cre-
ation oltechnology. There have been #uthoritative studies recently
completed that indicate several meatires that might be enter-
tained to improve manufaCturing productivity', The creation of
technology is by far t e largest contributor to productivity im-
provement One recently concluded study which considerud such
important alternative measures as capital improvement concluded
that technology improVement has created 60 percent of the im-
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provenients in prirductivity as opposed to a much smaller 24 per-
cent improvement by capital improvements. The point is.that the
legislation is working on the right part of the problem, sir, the cre-
ation of technology.

We believe also that the creation of centers which will serve us
national resources is very much to the point in that again we are
talking aboUt a national problem and a few well distributed centers
of numulacturing excellence which can serve as a reserve and, a re-
source broad based regions of geography would seem' to be the
vehicle of greatest benefit.

We are very sensitive. as well to the problem that Chairman Wal-
gren referred to and which has. been referred to a number of times
this morning and that this problem of the ordeal involved in
transferring technology from the point where it is created to the
point where it can be usefully applied. seems to be a particularly
elusive goal for us in this Nation. We well, khow that some of our
internatIbmil competitors have fared better in this difficUlt process,
particularly the .Japanese who seem to have no market barrier be-
tween the university world or he tmkints of technology creation and
the industrial world wherefhey jan be productively used. We
think thht there art, aspects of the proposed legislation which mini-

ize those technology transfer problems. We particularly admire
"The recommendations in KR, 4415 lit ich would create .cooperative
R &1) programs, because we see the result of that as being a natu-,
ral partnership between the industrial user and the university
world or the natiohal laboratory world. When we get industry con-
tributing and involved, there is a much greater likelihood, of
course, that the result is going to be an applied practical result and
possible for ready implementation by the industrial world, We
think that what could otherwise' be a very thorny problem of tech-
nology transfer is. rather neatly bentd in the recommended provi-
sions of' this legislation.

I would like to mention also, and Congresswoman Lloyd kindly
mentioned it in her introduction, but we do have in the active plan-
ning stages between Martin-Marietta and the University of Tennes-
see at the Knoxville campus have preliminary plans to establish a
Tennesfiee center for manufacturing systems engineering which,
indeed, would integrate the resources of it major university; a U.S.
Government. Arraduction Mal I am referring there to the
IH)1,', facilities that, we operate;. arid national laboratory of great
prestige, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory; and small and large
manufacturing firms. With the nearby availability orrelevant tech-
nician gaining, a complete range of activities in research and
training'in manufacturing technology we think will thus be of-
fei.ed. I would merely observe that the enactment and the funding
of the legislation under consideration would indeed add momentum
tothe.establishment of such a center and permit us to matureAhis

'irnpertant concept in a much earlier timeframe than would other-
wise he possible.

In closing, Mr. Chairnmn, I would like to repeat our support of
. the concepts embodied in the legislation under discussion today,
_The need for developing and disseminating manufacturing technol-
ogy is near-term and immediate. Our reasons for endorsing the
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(government's support of these activities have already been stated,
both here verbally and in our written testimony.

AI Why me again, sir, to thank you for the opportunity to express
my views on the plight and. poteatial rticovery methods of our. na-
tion's nianufacturtng community:

Mr. Chairman, that concludes our statement. We are available
for discinisio4 as you might wish.

[The prepared statement of Mr: Carpenter follows:]

I
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U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE' ON SCIENCE AND TiC#46LOGY
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I

HEARING ON H.R.'4047, H.R. 4415 AND S. 12861,8ILLS BY THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNO400y JUNE 13 AND 14,

1984,

a

STATEMENT BY WILLIAM W. CARPENTER, VICE-PRESIDE T, 'TECHNOLOGY

APPLICATIONS, MARTIN MARIETTA ENERGY, SYSTEMS; INC., OAK RIDGE,

TENNESSEE.

Chairman and members of this Subeimmittee, my name to

William W. Carpenter, and I am Vioe-Presldent for Technology'

Applications, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., Oak Ridge,

Tennessee, Martin Marietta energy Systeme operates four O./Cries

In oak Ridge, Tennessee and Paducah, Kentucky as a prime

contractor to the Delartment of Energy. One of these

facilities, the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant, has as its mission the

production bi nuclear weapons components, and its operations are

therefore similar to those of many low-to-medium volume

manufacturing plants. With the exception of the no4 competitive

i 4
nature of its produot, this Plant is faood with exactly those

challengas and opportunItiee in manufacturing teohnolokf.ehat

this subcommittee Is considering. A aeoond plant, the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory, is charged with the generation of a broad

spectrum of baste and applied knowledge, acme of which bears'

directly on the manufOoturing technology at Etre here. Aa a
,
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governmentoontractor we are charged not on,/ With developing

the new technology required to accomplish our mission, but also

with disseminating this technology to the public whenever

national security permits. This statement is offered in this

dual role. I should also point out that, even though the

missions or Energy SysWemsloInc. are the most r levant,to this
.

hearing, my comments do reflect the 'point of vies,, r the entire

Martin Marietta Corporation. I appreoiato the app rtunity to

appear before this SubOommittee hearing on a eubjec we feel is

important to our nation's future.

Tho need for upgrading this nation's productiveoapability

is indiiputable at thie'point. I AM sure thid subcommittee has

already been presented with 'loot only disturbing economic

statistics but also the human dietresa associated with the

'deterioration of our national coMpetitive'posture in the

manufaoturing arena. kpoeuae differentials In the cost of

human labor, some have suggested that t'he United States should

focus its energies on high-technology servjoee,'rather than .

trying to compete internationally in the panufacturing seotor.

In the three decades from 1950 to 1981 the Creation of our gross .

national pi,oduot generated by the manuraoturtng sector ha's

remained essentially unohanged at approximately 24 peroOlt.

During this same period the treat of our labor foroe

supported by manufarring dropped rromv34 t9 21 peroent.1

Of greater significancic however, are the reoenit trends in

international obmpsrleone of Alt labor colts and productivity

produottun, vol. 1201no. 1, p. 11, July 1983.
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indices. he aivergence in productivity growths a wn in these

UNIT LABOR COSTS IN MANUFACTURING
000st saw

PRODUCTIVITY PATTURNS IN MANUFACTURING

charts'2,offers little conaoltion to the US manufacturing

sector even if the present economic recovery continues. These

factors, 'coupled with mqnetiry policies, have led economist

Mlcliael Kvana3 to conclude "The manufacturing sector will

never recover to its past days or glory, and of the 3 million
1

Production, vol. 92, no.2, op.9, 'August 1983.
.

vans. Michael K., "Trade Oefloits Will Force rfficieney",
Los Angeles Times, vol. 102, rartt/V, 3-q, November 15,
T7113.
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Jobs lost during the long recesson, only 1 million will ever be

reclaimed." Evans further projects that

1. The US economy will ooncentrate\-even We on tt)e manufacture

of high-technology products;

2. The produotlon of baajo materials will either not take plaqe

or will be highly automated with little production labor;

and

3. Almost all of components of the maohinery and transportation

equipment will be made overseas and only assembled and

marketed domestloally.

One of Evans' reasons for drawing these conclusions la that

overseas 4orkere, partioulsrly Far Eaatern,'have long been paid
r

much leas than US workers but previously they us d inadequate

ei

Il

and outmoded equipment. Such is no lo

rer

the c e. The most
\\

disturbing element in these stathatics a that the technologioal

edge enjoyed in the past by the .U3 has disappeared. Examples of

this fact are seen in the degree oCautomation employere in

Japanese factories, the quality of machine tools froduced both

in Japan and in western Europe, and the superiority of West

German coordinate measuring machines.

Despite the severity of problems in the manufacturing

aeotor, it la my opinion that the United States suet regain -Lts-..-

leaderahip in worldwide manufacturing competition. Dr...Eugene

Merchant summarizes quite olearly the economic, neoeaeity. of

preserving our manufacturing industry. 4

Merohant, M. gugene, "Current Status of and Potential for,
Aut&matiOn In the Metalworking ManUfaoturing Industry",
Annals °tthe CIRP, vol. 32/2, pp. 519-5234(1983).
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"...the question naturally arises ac to the potential
of [computer automated, optimized and integrated
manufacturing] to provide overall,, global benefits to
a country and in general. The answer toe
this question is at addresied by examining the
reationship between manufacturing and a nation's
economy. When this is done, one finds that manufae-
tuNIng is the principle source of the primary wealth
of industrialized nations, namely their real, tangible
wealth; Although.manufaoturing accounts for about
one-third of the arose national product (GNP) Of the
typical industrialized country today, services account
for about one-half of that GNP. While services are
essentifl to the support of a high atandard.of living
and quality of life, they Ado not create primary, real,
tangible wealth. Yet each wealth is the basis and
source Of all other wealth in a nation. Therefore,
subtracting out the half of the GNP ooming from
services, it_can be seen that manufacturing,then
accounts for two-thirds of the remainder -- two-thirds
of the real wealth creattmg,sector of the economy.
Thus, it follows that Manufacturing is responsible for
about twodthirds of the primary wealth-Creating
activity of a typical industriallied country, the
remainder- coming from the extractive (agriculture,
fishing and mining) industries and the construction
industry. ". , %

. _

Using GNP fractions of '63, 24 and 13 percent, respectively; fir

,

the service, manufacturing, anleakraction industries, Merchant

shows that manufacturing accounts for about (0 percent of the

real wealth of the United States.

A second, potentially more compelling argument for

raintalning our manufacturing capacity lies in the national

security category. In a statement to the US House of Represent-

atives on March 23, 1984, Mr. Henry D.'Shape, Jr.
5 providea;

convincing national security Reasons for ehort,term protection

5 Statement by Henry D. Sharpe, Jr. Chairman, Brown & Sharpe,
Manufacturing Company, reprecebting the National Machine
Tool Buildert' Association betoRW the Subcommittee on ,

Antitrust and Restraint of Trade Activitkps Affecting Smill

Wiese. United State House of rtepresernattvee, March 3,

4
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.of the US maohlne tool Industry. The ma011.40 tool industry is a

eritioa element of all manufacturing and' hence warrants special

cd61deI Cion. Althouff Mr'. Sharpe's statemant addressed

specifically the machine tool sector, 'many of his arguments also

relate to the need for preserving the produotiveicapacity'of-our.

manufacturing in, general.

Crucial to the US recovery of manufacturing competitiveness

1$ the.creetion and sharing of new manufacturing knowledge,

McKee and Morrison 6 correlated studies'by Dennison, by

Kendrick, and by Christensen, Cummings, and Jorgenson on the

relative ciontrlbutions to productivity by labor quality, capital
1

growth and imprmved technology. -,iYerla-gme-m-vmr-tAte..--6-hrialr studies

Indicat&A 59 percent montributlon by technology 'compared with.

14 percent by labor quality and 27 peroont from capital. If

this fact ls Accepted, then the question i4 changed from "What

is necessary?" to "How to proceed?". The measures proposed -in

11the legislation under, -cll, uSsion here constitute a logical
a

apprOAbh to hsgainfng the,temhnologioal edge for the United

States manufacturin? industry.
4 \

The two bills, H.R. 4047 and H.R. 4415, would utilize AO

program of grants and a serVbs of Manufacturing Centers as tools

....04-
In generating and disseminating manufacturing technology. In

4Nur opinion these devices, are effective and should be supported.

The creation of new knowledge through government funded biota

6
Morrison, D. L. and Hog e, K. E., "Technology I.- for Improved
Productivity ", Manufact ring.Productivitz Frontiers, vol. 2,
no. 6, pp. 142-145- (June 1976). Published by Manufacturing
Productivity Center,. Illinois ItNtituteof Teohnology
Center, Choago, Winois.

,
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rooearoh.,grants at untverettlea, national laboratoriea and

nonprofit organAzationa has been quite sucCeaaful. There la

every reason to believe auoh fundamental studies would also be

fruitful in the manufa9tbring field. Properly equipped and

staffed, the Manufaoturing Center, will funotflon as laboratories!,
.1 '

for applied, manufaotltrIng reaearoh and development. Moreover,

these Centers offer an opportunity for 'regional demonstrations

of automated equipment and 'facilities to industrial firma while

perving also toseduoate students in.manufaoturing technology.

By providing meohanisma for obOperative funding of these
411.

Centers, the Government enoouragea joint Industrial and adademlo

participation. whloh will conaolidate the strengths of each. The
!

formation of suoh consortia is copsidered hig desirkble for

three reasonst

1. The Jpinoff of technology to industry Is enhanoed.

2. UnIversiby research is more likelf to be relevant due to

1

interaotion whit industrial partners.

3, The eduoation f badly needed manufaoturing engineers will

be enynded.

Martlay Marietta Ls a strong believer in the prkvate

development of teohnology and demonstrates thla philosophy

thaough its operationdt However, if the perceived need is to

raise the competitive capabialty of the entire manufaoturing

9

industry, it la our opinion that this need will est be served

by government funded, non-proprietary researchsWith,teohnology

dissemination a primary obligation. Beoause of thlwooet of the

equipment and raoilities, support for a quality marAoturing.

43
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laboratory will exceed the finencial'meana of all but afew

universities. A recent National' Science Foundation survey

-quotes academic researchers as classifying one-fourth of their

equipment as obsolete and out of use; 31 peroeft of all researoti

equipment was'over 10 yeara4pld in 1982/ and only 16 peroent of

the equIpmentls state -of-the-art'.t Very little equipmentia
.

available in universitieawhioh is dedicated to manufacturing
1.. . . ,

'research and development. Finally, support of the Manufaoturing

Cent rs. at least partially, by the government will encourage
\i

the p rticipation of small manufaoturing plants which plali.a

'vital role in our national manufaoturing capacity.
o

The establishment of the National Bureau of Standarde,aa the

Federal Research Center on Robotics and Automated Manufaoturing

is well conaldered. This stop hda already been initiated with

he Automateb Manufacturing Researoh Facility atNBS, and the

use of this facility as. a to hnologYcal "hub" for the other

/

sManufacturicg Centers should facilitate the dissemination of new)

technology Mertin Marietta Energy Systems is quite familiar

with, the manufacturing prose-ems at

the expertise resident there.

If the Manufacturing Centers proposed in this legislation

and makes frequent use

.\.A

are funded, there are several factors which I feel should be

emphasize4 111 developing guidelines for the Centers.

'1. Tarxt the low-to-middle vcAlume, dieorete parte LndUetry.

This oategory accounts for 75 peroerIt of all US trade in

7
National Science Foundation purvey quoted in Inside R 6 D,
May 30,. 1904.
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omanufaotured goodie. Of the firma in this industry. 87,

perient employ fewerlhaq 50 people.
8

"

2. Computer integration of manufacturing processes should

provide more opportunity for produotiviUy improvements than
. A .

the.mere automation of present manufacturing aoticins..

Examples of this are ghe elimination of redundant handling 4/
c

. m

a and alignment operations. WhOn combined with design for
.

'mutemi'ted manufaoturability (inoluding assembly),''this.

oonoept will have a majQr impaot On.liroduotivity.

3. An appreciation for quality must be imbedded In ill stages

of Manufao6iring 43 well as'in'the.final produ.ot.- The

concept of building qua lity into a produot or oomponont

rletior than separating.itqut results in substantial cost

eivEnsa. Furthermore, the heed.to tighten prioceae control

and thus improve quality should b000mo i'never ending

effort. One Stud 701' automatio transmission repair his-

4111141tories

by the Ford, or company revealed that under tient..

tool oirouttstanoes tr hamiseldna produced by in "offshore"

Allnufacturer enjoyed a substantially lower repair rate than
-,- 4

those from a highly regarded Fdrd'plant..
9 Investigation

Showed, that although the Ford-punt'
Atransmisaions were made

to satisfy all,blueprint Opeoltioati'oewtheir competlt.cr,4

8 Lyons, John ., Statement before the Subcommittee-on
Investigation and Ove'rsight, Committee on Solon°. and
Tabhnorogy, US House. of Represeptatives, June 23, 1982.

.9 ContleCue ImproVemeAt-Ift. uilit and ProductivitY,
videotape produced fiy Ford 0 or CoMpany.

0 ,

*
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transmit:salon') were made to even closer tolerances and hence

assembled to a closer fit ond required lesa repair.

4. Innovations thloh potentially'eliminate large coot segment')

of a manufacturing vole should be sought intensely. For

example, a near-net shape material forming aoheme which

greatly reduce') machining operations might savA much more

money than the automation of 'the machining operationa.

5. Provide mechanisms. re-educating manufacturing personnel

of all levels in the new manufacturing teohnology. ,0)),

6. Proildo manufacturing engineering consultation to regiOnal

manufa0:uring firms in a manner similar to tho agricultural

extenalon service.

7. Make the Center faollitiea available te small manufacturing

oonoerna'to allow them to tont new mot

i
ode for:their own

produotlon needs.

8. Concepts developed In the Centers should be tested with real.

production part,.

A CentAr'for,Manufaoturing Systems Engineering is currently

under dev#4opment-in Tennessee. Martin Marietta Energy Systems,
.

through the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant and the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory, is working with the UniverSity of Tennessee In

evaluating this concept, And, if eatablished, theCenter will .

aggrensivoly seek the participation Of both small andllarge

Industrial $tertnew The University of Tenn se0Colleg4of

EnginiterIng has peen revising 16 ourrloultiSs.fot"over a year. A

MaAufeeturing Systemat option will be avaliabie in rho Indtietriat

. V
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.E4ginrnring Department for Master of Solenoe students beginning

in Jannapy 1985, Martin MaPietta and the University are

ourrontik assessing the equipment required to establish a

creditable .Manufacturing Center'ts well as a suitable location.

.,'support of the faculty e time for these activitied im
,-.

being provided through a $1 ,040 grant from the Alcoa

Foundation. Them aaseesments should be complete In early

August. .Funds of the type propleed under this legislation would

greatly accelerate the time when the Center would beoq,me

operational. a

f
The Tennessee Center, for Manufacturing Systems Engineering'

will take advantage of several uniqUA faotore. The proximity of

the University of Tennessee and Martin Marietta Energy Syst-ems,

greatly faellit'ates cooperation. The Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant is

typicill of the discrete parts industry, and the Y-12 Plant

management and operating personnel understand the problems.

This plant he, 40 nalderable etrengthe "material forming,

/
prerOnion machining and gaging.. Tre quality aspects of

.manufacturing methods are well understood.' OP conalftrable

relevance is the fact that the Y-12 Plant,4le currfently upgrading

,its operations with computer Integrated manufacturing meth4de

and equipment (flexible manutlicturing systems, robots, computer

netwqrkm, graphin'eyetems, etc..) of the type to be studied in

the proposed Manufacturing qentere. The University of Tennessee

hes a tenuity knokiedgeable about manufacturini processes. The

strength of the research and development racilities and

4
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capabilities at Oak, Ridge National Laborat.ory ape well known.

Their measurements and. controle experiAnoe is particularly

appro.priate tor the development44.of antinensor technology
ill,

required by Advanced automation& Two oonaortia are presently

being organized ich relate closely with manufaoturing

technology. The Center for Measurement and6Controls, ak.joi'nt

effort between the University and Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

will provide for sharing of the facilities and staffs of both
li

. .. organization?) in conduoting research and teaohing, A Computer

Aided Enginee.ring oneortir, a cooperative endeavor of the .

University, Martin lotto Energy Systems and several other

local Induetries, will provide training and research in problem

solving tieing interactille computer grAphIce. The ndmi iatration.

of both of these activitiom.le deliberately being over pped

with that Of the,Mnnufacturing Center to,Aehanoe 000rdirllation.

Spinoff of unclassified teohnolo y devalopedrat Mart
0

Marietta in an explicit.eontractua bligation to thoNUS

Depfrtment of Energy. A modern Manufacturing Center would

certainly enhAtIoA thin activity. The University, of Tenneese
,

has A well established net:work through its Center for Industrial

Services for providing technical assistance to small industrial

firms. This Activity is funded by the State no part of the

public mervice mission of the Univereeti.

The stAte of Tennessee 15 aggressively pursuing the

development If the Tennessee Teohnology Corridor along the

parkway conneoting Knoxville And Oak Ridge. A new campus for

the State Technical Institute in Knoxville le being ereoted

470
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approOmately midway between the two cities. This Inatituto

will emphasize the training of teohnleians In the operation and

maintenance of modern manufacturing equipment.

The A,onnessee Center for iManufacturing Systeme, Engineering

Will Integrate the'resourcea of a major unlveraity, a US'

government production facility, a national laboratory, and small

and large manufacturing firm;. with the nearby availability of

reinvent tochn,ician training, a oomplete range of activities in

1

research and tr ) fining In Manufacturing technology will thus be

offered.

In rinsing I would like to repeat our support for the

concepts embodied in the legislation under discussion today.

The need for developing and disseminating manufaoturing
e

technology la Immediate, ,and our reasons for endornimg the

government support of these activitdes +lave already been atated.

Allow me again to, thank you for the opportunity to express my .

views on the plight an&pptential*reeovery methods of our

nation's rianufacturIng community. Mr. Chairman, that concludes

. myy5tatement,

s.
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PMONAL DATA ON W. W. (DILL.) CARPENTER

46
Mr. W. N. (Dill) Carpenter is Vice President, Office of Techriology
Applications', Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., Oak Ridge. The wm

primary Objectives of this office are two: (1) the successful transfer
or promising technoloyiem into the private sector, and (2) the stimula-
tion of economic development within the Oak Ridge communitieS and the
Kest Tennessee region. 0

Mr. Cerpenter received a bachelor's degree in Industrial Management
and a master's degree in Business Administration from the University
of Denver.

Mr. Carpenter has 11 years experience with Alain Marietta, with
successively increasing responsibilities. He most recently served
three years AA Business Development Director, Martin Marietta Orlando
Aerospace. nil duties included identiflation and managetmea of
Advanced Prograffia Activity, Independent Research and Development tasks,
as well As markgt strategy development. Mr. Carpenter was a principle
uontributor in Martin Marione's successful competition for the DOE
raeAlititis management program at Oak Ridge. Oak

Mr. Carpenter WAS responsible for identifying business areas for
nerjot new business thrusts for Martin Marietta. These ontreproneurial
actIvitrem inclhded, in 1e112-81, major responsibilities in the identi-
iicatioh of tie. Oak Ridge opportunity and the development Of Martin
Marietta cpnvictinne associated therewith.
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Mr. 1,urvirms. Thank you very much. I think it is particularly
useful 4o have testimony from an industry NUCh 1114 yours that is in-
volved in the highest level of technology, probably some of the
highest level of regulatory problems, and has probably the closest'
contact with Government because, in many cases, the Government
is also

CAR PENTER. Yes, indeed,
Mr. IAINDINE. Let me just nitpick for one point. You said, I be-

lieve, that the United States has the lowest level deproductivity of
any of the industrialized countries. I think you meant to say the
lowest rate of growth or productivity of any of the industrialized
countries. I think the evidence is that we still have the highest ab-
s4ute level of productivity, but our growth level is so low that
eltarty we are not going to sustain that position much longer. If I
am incorrect on that, [ would like to know about it,.

Mr. CARPENTER. I be 'eve you are correct. We are talking about,
and our sources are cited in our written testimony, that is a stand-

, ardized productivity patter that we are referring to there which ap-
parently does inertale the effects that you are discussing...

Mr. LuNDINK. Since you have both been identified already, please
feel rev to cornment.

1)r. SNYDER. Yes; I would' like to comment on what has been re-
ferred to here as the divorce between industry and academia.
Hopefully, that term is too -strong. I think alienationjs certainly
accurate. It is a fact. It is one that I lament having happened over
the past couple of decades, but I think we are at a point where we
need to move away from. viewing it with alarm and begin to think
more positively, arid let's have at it and what can be .done to im-

,P .prove dais relhtionship.
I think, and I have thought about this a 'bit in the past as to haw

this camp about, and perhaps there is ,some lesson to be learned in
history as to how the alienation between the academic world and
the t.ngineering 'world and idustrY came about. Perhaps there is a
clue as to how to improve it n the future.

There are several factors. think it is true that manufacturing
engineering as an aeademic discipline has been the stepchild in
academia. it has not had the glamour of the electronically briehted
technologies, such as Ow computer Erased technologies. A180, I think

. we have been seduced into somehow thinking that all of the talk
about an information batted society makes it no longer necessary to
worry about our base industries. I submit that we won't have an
information based society unless we have, some base industries to
provide that techoology.

A final observation, I think that perhaps if` we go back to the
period when I was still n student, the post-Sputnik era, which cre-
ated an attitude in academia that the place to turn for support of
research in universities was the Federal Glevernment, and we went
through a period in which nationOteuh al go ere pretty
much set by the attitude of the (loverin nt in spa ergy,
environment, I think are, go exaMples, t nginterfhg
community recognized these as natiimal goetla, and weetended to
look toward the Federal Governmttt for the suppdrt of the re*
search in these smell.

t.

d,
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I belie++ measures such as ILK 4415 would move us ' forward
very quickly in terms of bridging this gap between industry and
the university educational community in engineering education.
We have to keep in mind:that our students will have 30 to 40 years
of productive careers ahead of them in a future that is very much

- unknown except that it is going to be changing and it is going to be
changing very rapidly. It is very much incumbent upoalas in aca-
demia to do the best job we ean of trying to .projectiwwhat that
future is going to be like. It is extremely im$ortant that we have a
close interaction with our industrial c011eagues..They are the ulti-
mate users of our products. They are our ultimate customers. I
think measures such-ns proposed in 11.R. 4415. would be very sup-,
portive of this process of bringing back together the academic
world and industry. I think there is very definitely a role for the
Federal Government in this process.

Mr. LUN.DINK. If academia and industry have become alienated,
`Government `an industry seem to really be alienated. I wouldn't

use the term divorce, but seriously alienated and that leads me to
14 question. We frequently hear critics on Beth lidos of the aisle
and representing different philosophies suggest *hat this is an im-
proper role for the Federal Government because you would be pick-
ing technologies. I have heard the story so many ,times about Mr.
Noyes' wife who asked him whether she should invest in a small

'computer company and being told by Mr. Noyes th'at a personal
computer didn t make any sense °and, fortunately, she disregarded
his advice and invested a modest sum in Apple Computers, that if I
every meet MT. Noyes I am going `to certainly ask him if it is true.
It 11118 certainly been repeated often enough so that it is legendary
if not accfurate. , AI .

i however, the asSertion is then made, well, certainly if a genius
in technology can't pick a winning teohnology, how is the Federal
Government going to do it? I would be interested in your response
to that.

Mr, CARPRNTER. Well, I think the.result of the legislation we are
talking about will not, amount to that much of a pre& minate role
by the Government itself. .Now, whether, the Pepartm nt of Com,
coerce ends upadministering this gr NSF is per ps le important
thati the manner in which it, is administered. Heiden lly, we are
oleoting'with the Department of Commerce people tom row morn-
ing to express our support for this and'try to take. a reading related
to their sentiment. As they would make the grants or the coopera-
tive It investments, personally, although.there is a cost implica-y4).

.tion erms of matching, I would tend to favor the cooperative
Ii&I , because I think it Will avoid some of the point that you are
just Petting at,-sir.' There be,, should be, in thiyadministration
of this,'..great lutitude for freedom of innovation anY'related to the *sot ',

priduct of the activities within the centers themselves. We would
&wild V pon t. hat.

Of cdurme, we are talking about the potential for an array of cen-
ters which could present the exploitation of alternative teciniol-
ogles. We would bope that. it would. I would not share that patlieu-
ler concerti related to this issue..Now, if are talking about very
'high speed integrntvd circuitry or 001110 of the electronics issues,

. perhaps that danger is more inn/nine/it that the Government in...
a..
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their 'role cannot avoid technology selection or technology bias. I
would not see that as a jeopardy in thik` particular one. That is just

..
my opinion, `;jr. ,

Dr. DOUGLASS. I might add a point. I really think the involve-
ment of the local industry with the academic community is going
to keep the research directed jn those directions that are most rele-
vant,

Mr, 1,uNDINE. Well, I thin.k your testimony is right on target
from my point of view. I have not extrmined all of these bills in the
detail that I will below we take action on them, but one>tspect
thut seems terribly important to me is that they have flexibility.
learn by example setter than by generality and had the opportuni-
ty not long ago to visit Battelle Institiite in Columbus, \which is a
good example of an agency or an enterprise that is sort of in be-
tween this basic research and applied technologies. It strikes me
that like that privately endowed-institution, these new centers
ought to be able to contract directly with a single industry if they
Wanted tlz to do some more advanced research.

On the. other hand, they might be doing other. research that
would be generally shared with everybody because it is more gener-
ic.

Mr. CARPENTER. Yes.
'Mr. 1,INDINE. Would you agree with the need for that kind of

flexibility.
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes. Yes, sir. Why not?
There has been a reassuring amount of progressw in this overall

environment of making even Federal laboratories more accessible
to private firms on a basis that will protect the proprietary Mature
of' the investment that the firm makes. We are familiar with the
Manner in which Battelle operates in the labs in the Northwest,
where, they are very well able to segregate between those items of
national interest which we all have a right to and from national
funding versus those private initiatives which Battelle conducts
side by side 'With some of the Government initiatives, but they are
able to partition those initiatives off.

Mr. LUNDINE. Another thing that I think excuse me, I didn't
mean to interrupt.

Mr CARPENTER. Yes.
Mr. LUNDINE. Another thing that I think might be important

would be to encourage industry Aoientists to come,into the universi-
ty setting fdr certain periods- of time t4work along with people
working in these centers.

Mr. COPENTER. Absdlutely, I would make one other observation,
sir, and that is in this respect that you cite, and that is why
shouldn't the centers be able to receive.private contract initiatives
.and protect the proprietary nature, in thOSP PEWS; of the work that

.%4041Ofie?,To do this, we would be getting a step toWards-7-1-think we
can take a lesson from the West Germans who operate their na-
tional laboratories in a very similar fashion. Much of their .work is'
on proprietary contract. with private industry. No reason we
shouldn't he able to do the Sallie thing to advantage.

Mr. LUNDINE. If we were to have, say, It) centers, do you think
we should pick o e to be in one particular area and another in a
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different area or is that, not necessary'? Do you understand what I
mean by an area?

Mr. ('ARPENTER. WA, sir, I do. It would seem, politics aside, that
there is some basis in reason to support a distributed network from
a geographic standpoint. In other words, I don't think that it would
he healthy for us to dump them all in the Northeast corridor, for
example, or even in the Southeast sector.

Mr. LUNDINE. Well, I was thinking more by function. I agree,d I tint* you can count on their being distributed. 'Laughter.)
don't Imow whether any -will go to a vretis not reprented on

this committee or tiot, but they will be distributed to some-degree.
What I was think of is should we have one biotechnology area,

one machining center, one in metalurgy, by function or should we
alhiw them to be broad and to get intoilifferent areas?

Dr. SNYDER. I would, like to offer a comment on that.. I think cer-
tainly there has to be coordination of the centers to avoid unneces-
sary duplication. I think 'an appeal tome would be that each center
would have a particular focus that would build on the strengths
that that center is able ,,to pull together because of its geographic
location. That is the strategy that we are following in Tionnessee in
our joint, effort between the Oak Ridge National Lab and the uni-
versity to try to build on the strengths Unit exist and not try to be

,allthings to all people. I think some of that would make sense in
having each center have a particular area of focus and responsibil-
ity.

GLASS. Some of that is going to arise fairly naturally by
the suhni scions of proposals and that kind of thing. I suspect that
the funding source, whether it is Department of Commerce or
whomever, woulkexercise some selection. They wouldn't want all
of them to he Machine tool design and construction research and
none in biotech..

Mr. LuNKNE. I thank you very much, gentlemen. You have been
very helpful to us. This perspective from the action level, which
some people call the'real world,- is particularly important.

I am going to recess the hearing for about 5 minutes: We are.
going to return with Dr. Robert Pry's testimony. in about 5 min-
utes. I apologize for the delay.

ecess taken.1
r. WALGICEN. I apologize for the interruption. As I understand

it, the next, witness is Dr. Pry, the' executive vice president for Re-
search and Development at. Gould, Incorporated. Welcome to the
committee, Dr. Pry. Your written statement will be made part of
the record, and please feel,free to highlight the points you feel are
most important in %hatever way you feel most effective.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROIIERT 0. PRY, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOVENT,1;011LD, INC. (RE-Tim)) 4 r

Dr. Plot. Thant you very much. I ilal.delighted to be once more
before this committee. I have to hasten to .add that I have beeh
misreprefiented iv my introduction. When I was originally asked to
testify, 'actually, on the maker of NSF and the Bureau last year,
that was the initial invitation that went out to me. During that

4 '16
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time, I was indeed vice chairman of Gould. Since that time, and it
has been a year mince the original request, I have retired from
Gould. so I 'am a recently retired vice chairman of Gould, Inc.,
where I spent the last year, matter of fact, looking specifically
at the whole issue of internal technologies in the company, ia,par-
ticular, manufacturing technologies.

I am currently an executive consultant ti3 industry, government
and universities, concentrating on ways to focus our combined tech-
nical talents andlorganiiation to improve short and long term com-
petitiveness. Among my credentials before this committee are a
number of what. one might call unpaid if not uncompensated activi-
ties, including membership on the board of the. National Erectrical
Manufacturers Association, where I suggested an initiative oh auto-
mation. I am on the Energy Research Advisory Board of DOE in
which capacity I have given testimony before this committee
before, the Industrial Advisory Board of the National Science
Foundation, the Statutory Advisory Committee of the National
Bureau of Standards, and the boards of a few small- technology
companies, and on the advisory boards of a number of engineering
schools and management schools of several universities. I am also a
member- if Illinois' Governor Thompson's Commission on Science
and Technology, and I recently joined the staff at MIT where,
among other .things, I am helping them set Ap a program in manu-
facturing management between the Sloan and engineering schools
and- a thrust in manufacturing research and development.

It is from this background, then, that I draw my observations
and comments. However, I speak- obviously for myself as a con-
cerned citizen rather than for any Of these groups.

I am please to hake the opportunity to join the distinguished
panel of people to address these issues of Federal organization
structure needed to change our technological well 'being and com-
petitiveness and the specific issue of manufacturing technology.

.First, I would like, as the Senator did earlier, to give a preamble
to put some of these issues in context. During the last couple of
years we have witnessed and been 'lefty to a debate on internation-
al con\petitiveness unequalled since the debates following the Sput-
nik la itch of the late 1.95018. The debate has focused upon the in-
roads that the .Japanese and Europeans have made in otir domestic
markets. Recently, the reasons advanced for the decline of U.S.
competitiveness abroad have been largely attributed to a perceived
reduction in this Nation's technological capabilities. 1 would like to

uestion the Single-mindedness of that position before discussing
t issues of advanced technology before the committee today.

he Nation's ability to sell its products abroad is dependent upon
pr uct price and quality, as well tip other importing nation's
dire( and indirect constraints on frcie tirade. Setting these colo-
traint aside for a moment, the price df goods sold abroad is detek-
mine by both the cost of U.S. production and the value of the U.S.
doll relative to foreign currency. I suggest that a major problem
in ur international competitiveness is the current value of the

,1 dollar, which has increased in recent times relative to our
ither trading partners by 2t to r0 percent. This means, of course,
that other countries can undercut the price of U.S. producers, both
within the United States and internationally. This is not to suggest
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that "koductivit,y and quality are not. issues of great significance,
because they are. However, many of our short-run international
trade difficulties are at least as involved with fiscal policy as with
technological policy.

I bring up this point first because our near term trade problems
are far more likely to be solved by addressing fiscal than by ad-
dressing technology policy. However, let me hasten to:add that our
long-term competitiveness internationally can only be assured by a
policy aimed at reasserting. technological leadership in a partner-
ship of all our talents in the Government, industry, and university
sectors.

So, in the long term, the issue before us is the appropriate role of
government in assuring the health and advance of technology and
technology talents in the United States. Let me begin the discus-
sion by setting forth eight broad areas where I believe the Govern-
tnent has a clear role to play. These are: Education at all levels;
basic and applied scientific research; engineering research in ge-
neric technologies underlying broad business segments, where little
Federal .effort has been expended except in the area of energy;
technical information dissemination, especially to small businesses;
establishment of basic standards or means of assurance of quality
in commerce; performance and funding of specific areas of research
relating to the nation's security, which we do a lot of, or to major
national strategic objectives, where we do very little; tax and other
incentivev to help catalyze industry formation and growth where
appropr' to the Nation's advancement; and regulation and con-
trol wh ieeded to assure the Nation's health, safety, and Wel-
fare.

I don't believe any single agency of Government can serve in all
of these areas with equal zeal and. competence; nor should any try
to do so. Each of these areas are so broad and so pervasive in their
effect on our future that they are left to a single agency at the Na-
tion's peril. Only by a combination of approaches can we have any
assurance of making' the right choices. Centralization of authority
is appealing because it is. neat and simple. History repeatedly has
shown, however, the folly of this apprtach,:whether in the defense
or the commercial sector.

Now let me try to outline a set of principles that help me, at
least, in thinking through the problem before us today.

In the area of science and technology, the critical commodity is
the minds of men. In the near term, regardless of the money spent,
this is, to a first approximation, a zero sum game except, of course,
with respect to the need and a fairly urgent need to upgrade 'uni-
versity engineering facilities which are woefully behind even our
lagging commercial sectors. The question to address is what is the
proper rebalancing of things to do, not necessarily0what more
should we do. Expanding the money overall in science and technol-
ogy in the short term only means doing more things less well.

In the intermediate and long term, this critical commodity can
be expanded through education with some pull through incentives
from an economic emphasis in critical areas.

Reshuffling existing agencies and funding into different agglom-
erations, which has been proposed in the past, without major redi-

4 78
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rection of objectives only creates, in my view, Conflation without
any fundamental change. .

..
Mixing many objectives in a single agency also tends to contuse

agency iftirpoae and decrease effectiveness in some of the functions.
For exartiple, stimulation and regulation, in DOE, anci broad educa-
tion and specific research and deVelopment. I think we have evi-
dence that NSF is ripping its knickers attempting to approach that
one. Intimate mixing of contracting and performing research, and I
mean here intimate mixing which, in some cases, in the -Govern-
ment labors ies, tends to give some rather narrow mindedness in

Lastly, crew ing organizations to study already well defined prob-
terms of vtrl-,i ets supported.

jerns i4 a sure and efficient way of postponingdecisionmaking.
I would like to just make one ther remark before reviewing the--

particular bills being considered I do firmly believe that additional
and/or different initiatives &he required.to better stimulate engi-
neering research and technology developmeRt in this country. As I
mentioned under the first principle I mentioned above, this means
arranging to better utilize existing manpower in industry, insti-
tutes, universities, and government to improve our technological
base and accelerate bringing science to market with quality, econo-
my, and safety. .

The National Science Foundation, in my 'view, is an excellent
agency for science and engineering education support and science
and basic engineering research support, .but fundamentally and cul-
turally has a problem in understanding and dealing; with specific
engineeritig-eesearch, applied research, and generic technology de-
velopment at a nationally meaningful level. Our defense agencies
have a history of successful research and development using all
sectors, industry, utiiversity, and government. Altigh,the fallout
from that work has had 'important nondefense Albfisequences, its
mission necessarily creates blind spots relative to national nonde-
fense economic and related science and technology bases.

The National Bureau of Standards in the Departmeft, of Com-
merce, in a slightly broader context than it now has, might be de-
scribed as the Nation's corporate laboratory and probably among
the Nation's laboratories in the Federal sector has more interac-
tion with in4stry thka any other. As much, I personally believe it
belongs eyslictly where it is. It provides a superb interaction with
industry and n much needed window on technology for the Depart -
ment of Commerce. I would have great concern if one turned it also
into a large contract funding age4y. In short, something new is
needed, but what? 1

Initny opinion, H.R. 481 has merit but is somewhat flawed by in-
c(ilrating the National Bureau of Standards, the Patent and
Trat miark Office, and the National Technical Information Service.
I personally do not see any desire or need for changing the mission
of these groups. They seem to work well and already are where
they belong. Rearranging money pots and people to make the effort
look bigger and more coordinated rarely has a positive effect.

H.R. 1243 is, in my opinion, f taken alone, a way of postponing
any positive action. it is my belief that 11.R..1243 can be accorn--
plished within current legislation and administrative guidelinem
and should require really only congrefmional .encouragement. with..

479,
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not critical.
, .

!LR. 2525 is aimed at the broad issue of a national industriid
policy which has been recently debated with varying degrees of
emotion and common sense. Let me start by_ saying that the issue
i4 not whether or.'not we should have an industrial policy, for no
policy or an infinite number of; uncoordinated statutes and reguln.
lions dumped in a basket are already *a 'form of industrild polity.
The issue is how coordinated or at least internally consistent
should that policy be. I favor the purpose addressed, by this bill
since it only really takes the first logical step of collecting informa-
tion about how conflicting and discouraging or how coordinated
and s pportive are the rules and regulations we now have, taken '
all tog ther. What/ we do with the results, in this instance, might
indeed be left better to be decide4 until after the results are in.

The purpose of H.R. 4361 as described in sections 6 and 7 of that
proposed bill are, in my opinion, laudable objectives and worthy of
a more detailed examination as this bill is considered further.
Rather than forming to new ttgency, however, it soems to me that
many of its objectives already have somd'roots either currently or
in history in the Department of Commerce. It is not clear to me
why a new agency is required over a clear mandate to the Depart-
ment of Commerce which .now has a lean but knowledgeable staff
in many areas of the b)11.

I might just say parientheticaRy that I recently had an opportuni-
ty to talk to Sycretary Baldrige in connection with the activities of
the visiting committers of NBS. In my opinion, I believe that he
has a better grasp on technological issues than any Secretary of
Commerce, at least in my memory, and I do not believe that the
problem with getting initiatives going in the Department of Com-

' merce lies with the Secretary. I believe it, in fact, lies elsewhere. I
can giv(',you a pj'ivate opinion, and 4,110 is from simply discussions
with a large number ofspeople in and outside of Government. It lies
with OMB. It lies in part with the OSTP, and with the peOple who
fundamentally ciscoc9wn to setting the objgctives of maintaining
a budget level thro it17fi-out Government and tfie setting of prioritks,
which weighs itself somewhat more heavily on defense than it does
in the commercial sector. ..,

Mr. WALL EN. Fairly stated.
Dr. PRY. Incidentally, with respect to the machinations of last

year With what I call doo-wah-ditty, if one really wants to look at
the international effort in the Government with respect to interna-
tional trade, it seems to me that there is a place 'Where one might
think of a new agency rather than tearing the Department of Com-
merce apart and stuffing it, back together again in different ways.
But I have digressed a little bit.

The bill mentions $50() million as an expenditure level. I am sure
that is a. fairlS, roundhouse figure. Nonetheless, I think it is a lot
more realmtic, quite frankly, than the roughly $20 to $80 million
mentioned in the,other bilk that I talked about and will talk about
shortly. To put that in context, remember that thq Bureau of
Standards, this last year, got roughly $115 million of direct sup- \
portiere funds- --they have gotten roughly another $100 million or so
through. other agencies, but their QM). budget is about $115 mil-

, -:) . - , . 0
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they areLvisidered to be only scratching the surface. I
think roughly 10 pereent of thiit, for example, is their manufactur-,
ing initiative. The administration and salaries; for ekample,for the
Government bankruptcy courts is roughly $100 million, to look at
the consequences of lack of initiative in another perspective. So, I
believe that what the Government does here should be a significant
effort as opposed ,to small catalytic effbrts in a variety of special-
ized areas.

Having said that, however, I hii)t to icf'peat again the assertion
that we are dealing with a fixed number of good minds in the. 0041
run. yVhen we spend the equivIllent of $500, million worth of talent
and support on this kind of generic activity, we really ought to ask
what we are going to have them not work on. If we cannot find.jany
activity of less .importiince to stop working on, then we ought to re- .

examine how importimt this initiative really is.
Finally, Iwolilt1 like to comment briefly on H.R. 4407 and H.R.

4415, the two bills that are complimentary approa54ies to, a rather
litnited,techn(itogy:namely,-autAated design, manufacturing, and
testing; However, in its present form, H.R. 4047 is )n..fact restricfed
to r011otics and automated manufacturing sfstems..

Although each of these bills has merit; and I. Must sty I am
speaking perhaps more broadly than'from a selfish. purpol3e since
some of my activities at MIT are in fact to help them set up a
centeii in these kinds of' activities. Nevertheless, in.my view, they
are 1'0' too restricted in scope and in suggested funding. TA, proceed
along these lines would inevitably lead; in my opinion;, to An auto,
Mated, office bill a. bioengineering development bill, design. tor

rpantifacturing bpi, and so on, in the areas of various weaknesses
our industrial complex. It just seems to\ me that the issue.we

face is .an issue of policy creation. for the ongoing partnership be-
tween the private rind public sector for the assurance if joh cre-
ation, international competitiveness, and the stimulation of the
.positive benefits of technology before the ftict ranter than,govern-
ment? control of the negative effects of technology after the fact. If
phis is the case, then we should get on with drafting,vomprehen-
sive bill along the lines of H.R. 4361 rather than talw a piatemeal
approach. .

In closing, I understand what the political problems are.n get-
ting of this kind of f comprehensive bill. On the other hand, the
idea of' starting a shrill bill with the idea that that if; going ,serve
as an example I am afraid writs for vs a timetable whic'h

0-
is far

too long to be effective in.this aPea of supporting U.S. technology.
Thank you very much. I would 'be glad to answer any questions.
ally prepared statement of Dr. Pry follows:1

1;1-067 0 f3t) 31
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Good Morning, Mr. Chairman.
.14

. 11

My Vole is Robert Pry and) am recently retired Vice Chairman - Technology,

of Goo'Id Inc., a 1..6 billion dollar electronics mpony located in Rolling Meadows, Illinois,

o'stiburb of (Chicago. I orb currently an Ilse iSe r oristrItiini to iridustry, joverrunent and
,

mover sifirs concentroting an ways to tacos nor combined technic ents and

orgotizotion to improve short and long term competitiventios. Arnlong my credentials

1,elore this committee are a number of "unpaid" activities, including membership on the.
, i

Boon' of the t4atirttati Flectrimil Manufacturers AssociotIon, The Energy Research
«.41,,, ,

Advisory fioorrl of DOI , The Indi,striol Advisory Boma of NSF, e Statutory Advrsary

committee of the Notional 1.31aenu of Standards, the f3gards of a new ;mall technology
. 4lh

companies, and on the (xlvlsory boards of engineering schools management St/1001S Of,

several universities. lotri also a member of Illinois' Governor Thompson's Commission on

Science and Teehmslogy 5n1 I recently joined the staff of MIT.

If rs -from this background that I draw my observations and comrrtnts.
,0r,....r, I k only for myself os o concerned citizen rather than for qny of these

I ors 'denied to have the opportunity to join the distinguished gentlemen on
't

ills panel to oddrest the Issues of the:Federal organization structure needed to enhance

our technologial well -being and competitivenessdral the specific issue of manufacturing

technology.

First, o prerunble to put these 13%1)138 In csmilext. During the kit two years,

we have witnessed and been party In a debate on international co Jpetitiveness unequalled

since Mr &bides followirp the Sputnik launch of the 1950's. The debate' has focused

upon the inroads that the, JaPoneleand Europeans have made into our dotnestIc markets.

I
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Recently, the reus4tiiotivonctd (14..111e:din lint. Of 11.5. competitiveness uhrt501,1 have been

largely ottributed tii o percelved reduction in this nation's technological copobilities. I'
would like, to questiqn the single-mindedness of this poll in before discussing the issues

of titivtitived let before the Committee todny.
!..S\

nalidti';'.ubility to sell its products abroud is dependent upon poi/duct price

one) girulify, os well as oilier importing nations' direct and indirect cgriltraints on free-
trade. 5tZtting these constraints aside far cr moment, the price of goutfOlialci abroad is ,

s.`
, determined by both- the.cost of i1,5. production and The value of the L1,5. dolflir relative '-.

to forri(in currencies. I suggest that a major problem of our international aompetitive-

nesuls4he aito-rent valor of the U.S. dollar, which has incrtkised in recent times rotative

tut our jr(i«I wafflers by- 25 to 50%. This metins, of course, this) other countries, con

undercut the prices of U.S: producers both Within the U.S. and internationally. This it

not to suggest flint produc/ivIty and quality are not issues cligreat significance, becouse

they ore. However, loony of our short run international trade difficulties are at legs, os

involved with litre al policy as °with lechnology

1 bring up this point !ley bee(luse our near'terin trade problems or far more

likely to be solved by, addressing fiscal policy than by addressing technolilgy

tlowever, let nit hoslen to odd thatat nor long ter competitiveness internationally can

only he assured by 0 policy (limed of reasserting technological leadership In a partnership

of ell Oqf toletils in government, industry and university, sectors.

,So, in thedong term, the issue before us is thteapproprinte role of goverriment

in assuring the health wad advance of technology and technology talents in the (Jolted

Stales. Let me begin this discussion by setting forth eight broad areas who're the

government hos It cigar Mir to play, ThesC 'tires

I. rehteation at oil levels

2. nosir and Applied Scientific 137search

3. LngineerIng Research in Generic Teblinologlet underlying broad buSiness
segmenti

et

*,
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4. Technical information dissemination especially to small kusinesses

5. rstablishment of,basic standards or means of assurance of quality

6'. Performance and .ftpding of specific area research relating to the
notion's security or to major national strategic objectives

1. Tux and other it -entives to help catalyze industry formation and
growth where a propriote to the nation's advancement

.
mho

O. ontrol where needed to assure nationalheolth, safety and
welfare.

.

3.

I do lot believe any single agency of government con serve all these areas

with equal. zeal and competence; nor should any try to do so, Eoch of these eight areas

ore so brood
,r
mod so pervaviveln their effect on our future that they are left to a Single

ogencrtit the 'nation's pe'ril. Oniyby a combination of approaches can we hove any
I

assuronce of making the right choices, Centralization of authority is appealing becrelse

It ripent and simple. Hiskuy repeatedly has shown the folly of this approach, however,

wlartheir in the defense. or the commercial sector

Now fet.rrie try to outline a.set of grin iples that help me in thinking thrOugh

the protilen, before ui today,.
I. In the area of science and technology, the critical commodity is the minds

of Men.. In the near tern regordiess'of the money spent, this is p zero sum game. .The
41

question to address fs what is the proper rebalancing of things to do, not what more

shouldrwe do. Expandidg the money oyeroll in science, and technology only means we will ..

do more things less welt.

2. In the Intermediate and king term, this. critical commodity con be,

expanded through educationswith some pull through incentives from economic emphasis.in

critical., areas.

3. Reshufftina`existing agencies and funding into different agglomerationt

without major redirection of objeOlsres only creates confusion without any fundamental

Axinge.

e, f

1
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h. Mixing many objectives in a single agency tends to confuse agency purpose

and decreases eftectiveneSs of come functions (e.4., stimulation and regulation; brood

eshicotion and specific research and development;, intimate mixing of contracting and

performing research).

S. Creating oroonizations to study already defined problems is a sure and

r I ficient way' of postponing decision making.

I would like .4o moke just one other remark before reviewing the particular

hills being considered. I do firmly believe that additional and/or different initiatives ore

requii:ed to better stimulate Engineering Research and Technology Development in this

country. As I mentioned under principle I above, this means arranging to better utilizr

existing manpower in industry, institutes, universities and government to! improve oui-

technological bust. and accelerate bringing scienceto market with quality, economy and
i

Wkly.

-The Notional Science Foundation, in my view, is on excellent agency for

science and engineering education support.ond science research support but fundamentally

and eulturtilly has a problem in understanding and dealing with Engineering kesearch and

Generic Technology development at ct nationally meaningful level. Our defense agencies

have a history of successful research and development using all sectors and,although the

'Omit from. that work has had impoliont non-defense . consequences, its mission

,necessarily creoles blind spots relative to the notional non-defense economic and related

science and technology base,

The National Bureau. of Standards in the Deportment of Commerce might be

/1ov:titled as the nation's corporate laboratory. As sods, I believe it belongs just ,where

it is. It provides a superb interaction With industry and a. much needed window on

technology for The Deportment of Commerce. I would have great concern if one turned

it also Into n large contract. funding'agency, In short, something new is needed -- but

wirer?.

46
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41A
. In myoplinom, RR. OBI hers merit bid is greatly flawed by incorporating the

icitional flureau of Standards, The Patent and Trademark Of het.. and the. Nation&

TH finical Information Service. I do not see ony desire or need for changing the mission
. . ,

of these groups. .Thy seem to work 0011 and ore already Where they belong.

Rimminginq mriney pots and people to make the effort look bigger and More coordinated

rorely has a positive effect.
.

1-1.R...hal, is in my opinion, if taken alone, a woy of postponing any positive

action.. It Is MY belief that H.R. I243' can beaccomplished within current legislation and
411\

administrative guidelines and should require ohly congressional encourogerhent without

additional.legislation. Such study would be useful bat not critical... !f

H.R.252S is aimed at the broad issue of a Nationali Industrial Policy which

has been recently debated with varying degrees of emotion and common sense. Let me

start by saying that the issue is- not whether or not we should helve an Industrial Policy,

for no polir y or an infinate number of uncoordinated stotutes and regulations clumped in

o brisket are ()beady o form of on Industriol Policy. The issue is how coordinated or at

.least internally cOnsistent shatild the policy' be. t fovor the purpose' addressed by this bill

Since it only takes the first logical step cif. collecting. the information about how

coafficting -rind discouraging or how coordinated' and supportive are the rules and

regulations we now hove taken all together What 'we do with the results, in this

instance, might In it w left to decide. until the results ore in.
,

, 1

The 'purposes of 11.11. 4361 as described in Section 6 and 7ore loudable\
objectivek and are worthy of a. more detailed examination as this bill is considered

further. Rother Ilion` forming a new agency, however, it seems to me thot many of its

' objectives' dIready have same roots either currently or in history within the Department

of CommerCk, It is not cleor to me why o new ogency is required over a clear mondote
\

to the Deporfrirent of Commerce which now has a lean bui knowledgeable staff in many

or the oreas of the, bill. The 500 million dollors mentioned in the bill is, Ikm sure, a

roundhouse figure.' Norkethelest,11 is' more realistic than the roughly 20 to 80 million

T,,

A
a
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mentioned in the other action oriented bills: Remember, to put these amounts in

Perspective, the Bureau of Standards gets 115 million and is considered to be only

scratching the surface.. Alternatively., the administration.and salaries for the government

bankruptcy courts is olso.ohout)00 million dollars.;

Having said that, I must repeat the'assertiOn thirt we ore dealing with a. fixed

nurriber of good minds. When we spend the equivalent of 5001milliondollars worth of

talent and support on this activity, we should ask what we are not.gbing toKove them

work on. If rwe cannot find any. activity of lesser importance to stop, we should re-

examine how. imporionf this Initiative really is. .

Finally, I would like to comment briefly on H.R. 4407 and 4415.. These bills

A are complementary approaches to a limited area of technology; namely, Automated

Design, Manufacturing and Testing, However, in its present form,'H.R. 4047 is restricted

to Robotics and Automated Monufacturing SysteroC

Although each of these bills hos merit, they ate both 'far too-restricted in

scope and in suggested funding. To proceed along those lines would inevitably,lead to on

redounded office Bill, cubior;rigineering development Bill, a design for manufacturing Bill,

and so on, It just seems to me that the issue we lace is on issue of policy creation for

the ongoing patnership between the private and public sector for the assurance of job

creation, internutional competitiveness and the stimulidion of the positive benefits of

technology before the fact rather than government control of the negative effects of

techhalry aftet the fact. If this is the case, then we should get on with the drafting

of a comprehensive bill along the lines of H.R. 4361 rather than a piecemeal patchwork

approach.

s
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Mr. WALGREN. ')'hank ynu very much, Dr. Pry. It is interesting
testimony.. . . 4

What are some of the political difficulties of mounting a major
initiative in the area salon g the lines of H.R. 4361.? I think in some
sense it makes sense'to identifyithe'enerriy, &that is,the case. If
there are attitudes or interests tWat are opposed, I suppose we have
to really figure out who they, are and see..what direction ia.best to
go in to try to get there. .

,
4

Dr. PRY. With all respect, I think they are us. The diffiCultY that
we have as a society in coming to grips with the appropriate role of
the Government in the support of what is considered, to ben private
enterprise in the end gives us a great pause: It is fa better now
than it was, say, 10 years ago in terms of the attitudefat that time
that the Federal Government should not spend any moneY which
might result in a profit for a specific corporation. I think that view
is beginning to turn around a little bit in recognition ofthe fact
that that profit is trivial if the actual original Work was done in
the national interest.. That profit is trivial compared-to the job cre-
ation and national purpose that is served as a consequence of that
incentive driven work that is done in the private sec* as a result

,..of' Federal support. , i
Nonetheless, we' still- have a great deal of censervatiVe thinking

in this area, in my vi,ew. ` .,,

The other problem, quite frankly, in this area of industrial qngi-
neering research is that it is not neat enough. It is not jazzy
enough. We seem to have little problem it/ funding what,' might'
consider cathedral building, that is, the spice efforts andlthe high
energy physics efforts that are,to a certain extent, asl' I 'Say, they
are like building a cathedral in the Middle Ages. It is sonwthing
beautiful to look at and delightful to behold, but may or' May not
have a dramatic effect on the well being of the sitizens in the short
run.

This, I think, has come out of acr attitude that started in this
country in the late 1940's and early 1950s and has persisted since
that time. It is a relatively new attitude, if one' looks back, in histo-
ry. It certainly was not the case around the turn of the century
where 'we had a very great emphasis on tegbnology. So, I ,thi The
problems are us. They manifest themselver by administratio atti-
tude, by some of us in the House and Senate taking pssitions that

i;

are adversary with respect to private enterprise and nonconstruc-
tive in thatarea, but I think that is simply reflective

.
of Rh attitude

. ..r.of the country at large. ,4,4d.Mr. WALOREN. What do you project in terms of future 'mvels of
unemployment when you look down the road? YoU emphasize, at
the end of your statement, that what we really have is arrissue of
governmental Policy to, assure job creation. That is another area
where we really gave had a very uncertain truMpet from our polit-
ical leadership, the view that the Federal*Government reaVy is not
responsibile and should not feel responsible for the le'veYs of em-
ployment or particularly job creation.

Dr. PRY. Well, we either have to have some responsibility for job/
creation or welfare, one of the two. Trying to draw a specific quali-
tative statement relative to whit would happen if we:did not start -
initiatives I think has to be related to what has beeni happening.
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One might project, lir example, the increasing. deficit, Ill fact, on
export/import in manufactured hard ,goods and take thr general
supposition that it takes on the order of, let' be generous, $200,000
of export sales per perSon employed, and jusT project those employ-
quent.tigures forwardly industrial sector. You recognize what the
national implications are of a contin6ed trend in overseas pur-
Chases as opposed to both manufacturing for sale at home and:
international trade. And' that is talking about it in terms of-fixed
current industries not including new areas.

Most of The new hires; of course, in industries and certainly most
of the new hires in new fields are by small business starts, an area
which I think has been largely neglected until very recently iri
Congress in looking at the question of job creation and stimulation.
There has been a past attitude that you don't really have to spend
money to help General Motors and to help General Electric where,
indeed, in the manufacturing sector, roughly 2 percent of our com-
panies account for something like half of the gross national 'pro' d-
uct in that sector.

On the other hand, looked at another sway, the other half.is gen-
erated by people in companies of less than 500 people apiece. So,
the small company's start and the small corintCany's stimulation
and growth is another area where I believe the Government in
some of its newer initiatives is beginning to recognize that. job cre-
ation is indeed part; of its function.

Mr. WALGRFINI. I think you put your finger on something that is
pretty important given :the deficit and its impact on the trade bal-
ance.

Dr. PRY. I amtsure you are more aware than am that each of
those people with a new job votes.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, that may be.
I would like to recognize the entleman from Florida, M/f-.

'MacKay, and I apologize because fife are going to be interrupted
here before we can finish with the witness, but I hope Mr. Boehlert
can come back.

Mr. MACKAY. Dr. Pry,-this is fascinating testimony. You, on page
3, put the spotlight on a very significant issue, and that is the
shortage of trained, skilled, and innovative minds may be greater
than the shortage of dollars as far as being a gate or,a bottleneck'
in 4his wholt technology and innovation stimulation process. You
are saying if we pour more rhoney into the other aspects of it and
don't have more minds available, we many end up doing more
things lesswell. I think that is a very interesting observation.

The question is, is government now doing some things that make
that shortage worse? In other words, we are in our military R&D
pffort effectively funding a situation, where they ate more than
competitive.- It is more attractive to do research in the military
area than it is in the civilian area.

Dr. Pity. You got the thrust of my remark very well. That indeed
is it. If 'you look over past time, I have in a sense less concern over
our expenditurep in government R&Din military and defense sec-
Ors with respect to the money spent. I have less concern than I do
with respect to the shifting in emphasis of not only the poeple who
are mature andovorking in those fieldi but the training of young
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peoi3Te. That is, we spend rnoi.e.and more money in theSe areas, we
will continue to warp the direction bf our national effort.

If one, fo' example, turnediiround and Spent let's say $500 tnil-
liop, in the industrial- sector and didn't do it wisely, you may .find,
for example, if it were put into government laboratories, thEkt all
that you would do is steal more professors from the campus and
make.it less possible to generate.the new people that we need. So, I
think one hat to be relatively careful in how one views this situa-.
lion and to recognize that in the short run, you can have some ad-
verse effects in.whatqou think is a helpful policy by not thinking
in a&vance what the real critical gate shortage is. That-is really
what I meant to say those few statements.

Mr. MACKAY. Your suggestion is that we should be equally cau-
tious in tearing apart existing agencies and trying to solve prob-
lems by getting a tidy structure.

Dr. PRY. Yes.
Mr. MACKAY. L agree with that, but the problem I have is I don't

find any existing institution, either in the legislative or the execu-
tive branch, which is doing a good job of looking out to a longer
term horizon and trying to identify where we might be, going so
that we could be dealing with the question of trying to .b sure we
have an adeqUate supply of manpower trained in the right direc-
tions and so forth. Wh att. agency should do that?

Dr. PRY. Well, the apt agency, as I mentioned in my re-
marks, I think the National Science Foundation is an excellent'
body in. the area of education and research surrounding education
which haS to b4 a coordinated activity. I think they do that well.' I
am as frustrated as others with the fact that they are onty spend-
ing 10 Percent of their $1 budget on the area of engineering .
thrust, but that is being corrdcted. As you know, there is a new di-
rector there who has an industrial background. I think they are be-
ginning toget the message. There is an internal cultural problein
in tryingete reassess where they are and where they are going, 13,1A
I think that' is a fetitibre thing.

On the other. hand, when one starts to think about 'initiatives
.that are strongly coupled with industry, r think it is an inappropri-
ate agency. They are structured for peer review among their
equals. They are not used to setting priorities. They take this
over the transom, and evaluate them, and 'I think that that is a
inappropilate place for that kind of activity, but I would fully sup-
port NSF in its educational thrust, educational research thrust,
and I believe thft they are beginning to get on the path of emiTha-
sizing engineering research.

Mr. MACKAY. Mr. ChairMan, I would like to ask some more quesf,
tions, but I think I have to be cowardly and go vote.

Mr. WALGREN.It is true we ought to suspend and I knoW that
Mr. Boeblert also luis questions, so we will be, back with the same
witness. If you ciPti join us, we will just take a .15 minute recess at
this point. I am afraid it will be 15 minutes because this vote will
then be followed by another 5 minute vote over there, so we will ,

have to suspend for about 15 minutes.
[Recess taken.]

WALAIREN Let us continue just for a Second because I know
iMr. MacKay had wanted to follow up and was stopped by the clock,
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I wante4 to ask, you 1r4.! apparently given credit' for, saying .some-
, thing to the effect that Technology t ansfer is,a cuntict sport, and
yet in. your testimony, you. are 'pret y pessimistic or_you don'tput
much value in_ reorganizing these' arious,departmaits...lt would
seem that at some point; oughtn'ti to recognize the turf prob-
lems develop and the ,lack of contact orn one agency to another
and not bting in the sane structure re ly creates distance and an
inability in a Federal bureaucraey, Go ernmental bureaucracy.,. of
working together.

Dr. F;RY. Yes; in a sense, you Are right. On the other 'hand, my
model for saying that reorganizing does nqt.necesSarily lead to ad-
vance is the case of the. Dapaettnent of Energy over' some of its
former agencies-What wee did ir1, partiCular in that case was to put
regulation and.stimulatiorLiin the frprRe.agepcy and I submit that
thathAS some .problems assoCiated (Weith. it.

.am really sayigg is that one has to think through what
those new objectives ee. and why it is you are making .that rear.:
rangement, because ifit: simply is togroup a set of seemingly like,
objectives. into .a pile.Without havingiSome neW thruSt thlit yOu'tire
really trying to do it for, it iS a questionable practice.-That is the
reason for that remark. .

Mr. WALGREN. I see.
Dr. PRY. j.haven't been t ribly impressed( with, a ttipiil increase

in sideway communication. within some of 'the farge aeertcy eon-
glomerations.

Mr. .WALGREN. Yes, but at the same time, you have to be.irn-
preSsed with the lack of sideWay,s qommunicatiOh between gqvern7 .

mental entities. ,
Dr. PRY. That is obviously true. Vdon't derky that. I thirik what

my principal remark was that if one wishes to.start a new kind of
technology thrust for domes* industry that iiiproperly belongs
.the domestic industry akeirk which is 'the Department. of Corn-
merce.

Mr. WALUREN. The gentlemali from Florid bid you want 'to
follow Up? '

Mr. MACKAY. You may havpcovered the issue I Was Concerned
about. It seemed to me that Where you were headed, Dr. Pry,i was
to, the conclusion that we need some. kind of extension.: services Coni
ponen't in the Department of Commerce.

ter-/I have
hici goes

As'I
extension
ed to the

Dr. Y. That is correct. That iecorrect. 1

Thar part of that bill that is a somgmhat broad. char
4,-3/ forgotten what the nember ishas an element in it

. back to about the 19TW's. When .w alit first proposed?
1 it was somewhere around 19.63 oii 1964, the, idea of a

service in the Department of Comnirce""that was lik
county qgetALsysterp in the DepartMentrof Agriculture. That had a
very, very brief existence in the debate process and was stiot down ,
in flame0.4 , ..
Yet, if' you look at, for 'example, Georgia Pe , they.hays of ex-

. tension sevice in the State of Georgia which a
' 4

to belfrorking
'rather well, as A natter of fact, in having offices towns around
the country to .try to do just that to tranefer technology to' the e'
smaller businesses in thtit State. )it remains to be seen*" think, just'
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ION leeP1414111 th,rt iH going to be in the long run; but in the short
run, at hart in my visits, it seemed to beworking rather well.

Mr.: KAY. I guess the thing that got.jne 'thinking that -was
the comment that you don't need to'help GM and You don't need to
h6lp General' glectric; you need to help the small businessman, It
turns out he is where most of the jobs are. created and most of the
innovation is taking place,

Dr. Pity. That is correct. At. 1C!ast my feeling, ih looking at the .

productivity issue, and Japan has the same probleni that we do in
that case,-wit speak. a lot about cold, dark factories like Fanuc in
Japan; but ,iryotialook at the romporient factories, the factories pro-
ducing components for those syStem factories, they are dark shacks
-at this point. So it is in this country, that if you look at the Boeings
of the world or the GeneKel 'Electrics of the world that are putting
in automated plants, that is fine; but you then have toask where
do they get the components to go into their products and That is
the productivity of the incoming inventory, if you like, that comes
from.a. wide variety of. smaller industriesin the United States.
That may be the stic4ing point with respect to our productivity and
productivity advantage over the Japariese in time.

So, we need to organize to trip at that level, as opposed to think-
, . ing, as a Congress or adminiaration or a people, that we are help-

ing that 2 percent of the industries that supply half of the gross
national product in 'manufacturing. v,

Mr. MACKAY. Thank you. .

Mr. WALGREN. Thank You, Mr. MacKay.
Mr.:Boehlert?

". Mr. BOEHLERT. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Well, thank you/Very much, Dr. Pry. We appreci-

ate yoqr being a resource to the committee' very much.
.11.111 D.r11311Y. It is always good to talk to a fellow Pittsburgher. .

WALuitEN.,Thank you.
The Itext witness is Donald-Vincent, executive vice pit ent of

the Robotics Industries Association. . A

Welcome to the co%mittee. We are glad ma are here. I apologize
for the delays in thearing this morning,nat they are inevitable
in some ways.. Your written statement will. be made part of the
record as a Matter of course. Feel free to proceed and outline as
'You like to ..communicute your Points in whatever way you feel
most effective:

STATEMENT OF DOWD VINCENT, EXECUTIVE VICE PUESIDENT,6
ROBOTIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION

1/4

t* Mr. VINCENT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

ft( Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am here
today te representhe Robotic Industries Association, We are cer,
tainly grateful for this opportunity to present testimony on legisla
tion, RR_ 4047, and H.R. 4415, which will foster, ja our opinion,
more automated manufacturing in the United Stag through the
use and implementation of industrial robots.

RIA appreciates your invitation to address this hearing, and we
( realize that the need for improving the industrial robot market is

something that needs to be brought to this testimony,. Certainly,.

A '43'
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ether methods of enhancing our Nation's productivity through au-
tomation are clearly stated in my formal testimony which we have
submitted tothe subcommittee.

For the sake of tinrieyand because of our small delay, I would like
to paraphrase some of my testimony, but would proceed to say that..
it is ironic, Mr. Chairman, that the technology which originated in
this country, the industrial robotand we are now able to say in=
dustrial robot. Years ago we were using the words "yniversal
transfer devices", but we have come a long way from UTD's to ac-
cepting the technology and filo terminology "robot", in industry
and in the public: It. is ironic that the technology invented in.
America has been utilized more fully by our overseas trading part-
nerirwho, taking full advantage of industrial robots, are using this
technology to compete against U.S. manufacturers not orily on the
world market but more particularly here at home.

RIA was founded in 1974 as the U.S. Roboticalndustry Trade As-
sociation and speaks for some 300 U.S. corporations made up of in-
dustrial and personal robot manufactuners, component and systems

anYI end users of the. technology, and other groups from
The research comnitmity now affiliated with our organization.
RIA's membership has increased by 60 percent in the past year,
which indicates that positive acceptance is taking place in the pri-
vate sector for industrial robot technology. Yet, while our trade as-
sociation continues to make progress, it is clearly understood that
our industry is not moving ahead.

A recent report issued' by the U.S. International Trade Commis-
sion illustrates the problems facing U.S. robot producers. Before I
begin to detail some of the statistical information, I would like to
point out that the numbers you are about to hear are far lower
than the projections. that our industry people make mist industry
analysts are making. We are currently undertaking a major prokct

. in a new industry like this to collect industrial statistics based on
shipments, imports and exports, and have made some progress in
getting a system started here recently that would give us actual in-
dustrial, data on robot equipment that is manufactured and shipped
both out of the country and brought into the country. For now,
until we complete . that project, we certainly are in a position
stand by the-ITC ;work that is available and has received a lo

-'goad credit from our industrial members of the trade associatio .

Currently, there tire about 50 U.S. producers of industrial robots,
and six firms account for 80. percent of the U.S. shipments. But be-

`heath the limited number of producers that we have, there is a
very important infrastructure of highly innovative, so-called high
tech entrepreneurial firms supplying robot equipment and products
ranging from'small components to software. gsterfis. So, we not
just a trade association of robot suppliers ba the components that .

go into producing these devices. This level of tour industry is as
vital to preserve as are the producers and users-themselves,

in 1979, ace rding to ITC, some $28 million in U.S. robots were
sold, and the les rose to $143 million in 1982 and to $169 Million
in 1983. flow er, the percentage of robot sales by 1./.S. producers
to the dames d market dropped from 86 percent in 1982 to 80 per
cent in 1983. Imparts are clearly on the rise ap,foreign'robot. p
ducers move -to capture a laikm_glharrof the U,S. market.
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As the U.S. market vows, more jobs in the robotics industry are
created. Employment in the U.S. robotics industry has increased,
and if our industry.. continues tb grow, we will have a large employ-
ment base throughout the Unitesl.States in a few short. years. We
sinceiely, hope that these new jobs being created will remain in the
United States and not leave our country.

Despite the giowth"in sales and projected employment, our U.S.
robot industry s capacity remains grossly underutilized. Between
1979 and, 1983, our plants ran at. half caRacity. In 1983, production

. dropped to 48, percent capacity and this situation became worse
when new producers entered the industry in anticipation of a' large
demand for products, but that demand never materialized.

Our, industry, as you well know, is research and development in-
tensive. According to the ITC documents, our R&D expenditures in
1979 were $6 million. In 1983, our R&D accounted for $30. million.
During that time, our industry suffered extensive losses. In. 19
'the return was 42 percent onet sales and dropped even further o
49 percent olet sales in 1983. In short, Mr. Chairman, this indus-
try needs help badly .and promptly.

Meanwhile, our overseas, competitors are off and running. Jakin 4

has installed, at the end of 1982, nearly 32,000 robots. By compari-
son; in the United States, we had installed just over 8,000. The thIp-
anese increase from 197e was due largely to government in'celn-
tives, and in that tithe period, they installed some '22,000 itbots:
They now accqunt for 64 percent of the robots installed worldwid .

These are staggering figures and put some reality into the proble
facing this industry cid the use of our technology.

It is not too late to correct this situation. Certainly, Western
Europe represents the best market for U.S. robots next to our own
here at home. We continue to have a positive trade balance of
robots, although it has steadily slipped from a high of $12:7 million
in 1981 to $5.'2 million in 1982 and dropped to $4.8 million in 1983.

The legislation pending before this subcommittee are positive
steps toward improving the Federal Government's trograms in-
tended to assist the development of robotic technology. Certainly
and clearly, the creation of centers for industrial technology would
make a significant contribution to enhancement of data, exchanges
of data, and increased' public visibility for our industry. However,.
there must be ample protection for proprietary data In the role

iplayed by sucha Federal canter, as our industry is highly dynamic
and protective of new development. In addttiron as you now, robotic
,technology is becoming more and more 'vital our national de-
fense.

RIA also: Applauds expansion of the National Bureau of Stand-'
ards' role througirctdation of Federal research centers on robotics
and we subunit that there be included in that agency somei partici- ,,

pation by our industry in NES activitie., particularly. in the stand-
ards or guidelines setting area;' because we have taken a lead role
for the United States in creating guidelines that would develop into

'standards for both user and manufacturer.
RIA welcomes creation of the review 'board proposed in section

of the bill, IR. 4047, with respect to the board consideration of
U.S. tax laws applied to robots and automated manufacturing, leas-
ing, and other policies affecting our industry, However, we would

4p5
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"
not 'want the creation of the hoard to in any way hinder efforts to
bririg about changes in the Internal Revenue Code to improve the
indfistfial robot market here and abroad, or facilitate specializfd
leasing programs.

FIA favors the goncepts embodies in the bill, 4415. To
1/ permit the Secretary of Commie to enter into agreements with

manufacgring industries not taking-.1 advantage of automated.
technolo is a positive steti toward mar et iniprovement.

The identification and evaluation of techn ogically advanced
$ manufacturing methods needed in declining in stries as 4aroposed

in section 4; of H.R. 4415 has.the support of our trade.assiociation,
as certainly does the evaluation of retraining of. workers. 'We
expect that in the long term, employment will be improved by ow.
tomationi. If our national economy can be revived by improvements
in manufacturing technology, employment will prosper.

Mr. Chairman, in addition to the support RIA offersfor the legis-
lation proposed here,' a few additional suggestions are in order.

We strongly feel that in the coming months, the Congress should
closely consider a, special package to improve the U.S. industrial
'rebot markets jioth here and abroad.. After all, we feel you 'and
your..colleagues n the Congress would agree that notonly is robot-
ics good for U.S. manufacturing, but so is the preservation of our

,positive robotics trade surplus through export sales.
We propose the Co'ngress consider the following six-point propos-

al to get Am*rica's basic manufacturing inclustryfurther down the"
road to recovery and competitive security:

The first Ypoint would be tax credits far use of innovative auto:
mated manufacturing technOlogy.

The second would be low-interest lo.a.n guarantees to facilitate
-thistrial robot

The third would be 1(4-intere loan guarantees for direct pur-
chase'of industrial robots b, undercompetitive U.S. industries.

gourth would be export incentives through aggressive tax inced-
Oyes for U.S. producers.

The fifth point is Small' Business Administration low-interest
loan guarantees to benefit small users and entrepreneurial robot
suppliers ulfiable to obtain such financing in venture capital mar-
kets.

Finally, sixth would bg....6ipial educational incentives foraapplied
robotics engineering and research. ,

,'
The age'of the industrial robot is coming. Whether the American

industry survives with sufficient strength to compete in our own
market us well as those abroad is in large a decision to be made in
this Congress. ,414$

One day soon, the market problems will be solved by increased
demand. We are very optimistic. about this. I am sure you would
agree that that market should be served not just by a technology
invented here but by a second, third, and even fourth generation of
robots developed in America as well.

Thank you, and that concludes my semiformal testimony.
The prepared statement of Mr. Vincent follows:I
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4AOSOTIC INDUSTRIES,. ASSOCIATION

STATEMENT BEFORE

Of/COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHN4LOGY
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE" AND TECHNOLOGY

U.S. Roues ar REPRESENTATIVES

ii
WASHINGTON, D.C.

June: t4, 1984

Mr, Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

The Robotic Indurtrier Aseociation (RIA) is grateful

for the opportunityto present:teetilsony on legislation (H.R.

4047i 4415) to foster pore Automated manufacturing in the

United Statoo through'thi us+ and.iaplementseion of industrial

robots.

RYA ale* appreciate/I your iliitation to address the

need fOr lapoVing the indultrial robot strkit in the'll.S.,

and other methOde offacilitadng our nation's productivity

4

through eutobation.

-
It is ironic, Hr. Chairman, theta technology which

originated ih this country.- the industrial robot and vhick.

offers such Promise to our domestic heavy manufacturing

Industries:. is having such a ditfcult.time moving forward.

It is even more ironic thit this technology inented ih

Americo has Amen utilised more fully by our Ovaries, trading

partnert Oho, taking full advantage of industrial robots, are

tieing our tichmAlogy to compete against U.S. manufacturers

not ohly on the votld market but more
(
particular here at bode.

;4414
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R1h.11Piligits for so**. )00 U48. colporatione made up f !

Of industrial and personal robot manulacturira, componente

and systems supplier., end user', and other group* involved.

in robotics. Pounded in 1974 as it trade association managed

1144by the Socifty of Manufacturing Ingtnere, BIA'beceml indepen-

dent in 19.83, and hes seen a ,O percent Increase in membership

since then.

Yet, while our trade association is clearly on the

move, our industry All'not.

A recent report issued by the United States .

/ntrnettontel Trade Commission (ITC) illustrates the problems

teeing U.S. robot'produceri. Before I begin detailing the

statistical information-, I should point out that the numbers

you are about tO heat are far lower than the projections med.'s.

'by the industry nalysts.

Odt trade association is currently compiling accurate

authoritative statistics that will reveal the true state of

our industry. Until the project is completed, we stead bY

the ttC statistics as the Dest that are currently avaeleble.

Though there are currently about 50 U.S. robot

producers, six firms account for. about,80 percent of y.s.

shipments. Bueboneeth the limited number of producets Ilse

a very important infrastructure of highlY Annovativtoo-called
4

"high.toch" entrepreneurial firms supplying productsronging
.
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cOmponente to software systems. This is),J1 of our

ihduetry is as vital to preserve as are,the producers and end

uaare

In 1979, ectording"to ITC: some 920 million

robots. were sold, and ;he eel,s rose to 9143 million in 1.982

and to $169 million in 1983.. However, the percentage of robot

sales by U.S.' producers to the domestic market dropped' from

86 percent in 1982 t'o 80 percent. in 1983. Imports are clearly

on the rise as foreign robot producer, move to capture a

larger, share of the U.S.'market.

Al the U.S. merket grows, more jobs in the robotics

industry'are created, Impioyeent in the U.S. robotic industry

has ihcroseed dramatically and if our U.S. industry grows we

will have a large employment bass throughout the U.S. in 'a..

;fig short years. We sinteisli. hope that -the:new jobs being

crooked by the industry will 'remain in tho'United States.
.

our U.S.

Despite the growth in sales and projected employment,

robot industry's capacity remain, grossly underutilized.
1

Setween 1979 and 1981 our plants ran at half capacity. In

1983, production dropped to 40 percent capacity. and this .

situation became worse when,new producers entaild thi industry

in anticipation of a demand wh4h has not yet meirettlitedv

A;
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,'Our lnduitry, 'if, You well knew, iereeliar.:h and

deVelopment intensive, Affording Bo .thq ITC, R 6'D expendi-

ture' tp 1979 warm $6 millionin 1983, R 6 0 accounted for

$30.milllon. During that same poiriod the industry suffered
.

extensive losses. in 1979, the median Leturn was13.peroent!

of net sales. In 1981, the return declined to a loso-of nine

percent of net'sBles. In 1982; the decline reached42'per0ent

and dropped again. to 49, percent of net. sales In
a

short, lir., Chairman, this industry nesde.help badly

/1.
promptly (

runnkng,

Meanwhile', our overseas oompoltitors ere Off and

Japan hadinotalled, as of the and of 1982; 31,900

robot.. By compir.ison the U.S. had initialed 8,000 robots,.

The Japanese had an 1ncresse of 22,000 robots installed since

:4978 due largely
.

togovernment incentives.. Japan now accounts

oird[Or 64 percent of the robots installed Woritdvide. J

users four times more robots than do their U.S. counter-
0

partXV'4111 fact, there are;more robots installed in Japan

than other countries combfie.". says' the U.S.

-internatInnpI.Trade Commission., ..

It is nottoo late , -o co'rrecJ the situation.

Western Europe represents the begot market for UAL. robots

next to, our own. Hecontinut to have a positive trade balante
0

of robots, although At has steadily shipped from a high of



$12.7 million in 101s, 61 $5.2 million in 1982, and dropped

to .84.8. million iq.J9'03.
, .

Hr. Chairman, 010,111410lation .1:landing- before this

Subcommittee are pneitive steps toward:improving the.organitatioa

,oftbe federal government's "programs. intended/ to Witt the
. ....

6
devtlopetnt. .of robatic technology; Clearly,, the 'creation of

Centers for Industrial Technology voUid make a significant

contribution to enhancement of data, exchange of data, and-

heightened public visibility for .our industry.. However;

there must be, ample protection fOr proprietary data in the

role played by any such federal center, as our industry is

highly dynalic end 'protective of new davelopmenv. In, addition,

as'you know, robotic'technology is benomino4 more and more

vital to our national defense.

k .
RIA also apps de expansion.of.the NatAnnai Bureau

of Standards" (NBS) rdle through creation of a YedormOrResearc.h.

Center oaRabotics, and we submit that there be included fn

that agency. sow participation by our industry in NDS

activities, particularly as standard'', or guidelines setting,

AW is 0 am very much: underway within RIA.

RXA welcomes crtfation of the Revive Boar4 -proposed

in Section 7 of B.A. 4047, particularly with respectto Board

consideration 0.11,- tax Lake appliceblo reboti and



automated manufactdrillSt

affecting our industry.'

Creation:of the BOoril.to

legging and .other

However, we would

in any way hinder

fedeyal policies

not want the

efforts to bring

about changes Ln the Internal Revenue Cod. to improve 'the

iodUotrial. robot Oerketisere and abroad, Or facilitate

specie/Arad leasing. progrims.

I/IA:favors the concepts embodied in N.R. 4404

permit the Secretary of Commerce to enter. into agreements

with.mlnufacturing industries not taking full adifent gg of

aoomatid technology is..a positiv" step toward marke

liprovement..

1

The identiflcation.and 'valuation of technologically

advanced minufacturing'methode needed in declining industries

as proposed.in Section 6 Of H,R. 4415'has'thMeOpport of RIA,

as certainly does the 'valuation CI istrafni9 of Workers

displaced by declining industries. We expect that in the

long-term employment will be improved by automation as workers

currently suffering from unemployment in American firms made

no longer competitive by automation overseas find new job" in

national economy revived by improvements in manufacturing

technology.

Hr. Chairmani 10 sedition to .the support RIA offers

for the legislition proposed here, a!fewiddatonal Ruggowelocle

may ble in order.

1

: . .
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We .strOnOy feel Chet An the conia onthi the.

Congress. should closely conaider a:special packs. a to improve

the-0,'S. industrial robot earket both he and:Abroad. After,

all, we feel you and your colleague4 in th *grass would

kar.e that lot only ivrobotici.good 'for U . manufaccuring,-:

but so is the p reservation of our positive robotics trade

su plus through export sales.

It

Ws propose the Congress. constder the following six

point propdeel, though stated in.gsneral terms, to goiCAYerica's
\ .

befit manufacturing generally, and our industry specificilly,

further down the road to recovery and competitive 'security

)

1, tsx credits for.ue* of innovetive automated':

manufacturing technology; .

2. tax credits, including the ability to "sell"'

4Punused croditeAss in the 19. Econcitic Recovery Tax At',

ill

0

"safe harbor" leasing proviai li), Alnd lOy intitest'loav,

goarantssel facilitate industrial A.obot"leaslOg todeprsesed

.industries;

low interest loan guarantees for direct purchase

of. industrial robots by undercompeettive U.R. industri44.

4. export incentives through *1104881V. tax incentives,

for U.S. producers or expanded 4xport-qmport Bank loans;

e

p.
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3.1m49.1. Businied'Administratio0 low intetast loan
,

guarantees to 'benefit fmill o'er' and!entrepTeneutialiohOt
I v,e

loppLierS unable to obtain fiakticing.in venture capital Markets;

6. special edUcetiopal incentivae for applied

robotics. engineering.

Mr. Chairman, he alie of the industrial'robt is

coming. .Whether the AmericenimUustry survives with sofficient

strength to compete in our own market as well as those abroad

is itr.largetpart,e decision to be made in the Congress.
.

d-

Ona day soon, the market problems will be solved by

: increased demand. It Am sure you would agree thatamarket should

be served not just by a technology invented here but by a.

sedbnd, third, or fourth generation '1...rohote deVslopsd in

:America at mall.

Thanly you

r
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.DONALD A VINCENT; CAE

, .

Donald A. VinCont, CAE, has.theoh executive vice presidentdrthe
Robotic /nduetries Association (fOrMOrly Robot, Institute of AMerice)
since June 1, 1983.

Vincent joined-RIA in .February, 194 as assistanetb the executive
director after nearly 14 years with the Socj.ety'of Manufacturing
Engineers:' While at SME, Vincent led the Society's Computer and
Automated systems Association and the North American Manufacturing
Sesearch -Institute. He alsO held various stpffbsitione in member

-464nd chapter. relations, technical.activities4 1OVernMent,telatiops
and assootatIpn Menagefient

,st7
. ,

Vincent:1 Is a Certified Association Executive(C4E) and a member of
the'American Society of AisOciation Executives, the Association'
ExeCutives of. Metropolitan Detroit And the Councilof Engineering
And Scientific Society- Executives, He received hie Bachelor of
Science degree in. marketin9 from terris State C011sge, Big Rapids,
MI, in 1909. Vincent and -hie family' Made in Westlen4IMI. 4,

..The.Robotic Industriat AssociationARIA)/beadquartered-in Dearborn, ;

m1, was founded in 1974.and is the only robot tradeeasoCiation serving'
North AmeriCak RIAsponitors the-largest robot equipment expoektion.
in the World and conducts industry-related programs for Over300
robot manufacturing, user and research companies.

7 .!
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1 : 60.Mr. WALostiN Thank you Vety , Mr. Vinicent, Wed appreci-ate that:

f, 4
4

T1 -Chair lould like ti, in view of the time 'con-straints, 'Mr. Bbehlert. v 'MrBotalwriT. Think you, Mr. Chairman. .
, ..

Thin* you;;Mr. Vincent. I really apologize, as the chairmairttl-
ready has, ;for the crazy, mixed-up schedule that has had iou solong delaypd. il would welcome the opportunity to be here with youlonger. for questioning l*causeal think you have 'a very thoughtful
statement, and you touch on a number of points that are -of deep
personal interest- to me. But' schedules are such that I 'have todepart shqrtly, and I thank you;' Mr. Chai'rnian, (dr this courtesy. .:You said, at the tail end of your statement,.that the'age of indus-trial robots is oming. I submit to you, it is alread3 here, That its,music to your 'Ors, isn't it? .

Mr.VINCENT.i Iteertaittly is and ShOutd begin to see. improVedsales.
.

Mr. Bomt.Erpt. 'There is no question about it that we are in the
race, and) we would like to win it. I think it is very apparent' that
this committee' his devoting a gopd deal of time and attention 'to the
subject; .axed that is why ybu see 'eated bills like the ones Youpre testifying support of. .

. .

.Part or the problem, obviously, is a perception probletil, and al-though, we are over that problem about what we call it, we nowcall it ro ts, I k there is a great concern that if we don't do 4,anythingSve are oingto save jobs..That just isn't so: If we don't, doanything, we at "'lot going to be competitive, and the Japanese are.going to continu to6 do what they are doing very effeotively right
now, advancing in this area of technology making 'their industry
more Competitive. So, in the long run, we are going to lose jobS.

However, my concern is, and we Had a chance just yesterday. to.
talk about.. this', is the htnark, equation. What about all% these
'people who are going :to be displaced by robots? First of all, do youhave any figures on thee You indicated we have 8,000 robots in:
this' country. Do you know how many jobs were displaced by those

. robots? .

-Mr. VINCENT. Not in my mind. at thip time to give you exact fig=
ures, but I do know that there .are a number of studies that have
been done with figures in them' SomeWe would agree with; some
we, wouldn't, but I would like th record to be kept open so I cduld
give you 'a .doctionent called: "Robots Make Work:" In . there it de-
scribes some of the numbers you are looking for plus the areas
where we expect this technology to move away from the metal
work:41g industry. It is predominantly a autOmotife industry used
techm)logy right now andlin heavy manufacturing and metal :work-

After that, the next step would .be to go into the textile indus
try, the food industry, andqtealth care induateies, Again, WwfibelieVe
tracking, much like the computer industry did. When that technol-

,...egy 'Was first introduced; certainly the Comptiter displaced people,
but look at the number of jobs that. Were created because of the
computer technology that we have today.,
,However, I walk happy,to admit figurefi.
[Material:to be supplied follOWci

.
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`Robots "Make cork

ThieSreek philosopher Ariitotle wrote, "if every instrument could
"

accomplish its'oten work, obeying or anticipiting the ;till ofothers..'.if the

shuttle would Weave and the pleCtrum touch the lyre without a hand to guide..

them, chief workmen would not want servants, eormesters slaves." lwenty:four

centuries later, TRE.RONTS ARE COMINtor siMilar.headlines appear aboVo

numerous articles and editorials about industrial robots. Unlike Aristotle's

vision of potentiel benefit to mankind, these pieces usually go on to predict
.

t
massive losses of jobs by the end of the decade. Depending upon the soura of

data, these prediction\ range frojn one to threejnillion- jobs lost to robots by
.

the end of the 1980's anpossfbry as many as teven,million by the year 20Q0.

Projections of job creation are of similar magnitude, ranging from 800,000 to

1.5 million new opportunities for robotics technicians and.eng1neers by 1990,

but still farthort,of balancing the predicted Job losses.

For a'technology now in only its third decade and continuing to show only

modest growth, robotics seems to generate an. inordinate amount oemitinformt,..

Win and emotion; misinformation about wilat robots can do and how; fast their -

population is growing and emot\onabout their, impact boon the workforce and

society. A study in 1982 by the Congressional BudgetoOffice projected that' '-

robots installed immanufActuring'Poperations. could require billIbnsef dollars

annually in federal atd.to displiced workerst, py the end of the 1980's. On

the'other hand, futurists Marvin Cetron and Thomas O'Toole estimate that there

will bees many as 1,5 million
robotics.technicianton the job by 1990.

,lust where dg roboti stand on the industrial scene in the U.S. end over-

seas and ,,what is to be the likely scenario for therest of:the decade and beyond?

4
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The first indUstrial robot Was installed ili a U.S. manutturing plant in

1961. ,Despite a great deal ointerest, eCCeptance of robots proceeded at
.

.

A slow pace during the 1960's and early1970's. In their first decade, only

about 600 robots were produced.' 'From the Mid-70's'on,'however, installations

.

increased steadily and the technology also spread throughout the e-industrialized

world, At year-end 1982.. there were more than 6,600 robots'in use in North

America, about 32,000 in Asia and almost 9,500 in Western Europe.

. Robot technplpgy havalto grown, undergoing,a steady transformatiOn from.

electro- mechanical switches to microprocessor controls and from large, cum-

bersonm hydraulic arms to a wide array of configurations,. sizes drive
r

Systems. Applications havek!tiolvedfrom simple vick-amirplace tasks to colIC

plex tool 'handling operations alit as arc welding and painting.' Force, tectifle

and microwave conmunic4ons pro-111

and image processing sensors h giveilleme robpts rudimentary senses of

touch and sight. Computers, vi n systems
.

vide robots limited mobility and with electronic voice synthesisrobots can

even talk. .

...Despite; all -ofthine techflologidallidvanciiC-thfrhajofitY'OrtodaY41-,---"--
. .

. industrial robots are applied to Methodical, routine tasks. Few presently

are fitted wit)I advanced sensors and most are, thus, Aly capable of performing

blind, repetitious operations. However, they provide their owners with non-

varying performance, are highly reliable, can handle beiviy loads and can

operate in .hostile environments. They can replace workers on dangerous,

fatiguing and de ningJobs.k Small' wonder that robots are almost universally

well 'accepted in workplace.

At this time, he positive attitude of displyed Workers toward robots'

Can be attributed to two facCorit the robot-liki Sobs from which the :Lars
i
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.

are removed and the common practice of providing these workers with other

jobs. In sok Companies, at least 26 weeks of employment at the sable or

higher pay Ire guaranteed by contract to the displaced workers; retraining

benefits are also often provided. Even when not dontiectUallyipbligated,

most companies retain displaced workers and depend upon normal attrition

';to balance out the workforce.., Thum, robots are not seen as iditect threat

to one'rmeans of livlihood and may be perceived as improving the quality of

one's work life.

Will this situation change as more and more robots are introduced into

the workplace? If several million workers are displaced, a some predict,

will most companies be'able to continue to employ them or will significant

layoffs-result? And what of the robotics industry itself; how many .0sp jobs

will be Created in this field? An optimistic view is expressed by robotics

expert Or. James Albus.(The Futurist, February 1983) who stttes that, "Robot

production will add Jobs to the Icon bout as fast as robot installation

takes them away," and that "entirely new t manufacturing, salei, and

-71revice indOstries-witt-emerge and-mitliontlof xcitingnew-jobs

created."

The most likely scenario is described in Allen and Timothy HuneAs book

Human Resource Implications of Robotics, published in 1983 by the W.E. Upjohn

Institute for EmAlOyment Research; According to the'Hunts, the total U.S.

robot population 'in 1990 will range from 60,000 to 100,D00 units. Based on

40
this estimate, they project the elimination of between100,000tend 200,000.

jobs in manufacturing, with about one-fourth of those being in.tht automobile

industry. The Hunts also foresee the robot industry creating from 321000 to.

4
64,000 new Jobs in the U.S, by 1990, in robot manufacturing, supplying goods

(I

$

tx
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and services to robot makers, robot systems engineering and in userelipli-

cations. It is unlikely that many of those displaced by robots will find

work in the robot industry however, becausesemi-skilled or unskilled jobs

are eliminated, while the jobs Created will require significant teChnical

background.

Regardless of the numbers, robots will make work. Robotics technicians

(most likely with two years'Of technical training or equivalent hands-on

experience) will test, program, install, troubleshoot or maintain robots and

will be employed by robot makers and robot users Robbtics engineers (mostly

mechanical 'end electrical engineers) will design the products for Ahe robot

manufacturers, Applications engineers (mostly manufacturing and industrial

engineers) will identify and Avelorfrobot applications for ;Airs and will

design systems, prepare proposals and support sales. for robot makers and

systems integrators. Other scientists and engineers will develop computer

controls and'sensors (vision, touch, force) for the "intelligent robots" of

the future. Tpi robot industry will require an infrattructure of educators,

component supplierianli iy.stem_integrators, aswell AS .computer4rOgrampers4

managers, sales and marketing' sbecialists; and administrative and clerical

,personnel.

looking beycind 1990, non - manufacturing applications of robots will become

practical. Robots will be found in the construction industry; inimines; on

farms; under the sea;and in space. Robots will be found in service occupations

in hospitals and long-term health care facilities; inietailingi in food

preparation; as security guards, fire fighters and disaster workers; even

in the military services. In many cases, these robots will not displace

humans but will perform their back-breaking, boring odangerous tasks under t

human direction.

' 4 .
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The area of robotics which may have the greatest impact in the future

is the personal or household robot: Already, more than two dozen companies

are.developing or building such robot products. Today's'personal robot has

limited capabilities and is noted more for its.noveltrah entertainment

value than for its functionality. HoweOssr, 600.0 of these mobile robots in--

Corporate ultrasonic or infrared sensors, voice' synthesizers,,fiber optics

vision systems, and wireless data communications, features which are not

common on most industrial robots. Many ere designed to be interfaced with

pergal computers and, like the personal computer, the personal robot may

someday create thousands and thousands of new jobs withodt putting anyone

out of work.

Today's industrial robots are few in number and limited in ability;

robotics activities in the U.S.probabItemploy more people in 1984 then the

robots have displaced. By the and of the decade, however, measurable job

displacement will take plaCe'in Manufacturing industries, Increased demand .

for robots, new robot applicationsin non manufacturing areas, new robot pro-

-dUcti:.indlevitadinekliniiili-W1117:COmbfne.:tO7EriatineW:bWortUnitiesbUi..-'"

will require new skills. Also, by 1990 the number of people entering the

workforce each year will be smaller end they will be better educated. Thus,

the long-term outlook for robotics, is positive; as James Albus says, "The

new age of robotics will open many new pOssibilities. What we humans can

do in the future is limited only by our imagination to see the oppOrtunities

fl

and'by our courage to act on our beliefs."
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Mr. BOEHLEST. Also, if you don't have the figures readily avail-*
able, could you submit for the record the number of jobs that are
directly_related to the production of robots?

Mr. VINCENT.. Yes, sir.
Mr. BOEHLERT. R&D and all.
Mr. VINCENT. The type of jobs directly related to this industry

that will be created because of more robots being' n the field. We
will need more people to actually build robots and service and
maintain them. Skilled trades people certainly will have a role in
this industry as it progresses and makes more impact on 'all indus-
try.

[Material to be supplied f9llows;]
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4: EMPLOYMENT IN THE 01.4010TICS INDUSTRY

In 1983, total employment in the U.S. robotics industry by reporting firms As
e stimated at 2,251 employees, which includes 969 production and related workers
and 1,282 employees involved-in engineering, isles, adminietration; ant gen-
oral office work - (tabla 3). In 1979, there were 716 persOns employed by .
these firms, including 376 production and related workers, Itipported by a
combined total of 340 ensinaers, sileseen, and administroto . employment
increased by en average of 384.workeri-pe; year duAng41979-83, or at an
average annual tate,of about 34 percent.\,Imployment in the'U.S. robotics
industry, however, treeing at a. relatively low level (by comparison, it
*Swots to less then 5 percent of employment in the U.S. machine tool Indus-

. try).
. .

1.

tiployeant of production and related workeve sore than doubled during 1979-81
butemained flat during 1982, whin the growth in total shipments of U.S.-

'I

produced kobots slimed to an annual rate of 26 perceit, down from a 77 percent
annual rate in 1981. In contrast, empinyment of professional workers increased
in 1982 end overall experienced 'sore rapid growth durine,1979-82..!Tbs rapid

e xpansio of producers"RID projects accounted for a large share OP the increase.

tessio 1 workers, since expenditure' on R&D continued to increase in 1982esi
In add on, RAD projects helped to etabiliwthe growth in employment of pro-

while employment of production workers remained largely unchanged.
L . ..

.

As shown in table kt employtent of both produc8ion and profs...10ml workers_
.

.

'.shaddiiperlepoi nodirste growth during198?.-'llatirdIng gosproducers4
eitimatee, average employment of production workers in 1983 10 projected to
be about 18 percent higher thenthet-it 1982. Avers employment of pro-
fessioner Workers is expected to be about 16 percen higher. The growth '.

in employsent is not expected to exceed the growth total shipments (in
dollars) of U.I. produced robots, largalbeceuse ertain producers contributing
to the increase in employeent are expected to ore
lieu of in -house fabrication;

pu hose robot assemblies in

0--

Average employment in reporting establishments during :4i979-83 berme more
dependent on production of robots relative to'the pr 'union of other products.
Mopt new producers entering the market deal exclusively in Robots. In addition,
employment in other product lines (e.g., machine tools) of sortablished producers
hal declined substantially in recent years. As a result, all persons involved
in thcproduction of robots es e share of all parsons involvfd in thsprOduction
of, ell pioducts in reporting establishospts has incressednitinificettly, from

about 7 Wircent of all employees in 1979 to about 21 parompt of ell **ploys.
id 1982. In 1983, all workers involved in the production ff robots are expected
td Account for nearly 25 percent of 411 workers its reporting fires. 1

Sburces C0PUITIV8 POSITION OP U.S. PRODUCER,0 OP RO8OTICS.
IN DOMESTIC AND WORLD WRITS 'p..19-21.

International Trade Commiesion
Washington, DC .
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Table S.-AtobOtst Cespitel'investments of U.S. producers, 1979-83

(In thoteignOs 4: dollars) .

hachineri,,
equipment,Year t

3 Lind .or lmnd- 11.1.1!1"..1'.!r !

impeovetaeaEs
; ; . I.

.---.-....1 195 t . sl,449 s

1982
logy,

,

1,766 s

- t 3,504 1

450 I 4.512 s
10 1 1,520 t

L t;

Abets ere b sod on nojections provided by U.S. producers.

1,916
4,486 s

6,934 A
7,390 's

5,716 t

Total

6,232

10,436
12,352
7,246

Sources Compiled from data submitted in response tovestionnaires4 tbs.

U.S. international Trade Commission. 7

1

Table 6.--AVerego num* of emPioyees in'U.S. sstablishments producing

robots, 1979.83

_AmirS11 AUSIMAIN
reportIng

sients-Of (hiding

/ . produ

All persons 2/..
Production and rel

related worker0
Average number Meg

the reporting e
sent, produding

All persons -
Production And related
workers

479 1980 % Si 982 1983 1/

t t 1 t t

Died in s. . s s 1

,

I

tablille . 1- '.'1'. ,...,. t,,,,,,..;)1-7.--"' ..,r--,-------....7:-...
. .. .. ..

ell
s i , t s t

-.... ... ,...:.1 9,667 t .8,974 I 10,380 t 9,413 s 9,021

ted s t 1 t s

...1 5,452 1 4,968, I 5,473 s 4,301 s 4,510'

ad in v 8. s 8 s

teplish-. a A s

rdpotss s 1 s

--0-4-.1 716 1 1,032 s

376 507

1/ Data are based on projections provided by U.

1/ employment data'on 41 prolate were not inc

disclosure.

1,672 s

416 s

1,934 i 2,251

s'

820 t 169

. producers.
did for 1 five to prevent

Sourest Compiled tram slats submitts4 to rooms%

U.S. international alle Commission.

It questionnaires of the

ds .

P.
1
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Mr. BOIIHLERTI Finally, just let me say that, if I can offer a little
public relations counsel in your work, and I am very supportive of
it, but consider always, the human equation. So, I would appreciate
it if your association would take a very hard, serious, thoughtful,
deliberative look at the individual training account legislation with
which I am identified. We now have some 60 cosponsors in the
House, on both sides of the aisle. If we can proceed with develop-
ment of robots which is clearly in ow" national interest, but at the
smite time be able to tell the American people that those workers
who will ultimately be displaced by robots will have some source to
jo to get the training they need in.new skill areas where there is a
ob waiting at the end of the training period, that is extremely im-
portant.

. One of the reasons you are having so much problem getting a lot
of excitement generated in organized labor, for example, about the
work with robots is because they see a loss of jobs for-their mem-
bership. If we can offer something that says yes, we are going to
proceed with the development of robots, it, is clearly in our national
interest, it is going to make us more competitive, but we are also
vitally concerned with those people that will be disPlaced and we
are in sup rt of a program that will provide these displaced work-

So, I would hope you would take a good hard ,hook at that. I know
you have been exposed to it ever so briefly.

Mr. VINCENT. I would .4ertainly support your comments. On a
personal level; one thing I . the

need
htiv Ali -the trade

association director is that people need to be given 'some 'incentive
to go out and find that training. It is awfully expensive for the
hourly worker to be able to afford training at universities and col-
leges now. I think there needs to beI have laid out the incentives
that I think 4r industry needsI think there is another testimony
that should be given on incentives people need to find education
and be able to afford it and pursue that education. with the hope
that when they are finished, there WM be a job there waiting for
them.

Soder universities and technical colleges have changed curricu-
lum titles to include more identity with robotics. They had a crush
in the registrar's office to get into those programs and they had to
close the doors in some cases, yet with all these people being
trained and given certificates of accomplishment, there are no
robot-related jobs. More 'people are employed in the robot industry
now than there are robots in the field. The educational process is '"

creating -a lot.of people that are looking for jobs, and they are Just
not there right now, until sales in our industry move ahead. So, I
support what you have said about training,

Mr. BOEHLERT. Thank you.
The other thought I have is that obviously we have to do a better

job in terms of the Government providing R &D money for our uni-
. versity research centers, particularly zeroing in on this subject. I

)(now about the glamour ones, Brigham Young, Carnegie-Mellon,
and Purdue, but there are others not so rirominent but hopefully,
'they will be prominent in the future. I have one in my own con-
gressional district, the College of Technology for the State Univer-
sity of New York. We are trying to encourage the development of a

515
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comprehensive program there, but it is very expensive. So, I would
hope that you would be very supportive of Federal funding forethat
type of R&D at our university centers.

. Mr. ViNcEbit. Certainly. For direction alone, I guess %Auld be
good to say that we need more applied robotics researcliflhis in-
dustry will move ahead when some of the scientific researdll moves
from the laboratory onto the production floor. Our counterparts in
other countries throughout the world seem to be much better than
us in .hpplying the technology.

Our association is not willing to admit that we are lagging in the
development of the technology, but certainly in the application of
the technology. We would :support any Government program that
would create more R&D applied research capability for our people.

Mr. BOEHLERT. I apologize for having to leave, and ,I thank you
for your testimony. I will be in touch.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Boehlert.
Mr. MacKay?
Mr.'MACKAY. If I could just ask, would you elaborate on the Gov-

ernment incentives in Japan that you mentioned in your testimony
Ave-timrsimr

ticular ones with respect to robe that they are targeted on/
Mr. VINCENT. We found, in our communications with th4 Japan ,

Industrial Robot Association, which is a counterPjlit to our organi-
zatIon het% that they worked- very. closely With Ministry of Inoitis- .
try and Trade, called MITI, I believe, which creates programs ilia
users need for applying the technology and they are ,directly relat-

I ed to robots. Japat certainly has surpassed the rest 6f the world in
applying the technology. The Government programs such as start-
ing a Governmept leasing robot activity, where companies and or-
ganizations can lease robots from the Government at low-cost rates

. to bring in and apply robots to specific' production situations.
Again, I am not suggesting the U.S. Government become a leas-

ing company. I think there is plenty of private sector leasing orga-
nizations that could handle such a leasing venture, but the Japa-
nese idea seems to have created the most attention in our industry
from both manufacturer and users.

.Mr. WALOREN. In Japan, the Government-leases the robots?
Mr. VINCENT. In Japan, it is called JAROL, the Japan Robot

Leasing Co., started through the Government. I could send infor-
mation to the committee on that, too. .

Mr. WALOREN. I see. That would be interesting if you have any-
thing that is not too long.

[Material to be supplied follows:]
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JAPAN RPM LEASE (JAROL)

With MITI encouragement, if not direction, a robot leasing company, Japan
Robot Lease, (JAMOL), was founded in April, 1980 with the initial paid-in
capital of 4100 million. This company is jointly owned -- 702 by 24 JIRA
members and 302 by ten casualty insurance companies. The aim of JAROL is to !

support robot installation by small and Medium-scale manufacturers and increase
their productivity. As 602 of operating funds era financed by low-cost loans
from the government's Japan Development Bank, and the rest from the Long-Ter,
Credit Bank, Industrial Bank of. Japan and the city banks, JAROL is in a poet-
tick% to lease industrial robots under.conditione more advantageous than the
ordinary leasing companies. For its first year of operation (fiscal year
1980), JAROL planned V700 million robot /Oases; actually its leasing contracta
numbering 52 amounted to' V1,150 million (about $5.74 million). The
'average term of the lease was 6.5 years and provided a full payout. In April,

1981 JAROL offered a more flexible 2-3 year rental agreement (not a full payout)
and after the expiration of the agreement planned to rant the robot to the samehvool,
or a different user. At the same time JAROL began discussions with MITI to
enter overseas leasing of robots. This resulted from a request of en Australian
firm to lease Japanese-made robots.. Some 4usstions arose as to the propriety
of using government loans for overseas leasing but JAROL suggested loans from
the Japan Export and Import Bank. Positive action on this Matter will greatly
strengthen Japan'. competitiveness in overseas industrial robot markets.

pin has arranged for direct government low-interest loans to small and medium-
ecals manufacturers to encourage robot installation for automating processes
dangerous to human labor and for increasing productivity. The government.bud-

gated for fiscal tear 1980 45.8 billion for theee loans which ars'extended

.::through Chi Basil 3eiiiiiiie-Finance COrPoraWitif. 7-a

MITI has permitted the manufacturer who installive robot to depreciate 132 of
its initial purchase price ithe first year in addition to taking ordinary
depreciation. This extra depreciation is a common practice in Japan wham

MITI @efts to promote a particular indUstry or product. Extra depreciation

has been as high us 502, generally it can be taken over a. three -year period

and is usually repaid in five annual installients beginning in the sixth year.
By installing ad industrial robbt, a firm can depreciate. 53% in the first

year, 132 plus 402 (5 year depreciation double declining).

MITI created an atmosphere favorable to the introduction of the industrial robot,
but it had depended largely on the privets companies to.datermime the direction
and scale of production and'to undertake RED. The number of robot research
laboratories in universities and public research institutions grew from 43 in

1974'to 85 in 1980. Some 270 researchers at collages and universitiei and 80
researchers at institutes worked on robots in 1979.

5
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pro-
gram beginning April 1, 82 to develop Japanese robot technology instead of

In 1981, MITI announced(4::::n year E30 billion national robot research pro-
es

tying on imported know-h Stress is to be placed on intelligent. robots
. especially for assembly work, and on robots for nuclear, space, oceanic,
and earth - moving industries The development of sensory pereepqonvlanguage
system., and motional capaCity are toroc,ive top priokity.:

Source: ROBOTICS IN JAPAN: PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE
Paul H. Aron, Executive Vice President

. Daiwa Securities America Inc.
New York University

1

p. 13-X4
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Mr. WALGREN. DO we sell to Japan? We sell robots to Europe. Do
we export much in this area to Japan? - .

Mr. VINCENT. Not much. There are a few companies that export
to Japan, but the only way they have been able to do business is to
actually go over-there and find a distribution company or some
joint manufacturing. activity in Japan where parts of the robots are
made over here and assembled and sold in Japan. It is a very small
part of the. export business.

The original agreement between Kawasaki and one of the lead-vo
ing robot companiesrUnimation/Westinghouse, was conceived back '

in the 1960's wbere Kawasaki began to build very similar and
', almost the same robot that was created here..That became a major

robot product in Japan with technology that was, again, invented
here,, taken over there, and licensed to build in Japan.,

it Mr. WALGREN. You, mentioned the Bured* of Standards role in
the creating of a Fedgral research center in robotics. Has your in-
dustry had any difficulties in relating to their activities out there?
Do you feel that they have been excluSive at all? , .

Mr. VINCENT. Our relations, with NBS has been developed over
10 years' existence in this community, and we have worked jointly
in producing robot research workshops for 'industry suppliers and
users. We certainly look at NBS as one of the key locations, Judg-
ing from the subjects that they encompass in their work out there,
I think they are on the.leading edge of what needs to be done to
create centers of_ this type...a.would_be. a gOold,focal point-to direct. .

some government Thitiatiyes and "funding.' . .. -'. .

Mr. WALOREN. IT what do. you attribute the great decline in ,

sales in 1982 and 1983 and the increase in losses of the companies
. in the robotics area?

Mr.. VINCENT. Primarily the economic climate during that time
. period, but in addition to that, pricirig. There has been an influx of

foreign equipment brought into this country and distributed
through incoliporated organizations in the United States and pric-
ing hap gotta) to very competitive.. There is a tremendous
moot of supply r' ht now of robot ,equipment, Out it appear that
the nitrjors and so e of the new startup compadies are all looking
for the one or two big orders that age out there. The, orders just
haven't come in. ,

Users have accepted the ,technology. We had our national trade
. show Just last week, and we had ap outstanding attendance of
'. 23,000, peoplt and 250 exhibitors in , th4 show, more than ever,

larger ,spaced` than ever, yet the sales Mauls not developed. There is
in oveirahundance of suppliers in the Industry, right now. You will
see some consolidation, I think, in the uture in this industry, and
we will end up with some key robot su liers in certain application
areas. The day of the robot being bui to do everything, I think,
will .change and we 41 have more robots specifically being built/
for product lines or application areas, such as paint spraying, load- ,

ing and thiloading of machines, material handling, and even small
partk assembly. The next major breakthrough should come in
robots being usEd forassembly plocesses.

Mr. WALQREN. I see. All right. We certainly appreciate your tes-
timony and the-Contribution you have made to the record. We look

,
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forward to discussing other members:the poitts that you
have developed.

Mr. VINCENT. Thank you very Much.: ,
- Mr. WAL0REN. Thank you.

This concludes several days of hearings in, this area, The sub-
committee will be talking among :itself to see what areas of consen-

4;40- suiLwe can develop in hopes of developing some COncrete legislation
4hia we could project the proper amount of suPport for. We.appre-
ciate you in audience and your interest in the area and want to
encourage you to contact the staff and the like if there is any infor-
mation or any other viewpoints that you think we should be trying
to take into consideration. We should be available to you on,that
level.

Thank you very much, Mr. Vincent,
This willIconclude our hearing:
[Whereupon, at 12:25 p.M., the subcommittee recessed; to recbn-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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Ni', Chalfman tOOmembers of the Suboommitte on Soalnce. ReeearOh and

Technology. I as Dr. Newton C. Ellie, and I am affiliated with Texas AN

Dbiveiaity where I serve as Professor and' of,,,the Department of Industrial

Engineering and as an Asa/44M ialeotor for eeearoh in the Texas Engineering

Experiment Station. I have beenwith Texas AWN GniveraitYin Serious

woollies since 1900oand during the ten or so years prior,t that. I was

primarily employeein various &mope°. manufacturing divisions of'LTV, Ino.,

in Dallas, Tam I as pleased to have tii opportunity today to add my

support to Hill. H.R. 4415, cited as the "Manufactiring Solaces and Technology

Research and Development Apt Of 1963." t

If it pleases the oommittee, my*intention6 are to confine my brief

merino to two aspects of H.R. 4416: (1) My impreekme regal-ling the

"Findingor of Congrees upon Aida theeEill is based, and (2) my

recommendations for implementing the "Purpose" of the ball. Given these two

aspects, may I nd, Miro your attention first to my impressions regarding the

°ogress/0nel "Findings" which served as the impetus for H.R. 4415. Although

the qindinge" are only nine in =Mar, I will forego repeating them because

repeating than to this audienoe,wouhiserve no use/U1 purpose. However, I

should stress that in my judgment the,* %Wings" are valid; they clearly

dasoribe the situation in American manufaoturig today, and the picture they
..

paint is not good.

Despite a bright spot here and there, the situation it American

manufacturing industries. for the most part, has oontinued to deteziorate

sinoe the mid 1960's, and this is Tussling to el the least. Although we'
U

reognize that manufacturing industries are eesential to.the'emoonoio

well-being of our nation, suffioient attention, livertbeless, has not,beon

given.to keeping these industries healthy. I will mention only a.few

A
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examples for illustrative purposes - research expenditures have not kept up

with needs for modernization and chozgee in the state-of-the-art; large

portions of-Our imunOcturing equipment, methods and processed are worn out

and obsolete, and as a.result, foreign °competition outproducee eavisxraoof our

important industries. We findoureelves today experienoing'oonditiOns that

threaten to deetroy puhlid confidence in American wads products. These are

all oritioal issues. And restoring our initiative in manufacturing is a

ohailenge of the greatest magnitude. Make no mistake About it thin will be

no

.t
eamy teak.

hoes H.I. 4418 provide the emphasis and wherewithal to meet this

°hale*? My ana it to euoh a question is a qualified "yes," and itbrings

me to the wand aepeot of my remarks, namely my reoommendationslor

implementing the "Purpose" of H.R. 4418. In my judgement, the purpoore of this

bill is well articulated, and the heart of the statement is found in two

strategies "To eetablish setrogram for oonduoting researoh whicetwill

produce morm,effioient manufacturing teobnologiee and to enoourege

'wideaAread adoption of these teohnologies." This is a w411 intentioned

statement; however, implementation of these strategies in ordlor to meet the

diffioult ohallengee facing Amerioan manufaoturing Will require creativity and

imagination ooupaed with ay:U.11.4mm to take *gone rim. I would ask younow

to free your minds of past oonstraints and biases and think through With me

what I oonsider the approaches which must be taken if the Bill is to be

implemented sumeesfully.

Pirostall, I reommend thoughtful consideration to be given to an

implementation them! In this regard, may I suggest the theme that

manufaoturing is a soienoe not an aft. Ie this important? I thipk-it is,.and

my judgment is that for manufacturing 0 make Substantive programs beyong its

t
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current state of the aet,.We must make a transition "in our thinking frOM

menufaoturing es an art to mennfaottuning as a same. eby do 1 think oudh,a

transition in thought 18 important? Tsheme are at least throe reseasefor my

position, 'In.the first place.'it clears the way to fOQus on fundamental laws

and issues of manufacturing for the purpose of understanding and planning.

Seoondly, it exposes the'somufacturing women to fertile inveetigotion using

the powerful ecdentifio method. and finally. defining Mungactiming Smi a

science permits the use of quantitative techniques that will in turn

ofaoilitata oomunioatiCe and implementation. .8o I would say to you that if

this hill is to be succeesful, one requirement for implementation relates to..

theme. I reoommaxi the theme that manufacturing is a mien% not an art.

A second rebormendation. I would offer for your oonaidera4cm, pertains

to approach. I strongly suggest that the approach to be taken in

iimplementating H.R. 4418 is to define manufacturing in terms of eysteam not

oomponente. It is my juipment, and it in one shared by others that

manufacturing hie gone about ae far as it can go using the "pion pill"

asmoach which serves only to analyze add solv Component problems.

Continuing in this vein will result, at beet. in only small increments of

progress. and the anemic) condition of American manufacturing today requires

much more. Henufacturingbreakthroughe are needed order to "leapfrog' ".

foreign competition and return American manufacturtgto its proper role of

baternationallaaderallip..

In my 1=ft:felonsl opinion, substantive change° °annoy mour only as a.

fungpical of bueLval ve are able to configure the mexadestnaing moose mare. '

erten, and at the same time hosLeffectimely vs are able to boy systems'

technology to eeimine the manufacturing proms. Do we have tie toohnology to

5 2



a... better Job than we are ourrently dam, end I refer speolliolly to such ..

technologies as simulation tom, decision support analyses, integrated
ocaputeraided manufacturing,teohnologies, artifioial iptelligerIce 'concepts,
eta. Obviously, gaps in our teohnology eXist, and otherl will beoome'''
apparent, bit them', 'gaps merely bowie problems for eventual research
solution., ImpliMenting H.R. 4415 will require a °restive approach, end I
rammed the apfsoa that defines mnufaothring in term of systems rather
than .oceponente.

__:--------
.

idontify44 an appropriate goal. is a third ooneidera tion islerplementing
tbefairpoSe of H.R. 4415. In this regard, I would reccemend that the goal .

should be to ohmage manufaoturime not dust -improve it. Home people may
k disagree with this goal. but such a disegressent is not likely in this

audience. Obviously, we au recognise there IS a need for some immediate

improvements; however, immediate improvements are frequently abort term in
nature Serving the purpose of a "bandald" woes in fast the wound requires
mayor treatment. Although there _is a risk, it is my jUdgmebt that we need to
cet.eur goal high beaus* we oust achieve More than abort term improvsents,
In this sense, it should be strewed upfront that we have no real desire to
just is rove upon ways of doing ranufaoturing, The 'goal; And lofty it
is. shook be to dr sirsaufacItulW tabbing, to its lia12,.tand tOb0b09 th0
preeminent internat term that transitiois sextufao*g into the

(.twenty-first oentury. Although 1.1,111 mention some background to this
position, I vial not labor these points pefore this audience. I think that we
are all in agreement that by in , we are currently e,000kpLishing

- esnufa,oturlmg petty much the way i wee being lone. in the late ant, 30's and
40's; and this it indiostive of the est that wanufsaturing today is Outsoded) v
and outdated. Even the "go voids" we ume to disown that we Cali "modern

) 1



senufacturing"..i.e.,
s

tuns am intsgration., automation. group technology,

eta , are Little more than efforts to "two*" old smatiZeds. I do not

man to deny that' thee' have braoght improvoaents, but the faot ip we bays

generally done nothing more than autconte and ocaputerize sitiebing equipment .

and prooesee... This implies to me that stulutnnoturing la still pretty Much

bueineee ae vaUl Bo I..would repeat for emphasis: Our.goal'aino(ild be to

Osage the nay we do idiruitatxutng not "tweak" ad methods. We will leave

thin abort "term approach the to the foreign ocapetitors. After 81.1; some have

Strewn been quoted as paying that they havNtining more to learn tits us

) now'. Appropriate implementation of H, R. 4410, I think, will not only prove

WS Statement to be inoorreot but alma embarrassing to the one who made it.

A fourth reoceisendation I would make relates to implementation

objeotivee. I enviously doubt that my rememendations is this case will, oome

as any surpriseIse to this 0,141.43100, given the Congressional ground Work and

testimony that bas elriady taken place with-referenoe to H.R. 4415, The

objeotives, I reocennend, are as ,follonost

(1) To stimulate and oonduot original ressamh iao manutaoturing systems.

(2) To promote meulufacturing systems edloation in the aoademio

environment by,impaoting ty oorricula in engineering an, is1.1

as busbies..

(3) To transfer in timely fiertion'asnufeaturing eyelet.; technology tp the

0, industrial ooasunity.

\ Finially, I reoceinend that for thug, implementation of H.R. 44l to be

sueonneeful, it must have a. well defined product focus.. The'Oorrelation.

tetweio produot foous and sucrose& has been demonetrated historically. Where

there hae been produot definition in the past, Federal *Mits have aohieVed

\
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highz, of moose, but i, attuatic where mkt definitions have been

adesiol.the reeulteof Federal efforte have been lime thaNeirable. So in

this regard I would mugged that H.R. 4413 be implemented to proluoethe.

following:

1:6uterised mstbeastioalmN2mftlogies applicable to the
. end control of manufacturing eyet.0 to.pcodude

'frcaoomesrpt through productioa to ibtroduotice An the ke place
forprofit.

A reasonable question in this regaAl is what

equipmenttechnology. Again, my feat*/ is that new equipment teohnol will

be a natural tenefictal biproduot of inplementatice. My judgaent is when

creetive Individuals from several teobnical discdplines.inteanot in a

march and; development environment, .benefiaial'hiprochicts will naturally\and.

4nedesselily reeult, Oetcd these will be new equipment teobnology. Weever,

it Should be peoognimed that equipment technology is not one of the defined \

Inducts of indsmentatice, and in SY opinionthapenific aim develop new

.equipmetttsobnology Should be left to the manufacturing induct ..But in

this regard, I Would oaution themiebout the need to change annufact for

the twenty - fiat century, not to Improver "tweet[" the current manuf ing

methods that are so closely dependent on the RO's, 30's andparly 40's.

Let le olosi with some brief memento regarding cpanitation, an &mot

that will oartaialy 13e. vital in assuring the successful implementation of H.R.

4415. Isplementstion in my judgment should take place in'university

environment* whire from universities; federal agencies, and1111 II :I ..

American indusetriep oan oces ogether in Coopeistive partnerships. At lead

two things make this approach . First of ell, Advisory Boards mad'

be formed with representatives!rdm the three 000pereting'entitieS, and the

Advisory Boards could in turn providdresearoh direction to the university.

.0
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, .

(Wood ly, university eradromsents will provide sows* to the widest range of

teohnioal *ills and profeeteidnal baskgrourrie foonity MU as the

intelleotual vitality of young 'graduate students, Organizational

isgelientatiolkin a university environment. ixt-sy juditteent, would

inorease thi AW.3.ity of *imam of the of H.R., 441b.

The fckregaing morseled& the eubstanoe .0fsy thoughts. May say Van.

I &pp:mitts the opportunity to add sly suppart to H.R. 4415. and I would

repeat again for emphasis that isopierentatice,ie now the key to ett(V000. xn

this respect, oonsiddrable attestiCe oust be given to such items agr these,

approaoh, goal. ,objeotivee. +ate. and organization. ')ty reckzeopiatiOn

regarding these`itswe are roopeotiitely eitznittect.

4
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Comment* on Progoae4 Leg IllatIon to
Support Research and Development op Anton**

ManutrturIns 4047.snd HR 4415)

Jerome A. Smith
Industrial Technology Institute
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Introductios

It is indeed a pkasure and an honor for me to be invited today to provide some

comments on two bills which are under consideration by your committee. My remarks

will adds*s HR 4047, the Robotics sod Automated Malinke:luring Syst fl s Research and

Education Aot of Inn, and HR 4415, the Manufacturing Sciences. and Teahnology

Research and Development Aot of 1983. Thole two bills have very simile: pale, and

many of the proposed Inschraleme for stimulating research and technology development

probablyare the same. My overall conclusion is that this pontoon probably does not nod both

thaw bilk, but poking a bill to support research d development related to eutomatod

manufacturing process technology kabeolutely utiai

My purpose in coming today k tbree.foldi First, I will provide some additional

reasons ..tor- passing legislation for federal support of research and development for

manufacturing technology which are not cited in either proposed bill. Second, I will

briefly describe the Industrial Technology Institute, a newly formed organisation which.

can serve as a role model for the type of institution which the legislation should support.

And, third, VMS offer pome suggestion* for a bill which will combine the best parts of

both of the proposed bilk with some additional considerations or constraints to be, placed

on the funding in order to minimise effeotivenwm.

JuatilleatIou for federal Support

All of the 'Findings' cited in HR 4017 and HR 4415 accurately depict the '

situation with respect to manufacturing nology i>a this country: that is, the existence

531
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,.;
of foreign masulairere that have depioiletrated superior productivity on the bale of

. .

advanced :esfnettring technology implementation cannot be denied. Also, the

availabiUey of-.Winology derived. from delfts, space, and coMmunicatiow spplientions

:eAtivs ma: irrlghttaught productivity improvementnd the need . for additional

resew* 4.0 technology development: YAM two Worn for this society

to allocate resources to improve Mennfacttrieg p fundamental question

esirm-why : shoald support for mammoth, *development, and technology application for

.manufeceuring be provided by the twists' government? Let r attempt to Sive You

some Justification. t44

First, the teetelgiiif durable goods manufacturing is -a national 16100. 'Durable goods
.

with isles .91. *beg billion accounted. for 17%,of hat yeses Grow National Product.f.r
Manufacturing kw long been and will continue to be a vital element of

netioell (security :Them; from..both economic and national defense ,points of view, it 1.
essential that we prostrryllibtir illedenhip ditrahle goods production. Second, it -le; i:,

, _

unlikely ..e t either anteo:,,local government will devote. 'the resources required, En .

. .

lItani. *rel.! ere the itipeCte-eif foreign competition have,bisitelt.mout acutely, iorel'ir

`goviraiefeue° urree"asi:mOekitrtdated. and state '1.14 'Ii;biii.fOveraments do not feel. kv

:-tt that research sad d iStptxetts 011 major_ *Pot o1. their missions, 6
, .

New:thithitkos deit: . atter euck-Mi:N York, Peneleylvanik,GIONfind

w nt,.Ib tte these commitenepte provide less than is identified es e..:, .
yeertelteedi!egialn. lOilior ifit Mtbt that i while,theee are iniportift, they to

thadeteiteinirr'1'lliktik the -.1stietelipc;04:idiiiiildiii`Maittfactaringtechnology- prntiema te.

pejeideOventrO10.1ktritteitteldeolisie(that tbs. renneey has enepvienced

engineering school faculty anditedintpe*Miations devoteovet`thelpgst4... ...
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to manufae g teohnoldgy; is due In part to the absence of any eignificsat

federalfun for sposeoredieressch in these areas Another *tor is 'icons-queue of

a value' for faculty selection/promotion and curriculim development which

. emphasis pplied.science at the expense of eppikatedse oriented system development.

These do so beginning to be reversed, but federal 'sketch funding will accelerate

the process and provide teem and. direction' to the hind of al'UltiPkollietiplise research

and education that i. required.

We cannot expect industry to provide the resource: for maaufecturiag process

research and development, In basic rematch the federal government "musk for 714 of

thi total, according*, data gathered by the National Science Poulsda$14._Irbe rest le -

pitvided by industry, universities, Aare governments, and non4r0flt

industrial contribution is heavily .couteatrated in the pharmaceutical and

industries. In applies' reeeirch .and development, the industry shaft Is asuch;:tills.

Spiritist, 8896 of thi Iota However, the vast majority of this investuseatiOevOted

to product development (75% Ir opposed' to process development

percent of industrial research and sitvelopment cannot be classified into either prodskt or <,

process development, according to NSF'. analysis of 1981 date.) The 'taphole-Am

process development is much higher in chemicsk, textile", sad tea prodlaction

Therefore, Isersetnients 'by the durable goods meaufsottriag Industries can be estimated

to be a math, frsetion, whips 649%. The point is that Om is very little by Ivey of

kidlike argues that durable goods manufaciurers.will devote significant resources

to proems elopmmt. lruitherroqre, federal hutch's tot manufecturiNg process related

research and development will MOTS more sapid dhweinkation sad widespread
. .

utilisation of the Unhook:4y Allan would result from industrial lamotionts.
4,

O

I
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Another major argument spinet say statement that ifidus4 ban do this. job

'derives from die demographics of menufaoturbyrIirt Tha bulk of durable goods

munufsclurers are relatively small kw with virtually ix: la-hens pspnbWty to.lx;f0W0

research and developmest. POr.todunple, in the motel working induetriO (thoseisit1010,

codes 4340) 4114efe, are 07;000 establistimests-withIminufscturing e.ta location with** or .

mote Implwetw. Of this somber only 0,400.bave more than 800 employees, Sixty4hree

percent, or more than'43,000, have fewer OA 100 employees: Thip, manufacturing Ia

this nation is 'performed by a very !up number of relatively small firm" It is wiry

safe conclusion that these smell .firms do.'not posse, nor can they afford,. the

technologically sophisticated staff required to perform ,process related researclii and

development to remain competitive, :Furthermore, it would be terribly ineffteisni for ..

44

tgim to try to do so, and the required talent base simply doer not exist.

,
Those Statistics may be a key to understeading the vulnerability of today's

manufacturers: with respect to much larger foreigbased, multinational competitors.--
...

While smallness was a virtue in developing a responsive, innovalive supplier base for

larger equipment manufseturers, it makes it difficult to address the ;winos of

technologies that will be required. fouthr fsetory of the future, e.g., raputorintopated

sensors and machine., digital communications, and 'software which will control proximo,
kz

inventory, and business iyitemi.

There are two fundamental elements in the most for improved. manufacturing

productivity. One is the development of ne w tiohnoldgy to automate processes".. The

other, equally difficult, is transferrlag this teohnologylo actual application. 'As evidence

of the latter, cdoider two fs'ctors. 916 lifter twosityfl)i years .siaCe development ..4

toe technology, leek than ,10% of the maibirliteolit need this count/ are lumetiOally



!, ". .

controlled. (fnelentally,. my Institute iecently MO despillelY to buy an Aulefluait

built numerically, controlled lathe snd,couM find no *awe which. could match the price
.

and capability of $ forelp built macitInek Second, base le screw! recent examples 440"
st

. of belle roles/eh results. developed is la emu*y which have led to first or superior ,

1 .
..

applications In the hands of foreign corOpelltoie,, e.g., silicon crobldeysms, diode lasers,.

fiber optic cable., to name a few.. My observation from sinrat five years of governme t
.

service in the leadership of 4 government research funding, agency is that we have

few mechanism. In our' society devoted te application development and technology

Wagon.; in shoe. arenas In which such insehenisma exist, .e.g., detente, medicine, and.

space, the translation of research Hittite into application has been fairly 'Malys and our

, world tallow calleademblp is seldom quesiloned. 'Therefore,. It is essential that youI

Rem legiolatlo tbat will enhance both the genoklign of new knowledge through research

. and the Izansfet of that knoivledp through applications development in order to be used

thie ostIon'll 'manufacturers.

` . Thip,adnitirlal TeehnOloirl Issittist.
. I

Visionary leaders in Michlga4bsve recognised both oflhelie fundamental' elements
. .

it
in founding the Industrial Technology institute, which I represent. The Institute is

. destined to become a worldclass research lad development organisiiion devoted to ,

addressing the' obstacles to the realls4ion of, coraputerdatepated manufacturing.

Intorporateirin December of igh, and. Initially cepitalised by grants from 'the State of.v

e

Michigan and the Kellogg,Dow, and Mott Foundations; ibis Orgenlietk41"Well conceived.

to hare s>1Yeral ;oleo and functions. Theis include: (1) performing bah beile and applied

A

research lrt the *rim of industrial automation and computerintegreted manufacturing '

l4
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colieftersiliki oN bOth-IMF_ 145010111441 la well as the social sad econokike Implications;
sr

(2) developing mew techalqam, mum, algorithms, processes sad docksiomnialtiag took
4,

for Implementation Is the tutor/ of the futitre; (3), ilinwaxtaating lamination Am'

erne, ging automata taksologies, eosW impacts, utti economic analyses 1g:oersted both

within Pad outside the Inetitute; sad (4) tosiellog the develop's* of. a'new industry
.

devoted to the 'production of hardware aid software- for 4atornated manufatturlgg.

Thus, the' miesion of the lioditute,k to perform is both a geseratOr of now Information

sad sa intonation transfer spat for .atkunated ntanufseturing. It is positioned

orgfaisationally ai a publicly supported, sonprolit corporation, and, provMomailealli

as $ performer of applied research and development, at the lattorfaee between academic

research sad Industrie! implethentetkM., Technology Wager and modification of the

. social, manageineet, and organisational framework for inatinfacturing are perceived m

being as ghalleaging and is difficult a problem as What:finks! lanovatlim. Institute
Ir

7*; 'staff transfer laformation by 'cling In tt1 'misty of roles: as coatrattore or collaborators

with Industrial. pylon's; as consultants to Industrie! clients; S. publishers of reports,

journal 'Okla, and books; and as Instructors for short courses or putiolpents In

workshops.
o

1

The Institute is located adjacent to. the University of Michigan's College of

of agInewhitand In midit of an. extensive manufacturing communitythere are over

7,000 manufeeturing within a 100.mile radius of Ana Arbor, and Southesstera

Michigan Is within Oft or so Wks of easunier-prodist markets comprising 50% of the

total population of the U.S. and Canada. The organisational Structure and gOals of the

Institute wet all the stipulatloae of s 'Venter for Industrie! Technology' described in

Section 4706 tif the Steveneon-Wydler Tom:hooky Innovation act of lila (whkk has yet
A.

1
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to be iniplimented with soy iignifleant rear from the Mail government.)

The Institutes technicarPtop address the . problems of digitally lontrolled
4

sensors and machines. The software for control of both the hardware and the
V

communicatiOls nolskire represent' a substantial part of the effort, Ile addition, new

Palms: for integrating deolgia, planning, Procurement, and operations scheduling is

required. New NUM and mechanicsl devises be aspired to perform

manufacturing proomms such as assembly and monitor system performance, In many

instsiem the effort will focus on the adaptation of existing concept') to now applications,

In others, now approach., will be required, .

There are social and economic °Wads. lying In the path as Well.' One component

derive. from the orgsmintionel structure of manufacturing which has evolved to focus

pa activity of human labor. Not only will the organisational simian require change,

butt the. nature ofj human labor will be modified, Control of Information, its

dismisInation and Ito Modification, will pose many new problem! which an lampsrabft

from both the organisational structure and the nature ortiteleobsology. Economic

models are required which emphasise the coots and benefits of product quality, flailble

nr. of capital equipment, reduction of inventory, and repair and maintenance

.elikironically sophisticated tools. Accurate projections of future impacts on work force
1,

"Isesirseture, and necessary skills can haste the transformation of durable goods

manufintisOng by Informing govidinseri, labor, and management leaden of the

trapendIng.cluingee.
kz,

Flit Instieuto is being structured to address not only the many technological and
...
c,,

kenessii" 'Isolers to creating integrated niassufaituring installations, but two very
,

14.,;;;.;

.
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significant cultural barriers. The first of them Is the uneiliorally long time that It

for MIMI from bask oseeeirch to be pat into applicatioo. With the exoeptiott of a gew

professional soeletke and industrial ieseareli institutes,, there. are very few Ineebanisme

for technology transfer in the manufacturing arena. Until the past few years, no long-

terra federal support his been available for this kind of tOchnology. development.

Manufacturing has traditionally been ejewed as a segment 'of the society that could kid
V r

for itself. It le the relatively recent incursion 'of foreign suppliers into capitalintensivo

areas like steel, ship building, automobiles, and electronics that has called this

assumption Into question.

The second major cultural barrier WIWI', with few exceptions, Implementation ,pt

technologically sophisticated manufaituring equipment requires relatively large amounts

of capital as well as * new way of condutIting businak. Thht creates the kind of

individual risk foy engineering design and manufacturing production staff previously

en countered only In marketing departmenti-11 creates the need for new took to sasses.

the benefits and implications of the Introduction of new manufacturing method* By

orienting our staff to focus on more applied, eystenorintegrMion problem", by crostini

(militia to provide working test beds for integrated manufacturing, and by addressing

social, organisational, and managerial Problem, thr Institute intends to reduce the risk

involved and hasten the implementation of automated manufacturing technologies.

The Knothole has &squired a staff of more than forty. people In tie Past year. Plans

call for a total of ?5 pettionnel by the end of BM on the way to developing person

organisatioa by 1988. Already the Institute has develdped 12011116,1111Y1 relationships

with faculty and studeite'from five universities, and Werth Initiatives are underitoty to

develop cooperative program with t dustoial firms which have been 'eager to see the

4

ti
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formation of this unique enterprise.

Future growth of staff and programs is predicated on the availability of funding

from industrial, end government eponym, Industrial sponsorship from huge

minututurers seems assured. However, a. I described above, there is a question as to

'whether small manufacturers have the will or the resource. to diva. to eponeoring the

rueuch and development projects necessary for. their survival and growth. Expanded
0

federal support, therefore, Is imperative.

A Proposal firer New lorilels41
.14

Present federal funding for manufacturing related research' and development Le

woefully inadequate, reetricted to a MI million Natioual ScienceFoundation program and

some spaller.efforte.in other agendas such is the Office of Naval Research and the Alt

Force's tCAM ,project. Most of the funds expended by the military department.'

manufacturing echnology programs are devoted to small batch, military production

problems, and thi.work being performed by their industrial contractors. Therilin

need for a much broader boae of federal support which addressee the problems relating

to mid. end high volume conftnercial product miumfacturing.

Lot me Make some ..peciflo comments with regard to the two bill., HR 4047 and '

HE 4415, which us under the covideration of this committee. Fleet, I am not certain

that both'are needed. The level of effort provided by the successful pansy of both bills

could not be provided by the existing talent pool. If :eked kl; pick one bW over

other, I would endorse the pimp of HR 4047 for threesignificant. Teem. pint, It

providtie a longer term bare of support, extending lo 1900, Thle is Important because
$
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development of advaneed manufacturing imiteolop in not n eked-tetra iropoaltioei. tee
breeds of technology. required is -extensive and the integretiOlt problems are =tam*
complex and *ill deMeed -extessive effort forfora decade to providethe tools as Weil MI lbe

trained manpower to use them effectively, %condi HR 4047, explicitly provides funding

.afor'a federal meat,* cater at the Notional Bureau of Standards. Activity it NUS is

already underway and has served to truster technology and focal on questions of

standards whkh are important factor. in making further progress. Third, HR 4047 calls

for the estblishment of kW Centers for Industrial Technology as well as a more

broadly based basic research program end accompanying graduate fellowship and

training programs to be- implemented in unlv.ereilir0 and 'eolkitee: Thus, HR 4047

correctly identifies the importune of technology application, development as well ea new

fundamental knd$1.dp generation..

This ipot to say that I feel HR 4047 is perfect, There are modification to the bill
.

which I would ask you to consider.. For example, Section 8 stipulatei lump sum funding

for implementing Sections ba and be, *20 malign In FY , 40 million in FY85, end $60

million/year in FY's 8040. To ensure the establishme of and adequate funding for

Centers for Industrial Technology, specific funding or a Minimum level of funding should

be explicitly elated 6 the DM for Section 5a. 1 would argue for the eventual
0

establishment of five or six such centers, each ()Jaded at an annual level 0( approximately

115 million!' Thus, Section 8a could be modified to stipulate that 810 millioq be provided

in the tit year, $20 million la the second year, and 1125 canoe each year thereafter for

the
ea &Mightiest and sustaining of programs at no fewer than live Centers for Induetrild

Technology. Section be would be funded by the balance. ..

Another suggested. change would be to eliminate the phut, *a discrete eegmento

tI



In Section 11(a)(11) of HR 4047. M elated, *enters would be established to Wu resenrch

end developmeston very narrow segment. of the intoansted enanufacturin problem

'This would bee mistake, in ray opinion, because one of the 1111014 difficult teaks In

*thieving computer-integrated manufacturing is tying together the sensors, digitally

cuutrolled mobiles., and commnioation networks with the software for Integratedr
&ntrol. Furthermore, integration of the hardware and software systems must be

rAsorkrmed with conscious knowledge of its Impact oi the organisational structure and

manner of conducting business In manutooturini Mine. For these moons, 1 recommend

that the langusge reflect s desire for the estsblielsthent of *Sties of mail4lialanarf

4 centers which devote attention to several aspects of. the 'ethnological and. prig
call!

Impedimenta toeischleving advances in manufacturing productivity.

As a minor addition,,1 lugger that i desire .be expressed by the Congren that

as three canters be established with some view toward geographical distribution in areas

which contain a sipiflcsnt manufacturing ban. tan, provision would inlet in

technology transfer and the actual implementation of technological advelie.

One difference that exists betwein 1111 4047 and 4R 4416 Is the builleinenting

agency. gR 4047 would make NSF qts responsible agent for implementation, fwhile 11R

$415_,gives the responsibility for carrying out -its provisions to the Repartment of

Commerce. While I understand the efficiency of single agency responsibility, It may be

prudent in this instance to *yob? both the Wind Nog_ (p the management of this

program. NSF cordialy has the tradition and experthe to conduct the biol.: reseatch

(Section 6c) and training (Section 0) +ViliOINI of HT 4047. However, nel..teing

designated as a federal research center (theta 6b), would be in an 4INCOUille position to

maximise the effectitenen of the im ler 14._11.__,.ststioss of Settion(6s), The . Nationsi,

1.4

4
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Engineerieg Laboratory of the' NES has the talent end expertise to effectively manage

and coordinate the program, of Centers for Industriel Technology to be established by

this ,legislation, and the Integration of these with the federal reseereh center is

imperative.

In summary, I have tried to aupplement the strong case that already' has been

made in the language of these two Mile with additional reasons for federal government

support for research and development in automated manufacturing. Alto, by my

description' of the Industripl Technology Institute, I have tried to convey that we bilis '

already established an organisation. which fulfills the objectives of the proposed

legislation, and that this organisation can servue a role model for the creation of others.

My comments on the specific provisions dl the two bills are designed to ensue that

attention is also paid to application* development and technology transfer u IreU 'as .

fundamental research.

Thank you for you kind attention. I would be happy to answer any questions you

might have with, points raised here or on other aspects of the proposed legisIstion:
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Mt. Chairman, Members
ofthe Subcommittee, thank you for the

invitation to testify.on.behalf_of
the, IBM-Corporation-on the

issue of the impact of tschnicial innovatiob on U.S. economic
ob

.

competitiveness and the role of the federal government in the
enhancement of\.,the tnnovation process.

We In /BM are afraid that, sometimes, our views on the r01 of
t?e government are discounted because we are seen as a suc artful

self-sufficient multinational company who eonsistently advocates
"laisset Nitre" poliCies. -Aind.while we make'no claim to speak
for anyone but ourselves, it is important to say that because we
work with hundreds oesmall

companies as suppliers (e.'4g., the IBM
PC is almostentirely an assembly of components purchased froM

other companies), otr views are inevitably influenced by our

daily, involvement. with the details of teohnOogy transfer and

commercialization among a representative grup of both large and

small companies.

Mr. Chairman, we are discussing a very broad subject andit is

difficult to respond cogently without an attempt to put this
issue into context. I offer the following statements on that
basis.

.)
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Therm is generaragreement diet, eincet4le 1960's, U.S. inter-

national competitiveness bee on average declined. This has come'

abOut primarily because of atrong and technologicallycapable

competition, which,has reduced U.S. trade shares overseas'and ie

accelerating the effect'of-fundamental,, 'systematic change in the

U.S. economy here at home,

In evaluating the Seriousness of the 'oblems we face,

important to be very objective about a66uses and v iecriminat-0,

ing about cures. For the recital of the new compel ive challenges

from overseas are in the mastery by others of the verytel

that made the U.S. economy the world leader in Ipe past an

auitain it even today as the most productive industrial /economy

in the world.

not want to suggest that we Americans don't face a Serious

ch lenge -- or to imply that we do not have serious structural

problenPe that require government's attention. Indeed the budget

gap, the overpriced dollar, an unacceptably low savings rate are

411 serious threats to our future compeiltivengss.- I 46 want to

isugglet that macroeconomic arguments, which are essential quips

'to fiscal poiRicy, arepoor guideS to science and technology

For example, many say0,merica'is "de-industrializing," losing

jobs in the manufacturing sector as a result of foreign ,

39-06410 :SS 35 4
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competition. 1n fact, that is notec, either in 1950-73 or

073-80% 111

But'eventif that were, so, you would not know whetherithe news was

"good or bad -- good because increasing productiMity permitted a

growing, competitive industry,whosagrowing 'revenues' funded new

'

, jobs in:serVices -- or badbecautie falipg productivity resulted

in, loot sales and attrition of the Work force into unemployment.

our technologiOal problems need a microecOnomic analy" ).80.

The; ruth is the U.S. faces two taska: first, to accelerate our

ability to develop new products and services, and the new tech

nologieh that give them superior prices, luality and valuet and'

second, to enhance the agility and compassion with which (Jar

society embraces structural changes from which our people will

benefit inthe long run.

we must learn to do better what'we Americans already do. very 'f

well. This., is not cause for complaceftcy. Neither is it cause

or a crisis level/Of alarm, precipitating ineffectual actionsh\

\

, The realization that our most rapidly groTing industrial competitors
!

are Japan and its East Asian neighbors K4ea, Hong Kong, TaiWan,

0 ,

(1) Robert Z. Lawrence, "Change' in U.S. Industrial Structures
The ekRole of Global Forces, Secular Trends and transitory
Cydles*" prepared for the Symposium on IndUstrial Change and

tlt,'
Public Policy, Federal Reserve Bank -Of Wansas Cityl, 'August

:19831, p. 0, 4 ,4. . iv ,.

A
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aneSingapore and an anOlysie of the industry segments in which
/40

they have gained **area dloes support the propoisition thatthe

U.S.. ability to commercialize new ideas as rapidly as.isi

necessary has decreased en whileour ability to generate new

idea's remains strong.

-ft ts to this problem of commercialiiatiOn-Of technology tat we

understand the. proposed solutions ntaihed in the bills before

this Committee today are directed'and o which 'out views are

addressed:

At the risk.of-oversimplification, let me charSoterize these

bills in three4oups4.

H.R. 2525 and 1243 propose two different mechanism for

, devefoping a national industrial strategy,

H.R. 481 And 4361 (along with it's companion H.R. 4360)
. .

propose new government agencies. to take actions in implemen,.

tation of Such a strategy.-

H.R. 4047 and 4415 are aimed at enhancing capabilities in

one specific technical- arias manufacturing syst*ffs..

ILithout getting into the details of,these measured., me van

identify two basic'themes underlying all of themi

0

,

r .
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A. To what extant-ahould.the federal*government attempt0.

. .

0. define, indkenteor direct the Private.00ebtbesplanik
,

. . , r r
.

.

. ,

or attions in,,p cotmercial technology? '...y:-
, .

v

1

. .

. .

B. To what extent and in what manlier should fadat19.

agencies select and.ii*Oe toobpigai activities;-'

,research 6r educational -.. iritendidAt enhance cotmercial

competitiveness?

4 If the(Choicee Opentoss'in tnoWer.totheskuegitionsWera p' :

., t . .,limited \".in 'many-way" or sitiever,1.thi:dCbate woulciturnpn
4.

'i *

verY-IsimP . itsuisp..;- a choice)40tween state staialismsnd

, . unconstrained tapitalism... HaPP*117t 4'much more sophisticated set:.
,% . .

al thOilea are available to us -- for there are bothSOprOpria4te:
. '

and inappropriate roles fors, government inthis area. :.
.1,i'.'

.'
4 . $ifW

AO4

The rhetoric used to get this issue of technollogicalvitali in

our economy on the national agenda too often obscures the criteria
."

that should guide policy. Thus, while IBM,,fav strOng'federOX
. _

4v:14one:thatt make iMportrt contribStfons to tha :vitaiOtyWe

oppose many -ithough'not all -*of the solutions Suggested in
V .

these bills. ' 0

Let me now addresp in some detail the criteria for. ed001:attio

that we believe ,should guide publicpOliou wi4411i.that we

strongly endorse much that this committee and the agenciOarAt

authorizes do, and feel that many Of Owfutui0401000 or

S

J '
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50.i'irmoili'cati 14001e oar out' through those sam:isgencies
.

end'ipAS itim#4tadition of n -coercive cooperation among

,1)<'

goverAMilmt,industry and education, and vigogpup cbmpetition in a

gkat Piaci,

,

TeMyttolitti As AN am tot p usy.

.

tMt, fact that high on the .public agenda is concern for u a_d_g

ecOhomiciOompetitiVeness, whose roots lie'in the capacity of the.

Pi*40-sect6i!for pgoddctivity growth:and technological tnnova:
. .

question before. us is nat'actinns-shou/d thelederai
, Nt

goveriMent take t0 proMote0e technctogical:cppabilities and

'FianCe4the '!';omUatitivenesi of U.$ firpe?.

.

rwiil make the Pose that, govenment must strengthen and Sustain'

three, close relationshipeqn our. technological idfrastraturej

theirelationsh* between sAVenced research and higher, education; -

betweensoience 'and engiiieetiligt and between universities and -

0

The mechanism, through Which industry gpine access to talent and 10

new ideas eras varied and co

itself. However, much one

the innovation process,

could short-circuit this

,complexity by direct federal,nvestment in specific aommercial

teghnologies, thi4 strategy vitt usually be a failure.

0
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Thus, we favor keeping federal support for science and universities

strong, encouraging the on of NSF's activities in academic

engineering, and encou.rag collaboration between universities

, and industrial compenie of all sizes and kinds.

.

We do not favor separating engineering fromthe NSF or he

creation pf new agencies that. could divide rather than unite our

national technical community. .Both H.R. 4361 and 401 could have

this effect. Much of what ehould'be'done can be accomplished

under the NSF Enabling Act and the Stevenson-Wydler Act. The

Amendment to the NSF statute passed by this cilliMittee, while

probably not necessary, helps to make cleer'that NSF's mission

covers the fu11 spectrum of skills and creative' pursuits needed

for a productive, innovative society. I urge the Congress to

move ahead with the structure we have, chillengtng both NSF ep,$

the Department of Commerce to strengthen their capabilities and

work with industry in ways both communities wil find beneficial.

TECHNOLOGY, SCIENCE AND
{

THE INNOVATION PROCESS

To explain my point of view, let #a begin with a short comment' on

the nature of the industrial innovation process. /ndustrial and

indeed, agricultural and service firms too; depend on technology

to insure go6d quality and low cosefor their products - in other

. words, to increaseeir productivity and competitiveness.

40
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Better technology and innovative ideesier, also the keys to new

products and processes and, thus, to innovation and bmsiness

growth. Technology is, therefore,. 'capability - made of science

and engineering knowledge, skills and eXperienco deployed in a

competitive environment for the prbduftfern of goods. and services.
.

:Technology is not ecience, is not information, is not research.

Technology ie, of,dourse, the mein product of industrial research,

engineering,, and entrepneneurial management: But tb I competitive,

..... 'commercial technology must pa developed by people with an intimate

'knowledge of both market circumstantes and cost implications.

'"'iftie knowledge must be timely, for daily decisions on technical

.

Irtrategy are influenced by changing competitive circumstances,

'"
,fiew reports of scientifid progress in the universities, now

*plications fdr production costs and schedules as engineering

ate are gathered.

4 e.

ny commercial laboratory that is not hig

r
rdsponsive -to .these

hanging eircumstanceed.runs the danger of developing the wrong'

rodutt for the wrong market, out of the wrong technology at'the

Iong costs. Pew people in government hove Aitilier the inform*-
,

'16 or the manageOnt environment repaired to operate a program
',1

fltApechnology development for cammercialuse. I
.!, f

i

0

hese dynamics of industrial R&D are especially important in

igh tech" industries where change is particularly rapid. Our

pany; fo' example, is working doncurrently on six generations

computer systems, each wit* technology with- oughly twice the

no.tt,;,..4;
4.1f

._
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effectiveness of it predecessor. But the historically ore slow

548

paced, industries (some et4in doomed to the designation "s meet"

4
industries) are.also challenged by rapid technologioal.change,

for the new industrial technologies of automation and information

management can be used - and are being used by U.S.competitors -

to upgrade both productivity and product at a rapid pea. in the

industries too. Industries where filled costs are high and plants

are 91d must be particularly adroit in making technology choices.

I don't believe government agencies should try to make those

choices for them, and thus am very skeptical about the applied

commercial readwich proposal in H.R. 43g.

1
in contriseto commercial development of products and technology,-

scientific and engineering research is typically aimed at exploring
.

.

theret of-the poesibIA,at testing potentially valuable. but

high-risk ideas whose payoff lied out in the future, at exploring

t

otme, new tools nd methods. Strategic judgments on research directions
*

depend on deep understanding of both science and the processes by

which the sOience may,leter, be:put to work. industrial and

academic scientioes'anetingindere".share the neceeiary knowledge,,"

and experience to make there judgmentwand contribute to the

foundations fotiOnew technologies. This As the kind of work NSF

and other agencies do and should support - both in science and in
I

engineering.
A

0.
Since.commercial technology draws fib directly on scientific land

engineering research and the education of the nation'slool of

5,52
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scientific and engineering talent, the ability of pgivate companies

to innovate is directly dependent on the vigor, availability and

appropriateness of these knowledge and human resources.. For this

reeve we strongly support the policy of 'focusing government

sponsored long range researchipiimarily in college, and univelsity%

laboratories.'
,

SOME POLICY inwicints

golloolise;of
-, ..

A .

The role of government, then, is tot .°

(a) remove obstacles todenova4on and productivity growth,

lb) provide an economic, tax and regulatory environment condu-
4 1

cave 65 technological. advance,
.

(c) support the human resources and redearch base for the

technologies on which the private sector depends.

0, \

In addition, of pours., government also has oonistiputiOnal'

obligations)

(d) at the federal level, to invest in military, space, public

health and safety, and other federal R4D needs and

.

,'

a
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0 at't0e state..leVele4o,euatein'the system of public 'schools.

colleges, universities and state resiaron inetitutiOns on

which the local economy, health and welfare depend.

1

How, should the federil government deCide more specifically what

nctivitiei it should undertake? MO believe the flelloiing principles

should appl14
r

I,

Governmnt'should assure the health of both the envi nment,

et"nd the process for private innovation, and not/tub itute

itself for the more effective private sector proceaS of
r

technology generation. Government officials are too far

removed OroM the shortlterm vagaries of marketplace to

be sufficiently sensitive to .these subtle .andtottain, deative

influences. The time conatant for change in direction in

'government-directed work is much too long. ,Thus the teat

fOr federal funding' of R&D *Wed at benefits to civil

emplOyment,and'economic compotitiveness igould'bes j

detai ed first hand knci led of come. V Mark t con

and requirements for.proeucticinAnd slvice neceseatY to

make the R&D useful, and compebiAve? If so, government

manlier.ei4ould restrain .its zeal to help, in this
,

ti

f

(b) Many economise argue that individual f4ms tend to invest

'less in R&D than would be otgreateet benefit to the economy

as a whole, bilesikonly a part of the benefits, are appropri-
.

able by the 4nvosting.firm. Thus, government has an
1

.1.
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incentive to encourage expanded investment in commercial

R &D. To do so directiyiktx government selection and lnding/

of industries and commercial projects, would in most cases

incur theiforoblem just d1ecUssed6 Instead, govetnmen%

enoudiust_thip incremegtal R&D tit credit as a means far

encouraging expanded private inVee,Menti not4the selectiod:
,

.

government of eptcific commercial proiso /8 for

support. (24 U.R. 4479 .and W. 2165 wou4d vekeir46 tax crelti

4 .

permanent and tighten its definition*.

(a) There are technologies of potentially very great commercial

value, which are soiling delayed in possible commercial

benefit and so risk-sensitive that primate ,investment is ,

unlikely to respond to the opportunity., In these circum-

stances, federal participation may be warranted. Iror Such

..

technologies markets may not yet exist; The.prbblems are

primarily technical. namples ight include the early
e

develbpment 9f nuclear electric power technology,,eariy

development of /lei types of large commercial aircraft' and

s9ace technoiogy'investments that led to commercial communi-

cations satellite0. In the nuclear power case, the.govern-

' ment owned the technology initially end its role was impor-

tant, but government domination of the industry's technology

probably persisted much'too lg. In special circumiltancee,

where t radically now area.of,eCience 4n4 engineering gives

(2) Bei Direct Tax Incentives for Rat Tim1e to Cut Bait or to
4tish7'by Lewis M. Bragscomb, IBM Corp., Harvard Business
School 75th Anniversafy Colloquium on Productivity, and
Technology - Makch 28, 1984

A._
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enifkOrt.\40=t4 eXplocatory'Rhase of the technology may 'be

OprOciete: Alovernment should'' also learn how to get out of

thileAroes end. turn back to fundamental research and.
".44

Apperio technology at the right'time.

10
%

(4) A &wooly related case is the federal demon tratian project.

Oftou expensive projects like the SOT, HUD' "breakthrough"

projelt on'avogiulor housing, or the Clinch Ai erBree4er are

'proposed airtoets of either the technology or the market or

both. Costing tens or even hunfieds of Aillions of dollars,

they bootee too conspicuous to'permit much teahnolggical

risk, 'and they rarely twit realistic market orfeconotie

conditions. Thitforoof federal development program ,ha

lost favbr over the last two administrations, and har.tct a

large extent been eliminntellm4oM the non defense sector of

the fidoralimidget. Fe al d pro ems that test

neither.teghBOA09v 'nor market acoaotance and eRonomtos

0004.1i0t be AIR49Vtahn..

le) 'Sustaining the vigor and accossibility.Of scientific and

4. 'engineering reneesch and eddcation il'aclear federal':

responsibility,'xhared with the states and ptivate institu-.

tions. U.S. eolenceis the.envy of the world, honored by a

lion's share of ,Nobs'). prises and followed ini greaildetail by

*
.

1.

..

k
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01 . .

nay.opti.lied well endpwitd,with icientifib imagination and
,

..,

,

.0 , ,
v

accompUthment: A powlfful Wourde o; ideam,fcT terthnO-
4 '

A900's ofleuture long range .non-proprietary. scilptlfic and
t

s'eptineering research.muet by suAbaAndd in iisviprld leader1 -
. :

. I

.dhip reij ion. by federal i'Vpds,,,,The National ipiendk I, 4'.

..! i
Foundation and the Nitionel /64eitUtes of Mdslth p e well 1.'

I

. suited; to these ia:ske today. ..

. .1
.

(f) 'Mangy'l.ncau ri /izedanations.supportAhelr post - graduate and

professi Is through.miniseries of edpcation,'flod,

fend /research through atoyhteM of national laboratOfies.

Thislpettertril its0I.in.Germany (Man Planck In'spitibp),
- '

trance (CNN), Japaq (MITI laboratories.), Austraiist,(C6IA0)'

..and th-UONR ISOVlbi Xcademy)'.,Much of the. quality of'1.11$.11

'higher education and-the relativelyglosa'and supportlVe

relationship betwdonlour u.nivorditielvand industry rbiult

s e
from 6 unique policy thWehould'be cantinuedt Focus the(V

majoriti.of,federal basac research, funds uniVeApity '

laboratorieshbb sustaining *Deo education and:_reeesroh
,

tnrough d Tingle pattern'of investmAlt., plioAreatly

enhances thevalui of the research' investment industry4
4 0

r
.

for the most effectilTmeans.for 'transfer of research

knowledge is through the eMPloAent ofpeople with research

experience.
0'

,

.. 'i
. I .

.. . r .
i ` 0 .. . s

(g) Only 7 % of.univireity'Yeseerch issupported by priVate t 4

I. ..
industry' -' a measure of bhe6distingt roled these inetitu-' -,

e%
.' 1,

f



tions play In the nationa.scientific enterprise. Only 3 %
0

of the total funds available to private research univer-

sities comes front corporate philanthropy. Yet these rela-

tionshipsare very importanas means for kqeping priVate,

companies latouch with new ideas and,exposing students and

.faculty to the priorities and challenges of private

industry. .Govelment policies that encourage companies ,to

assist and Collaborate with universities levqragp the

federal research n estm im ortant

tifiable, economic dividends. Tax policies encour

,,' industrial gifts of modern equipment and support for

research in universities ate a good mechtinism for

initiative and accountability remain with the colleges and
.

Ampanies. H.R. 4475 and 8.2165 mould accomplish thil,

:objective.. Equally, important is_generous,f oral support of

university research in areas.such as the m (trial* sciences,

information sciences, engineering sciences and useful but

basic studies in all isoiplines, so, theUniversitiei can

att act a d sustai' ose c abilit es with whic ustr

will most .went te coilaborate.

M

FEDE L SUPPORT F R UNDAMENTAL REM CH OF NEAR TERM UTILITY

Research in such ussful,fields of adience br lineering can have

a pervasive and, often immediate utility In ptivitte industry. It

is more practical as a basis for university-industryc011eboratiOn

than the equally im ertant domain of federal OUppOrt for

;,

q'4
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or fundamental academic research and will attract more smaller

companies. It is more acceptable and effective than the funding

by government of commercial, proprietary research (which I have

argued is usually ineffective' and inappropriate). Such research

Offers educational and intellectual challenge and is not product

specific. It is-useful .yet fundamental research. It is often

multidisciplinary. Other'examples might include research on

ceragitc or polymer materials, numerical analysis and compute-

tione,1 science, instrumentation and meteorology, quality and

failure analAis, computer-aided design and manufacturing, and

robotic systemi research.

AO
1

Such fields are areas of primary interest to industry, yet they

areAlic:appropriate for research ip the course of graduate

,-.training. The concept that certain.arpas of fundamental, n n-

proprietary research can also be lery'useful aids to piodU tivity

growth is'wellInown in agricUltUre, pharmaceuticals and other

industries, to(0',

1.1:

r

University scientists'Pursee such fields primarily for their

intrinsic Obientigic interest, but,' if they are in touch wit

their peers in industry and if funding is available from federal

agencies, for such basic work, the universities can Make a strong

And highlyiacceptable cortribution to industry and to the economy.
N

ipartment ofDefenee,and other "mission"

ikgensies have provided4supportr" these fields of "useful"

6
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science and engineering, along with the Science Foundation

important. but mall amounts of support from industry.

Un ortunatelly the ISreadth and depth Of Agency .support of such

work has declined as more emphasis heti been placed on.more,

applied work of narrow agency Interest..

The industrial technologies on which congressional attention has

been focused microelectronics, robotics, super-computers,

bio- engineering, materials engineering are most effectively

stimulated by federal support of this kind of university centered

reeeerch, conducted with the participation of private industry.
,

Many oppoqUnities for Oeneficial expansion of this kind of work

exist.

Stevenson- P[ydler TgchnoLcgy Innovation Act

The Stevenson-Wydler at (171, 96-.48P is the primary statutejor
0

federal promotioA of ndust4al technology in the .U.S. and it

provides an adequate authority for this kind of'UsefUl research.

Its provisions envisage the establishment of "Centers for Indus-

trial Technology" (CIT's) At .universities and at other nOilfor-
,

profit institutions as means for improving the utilization of

federally funded research iffcee proMotion'of technological

development. .The laW identifies "generic research" projects as

the apptopriat .Wind of.work to be undertaken at these centers.

cooneratIon and participation by industry is part of the scheme.

1

;



A number of such centers have been established by the National

Science Foundation. However, the NSF centers do not develop

commercial technology, as defined in my introduction. Indeed,

the NSF calls theOuniversity-industry centers" and wisely

refrains from suggesting that they engage in "industrial tech-

nologV.as defined in the Act. The NSF has,lor example, initiated

modestly-sired but excellent center', in the fields of polymer

science, ceramics and slactronic materials at universities.

Industry participation has grown io the point that these centers

are now 70 to 80% funded by priVate industry. The federal funds

which initiate theM are essential, for no one company can Support

'4 a large enough program to stand on its own. As is..typical of
1 . ,

university programs, the work is nonTproprietary end is intended

for publicitioni

While. the NSF university- industry centers are consistent with the

stev4sonowydler Actmandate,.the Department of Commerce - which

is the leaotagilpY for the.Act sought and obtained the approval

*

of Congress .in 1981 to rescind eppropriationelor establishment

of CI**Hunder.,the Pepitytment'A spopeorehip,Therationale for

o
thiedecision is given in a-recent :keportto the PrOsident and

Congress, as required under the Act, The Deportment was evVently

Q reluctant to prooee1 with activities under the words "centers for

industrial technology," Jkich convey A purpose and program far

1
from the reality of what the universities. and dustry scientists

are prepared to do and'whose implications woul make many business

people uneasy.

39 -067 q 89 - 36

4
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An interdisciplinary university. laboratory - with visiting staff,

from industry.- performing publishable reeearoh on colloid

chemistry, or example, is not likely to engage in the development

of commercial technology and should not be eOpected ti do so.. The

university culture will 'mph/Wiz() mop( fundamental and specula-

tive prOblems. The industry sclentiet involved will not wont to

'expose their proprietary secrets to their competitor!). The,

inflated
1
expectationsinherent in the congressional language of.'

the Stevenson-Wydler Act 4s. incompatible with theTffore,basic and ...

\generic kind of work that emerges when university andindustrial

scientists collaborate. A substantial expansion of.Aniverstity-

industryKollaborative researohy with federal support primarily

for the university's participation, in fields of mutual lntereet

and o -proprietary 'character could be' of great vaius

throughout 4duatry.

Engineengresearch as w 11 as icience should be included to

,insure4that,amalfer sOmp ies without research laboratories will

,

be aided intheir quest or higher productivity based on state -of' :

the-art manufacturing l4 ceases/'materials.materials. "Thel.rignhofer

Institutes in Germany Orovideahotherinteresting dkample of 'suo

institutions. The Stevenson-Wydler Adt provides ade4late

authority - as does the NSF enabling statute - but it .ihould bet*

amended to modify the expectations stimulated by its language and
.

. funded to support university-centered work, carried.00t in. .

Alaboration Oftk.industrsil:

-

lof



PiOductldn and Design as Teoliniziogical_thallengea

'An aree4or federal investm;nt in education and lesearahof great

..impqrtinceto the econeny is in science and engineer'' g And
1

to the. funottrns of deeign'and prO4Notioti.-4

4

Where the,Japanise haVe induattial advantage, it le more otten
- -

.1

t,in production and in.rapicrredOtion to practicer of 40ience than

ft and
,

Aiv i; innovation development. As 'noted in the tudy by.

41?
."1' the Preaident'sNationaLPOoductivity, Adiridory Committee (NPAC),

U.S. schools of engineerihg,.have sinde, World WarlI,-Amphasized.

research and diVelopment produotion andlesigg. 'Moir

research support cams primarily !nom. the Wifense, space and other

"We're' miseion".agencle ...,Stressing the art of the possible

took Precedence over engineering princielesaimed at quality,

cost and utility. The. results were spectacular, 0 seen in the

Apollo program, but at the cost of diverting talent from thet

production functidh ept, peitips, in chemical vnglneering).

.

.4

4

4

a
At the same time, Japans eengineemwere focusing on hig4

Oality and low cost as, competitive advantagep, and .developed
.

,
.

Management, design aad production 'strati enabling, them to

minimize the time required to..adatat invantionsand di000/eriesof

f.
' 4(

other countries into prOduete4 for, export. .

0 A,
.4

U. industry hpi risen tO the challenge, And .the burden is

falling on the new generation of engineers. It is or

4 "
r.

4

6

4

4

es3

4

'4



the challenges of efficient production end dimign for manufaotur-

ability attract their rightful share of the most technically

talented students. PortunetelY, the intellectual excitement of

robotics, computer design graphics and bio-engineering ...r0 a.

powerful magnet tor_students and faculty alike. A $50 million
01)It.

challengo4splsof equipment and funds for educational

development made by-IBM has helped over two dozeh universities

initiate new programs and educational reforms.

A similar. evolutioIlk engineering is taking placi.in the field4.ii,
f ,

of.materials engineering and in the role of computers as simula-

tion tools, making unnecessary the time-honored practice of '''

"bread-board" tooting of new designs before commitment to production.

As 0 result, the National Science Board /the Ne,tfonaljAca4emy of

Engineering, the engileerihg professional soOistios 40 this
or

schools of ebqtneering are eager to tipped: and modernize U.S.

engineering capabilities. Meklqi,this happen must reTiive a.viry

high priority_ in any Plan,to improvelproductivity and promote

innovation IA the 00meetic economy.

However, the.4finadoial resources are not in sight to make a major

beginning, even though the private sector alas already provided

major support and the Administraltion's FY85 budget contains a

smell (040 million) initiative to this end in the NSrengineoring

program. Three areas of g;eatest priori re le) modernization

A

lkt

4

J6
O
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11 4ufliversity research and instructional equipment, lb) ourrio-.

'Alot and 'program .reform - both across the conventional

..0)ines and in joint proiliAms with indUstry and (c) support for

graduate students and'young faculty in Oh new areas where

4 bompetitiod for their servOtt in 40dustry is especially keen.

-

.0'

H.R. 4047 addresses t;he4r issues, although, its definition of

"automated manufacturing system" is much toolharrow. It hasthe

virtue of wolkillg through evlisting agencies - Nor and the Department.

.561

If

-A

of Commerce - and is superior to H.R. 4415 bebause it includes*

emphasii on engineering education ad not just ralMsruhr4446-____
.

support the purpose of4H;R. 4041.

' ORGANiZAT/ONAND MANAGEMENT or THE pEDERAL'R&D ENTERPRISE

There is. no focal point within the executive branch for monitoring

the effect of the total federal R&D activities on the privite

sector's technological capabilities, or.for generating the poli9y

analysis maximizing the economicTlalue of thi* 00 billiodJ
..4

annual investment.
/' ,i,

The Office of Science and Technology Pokti4 (OSTP) in the Executive

Office of the President does not have the resources; the Department

of Commerce looks primarily.to its own activities. In any case,

. in the most recent reorganization proposal affecting Commerce the

ohginal plan was.to divest the remaining scientiff6 bureaus from

the Department should the Department of International Trade and

t
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Industry be created. H.R. Ail would also deprive the Commerce

- DepartMent.of mplirof its' technical cappilityt. We would prefer

to sae the DepertMent improve its. 444gability to understand the
*

technical, aspects of,microecoObraiiwanalysie, rather than dismember

it.

A number of,the'polioy objectives advancedin 'this.paper call Or

the ability to look at the programs and the Institutions for R

across the government, including the Department of Defense as

well as civil agencies, national labOratoriedias welt as university

support pxograms.

Dot H.R. 2525 and H.R, 1243 make provision for the f. Cgathering
1

and micreecopomic ana sis that is aegoled. Rather th doing

this work under a National Commission, as proposed in .A. 2525,

we prefer to see the Department of Commerce increase i skill

and"experienOS in science, enginearisq and microeconomi. . The

National Research Council can cert nly, help brilpg the ox erte,

togther for similar Orpisoes, as °posed iA H.R. 12*

But our gerioug objection to both these bills is they do pot top

at research end.informati4ervices. Theysoall for the'generation

sof national industrial strategies for %filch neither the NRC nor
*

the proposed Commission would have the skills,'experience or,.

information to be of any real help V private industry. And if

...

agencies then atteffipted to translate these stratpies into coM-

mercial r elity,'the.4istortionof the private sector's', froodpmr

of actio could become A serious 10ibitor to vomgtitiUeness.

40

"kw
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MATCHING RIPORIC TO RIALI/10

rMuch of the current conflict over P oposals to invest feder

)runds in R&D activities to support economic Oerformance is

consequence of a serious mismatch bitween rhetoric And realty.

The rhetoric typically promises much more than the reality of

federal research support clan possibly deliver. The result is

infla ed
9
lexpectatiqns, which may lead.to disillusionment with the

office of sciende as a source of tSchrogy. The rhetoric also

generat a opposition by those who do notwant to see the \ederal
..

agencies choosing and conducting R&D programs to develop
i

industrial technology, for we view such activities as anti-comps*

titive, wasteful anal, in any cape, likely to be a weak.

contributor to useful industrial capability. As a consequence,

the rhetoric makes it difficult to generate a consensus behind

useful, non-controversial proposals like the university centers

for interdisciplinary generic research, carried on in collabo,

nation with scitiritists and engineers train industry.

The hevenson-Wydler Act, plagued with this dichotomy from the

beginning, is not the only exaMple. A more dramatic one was the

Cooperative Automotive Research Program; initiated by the Carter

Adminietration,amid lir fan-fare from Congressional supporters

who discribed its objectives as "reinventing the automobile."

i The implication of the program was that the U.O. auto .industry
.

had lagged technologically and that the federal Program would.

.:_restore its competitiveness, thos pres1rvLng the auto workers'

jobs.

1
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In fact, the program that was envisioned. was the support of

university-industry researciftcoperation in useful, basic fields

like combustion science,. metallurgy, advanced materials and the

like. CARP was publicly supported by at least one senior automobile

executive, who evidently thought the research would be useful and

was expecting some needed regulatory relief in the legislative

package. The Reagan Administration cancelled the program as

almost itslfirst act upon taking office.' Yet the'same research

activities conducted under different-colors might well'have been

generally accepted as entirely appropriate federgl activity": It

was, in fact, intended to be a research program of broad applic-

ability, not of commercial technology development.

The Congress, 'the Administration, thu technical commtpity and the

industry must all decide to ks more realistic about the limits of

federal power,to sustaln the technological performance of the

private sector, have mom faith in the long term-power o, research

end education to support an effective industrial process for

innovation and determine to remove the remaining obstacles

imposed by federal policy to the Attainment of that performance.
. b

5 6 s
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U.S.. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
NNOCOMMITTIO ON 111CONONIC INAINUknON

os rIN

CtOMMITTU ON NAMING, ',MAKS AND UNIIAN AMMO
Noon helm eittow

112$at**. Neves 001019 Swum,

WASHINWON, D.C. 2,QI I I .

Junm 12, 1904

HonOrable Doug.WeAgren
Chairman
Suboolmittee on Wince,

Room 2319
Research Technology

Rayburn House Office Wading
Washington, DC 20515 1,

IIM

OIN3211-71?

Dear Dluge

4 want to thank you again for the opportunity to testify
before. your Subcommittee on H.R.'4361. I would like to include
for the record the OTA Steer Memorandum ontit144 "Development and
Diffusion of tommorcial Technologies*. Should the rtderal
Government Redefine Its Role?" which I mentioned during the
course of.my testimOny.

Additionally, you sight be imterested in a eari,es of quote.
,which we excerpted from our hearings on H.R. 4361.

With best personal regards,

Sncloeures

.0

sinnerily,

J. LaSALCS
airmen

ter

5 6 9)1,11
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U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
iNICOWAD111 ON IICONOWC STAIDLIZATION

ofw
comultrio ON BANNING. MANCE AND (JOAN AfFAIAS

NUIPY1441CosOuse
13I Iltwom Hain °Mil CIL

WA 'MOWN, DC :OM

April. 9, 1904'

The fallowing witneed6e testifed Wore the OuhcommitteaCh
HER. 43611 #

Kenneth Wilson, Profelior of Physics
Cornell University

George Heaton., Professor of ',Technology 4 Policy
BostoC University

.

David Mowery, Professor of Economics if
Carnegie-Mellon University

. - . .

Lewis M. iirenicomh, Vic** Priapeni/Chief Scientist
. .

IBM and
Chairman, lational BcikrHie:joard,:.National Scieri.00

Foundation

cf.Myron Tribus, Director
Center for Advenced envineerIng Study

.

Jordan J. BArtich, Preildlint
Jordan J. Baruch AssodOres

f Donald H. Frey, Ale/ Executive Wider
' Sall tond,Howell Corp.

Bunnell Drew, Presplent
,..*

Viking Instruments Company' representing ,

the Institute a Electrical and tlictronici.
. ,

ildWin Mansfield, Professor 01conomics .

.University of Pennsylvania --. 'submitted test-111%0M'.
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OP. ITNE ON B

1. , 006 roA PECONOLOGY OUP
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qe0t91 eatont.,"kttechnology:f undaion is
,
needed for ttio reason!

:k.,''.1,-'(1) it casts the governmentOn a flgadership .,

:,Apto,le through the establishment of a new
IAnstitution with technology.ns; its maln'foOUW
il ;;- .

.- (4".;.,"the private sector yhdprinvnsts in_MsD
bnrinunkOths financinf rewards are not sufficiently.

. arefOriable by the rAsearch porTormer

...:,4ordOn4Unp.ichr , Os On ted States hAs a misirable history in the

lheport Wt1Ohnology, history thnt must change

V::- if we arii'tb maintain ourposition'h*.rWadvanced
. .1 industrial Oatio,." . .:,. ..1- Hi''

"This country,needsi 421)4,1'0,1Y neies6/ an
Advanced Technologoundation,and that .

made up nit of scientists but of toChnologiets and

' ropresentatives...',;Of:induitry largn,endsmall:"

foundationAleods SAjoard to .guide it..,,,- a board t

. .

. Myron Tribuss "In the sale otAroMplix-prOducts or.high -

i technoiOgy products the itrengtb_Of the dollar has

not been important. We lose out.-kecause our : .
products are ,-either not as goodesig0.4or they

have lower" reliablity..' !,,','

,., .
.

!.;:

We:Cannot-thitain Our IsconoMfor position if'we
invent andthey iiinovate..',WhatWw p4ed is a new
forp of:partnerihip in which tiwgoviiiiment is

involved -id a Oolloborativev,way withthe private
.iiector..:

.:
;

... ...
.., .

Lewis pranocomke "Most of the iinduStrin4., nologiss-,<,

- -mforoelsotioniOs, rOb

1

effelei s rcemputers, ,
....: bio-nnginserIng, or materlalOabginsering-'are
, most4ffectiVely stimulated brfederal support 0.

.
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.this kind ot university centered
conducted with the participation of private'

,h industry.
-;

Woking et the authorlti in o'1'd leciaon i0:'
proVedp grant Money for research .cp generic ,

technologies, Branscoah said, R 'strongly support
that ae an appropriate etttio,n of goWernwent....'1!..

.

DaVij !Orli', 4 "Tn. innovativir, . onifOrlinon O. tIlt
.00nony ie. 01.100.1 to' iirowth in 41.1.0c nOd

produotivity...1 Apo. .1100,104p tbs.:1041c of H.R
4351 without reserv0e4COW

7

r

.

'I 1. r

"Whi..1. wilitairy 'and spitim.related. Rap- May* ;
generated 100Ortant:00,14ian sprilovers, ,

monworniiii :benef,ttio-f haVe ;been /ass Intoontional,
than fortuitousi A less skeWad apocitioh or
applled.Ra0 funding Could .be partianlarly
beneficial o iondustx lee that' hittrieltali,ylieVa
acct been:aijor 'yenkpiente of', such funds."
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Y 2. -INDEPENDENT AGENCY tillidiD/NRN AGENCY

n t W On',"I fiiel:tnattne idea of an ATP, or goof:thing
. 1 it is drgently needed...I agree that the-National ,

Ociencd Foundation cannot wry the burden of

differ

development.. 'The technology priorities
differ substantially for scientific priorities Which is
the WSP41.aain caincern.:. And the scale on which we have
td'addresa teehOlogicel tauss could destroy. the NSF,
if the Nye' becameireally seriously involved. And X say
this from my practicil'experiende of workEng with the
Supercomputer Panel at the'VSt,T.where the conflicting
Iprioritiesof tepOinology and science'became. very
evident." 'Professore Heaton and Mowery agreed with the
statement.that NSF is not the appropriate vehicle.

'Russell Drew!. '1'Unfortunately, I think you are quite correct in
assuming. that the Department of Commerce. on the
previous record,lookalike it is woefully
inadequately prepared-Wile-that (pursue:its'
responsibility under Stevenson-Wydler)."

9nald.F;livi "I think that the unique thing about this
proposal, is its clear delinated flavor toward .

industrial manufactdripg generic research..the
constituency for the NEP wants every single dollar
to go toward their basic research..which is why I
hink if You ire going'fb do a job and do it
right, you are going to have to develop 14 new

* new constituency.''%

J(iidan_Seruohl "One of theniCathings about H.R. 4361 is that it
i neat, comtet,-404 focussed. .It doesn't
require the corpora-1ton 0.f 3,600-odd people at
the National Sureau of Standerds or 17 different
programs from the National Baena.. Foundation or

t. the Office of Productivity, Technblogy, and
Innovation...Let's keep it clean. Let'amake it
simple. Let's not overdefine how it is todelts
task. Let t board and the staff do that and
then let's got out of its way."

"Because these cultures (science and technology)
!k. are so different, it would patently be folly to

'expect a foundation geared to operate within the
.science culture'to be effective in the support of

technology."

ChlOrCelieetont "New government agencies are typically created to
refocus existing activities as much to create
newspapers...Today technology development is
iimilarly a of new national urgency."
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StEIMMON1NTIAOk REPORT

$40,111 prewt "My personal judgment isthat implementation is
wholly inadequate. they are really looking at
things'that are,already there and existing, and.
trying to color them a different color, so that.it
would look like they ate in compliance with.
Stevenson-Wyeller...

*
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'4. RiD TAX CREDIT/R&D wimp pARTsimodule

gorminivirnol 'It [the. RID limited partnership] may some day be
succeseful". It has not all yet had much ,impact."

A:'4 A Jo nt it Re 01 ;nation] Report pp gtillinto of
F r . t estimates that EU,
Ose o is i n o o reasury for the

Increment R&D tax credit will be $650 million in
fiscal yer 984; 064p million in fiscal year 1985.

Edwin Mansfield; "In all of these nktions Canada,.and
Sweden] the increased"RO expenditures due to the
tax incentives seem to be substantially .lees than
the revenue lost by the government. The ratio of
the tax incentive-induced'incrtiase in R4D spending
to the foregone government revenue...ranged from
about 0.3 to 0.4." This is a 30 cent increase for
each $1.00 of lost revenue.

4110 serve as a member of the board and a
member of aninvestment Adviiory Committee. In
that rol4WI reView.manycfilany industrial R&D
limited partnershp prop01401S. To date, we have
chosen to invest in none of them because our *it
for investment is not simply that it be a tax
sheltei but that it have a significant potential
for commercial success'and ContribuOon.

4 '4

"Rased on'ourifindings, tt appears that the R&D
tax incentive*, in tholr'present form, ale
unlikely to have a major impactiin a nation's; rate
of innovation. One possible way of increast4-
_their effectiveness is to change the compunetiOn-
of the base around...Ouch a change would not
necessarily-0;40A in a considerable increase in
effectiveness."

110

nti
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5, FEDERAL INQUSTRIAIP EXTENSlON SERVICE,

gegrot Meatons An industrial extension'experiment deserves to be
tried...about half the states today have their own
extension programs. At least some of these
programa have been higNty.successful. Xhe
potential benefits to be gained for the country in
the aggreg%te are great indeed even if only modest
improvements in productivity Occur in a large
number of firms.

."The federal role should be to fund state
programs...and provide them, as necessary, with

back up technical assistance."

Myron Trikuss "Consider how this service could address the''
problems of increased quality and productivity
...In any inAystrial process the application Of.
(the Methodeftf,statistical quality control) can
contribute more to qualityend productivity_than___
can any other single technology.,.An extension :

service could be central in lacilitatine the
abplicatiouof these methods. It i* ridiculous to
think that theGoverveni does not have a role to .

play in, this."

abLitgualgomks "There is a largearoa in the diffusion of the
results of research Out to engineerg and others

can us. it that needs attention."

David Moteryt "The effectiveness of the agricultiral extdAsion.
, program clearly suggests that similar activities

could greatly enhance the effectiveenso of a
publicly funded industrial research program.

However, the analogy is far from
straightforward...A vigorous industrial extension

program could go some.way toward alleviating the
costs of transfer end utilidation, but such a
program would ha substantially more ambitious and

costly than thaC:currently proposed."
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